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PREFACE
In the past few years the field of electronics has expanded at a phenomenal pace, and predictions are that it will continue to grow at an accelerated rate for some time to come. Although the field of electronics was
already quite large before the war, the enormous development program
carried on during the war years has produced many new applications of
electronics and has opened this field to possibilities of astounding proportions. Electronic principles 'are employed in all branches of communications, such as telephone, telegraph, radio, television, facsimile, radar,
shoran, loran, tcleran, and sonar. Applications of electronic principles
are also found iu various branches of scientific research, many branches of
therapeutics, and a 'ffide variety of industrial manufacturing processes.
There is scarcely an industry that does not today employ some electronic
device as a process control or safety device in the manufacture of its
products.
Although the circuits used in the many applications of electronics are
quite diversified and complex they all have two points in common:
(1) They employ the basic circuit elements such as resistors, inductors,
capacitors, and vacuum tubes. (2) They employ one or more of the
basic circuit applications of these basic circuit clements. Therefore, in
order to understand the many complex circuits used in electronics, it is
necessary to have a thorough knowledge of the basic circliit elements and
their basic circuit applications. With this knowledge as a background it
is then only necessary to study the new circuit element and its circuit
applications in order to understand the operation of any complex circuit
that may be used in television, radar, industrial control, etc.
The purpose of this text is to present, at an intermediate level, a comprehensive study of the principles of operation of vacuum tubes, their
basic circuits, and the application of these circuits to low-frequency radioreceiver applications. A chapter on test equipment and test procedures
as applied to receiver circuits and a chapter on transmitters are also
included in the text to provide an introductory knowledge to these subjects. A review of the operating characteristics and circuit applications
of resistors, inductors, and capacitors as used in electronic circuits is
presented in Chap. II. For a more thorough treatment of the subject
V
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matter covered in Chap. II, the reader is rcforrccl to the authors' text
"Electrical Essentials of Radio."
This book is intended for: (1) students studying radio or electronics in
a high school, trade school, vocational school, technical school, or junior
college; (2) persons not attending any regular school but who wish to
study the subject on an intermediate level. This book is also intended to
provide the background necessary for further study of electronics in fields
such as the high-frequency and ultrahigh-frequency circuit applications
which require as a prerequisite a knowledge of the basic detector, amplifier, oscillator, and rectifier circuits for low-frequency applications as
presented in this text.
The following features, not ordinarily found in any one book, have
been incorporated in this text.
1. A minimum knowledge of mathematics is required. Most of the
mathematics involves the use of only addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and square root. The use of equations and vectors and
plotting and interpretation of curves arc explained in the text.
2. Examples arc used throughout the book to illustrate the applications of the equations and principles discussed in the text. All except a
few minor equations arc followed by an illustrative example. The values
used in the examples have been carefully select,ed and represent actual
practical values. Examples of complex as well as simple circuits arc
illustrated for d-c circnits, a-c circuits, and vacmun-tube circuits.
3. Letter symbols, abbreviations, and drawing symbols used for
circuit diagrams have been selected wherever possible to conform to those
adopted or rccommenHed by the IRE, RMA, or ASA.
4. The principle of operation of the various circuit elements and the
analysis of the operation of electric and vacuum-tube circuits arc explained
according to the electron theory except in a few insta1ices where it is more
practical to refer to current flow.
5. In recognition of the valne of visnal instruction, drawings are used
to illustrate each principle as it is presented. As many of the important
features of the parts used in electric,ity and radio cannot be readily shown
by diagrams, nnmcrous photographs of actual commercial products
appear throughont the text.
G. The operat.ion of the circuits used to perform each of the basic
functions of a vacuum tube, namely, detection, amplification, oscillation,
and rcctifieation, is explained in great detail in order to illustrate the
purpose and action of each circuit element in the composite rircnit. In
the explanation of the operation of these circnits a wide variety of tnbe
types has been employed so that the tube types for specific applications
conform to those used in practical circuits.
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7. The 18 appendixes provide sufficient reference data so that all of
the problems in the book may be solved without the necessity of using
any additional references. The appendix illustrating the drawing symbols, together with a picture or diagram of the circuit element that it
represents, contains I 00 items and is the most extensive listing of symbols
the authors have found in any one somce. Preparing this appendix
involved considerable research in order to have these symbols conform to
recognized standards as far as possible. In view of the fact that, different
organizations sometimes use different symbols to represent the same
object and that no universally recognized standards have been adopted
for many of these symbols, the task of preparing this appendix has been
difficult. The appendix of letter symbols and abbreviations is also very
extensive and the same difficulties encountered with the dra,ving symbols
were met and were solved in a similar manner. The appendix of equations generally used in radio and electronics is compiled from the body of
the text and to facilitate cross reference between this appendix and the
text the equation numbers corresponding to their_ location in the body of
the text have been included with the appendix listing. The appendixes
on tube characteristics contain sufficient information to solYe all of the
problems in the text without the aid of a tube manual ,thereby providing
an adequate source of data at all future times regardless of changes in the
tube manuals.
8. A bibliography of reference materials is provided at the end of
each chapter to direct the reader's attention to supplementary reading
material. A composite bibliography of all the individual chapter bibliographies, together ,vith several additional references, is included as
Appendix 17.
9. As an aid to the instructor and a challenge to the more interested
student, there arc numerous questions and problems at the encl of the
chapters. The values used in the problems have been carefully selected
and represent actual practical values.
Numerous industrial organizations have been of great assistance in
providing illustrations and technical informati'on regarding their products,
and this service is gratefully acknowledged. These organizations are
Advance Electric Company; .Aerovox Corporation; Allied Radio Corporation; American Phenolic Corporation; American Telephone and Telegraph Company; Amperite Company; Bliley Electric Company; Browning Laboratories, Jnc.; Brush Development Company; The Electric
Storage Battery Company; Electro Dynamic Works; Federal Telephone
and Radio Corporation; General Electric Company; The Hammarlund
Manufacturing Company, Inc.; The Hickok Electrical Instrument Company; Insuline Corporation of America; International Resistance Com-
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p:wy; .Te11sen Radio l!fauufactming Company; P. R. l!fallory & Company, Inc.; 1\friHsner l\Tmrnfacturing Diviision, Ma!-!;nire lndnstries, Inc.;
NationnJ Carbon Company, Inr..; Na,tional Company, Inc.; Ohmitc
Manufacturing Company; Philco Corporation; Hadio News; Radio
Corporation of America; Slmrc Brothers, Inc.; Solar Mfg. Corp.; Standard
Transformer Corporation; Thonlarson Electric Manufacturing Division,
:Maguire Industries, Inc.; Trimm lVfanufacturing Company, Inc.; "\Yestcrn
Electric Company; "\Vestinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company;
"\Veston Electrical Instrument Corporation.
The authors wish to express their appreciation to Beverly Dudley,
formerly of the editorial staff of Electronics, for the careful reading of the
manuscript and for his helpful criticisms concPrning the technical phases
of the manuscript, and to B. B. Bauer, chief engineer of Shure Brothers,
for his helpful suggestions concerning microphone ratings. It is a pleasure for the authors to express their gratitmlc to Mrs. William Osterhclcl
for her care in typing the manuscript and for other helpful assistance that
she rendered.
:;\foRHIS SLURZBERG
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO
Much of the progress in civilization may be atiributed to man's
ability to communicate with his fellow men and thereby transmit his
thoughts to them. The progress of civilization and the means of communication quite naturally have advanced at about the same pace.
Radio is the newest and most modern means of communication, and in
one manner or another it :tffects the lives of hundreds of millions of
people.
Radio is a branch of a new field of science called electronics. Electronics has enabled scientists to develop means of examining the germ
structure of bacteria and to see through fog and the utter blackness of
night. It is used to detect poisons, to guarantee food values, to control
manufacturing processes, and to protect life and property. Electronics
has opened a new field to science and should result in many developments
that ~vill contribute to a better world.
1-1. Forms of Communication. ]\fan's chief means of communication are the senses of sight and hearing. These are commonly referred
to as the audible and visible means of communication. Each method has
been used since the early stages of civilization and each is still used
extensively.
Visual Means of Communication. The sense of sight has long been
useful to man, first as a means of warning him of approaching dangers
and later to enable him to receive messages in ·written form. There are
numerous examples illustrating the progress of the visible methods of
communication, such as the hieroglyphics of-the ancient Egyptians, the
smoke signals of the American Indians, printed matter such as newspapers, books, etc., photography, motion pictures, and television.
Audible 111eans of Communication. The sense of hearing also has
been used for communication through many slages of civilization. It,
too, served to warn man of approaching dangers long before the development of modern communication systems. As civilization progressed,
the audible methods of communication "·ent through numerous stages as
illustrated by the development of languages to conyey thoughts, the
development of devices such as the telegraph, telephone, wireless, and
radio to transmit messages over greater distances, and the development
1
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of devices such as the phonograph and sound motion pictures to make it
possible to keep a record of the message.
1-2. History of Radio Communication. Bast'c Electrical Principles.
Through consistent research and experimentation many scientists have
contributed to the development of radio communication. Credit for the
invention of radio can go to no one person as "·as given ]\forsc for the
telegraph, Bell fo1: the telephone, and ~larconi for ~vireless telegraphy.
Its development has taken years, and many men have made important
contributions. A brief history of radio progress can, therefore, be outlined by presenting the names of these scientists and the contributions
they haYc made.
In 18G5, .James Clerk i\Iaxwell, utilizing the electrical and magnetic
experimcntK denilopPd by Michael Faraday and Hans Christian Oersted,
proposed the following theories: (1) that light waYes 1Yere electromagnetic in character; (2) that a charge of electricity moYing through space
constituted an electric current as well as a charge moving in the ,\;res of
an electric circuit; (:3) Umt a magnet moving in space generated an clcctromotiYc force in the space around it.
In 1888, Heinrich Hertz proved by direct experiments that the predictions made by ?\Iaxwell were trne. Hertz made a nry careful study
of electric wa,·cs and found not only that they moYe ";th the same speed
as light, but that they behave in the same manner as do light waYes in
every way except that they cannot be seen by the human eye. While
the waves of visible light are so short that from 30,000 to G0,000 arc
required to equal the space of one inch, the electric m.wes were discovered by Hertz to have lengths ranging from several inches to several
miles.
Wireless. In 1805, :\farconi invented the aerial, and he was able to
increase the distance by which electric waves could be projected into
space. To increase the energy of transmission, antenna structures were
made very large and high voltages were used. The early commercial
transmitters were of the spark type, utilizing; the charge and discharge
of a capacitor through an oscillator circuit containing a spark gap, which
,ms inductively coupled to the antenna circuit and in resonance ";th it.
The principle of inductive coupling and the resonance between various
parts of the transmitting circuit was discovered by Sir OliYer Lodge.
FollmYing the spark system of transmi-ssion the continnous-1\·aye method
was used, and during this time the Poulsen arc and the Alexanclerson and
Gold~chmidt alternators came into use. For lktccti011 at the receiving
end of the radio system, the coherer and the crystal detector \\·ere generally used.
Radio. The transmission of voice, music, ek., through space was
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originally referred to as radiotelephony but it is now called radio. Its
development and advancement are due largely to the introduction and
development of the vacuum tube. Engineers working on transcontinental wired-telephone systems began using vacuum tubes in these telephone
circuits about 1912. Use of these tubes resulted in rapid developments,
and by 1915 engineers of the Bell System were able to transmit voice
messages by wireless telephone from Washington to Paris, and from
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Fm. 1-1.-Evolution from the earlv DeForest h:be to the modern vacuum tubes of more
complex structure. (Courtesy of RCA J[a-n,,facturing Co., Inc.)

Washington to Hawaii nearly 5,000 miles away. Several radio broadcasting stations were operated on an experimental basis before 1920, but
it was not until 1920 that broadcast of regularly scheduled programs was
introduced by station KDKAof Pittsburgh. Commercial broadcastradio
receivers were first introduced in 1921. By 1922 radio had advanced to
the stage of broadcasting events originating outside of the studio, stwh
as band concerts, football games, etc. Continuous improvements in the
quality of broadcasting and the introduction of station networks have
aided in the further development of radio.
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1-3. Development of the Vacuum Tube. Development of Basic
Principles. Although much of the progre:-:s in the dc,·clopment and
applic:1tions of vacuum tubes has been made during the past l\yenty
years, the basic principles upon which all vacuum tubes operate were
established during the latter half of the nineteenth century. A study of
the electrical condncti,·ity of gases was Etarted in 1853 by Alexander
Becquerel. From his experiments he came to certain conclusions as to
the conductivity of gases. Although these conclusions ,,·ere later refuted
by Gustav WiPdemann, they were confirmed in 1881 by Rene Bloncllot.
Thomas Edison used these principles to develop his incandescent
lamp. His first commercially practical lamp was made in lSin. Four
years later, "·hile conducting experiments to perfect the lamp, he noticed
that, if a :-:ernncl ekctrode, in the form of a wire or plate, ,n,s placed
inside the lamp and this electrode made positi,·e with respect to one end
of the filament, a small current flowed to this electrode when the filament
was heated. This effect is called the Edison c.ffcct. Apparently the only
use that Edison could imagine for such a de,·ice "·as as an indicator of
voltage -variations in a lighting circuit; hence in his application for a
patent in 188:1 lw refers to the lamp as au clrctrical imlicalor.
The Fleming Vabe. The news of the Edison effect aroused interest
throughout t.he scimtific ,rnrld. Sir "'illiam Preece, 1Yho was µarticnlarly intercstc•cl in t.his phenomenon, persuaded Edi,;on lo giYe him one of
these experimental lamps and proceeded to make quantitatiYe measurements of the Edison effret. Experiments ,Yith the incandescent lamp
were also being conduct.eel at this time by Prof. J. A. Fleming, an electrical adviser to the Edison Electric Light Company of London. Tn one
of his earlier experiments Fleming shcmed that if the cold electrode is
heated to ineancle:;;cence an electric current may be made to flow through
the vacuum by use of an external battery. In continuing the quantitative measurements made by Sir William Preece, Fleming produced a
cmve sho\\·ing the relation bet,Yeen the ,·oltagc across the lamp and the
current flo"·ing throngh the vaemun. He also µreffed that a unidirectional current would flow in the cold electrode circuit enn if an alternating current were used to heat the filament.
In his search for a means of rectifying high-frequency alternating
currents, Fleming utilized the principles of the Edison effect and developed what he referred to as an oscillation V(l,lve. In England, Yacnum
tubes are still referred to as valYc1-. In the application for a -United
States patent, he calls this devic-.e a.n instrument for cmwerting alternating electric currents into contim10ns cnrrC'nts.
Factors A.{Jecting the Elrctron Emission. Between 18!)9 and 1!)01
Prof. J. J. Thomson, the discoYcrer of the electron, arnl Prof. 0. W.
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Richardson carried on scientifw research to determine the relation
between the amount of heat, material used, and the electron emission
resulting when a material was heated in vacuum. From these experiments Prof. Richardson was able to formulate the fundamental laws of
electron emission from heated materials in vacuum. These laws have

FIG. 1-2.-Dr. Irving Langmuir, Sir Joseph John Thomson, and Dr. William D.
Coolidge at the General Electric laboratories when Thomson, the famous discoverer of the
electron, visited America in 1923. (Courtesy of General l!llectric Company.)

served as a basis for determining the materials to be used as the electron
emitter and the temperature required to obtain the desired electron flow.
The Audion. As the Fleming valve served to rectify high-frequency
alternating currents, and therefore could be used as a detector, it provided
the means needed for further advancement in wireless communication.
This valve acted only as a rectifier and could not be used as an amplifying
device, which is one of the most important uses of vacuum tubes. About
1906, Dr. Lee De Forest introduced a new vacuum tube, to which he
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added a third electrode, called a (!rid. By means of this grid he was able
to control the amount of electron flow; thus the tube could now he used
as either a detector or an amplifier. This tube was called un w,dion
and constitnted a considerable arlvance over earlier forms of radio
detectors.
The exact manner in which this tube functioned was not known until
about HH2, when Dr. lrving Langmuir demonstrated that the output
of a vacuum tube was dependent on the following factors: (]) the electron
emission, which is controlled by the current flO\ving in the filament;
(2) the voltage applied to the plate; (3) the grid voltage; (4) the spacing
between the electrodes.
111odern Vacuum 1'11bes. Improvements to the vacuum tube were
accelerated by further study and experimentation carried on by numerous
scientists arnl led to the modern vacuum tnbe. Some of the improvements are: (1) high-vacuum tubes, which permit high voltages to be
applied to the plate; (2) better materials for the electron emitter; (3)
heaters for a-c operntio11; (4) the beam power tnbe, for control of direction
of the flow of electrons; (5) new clements, such as the screen grid and the
suppressor grid; (G) mnlti-pnrpose tubes, which makes it possible for one
tube to take the place of two or more tubes; (7) new types of constmction, such as metal, single-end, lo~tal, bantam, miniature, and acprn
tubes; (8) special-purpose tubes, such as voltage regnlators, electronray indicators, controls for relay and sweep circuits, cathode-ray tubes,
photo tubes, and television tubes.
1-4. Development of the Radio Circuit. In addition to the improvement of the vacuum t~ibe, many other changes, additions, and methods
of connecting the various parts of radio transmitters and receivers have
taken place during the past thirty years.
Radio Circuits. In l\H4, Maj. E. H. Armstrong obtained a patent
on the regcnemtivc circuit, also known as a f eedba.ck or self-helcrodyning
circuit. In l\J24, Louis Alton Hazeltine gave the world his tuned-radiofreqnency method of amplification and the principle of neutralization of
the capacitance of coils. Hartley, Colpitts, and :Meissner made variations in the oscillator circuit that is used in all superhetcrodyne receivers
and in all transmitter circuits. The constant-current system of plate
modulation as developed by Heising is the method most commonly used
by transmitting stations.
The circuits developed by these men constituted a considerable
advancement in radio design and \Yere quite complex when compared to
the simple crystal-detector circuits. In comparison to the radio circuit
as used in modern receivers, however, they are simple. Although most
commercial receivers use either the superhetero<lyne or tuned-radio-
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frequency circuit, their only resemblance to the fundamental circuits as
developed by Armstrong and Hazeltine is in the basic principle involved.
Numerous changes and additions to these circuits, such as ganged tuning,
band switching, automatic volume control, power detectors, filter circuits,
etc., were contributed by a countless number of men, and these changes
are responsible for the great difference between the basic and modern
circuits.
Circuit Elements. During the time all these changes were being made
in the vacuum-tube and radio-circuit design, constant improvements
were also being made in the resistors, capacitors, and inductors used in
the radio circuits in order to improve their operating efficiency. Electrolytic capacitors, carbon-type variable controls, powdered-iron-core
radio-frequency coils, ganged variable capacitors, and midget variable
capacitors are but a few of these improvements. As in the case of the
vacuum tube and the radio circuit, these improvements represent the
efforts of many individuals in the various industries and research laboratories throughout the world.
Further Circuit I mprovernents. In the early stages of radio, all transmitters used what is known as amplitude modulation. With this method
undesired noises, such as static, were amplified in the same proportion as
were the desired signals. If the original strength of the undesired signals
represented a moderate proportion of the signal strength of a desired
station, the reception of signals from this station would be very noisy.
Major Armstrong, in seeking a way to eliminate static, decided that
some method of modulating the signal must be used for which nature had
no duplicate. His method of f-m, or frequency modulation, is the result,
and it has revolutionized the field of radio communication. It is now
possible to hear entertainment over the radio without being disturbed by
the annoying noises made by static.
1-5. Other Applications of Electronics. The principles of electronics
and vacuum tubes arc used for applications other than those of radio
communication. These uses may be divided into the following four
classifications: (1) television; (2) industry; (3) instruments; (4)
therapeutics. These four subjects represent large fields of application
and books can he written about each field. For this reason these subjects
will be treated very briefly in this text.
Television. This branch of communication deals with the transmission and reception of visual images at a distance. As the word radio has
become synonymous with the communication of audible sounds, television
is used to represent the communication of visual signals. This
subject deals with the stu_dy of lenses, light, electronic scanning, the
iconoscope or electric eye nf the television camera, and the kinescope.
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corresponding to the loudspeaker of a radio receiver. In addition, all
the basic principles of electric circuits-resonance, amplification, etc.that are used in radio receivers and transmitters arc also used in television
apparatus.
Industrial Applications. The applications of electronics and vacuum
tubes to industry are many and varied. The basic circuits of many of
these applications arc similar to those used in radio, the only difference
being the use to which they are put. For example, the principles of

FIG. 1-3.-View of a television program being telcvi:;cd.

(Courtr-Sy of General Eleciric

Company.)

resonance are used to control the thickness, quality, weight, and moisturn
content of a material. Amplifier circuits are used to increase the intensity of weak current impulses produced by phototubes and cause them to
operate relays controlling circuits of door openers, lighting systems,
power systems, safety devices, etc.
Principles other than those common to radio are also 11secl, snch as
stroboscopic lighting, which can eause fast-moving objects to apprar
motionless or make their movements appear similar to the slow motion
of motion pictures. By means of this principle it is possible t,o study the
movements of various part:; of a machine under their operating conditions.
It is also used for high-speed photography applications in order t.o arrest
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the motion of fast-moving objects. Phototubes and photo cells are used
to control lighting, open doors, operate protective devices, etc.
These are but a few of the many applications of the principles of electronics to industry. Further developments indicate that many new
applications of electronics will result in numerous additional uses.
lnstrwnents. The principles of electronics have made it possible to
measure quantities that up to now have been impossible to measure.

FIG. 1-4.-Photoelectric safety control. The light is reflected across the front and
returned to the phototube by means of two mirrors shown in the foreground of the equipment. (Courtesy of RCA Jfanufacturino Co., Inc.)

The vacuum-tube voltmeter, cathode-ray oscillograph, resonant circuit
checkers, and signal generators are but a few of the many new types of
instruments that have become synonymous with radio and electronics.
The use of these instruments has become as valuable for checking electronic circuits as the ammeter and voltmeter are for checking electric
circuits.
'1.'herapeutics. Medical doctors and scientists in the field of therapeutics, which is the treatment of diseases, arc constantly finding new
uses for the principles of electronics to aid in treating and preventing
physical ailments. Their instruments include: (1) X rays, which are used
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for treatment of skin disorders and acute infections as well as for taking
pictures of internal structures; (2) ultraviolet lamps for arresting harmful
mold arnl bacteria; (3) short-mwe diathermy units for healing sprains
and fractures; (.J) electro-cardiographs for measuring hctirtbeats; (5)
inductothcrrn units used to gcnern,te artificial fever; (li) osrillographs for
illustrating muscle actions. These are but a few of the many applications
0f electronics that arc being used in the field of therapeutics.

Fra. 1-5.-A patient under treatment with the 1,000,000-vo]t X-ray therapy unit in one
of the nation's large hospitals. (Courte1,•y of General Eledric Company.)

1-6. Sound. Radio is a means of sending information through space
from one point to another. The information may be either a sound wave
produced by the voice or some musical instrument, or a wave so interrupted that it is broken into a combination of long and short groups that
correspond to the characters of the :\Iorse code. Therefore, radio is
nothing more than the sending out or receiving of sound through space
from one point to another, without any wires connecting the two points.
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It is therefore essential to know something about sound and sound waves
before studying the principles of ra,dio.
Sound is the sensation produced in the brain by sound waves. It
makes rn:;e of one of our five fundamental senses, namely, that of hearing.
The air in a room in which no sound is present is in a static condition;
in other words, it is motionless. If a sound is made by a person, by a
musical instrument, or by any other means, the air about it is set into
vibration. ·when these vibrations strike the eardrum of any person, the
eardrum too will vibrate in a similar manner. The auditory nerves will
be stimulated and will communicate the sensation of sound to the brain.
These air vibrations arc called sound waves. Sound waves arc produced

FIG. 1-6.-Tnternal structure of the human ear. (Reprinted by permission from the Bell
Laboratories Record,)

by the mechanical vibration of any material in an elastic medium.
For example, the vibration of the reeds in a harmonica, the skin on a
drum, the strings on a violin, or the cone of a radio loudspeaker will all
send out various sound waves. These 1Yaves will produce different
sounds, depending on the number of vibrations that the wave makes per
second. The number of complete waves or vibrations created per
second is knmvn as the f reque11cy of the sound and is generally expressed
as the number of cycles per second. For example, a sound wave making
2000 vibrations per second would be the same as 2000 cycles per second,
and it is said that the sound wave is producing 2000 cycles.
If the sound is loud enough to be heard by the human ear, it is said to
be audible. Its pitch will vary with the frequency. High frequencies
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produce smnHls having a high pitch and low frequencies produce sounds
of lm,· pitch.
1-7. Frequency Ranges of Sound Waves. The range of frequencies
that the human ear is capable of bearing will vary with the indivichml,
the lower limit being approximately 20 cycles and the upper limit 20,000
cycles. Some persons are able to hear the low-pitch sounds but cannot
hear those of high pitch, while others can hear the high-pitch sounds but
cannot hear those of low pitch, and there are people who are able to hear
sounds covering a wide range of frequencies.
Below is a list of a few common audible sounds and their approximate
frequency range.
Human Yoice....................................
Piano. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Violin ...........................................
Trombone .......................................
Clarinet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Flute. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pieeolo ..........................................

75-3000
25-8000
200-3000
100- 500
150-1500
250--2300
.i00--1500

cydes
cycles
cycles
cycles
cycles
cyeles
cycles

Code signals mny he sent at any audio freqm'ncy, hut experic-nc.e has·
shown that a signal having a frequency of 1000 cycles will produce a
pleasing sound that can be contimially listened to Pasily and that will permit each dit, clah, or space to be quickly distinguished.
The freqnency range of sound waves, commonly taken as 20 to 20,000
cycles, is at the lower end of the wave spectrum (see Fig. 1-9). Sound
waves usually are capable of traveling only comparatively short distances
and travel at t.he rate of approximately 1130 feet per second. In order
for sounds to be carried through air over long distances, the soHnd waves
are converted into electrical waves of corresponding frequencies and
applied to a high-frequency carrier wave by modern radio transmitting
stations.
Sound waves may also be referred to in tPrms of the length of a ,rnve.
Figure 1-8 illustrates a tuning fork producing sound waves whose frequency is 25G cycll'S per second. At this frequency one cycle is completed
in 2 h second, and, since sound waves trayeJ at approximately 1130 feet
per second, the lellp;th of one wave may easily be calculated.
Bxample 1-1. The frequency range of a piano is from 25 to 8000 <'ycles. (a) Wlmt
is the range of wavelengths in fopt'? (b) In meters? (c) If the sound waves are converted to electrical waves by a microphone, what is the frequency range of the electric
currents?
Given:
Sound waves = 25 8000 cyeles

Find:
(a) WawlPngths, fcl't = ?
(b) \\'an•lengths, rnPtrrs = ?
(c) Frrquencyrangcof electric currents ., ?
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Solution:
,
h
r.
feet per second
\\.ave1engt , 2v eye1cs = cycles per second

(a)

,

(b)

(c)

=

1130
25 -- = 4.'5.2 feet

fret pC'r seroncl
1130
Wavelength, 8000 cycles= ~ - - ~ = S000 = (J.l,1125 foot
eye1es per scconc1
NOTE: 1 meter = 3!).37 inches = 3.28 fcet
wavelength, feet
,15.2
•
Wavelength, 25 eye 1cs = - - .
= 3 _28 = 13.7 meters
3 28
,
., _ wavelength, feet _ 0.1-1125 _
t
_
W ave Iengt h , 800 () eye1cs 3 28
3 ~- - 0 .043, me er
25 to 8000 cycles (same freq11encies as the sound waves)

1-8. Radio Waves. Radio transmitting stations convert sound
waves to electrical impulses. The electrical impulses that represent the
original sound wa vcs arc sent out by
the use of high-frequency a,ltcrnating
cycl_e_---;n_e_______'I
currents. These currents produce
alfernaflon ~
magnetic and electric fields that
1
radiate in all directions over long
f
distances without losing much of
1
their original strength. The mag- +
rso• 210° 36b
-',c--~L..----1,c.=...:.---=-;-=---....::..;:.;c_
netic and electric fields produced by
'0°
90°
this means arc called radio waves.
The strength and frequency of the
radio wave is dependent on the highI
frequency alternating current produc~- One -ing it, and, therefore, it will vary in
I alferncdion
!<--------Wave lellgfh- ------the same manner as the alternating
FIG. 1-7.-An a-e wave.
current.
An a-c wave (sec Fig. 1-7) reverses its direction at fixed intervals, and
during each interval the current will rise from zero to its maximum value,
then diminish to zero. By referring to this figure it can be seen that an
a-c wave completes one cycle after it has made two alternations, one in
the positive direction and one in the negative direction. The fixed
interval required for each alternation is 180 degrees, and for one cycle or
two alternations it would be 3GO degrees. I is a symbol used to denote
current and max an abbreviation of the word maximum. I"'., would,
therefore, mean the maximum amount of current flow; from Fig. 1-7 this
would occur at every 90- and 270-degree instant of an alternating-current
cycle.
1-9. Wavelength, Frequency. Speed of Radio Wa.ves. Radio waves
travel at the same speed as light waves, or 186,000 miles per seceond. In
radio calculations the metric system is used, and it is desirable to express
the speed of radio waves in meters per second.

1---------/
I

j

0

I

I

j

I

J
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Rxample 1-2. Tf rarlio win-es travel at the rate of lS(i,000 miles per seconrl, what
is their rate in meters per se,·oml? :NOTE: One meter is equal to 39.37 inches; also,
011c mile is equal to .~280 fel't.
Find:
:\Icters per second

Givrn:
:\lites ppr second = 186,000
Feet pPr mile = 5280
Inches per meter = 39.37

=

?

Solution:

in('hes per Sl'('ond
_
39 37
186,000 X .~280 X 12
= - - - 30-.37 - -

l\Ictcrs 1wr srcond =

= 300,000,000

N'oTE:

~ means fa aJproximatcly equal lo (sec Appcmlix II).

Wavelength and Frequency Defi.nilion.s. '\YAVELEXGTH. The distance
that the radio wave travels in one cycle is cnJlcd its wavelength; it is

I
II

Jll

I

I

(\(\
~~V

I

(\

I

(\

V7J

h---- 2J ofasec.---~
F1G.

6
1-8.-Propagation of sound w,wes.

expressed in meters and is often represented by the symbol ", a letter of
the Greek alphabet pronounced lambda.
FREQUEc\!CY.
The number of cycles per second of a raclio \\"tlTC is
called its frequency and is generally represented by the letter .f. In radio
work it is common practice to refer to the frequency as its number of
cycles instead of cycles per second. This is merely an abbreviation and
it should be remembered that it really means cycles per second.
Wavelength and Frequency Calculations. WAVELJ<'.XGTH. If the
frequency of a wave is known, it is possible to calculate the distance
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traveled in one cycle by means of the equation
A = 300,000,000

(1-1)

f
where A = wavelength, meters
f = frequency, cycles per second
Example 1-3.
cycles?

What is the length of a radio wave whose frequency is 570,000

Given:
f = 570,000 cycles

Find:
A

= ?

Solution:
, _ 300,000,000 _ 300,000,000 _ -25
,t
" f
570,060 - ;i ). 3 me crs
KILOCYCLES. The frcqdencies of the common radio waves are of
high values, that is, in the hundreds of thousands or millions of cycles per
second. For convenience these frequencies are generally expressed in
kilocycles or megacycles and abbreviated as kc and me respectively.
Kilo- is a prefix meaning thousand; hence a kilocycle is equal to 1000
cycles. Recalling the abbreviation referred to above, one kilocycle
actually means 1000 cycles per seco11d. 1lfega- is a prefix meaning
million; hence a megacycle is equal to 1,000,000 cycles. Additional
information on multiple units and the use of exponents is given in Appendixes III and IV.
When radio frequencies arc expressed in kilocycles, Eq. (l-1) becomes

A= 300,000

(1-2)

f
where A = wavelength, meters
f = frequency, kilocycles
011

Example 1-4. What is the wavelength of radio station "\Vl\ICA, which operates
a frequency of 570 kc?
Find:
A=?

Given:

f = 570 kc
Solution:
A = 300,000 = 300,000
f
570

=

526 3 mete-rs
.

FREQUEXCY. Equation (l-2) can be transposed to solve for frequency
instead of 'IYavelength, and becomes

J = 300,000
A

(1-3)
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WAVELENGTH

FREQUENCY

1
I
I
I

I
I

Cosmic rays
/0-IOCm.

Jx/0 14 me.
1

6x!0-10cm.

I

I

t

I

I

'I
I
5xl0 13mc.
Gammarays
emif fed from radium
I

I

I
I
I
I

-:-

:

2x!0- 8cm.

12

/.5d0 mc.

X-;crys
I
I

2.5xl0 10mc.

t
U!ira
violet

ray,5
❖

Jxl0

9mc.

l.2x!0-5 cm.

''

10-scm.

~

/.5x!0 9mc

2xl0-5 cm

ZSx!0 8 mc.

4x/0-5cm

J.75x!0 8mc

Bx 10-5 cm.

~

Jnrrl-red
or
heat waves
I
I
I

~

~

I
I

"

Limifsof
humcmv;s1on

2x!0" 2 cm.

l.5xl0 6 mc
7.Sx

~

!0 5 mc.

'

I

400mc.

❖

'I

f

4xto· 2 cm.
t

'

Frequency
modulation

I

l06mc.

I

I

0.75 mefers

'
Herfz~om
wav';s
2.83 meters

:

88mc.
44mc.

3.4lmeters
6.82 meters

y

~

Governmknt-A;'rcraff
Police-Te evis/on
Broaclcasf
t

;

Television
~

j

I
'h/p to lhore-aircraff-amafeurI
olice--foreign-qovemmenf-poinf Shor! II
waves,
point-experimental
~
'
:
!600kc.
:
550kc.
:
6overnh;enf-commerCta!-marillrne
ship lo shore-aircrarf poinl lopoim
high power qovernment, and
'''I
commercial
lmnsocean;c
01mmuniccrlrb1
I
,
?i'ikc.
;.
/Okc.
:'
20cycles

Experimenml
I

187.Smeters
S45.45meters

'

b~lff!J!Jffif'jncl
1

l5x !0 3mefers
JOx /03melers
!5x!O•meters

l

Ranqeofhuman
earsensi/./v/ly

'

l<'rn. 1-9.-Relation of frequency and wavefength of various waves.
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Example 1-5. If by definition a short radio wave is one whose wavelength does
not exceed 200 meters, what is the lowest frequency at which a short-wave radio
receiver may operate?
Given:
A

Find:

= 200 meters

f = ?

Solution:
f

= ~~0,_000 = 300,000 = 1500 kc
>200

From Eq. (1-3) it can be seen that the greater the length of the radio
wave the lower its frequency will be, and conversely the shorter a radio
wave is the higher its frequency will be. By applying this thonght to
Example 1-5 it becomes evident that the frequency of short-wave radio
transmitters will be 1500 kc and higher.
In order to get an idea o{ the length of a radio wave, it is necessary
only to change the wavelength to our common units of feet or miles.
Example 1-6. What is the length in feet of one radio wave of the broadcast station referred to in Example 1-4?
Given:
>- = 526.3 meters

Find:
Feet = ?

Solution:
Feet = meters X_ 3!)_~~
12

= /i2(3-3 X 3\L3~ = 1726 feet
12
,

The solution of Example 1-G indicates that each wave transmitted by
station WMCA is 172G feet long, or approximately one-third of a mile.
Knowing that radio waves travel 186,000 miles per second, the time
required for a radio wave to get from one place to another can be readily
calculated.
Example i-7. How long does it take a radio wave to travel from ~cw York to
San Franciseo, a di.stance of approximately 2600 miles?
Given:
?liiles ~ 2600
l\Iiles per second = 186,000

Find:
Time=?

Solution:

t =

miles
= - 2600 = 0.0139 second
186 000
186 000

'

'

The solution of Example 1-7 indicates that it takes only about 0.014
second for a person's voice broadcast on a radio program to travel from
~ cw York to San .Francisco.
1-10. Simple Explanation of Radio Transmission and Reception.
Have you ever asked the question, "How is it possible for a person to
sing, talk, or play a musical instmment, in fact to make any audible
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sound, and be heard almost instantly by people thousands of miles
away?" To answer this question the sending and receiving of sound
waves will be compared with the delivery and receiving of a ton of coal.
If a person orders a ton of coal from a coalyard, the coal is loaded on a
truck, which carries it to his home. The driver stops the truck at the
person's home because he ordered the coal. The buyer does not want the
truck-he wants the coal; so the driver and his helpers unload the coal
into the bin and drive away with the truck to deliver the rest of the load.
In a similar manner, if an audible sound wave is made at some transmitting station, this audible sound gets to the listener's home only if a
means of carrying it there is provided. In place of a coal truck, transmitting stations use a carrier wave. Just as the coal had to be put on the
truck, the audible sound wave must be put on the carrier wave. A
modulator is used for this prn;pose. The modulator takes the audible
sound wave that has been changed to electrical impulses by the microphone and superimposes it on the carrier wave. The resultant is called
a modulated wave.
This modulated wave is now sent out by a transmitting antenna, just
as the coal truck was sent from the coalyard. During the day any
number of coal trucks pass the door of the buyer mentioned above, but
the only truck that stops is the one that is to deliver the coal to his home.
In the same manner any number of modulated waves pass the antenna of
the listener's radio. He turns a dial on his receiver and selects the station
he wants to listen to. This is actually selecting the desired modulated
wave.
Next the ton of coal was separated from the truck placed in the
bin, and the truck then continued on its way to make other deliveries.
In radio, part of the energy of the modulated wave enters the receiver;
the remainder is available for other receivers. At the receiver the audible
sound wave is separated from the modulated wave by the detector, which
may also be called the demodulator.
No heat is obtained from the coal unless it is burned, and similarly no
sound is obtained from the audio wave unless it causes some material to
vibrate. The amount of energy output of the detector (audio wave) is
so small that it is sufficient only to operate a set of earphones. If it is
desired to fill a room with the sound wave, it becomes necessary to use a
londspeaker. In order to obtain sufficient energy to operate a loudspeaker
an audio amplifier, inserted after the detector, is included in radio
receivers.
Just as there are numerous trucks carrying coal, so too there arc
numerous carrier waves carrying audio waves. Also, just as the trucks
must be controlled to prevent interference bet,rnen them, so too the
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modulated waves must be controlled. To prevent interference amoni
modulated waves, the Federal Communications Commission assign:
<lefinite frequencies to the transmitting or broadcasting stations. Fo1
example, the frequency of the canicr wave of station KFI, Los Angeles
is G-!0 kc; "\YLAC, Xashville, 1510 kc; and WEXR, Chicago, 890 kc
By setting the dial of a receiver to 710 kc, a person in X ew York will b1
able to hear the program being broadcast by station "\VOR any time of tll(
day, any day of the week, month, or year.
1-11. General Picture of Radio Transmission and Reception. Tiu
chart shown as Fig. 1-11 presents n simple picture of the various opera
tions required to send a sound wave out into space and to lrnxe it rcceivcc
many miles away.
The top line is a block diagram illustrating the essential portions of t
radio transmitter and recei-ver. Tt is called a Mock diagram because eacl
section is represented by merely drawing a block and labeling it to con
form "·ith the portion it represents. The first unit is the microphone
where the audible sound waves are picked up and changed into electrica
impulses. The electrical impulses from the microphone arc too weak t<
be sent through space on the carrier wave and, therefore, must be amplified. This is accomplished by sending the wave from the microphone t<
the speech amplifier. The next block is called the oscillator, which is th<
portion that sets up the carrier wave of the transmitter, in this example
550 kc. This is followed by the modulator, which rnceives energy frorr
both the m,cillator and the speech amplifier. At the modulator the auclic
waves of the speech amplifier arc superimposed on the carrier wave, an<
this modulated carrier wave is then sent out into space by the transmittin!
antenna.
The receiving antenna is affr.ctecl by the magnetic and eledric fielch
set up in space by the transmitting antenna, and if the selector or tunin~
portion of the receiver is set for the proper frequency (in this example 55l
kc), a workable amount of electrical energy enters the receiver. Th<
amount of energy is small and must be increased in strength at this point
by the radio-freqnency amplifier. The selector and the r-f amplifier an
shom1 in a single block because these two operations are generally combined. The next block, labeled detector, might also be called the demodulator because at this point the audio waves arc separated from the carrim
wave. The audio waves coming from the detector arc too weak to operate a loudspeaker and therefore must be sent through an audio-frequenclJ
amplifier before going on to the loudspeaker.
The second line indicates the frequency of the wave as it enters and
leaves the various parts of the transmitter and receiver operated at o
frequency assumed to be 550 _kc. The third line is a diagrammatic
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representation of these frequencies. A careful examination of the
figure will show that eYery step performed in the transmitter is also performed in the receiver hut in reversed order, starting with the sound
waves entering the microphone at the transmitter and ending '\\;th similar
sound waves letwing the loudspeaker of the receiver.
The fourth liue summarizes the purpose of each part of the radio
transmitter and recei,·er.
1-12. Need for a Knowledge of Electricity. fo the block diagram of
I<'ig. 1-1 l, each fonction is represented merely as a square and called an
oscillator, modulator, amplifier, or detector. Each one of these parts is
made up of Yariou,; electrical deYices such as re,;istors, inductors, capacitors, and tubes, all properly counectecl in order to perform the function
desired.
There have been a number of changes made to the simple radio circuit
used years ago to give us the modern radio receiver and transmitter.
Where the broadcast hand formerly extended from 500 to 1500 kc, its
higher frequencies now extend into megacycles. Of the varions circuits
used in the deYclopment of radio only two, the tuned radio frequency and
the snperhct.crodyne, are in general use today, the superheterodync being
practically the standard circuit used.
A radio circuit consists of ntrious kinds and types of electrical devices
properly connected. In order to understand these circuits, one must
han a broad and thorough knowledge of electrical and radio theory.
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PRATER,

QUESTIONS
1. Xamc Rix examplf's of (a) the visual method of communication, (b) the audible
method of c·ommuniration.
2. What contributions did James C'l1:rk ~Iaxwell make toward th1: dcyc]opment
of radio?
3. W!mt contribution did IIeinric-h Hf'rtz make toward the de\·elopment of
radio?
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4. What was ).farconi's contribution to the development of radio?
5. Wlu:tt device contributed largely to the development and advancement of
:adio?
6. ·what is meant by the Edison effect?
7. "What was :Fleming's contribution to the development of the vacuum tuhc?
8. What was De Forest's contribution to the development of the vacuum tube?
9. ·what was Langmuir's contribution to the development of the vacuum tube?
10. Name some of the developments in vacuum-tube design that resulted in the
nodern tubes.
11. Name five men generally associated with the early development of radio cir!Uits and describe the contribution made by each of them.
12. Why is Armstrong's name associated with frequency modulation?
13. ;\'ame four types of applications, other than radio, that use the principles of
ileetronics and vacuum tubes. List some specific applications in each.
14. Define (a) sound, (b) sound waves, (c) frequency of sound waves, (d) pitch.
16. Explain what, occurs when sound waves strike the human car and produce the
mnsation of sound.
16. YVhat frequency is commonly used for the audio wave of code signals? ·why?
17. How are radio waves produced?
18. ,\nat two factors make up radio waves?
19. How does the speed of radio waves compare with (a) light waves? (b) Electricity? (c) Sound?
20. Define (a) wavelength, (b) frequency, (c) cycle, (d) kilocycle, (e) megacycle.
21. Wbat are the essential iunctions of a transmitter?
22. Vinat purpose does each function of the transmitter serve?
23. "\Yhat are the essential functions of a receiver?
24. "\Vbat purpose <loes each function of the receiver serve?
25. Describe a simple analogy of radio transmission and reception.
26. Prepare a block diagram of a simple radio receiver. Label each block and
state its function.
27. Kame two types of radio circuits used in modern receivers.
28. Why is a knowledge of electricity necessary in order to study radio'!
PROBLEMS
1. The frequency of the sound waves produced by middle C on a piano is 256
cycles. (a) What is the wavelength of the sound in feet? (b) In meters?

2. A musical note of 256 cycles (Prob. 1) is picked up by a microphone and
changes from sound waves to electrical impulses. (a) What is the wavelength of the
electrical impulses in feet? (/J) In meters? (KoTE.~Elcctricity and radio waves
travel at the rate of 186,000 miles per second.)
3. Radio programs arc often presented to studio audiences as well as to the radio
audience. (a) How long docs it take the sound waves to reach a listener in the
studio audience seated 200 feet away? (b) How long does it take the program to
reach a listener at the loudspeaker of a radio receh·er 500 miles away? (c) Wbich
listener hears the program first?
4. How far would a sound wave travel in the time that it takes a radio waYe to
travel 500 miles?
6. If the musical notes of a violin range from 200 to 3000 cycles (vibrations) per
second, what is its range of wavelength?
6. If the musical notes of a base viol range from 36 to 210 cycles (vibrations) per
second, what is its range of wavelength?
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7. If the shrill sound of an insect has a frequency of 12,000 cycles, what is the
\\"avelength in feet?
8. If the sound of a crPaking door has a frequency of 15,000 cycles, what is its
wavelength in feet?
9. What is the frequency of the carrier wave oi a transmitter whose wavelength
is 526 meters?
10. What is the frequency of the carrier wave of a tra1rnmitter whose wavelength
is 206.8 meters?
11. What are the wavelengths of a television transmitter whose frequencies arc
61.25 and 65.75 me?
12. \Yhat arc the wavelengths of a television transmitter whose frequencies arc
45.25 and 40.75 me?
13. A certain short-wave transmitter operates on a wavelength of 38.4 meters.
\Vhat is its frpquPncy?
14. A certain f-m station operates on an assigned frequency of 05.3 me. (a)
What is its wavelength in meters? (b) What is its wavelength in feet?
16. A certain f-m station operates on an assigned frequency of 00.3 me. (a)
What is its wavelength in meters? (11) What is its wavelength in feet?
16. A certain radio station operating on an assigned frequency of 1050 kc is transmitting a violin solo .. (a) If the notes of the violin range from 200 to 3000 vihratiom
per second, what is the range of the audio-fn,quency electric-al current impulsPs1
(b) How many cycles docs the carrier-wave current make for each cycle of the lowesl
frequency note? (c) How many cycles docs tl1c carrier-wave current make for each
cycle of the highest frequency note?
17. How many cycles docs the current of a 46.7-mc carrier wave make in the time
that it takes a 5000-cyc-lc audio-frequency current to complete one cycle?
18. How many cycles does the current of a 550-kc carrier wave make in the time
that it takes a 5000-cyc-le arnlio-freqncncy current to complete one cycle?
19. How many cycles does the current of the 550-kc carrier wave (Proh. 18) makr
in the time that it takes a 50-cycle audio-frequency current to complete one cycle?
20. How long docs it take the radio waves of a transmitter located at Chicago tc
reach San .Francisco, a distance of approximately 1600 miles?
21. How long doPs it take the radio waves of a transmitter located at San Franciscc:
to reach Honolulu, Hawaii (approximately 2500 rnilr!s away)?
22. How long docs it take the radio waves of a transmitt.cr located at New York
to reach ;\lelbournc, Australia, approximately 10,000 miles away?
23. How far would a Rmrncl wave travel in the time that it takes the radio waves ol
Prob. 22 to travel 10,000 miles?
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24. Complete the following table of frequency and wavelength ratings of the stations listed as follows.
II

Station

Kilo:'lietcrs:I
cycles

Location
Miami

Location

I

----

--WIOD

Station
WN13C-FM

New York

258.62 WCBS-Frl'l

~ew York

2\H.11 WLWK

Cincinnati

610

Mega_!
:'.\,foters
eye1cs

I___

3.083

I

Salt Lake City

KSL

KDKA Pittsburgh

---- I
KOA ! Denver
WLAC

Nashville

KllW

Seattle

I

--49.31

--8.50

KWID

i

WGEA
'123'.53 WlWW
!

----

19.62

San Francisco

---

1510

i

!

!J6.!)

---

Schenectady
Boston

!).53
11.73

- - ---

---

I

26. Add four of your favorite stations to the list of Preb. 2-1 and fill in their frequencies and wavelengths in the table.

CHAPTER II
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

In order to understand the essentials of radio it is necess:try that the
reader possess a good foundation of basic electrical theory, circuit analysis, and a knowledge of the various circuit ehiments involved. To those
who have studied the authors' book, Electrical Rsscnt1:ats of Radio, this
chapter should serve as a brief resume of circuit elements and circuit
analysis. To those who have obtained the knowledge of basic electricity
from some other source, it presents a brief treatment of those electrical
essentials that are important to the study of radio but are omitted in
electrical texts that treat electricity from the power and rnrichinery
standpoint.
2-1. Resistors. A resistor is a device usPCl in an electric circnit
because of its resistance. When used in a circuit to provide a required
amount of resistance it is considered as being a circuit element.

Fie. 2-1.-Somc of the various types of resistors used in radio.

(Courtesy of Ohmite

,1fau11facl11rino ComJl""1J-)

Resistors are generally used to limit the amount of current flowing in a
circuit or to obtain a desired amount of voltage for a certain part of a
circuit. Resistors are rated in both their ohmic value and the amount of
power that they can dissipate. The power rating is also a measure of its
current rating because the power dissipated by a resistor is equal to l 2R.
Standard resistors range from a fraction of an ohm to several megohms
and from a fraction of a watt to several hundred watts.
26
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Classification of Resistors According to Materia.l. Two general types
of materials are used in the manufacture of resistors, namely, carbon and
metal. Resistors may therefore be classified according to the material
used and are generally referred to as being either carbon or wire-wound.
The metallic or wire-wound resistors consist of a wire or ribbon,
usually an alloy of two or more elements such as copper, iron, nickel,
chromium, zinc, manganese, etc., wound around a supporting form made
of an insulating material.
The nonmetallic or carbon resistors consist of either carbon or graphite
powder held together by a suitable binding substance. It is formed into
rods and cut into short pieces to make up the resistor. Because of the
high specific resistance of carbon and graphite, carbon resistors of high
ohmic values can be made much smaller than wire-wound resistors.
Classification of Resistors ,According to Control. Resistors may be
further classified as: (l) fixed; (2) variable; (3) adjustable; (4) tapped;
(5) automatic resistance control.
A fixed resistor is one \Yhose value cannot be changed by any mechanical means. Fixed resistors may be of either the wire-wound or carbon
type. Low-power "ire-wow1d fixed resistors arc made by winding the
wire on a Bakelite or fiber strip and attaching suitable connecting lugs
at each en°d. A flexible low-pcm-er wire-wound resistor is made by winding a fine nichrome \Yire on a specially treated silk cord and then covering
it "ith impregnated fiber. High-power wire-wound resistors are made
by ,dnding the ,dre on large threaded porcelain tubes and attaching
terminals at each encl; the entire unit is then dipped in an enamel or a
porcelain solution and baked. Fi..-xed resistors of the carbon type are
used extensiYe1y for low-power applications. They arc generally used
where a lo.1·-powcr high resistance is required. Their ohmic ,·alues
range from 5 ohms to 10 megohms and are indicated by a color code
adopted by the Radio )tanufacturcrs' Association (sec Appendix YIII).
A variable resistor is one whose value of resistance at its terminals
may be varied. Two commonly 11sed types of Yariable resistors are called
the rheostat and the potentiometer. The rheostat and potentiometer are
similar in appearance and method of operation but differ in the manner
in .1·hich they are connected in a circuit.
An rwjustable resistor is one that may be adjusted to a desired value
and then set at that value. It differs from the variable resistor in that
once it is adjusted to the desired value it is kept at that value. Adjustable resistors are of the metallic type and are generally wound on porcelain forms. They arc provided with one or more movable collars, which
may be clamped in a definite position after they have been adjusted to the
desired value.
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A tapped resistor, sometimes called a voltage divider, is one that provides two or more definite values of resistance on a single unit. Tapped
resistors arc similar to adjustable resistors except that the collars are not
made movable but arc set at fixed positions along the resistor to give
definite values of resistance. Tapped resistors are of the metallic type
and may be of the low-po,-rnr ";rc-"·otmd variety that uses a fiber or
Bakelite form or may be of the high-power wire-wound type that uses a
porcelain form.
An aulonw.lic resistance-control resistor is one whose resistance value
changes automatically with a change in current or temperatme. A
nickel or iron ,Yire is placed inside a glass tube fillecl with an inert gas
such as hydrogen, or inside an air-cooled metal case.
When the current flowing through this unit increases
it causes an increase in the temperature of the ";re.
The increase in temperature causes an increase in
resistance that regnlates the current and prevents it
from rising excessively.
Uses of Resistors. Resistors are used to adjust the
current and voltage of electrical circuits. In radio
circuits they are used as voltage dividers (see Chap.
XI), loads for the output of a vacuum tube,· resistance
to provide the proper grid bias, current regulators
in filament circuits, filter networks, grid leaks, etc.
The use to which a resistor is applied determines how
FIG, 2-2.-An
it is to be constructed and ho,Y accurately its resistance
automatic ballast,,aJnc must be maintained. The accuracy of resistors
regulating tube that
may be used as an
varies with the kind of materials used and the care
automatic resistexercised in their manufactnrc. High-qnality wireance-control resistor.
(Co11rlesy of Ampewound commercial resistors can be obtained "'ith Yalu es
rite Company.)
of resistance that arc accurate "\\'lthin 1 per cent of
their rated values.
In selecting a resistor its power rating as well as its resistance ,·alue
must be taken into consideration. The power rating may be found by
P = J2R
(2-1)
where P = pmYcr, watts
I = current, amperes
R = resistance, ohms
Example 2-1. What is the power rating of a 1000-ohm resistor that will safely
withstand a maximum current of 100 ma?
Find:

Given:

p =?

R = 1000 ohms

I= I00ma

=

0.1 amp

ART.
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Solution:
P = J2R = 0.12 X 1000

~

10 watts

Example 2-2. Ilow much current can a 10,000-ohm, .5-watt resistor safely withstand?
Find:
Given:
R = 10,0()(} ohms
I = ?
I' = 5 watts
Solution:

I =

~

=

✓Tii,-&so

= 0.0223 nmp or 22.3 ma

2-2. Rheostats and Potentiometers. Rheostats. A rheostat is a
variable resistor whose value of resistance at its terminals may be varied
by means of a sliding contact arm. A rheostat is generally u::;cd to control the amount of current flowing in the load to which it is connected.

A

Rheosfaf

C

~
J

Sol,/rce of
vol/age

fl._ _ _ ___,

(a)

load

rbJ

FIG. 2-3.-Circuits illustrating uses of rheostats. (a) Rheostat in series with_ a load,
(b) rheostat in parallel ·with a load.

Two types of circuits illustrating the use of rheostats arc shown in Fig.
2-3.
Figure 2-3a shows a rheostat connected in series with the load and
Fig. 2-3b shows a rheostat connected in parallel with the load. It should
be noted that only two of the three terminals (marked A, B, C on the
diagram) are used and that current flows through only that part of
the resistance actually between the sliding contact arm and the end of the
resistor being used as a terminal. Use of terminals A and Bin the series
circuit of Fig. 2-3a and terminals B and C in the parallel circuit of Fig.
2-3b results in obtaining an increase in current flowing through the load
by rotating the sliding contact arm of the rheostat in a clockwise direction
(see Fig. 2-6).
Potentiometers. A potentiometer is a variable resistor (similar to a
rheostat) connected so that it may be used for subdividing a voltage by
means of a sliding contact arm. Figure 2-4 shows how a potentiometer
may be connected to the line and load. It should be observed that all
three terminals arc used and that, by varying the position of the sliding
contact arm B, it is possible to obtain any voltage from zero to line voltage
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at the load. The potentiometer selected must have the section AB large
enough to carry the current taken by the load plus the amount taken by
the potentiometer itself. As the power consmned by a potentiometer is
all lost, its current should be kept at a minimum. This can be accomplished by increasing the resistance between A and C to a very high
value in order to keep the current in
C
BC at a minimum.
Uses of Rheostats and Potentiomr:' \J
~
E1oad
Load ters. Rheostats and potentiometers
f1/,;e
fi:: >B- < - - - ~ - ~
are used to control various types of
'
~
circuits used in radio, such as vohtmc,
''
~
tone, antenna, plate voltage, and audio.
A
As the amount of current flowing in
Frn. 2-4.-Circuit illustrating the use of
a potentiometer.
these circuits is very small, carbon
resistors can be used (see Fig. 2-.5).
When higher currents are required, metallic or wire-wound resistors
are used (sec Fig. 2-'G). An objection to metallic resistors is that noisy
operation of the receiver may result when the contact arm moves from
one turn of "'ire to another. This occurs when there is an appreciable
amount of voltage drop between adjacent turns of \Yire. Carbon controls
do not present such conditions as the
resistance change progresses smoothly an<l
_,,,_,,-------·T·-----not in step:, a::l in the wire-wound controls.
_.
Taper. Rheostats and potentiometers
,'
used for control circuits may vary in s§
direct, mtio, or they may taper. In a ~
c,·
direct-ratio potentiometer, the resistance '?
value varies directly ,Yith the dc-gree of '
rotation. That is, at quarter rotation the
re::listti.nce v:Llue i;; one-quarter of the total
resistance, and similarly at half rotation
it is one-half of the total resistance.
When a potentiometer is tapered, the
Tofal res,sfance S0Q000ohms
resistance does not vary directly with the Fw. 2-5.-A carbon-type potellti.
omctcr with left-hand taper.
rotat10n.
The potentiometer s lwwn in
Fig. 2-5 has a total resistance of 500,000 ohms. At half rotation the
resistance is only .50,000 ohms, an<l at quarter rotation it will be less than
2.5,000 ohms as the resistance is tapered and not uniform between the oJJ
position and the mid-point. In a similar manner, the resistance at threequarter rotation would not be equal to one-half of 450,000 plus 50,000 (or
275,000) because the resistn.nce between the mid-point and the on position is not uniform but is tapered.

·~

1

'
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It i:s necessary to taper the resistance of a control in order to obtain
an apparently uniform control of the signal. \Vhen the control is turned
to the halfway position, it is generally expected that the signal volume
will be one-half that obtained at the full or on position of the control.
In order to double a given volume of
sound, an increase of approximately
ten times the original intensity is
required. At one-half full volume,
only one-tenth of the f~1ll volume
voltage is required, and therefore
one-tenth of the total resistance is
all that is needed.
Potentiometers arc either lefthand or right-hand tapered, depending on which side is tapered out.
In Figs. 2-5 and 2-6 the left hand of
the control is tapered out; therefore
each is a left-hand taper.
A
Compari"son of Wire-wound and
Fm. 2-6.--A wire-wound potentiomCarbon Controls. \Vire-wound and eter with left-hand taper. (Courtesy of
carbon controls have a number of Ohmite Manufacturing Company.)
advantages and disadvantages, which, for purposes of comparison, are
listed below. The choice of a control will depend on the use to which it
is to be put.
ADV ANTAGJ~S

Wire-wound
l. Absolute accuracy of the resistance value
2. High current-carrying ability
3. Low resistance values easily obtained (½ ohm)

Carbon
1. Ease of obtaining taper

2. Silent operation
3. High resistance values easily
obtained (2 or more megohms)

DISADVANTAGES

1. :More difficult to obtain a taper

2. Noisy operation
3. Limited high resistance value
that can be obtained (150,000
ohms)

1. Resistance will vary with heat,

humidity, wear, etc.
2. Low current-carrying ability
3. Limited low resistance value
obtainable (500 ohms)

2-3. Inductors. Inductance must be considered wherever a current
of varying magnitude is flowing in a circuit. In radio, the principles of
inductance are useful in understanding the action of inductance coils, or
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choke coils as they arc generally called, and of the various types of transformers used.
Characteristfrs of Inductance. Three of the characteristics of inductance that are important to the study of radio arc: (I) inductance opposes
any change in the amount of current flowing in its circuit; (2) the changing
current in an inductance coil will cause a voltage to be induced in that
coil in the case of self-incluctancc or in an adjacent coil or conductor in
the case of mutual inductance; (3) energy may be transferred from one
circuit to another.
Unit of Inductance. The unit of inductance is the henry and its
symbol is L. A circuit is said to have an inductance of one henry when
a current changing at the rate of one ampere per second induces an emf
of one volt. Low values of inductance arc expressed in millihenrics
(lQ- 3 henrics) or microhemics (I0- 6 henries). These subunits are generally abbreviated and appear as mh and µh respectively. Additional
information on subunits and the use of exponents is given in Appendixes
III and IV.
Inductance may he expressed in terms of flux linkages and current as
cf,

L = 10 81

(2-2)

where L = inductance, henries
cf, = flux linkages, maxwells
I = current, amperes
108 is a constant and is necessary in order to express the
equation in our practical units of volts, amperes, etc.
Energy must be provided by the source of power in order to establish
the magnetic field. This energy may be stored in the field ns potential
energy or, as in a-c circuits, may be returned to the circuit. The amount
of energy stored by the magnetic field is dependent upon the current aud
the inductance as expressed by

w=

u2

2

(2-3)

where IV = energy of the field, watt-second,i (or jo11les)
L = inductance, henrics
I = current, amperes
Self-inductance. Self-inductance is the property of a single circuit
that opposes any change in the amount of current in that circuit. The
unit of self-inductance is the henry and a circuit is said to have a selfinductance of one henry when a current changing at the rate of one
ampere per second induces an average emf of one volt.
The induced voltage in an inductor is proportional to the number of
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turns and the rate at which the fiux (and current) is changing; this is
expressed by the equation
(2-4)

= average induced emf,

where Ea••
N

volts

cf,

= number of turns
= total change in the number of lines ·of flux linking the turns

t

= time required to produce

N, rnaxwells (one maxwell = one magnetic line of force)
the change, seconds

Example 2-3. A flux of 1,800,000 lines links a coil having 300 turns. The flux in
the coil decreases from maximum value to zero in 0. l 8 second. (a) Wbat is the value
of the induced voltage? (b) What is the inductance of the coil if a current of 1 amp
is required to reduce the flux of 1,800,000 lines? (c) How much energy is stored in
the magnetic field? (d) If upon opening the circuit the current decreases to zero in
0.18 second, what is the average vulue of the power expended-by the magnetic field
during this time?
Given:

N =
,p =
t =
I=

Find:
(a) f!lave

300 turn;;
1,800,000 lines
0.18 second
lamp

(b)
(c)
(d)

= ?
L =?

TV=?

p =?

Solution:

N ct,

300 X 1,800,000

x·iW-- =

(a)

Ea•• = tl08 = -- 0_18

(b)

L

(c)

•
LI 2
5.4 X l X l
11 · =
- ---- = 2 .7 watt-secon d s
2 = 2

(d)

p = watt-seconds =

=

N ,t,
1081

=

30 volts

300 X 1,800,000
_ h
.
10' X i -- = ,>. 4 ennes

seconds

~2 =

0.18

15 watts

Although inductance is generally associated with coils, practically all
circuits have some inductance. \Vhen a coil is used expressly for its
property of inductance, it is called an inductor. The self-inductance of a
coil depends upon its physical characteristics, that is, its dimensions,
number of turns, and the magnetic qualities of its core. One of the three
following equations will provide a means of calculating the self-inductance
of air-core coils. Figure 2-7 shows three classifications of coil shapes for
which the three equations arc used. The coil shown in Fig. 2-7a is called
a multilayer coil, and its inductance may be found by use of the equation
0.8a 2N 2

L=---~-6a+9b+l0c

(2-5)
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Figure 2-7b shows a flat or pancake coil whose inductance may be calculated by the equation
L =

a2N2
(2-5a)
Ba+ l lc
Fignre 2-7c shows a form of solenoid in which the length does not exceed
the diameter by any great amount.
The inductance of such a coil may
be fonnd by the equation
a

(2-5b)

j'

(a)

(b)

(CJ

Frn. 2-7.-Typcs of inductance coils. (a)
l\lultilayer, (b) flat or pancake, (c) solenoid.

where L = inductance of the coil,
microhenries
N = number of turns
a, b, c = dimensions, inclws
(Fig. 2-7)

Example 2-·l. \\'hat is the inductance of a m11ltilayl'r eoil t.lmt has 1200 turns a11d
whose llimensions are <I = 1 t I, = i, and c = l ½inches?
Civen:

X = 1200 turns
a = 1.5 in.
b = 0.75 in.
C = J.5 in,

Find:

L =?

Solution:

L = _ 0.8a 2:V_:_____
6<I

+ 9b + 10c

-~~0_.8 X 1.5' X _lJO(P
__ _ S4 292 h
6 X 1.5 + 9 X 0.75 + 10 X 1.5 •
µ.

The above equations will give reasonably accurate results for coils
without iron cores as may be found in radio-frequency circuits.
Mutual Inductance. ,vhen two "'indings are placed so that a change
of current in one will cause its changing magnetic field to cut the turns of
the other, an induced emf will he set up i11 the second coil. The two
circuits arc then said to possess mvtual inductance.
Unit of Mutllal Inductance. Two circuits have a mutual inductance
of one henry when a current in one circuit, changing at the rate of one
ampere per second, induces an average emf of one volt in the second
circuit.
Primary and Secondary. The winding that receives the energy from
the power source is called the primary and the winding that delivers the
energy to the load is called the secondary. Each winding has a selfinductance of its own that may be calc11lated by Eqs. (2-5), (2-5a), or
(2-5b). The self-inductance of the primary is designated as LP a.nd that
of the secondary as Ls.
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Coefficient oJ Coupling. When two circuits arc arranged so that
energy from one circuit may be transferred to the other, the circuits are
said to be coupled. M.utunJ inductance is an example of coupled circuits.
In the case of mutual inductance, if all the magnetic lines set up by
the current in the first circuit cut all the turns of the second circuit, the
circuits would be coupled perfectly. If only lrnlf of the lines set up in
the first circuit cut the turns of the second circuit, the coupling is only
50 per cent. The per cent of coupling is usually referred to as the
coefficient of coupling and designated by the letter K.. It is expressed
mathematically by the equation

K=-M

(2-6)

VL1L2

where K. = the coefficient of coupling (expressed as a decimal)
M = the mutual inductance of the hrn circuits
L1 = the self-inductance of the first coil
L2 = the self-inductance of the second coil
Example 2-5. What fa the coefficient of coupling of two coils whose mutual inductance is 1.0 henry and whose self-inductances are 1.2 and 2.0 henries?

Given:
JI= 1.0 henry
L, = 1.2 henrics
L2 = 2.0 henries

Find:
K = '?

Solution:
l.O
= 0.645
-Vl.2 X 2.0

The coefficient of coupling depends upon the construction of the coils
and also largely upon whether the coils are wound on an iron core or on
an air core. The highest possible value is one and the lowest is zero.
Iron-core transformers often achieve the high value of 0.98, which is
considered excellent. The coefficient of coupling for air-core transformers
used in radio circuits is very low and ,dll vary considerably, depending
upon the design of tho coils and the frequency of tho circuits in which
they arc used. In radio circuits a low value of coefficient of coupling is
often desired, as it aids sharpness of tuning.
Calculation of Voltage Induced in the Secondary. The voltage induced
in the second circuit by a change of current in the first may be expressed
by the equation
(2-7)
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= average induced emf in the second circuit, volts
N2 = number of turns on the coil in the second circuit
<f, = total change in the number of lines li11king the tmns N 1,
maxwells

Eave·2

Example 2-6. Two coils, the first having 200 turns and the second 350 turns, arc
placed so that only 40 per cent of the lines set up hy coil I link coil 2. If 600,000 lines
are set up when 3 amperes flow through coil 1, what voltttgc will he irnlucct! in coil 2 if
the current dPcrcascs from 3 amperes to zero in 0.10 second?
Given:

Find:

N2 = 3.50 turns
K ~ 0.-IO
,t,

=

Ji),we•2

= ?

600,(J00 lines

t = 0.10 sec
Solution:
,, •
I -ave•-

=

N 2 Kj>_
/1()8

=

3fi0 _2< 0A0 X !\00,01)9 = 8 40
It.
0.)0 X ]08
, .
VO 8

2-4. Inductive Reactance and Angle of Lag. Inductance is the
property of a circuit that opposes any chw1ge in the amount of cw-rent
flowing in the circuit. As the current in an a-c circuit is contiunally
changing in amount, it follows that the effect of inductance must be
considered in alternating-current circuits. The elfrcts of inductance
upon the current flowing in an a-c circuit arc twofold; namely, (1) that
it sets up an opposition to the flow of current, and (2) that it causes a
deby or lag in the current.
Inductive Hea.ctance. A current flowing through a wire always sets up
a magnetic field about the wire. If the cnrrent varies in strength the
magnetic field too will vary in strength. Wheu an alternating current flows
through a coil, the resnltiug varying magnetic field ahont each turn will
induce a voltage in its adjacent turns. This induced voltage opposes
the change in amount of current and results in a lower current than if
inductance were not present. Inductance therefore introduces an opposition to the flow of altemating current. This opposition is called inductive reactance and is expressed in ohms; its symbol is XL· The value of
the inductive rcactance is affected by two factors, (1) the inductance of
the circuit, and (2) the rntc or speed at which the curreut is changing,
which is proportional to the frequency. The effects of these two factors
upon the inductive reactance are shown by the equation
X,, = 21rfL

where X ,, = inductive reactance, ohms
1r = constant, 3. 1-1
f = frequency, cycles per second
/, = inductance, henries

(2-8)
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If a circuit were assumed to consist of inductance only, the amount of
current flowing in such a circuit would be
EL
I L =,l..L
"

(2-9)

where IL = current flowing in the inductor, amperes
EL = voltage across the inductor, volts
XL = reactance of the inductor, ohms
In actual practice it is impossible to have a circuit containing inductance only because the wire of which the inductor is wound has some
resistance. However, the resistance is usually so small compared with
the inductive reactance that it is ignored and the circuit is assumed to
contain inductance only.
If the resistance of an inductor is to be considered, its ohmic effect
must be combined with the.inductive reactance. The combined ohmic
effect is called the impedance and is represented by the symbol ZL.
11athematically it is equal to
zL

=

-vRL 2 + xL 2

(2-10)

where Z L = impedance of the inductor, ohms
RL = resistance of the inductor, ohms
XL = reactance of the inductor, ohms
When both the resistance and inductive reactance of an inductor are
taken into consideration, the current flowing in the inductor will be
(2-11)
Example 2-7. The choke coil of a filter circuit has an inductance of 30 henries and
a resistance of 400 ohms. Find: (a) the inductive reactance at 60 cycles; (b) the
impedance at 60 cycles; (c) the current when the voltage across the coil is 250 volts at
60 cycles.
Given:

L = 30 henries
RL = 400 ohms
f = 60 cycles
EL = 250 volts

Finrl:
Xr, =?
ZL =?

h =?

Solution:
(a)
(b)

(c)

XL = 2-rrfL = 2 X 3.14 X 60 X 30 = 11,304 ohms
ZL = VRL 2 + XL 2 = ..../100 2 + 11,304• - 11,31] ohms
EL
250
h = zL =
= 0.0221 amp = 22.1 ma
111311

The results of the above example show that the impedance and the
inductive reactancc arc practically equal and that the current will be
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practically the same whether the resistance is considered or neglectccl.
This is always the case when the inductive reactance is five or more times
as great as the resistance.
Angle of Lag. When an a-c circuit contains inductance only, the
changes in current take place 90 electrical degrees later than the changes
m the voltage. This is more commonly expressed as, the current lags
E=/10 volts

'''I
I
'I

90°

I

/JO ~olts

l=Samp
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-1-

'\.!,I

(cJ
:Fm. 2-8.-~Iethods of illustrating the lagging current caused by induct,ance.

(a) The

circuit, (b) vector diagram, (c) sine-wave 1liagram.

the voltage by 90 degrees. This effect may be shown by the sine-wave
diagram of Fig. 2-Sc or by the vector diagram of Fig. 2-Sb.
If the resistance of the inductor is to be considered, the angle of lag
will decrease as the resistance increases. The angle of lag can be determined by the equations
(2-12)
(2-12a)
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where 0 L = angle of lag, degrees
cos fh = cosine of the angle 0, from table of cosines, Appendix XII
Example 2-8.
ple 2-7?

By what angle does the current lag the voltage in the coil of ExamFind:

Given:
RL = ,100 ohms
Z L = ll,311 ohms

0L

=?

Solution:
cos BL
OL

RL

400

,_

= 7,L = 11,311 = 0.03::>3
= 88° (from Appendix XII),

2-5. Inductors Connected in Series or Parallel. When two or more
inductors are connected in series and placed so that no coupling exists
between them, the inductance of the circuit will be
(2-13)

\Vhen two or more inductors are connected in parallel and placed so
that no coupling exists between them, the inductance of the circuit will be
(2-14)

When two coils arc connected in series and coupling exists between
them, the inducLancc of the circuit will be
(2-15)

where L1·
NOTE:

= inductance of the circuit
± 2K yt--;_t;; use + when the magnetic fields of the two coils

are aiding and - when the fields are opposing.
Example 2-9. Two coils, each with an inductance of 4 hcnrics arc arranged so
that they maybe connected in the various ways shown in Fig. 2-9. \Vhat is the inductance of the circuit when the two coils are connected in series so that they are: (a) aiding and lhe coupling is 100 per cent; (b) opposing and the coupling i8 100 per cent;
(c) in a position that produces zero coupling; (d) aiding and the coupling is 50 per cent?
Find:
L1· =?

Given:

L1 = 4 henries
L2 = 4 henries
Solutions:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Lr= L 1
Lr= L1
Lr = L1
Lr = L 1

+ Le
+ Lz
+ L2

± 2K -VL 1L 2
± 2K -VL 1L 2
± 2K -VL;t;;_
+ L 2 ± 2K -VLJ;:,_

= 4

=4
= 4
= 4

+ 4 + (2 X 1 V4 X 4)
+ 4 - (2 X 1 V4 X 4)
+ 4 ± (2 X o V4 ·x 4)

+ 4 + (2

X 0.5

V4

= 16 henries

= 0 henries

= 8 henries
X4) = 12 henries
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2-6. Neutralizing Inductance. \Yhen it is desired that a coil of wire
have the lowest amount of indnctance that is possible, the coil is wound
so that each tnrn of "·ire with a current flowing in one direction has its
inductive effect neutralized by a turn with its cmrent flowing in the
opposite direction. The coil is then said to be noninductively wound.
If a coil requires only a few turns it may he noninductively wound hy
first looping the wire as shown in Figure 2-lOa and winding the loop
~

,-

--

·1

-

(a)-Coils aiding

-

-l

r

L

·1

I

(b)-Coils opposing

(c)-Variable coupling
FIG. 2-0.-Two coupled inductors connected in series,

around the core. The completed coil "-ill be as shown in Fig. 2-l0b.
When the coil requires a large number of turns, it would be difficult to
loop the wire first. In this case the coil is usually wound in two sections,
each having two leads. 'When completed, the two winding sections are
connected in series in such a manner that the currents in each section set
up magnetic fields of opposite directions, which will neutralize one
another.
The wires used to connect various parts of a receiver sometimes

ART.
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cause unwanted inductance. This is usually true of filament or heater
circuits in a-c-opcratcd sets, especially if the wires are spaced some
distance apart and arc parallel to one another. The inductive effect
may be reduced to a negligible amount by twisting the wires as shown in
Fig. 2-lla, or even by running the wires parallel to each other but right
alongside one another as shown in Fig. 2-llb.
2-7. Chokes. Inductance coils used in
-s•----•-------the filter circuits of radio power-supply sys{a)
tems and in the audio-frequency ,and radiofrequency circuits arc commonly 'referred to
I I
11
i,
I
I
as chokes.
,!
I
I
II
11
II
\\
.I
11
Power-supply Chokes. These chokes arc
I\
•t
l
+
ti
11 t\
1'
ii
used to aid in converting the pulsating-current
\1
11
Ii
I
\\
11 I
\\
I
output of a. rectifier into t.hc direct current
\
I
I
\) I,,
that is needed for radio-tube circuits. As
fb)
the rectifier pulsating currents are usually in
the order of 60 or 120 pulsations per second,
high values of inductance are required. In
Fm. 2-10.- Noninductive
order to obtain high values of inductance, winding. (a) A loop of wire,
the coils have a large number of turns and (b) a noninductively wound
coil.
are wound on iron cores. Common values
of these chokes range from 5 to 30 henries.
Audio-frequency Chokes. These chokes arc used in some types of
amplifier circuits to keep out (or to filter) certain parts of the current
from the amplifier to improve its operation. This type of coil has a
high value of inductance, generally in the order of 100 henries. Audio

c·

I

-

Ii ,,,,
,,
,,,,
,,

,:·Currenf

----------.,....-_.-----..,
(a,)

.-Current
-1:....~------------~

t==========================::j

~
·-currenf

fb)

Frn. 2-11.-Noninductivc wiring. (a) Wires twisted to reduce the inductance, (b) wires
placed parallel to one another to reduce the inductance.

chokes offer a high impedance to the a-f currents and a low resistance to
the direct current, thereby choking off the a-f currents and causing them
to take another path, but permitting the direct current to flow through
freely. In order to obtain high values of inductance, the coils have a
large number of turns and are wound on iron cores.
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2-12.-Typical power chokes and a-f t.ransformrrs. (Courtesy of Thordarson Electric
J-lanufacturiny Division, Jlaguirc Industries, Inc.)

11111
FIG. 2-13.-R-f chokes.

(Courtesy of Hammarlund .~{anufacturing Company, Inc.)
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Radio-frequency Chokes. These coils are used in r-f circuits to provide
a high impedance to the r-f currents and a low resistance to direct current.
Because they operate on high frequencies, a high impedance can be
obtained \Yi.th relatively low values of inductance a;;; compared with a-f
chokes and power-supply chokes. Commonly used r-f chokes range
from 2.5 to 125 millihenries.
Many of the r-f coils are wound on nonmagnetic cores and are referred
to as air-core coils. Another type of r-f coil is wound on a specially
prepared magnetic core consisting of finely powdered iron particles held

(al-Universal
(d}-Spiderweb

(bJ-Honeycomb

(c)-Lattice
(e)-Bomk

(f}-Figure -8
Fm. 2-14.-Various methods of winding high-frequency coils.

together with a magnetic insulating binding substance. Because of this
special type of iron core, the desired Yalue of inductance can be obtained
with a smaller number of turns, resulting in a-lower resistance, a smaller
coil, and a higher value of Q. This value Q is the ratio of inductive
rcactance to resistance (see Art. 2-23).
Another construction feature of r-f coils is that special methods are
used in winding the coils in order to reduce the distributed capacitance
(see Art. 2-15) of the coil. Among the methods used arc the universal,
honeycomb, lattice, spider-web, bank, figure-of-eight and the binocular
types of windings shown in Fig. 2-14.
2-8. Transformers. "\Vb.en two or more coils are arranged so that
energy may be transferred from one circuit to another, the combination
is generally referred to as a transformer.
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Power-supply Transforrners. These transformers arc used to supply
voltages, both above and below the value of the line voltage, to the various circuits in radio apparatus. Power transformers can be used only
on a-c-opcrated units and therefore cannot be used with battery-operated
portable radios or with a-c/d-c receivers. These transformers have two
or more windings wound on a laminated iron core. The number of windings and the turns per winding depend upon the voltages that the transformer is to supply. As the coefficient of coupling is generally 0.95 or

F10.

2-15.-Cutaway views of two types of radio power transformers.
ard Transformer Corporation,)

(Courtesy of Stand-

more, the voltages of its wirnlings will vary practically directly with the
number of turns, or
(2-Hi)

where EP

primary voltage

Es = secondary voltage
NP
turns, primary winding
Ns
turns, secondary winding
Figure 2-15 illustrates typical power transformers.
schematic diagram of a transformer's windings.

Figure 2-16 is a

Example 2-10. A radio power transformer is to supply a receiver with voltages
of 2.5, 6.3, and 750 Yolts center tapped as shown in Fig. 2-W. The primary line voltage is 115 volts and the primary winding has 184 turns. Find: (a) the number of
turns on section cd; (b) the number of turns on section ef; (c) the number of turns on
section gh and hi; (d) the nnmher of turns on section gi.
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Given:
Ep = 115 volts
E,d = 2.5 volts
E,1 = 6.3 volts
E 0 , = 750 volts
Np = 184 turns

Find:
(a)

N,d = 'l

(b)
N,1 =?
(c) Noh, 1Vh, = ?
(d)

i
i

a
I
I
I

2.5io/ts

6.J[olts

=?

::
::
g

I

l!Svolfs

J.Yui

I
I
I

JlSvo/fs

b

h 7.S0volfs
I

:

J7Svo/fs
t,

FIG, 2-16.

Solution:
(a)

Ns

(b)

1

(c)
(d)

=

5
Np Es= 184 X -~ Ep
115

=

4 turns

r1 s = 1~ p EP
Es = 184 X 6·3 = 10 t urns
115

Ns = Np Es= 18-1 X ~7~ = GOO tunrn
EP
1 lo
Es
750
Ns = Np'EP = 184 X
= 1200 turns
115

A 11dio-jrcquency Traw;fonners. These transformers, Fig. 2-12, are
used in a-f circuits as coupling devices and operate at frequencies ranging
between 100 and 5000 cycles. They consist of a primary and secondary
winding wound on a laminated iron or steel core. Because of the higher
frequencies, special grades of steel such as silicon steel or several kinds of
alloys that have very low losses should- be used. These transformers
usually have a greater number of turns on the secondary winding, common ratios being between 2 to 1 and 4 to 1. However, the impedance of
the primary and secondary windings is of perhaps even greater importance than the ratio of turns, as the transformer selected should have its
impedance match those of the circuits to which they are connected.
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Impedance matching is described fully in the chapters on vacuurn-tuhc
amplifier circuits.
Radio-frequency Transformers. These transformers are used to couple
one stage of r-f amplification to the next st.age. The windings arc usually
of the universal type and may be wound on either an air core or on the
special powdered-iron core. Often they arc wound with a special type of
wire called litz wire and the windings are given special treatment to help
them withstand varying temperature and humidity. These transformers have a low number of turns, and the primary is of a lower number
than the secondary. The r-f transformers operate at the frequency
range of the receiver, such as the broadcast hand 5BO to lfi50 kc, short

FIG. 2-17.-Typical r-f transformers. (Courtesy of Meissner 1lfani,facturin(l Division,
M agi,ire 1 ndustries, Inc.)

wave 5.8 to HI me, etc. \Vhen a receiver is to operate on several frequency ranges, a group of coils may be mounted in a single container, or
several separate coils of the plug-in type may be used.
rntermcdiatc-frcqnency transformers arc r-f transformers designed
for operation at a definite frequency. Standard i-f transformers can be
obtained for frequencies of 175,262, 370, 4.56, and 1500 kc. Of these the
175 and the --lfi(i kc are the most commonly used.
2-9. Special Considerations of High-frequency Coils. Shielding.
High-frequency circuits, such as the r-f and i-f circuits using the chokes
and transformers just described, often have undesired coupling between
adjacent circuits mYing to their electrostatic and magnetic fields. Highfrequency coils are generally enclosed in a metal shield, Fig. 2-17, in order
to reduce the coupling effect caused by the electrostatic and magnetic
fields. When any stray electrostatic lines of force reach the metallic
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shield they are short-circuited by the conducting material of the shield
and are then grounded. ·when a magnetic field passes through such a
shield an emf is indnced in it, and, as the shield forms a closed circuit, a
current will flow in the shield. This current will set up its own magndic
field, which, according to Lcnz's law, will oppose the original magnetic
field and tend to keep it from spreading beyond the shield.
Shields should be carefully designed as to size because the currents
set up in them act as a loss that must be subtracted from the power in
the coil circuit. This has a tendency to increase the resistance and also
to reduce the inductance. Both of these effects result, in a lower Q and
hence rednce the effectiveness of the coil. The shield should be of a
heavy material that is a good conductor, such as copper, brass, or aluminum, and should be large enough so that it is not too close to the coil.
Copper shields arc seldom uc;cd because of
the corroding effect that air has on copper.
Aluminum is used extensively becam;e of
its mechanical strength, low cost, and good
conductivity.
Alternating-current Resistance of Coils.
(aJ
lb)
When coils are used in high-frequency cirFw. 2-18.-Distribution of
cuits, the resistance to the high-frequency the electrons over the area of a
carrying a current.
currents is much greater than the d-c resist- conductor
(a) For direct current and lowfrequency alternating current,
ance of the coils.
Skin effect, which is one cause for this (b) .for high-frequency currents.
increased resistance, is explained in the following manner. With direct
current, the electrons constituting the current flow arc distributed evenly
throughout the entire cross-section area of the conductor, as shown in
Fig. 2-l8a, while with high-frequency current the electrons are concentrated near the surface of the wire and practically no electrons flow at the
center of the wire, as is shown in Fig. 2-18b. This reduces the effective
area of the conductor and thereby increases its effective resistance.
Another cause of the increased effective resistance at high frequencies
is the eddy currents that are set up by voltages induced in the conductor.
These voltages arc induced by the concentric magnetic fields of varying
strength that are set up around the conductor. These eddy currents do
no useful work but they cause additional heating of the conductor and
are considered as a loss. Therefore, eddy currents produce the same
effect as an increase in resistance.
At high frequency, it is common practice to combine all the resistance
effects, that is, the d-c or ohmic resistance, the skin effect, and the eddycurrent effect, into a single value called the a-c resistance of the coil.
This a-c resistance of a coil increases as the frequency at which the coil is
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operated is increased. The skin effect, and hence the a-c resistance,
increases at a greater rate for large conductors than for small ones. In
order to reel nee the value of the a-c resistance, a special type of conductor
called litz wire is made by weaving a large number of small insulated
wires to form the conductor. As the individnal wires arc insulated, they
act as separate couductors and will result in a fairly uniform distribution
of current at broadcast and even at short-wave frequencies but are not
highly effective for ultrahigh frequencies. Another mPthod m,ed to
reduce the value of the a-c resistance is to use hollow conductors or thin,
flat, strip conductor:,;. The litz wire is usPcl mostly for receivers, while
the hollo\\· comluctor is u:oe<l mostly for tran::;mitters.
Dislrilmted Ca]Jacilance. The <listributecl capacitance effect is
described in Art. 2-15, and its effect is minimized by special methods of
,dnding the coils, as has been explained in Art. 2-7.
Color Codes. The leads of transformers are generally marked in
accordance with the R:\1A color code as shown in Appendix X.
2-10. Capacitors. Capacitance is present in practically all a-c
circuits; in some instances it is desired, while in others it is not. In many
radio circuits it is desired, and in such cases a special device called a
capacitor is used to obtain the amount of capacitance desired. The
capacitor is also known as a condenser, but even though the name condenser is used considerably, capacitor is the better name and is rapidly
becoming the more popular.
Characteristics of Capacitance. Two of the characteristics of capacitance that are important to the study of radio arc: (1) capacitance
opposes any change in the amount of voltage of its circuit; (2) when a
voltage is applied to a capacitor, a quantity of electricity is storecl in
the capacitor, which may later be clischarged.
A Simple Capacitor. A capacitor is formed when two conductors are
placed close to one another but separated by an ins11lator. The conductors arc generally made of thin plates in order to obtain sufficient area,
and the insulator, also called the dielectric, is a thin piece of insulating
material.
This device is capable of storing; an elc>ctrical charge when a difference
of potential is applied to its terminals. The amount of charge stored in
the capacitor is a measure of its capacitance and is expressed by
(2-17)
When a capacitor is charged, an electrostatic field will exist about its
conductors. The energy in a capacitor is stored
this electrostatic
field; the amount of energy stored is dependent upon the capacitance

in
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and the charging potential and is expressed by
lV

= CE2

(2-18)

2

where C = capacitance, farads
Q = charge in the capacitor, coulombs (ampere-seconds)
E = charging potential, volts
W = energy of the electrostatic field, watt-seconds (joules)
Un£t of Capacitance. Capacitance is the property of a circuit that
opposes any change in the amount of voltage. The unit of capacitance is
the Jarad and a circuit is said to have a capacitance of one farad when a
voltage changing at the rate of one volt per second ca\lses an average
current of one ampere to ffo1v. The farad, however, is too large a unit
for practical purposes and the microfarad (10- 6 farad) and micro-microfarad (10- 12 farad) are commonly used. These subunits are generally
abbreviated and appear as µf and µµ£ respectively.
Factors A:ffecting the Capacitance. The capacitance depends upon the
area of the plates, the kind of material used as the dielectric, and the
thickness of the dielectric. Their relation to the capacitance is expressed
by the equation
C = 22.4,5KA(N -

1)

(2-19)

1Q8t

"·here C = capacitance, microfarads
E = dielectric constant (see Appendix VII)
A = area of one plate, square inches
t = thickness of the dielectric, inches
N = number of plates
Example 2-11. A capacitor is made up of 103 plates of lead foil, each 2 inches
square, and separated by layers of mica 0.01 inch thick, (a) vVhat is its capacitance?
(b) "7bat charge is produced in the capacitor when it is connected across a 300-volt d-c
source of power? (c) If the charging current could be maintained at 5 ma, how
long would it take to charge the capacitor? (d) How much energy is stored in the
capacitor?
Given:
K = 5.5
A ~ 2 X 2 square inches
N ~ 103 plates
t = 0.01 inch
E = 300 volts
I~ 5ma.

Find:
(a)
C = ?
(Ii)
Q = ?
(c) Time = ?
(d)
IV = ?
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Solution:
(a)
(I>)
(c)

(d)

= 22.45K.A(N

- l) = 22.45 X 5.5 X 2 X 2 ~0~ = O 0-0 f
10 8 t
10 8 X 0.01
.., µ
Q = CF: = 0.050 X 10-• X 300 = 0.00001.5 coulomb (amp-sec)

C

Time = ~~mpcre-SPCCl_(_'clS = O.OOO~lj - 0.003 second
:impercs
0.00,,
•
= (}8~ = 0.050 X 10 ·• X 300 X 300 = (J 0()2 .,
. tt-sccon d
II
2
.
..5 wu
2

2-11. Capacitive Reactance and Angle cf Lead. When a voltage is
applied to the plates of a capacitor, a current \\·ill flow momentarily and
cause the plates to become charged, one neua.t-ivc and the other positivr.
The negative plate will have an excess of electrons, and if a higher voltagn
of the same polarity is applied to the capacitor, the effect will be to tend
to increase the· number of electrons on that plate. Since the plate
already has an excess of electrons, its action will teud to oppose the
increase. This corresponds with the definition that capacitance opposes
any change in the amount of voltage. However, if the increased voltage
is maintained, it will in a short time cause additional electrons to be
transferred from one plate to the other. From this it, can be seen that
capacitance offers an opposition to the flow of current and also delays
the change in voltage.
Capacitive Rractance. The opposition to the flow of alternating current offered by a capacitor is called capacitive reactancc. lt is expressed
in ohms and its symbol is Xe, The value of the capacitive readance is
affected by two factors, (l) the capacitance of the circuit and (2) tho rate
or speed at which the voltage is changing, which is proportional to the
frequency. The effect of these two factors upon the capacitive rc:.ctan<"c
is shown by the equation
'
106

X..c = 21rJC
= lf>!),000
"\" n

or

.l..

~

JG'

(2-20)

(2-20a)

where Xe = capacitive reactance, ohms
f = frequency, cycles per second
C = capacitance, microfarads
If an a-c circuit were assumed to consist of capacitance only, the
amount of current flowing in such a circuit would be

Ic
where le

Ee
= -,
.\'. C

current in the capacitor circuit, amperes

voltage across the capacitor, volts
Ee
=
re5.ctance of the capacitor, ohms
Xe

(2-21)
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In actual practice, capacitors always have some resistance which, in
most cases, is so small compared to the capacitive reactance that it is
ignored. However, if the resistance of the capacitor is to be considered,
I=Scrmp
'I

'
!!Ova/ts

Xe=
22.11
90°
'

E=l!Ovolts

(a)
180
160
140
12.0
100
+ 80
60

{b)

-~fi

-ti- -

,r-

1
·E
=-} !0 valrs -1_
,-1-r· -·-

l I I
.c::::.. 8+
-\- I=Sa!J?P, ~ -·- 64
I '\
\
/_ 2 :
"' 'ZO
4- 0
0 '10 240/ 3QQ 3 0
- 20 Q_
2 ~
/
\
I
0
40
I 4 E
> 60 - _J_ ._'.~ \ /

=/{ 40

--,

=r~w_
'

y -I

6 <t:
8

I....__,

80
I 100
120
140

-

160
180

--

I

\
'/

,./

I

I
(c)

FIG. 2-19.-.i\iethods of illustrating the leading current caused by capacitance.
circuit, (/,) vector diagram, (c) sine-wave diagram.

(a) The

its ohmic effect must be combined "ith the capacitive reactance; the
combined effect is called the impedance. i\Iatliematically, it is equal to

Ze = -VRe 2

+ Xe

2

(2-22)

= impedance of the capacitor, ohms
= equivalent series resistance of the capacitor, ohms
Xe = reactance of the capacitor, ohms

where Ze
Re

Angle of Lead. When an a-c circuit contains capacitance only, the
voltage lags the current by 90 electrical degrees. This may also be
stated as, the cun-ent leads the voltage by 90 electrical degrees. This
effect may be shmrn by the sine-wave diagram of Fig. 2-19c or by the
vector diagram of Fig. 2-19b.
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If the resistnnc-c of the circuit is to be considered, the angle of lead
The angle of lead can he determined by the equation
Re
COS 0e = (2-23)
Ze
Re
or
cos 0e = - c - = -..2 -=-·--=c-.
(2-23a)
2
will decrca."e as the resistance increases.

VRe

+ Xe

where Oe
angle of lead, degrees
cos Oe = co:,;ine of the angle 0, from table of cosines Appendix X 11
Example 2-12. What is the reactance, imp<'danC'c, current, and phase angle of
a 10-µf cupaC'itor when co1rn<'C'te<l to a 110-volt, 60-cyclc line? Xote thnt the capacitor is not a pC'rfPct one and that its resistance has the same eff<'ct as a IO-ohm resistor
connected in series with the capacitor.

Find:
Xe=?
Ze =?
le=?
Be=?

GiYen:
C = IO µf
Ee = 110 yo)ts
f = GO cycles
Re= 10 ohms
Solution:

Xe

=

15\l,000

JC

=

15fl.OOO _ ')G" l .
60 X 10 - - D O ims

v10

2
Zc = "\iRe 2 + Xe• =
+ 26.5 2 = 2G,').2 ohms
Ee
110
le = z~ = 2G5.2 = 0.414 amp

cos Oe =
Oe

He

z-

.JC

10

= '>_, 6.::>• • ...,'> = 0.0377

= 88° (from App<>ndix XII)

2-12. Capacitors Connected in Series or Parallel. ·when two or more
capacitors are connected in series, the capacitance of the circuit will be
1

CT= - - - - - - - 1

C~

1

I

(2-24)

+ C2 + C3

This equation is often used in a simplified form for circuits containing
only two capacitors connected in series, as

C1C2
CT = C1 + C2
C _ CTC1
2
C1 - CT

(2-24a)
(2-24b)

When two or more capacitors arc connected in parallel, the capacitance of the circuit will be
(2-25)
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Example 2-13. It is desired to increase the capacitance of a circuit containing
one 10-µf capacitor so that the circuit will have a capacitance of Vi µf. This is to he
done by adding a capacitor to the circuit. (a) Should the added capacitor be connected in series or in parallel with the original capacitor? (b) What value should the
added capacitor have? (c) If the capacitor hacl been connected in series instead of
parallel or vice versa what would be the capacitance of the circuit? (d) What kind
of circuit would be required if the desired capacitance were 8 µf? (e) What v11l11e of
capacitor would have to be added to obtain the capacitance desired in part (d)?
Find:
(a) C'mrnection = ?
(b)
C, = ?
(c)
Cr = ?
(d) Connection = ?
(e)
C2 = ?

Given:

(,\ = 10 µf
(b) Cr = 1.5 µf
(e) Cr = 8 µ[

Solution:
(a) Parallel
(b) C2 = CT - C,

(C)

G2' =

(d)

Series

= 15 - 10 = 5 µf
= 3 '.~3 f

10 0_?
c,c,c
+ •c.. = 10
+5

.,

µ

(e)

2-13. Commercial Capacitors. Classification of Capacitors. Capacitors are manufactured in various forms and may be divided into two
fundamental classes, namely, fixed ca,pacitors and variable capacitors.
The fixed capacitors may be further classified as to the type of material
used for the dielectric, such as mica, paper, oil, and electrolytes.
JVlica Capacitors. ::\lica capacitors are made by stacking a number of
thin tin-foil (or aluminum-foil) plates and sheets of mica in alternate
layers. As mica can be split into thin sheets, it is an excellent material
for use as the dielectric. i\-1ica capacitors have low losses and will withstand higher voltages than paper capacitors. Commonly used sizes
range from 0.00005 to 0.02 microfarad and arc usually enclosed in a
molded Bakelite container to keep out moisture. Their capacitance and
voltage rating arc generally indicated on the capacitor by the Rl\IA color
code (Appendix IX).
Paper-dielectric Capacitors. Paper-dielectric capacitors are usually
made with tin-foil conductors or plates and some form of specially treated
paper for the dielectric. The tin foil and paper arc cut in long narrow
strips and are then rolled together to form a more compact unit. As even
high-quality paper may contain tiny holes, it is common practice to use·
several layers of thin paper as the dielectric. The leads of this type of
capacitor are usually soldered in such a manner that each turn of a con-
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ductor (plate) is connected to its lead in order to reduce the inductive
effect of the various t11rns.
Paper capacitors arc 11,:cd extcnsh·ely in radio work becansc they arc
smaller and less expensi\·e than mica capacitors; lwweYer, they have
higher losses than mica capacitors. Commonly used sizes range from
0.0002 to several microfarnds and they arc generally placed in a metal or
cardboard container and sealed with wax or pitch to keep out moisture.
Oieleclnc

,r-----~.--,~
'•i--8

+

~-6

5-4

------2

(a)

Conductor

Conductor:,,_

--/n.su/crlor

(b)

Fm. 2-20.-Tn,ical construction of capacitors. (a) :lfica-dielectric capacitors, (b) paperdielectric capacitors.

Oil-dielectric Capacitors. In radio transmitter circuits it is not
unusual to have voltages above GOO volts, and under such conditions
paper capacitors will not have a very long life. In such cases, special
capacitors are used, with oil or oil-impregnated paper as the dielectric.
These capacitors are more expensive and arc used mostly in tran~mitt.ers.
Electrolytic Capacitors. An electrolytic capacitor consist-s of two
metallic plates separated by an electrolyte. From the description of the
action an<l construction of capacitors, it might seem that the purpose of
the electrolyte is to act as the dielectric or insulator. This supposition
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(a)

(b)

FIG, 2-21.-Ccmmercial type~ of capacitors. (a) :\-fica-diclcctric, (b) paper-dielectric.
(Courtesy of Solar ,lfanufacturing Corporation.)
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is inaccurate in that the clcC'lrolyte is not the actual dielectric material but
is the negative electrode. The di<'lectric consists of an extremely thin
oxide film that is formed on the surface of the positive plate of the capacitor. This is due to the peculiar charac!,eristic of aluminum and a few
other metals that causes a nonconducting film to be formed on their
surfaces when they are immersed in certain electrolytic solutions aml a
current is passed through the md.al and the electrolyte.
Electrolytic capacitors have the advantage of being small in size and
low in cost and of possessing certain self-healing qualities. A disadvantage is that most electrolytic capacitors must be connected to a constant
polarity and hence can be nsed with direct current or intermittent direct
cmrent (rectified alternating current) only. Electrolytic capacitors may
be of either the wet or dry type and are commonly used in sizes ranging
from 1 to .50 microfarads.
lVel Electrolytic C apaeitors. The electrolyte used in wet electrolytic
capacitors is always in liquid form, and the container must therefore be
made leakproof. In most wet-type cn,pacitors, the container also serve:,
as the negative electrode, since it. makes direct contact with the electrolyte. The positive electrode is generally made of a thin alnmimnn
sheet arranged in some special manner to obtain a large surface area. ,
The electrolytic solution is generally a concentrate of a borate, phosphate,
citrate, silicate, etc., of sodium or ammonia dissolved in water. ·wet
electrolytic capacitors are generally cylindrical in shape and should always
be mounted in a vertical position.
Dry Hlcctrolytic Capacitors. By using a jellylike electrolyte, elcctrnlytic capacitors can be constructed in a dry form. They are considered
dry in the same sense that dry cells are considered dry, that is, because
the electrolyte cannot be spilled or poured from its container. Dry
electrolytic capacitors provide high values of capacitance in relatively
small dimensions and arc the most economica] type for many applications. l\'lo:,;t of the elPctrolytic capacitors used in radio are of the d~·y
type. In general, a dry electrolytic capacitor consi:,;ts of a posit,ive foil,
a negative foil, and a separator containing an electrolyte, which arc all
,votmd into a roll and provided with means for electrical connection,
housing, and mounting.
The positive foil, usually made of aluminmn, iH subjected to a special
elcctrochmnical forming process, which completely covers it with an
extremely thin oxide film. The nature an<l thickness of this film will
govern its voltage and capacitance per unit area. The separator is made
of some absorbent material, usually gauze, paper, nonfibrous cellulose,
or various combinations of these. It serves to hold the electrolyte in
position and also keeps the positive and negative foils from making
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physical contact. The electrolyte consists of a chemical solution essentially similar to a dry paste and serves as the negative electrode. In
addition, it tends to maintain the film on the positive electrode. The
negative foil, generally aluminum, is usually unformed and acts merely

,,Accordian pl~led
positive elecfrode

Aluminuf

confainer
negaf/ve
ferm/na!

,.Perton::rfed
.,..~.~~~~......," celluloid
shield

(a)

Posihve
l~g

Bakelik

.,1d,scs

i

/

,-

----{Josket '

Negative /ermine,/
ctnd mounling ecrr.s

.

Car/ridge

(b)

FIG. 2-22.-Cross-seetion view showing the construction of electrolytic capacitors,
Wet cleetrolytic, (b) dry electrolytic.

(a)

as a means of making contact ,vith the electrolyte, which is the negath-e
electrode of the capacitor.
Dry electrolytic capacitors may be housed in cardboard tubes, cardboard cartons, and round or rectangular metal cans. Various types of
mounting features are available, and either soldering lugs, screw terminals, or flexible leads are provided for external connections. As there is
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no danger of the electrolyte leaking out, dry electrolytic capacitors may
be mounted in any position.
Capacitor Blocks. Radio receivers generally require a number of
capacitors and, in order to conserve space and to reduce cost, it has been
found advantageous to build several capacitors in a single container.
The unit is then referred to as a dual, a triple, or a multiple unit, or as
n. capacitor black.
Variable Capacitors. In certain parts of a radio circuit it is necessary
to use a capacitor whose capacitance can be varied or adjusted to meet
the needs of the circuit in which it is used. A variable capacitor or an
adjustable capacitor may be used for this purpose.

(a)

Carton t-ype

Tubulcw type

Rouncl metal type

(b)

Frn. 2-23.-Typical electrolytic capacitors.

(a) Wet electrolytic, (b) dry
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A variable capacitor consists of two sets of plates, a rotating set
called t,he rotor, and a stationary set called the stator. The capacitor is
so constructed that the rotor plates will move freely in between the
stator plates, thus causing the value of capacitance to be varied. The
capacitance is affected by the area of the plates actually in mesh and by
the air space (dielectric) between the plates. The thickness of the plates
has no effect on the capacitance, and the thickness used is determined
largely for the strength and ruggedness of the capacitor.
Ranges of Variable Capacitors. For ordinary broadcast reception,
the capacitors used will range from 250 to 500 µµf (maximum values when
all of the rotor plates are in mesh "·ith the stator). For short-wave
reception, the capacitance is generally 150 µµf or less. For high frequencies and ultrahigh frequencies, midget capacitors, whose maximum
values range from 25 to 15Q.µµf, are used. ·when a smaller capacitance
is required, microcapacitors arc used. ::'dicrocapacitors have a maximum
capacitance as low as 5 µµf.
Other Variable Capacitors. MULTIPLE or GAKG CAPACITORS are used
when jt is desired to vary the capacitance in several circuits by means of
a single dial. They consist of two or more capacitors mounted on a
single shaft.
SPLIT-STATOR CAPACITORS are used when it is necessary that the
capacitance of a circuit be perfectly balanced. The stator of this type
of capacitor is separated into two equal parts, each half being electrically
insulated from the other.
Capacitors ,,ith a large number of plates may be constructed with

(c)

electrolytic, (c) dry electrolytic.

(Courtesy of P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.)
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half of the stator and rotor pht<'s mounted 180 degrees nH.' ehanically
from the other half in order to achieve mechanical balance.
T1uxsa1IT'l'IXG CAPACITORS are generally constructed with a larger
air gap because the voltage between plates is considerable higher than
that used in receivers.
ADJUSTABU, CAPACITOits consist of two plates separated by a mica
sheet and arc so constructed that the distance separating the two plates

(0)

( C)

( d)

1•'10. 2-2•1.-Commcrcial types of variable capacitors. (a) Standard-size sini,:le broadcast capacitor, (b) midget split-stator ca1>acitor, (c) midget single ca pacitor, (d) micro
capacitor. (Courtesy of Ilammarlt<nd Jlanufacturing Company, Inc.)

can be varied by adjusting a small setscrew. They can be obtained with
a minimum capacitance as low as 0.5 µµ£ and maximum capacitances as
high as 10 µµf.
2-14. Operating Characteristics of Capacitors. Losses. The losses
in a capacitor consist of leaka.ge, dielectric, and resistance losses. The
three are usually combined and called the capacitor losses. At low frequencies the effect of the losses arc so small that they are usual_ly neglected. At high frequencies the losses arc often considered in circuit
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analysis and the circuit is then considered as a capacitor and resistor
connected either in series or parallel, depending upon the type of circuit
(Art. 2-25).
Voltage Ratings of Capacitors. Capacitors arc rated for the maximum
voltage at which they may be safely operated as well as for their capacitance. The voltage rating is usually specified for two conditions: (l)
the d-c working voltage; (2) the a-c working voltage. The d-c working voltage rating is l.414 times as great as the a-c working voltage. For
example, a capacitor rated at 450
volts d-c will have an a-c rnting of
318 volts.
Polarized Capacitors. In radio
applications, electrolytic capacitors
are limited to circuits that are polarized, although the circuits may
also contain small a-c components.
For this reason, most electrolytic
capacitors are usually polarized, that
is, one terminal is marked positive
and the other negative. Polarized
capacitors should not be subjected to
reversed polarity, as a heavy current v-rill pass through the capacitor
under this condition and may cause
serious damage to the unit.
N onpolarized Capacitors. Certain types of dry electrolytic capaciFm. 2-2.5.-Commercial types of
tors are so constructed that they
adjustablo capacitors. (Courtesy of Hamoperate equally well on either po- marlund
11[anufacturin{J Company, Inc.)
larity of a d-c line. However, they
are not designed for alternating currents and therefore should not be
used on a-c circuits. ~ onpolarized capacitors arc used wherever the :mpply volt.age may become reversed and remain so indefinitely.
2-15. Distributed Capacitance. 'l\vo conductors separated by an
insulator form a capacitor, and, if an alternating current is impressed
across these two conductors, capacitor action will result. Because of
this, any inductance coil will have capacitances between adjacent turns,
capacitances between nonadjacent turns, capacitances between terminal
leads, and capacitances between the ground and each turn. The total
effect produced by these capacitances can usually be represented by a
single capacitance of the equivalent value. This is generally called the
distributed capacitance of the coil.
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Effects of Distribvted Capacitance. One effect of distributed capacitance is to by-pass a certain ammint of the radio-frequency currents.
The amount of r-f current that is by-passed increases directly with the
frequency. At low frequencies, the effect is negligible and can be ignored.
At high frequencies, the distributc1l capacitance causes a loss of energy,
which also increases directly with the frequency. This loss in energy is
equivalent to a resistance loss and produces the same effect as if the
effective resistance of the coil was increased.
Another effect of distributed capacitance is the manner in which it
affects the tuning circuit. The distributed capacitance acts as a capacitor
connected in parallel with the variable tuning capacitor, thus increasing
the effective capacitance of the circuit.
Capacitance between
adjacent turns

I
I

Capacikmce I
between
ferminals
:

+
I
I
I

II -1--: -------1-?Cupocilance
between
.,.,,,
I '
;1 t~1 ~,,.
1 1

++

},'10.

.1•
-1-

any /urn and ground

+

2-26.-Distrihuted capacitances of a coil.

'
Distributed capacitance sometimes produces another effect since the
distributed capacitance and coil form a parallel resonant circuit that will
be resonant at some rather high frequency. At this frequency, oseillati11g
currents will circulate in the winding and the distributed capacitance,
thereby causing unstable operation of the circuit.
2-16. Electric Circuits. An electric circuit is the path taken by an
electric current from its source through all of the components of the circuit and back to the source.
Classification of Circ1dts. When a circuit contains only one circuit
clement, it, is called a simple circvit. \\'hen a circuit contains t\,·o or more
circuit elements, it may be either a series, parallel, series-parallel, or
parallel~series circuit.
A series circuit consists of two or more elements connected end to end
so that the current "·ill pass from one circuit element on to the next,
etc., until the path has been completed (see Fig. 2-27).
A parallel circuit consists of two or more elements connected so that
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the current will have as many paths as there are circuit clements (see
Fig. 2-28).
A series-parallel circuit consists of one or more parallel groups connected as part of a series circuit.
A parallel-series circuit consists of one or more series groups connected
as part of a parallel circuit.
In addition to the above classifications, circuits may also be classified
according to the kind of current applied to the circuit, that is, as either
direct-current or alternating-current circuits.
2-17. Direct-current Circuit Calculations. The most important
characteristics of a d-c circuit are the resistance, cnrrent, voltage, and
power of its various parts and of the complete circuit. A definite relation
exists bet,veen the current, voltage, and resistance. This relation is
commonly called Ohm's law.and is stated as: the current flowing through

---------------- -----R---- ----- --- - -------

---------- -- -------E - ------------- ----}'IG.

2-27.-Typical series circuit.

any resistance will be equal to the voltage across that resistance divided
by the ohms of that resistance. This is expressed mathematically as
f

E

l=R

(2-26)

The power may be expressed in terms of voltage, current, and resistance in the following forms:

i'-= EI

or

or

p = FJ2
R

(2-27)

Simple Circuit. As the simple circuit has only one circuit element,
all the circuit characteristics can be obtained by use of Eqs. (2-26) and
(2-27).

Series Circuit. The equations used to express the relation between
the current, voltage, resistance, and power of the simple circuit may be
used for the series circuit in the following manner:
E

(2-26)

I= R
•

ia

= -ea-,
T~

(2-26a)
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P = EI

or

P= J2R

Pi = Cii1

or

P1 = i/ri
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E2
P=R

or

or

C1

Pi= -

(2-27)
2

(2-27u.)

1"1

In the above equations the capitnJ-lcttcr t-i;vrnhols refer to the values
of the complete circuit and the ::;mall-letter symbol::; refer to the values of
the individual circuit elements.
o---.----,-----<
I

I
I

I

I

I

I >-----,------.-----,.-----.---,
I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I
I

E

R

e1

I

e2
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Fw. 2-28.-Typkal parnllel circuit.

The rebtion betwec'n the vnJnes for the cornpldn circuit and for the
individual circuit elements for each of the variow; quantities is expres:,;t>tl
by the following equations.
R

=

r1

+ r2 + 1"3

(2-28)
(2-2\1)
(2-30)
(2-31)

• · •

E = e1 + e2 + r3 · · ·
I = ii = i2 = i3 · · ·
P =Pi+ P2 + ]Ja · · ·

Parallel Circuit. The relation between the vario11s qnantities of the
parallel circuit is expressed by the following eq11ations.
(2-2G)
,

l3

]' ---=

EI

p = l 2R

UI'

= C3
-

(2-2(ia)

ra

ur

P

=

E2
R

(2-27)

or
The relation between the values for the complete circuit and for the
individual circuit clements is expressed by the following equations.

R= _ _ _1_ _

I+_!+_l ...
r2
ei = e2

r1

E

=

(2-32)

ra

= ea • • ·

(2-33)
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I = ii + i2 + i3 ·
P =Pi+ lh + Ps

(2-34)
(2-31)

When the parallel circnit contains only two circuit clements, Eq. (2-:)2)
may be expressed as,
(2-32a)
(2-32b)

Series-parallel Circuit. As this type of circuit is a combination of
both the series and the parallel circuits, its solution involves both series
and parallel principles. The first step is to calculate the combined
resistance value of each parallel grnup. The circuit may then be considered as a series circuit. When the voltage across each parallel group
has been found, it will then he possible to calculate the current and the
power for each clement in the parallel groups.
As the variety of series-parallel circuits is immmcrablc and as no
single set of equations will satisfy all cases, the following example is presented to illustrate the general procedure of solution which may be applied
to any series-parallel· circuit.
Example 2-14. Calculate the resistance, current, and power of the circuit shown
in Fig. 2-29. Also calculate the current in each resistor and tho power consumed by
each.
Given:

r

--Group l ---r-Group2--r--Group 3
rj_=40n.

----I

I'4

I

rs=20n.

I

---1
I

=40n.

rs=20n

-------- -----------/00 volts-----------------FIG. 2-29.

Solution:

=~
40 X 40
'>0 I
r 1 + r 2 = 40 + 40 = - 0 uns
RaR-2 = r, = 20 ohms

RaR,1

nuR-3

]

...!.
-t- ...!. -t- ...!.
r4
rs
rs

GG
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The circuit may now be rcprescntc<l by an equivalent series circuit as shown in
Fig. 2-30.

--- -------- ---------100 volfs------------ -- - - Fw. 2-30.

R

= Ran.1

I =

1!J

+ Ran.2 + RaR.s
100

R = -50 =

= 20

+ 20 + 10

= 50 ohms

2 amp

I'= EI= 100 X 2 = 200watts
= I HuR-i = 2 X 20 = 40 volts
= I Ran.2 = 2 X 20 = 40 volts

Ban.,
HaR,2
Eau.,

=

I RaR-s = 2 X 10
,Jo
Ti '.""' .JO = 1 amp

1,

=

i2

= ;.:

i,

= rs = 20 =

e-,

.

1a

P1

=

e,

e,
r,

i,

e.
= r··
6

=

=

=

e1i1

40
40
40

20
40
20
20
20
,Jo

=

1 amp
2 amp

=

0./i amp

=

1 amp

=

0.5amp

= -10 X 1 = 40 watts

=

p,, =
P• =

=
=

40 watts
SO watts
e,i, = 20 X 0.5 = 10 watts
e6 i 6 = 20 X 1 = 20 watts
e.io = 20 X 0.5 = 10 watts

P2 = ri2 = 40 X 1
p, = e,i, = 40 X 2
p,

= 20 volts

e1

Parallel-series Circuit. This circ\lit is also a combination of both
series and parallel cir<'nits and involves the principles of each in solving
for its characteristics. The first step is to calculate the combinert resistance vnlue of each series group. The circuit may then be considered as
a parallel circuit.
As the variety of parallel-series circuits is innumerable and as no
sin~le set of eqnations will satisfy all cases, the following example is
pmsented to illustrate the general procedure of solution which may be
applied to any parallel-series circnit.
Example 2-15. Calculate the rcsistanc<', current, 11ml power of the circuit shown
in Fig. 2-3la. Also calculate the current, volt.age, and power of each resistor.
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Given:

GR·2

GR·l

GR·3

<>--r---------------.-------~
I
I
I
I

I

r:s=7Sn

I
I
I

/00vo/ts
r;;•2Sn

Fig. 2-3la
Solution:

+ r, + r, = 10 + 5 + 10 = 25 ohms
+ r, = 75 + 25 = 100 ohms
+ r1 --= 10 + 10 = 20 ohms

= r1
RaR-2 = r4
RGR-• = r,

RGR-1

The circuit may now be represented by an r;quiYalent parallel circuit as shown in
Fig. 2-31b.

RcR-2

_!OOvo!ts

RcR•J

=/00.ll

=20.n.

Fm. 2-3lb

R

= ____ I_ _ _ _ _

_l_ +-1- + - I RaR-1
UGR-2
llGR-3
E
100
I = Ti =
= 10 amp

1
25

+

1
1
100

10

P = El = 100 X 10 = 1000 watts
.
.
.
E
100
i,

i2

=

.

=

15

E
100
= RGR-2 = 100 = 1 amp

=

i1

.

14

.
ie

= RaR.1 = ·25 = 4 amp

=

.

is

E

= RGR- =
3

100

20

•
=::>amp

e1 = i,r 1 = 4 X 10 = 40 volts

e2 = i2r2 = 4 X 5 = 20 volts
ea = i,ra = 4 X 10 = 40 volts
e4 = i,r, = 1 X 75 = 75 -volts
es = i,r, = 1 X 25 = 25 -volts
e, = ior 6 = 5 X 10 = 50 -volts
e1 = i1r 1 = 5 X 10 = 50 volts
P1 = e,i1 = 40 X 4 = 160 watts
P2 = e2i2 = 20 X 4 = 80 watts
P• = e3i3 = 40 X 4 = 160 watts

+

1
20

= 10 ohms

(l8
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= e.i. = 75 X 1 = 75 watts
=

e•i•

=

25 X 1 - 25 watts

= e.i. = 50 X 5 = 250 watts
= e1i7 = 50 X 5 = 250 watts

2-18. Alternating-current Circuit Calculations. The· Sine IV ave.
An alternating cmrent (or voltn.ge) is one that is continually varying in
magnitude and alternating in polarity (direction of flow) at regular
intervn.ls (see Fig. 2-32). Although not always trne, most alternating
currents arc considered to vary according to a sine wave and accordingly
arc referred to as sine-wave currents (and voltages). When sine-wave
currents and nJltages are considered, the circuit calculations n.re most
generally based on the effective value, although occasionally the maximum or the average value ma:v be nsPcl. The numerical relationship
bet"·cen the maximum, effective, and average values is shown in Fig.
1.000

+ 0.101
~

0.631

0

>

8

q

10

II

1'2

13

Note: E=Effect/ve value of the st'ne-wave vollaqe
I= Effective value of fhe sine-wc,ve current
Fm. 2-32.- Relative values of an alternating sine-wave voltnge (or current).

2-32. The devdopment of these relationships can he found in the
authors' mrctrical Esscutia.ls of Radio.
Circuit Characteristics. The important characteristics of a-c circuits
are the resistance, inductance, capacitance, impedance, current, Yoltagc,
frequency, power, power factor, and ph:tse angle of its Yarious parts ancl
of the complete circuit. A definite relation exists between the current,
voltage, and impedance. This relation is commonly referred to as Ohm's
law for a-c circ11its and may be stated as: the current flowing through any
impedance will be equal to the voltage across 1hat impedance di,·ided by
the ohms of that impedance. This may be expressed rnathematic::dl? as
E

l=z

(2-35)

ART.
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The power may be expressed in terms of the current and resistance as

p = J2R

(2-27)

As resistance is the only kind of circuit element that consumes
power, only the value of R can be used in this equation, and care should
be exercised that it is not confused with XL, Xe, or Z, which are also
expressed in ohms.
The power may also be expressed in terms of voltage, current, and
power factor as
P =EX IX P-F

(2-36)

The power factor may be expressed in terms of power, voltage, and
current as
p
P-F = - (2-37)

EX I

The power factor ma.y also be expressed in terms of resistance and
impedance as
R
(2-37a)
P-F =

z

The power factor may also be found from the phase angle, as
P-F = cos

e

(2-37b)

The phase angle may be obtained by reference to the cosine tables
(Appendix XII). When the power fact.or, which is equal to the cosine
of the phase angle, is known, the angle corresponding to that value may
be obtained from the cosine table.
Simple Circuit. As the simple circuit has only one circuit element,
the current can Le obtained by use of Eq. (2-9), (2-21), or (2-26):
EL

h = XL
Ee
Ic = Xe
E
IR= R

(2-9)
(2-21)

(2-26)

The power may be found by
P =PR
P =EX J X P-F

(2-27)

(2-36)
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The power factor nrny be found by

I'

P-F =EXI

(2-37)

R

=z

P-F

(2-:Ha)

The phase angle may be found from the power factor value and the
cosine tables (Appendix XII).
Serie.~ Circuit. l\Iost of the equations used for the solution of the
simple circuit also apply to the series circuit, as may be seen in the
follmving list of equations for the series circuit.

I= !i_

(2-35)

z

.

l

.

e

= -r

l

= x,,
-e

.

1,

P = 12R

I'=EXIX P-F
p
P-F = - EX I
R
P-F = -

z

e

=Xe

(2-38)
(2-27)
(2-30)
(2-37)
(2-37a)

In the above equations the capital-letter syrnhol8 indicate the values
of ihc complete circuit and the small-letter symbols indicate the vaJue8
of the individual circuit clements.
The relation between the varions qnantities for the complete circuit
and for the individual circuit clements is expresHcd by the following
equationH.
(2-28)
R = r1
r2 + ra · · ·
(2-39)
XL = XL1
XL2
X L3 •
(2-40)
Xc=Xc1+Xc2+J·oa ·
(2-41)
Z = VR 2 + (X,, - .\'c) 2
(2-42)
E = e1
e2
ea · · · (added vectorially)
(2-30)
I = i1 =i2 = ia · ·
(2-31)
I' = Pi
P2
Pa · · ·

+
+

+

+ +
+

+

Example 2-16. The series circuit shown in Fig. 2-33 is connected to a 150-volt,
60-cyclo power line. Find: (a) the resistance of the circuit; (b) the inductive rcactancc of the circuit; (c) the caparitivc rcactancc of the circuit; (d) the impcchnce of the
circuit; (e) the line current and the current iu each circuit element; (f) the voltage
across each circuit clement; (g) the line voltage from the volta-{l;es across each circuit
element; (h) the power consumed by each rircuit clement; (i) the line power; (j) the
power factor of each circuit element; (k) the power factor of the line; (l) the phase
angle between the line current and line voltag<~-
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Given:

Xc,1 =100.ll

rz=2S.11
I
I

I
I

'

I

ISO volts
60cycles

,--e6 ---r------er--- --1---er---lI

I

i
I

a_.v_ _ ___,) ,___~-~

Xc,2=50n

rz=!S.11

XL,2~120fl

Fro. 2-33.

Solution:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)

+ r = 25 + 15 = 40 ohms
+ XL2 = 60 + 120 = 180 ohms
Xe = xe, + Xe2 = 100 + 50 = 150 ohms
z = v' R 2 + (XL - Xc) 2 = v' 40 + (180--~l-5-0)~ =
E
150
I = z =
50 = 3 amp

R = r1
XL

=

2

XL1

2

~=4=~=~=~=~=1=3=p
e1 = i,XL1 = 3 X 60 = 180 volts
e2 = i2r1 = 3 X 25 = 75 volts
ea = iaXc 1 = 3. X 100 = 300 volts
e, = i,r, = 3 X 15 = 45 volts
e, = i,,X L2 = 3 X 120 = 360 volts
e6 = i.Xo, = 3 X 50 = 150 volts
E = v' E1t 2
(Kn - Exe)• = v' (e2
e,)2
(e,
= y' (75 + 45) 2 + (180 + 360 - 300 ~ 150) 2
= Vl20 2
90 2 = 150 volts
p 1 = ii°rL1 = 3 2 X O = 0 watts
P• = i2 2r1 = 3 2 X 25 = 225 watts
P• = ia 2rc1 = 3 2 X O = 0 watts
p 4 = i 42r 2 = 3 2 X 15 = 135 watts
ps = ia 21'L2 = 3 2 XO = 0 watts
Pa = ia 2ro2 = 3 2 X O = 0 watts
P=p1+P2+P3+P,+Ps+P,
= 0 + 225 + 0 + 135 + 0 + 0 = 360 watts

+

+

+

(h)

(i)
(j)

2

p-f l
p-f2

=~r,

= -Z2 =

p-f a =

i

0

= 0

25
-= 1
25

z. - Tffo0 = o

r,

r,

15

p-f. = -z, - -15 = l
r,
p-f. = 'z;;

=

0

120

=0

+

50 ohms

+ e. -

e3 -

e6) 2
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(k)

(l)

r.

0

Zs = 50 =
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0

P-F = R = ~ = 0.800
Z
,JO
O = tlw angle whose cosine is equal to thP power factor.
= cos- 1 0.800 = 37° lagging current (Appendix Xll)
(:::--l'on;: The current lags the voltage because XL is greater than Xe.)

The above example illustrates all the serim,-circnit calcnl::ttiorn,.
Tn practical problems it is usually only necessary to find srYrrnl of these
calculated values, and those not required may be omiite<l.
Para1lrl Circuit. The relation between the Yarious quantities for
the parallel circuit is expressed by the followi11g equations.

I = ii

+ i2 + ia
i = ~,
1'

P

· · · (added vectorially)
.
e
i = e,
i = ···.l'e

l'L

= P1

+ Pz + Pa

·

P =EX IX P-F
I'

(2-43)
(2-38)
(2-31)
(2-36)
(2-37)

P-F =EX I
E

Z=y

(2--l-1)

The relation between the various q1mntities for the complete circuit
and for the imlividnal circuit clements is expressed hy the following
eqnatious.
(2-32)

(2-4,5)

V

.~e
J,;

=

1

1

l

1

(2--!(i)

+Xe2
- +.res
Xe1

= e1 =

e2

=

ea • · •

(2-33)

Example 2-17. The parallel circuit shown in Fig. 2-34 is connected to a 200-volt,
60-cycle power line. Find: (a) the current flowing in each branch of the parallel
circuit; (b) the line current; (c) the power taken by each branch; (d) the power taken
by the whole circuit; (e) the power factor of the circuit; (/) the impedance of the
circuit.
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Given:
'I
I

'

I

:

'
200volts
60cyc/es

FIG. 2-34.

Solution:
•
e1

(a)

i1

•
i2

•
i3

200

e2

= XL, = 60 = 3.33 amp
=

e3
200
72 = 50 =

.

e,

1, 4

-== Xc1 =-

.

e,

200

XI,~ - 30 = 6.67 an1p

.

e,
200
xc,
= 50 = 4 amp

=

+ i3)2 ..:.. (i2 + i, - i. = vc2 + 4) + (3.33 + 6.67 = V6 + 4 = 7.21 amp

l ~

-V (i,

2

2

(c)

:d)

4 amp

200
lOd = 2 amp

1,5 -=
i,

(b)

200

= Ti = 100 = 2 amp

i,) 2

2 - 4) 2

2

= i, 2 r 1 = 22 X 100 = 400 ,vatts
= is 2r2 = 4 2 X ,50 = 800 watts
p2 = p, = p, = p 6 = 0 watts (pure inductances and pure capacitances)
P = Pr + P2 + p, + P• + Ps + Ps
= 400 + 0 + 800 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1200 watts
p1
Ps

P
1200
= E X I = 200 X 7.21 = 0 ·832
E 200
= T = 7_ 21 = 27.74 ohn1s

(e)

P-F

:f)

Z

Combination Circuits. The series-parallel and the parallel-series
Jircuits are generally referred to as combination circuits. The presentation of the method of solution of these circuits is too lengthy to include
in this resume, but if the solution of such circuits becomes necessary the
method may be obtained from Chap. X of the authors' Electrical Essentials of Radio.
Since the parallel resonant circuit, actually a simple combination
circuit, is used in many radio circuits, some of the important calculations
for this circuit are included in Art. 2-21.
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2-19. Resonant Circuits. Resonance is a condition that exists when
the inductive reactance and the capacitive reactance of a circuit are
equal. Therefore, a re,;onant circuit mrn,t contain both inductance and
capacitance; it also contains at least a small amount of resistance because
all inductors and capacitors have some resistance. Resonant circuits
may be either of the series or parallel type.
In a-c circuits, the current clue to the inductive reactancc lags its
,·oil.age by \JO degree::; and the current due to the capacitive reactance
leads its voltage by !JO degrees. The effects of the inductive reactance
and the capacitive reactancc arc therefore 180 degrees out of phase with
one another and the rmmltant effect is equal to their algebraic sum.
If either the capacitor or the inductor of a resonant circuit is adjusted so

e
I
I

I
I

I

(bJ

(a}
B+

Fw. 2-35.-Typi<"al resonant c,ircuits. (a} Seri<'x rexonant circuit, (b) 1-purallel resonant
circuit 2- !::ieries 1·esonant circuit.

that the individual rcaetancci:; arc equal at some frequency, the eircuit is
said to he in resonance.
Class1:ficrition of Resonant Circuits as Srrirs or Pnrallrl. Bccau:;c
resonant eircuits form only a part of a complete radio circuit, it is sometimes very difficult to determine whether the resonant circuit i::; to be
considered as a series or a parallel type. Se,·eral rcs011ant circuits
(drawn in heavy lines) arc shown in Fig. 2-35. The circuit shown in (a)
is very readily recognized as being a series resonant circuit. The two
resonant circuits of (b) appear to be parallel re::;mrnnt circuits but actually
circuit 1 is considered as a parallel resonant circuit and circuit 2 as a
series resonant circuit.
Circuit 1 is considered a parallel resonant cireuit because it receives
its electrical energy from the plate circuit of the tuhc to which it is connected. Circuit 2 is considere<l a series resonant circuit because no
separate voltage is applied to the inductor and capacitor, but instead a
voltage is induced in the inductor (secondary of an r-f transformer),
which is then considered as a volt,age connected in series with the inductor

7.5
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and the capacitor. The following procedure will help to determine
whether a circuit should be classed as parallel or series: (l) locate the
inductive and capaciti,,e components forming the resonant circuit;
(2) locate the source of the alternating (or signal) voltage for these components; (3) determine whether the components are in series or parallel
with the source of voltage. In radio circuits the signal voltage may be
derived from any one of the following sources: antenna, output of a
vacuum tube, or the i:1dnccd voltage from other circuits.
2-20. Series Resonant Circuits. A series resonant circuit generally
consists of a fixed inductor and a variable or an adjustable capacitor
connected in series with a source of alternating voltage. Typical series
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L

I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I

E

E

R

C

C
(al
(b)
Fm. 2-3Ci.-EquiyaJcut circuits of typical resonant circuits.

(a) Series, (b) parallel.

resonant circuits arc illustrated in Fig. 2-35a and circuit 2 of Fig. 2-35b.
The diagram shown in Fig. 2-:·Hia is the equiYalent circuit used to represent either of the typical series resonant circuits of Fig. 2-35. The
resistance R is not necessarily a separate resistor but generally represents
the total resistance of the coil, the capacitor, and the conductors of the
circuit.
Relation between f, L, and C at Resonance. At resonance the inductive
rcactance is equal to the capacitfre reactar~ce; therefore from Eqs.
(2-8) and (2-20) this may be expressed mathematically as
21rf,L

106

= 2rrf,C

(2--! 7)

where f, = frequency of resonance, cycles
L = inductance, henrics
C = capacitance, rnicrofarads
At radio frequencies, f is generally expressed in kilocycles, L in microhenries, and C in microfarads. The commonly used equations for f,,
L, and C are derived by substituting these units in Eq. (2-47), as
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= 2.;J~~~-ac

(2-47a)

10 6

10 6
(211') 2 10 3 X 10- 6 X HPLC - (2?r)2LC
10 3
159
fr = 271' vLC = vLC

or
and

(2-47b)
(2-48)

From Eq. (2-1-8)

L = 2.5,300
f,2C
C = 2.5,300
.f,2L

(2-49)

(2-50)

where fr = freqm•IH'-Y of resomwcc, kiloc:,TJt•s
L = inductance, rnicrohenries
C = capacitance, rnicrnfaracls
Example 2-18. A H<'ricH <'irrnit has a fixed indnrtor of 2ii0 µhand a Yariahle raparitor whose maximum capa<>itam•e is 350 µµf. (a) ,Yhat is the n•smumt frpquPncy when
the capaPitor is S<'t at its maximum ,·alne? (b) To what Yalne must the Papacitor
he adjnstc>d in or<l<>r to mrtk<' I he cirn1it resonant with a 1000-k<' siµ;nal?

=
Cm., =
(a) C =
(b) fr =
l,

Fill(!:
(u)
(b)

2.50 µh
3:i0 µµf
3,i0 µµf
1000 kc

f, = ?
C = ?

Solt1tion:
(a)

(b)

f,

·

C

=

1
~~ =
vLc

= 25,~00
f,-L

=

v25o

1.5!)
350

x

25,300
1000 2 X 250

x

10-•

= 101

=

538 kc

f
µµ

Impedance, Current, and Yoltagc Characteristics at Resonana.
impedance of the series circuit is expressed by Eq. (2-41), as
Z

= v'H, 2

+

(XI, - X r) 2

The

(2--1-1)

Since resonance is a condition that exists only \Yhen XL and Xe arc equal,
it becomes apparent that the impedance of a series circuit is at its nlinimum value when the series circuit is at resonance.
The current flowing in the circuit 1s equal to the voltage divided by
the impedance, and when the impedance is at the minimum Yalue the
current will be at the maximum value.
The voltage drop across the various parts of a series circuit iR proportional to the resistance or the reactance of the individual parts. Since
the inductive reactance and the capacitive reaetance are equal, their

ART.
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voltage drops arc also equal and as they have a 180-degrec phase difference, their vector sum will be zero. Under this condition the resistance
voltage drop must be equal to the line voltage. As the resistance of the
series resonant circuit is generally very low compared to the reactance
values it is evident that the rcactance voltages will be higher than the
resistance voltage and hence higher than the line voltage. The reactance voltage drops will be greater than the line voltage by the ratio of
the reactances to the resistance and may be expressed as
E:JL -- EXL
R

(2-51)

E,e- EXe
R

(2-52)

As the ratio of XL ~o R is generally referred to as the circuit Q, Eq.
(2-51) may be expressed as
(2-5:~)

The value of Q for series resonant circuits often exceeds 100, hence such a
circuit can develop high reactive voltages from low values of signal
voltage.
Example 2-19. A series resonant circuit has a resistance of 10 ohms and an inductive reactance of 500 ohms at its resonant frequency. \Yhal is the voltage across the
inductor, capacitor, and resistor if the applied voltage is 5 volts at a frequency equal
to the resonant frequency of the circuit?
Given:
R = 10 ohms
XL = 500 ohms
E = 5 volts

Find:
E1, =?
Ee=?
ER=?

Solution:
500
E L = EXT,
, R = 5 X T6 = 2·0
.J

VO

Its

Ee = EL (at resonan<"<') = 250·volts
ER = E (at resonance) = 5 volts

2-21. Parallel Resonant Circuits. The Circuit. A parallel resonant
circuit generally consists of an inductor and a capacitor connected in
parallel across a source of alternating voltage. A typical parallel resonant circuit is illustrated by circuit 1 of Fig. 2-35b. The equivalent
circuit diagram is given in Fig. 2-36b. Generally, most of the resistance
of the circuit is in the inductor; the resistance of the capacitor is so small
that it may be neglected. On this basis the circuit is considered as an
inductor with a small amount of series resistance in one branch and a
perfect capacitor in the other branch, as is shown in Fig. 2-36b.
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Relation between .f, L, and C al Resonlrncc. The relation between J,
L, and Cf or a parallel resonant circuit is the same as for the series resonant
circuit. These relationships have been expressed by Eqs. (2-48), (2---l!J),
and (2-50).
Impedance, Ciirrent, and Voltage Characten:stics at Resonance. The
parallel resonant circuit (Fig. 2-:3Gb) is actually a parallel-series circuit
and its impedance may be expressed as
(2-5-1)
where ZT

= impedance of the parallel cirnuit

Z 1 = impedance of brnuch 1
Z2 = impedance of branch 2

+ Z 2 = vector sum, or series impedance of the circuit.
As the resistance of the circuit is generally very bw compared to the
reactance (high eirc.uit Q), the resistance may ]p neglected in the calculation of Z 1 and Z 2 for the numerator of Eq. (2-51); Z 1 then becomes
apprnximately equal to XL, and Z2 becomes nearly equal to Xe. The
resistance must, however, be included in the denominator, for Z 1 + Z 2
is equal to the impedance that the circuit "·oulcl have if it were connected
as a series circuit: [Eq. (2--ll)] Z = ,Vll 2
(XL - Xe) 2• The impedance of the parallel resonant circuit may therefore be expressed as
7, 1

+

(2-55)
At retio11ance, .\1,

Xe; therefore Eq. (2-55) may lie exprcssc<l as
_ X1,X1,
Z ,·.,--R

(2-51i)

Example 2-20. A parallel re~onant cir<"nit (Fiv;. 2-3f,b), i8 re8011anl al a frequem·y
of 1500 kc. The irnluetivc rcaclancc and the capaeitiYe r<'actance at the resonant
frequency arc each 1000 ohms, and the resistanre of the inductor is 10 ohms. (a)
What is the impedance at resonant frequency? (b) \\'hat is the impeda.nce at 1485 kr.
if the inductive rcactance is then 990 ohms and t.he capacitive r<':te!.ance is 1010 ohms?
Given:
R

(a)
(b)

=

10 ohms
X 1, = 1000 ohms
Xe = 1000 ohms
XL = 990 ohms
Xe = 1010 ohms

Find:
(a)
(b)

Zr-r =- ?
z14so =-

?
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Solution:
(a)

ZT,, = X~XL = 1000

(b)

z 1486

= V R2

~ 1000

XLXc

+ (X;,

- Xc) 2

= 100,000 ohms

Vl0 2

090 X 1010
= 44 718 ohms
(990
1010) 2
)

+

+

A careful study of Eq. (2-55) will show that the impedance will be at
the maximum value when the circuit is resonant. This may be further
observed from the results of Example 2-20.
The current of a parallel resonant circuit is at its minimum value
when the circuit is resonant because the circuit impedance is then at its
maximum value. The current in each reactancc, which is called the
circ1daling current, will be greater than the line current by the ratio of
the rcactance to the resistance and may be expressed as
(2-57)

The apparently unusual condition of the current in each reactance being
higher than the line current is due to the fact that the two currents are
equal in amount and differ in phase by nearly 180 degrees. The line
current is the vector sum of the currents in the two branches and hence
will be very low.
The voltage across each branch of the parallel resonant circuit will
be equal to the line voltage.
2-22. Reson1mce Curves. Need for the Curves. In order to understand the characteristics of resonant circuits it is necessary to know how

Input
<5iqna! voltage.

tsqOkc

RJS.llfbrcurveA
-!IOnforcurveB

''
}'rn. 2-37.-Series resonant circuit used to illustrate the characteristics of a series resonant
circuit as indicated by Table II-I and the curves of Fig. 2-38.

the circuit acts at frequencies above and below the frequency of resonance
as well as at the resonant frequency. These characteristics may be
understood when they arc seen in the form of graphs or resonance curve.<:,
as they are commonly called.
Curve.<: of the Series Resonant Circuit. Series resonant circuits are
used when the maximum current is desired for a definite frequency or
band of frequencies. A curve showing the variation of the current over
a band of frequencies will show how the current varies with the frequency.
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Figure 2-37 shows a series resonant circuit with all of its values indicated
on the diagram. The circuit is resonant at l 500 kc, as may be calculated
by Eq. (2-48). The values listed in Table II-I have been calculated by
use of Eqs. (2-8), (2-20), 2-41), and (2-35).
TABLE

Frequency,
kc

----·

1470
1475
J.180
1485
1490
1405
1500
1505
1510
1515
1520
1525
1530
1470
1475
1480
1485
1490
1495
1500
1505
1510
1515
1520
1525
1530

-

·-·

1020
1016 .,
1013

,')

\l!JO

1010

5

!J!.)3
!J!l7

1007
1003
1000
997
993
990
!J87
983.5
980

5
5
5

1003
1007
1010

1013
1016.5
1020
!)80
983.5
U87
990
tl93
tl!l7
1000
1003
1007
1010
1013
1016.5
1020

I ma when
E = 0.5

-

-

!J80
\J83.5
!)87

1000

z

R

Xe

XL

II-I

;)

5

5

5
5
5
5
5

1020
1016.5
1013
lOlO
1007
1003
1000
997
003

10
10

9\JO

10

987
983.5
980

10
10

10

10
10

10
10
10

10

10

40.31
33.37
20.-17
20.61
14 .86
7.81
5.0
7.81
14.86
20.61
26.47
33.37
40.31

12..1
14.\!8
18.S
24.2
33.6
64 02
100
64.02
33.6
24.2
18.8
14.98
12 .4

41 .23
3448
27.85
22.iH
17.20
11 .68
10.0
11.68
17.20
22.36
27.85
3-1.48
11 .23

12.1
14 .Ii
17.9
22.3
29 .1
42 8
50.0
42.8
29. l

22.3
17.9
14.5
12.1

Curve A of .Fig. 2-38 is plotted from the values listed in Table II-I.
Examination of the curvPs shows that no appreciable current flo,rs until
the frequency is approximately 1470 kc. The current increases slO\dy
with increases of frequency until the frequency is very close to the resonant frequency. Then the current increases very rapidly until the
maximum current is reached at the frequency of resonance. As the
frequency is increased beyond resonance, the current decreases very
rapidly at first and then decreases more slowly until no appreciable current flows at approximately 1530 kc. In rn.dio, a circuit that is or can be
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adjusted so that it is resonant for a definite frequency is referred to as a
tuned circuit.
Curve B is the resonance cmve for a circuit similar to that of Fig.
2-37 but wi.th a resistance value of 10 ohms in place of the original resist100~-~--~--------~-~

Curve A __
HighQ
,,,.--· R=S ohms
80f----+-----+----t--l~f---'---+
<I)

~

<I)

~ 60 f----+----+-

.~

CurveB-,

.E
+-~
~

LowQ

40

--

>---__,I_ ___.___,_,~-+--_,._.,_.____ __,___ _ ,

L
L.

:,
I.)

0 '-----'----L---'----'---...J._--..J
1410
1480
1490
/500
1510
1520
1530
Frequency, kilocycles
FIG. 2-38.-Resonanec curves of the series circuit shown in Fig. 2-37.

unce value of 5 ohms. Comparison of the two curves shows that as the
resistance of the cfrcuit is increased the maximum current is reduced.
Therefore, in order to produee maximum current the resistance of the
series resonant circuit should be as low as possible. The resistanee valile
also affects the slope of the resonance
2
1
curves, and this important characteristic
will be discussed in the following article.
Curves of the Parallel Resonant Circuit.
'
~
Parallel resonant circuits arc used: (1)
.L=/06µ.h
!
when the signal current of a definite fre''
'
qu<>ncy or band of frequencies is to be
F1a.
Parallel resonant cirreduced to a minimum; (2) when it is cuit used2-39.
to illustrate the characterdesired to obtain a higher signal voltage istics of a parallel resonant circuit
indicated by Table II-II and the
across the resonant circnit at a definite as
curves of .Fig. 2-40.
frequency or band of frequencies. Parallel resonance curves are generally dra,,'ll to show how the impedance
of the circuit varies over a band of frequencies close to the frequency of
resonance, as is illustrated by Fig. 2-40. Curves may also be drawn to
show the variation of current over the frequency band.
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Figure 2-39 shows a parallel rPsnnant circuit with all of its values indicatccl on the 1liagram. It should be noted that these valu1:s are the same
as those used for the series circuit of Fig. 2-37. The circuit is resonant at
1500 kc, as may be calcuhtccl by Eq. (2--18). The value:; listed in Table
II-II have been cnlculnted by u:;c of Eq::;. (2-8), ('.J-'.J0), ('.J-55), and (2-35).
TABl,J,J

Frcqucn<'y, '

kc

Il-1 [

Xr,

Xe

u

!JSO

1020
1016. ;)
1013
l010
1007
1003
1000
O!J7
003
090
987
\183 ..'i
1)80

5

z
(approx.)

I ma when
8 = 100

--H70
147.5
1-!80
l-!85
l-!00
14!)5
1500
1505
1510
1515
]f,2(1
1.525
1530
1-170
147.5
1480
1485
14!)0
1495
1500
1505
1510
!.'i15
1520
1525
1530

!)83.5
987
!)!)()

!)!)3
!)!)7
1000
100:1
1007
1010
1013
1016.5
1020
!180
!)83.5
!)87
\l\10

n~):~
\l\)7
1000
1003
1007
1010
1013
1016.,)
1020

1020
1016 .,-,
1013
1010
1007
1003
1000
O!J7
!)()3
000
087
\)83.5
980

t)

5
5
5
.5
5
5
5
5
5
5
r,
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

25,000
30,000
38,000
48,000
67,000
128,000
200,000
128,000
n7,000
48,000
38,000
30,000
2.5,000
2·1,250
2!J,000
36,000
44 ,,,oo
i,8 ,000
85,500
100,000
85,500
58,000
·1-J ,500
36,000
2\1,000
24,250

·1. 00
3 33
2.63
2.08
1.49

0.78
0 ..50
0.78
1.4!)
2.08
2 o3
3.33
4.00
-1.12

3 .44
2.78
2.25
1.72

1.17
1.00
1. 17
1.72
2.25
2.78
3 .44
4 .12

Curve A of Fig. 2--10 i::; plotted from the valne::; li::;tecl in Tnhle II-II.
Examination of the curve sho,Ys that the impedance is maximum at the
resonant frequency (1500 kc) and that the impedance decreases sharply
when the frequency is varied slightly above and below resonance. As
the deviation from re::;onant frequency is incrca::;ed, the amount of decrease
in impedance tapers off.
CmTe lJ iB the resonance cmve for a circuit similar to that of Fig. 2-39
but with a rc::iistancc value of 10 ohms in place of the original resistance
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value of 5 ohms. Comparison of the two curves shows that as the re::;istauce of the circuit is decreased the value of the impedance is increased.
As parallel resonant circuits arc used to reduce the current at a definite
frequency to the minimum vnlue, the impedance of the circuit should hr
at the maximum value. Furthermore, in order to obtain the maximum current the resistance of the
l8QOOO
parallel resonant circuit should be
as low as possible.
IW,000,--+--+-~--•-+--+--f
2-23. Circuit Q. Definition of
140,000 t - - - - Cirwit Q. The ratio of the inductive reactance of a tuned circuit
to the resistance of the circuit is ..cE120,000>--->-----a
referred to as the Q of the circuit. 0
8100,000 e - - - - - c
Expressed mathematically
..g
XL

Q=-x

(2-58)

jB0,000

6QOOO

As R is the resistance of the entire
circuit, its value will be slightly
higher than the resistance of the
coil, and therefore the circuit Q
will be slightly lower than the coil
O 1470 !480 1490 1500 1510 1520 1530
Q. The difference between the
frequency, krlocycles
values of the circuit Q and the Fm. 2-40.- Resonance curves of the parallel
coil Q is normally small because
circuit shown in Fig. 2-39.
the resistance of the capacitor and
the connecting wires of the circuit is low compared to the resistance
of the coil. Furthermore, as R is practically equal to the effective highfrequency resistance of the coil, and as this high-frequency resistance
varies almost directly with the frequency, the cjrcuit Q remains practically
constant for normal ranges of frequency.
Relation between Cin-uit Q and ihe Slope of the Resonance Curves.
The slope of the resonance curves is dependent on the Q of the tuned
circuit. This can be seen from the slopes of the curves of Figs. 2-38 and
2-40. As the inductance and the inductive reactance have the same
values for both of the curves, the circuit Q will vary with the value of R.
Examination of these curves ,vill show that low values of R (high value!:.'
of Q) produce resonance curves with very steep slope and high values of
R (low values of Q) produce flatter curves.
Relation between the Slope of the Curves and Selectivity. The selectivity
::if a series tuned circuit may be defined as its ability to admit the maxi-
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mum amount of current of a desired frequency (or band of frequencies)
nnd to exclude all appreciable amounts of currents for any othn frequencies. The slope of the resonance curve is therefore an indication of
the selectivity of a circuit.
A series tuned circuit that produces a steep resonance curve allows a
relatively high current flow only for those frequencies close to the resonant
frequency and opposes any appreciable amount of current flow for all
other frequencies. Such a circuit is very selective and is said to tune
sharply. The curves of Fig. 2-38 show that the selectivity increases as
the resistance of the circuit decreases. As a decrease in R causes an
100~----,------...--~-----

.,,
0)

~60~-~-----1---1'--l--~--1-----l-,.;.----I

-~

jR5

.E
+·

~

t

J

401-=-~c--="----1-,•~-1--,,
0. 707IR,o

----1----

I
20 __Jfi"'------L--i----+-1

0 '-------"--'--'--'--L........1--'--.L,_...L.L_
1470
1480
1490 Jj 1500 fz 1510
1520
Frequency, kilocycles

__J

1530

.FIG. 2-41.-Hc~onancc cun•es with the width of the band (/, - ]1) indicati>d.

increase in Q, it may be said that the selectivity of the serirn; tuned circuit
increases with an increase in Q.
If the cmvc is too steep, the variation in current, generally called the
response, will be too grPat even for only slight deviations from the resonant
frequency. The cmves of Figs. 2-38 and 2-10 ,;how that increasing the
resistance will broaden the response curve. A circuit with a flat response
curve is said to lnne brond{y.
Usually the resistance of the coil, capacitor, and conductors is snfficient to produce the desired response, and it is therefore seldom necessary
to include a resistor in tuned circuits.
Relation between the Width of the Resonance C11rve and the Cire1lit Q.
The purpose of the series tuned circuit is to pass the cmrents of a desired
frequency or Land of frequencies and to exclude all others. The purpose
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of the parallel tuned circuit is to exclude the current of a desired frequency or band of frequencies and to pass all others. It is therefore
apparent that the range of frequencies should be definitely defined.
The width of the frequency band is measured at the points on the
response curves where the current (in the case of series tuned circuits) is
equal to 0.707 times the current at resonance. The width of the curve
at this point is equal to f2 - Ji (see Fig. 2-41) and is generally referred to
as the width of the band. Examination of the curves (Fig. 2-41) will
show that the width of the frequency band is affected by the value of the
circuit Q. This may be expressed mathematically as
(2-59)

h-Ji=~

Example 2-21. The curves of Fig. 2-41 are for a series resonant circuit whose
inductive reactance is 1000 ohms at..the resonant frequency of 1500 kc. (a) Calculate
the width of the band if the resistance of the circuit is 5 ohms. (b) Calculate the
width of the band if the resistance of the circuit is 10 ohms.
Given:

Find:

f, =

1500 kc
XL = 1000 ohms
(a) R = 5 ohms
(b) R = 10 ohms

(a)
(b)

J. -!1 =?
/2-Ji=?

Solution:
(a)
(b)

/2 - /1 =
f2

f1

~
f,

-

=

J;L = i~~~ = 7.5 kc

R
f,

Q - XL

R

-51500
1000

_k
13 c

10

Effect of the LC Ratio on Selectivity. Observation of the equation for
finding the resonant frequency of a tuned circuit, Eq. (2-48), indicates
that there is only one value of L times C for each value of resonant frequency. A table of the LC products for comm_only used values of frequency is given in Appendix XIV.
As the frequency of resonance of a tuned circuit is only dependent on
its LC product, it can be seen that any number of combinations of L and
C can be used to obtain the same resonant frequency. The value of the
inductance (in microhenries) may be made greater, less than, or equal
to the value of the capacitance (in micromicrofarads). The manner in
which the tuned circuit is to be used will determine the LC ratio that
should be used. For series tuned circuits it is desirable to have a high
LC ratio, since this produces resonance curves with steep slopes. As the
LC ratio is reduced the slope of the curve decreases and the circuit selec-
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tivity decreases. The curves of Fig. 2-42 show the effect of the LC ratio
upon the slope of the resonance curves of & series tuned circuit.
The effect of the LC ratio on the pamllel tnnPd circuits is opposite to
that of the series circuit. In other words, increasing the LC ratio
increases the selectivity of the series tmwd circuit and decreases the
:,mleetivity of the parallel tuned circuit. For this re[l.son the expression
is revcnwd for the parallel circuit and is rcfcrr<·d to as the CL rn.tio.
2-24. Uses of Resonant Circuits. HPsouant circuits arc one of the
most important types of circuits w,cd i11 radio receivers, radio tram;rnitters, and electronic devices.
100

90

/

.,,
., 10 -

...
,, /
E6o /
-~:::50
Q)

1:· 40

\

I

I
I

7v

'

\

20 -

----

/

-

I/

L=20µh

·c;S6Sµµf

"'
\

I"-

\

\

J

330

0

i\

J

V

[:

!O

i~

/

/

80

E

/'. '71 \\ ~

E=0.5volfs
R=Sohms

' ......

l,•JJSµh),
C-JJSµµf ,

\

';\

".L=l06µh
i'<.C=l06µµf

r-,....._ ....__

/

>---f-·

1470

1450

1490

1500

1510

1520

1530

Frequency, kilocycles
Fm. 2-42.-Hosonan<•c curves of a series tuned circuit showing the effe~t of the LC ratio
on the slope of the curve.

The principlns of resonance are used in tuning a radio so that it will
receive a desired program. Thi:,; may be done by adjusting a series tuned
circuit to rc8onancc at the frequency corresponding to the carrier-wave
frequency of the broadcasting station transmitting the desired program.
According to the principles of resonance, this c&uses the current from the
desired station to kwe the gren.test effect in the receiver and reduces the
effect of the signals of all other stations to a negligible amount.
Parnlld resonant circuits may he used as the output load of a tube
when it is necessary for the circuit to have a high impedance in addition
to having high selectivity.
These are only two of the many nscs of resonant circuits as applied to
radio aud electronics. The application of these circuits to radio and
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electronics is described in the following chapters. That there are numerous uses possible for resonant circuits may be seen from the characteristics
of series and parallel resonant circuits. Table II-III is a tabular arrangement of the characteristics of resonant circuits.
TABLE

Series circuit

Quantity
At Resonance:
Reactance; (XL - Xe)

II-III
Parallel circuit

ZPro; (because XL - Xe) Zero; (bccau,<> X1,

Frequency of resonance

159

159

v'LC

-VLC

=R

Impedance

:\Iinirnum value; Z

hne

l\faximum value

:\faximurn value; Z
:\finimum value

IL

In,,.

Q times Ii;,,.

Ie

l1wo

Q times Ii;,,.

EL

Q times Eune

E1we

Ee

Q t,imes E1ine

~

Xe)

QXL

Elme

Phase angle between hue
and E 000 .•

0°

0°

Angle between EL and Ee

180°

0°

Angle between IL and I c

~

0°

180°

Desired value of Q

High

High

Desired value of R

Low

Low

Highest selectivity

High Q; low R; high LC High Q; low R; high CL
ratio
ratio

When f is greater than .f,
Heactancc; (XL - Xe)

Inductive

Phase angle between hue Lagging current
and E1,ne
When f is less than .fr
Reactancc; (XL - Xe)

Capacitive

Phase angle between hue Leading current
and E1,ne

Capacitive
Leading current

Inductive
Lagging current

2-25. Electric Circuits Applied to Radio. Radio circuits arc quite
intricate and complm;, and when a circuit diagram is examined as a whole
it may seem very confusing. In order for the complete circuit to be
understood, the individual circuits should be analyzed separately and
their effects in relation to the other circuits should be studied.
Every electric circuit must contain at least one circuit element, either
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a resistor, an in<luctor, or a capacitor. Practical circuits that contain
only resistance, inductance, or capacitance mmally cannot be obtained
because: (1) wire-wound resistors have inductance and capacitance in
addition to resist:rncc; (2) inductors have resistance and distributPd
capacitance in addition to indnctance; (3) capacitors have resistance,
and in some cases inductance, in addition to capacitance.
Equirnlcnt Circuits. The extraneous resistance, inductance, or capacitance that exist in resistors, inductors, and capacitors have practically
no effect at low frequencies but have to be taken into consideration at
higher frequencies.
The inductance of a resistor can be considerccl as an inductor connected in series with the resistor. The capacitance can be considered as

y

.:-----,

~-~

I

?

J-----,

•!

I

~____ j

I.

(bl

(cJ

••

I

:.:
I

I

____ j

J

(a)

I
I

I
I

____

''i
I

J

FJG. 2-43.-Equivalent cir<"uits for the three kinds of circuit elements. (a) A resistor,
(b) an inductor, (c) a capacitor used on direct current, (d) a capa<"itor used on alternating
current.

a capacitor connectc>d in parallel with the resistor. The equivalent
circuit for the resistor is then as shown in Fig. 2-43a.
The resistance of an inductor can he considered as a resistor connected
in series with the inductor. The distributed capacit,anccs can be cont1idered as a single lumped capacitance connected in parallel with the
inductor. The equivalent circuit for the inductor is then as shown in
Fig. 2-4:J/J.
Capacitors arc U8Pd in both direct and alternating cnrrent circuits.
When u:ocd in d-c circuits there is no inductive effect and the resistance
can be considered as a resistor connected in parallel with the capacitor as
shown in Fig. 2-·13c. When a capacitor is used in a-c circuits, the equivalent circuit can be considered as either series or pamllel. The series
equivalent circuit (Fig. 2-43d) is usually the more useful. Often the
inductance is negligible, and, if the capacitor's losses are also negligible,
the equivalent series resistance value approaches zero.
Example 2-22. A 2000-ohm 50-wati resistor has an inductance of 3 µh and a
distributed capacitance of 2 µµf. (a) What is its impedance at 1000 kc? (b) What is
its impedance at 60 me?
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Given:
R = 2000 ohms
L = 3 µh
C = 2 µµf

Fin<l:

z=

'?

Solution:
(a)

XL = 2rrJL = 6.28 X 1000 X 10 3 X 3 X 10-s = 18.81 ohms
X
159,000
159,000
•
l
a =
= 1000 X 10 3 X 2 X 10-s = 79 'oOO O nns

JC ·

z=

,

fl + :r;,2-+ ex-;:=-~ (From Appendix V)
- ,r--2000 + 18.84
79 ,5oo \/20()02 + (18.84 - 79,500)
Xa

✓

2

Rf

2

=
= 1999 ohms
(b)

2

2

X 60 X 10 6 X 3 X 10-s = 1130 ohms
159,000
h
" a = 60 X 10 6 X 2 X 10-s = 1325 0 ms

XL

= 6.28

y

Z = 1325

+ +

- r-7°000 2
1130 2
\/2()()()2 (I 130 _ 1325 ) 2 = 1514 ohms

Combined Circuits. When two or more individual circuits become
part of a complex circuit the following two factors should be taken into
consideration: (1) the means used to transfer energy from one circuit to
another, generally called coupling of the circuits; and (2) the means used
to separate the different types of currents so that they will flow through
the proper circuits, generally called filter action.
2-26. Filter Circuits. Purpose of a Filter. When two or more
individual circuits are combined they form a complex circuit through
which the following kinds of currents may flow: (1) direct, (2) low-frequency (60 cycles), (3) audio-frequency, (4.) radio-frequency. The
purpose of a filter is to separate these currents at any desired point of the
circuit and to direct each of them into the conductor or circuit through
which it is desired to have them flow.
Filter Action. A filter circ11it consists of a combination of capacitors,
inductors, and resistors connected so that it will separate alternating
currents from direct currents, low-frequency cur:rcnts from high-frequency
currents, or alternating currents within a band of frequencies from alternating currents outside of this band. The action of any filter depends
upon the follmving principles of alternating current circuits:
1. The opposition offered to the flow of alternating currents by
inductance varies directly with the frequency. Therefore inductance
offers comparatively little opposition to direct, pulsating, or low-frequency alternating currents and great opposition to radio-frequency
currents.
2. The opposition offered to the flow of alternating currents by capacitance varies inversely with the frequency. Therefore capacitance offers
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comparatively great opposition to low-frequency currents and little
opposition to radio-frequency currents. It also will block the flow of
direct current.
3. A series resonant circuit has a low impedance at resonance and
offers little opposition to the flow of all currents whose frequencies lie
within a narrow band above and below the resonant frequency. Such
a circuit will offer a comparatively great opposition to the flow of currents
of all other frequencies.
4. A parallel resonant circuit has a high impedance at resonance and
will offer a comparatively great opposition to the flow of all cnrrents
whose frequencies lie within a narrow band above and below the resonant
frequency. Such a circuit will offer little opposition to the flow of currents of all othPr frequencies.
5. Resistors do not provide any filtering action when used alone,
since they oppose the flow of all currents to the same extent. ,vhen connected in series with a capacitor, inductor, or both, they increase the
impedance of the circuit. Increasing the resistance of a resonant circuit
reduces the value of the peak of the resonance curve and decreases the
slope of the curves, which indicates that the circuit will be less selective.
Filter Circuit Terms. CLASSU'ICATIO'.'< OF FILTJ<JRS. There are four
general classifications of filter circuits, namely, low-pass, high-pass,
band-pass, and band-stop, each of which is considered in the next article.
ATTF.XL"ATIOX CURVES are graphs of current plotted against frequency
and are used to show the attenuation (reduction) of current as the frequency varies.
CuTOFF is the term used to indicate the point at which a small change
in frequency results in considerable attenuation of the current.
SHARPKESS OF AT'l'EKUATION is the term used to indicate the steepness
of the slope of the attenuation curve. A curve that is quite steep is
generally preferred, and the circuit is said to possess sharp attenuation.
A T-TYPJ<J 1<'11,n;u is a basic filter circuit containing a number of inductors and capacitors connected in a manner resembling the letter 1'.
A PI-TYl'J<J FIT!I'Jm is a basic filter circuit containing a number of inductors and capacitors connected in a manner resembling the Greek letter 71'.
An ~I-DEHIV~;o Fll!l'EH is merely a variation of either one of the basic
type filters arranged to provide certain desired charactPristics.
A MUT,TIPL1<1-s1<1cTION J<'IL'l'ER is one that contains two or more units
of a basic-type filter. I ts purpose is to achieve sharper attenuation.
The SOGHCJ<J IMP1mAXC1<J is the impedtmcc of the circuit leading into
the filter.
The LOAD LYCPEDAKCJ•; is the impedance of the circuit into which the
filter feeds.
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The CHARA~TI<,HJSTIC IMPirnANCJ~ is the impedance of the filter circuit
and is dependent upon the values of the inductance and capacitance.
The impedance of the filter, the source, and the load ::;hould have equal
values.

Input

Output

(aJ.SIMPLE LOW-PASS FILTER

ln~~f
(cl-SINGLE l:SECTION,CHOKE
INPUT, LOW-PASS FILTER

lnTT:d
( eJ-SINGLE Tr-TYPE,CAPAC/WR-

INPUT, LOW-PASS Fl LTER

!

~
/n:uf

O:fpul

(g )-SERIES-DERIVED, m-TYPE,
LOW-PASS Fl LTER

(bJ-SIMPLE LOW-PASS FILTER

l~puf
(d)-T-TYPE ,LOW-PASS

FILTER

rrr
I T

lnpu~T

0ulpuf

0

(f)-TWO SECTION ,Tr-TYPE,

LOW-PASS FILTER.

Jn?F~t
(hJ-SHUNT- DERIVED, m-TYPE,
LOW-PASS FILTER

F1a. 2-14.-Typical low-pass filter circuits.

2-27. Types of Filter Circuit. Low-pass Filter. A low-pass filter is
one which allows all currents of frequencies below the cutoff frequency to
pass on to the desired circuit and
opposes and thereby diverts the
flow of all currents of frequencies >I.
above this value.
,
The simplest low-pass filter is ] ___/):equencybc:m_tj___ _
either an inductor in series with ::i
passed
the load (Fig. 2-44a), which attenu- ..)
ates the current as the frequency
increases, or a capacitor in parallel
with the load (Fig. 2-44b), which
Frequenci'diverts a greater amount of current Frn. 2-45. --Characteristic curve for "'
from the load as the frequency
simple low-pass filter circuit.
increases. Neither of these, when used alone, produces very sharp attenu-
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ation, and in order to obtain sharper attenuation both the ~eriesconnected
indnctor and the parallel connected capacitor are nsPcl (see Fig. 2-44c).
In order further to improve the sharpness of attenuation, additional
lnpuf

Oufpul

(al-Simple high-pass filter

'"~'

T ~put

I(

(cJ-Single L-section,

I~
fbJ-Simple high-pass filter

o-lf--t-ltJnput

~

Outpul

(d)-T-type.hiqh-poss filler

capacitor-input, high•

pass filter

ln:I:I::put
(e)-Sinqle 7r.type ,chokeinput,high-pass filler

ln~_,:tput

(g /-Series-derived, m-type,
high-pcm filter

~~~r:

ln~puf
{[)-Two section,T-type,

high-pass filter

ln~fpu/
(h /-Shunt-derived, m- type,

high-pass filter

l•'rn. 2-46.--Typical high-pass filtrr circuits.

capaeitors and inductors are used as illustrated in Fig. 2-44. The attenun.tion of a simple low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 2-45.
Iligh-pass Filter. A high-pass filter is one which allows all currents of
frequencies above a certain valne to
pass on to the desired circuit and
oppose:; or diverts the flow of all
currents of frequencies below this
+c
value.
V
I..
I..
The simplc>st high-pass filter is
::J
either a capacitor in series with the
'-'
load (Fig. 2--iGa), which opposes
the flow of low-frequency currents
Frequency--,.
and passes the high-frequency curFru. 2-4i.-Chararteristic curve for a
rents, or an inductor in parallel
simple high-pass filter circuit.
with the Joa<l (Fig. 2-4Gb), which
diverts most of the low-frequency currents from the load but diverts very
iittle of the high-frequency currents. :Neither of these, when used alone,
produces very sharp attenuation, and in order to attain sharper attenua-
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tion both the series connected capacitor and the parallel connected inductor are used (see Fig. 2-46c). In order further to improve the sharpness
of attenuation, additional capacitors and inductors arc used as shown in
Fig. _2-46. The attenuation of a simple high-pass filter is shown in Fig.
2-47.
Band-pass Filter. A band-pass filter is one which allows the currents
of a narrow band of frequencies to pass on to a desired circuit and opposes
or diverts all currents whose frequencies are above or below this band.
The simplest band-pass filter is either a series resonant circuit connected in series with the load (Fig. 2-48a) or a parallel resonant circuit
~f---o
Input

Output

(a)·Simple

band-pass filter• ·

Inpul

Oufpuf

(bJ-Simple band-pass filter

Input

( cJ-Sinqle-section, L-type,
bund-pass fi Iter

,F~•'

lnpuf

(e)- Single-section, 1r-type

band-pass filter

(d)· Single-section,T-type.
band-pass fi Iter

(f). s·eries-clerived, m-type

'

band-pass filter

Frn. 2-48.-Typical band-pass filter circuits.

connected across the load (Fig. 2--!Sb). The series resonant circuit
(Fig. 2-48a) passes all currents of frequencies within the band for which
it is tuned and opposes the currents of all freque_ncies outside of the band.
The parallel resonant circuit (Fig. 2-48b) diverts very little of the current
of the frequencies within the band for which it is tuned and diverts all
currents of those frequencies outside of the band. Combinations of two
or more series resonant circuits and parallel resonant circuits are used as
shown in Fig. 2-48 in order to attain better response (attenuation) curves.
The response curve of a simple band-pass filter is shown in Fig. 2-49.
Band-stop FiUer. A band-stop filter, also called a band-suppression or
band-exclusion filter, is one which opposes or diverts the currents of a
narrow band of frequencies from flowi.ng in a certain circuit and passes
the currents of all frequencies outside of this band.
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The simplest band-stop filter is cithf'r a parallel resonant circuit
connected in serif's ,,.,-i.th the load (Fig. 2-50a) or a series resonant
circuit connected across the load (Fig. 2-50b). The parallel resonant circuit (Fig. 2-50a) opposes all cnrrents of those frequencies within the band

Frequency-FIG. 2-Hl.·-·Charactnristic curve for a simple band-pass filt.cr C'ircuit.

~

Input

Oufpuf

(aJ.SIMPLE BAND-STOP FILTER

Q

Ou/puf

Input

(bi-SIMPLE BAND-STOP FILTER

ln:r01:,wl
o

I

I

(c )-SINGLE-SECTION, L-TYPE

(d)· SINGLE-SECTION, ,r-TYPE,

BAND-STOP FILTER

BAND-STOP Fl LTER

o

/np:Or=tu/ lnpuPQl,wl
( e)-SINGLE-SECTION .T-TYPE,
(f )-SHUNT-DERIVED, m-T't'PE,
BAND-STOP FILTER
BAND-STOP FILTER
FIG. 2-50,-'I'ypieal banrl-stop filter circuits.

for which it is tuned and passC's the currents of all frequencies outside of
the band. The series resonant circuit (Fig. 2-50/J) diverts all currents of
those frequencies within the bawl for which it is tuned and diverts very
little of tho CUITent for the frequencies outside of this band. Combin:.tions of two or more parallel r<>sonant circuits an<l series resonant circuits
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are used as shown in Fig. 2-50 in order to attain better response curves.
The response curve of a simple band-stop filter is shown in J<'ig. 2-51.
11,f-derived Filters. These circuits are derived from the basic filters,
and their purpose is to achieve a sharper attenuation. Additional
impedances are inserted into the basic circuits to form either a shunt-

1_
~

_/yeqoencie.s__ _
passed

___ frequenc1e{_ __
passed

L..
L..

:l

u

Frequency--..
}'10,

2-5L

Characteristic curve for a simple band-stop filter circuit.

derived or series-derived type of filter. If the additional impedances are
added to the shunt arm of the section, the filter is series-derived, and if
the additional impedances are added to the series arm of the section, the
filter is shunt-derived.
Resistor-capacitor Filter Circuits. When it is necessary to separate
the direct current and alternating current that may be flowing in a circuit,
this may be accomplished by using
a capacitor to provide a path for
the alternating current and a resistor to provide a path for the direct
current.
The circuit of Fig. 2-52a illustrates a capacitor used to allow the
passage of the alternating signal
current from the screen-grid circuit
(bJ
(a)
of a tube to the ground. The
FJG. 2-52. -Hesistor-capacitor filter cirresistor keeps the alternating cur- cuits. (a) .Filter action in t-he plate or
screen-grid circuit, (b) cathode bias circuiL
rent from getting into the B supply, where it may cause trouble. The resistor is also used to provide the
correct voltage for the screen grid by acting as a dropping resistor.
The circuit of .Fig. 2-52b shows a resistor connected between the
cathode and ground; its purpose is to supply a negative voltage for the
grid of the tube. This resistor, usually of several thousand ohms, offers
a high impedance to the flcnv of the signal current, which would reduce
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the current to a critical value. A lnrge reduction in signal current at
this point in a circuit "·onld ca11sc degeneration, an action that should be
avoidecl except in circuits ·where clcgcncrntion serves a desired purpose.
If a capacitor is conncctPd across the resistor as shown in the illustration,
it will provide a low-impedance path for the alternating signal current.
Diverting the signal cnrrent through the capacitor will not affect the
voltage drop across the resistor necessary to produce the correct negative
grid voltage.
2-28. Coupling of Circuits. Principle8 of Coupling. Two circuits
are said to be coupled when they have a cmnmon impedance that permits
the transfer of electrical energy from one circuit to another. This
common impedance is called the coupling element and it may be a resistor,
an inductor, a capacitor, a transformer, or a combination of two or more
of these elements.
Coupling clements are usually required to perform some filter action
in addition to the function of transferring energy from one circuit to
another. Conversely, every filter circuit contains a section that acts as
a coupling device. In some instances, coupling circuits and filter circuits
are much alike, and it may be difficult to state whether they should be
called filters nr coupling units. The choice of name, which is really
unimportant, may be governed by that function which is considered of
major importance. The type of impedance t1scd will be determined by
the kinds of cnrrcnt flowing in the input circuit and the kind desired in
the output circuit. The characteristics of each type of impedance have
already been presented in the study of filters.
Simple Coupled Circuits. A simple coupled circuit is one in which
the common impedance consists of only a single element. A group of
simple coupled circuits arc shown in Fig. 2-53.
The resistance, imlnctive, and capacitive-coupled circuits arc also
called direct-coupled circuits. In these circuits the coupling is accomplished by the current of the input circuit flowing through the common
impedance, where it produces a voltage drop. This voltage is applied
to the output circuit, thus resulting in a transfer of electrical energy from
the input to the output circuit. The ontput voltage is equal to the
product of the current in the coupling clement and its impedance.
The transformer-coupled circuit shown in Fig. 2-5:{d is also referred
to as indirect coupling, maynetic coupling, or mutual-inductive coupling.
In this type of coupling the transfer of energy is accomplit,hed by the
alternating current of the input circuit flowing through the primary
winding and setting up an alternating magnetic field. The magnetic
lines of this field link the turns of the secondary winding and induce the
voltage that supplies the energy for the output circuit.
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In some applications of coupling devices the input circuit may have
both alternating and direct current flowing, and it is desired that the
coupling unit transfer only the alternating current to the output circuit.
The transformer-coupled unit will serve this purpose satisfactorily as it
will pass only the alternating current. The other simple coupled circuits
(Fig. 2-53a, b, and c) can be modified by inserting a capacitor in series
with the output side, so that no direct current can reach the load. This
is illustrated by the circuit of Fig. 2-53/.

Odp~
{b)·[ncludive coupling
M

{aJ-Resisfrmce couplinq
0

Input
0

I
I

0

Output

o-----~r--"-.~----o

Input

Output

0

{cJ-Copo.cihve coupling

(dJ-Tmnsformer coupling

Input
(a.c.anddc.)

(eJ-Auto-trnnsformer coupling,
combined selfond mutucil induc!Mce

Oufput
(a.c.on!y)

(f)· lnductive coupling. Cr.pm;itor

t1ddecl to block the direct current

Fra. 2-53.-Types of simple coupled circuits.

Complex-coupled Circuits. A complex-coupled circuit is one in which
the common impedance consists of two or more circuit clements. A few
of the numerous types of complex coupling arc shown in Fig. 2-54.
The proportion of energy transferred in a simple inductive-coupled
circuit increases as tho frequency increases, while ,vith simple capacitive
coupling the proportion of energy transferred decreases as the frequency
increases. Using combinations of two or more elements in the coupling
unit makes it possible to obtain various proportions of energy transfer
for inputs of varying frequency. For example, the coupling clement of
:Fig. 2-54a is really a series-tuned circuit and hence will have a minimum
impedance at its resonant frequency. The proportion of energy transfer,
too, will be at a minimum value when the frequency of the input circuit
is equal to the resonant frequency of the coupling unit. At frequencies
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above resonance the proportion of energy transfer will increase and will
be inductive. At frequencies below resonance the proportion of energy
transfer will also increase but will be capacitive. The fact that the
energy trnm;fer is minimum at the resonant frequency may be more
clearly understood when it is stated that the input side of the filter is
generally a part of a series circ11it, for example, the plate circuit of a tube,
as shown in Fig. 2-5--!e. It can now be seen that at resonance, when the
impedance of the coupling unit is minimum, its voltage drop will be at
its minimum, and the proportion of energy transfer must also be at its
mm1mum.
0

"
Input

Oufpuf

(aJ· Ser1cs tuned cou;:,linCJ

(b)·Pc1rc,llel tuned coupling

/::,T:, /:~, 0
0-----j ,__,_T
_

(cJ- Combined inductive cmd
ccipcicit1ve coupling

0

Output

__,, r-<>

(di-Combined mutuc,I inductci'1Ce
ond copc,citive coupling

M

Input

whenZ=m1n

E=mm Load

(el-Series tuned coup!Jng

:put

Zp~

~Zs

Ow~

(f)·Equ1vc,lenl circuit ofony
complex coupled circuit

FIG. 2-54.-Typical complex-coupled circuits.

In general, tho amount of energy transferred will be proportional to
the current flowing through the coupling unit and to the impedance of the
unit. For purpo:-;e of analysis, complex-coupled circuits may be represented by a simple equivalent circuit, as shown in Fig. 2-5--!f.
Coefficient of Cmipliny. The ratio of the energy of the output circuit
to the energy of the input circnit is called the corfficicnt of coupling.
Critical, tight, and loose coupling are terms used to express the relative
value of the coefficient of coupling for mutiml-inductive (transformer)coupled eirrnits.
Figure 2-55 shows the response curves for tight, critical, and loose

\JtT.
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~oupling. lVhen the maximum amoimt of energy is transferred from one
;ircuil lo another, the circuits are said to possess critical coupling; this is
1lso referred to occasionally as optimum coupling. If the coefficient of
:oupling is higher than that necessary to produce critical coupling, it is
1·efcrred to as being tight, and if it is lower than that required for critical
~oupling, it is referred to as being loose.
The effect of varying tho coupling between two circuits may be seen
'rom the response curves of Figs. 2-55 and 2-60. W11en two circuits are
,ery tightly coupled, resonance will be obtained at two new frequencies,
me below and the other above the normal frequency of resonance for the
mpacitor and inductor used. As the coupling is decreased, the two
Jeaks come closer together until critical coupling is reached and a single

Fr
(al

Tight

fr
{bl
Critical

A
fr

{cl

Loose

FrG. 2-55.-Response curves showing the effects of various amounts of coupling.

>eak of maximum height is obtained. If the coupling is decreased below
.he critical value, a single peak of reduced height is obtained.
Air-core transformers, commonly used in radio circuits, illustrate the
mportancc of the amount of coupling between the primary and the
:econdary windings. Since it is difficult to design an air-core transformer
n which a large portion of the magnetic lines set up by the primary wincing will link the turns of the secondary wincling, the coefficient of coupling
s generally low. A low value for the coefficient of coupling is not objec,ionable in some circuits, as it provides certain desirable characteristics,
vhich will be presented in the following article.
2-29. Characteristics of Mutual-inductive-coupled Circuits. Inducive coupling, particularly mutual inductance as provided by the transormer, is the means most commonly used to transfer energy from one
:ircuit to another. The characteristics of these circuits depend upon the
.ype of circuit, that is, whether a capacitor is connected to the primary,
,o the secondary, or to both. The characteristics arc also dependent
1pon the amount of coupling bchyecn the two circuits.
Coupled Im--;iedance. The pri::YJ.ary and the secondary circuits of a
,ransformcr are separate electrical circuits that are magnetically coupled.
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Each circuit has an impedance of its own, generally designated as ZP
and Zs. The impedance of the primary winding, when no load is applied
to the secondary, consists of the resistance and inductance of the primary
,\·inding. The impedance of the secondary circuit consists of the resistance and inductance of the secondary winding plus the impedance of any
load connected to the circuit. When the sPcondary circnit is kft open,
that is, when no load is applied to its terminals, the impedance of the
secondary ·will be infinity, or so large that it is immeasurable. Under
this condition the presence of the secondary will have no effect upon the
primary circuit.
WhPn a load is applied to the secoBdary, the impedance will have a
significant value and a current will flow in the secondary circuit. The
amount of energy in this circuit will dPpend upon the secondary voltage
and impedance. The secondary voltage, however, is dependent upon the
m1mber of magnetic lines linking the two circuits. The nmnber of linkages is proportional to the coefficient of coHpling; tlwrefore the amoHnt
of 0nergy transferred is also dependent upon th0 coefficient of coupling.
As the energy in the sec·ondary circuit mnst come from the primary, it ic
evident that the primary impedance will be affected by the impedance of
the seconda,ry circuit. The effect of the sPcomln.ry circuit upon the
primary is equivalent to adding an impedance in series with the primary.
This added impedance is generally referred to as the c011pled impedance.
The numerical value of the conpled impedance of a mutual-inductivecouplcd circuit may be found by the equation
(2-G0)

where ZP-s•

= impedance coupled into the primary hy the 8eeoll(lary,

ohms
frequency of the power 8onn·c, cydes p<'r sPcond
AI = mutual inductance, henrics
Zs = secondary impedance, ohms
The derivation of this equation is explained in the following steps:
1. From the definition two circuits have a mutual i11d11ctauce of one
henry when a current in one circuit, changing at the rate of one ampere
per second, induces an average emf of one volt in the second ('ircuit. Th£'
induced voltage in the second circuit may be expressed as

f =

Eave•S

=

[ P2 -

f

Pl

11[ _l___
f2 -

(2-61)

1

This equation indicates that when the mutual inductance 11[ is one hcnrJ
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and the rate of current change

fp2-In.
t

_
2

ti

1s one ampere per second, the

average value of the induced voltage E.v...~ will be one volt. In other
words, this equation is derived from the definition of the unit of mutual
inductance.
2. \Vhen an alternating current IP is flowing, the current is continually
changing from a maximum value to zero in a positive and negative
direction and at a rate proportional to the frequency. As the alternating
current ]p is an effective value, the maximum current will be ]p divided
by 0.707. Also, a change in current from the maximum value to zero
occurs in a period of time corresponding to one-quarter of a cycle.
Therefore
]p
f

f

mo, -

o

I max

0. 707

4f

4f

= - · - , - = -1-=-1-=

4f

4fl P
0.707

(2-62)

Applying Eq. (2-(i2) to .Eq. (2-(il), then
,
Eave•S

=

}Jf

4fJp
O. 707

(2-63)

3. The induced secondary voltage E."•. s is expressed as an average
value, and in practical work it is desired to have it expressed as the
effective value E. As the average value is equal to 2/1r (or 0.637) times
the maximum value and the effective value is equal to 0.707 times the
maximum value, then the effective value may be expressed as

2•.

Es = E.

8

X 0 _707 = 0.707;E•vo•S

(2-f:\4)

7r

or
(2-64a)

substituting Eq. (2-{i4a) in Eq. (2-63)
~E:.~_ = M 4flp
0.7071r
0.707
or

Es= 21rfMJp

(2-65)

4. The secondary current ls will, therefore, be

Is = Es
Zs

= 21rFM IP
Zs

(2-6fi)
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5. This secondary c11rreI1t upon flowing through the secondary winding sets up a magnetic field of its own that induecs a voltage in the
primary. This in<luec<l voltage will be 180 degrct•s out of phase with the
primary impressed voltage and is referred to as a counter, or back voltage.
By the same reasoi1ing n.s was used to derive the secondary induced
voltage, it may be shown that this counter voltage illduced in the primary
will be
(2-67)
Ecountor = 21rfJf f S
Substitutillg Eq. (2-GG) for Is in l~q. (2-G7)
R
'J..-:ounter

= (2 j ll) (21rfM) f I' = _(21rfMl_2 I
1r 1

Zs

Zs

P

(2-68)

6. As this voltage represents the effect that the sPcondary has upon
the primary and is equal to the product of impedance and current, it may
be stated from Eq. (2-(iS) that the effect of the sccoI1dary impedance
upon the primary is
(2-G0)

The coupled impt•<lance expressed hy Eq. (2-G0) may be reprcsC'nted
by an equivalent resistance and an equivalent rcactance connected in
series with the primary circuit. The numericuJ values of the equivalent
resistance and equivalent rcactancc arc expressed by the following
equations,
(2-69)
(2-70)

where 1/p_,~, = re:-,istance coupled into the primary by the seconcln,1·y,
ohms
XP-w = reactancc coupled into the primary by the secondary,
ohms
f = frequency of the power somcc, cycles per :-;ccond
Af = mutual inductance, henries
Rs = resistance of the secondary circuit, ohms
Zs = impedance of the secondary circuit, ohms
X s = reactancc of the secondary circuit., ohms
No·rn: When X 8 is inductive, then .\p_s, has a negative sign, and when
Xs is capacitive, XP-B' has a positive sign.
Example 2-23. A mnt.ual-inductance-coupled circuit is shown in Fig. 2-56,
together with the circuit values. (a) What coupled impedance does the secondary
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present to the primary? (b) What is the value of the equivalent resistance component
of the coupled impedance? (c) What is the value of the rcactancc component of the
coupled impedance? (d) Draw the equivalent-circuit diagram. (e) What is the
effective impedance of the primary circuit? (f) What is the primary circuit current if the voltage of the 175-kc signal is 10 volts? (g) What is the secondary voltage? (h) \\'hat is the secondary current?
Given:
M=O.SOmh

Find:

o-----~------~
Lp=

fal75kc

Ls=3.Smh

l.7mh

Rs=20.11

Rp=
/0.n.

Rtoad'
80.n

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(c)
(f)
(g)

(h)

FIG. 2-5fi.

ZP-s' = ?
RP-S'

=?

XP-s' = ?

Diagram
ZPT =?
]p = '?
Hs = 'l
Is=?

Solution:
(a)

Zp_s, = (21rfnf)• =
(21rfM)2
Zs
-V(Rs + R1oad) 2 + (21rfLs) 2
(G.28 X 175 X 10 3 X 0.50 X 10-3 ) 2
(20 + 80)2 + (6.28 X 175 X 10 3 X 3.5 X 10- 3 ) 2
_ 301,950 _
r. h
- 3847- - 78.u o ms

v

(b)
(C)

, = (21rfM) 2 Rs = 301,950 X 100 = 2 04 0 h
Zs 2
(3847) 2
·
ms
, = (21rfM) 2 Xs = 301,950 X 3846 = 78 5 h
Xp-s
zs2
(38'17)2
. o ms
Rp-s

(d)

FIG. 2-57.

(e)

ZPT =

=
(f)

(g)

(h)

V (RP+

Rp_s,)

✓(10+~2.0:15 2

2

+ (Xp

- xp_s,) 2

+ (i868 -

78.5) 2 = 1789.6 ohms

P z!T

1 =
= 17~~-6 = 0.005.58 amp = 5.58 ma
Es = 21rfM /p = 5'19.5 X 0.00558 = 3.06 volts
Es
3.06
ls = Zs =
= 0.000795 amp = 0. 795 ma
3817

Examining the results of this example, it can be seen that the effect
of the coupled equivalent resistance is to increase the efiectivc resistance
of the primary circuit. The equivalent reactance that is coupled into
t.he primary by a secondary ,vhose reactance is inductive is opposite in
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phase to the primary reactance and hence reduces the effrctive reactance
of the primary circuit. The net result is a reduction in the effective
primary impedance, more current thereby being allowed to flow in the
primary circuit, thus making possible the transfer of more energy to the .
secondary circuit.
:.\I any of the important characteristics of coupled circuits are cxplainPd
by the effects of coupled impedance. Examination of Eq. (2-GO) indicates that the coupled impedance will be low when the coefficient of
coupling is low because the value of 11[ dccrca:-;rn, when the coefficient of
coupling is decrea:-;cd. Further, the coupled impedance will be low when
the secondary impedance is high. Thus, when the coefficient of coupling
is low or when very little load is applied to the secondary (high sPcondary
impedance), the coupled impedance will be low and the effect of the
secondary upon the primary will be negligible. However, when the
coefficient of coupling is high or when the secondary carries considerable
amounts of load (low secondary impedance), the coupled impcdfl.ncc will
be high and the secondary will produce considerable effect upon the
primary circuit.
Coupled Impedance when the Coefficient of Coupling Approaches Unity.
Iron-core transformers, such as the audio transformers used in radio
receivers, generally have a coefficient of coupling of nearly unity. Furthermore, in well-designed audio transformers, the total reactance of the
secondary winding is so high in comparison "·ith the resistance of the
secondary winding and the load impedance that the secondary impedance may be assumed to be apprnximatt>ly equal to the reactance of the
secondary winding. Assuming that Jlf = ~ (true when K = 1)
and Zs = Xr,s, it is possible to simplify the expressions for reflected
(coupled) impedance, resistance, and reactance of Eqs. (2-fi0), (2-GO),
and (2-70).
The equation for the reflected impedance can be simplified by substituting vL-G for ill and X,,s for Zs in l•~q. (2-GO); then
(21r/LP) (21rJLs)
21rfL.~
[,p

ZP-S'

= -Zs
Ls

(2-71)
(2-71a)

As the primary and secondary windings arc linked by the same flnx when
K = 1 and as they will have approximately equal dimensions, their
inductances will vary as the square of their respective number of turns
(Art. 2-3), or
(2-72)
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and

(2-72a)

Ns
where n = Np
Substituting Eq. (2-72a) in (2-7la)
Zs
ZP-S' = -n2

(2-73)

It is sometimes desired to determine the impedance reflected to the
secondary by the primary. By a similar procedure, it can be shown that
(2-74)
,vith the same assumptions, the equation for the reflected resistance
and rcactance can also be simplified. Substituting yLPLs for 111 and
XLs for Zs in Eq. (2-69)
RP-S'

and

=

(21rfLP)(21rfLs)Rs
(21rfLs)(21rfLs)
Rs
RP-S' = -.
n-

=

LP Rs
Ls

(2-7 5)
(2-76)

By similar reasoning
(2-77)
Applying the same method to Eq. (2-70), it can be shown that

X P-S =
}( S-P' =
. ._

and

1

Xs

(2-78)

~

n

2

}.:.

P

(2-79)

From Eqs. (2-78) and (2-70), it can be shown that
LP-S'
Ls-P'
CP-s'
Cs-P'

Ls

=-;,

n-

=
=
=

(2-80)

n 2LP
n 2Cs

(2-81)
(2-82)

C:

(2-83)

n-

Circuit with Untuned Primary and Untuned Secondary. The simplest
type of transformer coupling would be a circuit having an untuned
primary and an untuned secondary ,vith a resistance or inductance load.
Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 2-58a. This circuit is often used as an
equivalent circuit to represent the effects produced by a shield, metal
panel, or other metal object located near a coil. The effect of the shield
or panel upon the coil would be the same as that of a secondary winding
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consisting of inductance and resistance in series. The coupled impedanee
of such a circuit will increa:-e the effecti,·e resistance of the primary and
reduce its effective rcactancc. It aleo indicates that the los:-;es of the
coil circuit are increased by an amount proportional to the rcsistanee
coupled into the primary by the secondary, which is actually the shield
or near-by metal panel.
Circuit with F11t111wi Primary and Tuned Secondary. The circuit
shown in Fig. 2-58b differs from the one in Fig. 2-58a in that a capacitor
is used in place of the resistor in the secondary circuit. The commonly
used tuned-radio-frequency amplifier circuit, or its equiYalent circuit,
is similar to this fundamental circuit.
The secondary is similar to the series tuned circuit studied in Arts.
2-19 to 2-22. Its charact<'ristics will be the same as those of the series
tuned circuit. At resonant frequency the impedance will be at its
minimum and the current at it-, maximum. The impedance coupled

(al-

(cJ-Tuned pr,m<>ry,
Circuit with
lb)·Uniuned prim<>ry,
tuned seconde1ry
tuned seconcfo ry
untuned secondory
Fw. 2-58.-Fundamental transformer-c·oupled circuits.

into the primary will be large and will have a critical effect upon the
primary ClllT('nt. At frequencies above or below resonance the secondary
impedance increases and its current decreases. The impedance coupled
into the primary decreases, and the effect on the primary circuit is
decreased.
Circuit u·ith Tuned Primary and Tuned Secondary. This type of
circuit (Fig. 2-58c) is used extensiYely in radio receivers. A common
example of this circuit is the intermediate-frequency amplifier of the
supcrhetcrodyne receiver. This circuit is very useful for amplifiers
because it can be designed to proYide an approximately uniform secondary
current response over the range of frequencies that arc normally applied
to the primary.
2-30. Band-pass Amplifier Circuits. I deal Response Curve. The
ideal response curve for the tuning or i-f amplifier circuits would be one
having a flat top and very steep sides. The flat top should be approximately 10 kc wide. This band of 10 kc is not arbitrarily chosen but
represents a 5-kc side band above and below the carrier frequency
of any transmitting station. These side bands arc a part of every
modulated carrier wave, and the width of the side band varies with the
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frequency of the audio signal. The frequency of audible signals varies
from 20 cycles to more than 20,000 cycles. However, most radio
receivers are capable only of reproducing sounds up to 5000 cycles.
Many broadcasting stations can transmit with a 10-kc side band but
operate with only a 5- to 6-kc side band because of the limitations of the
iverage receivers. A circuit with a
flat-top response curve will produce
currents of equal strength for all
rndio signals. A circuit that pro:luces a response curve with steep
,ides will he very selective.
This ideal can be most nearly
whieved by use of two resonant cir- Frn. 2-59.-Band-pass amplifier circuit.
~uits (Fig. 2-59) tuned to the same
irequency and possessing a very definite value of coupling. Such cir~uits are known as band-pass filters, band-pass amplifiers, or band-pass
;ircuits.
Effect of the Coefficient of Coupling on the Band-pass Circuits. The
mportant characteristic of the band-pass circuit is the manner in which
\he secondary current varies with the frequency when a constant-voltage
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i!G. 2-60.-Response curves showing the effect of the coefficient of coupling between two

resonant circuits tuned to the same frequency.

variable-frequency wave is applied to the primary. Since the amount of
;urrent in the secondary varies directly with the amount of coupling
)etween the primary and secondary windings, the shape of the response
;urve will be affected by the coefficient of coupling.
The effect of the coefficient of coupling upon the shape of the response
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curves is shown in Fig. 2-G0. These curves represent the response of a
circuit similar to that shown in Fig. 2-59 when both resonant circuits arc
tuned to 500 kc. When the coefficient of coupling is low (K = 0.01),
tho secondary current will be low and the curve will be quite peaked.
When the coupling; is increased to 0.015, the secondary current increases
and there is a reduction in the sharpness of the peak of the curve. When
K is equal to ().02, the maximum amount of secondary current is obtained
and the resonance curve is comparntively flat at the top and its sides arc
very steep.
When the coupling is tight, as is the case for the three curyes with K
values greatPr than 0.02, the couplcd impedance at resonance is high.
This reduces the primary current, which in turn reduc<'s the induced
voltage at the secondary and thereby causes a lower secondary current.
This accounts for the decrease in secondary cmT<•nts at resonance for
coefficicn1.s of coupling greater than the critical value. At frequeneif's
below resonance the reaclance coupled into the wimary is inductive and
for frequencies above resonance it is capacitive. The coupled reactance
is opposite to that of the primary circuit and therefore reduces the effective primary impedance. The lowN primary impedance causes nn
increase in primary current, which in turn causes an increase in the
secondnry voltage and conscquf'ntly increases the sPcondnry current.
This action introduces new resonant frequencies and accounts for the
humps in the resonance cmvcs when the coupling is greater than the critical value. The current at these peaks is practically the same as the peak
current ,vit.h critical coupling. The spacing between these peaks
increases with an increase in the amount of coupling.
Width of Hand Pass. The curves of Fig. 2-(\0 show that the ,vidth of
the band passed will increase with any increase in the coefficient of conpiing above its critical value. The width of this band, measured at 0. 707
of the maximum response, is directly proportional to the coefficient of
coupling and the resonant frequency of the two tuned circuits (Fig.
2-59). An approximate value of this band width can be obtained by use
of the cquntion
(2-8-1)
Width of band pass = Kf,
Exa.mple 2-24. What is the approximate width of tlw frN1ucncy band of a bandpass filter circuit having a resonant frequency of 456 kc and a coefficient of couplinF;
of 0.02?
Given:
Firnl:
K = 0.02
Width of band pass = ?
fr = 456 kc
Solution:

Width of barn! pass= Kfr = 0.02 X 456 = 9.12 kc= 9120 cycles
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The most important characteristics of a band-pass circuit are the
width of the band of frequencies it allows to pass and the uniformity of
response within this band. .From the curves of Fig. 2-G0 it can be seen
that at critical coupling (K = 0.02) the response is fairly uniform for a
band of frequencies bet ween 495 and 505 kc. As the coefficient of
coupling is increased (K = 0.01, 0.08, 0.1.5), it can be seen that the band
becomes wider and the response is less uniform.
The coefficient of coupling of band-pass circuits is usually adjusted to
such a value that uniform response is obtained for a band of 10 kc.
The uniformity of the response, however, is also dependent upon the
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2-61.-Characteristics of a hand-pass amplifier showing the effect of circuit Q on the
uniformity of response within the band being passed.

circuit Q (Art. 2-23). The effect of circuit Q upon the uniformity of
response is illustrated by the curves of Fig. 2-61. When Q is too high
pronounced double humps occur, and if Q is too low the response curve is
round instead of flat. Apparently the best value of Q would he such that
it will produce the maximum transfer of energy, or critical coupling.
The value of critical coupling may be determined by
(2-85)
where IC
Qp
Qs
~

= eritica.l coupling
= Q of the primary circuit
= Q of the secondary circuit
= Q of the complete circuit

However, experiments have shown that the best value of Q is approximately 50 per cent more than that required to produce critical coupling,
hence the equation for practical circuits is
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(2-86)

or

(2-87)

From Eq. (2-8-1) it can be seen that the coefficient of coupling would
be equal to the width of the band pass <livided by the frequency of
resonance. As the width of the band pass i::; u::mally about 10 kc and the
resonant frequency of the r-f and i-f circuits is generally 175 kc or more,
the coefficient of coupling must therefore be less than 0.057. Substituting
this value of Kin Eq. (2-87), it can be seen that the values of the circuit
Q's will be 25 or more if QP and Qs are approximately equal.
Example 2-25. A haud-pa;-s filtPr !'ircuit is tunPd to a re;-onant frequency of
456 kc. If Qp ancl Qs am equal, wlrnt values of Q arc required to produce an 8-kc
band?
Find:

Given:

f, = ,11rn kc

Qp =?

Width of balld pass = 8 kc

Qs =?

Solution:

F

\

"l

Qp

=

\\'idth of band pass

h

2.25

(l

2.25

Ca ' 8

-

=

= V734G = 85.7

Qs

K2

-

(0.0175) 2

-

=

_8_
450

=

r

0 .01 o

73 ..,'(l1

2-31. Delayed-action Circuits. Induct.ors o,r capacitors may be used
in electric, radio, an<l electronic circuits to control the time required for
the current or voltage to reach a crrtain value. The operation of these
circuits is based on the time constant of the resistance-inductance or
the resistance-capacitance combination. These circuits arc generally
referred to as R-L and R-C circuits.
'l'imc Constmit of Rcsistancc-i11ducla11cc Circuits. Tnduct.ance, by
definition (Art. 2-:-3), is the property of a circuit that opposes any change
iu the amount of current flowing in that circuit. The opposition to a
change in the amount of current is caused by the induced voltage due to
the :;elf-inductance of the circuit. This induced emf will be in a direction
opposite to that of the impressed voltage whenever the current is increasing in amount and in the direction of the impressed Yoltage when the
current is decreasing in amount.
If an inductor, which may be considered as a resistance and inductance
in series, is connected to a direct current power source, a current will flow
in the circuit. The amount of current that will flow ,..,;11 be its Ohm's
law value, namely, the voltage applied to the circuit divided by the resist-
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ance of the circuit. In a circuit having only resistance (Fig. 2-62a) the
cmrent will rise to its Ohm's law value practically instantaneously, as
indicated in Fig. 2-G2b. However, as the inductor has the effect of a
resistance and inductance connected in series (Fig. 2-G3a), the current will
require an appreciable amount of time to reach its Ohm's law value, as is
shown in Fig. 2-6:3/J. This is explained by the fact that in order for the
current to reach its final value of 5 amperes, it must progressively pass
through its lesser values such as 1, 2, 3, and 4 amperes. U ndcr these
conditions, the cun·ent is changing in amount, and the circuit will have an
emf induced in it owing to the
self-inductance of the circuit.
This induced emf will oppose the
~E
impressed voltage and thus will
prevent the current from reaching
T
{a}
its Ohm's law value as lmig a,S the
induced emf is present. The current will, however, eventually
reach its Ohm's law value, the "'
t l---1---!---+--l--+---1--1-----+--+--l
time required to accomplish this 0.
§ L---'-----l---+--j.-+---1--1----+--+--l
depending upon the relative val- +·
C L---'-----l---+-_,___
_,__--1-----Jl-...--+--+--l
ues of the inductance and resist- E
ance~ The current increases in a 8 ._...._----J_--+-_,___ _,__--1-----J1-...--+--+--'
manner indicated by the graph O.__...._--'--__,'----'---'-----'---'--__.__--'--__,
shown in Fig. 2-G3b and will rise
O
Ti me. seconds
<bl
to 63.2 per cent of its final value
Fm. 2-62.-Characteristics of current vs
in a period of time, expressed in time for a circuit containing only resistance.
(a) The circuit, (b) current vs time characseconds, equal to the inductance teristics.
of the circuit divided by the resistance of the circuit. This is called the time constant of the circuit and is
expressed mathematically as

____,,/..,----10\-----~

Rl

j

(2-88)
where t = time, seconds, for the current to reach G3.2 per cent of its final
value
L = inductance of the circuit, henrics
R = resistance of the circuit, ohms
Example 2-26. An R-L circuit is used to control the time of closing a relay.
The relay closes when the current reaches 63.2 per cent of its final value and the circuit resistance and inductance are 12 ohms and 2.4 henrics respectively. iVhat is
the time interval between the closing of the line switch and the operation of the relay?
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Find:

Given:
R = 12 ohms
l, = 2.4 hcnrics

t = ?

Solution:
t

L
= R

2

.4 = 0 .2 sccon d
- 12

The time required for the current to reach values other than 63.2 per
cent of the final value follows a curve known mathematically as an
.------0✓-o-------1A 1 - - - - - - ~
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FIG. 2-63.-Charncteristics of current and voltage vs time fur a circuit containing
resistance and inductance. (a) The circuit, (b) current vs time characteristics, (c) voltage
vs time characteristics.

exponential curve. The universal time-constant curves of Fig. 2-67 provide a simple means of finding the current at any instant of time.
Further analysis of the R-L circuit will show that, when the current
is increasing, the voltage drop across the resistance ,vill increase at the
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same time rate as the current. This is so because the voltage drop across
the resistance at any instant of time is equal to the product of the current
and the resistance. Furthermore, as the sum of the voltages around the
circuit must be equal to the applied voltage, the induced emf due to
the inductance must at any instant of time be equal to the applied
,-------0------0------fA i - - - - - - ~
1 2
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Fm, 2-fi4.-Charaetcristics of current and volt.age vs time. (a) The circuit, (b) current vs time characteristics ,v:ith switch in position 2, (c) volt.age vs time characteristics
with switch in po~ition 2.

voltage less the IR drop. Figure 2-63c shows the voltage characteristics
of the circuit when the current is building up.
The circuit shown in Fig. 2-64a is arranged so that the R-L circuit
may either be connected to the direct current pO\ver source or connected
so that the inductance will be short-circuited through the resistance.
[f the circuit is connected to the direct current power source, a current
will flow in the circuit and will rise to its Ohm's law value according to
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the current-time curve already dcscribecl. ·when a current is flowing
in the circuit, energy is transferred to the magnetic field. If the switch
(Fig. 2-li-!a) is changed from position 1 to position 2, so that the inductance is <liseonnect.ecl from the power source and then instantaneously
short-circuited across the resistance, the energy in the collapsing magnetic
field will in<lucc a voltage in the turns of the coil and will cause a current
to flow in the circuit.. The current will decrease as the energy is dissipated in the resistance. The rate at which the current decreases will
depend upon the relative values of the induetance and the resistance.
The curnmt.-timc changes will also follow an exponential curve but will
be a descending curve. As the inductance is now actually in parallel
with the resistance, the resistance voltage drop and the induced emf will
be equal in value and will decrease according to an exponential curve.
The current-time characteristics are shown in Fig. 2-6-!b and the voltagetime characteristics arc shown in Fig. 2-Glc. The time in seconds as
determined by L divided by R now represents the time in which the current (and volt.age) decreases 63.2 per cent; hence the current and voltage
will drop to 3G.8 per cent of their maximum values in L/ R seconds.
The time required for the current and voltage to decrease to values other
than 3G.8 per cent of their maximum values can be fonnd by use of the
universal exponential curves presented at the end of this article.
Time Constant of Resistance-capacitance Circuits. Capacitance, by
definition (Art. 2-10), is the property of a circuit that opposes any change
in the amount of voltage. The opposition to a change in the voltage
across a capacitor may be explained by the fact that in order to accomplish a change in voltage the number of electrons at the plates of the
eapacitor must be changed. This requires a passage of electrons from
one plate of the capacitor to the other and hence a current must flow
before there can be a change in voltage. If the voltage across the capacitor is increased, electrons will flow from the positive plate to the negative;
if the voltage across the capacitor is decreased, electrons will flow from
the negative plate to the positive. In either case a current flow must
precede a change in voltage at the plates of the capacitor.
If a perfect capacitor, that is, one having no resistance, is connected
to a direct-current power sonrce, a high current surge will flow instantly
and will charge the capacitor. As the capacitor becomes charged almost
instantaneously, the amount of current flow will decrease rapidly. The
capacitor will charge to the value of the impressed voltage and the current flow will diminish to zero practically instantaneously.
If the capacitor, or its circuit, contains resistance in addition to the
capacitance (Fig. 2-65a), the capacitor will become charged to the same
,·alue of voltage but will require a longer period of time to reach its final
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value. The voltage increases in a manner indicated by the graph shown
in Fig. 2-G5b and will rise to G3.2 per cent of its final value in a period of
t~me, expressed in seconds, equal to the product of the capacitance and
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Fm. 2-65.-Characteristics of current and voltage vs time for a circuit containing
resistance and capacitance. (a) The circuit, (b) capacitor volts vs time characteristics,
(c) current and resistance volts vs time characteristics.

resistance of the circuit. This is called the time constant of the circuit
and is expressed mathematically as

t = CR

(2-89)

where t = time, seconds, for the voltage across the capacitor to reach
63.2 per cent of its final value
C = capacitance of the circuit, farads
R = resistance of the circuit, ohms
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B,wmp/e 2-27. \\'hat is the time ~oust.ant of au a11to111ati,·-volume-control filter
circuit that 11scs a 1.2.'",-megohm resistor am! a 0.25 µf c:,pacitor?

Fi11tl:

Given:
R = 1.25 megohms
C = 0.2fi µf

t

=?

Soh1tiou:
t

= Cll = 0.2.'> X 10-• X 1.25 X 10 6 = 0.312.~ second

The time required for the voltage to rPach value~:-; otlwr than G3.2 1wr
of the final value follows an exponential curve. Tho univcn-;al time-
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F10. 2-Gft.-Charactcristics of current and voltage vs time. (u) The circuit, (b) current vs time characteristics with switch in position 2, (c) voltage vs time characteristics
with switch in position 2.

constant curves of Fig. 2-Gi provide a simple means of finding the
voltage at any iustaut of time.
If the switch in the circuit of Fig. 2-GGa is closed to position 1, the
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voltage and current characteristics of the circuit will conform to the
voltage-time and current-time curves shown in Fig. 2-05. While a
current is flowing in the circuit energy is being stored in the capacitor.
If the switch (Fig. 2-GGa) is changed from position l to position 2, the
energy stored in the capacitor will cause a current to flow in the resistor
and the capacitor will discharge through the resistor. At the instant of
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closing the switch the current ·will be at its highest value (Ohm's law
value) and will decrease exponentially, as shown in Fig. 2-GGb. The
voltage across the capacitor and resistor ,vi.11 be equal in amount and will
also decrease exponentially with time, as is shown in Fig. 2-66c.
Universal Time-constant Curves. The time required for the current
of an R-L circuit or the voltage across the capacitor of an R-C circuit to
TABLE

k
time
constants

Per cent of
maximum
value

11-1 V .-AscEXDIXG

k
time
constants

- - - - - - - .---

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60

0.70
0.80
0.90

1S. l

1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.0::1

45.1

Per cent of
maximum.
value

k
time
constants

Per cent of
maximum
value

50.3
55.1
59.3
63.2
69.9
75.3
79.8
83.5
86.5

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00
7.00

91.8
95.0
97.0
98.2
98.9
99.3
99.6
99.8
:}9.9

I

0.000
4.9
9.5
14.0
25.9
33.0
39.3

I
I

Ci:;Rn;

1.00

I

!
I

I

I
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reach values other than 63.2 per cent of their final values may be determined mathematically by use of suitable equations. The mathematics
involved is beyond the scope planned for this text. A shorte1· and more
convenient method of determining the time required to attain any percentage of the final value is by use of time-constant curves. As all of the
current-time and voltage-time relations vary exponentially, it is possible
to reprcsc>nt these variations by the two general exponential curves shown
in Fig. 2-G7. These cnrYcs are plotted from values obtained 1rn1tht•mntically and liste(l in Tables II-IY and II-V.

k
timP.
constants

Per eent of

k

1nax1n1uru

time
constants

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60

100
1)5.1
IJ0.5
86.0
81.!)
74.1
!i7.0
60.7
.5·1.0

value

Per c(•nt of
maximum
value

I,

k
time
constants

Per <"ent of
maximum
value

2.50
3.00
3.fi0
·l.00

8.2
5.0
3.0
1.8
1.1
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.1

:I
11

0.70
0.80
0.90

1.00
1.20
lA0
1.60
1.80
2.00

4\J.7

44.0
40.7
3!i.8
30.1
24.7
20.2
16.5
13.5

I

i

4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00
7.00

Example 2-28. An R-L circuit usf'd to control the action of a switch has a resistance of 12 ohms and an inductance of 0.5 henry and is connected to a 6-volt battery.
(a.) If the switch operates when the current attains 68.2 per cent of its final value,
what time is required to operate the switch? (b) 1f the switch rPquires 400 mlL to
operate, what is the time between the start of current flow and the closing of the switch?
Given:
R = 12 ohms
L = 0.5 henry

Fiml:
(a)
(b)

t = ?
t = ?

Solution:

L
..5
Tl
= 012
= 0.0416

(a)

t

(b)

maximum curreui value

~

sccon

d

E
6
=R
= -12
=

0.5 amp

Per cent of maximum current required to operate the switch

~

400

50() X 100

=

80 per cent
From curve, Fig. 2-67, k = 1.6
L
1.6 X 0.5
t = k If =
= 0.0666 secon d
12

Example 2-20. A 0.00f>-µf capacitor and a 2-megolun resistor are connected to
form an R-C circuit. If the R-C combination is connected to a 300-vo!t source of
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d-c power, what time is required for the voltage across the capacitor to reach (a)
100 volts, (b) 200 volts, (c) 270 volts? If the capacitor becomes fully charged (300
volts) and is then discharged through the 2-megohm resistor, what time is required
to discharge the capacitor to (d) 250 volts, (e) 200 volts, (f) 110 volts, (g) 50 volts?
Given:

Find:

R = 2 megohms
C

t

= 0.005 µf

= ?

Solution:
(a)

Per cent of maximum value =

~~

X 100 = 33.::! per cent

k (from Fig. 2-67) = 0A0
t = kCR = 0.40 X 0.005 X 10-• X 2 X 10 6

=

!:

= 66.6 per cent

(b)

l'er cent of maximum value

(c)

k (from Fig. 2-67) = 1.1
t = kCR = 1.1 X 0.005 X 10-• X 2 X 106 = 0.011 second
270
Per cent of maximum value =
X 100 = 90 per cent
300
k (from Fig. 2-67) = 2.27
t = kCR = 2.27 X 0.005 X 10-• X 2 X 10 6 = 0.0227 second

(d)

Per cent of maximum value

= ~~

X 100

= 0.004 second

X 100

= 83.3 per cent

k (from Fig. 2-67) = O.HJ
= kCR = 0.19 X 0.005 X 10-• X 2 X 10 6 = 0.0019 second

t

(e)

Per cent of maximum value

= ~~~ X 100 = 66.6 pHr cent

k = (from Fig. 2-67) = 0.40
= kCR = 0A0 X 0.005 X 10-• X 2 X 10 6

t
(f)

Per cent of maximum value =

Mi

X 100

= 0.004 second

= 36.6 per cent

k = (from Fig. 2-67) = 1
= kCR = I X 0.005 X 10-• X 2 X 106

t

(g)

Per cent of maximum value
k
t

=

= (from Fig. 2-67) = 1.8
= kCR = 1.8 X 0.005 X 10-•

:C~o X

= 0.01 second
100 = 16.6 per cent

X 2 X 106

= 0.018 second

Uses of Delayed-action Circuits. There are numerous applications
of R-C and R-L circuits both in radio and in industrial electronics. A
few of the applications arc as follows.
A grid-leak detector circuit (see Chap. V) uses a capacitor and a
resistor connected in parallel in the grid circuit of the detector tube.
Actually this R-C combination is a time-constant circuit and the values
of R and C are chosen to produce a time constant of sufficient duration
t'.mt the charge on the capacitor gained during the positive half cycles
does not have time to completely discharge through the resistor during
the negative half cycles. Other examples of time-constant circuits in
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radio apparatus inclwle automatic volume control, relaxation oscillator,
and triggPr eircuits.
Industrial applications of time-constant circuits inrlude controlling
the length of time for a specific manufaduring operation, timing of elertric welders, timing the exposure of photofinishing process(:'s, timing of
instrnments, producing repeated action for life tests, and motor control.
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QUESTIONS
1. XamP :md dPs<•.rilH' tlH' Yarious type's of r<'~iston; (n) wlu•11 ,·lassifi('d a,·~ordi11g
to rnatC'rial us<'d, (b) when classified according to tlwir ,·ontrol.
2. Give four applications of resistors to radio cin·uits.
3. \Yhy muHt the powPr rating of a resistor be taken into consideration'?
4. Explain the use of (a) a rheostat, (b) a potcntionwtPr.
6. What is nH'aut by tap('r? \\11y is taper ll!'CCHRary'?
6. Describe thr!'c characteristics of inductance that arl' important to the study of
radio.
7. \\'hat is mPaut hy (u) self-inductance? (b) :.\lutual indnetance?
8. \\'hat is the relation bPt\\·een mutual indnctanec and the coefficient of c·oupling?
9. Explain two effects that inductant"e has upon the current flowing in an a-c
circuit.
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10. \\'hat is meant by inductive reactance? What factors of the circuit determine
its value?
11. 'What is meant hy the impedance of an inductance coil? How do the values
of impedance and inductive rcactance compare for coils generally used in radio
circuits?
12. Why does the current lag the voltage in an a-c circuit that contains inductance?
13. Describe three methods of neutralizing the effects of inductance.
14. Explain the characteristics and uses of each of the following types of chokes:
(a) power supply, (b) audio frequency, (c) radio frequency.
15. Explain the characteristics and uses of each of the following types of transformers: (a) power supply, (b) audio frequency, (c) radio frequency, (d) intermediate
frequency.
16. \\'hy is it necessary to shield high-frequency coils? \\'hat precautions should
he taken in the construction of a shield?
17. Describe each of the three resistance effects that arc combined in the a-c
resistance of a coil.
18. Dcseribe two characteris,tics of capacitance that are important to the study
of radio.
19. \\11at factors affect the capacitance of a capacitor?
20. \\'hy docs the Yoltagc lag the current in an a-c circuit that contains capacitance?
21. \Yhat is meant by the impedance of a capacitor? How docs the value of
impedance and capacitive rcactance compare for capacitors generally used in a-c
circuits?
22. Describe the characteristics for each of the following types of capacitor: (a)
mica dielectric, (b) paper cliclPctric, (c) oil dielectric.
23. Describe the construction of (a) a wet electrolytic capacitor, (b) a dry electrolytic capacitor.
24. State three advantages of electrolytic capacitors. State a disadvantage of
electrolytic capacitors.
25. Describe the constmctional features of each of the following types of variable
capacitors: (a) broadcast, (b) midget, (c) micro, (d) split-stator, (e) transmitting,
(j) adjustable.
26. How are capacitors generally rated in regards to voltage?
27. Describe three effects of distributed capacitance.
28. Describe five cla.ssifications of electric circuits in regards to the manner in
which the circuit clements arc connected.
29. What is meant by Ohm's law for a-c circuits?
30. In a series a-c circuit, what is the relation bet'ween the complete circuit and
the individual circuit elements in regards to (a) current, (b) voltage, (c) resistance,
(d) inductive reactance, (e) capacitive reactance?
31. In a parallel a-c circuit, what is the relation between the complete circuit and
the individual circuit elements in regards to (a) current, (b) voltage, (c) resistance,
(d) inductive reactance, (e) capacitive reactance?
32. \\'hat is meant bv resonance?
33. \\'hat is the recor;imcnded procedure to be followed in order to determine the
classification of a resonant circuit?
34. Vlnat is the relation between the line voltage and the reactive voltages for a
series resonant circuit?
35. Describe the impedance and current characteristics of a series resonant circuit.
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36. What is the relation between th£ line current and the reactive currents for a
parallel resonant circuit?
37. What are the impedance and line-current cl1aracteristics of a parallel resonant
circuit?
38. What is the purpose of resonance curves'?
39. How do the resonance curveg for a series resonant circuit compare with those
for a parallel resonant cir<'uil '?
40. What is meant by circuit Q? How does the circuit Q of a tuned circuit compare with the coil Q?
41. What is the relation hetween the circuit Q of a tuned circuit and (a) the
srlectivity, (b) the width of the resonance curve?
42. How does the LC ratio affect the selectivity of (a) a series tuned circuit,
(!i) a parallel tuned circuit?
43. What is meant by filter action? Whal arc the five principles of a-c cirruits
upon which the action of any filter circuit depends?
44. Describe each of the following types of filters: (u) low-pass filter, (b) high-pass
filter, (r.) h:rn(l-pass filler, (d) band-stop filter.
46. What is the purpose of m-tlerivcd filters? How are m-derivetl filters constructed?
46. Why is it necessary to couple circuits?
47. How is coupling accomplisher! in (u) a simple direct-coupled circuit? (I>)
A simplP indirect-coupler! circuit?
48. \Yhat is meant by a complex-coupled circuit? \Vhcre are comph~x-<,ouple<l
circuits us2d?
49. Explain what is meant by the following terms: (a) coefficient of coupling,
(b) critical coupling, (c) tight coupling, (d) loose coupling, (e) optimum coupling.
60. What is meant by coupled impedance? How does r,oupled impedance affect
the primary circuit?
61. Explain the relation between coupled impedance and the cocflicient of coupling.
62. Explain the effects of coupled impedance on the primary circuit in a circuit
having (a) an untuned primary and an untuncd secondary, (b) a circuit with an
untuned primary and a tuned secondary, (c) a circuit with a tuned primary and
a tuned secondary.
63. What is meant by a band-pass amplifier circuit? What are its circuit characteristics?
64. How docs the shape of the response curve of a band-pass circuit vary with
the coefficient of coupling?
66. Iu a baud-pass circuit, what effrct has the coefficient of coupling on the width
of band pass?
66. In a band-pass circuit, what is the relation between the circuit Q and the
codfici<>ut of coupling?
67. \Yhat is the essential purpose of time-delay circuits?
68. Explain thP- operation of a delayed-action (a) R-1, circuit, (b) R-C circuit.
69. What is mean\. hy the time constant of a delayed-action (a) R-l, circuit,
(b) R-C cinsuit?
60. ,vhat is the purpose of the universal time-constant curves'? How are they
used in the solution of time-delay circuits?
61. Xame four applicalious of timP--delay circuil.s. Explain the circuit actions
of one of these a:i:>lications.
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PROBLEMS
1. What is the power rating of the following resistors: (a) a 50-ohm resistor that
can carry 200 ma, (b) a 10,000-ohm resistor that can carry 10 ma, (c) a 250,000-ohm
resistor that can carry 2 ma, (d) a 50-ohm resistor that can carry 1000 ma?
2. What is the current rating of the following resistors: (a) a 50,000-ohm 10-watt
resistor, (b) a 25-watt 1500-ohm resistor, (c) a ½-watt 2-mcgohm resistor, (d) a 5-watt
750-ohm resistor, (e) a ¼-watt 3-mcgohm resistor?
3. A 25,000-ohm potentiometer having a uniform re,gistance is used to obtain 30
volts across a load; the power source is rated at 90 volts. (a) What is the current in
each part of the potentiometer (sec Fig. 2-4) if the load resistance is 5000 ohms?
(b) What is the current in each part of the potentiometer if the load resistance is
10,000 ohms?
4. A flux of 20,000 lines links the turns of a coil having 200 turns. (a) What is the
value of the induced voltage if the flux decreases to zero in 0.025 second? (b) Wnat
is the inductance of the coil if a current of 50 ma is required to produce the flux of
20,000 lines? (c) How much energy is stored in the magnetic field?
5. A flux of 20 lines links I1 coil having 30 turns. The flux in the coil is varying
in accordance with an alternating cnrrent and therefore varies from zero to maximum
value (and vice versa) in one-quarter of a cycle. Wbat is the value of the induced
voltage at the following values of frequency: (a) 500 cycles'? (b) 500 kc? (c) 1500
kc? (d) 30 me'?
6. What is the inductance of each of the following coils: (a) a 400-turn multilayer
coil whose dimensions are a = ¾inch, b = 2 inches, c = ½inch? (b) A 40-tum flat.
coil whose dimensions are a = Ii inches, c = l½ inches'? (c) A 200-turn solenoid
whose dimensions are a = } inch, b = 3 inches?
7. '\-\'hat is the inductance of each of the following coils: (a) a 32-turn flat coil
whose dimensions arc a = l¼ inches, c = 1} inches'? (b) A 320-turn solenoid whose
dimensions are a = ¾ inch, b = 5 inches? (c) A 1000-turn multilayer coil whose
dimensions are a = l inch, b = 2 inches, c = ¾inch'?
8. What is the mutual inductance of t,Yo coils wound adjacent to one another?
Assume that all the magnetic lines set up in the first coil cut all the turns of the
second coil. The primary coil consists of 800 turns wound on a cardboard core 1 inch
in diameter and 4 inches long. The secondary coil consists of 1600 turns wound on
a cardboard core l¼ inches in diameter and 4 inches long.
9. Find the coefficient of coupling for each of the following combinations: (a)
two coils whose self-inductances are 0.05 and 0.08 mh and whose mutual inductance
is 0.015 mh, (b) two coils whose self-inductances are 40 and 62.5 µh and whose
mutual inductance is 16 µh, (c) two coils whose self-inductances arc 4 and 9 mb
and whose mutual inductance is 240 µh.
10. T,vo coils, the first having 50 turns and the second 100 turnR, are placed SQ
that only 5 per cent of the lines set up by coil 1 link coil 2. If 800 lines arc set up when
.5 ma flow through coil I, what voltage will be induced across coil 2 if the current
decreases from its maximum value to zero in 0.00005 second?
11. \\'hat is the inductive reactance of a 2.5-mh choke coil at (a) 550 kc? (b) 1000
kc? (c) 1500 kc? (d) 4.25 me'?
12. A 15-henry choke coil that has a resistance of 37/i ohms is connected to a 110volt 60-cycle power supply. Find (a) the inductive reactance, (b) the impedance,
(c) the current, (d) the angle of lag.
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13. It is d('sired to calculate the inductance of a l'hokP coil from the readings
ohtnined with the coil connected to an a-c power source. The following are the readings obtained: voltmeter, 120 volts; rnilliammeter, 80 ma; wattmeter, 1.6 watts;
frequency mPtrr, o0 cyc]Ps. (a) What is the impedance of the roil'? (b) \\nat is the
resistance of the coil (dl'termined from the wattrnctcr and ammeter rcadin~H)?
(c) \\11at is the inductive reactance of the coil? (d) \\'hat is the inductance of the
coil?
14. Two coils, one having an inductance of 150 µh and the second of 1300 µh, arc
arranged so that they may be connected in series in the various ways shown in Fig.
2-9. What is the inductance of the circuit whn1 the two coils are connected in series
so that they are (a) aiding and the coupling is 100 per cent'? (b) Opposing and the
coupling is 100 per cent? (c) In a position that produces zero coupling? (d) Aiding
an<l the coupling is 50 per cent?
16. The transformer shown in Fig. 2-68 has 4o0 turns on its primary winding.
(a) How many turns arc there on the winding section cd? (b) Section ej? (c) Section
gh? (d) Section ik? (e) Sections i} and jk?

i

aI]
:

1/Srolls

b

~
~
F

2.s}o1/s

::

G.Jrolts

:;

!
svrlls
0hg.
,,.---~__,_--r-<>-z
O

,

' ,j 870 volts

:
FIG.

!

2-68.

16. A fixed capacitor is ma<le of 720 plates of lead foil, each 2 by 3 inches, separated
by a becs\\'axed paper die!Pctric 0.006 inch thick. (a) \\'hat is its capacitance? (b)
What charge is produced in the capacitor when it is connected across a 250-\-olt d-c
power supply? (c) How much energy is stored in the capacitor?
17. How many plates must be used to make a fixed capa<"itor of 0.0005 µf if the
plates arc ¾inch square and the dielectric is made of mica she!'ts 0.007 ind1 thick?
18. What is the capacitance of a rolled-type fixP<l capal'itor consisting of two plates,
each 1 inch widP and lo2 inches long, separated by parafiined pap<'r 0.005 inch thick?
19. Wlrnt is the maximum capacitance of a 21-plate variable capacitor if each
plate has an an~a of 2. 75 square inches and the air gap is 0.025 inch?
20. What is the capacitance of a Iii-plate midget variable capaeitor if the area of
each rotor plate is 0.80 square inch and the air gap is 0.025 inch?
21. ,vhat is the capacitance of a 14-plate micro ,-ariable capacitor if the area of
1-:i.ch plate is 0.35 square inch and the air gap is 0.020,'i inch'?
22. What is the rapaeitive rcactance of ll 0.001-µf capacitor when connected in a
rircuit of the following high-frequency curreuts: (a) 550 kc? (b) 1()00 kc? (c) 1500
kc? (d) 4.25 me?
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23. An 8-µf fi..'l:ed capacitor that has a resistance of JO ohms is connected to a ll0volt 60-cycle power supply. Find: (a) the capacitivE1 reactance, (b) the impedance,
(c) the current, (d) the power factor, (e) the phase angle, (j) the power.
24. What is the capacitance of the following circuits: (a) An 8-, a 4-, and two 2-µf
capacitors connected in parallel? (b) An 8-, a 4-, and two 2-µf capacitors connected
in series?
26. What is the capacitance of the circuit shown in Fig. 2-6\l?

- ------------- - -·Cr=?------------------Fm. 2-69.

26. A four-tube radio set has its heaters connected in series. 'I'he ratecl voltages
are 25, 6.3, 6.3, and 12.6 volts, and they all draw 0.3 ampere. (a) \Vbat value of resistance must be connected in series with these heaters in order to operate them directly
from a 110-volt line? (b) How much power is consumed by the dropping resistor?
27. A 500-, a 400-, and a 600-ohm resistor arc connected in parallel across a 300volt power line. Find (a) the total resistance of the circuit, (b) the current in each
resistor, (c) the line current, (d) the power taken by each resistor, (e) the power taken
by the circuit.
28. A radio receiver has five tubes whose heaters each draw 0.3 ampere. The heaters
are connected in parallel to a 2.5-volt tap of the power transformer. (a) Wbat is the
resistance of each heater? (b) What is the resistance of the heater circuit? (c)
What is the total current taken from the power transformer hy this heater circuit?
29. Find the following quantities for the circuit shown in J?ig. 2-70: (a) the resistance of each group, (b) the resistance of the complete circuit, (c) the line current, (d)

~--------------- - -- .100 volts---------------FrG. 2-70.

the power consumed by the complete circnit, (e) the voltage across each resistor,
(f) the current in each resistor, (g) the power consumed by each resistor.
30. Find the following quantities for the circuit shown in Fig. 2-71: (a) the m~istance of each group, (b) the resistance of the complete circuit, (c) the line current,
(d) the power consumed by the complete circuit, (e) the current in each resistor,
(f) the voltage across each resistor, (g) the power consumed by each resistor.
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31. The series circuit Hlwwn in Fig. 2-72 is connectcll to a 100-volt 60-cyclc power
line. Find: (a) the rcHibtance of the circuit, (b) the inductive reactance of the circuit,
(c) the capacitive reactance of the circuit, (d) the impedance of the circuit, (r) the line
current and the curn•nt in each circuit element, (f) the impedance of each circuit
element, (g) the voltage across each circuit element, (h) the power consumed by each
circuit element, (i) the power taken from the line, (j) the power factor of each circuit
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element, (k) the power factor angle of each circuit element, (l) the power factor of the
complete circuit, (m) the power factor angle of the complete circuit.
32. The parallel circuit shown in Fig. 2-73 is connected to a 100-volt 60-cycle
power line. Find: (a) the current flowing in each hranch of the parallel circuit,
(b) the line currcut, (c) the power taken by each brauch, (d) the power taken hy the
whole circuit, (e) the pown factor of the circuit, (J) the phase angle between the line
current and the line voltage, (r,) the impc,tl:inre of the cirr11it.
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33. A series tuned circuit has an inductance of 725 µh. At what value of capacitance must its variable capacitor be adjusted in order to obtain resonance for the
following frequencies: (a) 500 kc? (b) 880 kc? (c) 1600 kc'?
34. A series tuned circuit has an inrluctance of 316 µh and tt variable capacitor
whose maximum capacitance is 320 µµf. (a) What is the resonant frequency when the
capacitor is set for the maximum value? (b) At what value must the rapacitor he set
in order to make the circuit resonant at 1070 kc? (c) What is the highest resonant
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frequency that can be obtained if the minimum value of the variahle capacitor is 15
µµf?

36. A variable capacitor having a maximum capacitance of 350 µµf is used for
tuning a broadcast receiver. (a) What inductance is required to make the circuit
resonant at 500 kc when the capacitor is set at its maximum value? (b) What is the
highest resonant frequency that can be obtained with this coil if the minimum value
of the capacitor is 15 µµf?
36. If the coil of Prob. 35, together with the circuit wiring, has a distributed
capacitance of 15 µµf, what will the frequency range of the circuit be? NOTE: The
distributed capacitance is considered as a capacitor connected in parallel with the
variable capacitor.
37. It is desired to cover a short-wave band whose lowest frequency is to be 1700
kc by the use of a fixed capacitor Cs connected in series with the tuning capacitor
CT as shown in Fig. 2-74. The maximum and minimum capacitance of the tuning

FIG. 2-74.

capacitor arc 350 µµf and 15 µµf, respectively, the inductance of the secondary is 290 µh,
and the distributed circuit capacitance is 15 µµf. (a) Find the capacitance of the
series capacitor Cs. (b) What is the highest frequency to which Urn circuit may be
tuned if the distributed circuit capacitance is to be taken into consideration and the
series capacitor is used as determined in part a? (c) ·what is the highest frequency to
which the circuit may be tuned if the distributed circuit capacitance is ignored?
(d) What is the highest frequency to which the circuit may be tuned if the distributed
circuit capacitance is ignored and the minimum value of the variable capacitor is
10 µµf?
38. A series resonant circuit has a resistance of 12 ohms and an inductive reactance
of 300 ohms at its resonant frequency. (a) \Vhat is the value of the circuit Q? (b)
What is the voltage across the inductor, the capacitor, and the resistor at resonance if
the applied voltage is 10 volts? (c) What is the impedance of the circuit at resonance?
(d) W'hat is the value of the current at resonance if the applied voltage is 10 volts?
39. A 70- to HO-µµ{ adjustable capacitor and an inductance coil are connected
in parallel to form the primary side of an i-f transformer whose resonant frequency is
to be 460 kc. (a) \"\1iat inductance must the coil have if the circuit is to be resonant
at 460 kc when the adjustable capacitor is set at its mid-value of 105 µµf? (b) Vi'hat
is the Q of the primary winding if its resistance is 12 ohms? (c) 11'hat is the impedance of the circuit at resonance? (d) Vi'hat, is the line current at resonance if the
voltage across the tuned circuit is ,50 volts? (e) \\'hat is the current in the inductor
circuit at resonance? (f) What is the current in the capacitor circuit at resonance?
40. A 2.5-mh coil and a 25- to 80-µµf adjustable capacitor are connected in parallel
to form the primary of an i-f transformer whose resonant frequency is 460 kc. (a)
At what value must the capacitor be set in order to obtain resonance at 460 kc?
(b) \Vhat is the Q of the winding if its resistance is 13.75 ohms? (c) What is the impedance of the circuit at resonance? (d) Wbat is the line current at resonance if the
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Yoltage across the tuned eirrnit is \JO \·olts? (c) What is the current in the inductor
circnit at resonance? (j) \\'hat is the c,u1-rP-nt in the eapacitor circuit at resonance?
41. A para lid resonant cir('uit is to he used as a wave trap to eliminate the effects
of a l 300-ke si~nal. The circuit hns a resistance of 1.5 ohms all(l a capacitance
(clistributecl and wiring) of 10 µµf. (a) \\.hat value of inductanf'e must be u:;erl with a
capncitor whose value is 65 µµf? (b) \Yhat is the circuit Q? (c) \Yhat is the width
of the band being eliminated?
42. What is the band width of a tuned circuit at a resonant frequency of 456 kc
if the circuit Q is ·15.6?
43. Wnat is the band width of a tuned circuit at a resonant frequency of 262 kc
if the circuit Q is 25?
44. Plot the series resonance curves (Q vs. f,) for a eircuit havin11: a capacitance of
100 µµ[ and an inductance of 253 µh. Assume the impressed voltage to he 500 mv
and plot curves for the conrlitions when R equals 5 ohms and when R equal~ 10 ohms.
45. Plot the parallel resonance curvPs (Z vs. f,) for a circuit having a capacitance
of 100 µµf and an inductance of 253 µh. Plot two curves, one for the condition when
R equals 5 ohms and the other when R equals 10 ohms.
46. A 2000-ohm 50-watt resistor has an inductance of 3 µh. What is the impedance of the resistor at (a) fiOO cycles? (b) 500 kc? (c) 1500 kc? (d) 4 me? (c)
15 me? (f) G5 me?
47. The 2000-ohm 50-watt resistor of Prob. 46 has a distributed capacitance of
2 µµf. If the inductance is neglected and only the resistance arnl distributed c-apadtaucc are considered, what is its imperlance at (a) 500 cycles? (b) 500 kc? (c)
1500 kc? (d) 4 me? (e) 15 me? (f) 6.~ me?
48. The 2000-ohm 50-watt resistor referred to in Probs. 46 and 47 has an inductance of 3 µh and a distributPd capacitance of 2 µµf. Considering all three effects,
what is its impedance at (a) 500 cycles? (b) 500 kc? (c) 1500 kc? (d) 4 me?
(e) 15 me? (J) 65 me'?
49. A 2.5-mh choke has a resistance of 70 ohms. If its distributed capacitance is
ignored, what is it5 impedance at (a) 460 kc? (b) 1600 kc? (c) 4 me? (d) 15 me?
60. If the choke coil of Prob. 49 has a distributed capacitance of 1 µuf, what is its
impPrlance at (a) 460 kc? (b) 1600 kc? (c) 4 me? (d) 15 me?
61. It i~ desired that a filter l'hoke ha\"ing a rPsistanre of 80 ohms oppose the flow
of a 60-cycle rurrent with twenty times the opposition that it offer8 to direct r,urrent.
"'hat is th(, imlm·ta1we of the coil?
62. (a) To whieb type of enrrent will a 0.05-µf capacitor offer the greater opposition, a 4000-cyelc a-f signal or a 1600-kc r-f signal? (b) How many timr-s grr-atr-r is
the lar11:er impPd:rnce than the s11rnller impedance? (c) Which type of current is
blocked by this eapaeitor?
63. A 20-mh choke eoil and a 500-µµf capacitor arc conm•ctl'd as shown in Fig.
2-Hc to form a low-pass filter eircuit. "'hat opposition is offered by the capacitor
(a) to the highPst frequency audio signal usually obtai1H'd in a radio receiH,r (5000
cyelc>s)? (b) To the lowest frequency carrier wave usually obtained in a radio receiver
(500 kc)? \Yhat opposition is offered by the inductor (c) to a 5000-cycle signal?
(d) To a 500-kc signal?
64. A 4-henry ehoke coil and a 0.1-µf capacitor are connected as shown in Fig.
2-46c to form a high-pass filtPr eircuit. What opposition is offered by the capacitor
(a) to 60 cyc]ps (power disturhanees)? (b) To a 1200-(•yclc a-f signal? What opposi•ion is offered by the inductor (c) to 60 cycles? (d) To a 1200-cycle a-f signal?
65. A 5000-ohm resistor and a 0.5-µf capacitor are connected in paralkl to form a
resistor-capaeitor filter circuit. (a) \Yhat impedance does the capacitor offer to a
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5000-cycle current? (b) Which path will the major portion of the 5000-cycle current
take?
56. A circuit similar to the one shown in Fig. 2-52a is to be used in the r-f stage of a
receiver. It is desircrl that the capacitor offer an impedance of one hundred times that
of the resistor, whose value is 7500 ohms. What size capacitor is required if the
signal is 1500 kc?
67. A 7200-uhm resistor and a 20-µf capacitor are connected as shown in Fig.
2-52b. (a) What impedance dof's the capacitor offer to a 100-cycle a-f signal? (b)
Will the a-f signal take the path of the capacitor or of the resistor?
58. A mutual-inductive-coupled circuit is shown in Fig. 2-75, to!!;ether with the
circuit values. Find (a) the imp('dancc coupled into the primary by the secondary,
(b) the equivalent resistanre component of the coupl('d impedance, (c) the equivalent
M=008mh

,--------,
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456kc
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reactance component of the coupled impeda:ice, (d) the equivalent circuit diagram,
(e) the effective impedance of the primary, (J) the primary current, (g) the secondary
voltage, (h) the secondary current.
59. A.n audio transformer with a 3 to 1 step-up ratio has an inductance of 80
henries and a resistance of 100 ohms on its primary side. The inductance of the
secondary windini-i; is 720 henries and its resistance is 1000 ohms. (a) \\nat value of
inductance is reflected to the primary by the secondary? (b) \\'hat value of resistance
is reflected to the primary by the secondary? (c) If a load impedance of 7200 ohms
is connected across the secondary, what value of impedance is reflected tu the primary
by the secondary? (d) \\-'hat value of inductance does the primary reflect to the
secondary? (e) What value of resistance does the primary reflect to the secondary?
60. An audio transformer with a 2.5 to l step-up ratio has an inductance of 50
henries and a resistance of 80 ohms on its primary side. The .inductance of the secondary winding is 312.5 h,;nries and its resistance is .~00 ohms. (a) What value of
inductance is reflected by the primary to the secondary? (b) \vnat value of resistance
is reflected by the priniary to the secondary? (c) \\liat value of inductance is reflected
by the secondary to the primary? (d) \\11at value of resistance is reflected by the
secondary to the primary? (e) Tf the loa<l on the secondary has a capacitance of
200 µµf, what is the reflected capacitance at the primary side?
61. (a) 'What is the approximate width of the frequency band passed by a bandpass amplifier circuit having a resonant frequency of 260 kc and a coefficient of coupling of 0.03? (b) What value of coefficient of coupling is required to produce a band
width of 10 kc? (c) Tf the primary and ser:ondary Q's are equal, what is their value
for the condition of coupling in (a)? (d) If the primary and secondary Q's are equal,
what is their value for the condition of coupling in (b)?
62. A band-pass filter to be used in the i-f amplifier of a radio receiver is to pass a
band 10 kc wide centering about a frequency of 465 kc. (a) What is the coefficient
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of coupli11g? (b) What is the circuit Q? (c) \\'bat is the capacitance of the tuning
capacitors if tlw primary and secondary inductances arc both 2 mh?
63. It is desired that a hand-pass cirenit usNI in the i-f amplifier of a radio receiver
pass a band JO kc wicle. The circuit Q is equal to 40. (a) What value of coefficient
of roupling is required? (b) What are the extreme limits of the frequency baud
pas~f'd? (c) What is the capacit:rnce of the tuning capacitors if the inductance of
the primary and secondary windings are G mh each?
64. A low-current <l-!' relay that has an imluctancc of 25 hcnrics is eonneet('<l i:1
series with a 1000-ohm resistor to form an R-L time-delay control circuit operated 011
a 1 IO-volt d-c circuit. (a) What is the time constant of the circuit? (b) If the relay
closes when the eurrent readies 88 ma, what time elapsrs between closing the line
switch and operation of the n•lay?
66. A low-current <l-c relay having an inductance of 10 hPnries is to close 0.02
second after the line switch is clo~ed. "'hat value resistor should be connecte<I in series
with the relay if it closes when the current rC"achcs (u) 63.2 per cent of its final v1tlue?
(b) 80 per cent of its final value?
66. A hroadcast-bari<l receiwr is to have an R-C circuit with a time constant of
0.2 sl'cond for its ave circuit. (a) \\"hat value rPsiRtor is required if a 0.1-µf capacitor
is us('(.\? (b) \Yhat value resistor is rPqnirPll if a 0. I.'i-µf capacitor is used? (c) \\'hat
value capacitor is required if a I-megohm resistor is usecl '?
67. A gri1l-leak detC"ctor cir<"nit contains a 250-µµf capacitor shunted by a 1-mC'gohrn re:;istor. (a) \\'hat is the time constant of this cirl'uit? (b) If the highest a-f
signal to be appli<'d to th<' cirf'uit is 5000 rydes, what is tlw time !'('quired to complete
on<' of th~R<' cycl!'s? (c) ·cndC"r the conditions of (a) and (b) will the capacitor ev~r
become completely discharged? (cl) Explain answer to (c).
68. A 0.05-µf capacitor and a 0.5-megohm resistor are connC"cted to form an H-C
circuit. ThP R-C combination is connrctcd to a 250-volt, !l-c source. (a) \\'hat time
is requirC'd for the voltage acro$H the capacitor to reach 50 volts, 100 volts, 200 volts?
(b) \Yhat curr<'nt flows when the switch is elose<l'l (c) What curreut flows when the
Yoltagc across thr capacitor reaehrs 200 volts? (d) If the capacitor is fully charged
and is then rlischargnl through the 0.5-megohrn r<'sistor, what is the current at the
instant it starts to dischargr'! (c) What is the value of th!, voltage RC seeonrls aft('r
the capacitor starts t::> discharge? (f) At what time will the eapacitcr be discharged
to half YOltagc?

CHAPTER III
SIMPLE RECEIVING CIRCUITS
Radio transmitters throughout the world are simultaneously sending
out their modulated radio waves in all directions. A modulated wave is
produced by properly combining the audio signal to be transmitted with
the carrier wave of the transmitter. A carrier wave, an audio signal,
and the resulting modulated carrier wave are shown in .Fig. 3-1. A radio
receiver makes it possible to listen to the audio signals sent out from any
one of the transmitters within the range of the receiver. The basic
operations arc the same for a simple crystal receiver as for a complex

(aJ

<b)

(c)

FIG. 3-1.-\Vave forms of currents used in radio transmission. (a) High-frequency carrier
wave, (b) audio signal wave, (c) modulated earrier wave.

modern receiver using vacuum tubes. Through the study of the operations of the crystal receiver the basic functions can easily be understood;
the inclusion of vacuum tubes at this time would only complicate the
subject. Once the fundamental operations of a radio receiver are thoroughly understood, they can then be applied to vacuum-tube receivers.
3-1. Functions of a Receiver. The essential functions of a receiver
are: (1) to receive the various waves sent out by radio transmitters;
(2) to select the desired radio wave and to exclude all others; (3) to
separate the audio signal wave from the modulated carrier wave; (4) to
convert the audio signal to sound waves. Observation of :Fig. 1-11 will
show that the fttndarncntal operations of a receiver and transmitter are
similar but are used in reverse order.
·when a radio wave cuts through a conductor it induces a voltage, or
electrical pressure, in that conductor. This electrical pressure causes
the free electrons in the conductor to be drawn toward the positive
131
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terminal of the antenna circuit, thus set.ting up an dectric current in
that conductor. In a radio receiver this conductor is eallcd the antenna.
At any instant, a munber of different radio wavPs are cutting through
the receh·ing antenna, and each induces a voltage in the antenna. Since
the Rignal of only one station should be heard ai one time, some provision
must be made for Reparating the desired signal from the others. The
part of the receiver performing this function is called the selector or the
tuner. \Vhen a receiver is properly tuned, the modulated carrier \\·ave
of only the desired station is utilized. The next function of the r<'ceiver
is to separate the audio signal "·ave from the modnlaie<l cal'l'iPr \Yave.
This function is called detection and the part of the receiver doing this
work is called the detector.

Defee/ion

Reproduction

Frn. 3-2.-SrhPmatk diagram of a simple crystal rereiver.

A sound may be heard when air is set into motion and vibrates in a
manner corresponding to the frequency of that sound. The final function of the receiver therefore is to convert the audio-frequency signals
from electrical impulses to sound waves. This is accomplished by causing
a diaphragm to vibrate in accordance \\'ith the variations in strength
and frequency of the audio signals. The unit that performs this function
is known as the audible dcl'ice and may be either a set of earphones or a
loudspeaker.
These four functions are performed by the simple receiving circuit
shown in Fig. 3-2, in the following manner: (1) the antenna receives the
radio waves; (2) the desired signal is selected by adjusting the slide-wire
tuning coil; (3) the crystal detector allows only the audio component of
the modulated wave to flow through it; (·1) the earphones change the
electrical impulses of the audio signals into sound waves.
3-2. Reception. Type.~ of Recefring Antennas. An antenna is a wire
or system of wires made up in one of several forms and installed at
sufficient height above the ground so that it is free from any surronnding
objects. Throughout the development of radio numerous types of
receiving antennas have been used. Some of these are still being used,
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while others have become obsolete. Three simple types of antennas are
shown in Fig. 3-4; these forms were used in the early stages of radio
development an<l some arc still being used.
Insulator

Antenna

Coil

Earphones

~ Ground clamp
FIG, 3-3.-Illustration of the parts and circuit of the simple crystal receiver shown in
Fig. 3-2.

(a)

fbJ

(cJ
FIG. 3-4.-Three types of simple antennas. (a) Inverted L with end connected lead-in,
(b) T type with center connected lead-in, (c) doublet type with ceuter connected lead-in.

Purpose of the Antenna. The purpose of the antenna is to intercept as
much of the radio-frequency power radiated by the transmitting station
as is possible. This is true for all receiving antennas regardless of type
or construction. The amount of voltage induced in an antenna will
depend on the power- and frequency of the transmitter, the distance
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from the transmitter to the receiver, and the length, location, and direct.ion of the receiving and transmitting antennas.
Although the power of a transmitter may be 50,000 watts or more
and the antenna voltage may be as high as 50,000 volts, only a few microwatts of po1Ycr arc picked up by the receiving; antenna and the value of
the induced voltage is only in microvolts. The voltage induced i11 a
receiving antenna decrem,es as the distarn·e from the transmitting antenna
increases. Because of this, the signal from a low-power station cannot
be heard over great distances.
Factors Affecting the Manner of Constntction of an Antenna. In order
to obtain the maximum signal input for a receiver, it is necessary that the
antenna intercept the maximum amount of energy possible from the

(a)
lb)
(c)
FIG. 3-5.-Thrce types of loop antennas. (a) Early loop antenna, (b) loop antenna used
in 1nodern receivers, (c) loop antenna u.scd in 1nodern receivers.

transmitted wave. This is accomplished by constructing the receiving
antenna in such a manner that its flat top will be in the direction that will
enable it to intercept the maximum amount of energy from the transmitted wave.
H is not possible to have a receiving antenna pick up the maximum
energy of the signal transmitted by each broadcasting station. 1n the
early days of radio, the antenna was generally installed so that it would
pick up the maximum amount of energy from the weakest station. The
direction of the receiving antenna is no longer as important a factor
as in the past because of the incrcm,Pd power of tlw modern trnnsmitters,
and because of the inrn)asc>d over-all sensitivity of the modern receivers.
In early radio sets, a loop antenna was mounted on the top of the
receiver. These loop antennas (see Fig. :~-5) could be rotated so that
the maximum signal inp11t could be obtained for all stations. The
modern midget and portable receivers are constrncted with a loop antenna
mounted in the receiver. The effect of the rela1ive directions of the
receiving and transmitting antennas on these receivers can sometimes
be observed by changing the position of the receiver, thus changing tbe
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relative position of the receiving and transmitting antennas. It may
be observed that although the maximum signal input is received from
one station for a certain position of the receiver, the signal from another
station may be very weak for the same position.
The antenna should be mounted higher than the buildings surrounding
it; otherwise some of the radio waves may be prevented from cutting
through the antenna. Its length is generally determined by the building on which it is to be mounted. If the antenna becomes too long, it
may become necessary to connect a capacitor in series with it. This is
discussed in greater detail in the article on tuning.
The best operation of a radio receiver can only be obtained when it is
used with a properly constructed antenna. In a simple receiver, eith '1
a crystal type or a one-tube set, successful operation depends upon the
strength and the quality of the input signal, since there is little or no
l,1

R2

Lz

-;

Radio
G receivr;.

L

c,,

FIG. 3-6. -Electrical characteristics of the antenna circuit.

provision made for amplification. The greater efficiency of the modern
complex multitube superheterodyne receivers cannot be obtained unless
the input signal strength is much greater than that of the undesirable
noises that arc also picked up.
3-3. Electrical Characteristics of the Antenna. Equivalent Circuit
of the Antenna. If a receiving antenna is divided into a number of equal
lengths, each division can be represented by a resistor, an inductor, and a
capacitor. Electrically this circuit can be represented as shown in Fig.
3-6. The effect of the inductances L1, L2, Lg, l,4, . . . is produced by the
high-frequency currents induced in the antenna. The capacitors C1, C2
C 3, C4, • • • represent the capacitances existing between the antenna acting as one plate of a capacitor, the ground as the other plate, and the air
as the dielectric. The resistance of the wire and the resistance of the
ground are represented by the resistors R1, R2, R3, R4, etc. Applying the
rules for adding resistors in series, inductors in series, and capa,citors in
parallel, the total resistance, inductance, and capacitance of the antenna
circuit may be calculat.ed as follows:
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HA = Hi + R2 + Ila + H4 ·
LA = Li + L2 + La + £4 · · ·
CA = Ci+ C2 +Ca+ c4 • ' '

(3-1)
(3-2)
(3-3)

Tlw equivalent circuit may be represented as a series resonant circuit,
as shown in Fig. 3-7. As resistance impedPs the flow of electric
current, the amount of signal current will vary inversely with the
A Radio
G,i
total
resistance of the cirenit. It
G recelite.
is therdore essential that the resistance should be as low as
practicable.
F10. 3-7.-Equivalent circuit of the antenna.
By substituting thC' valuC's of
LA and CA in Eq. (2-48), the resonant frequency of the ant<>nna circuit
may be determined.
Rxample 3-1. A typical receiving antenna circuit whose length is approximately
100 feet has an equivalent circuit capacitance of 200 µµ[ am! au equivalent circuit
inductance of 50 µh. "'hat is the resonant frequency of this antenna circuit?

Find:
f r -- .,•

Given:
CA= 200 µµ[
LA = 50 µh
Solution:

f,

=

159
VI,X/~ = V50

}.'jg

x 200 x io-•

=

l5HO kc

Fundamental Frcqncncy of the Antfnna. If the ant<>nna of Ex:1mple
3-1 is comwctPd to a crystal detector, a pair of earphones, and the ground
as showu in Fig. 3-Su, the audible signals sent out by a transmitting
station having a carrier frequency of 1500 kc will be heard in the earphones. The frequency of resonance of an antenna circuit is called the
fundamc;ital frequency of the antenna. The value of the fundamental
frequency will vary with the length and height of the antenna and should
be of such a value that it corresponds to the frequency range of the radio
waves to be received. For best results, the electrical characteristics of an
antenna circuit, whether it be used for broadcast, short-wave, or ultrahigh-frequency reception, should be such that its fundamental freciuency
will be slightly higher than the maximum frequency for which it is to be
used.
3-4. Variable Inductance Tuning. Timing. The antenna circuit of
Example 3-1 was found to have a fundamental frequency of 1500 kc. If
it were usNl in a circuit similar to Fig. 3-8, it would be possible to receive
the signal from a station transmitting at 1590 kc. In order to receive
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the signals of any other stations, it is necessary to change the resonant
frequency of the receiving circuit. This may be done by varying either
the capacitance or the inductance of the antenna circuit. The process of
selecting the signals from any one particular station is called tuning.

(bJ

{aJ

FIG. 3-8.-A simple crystal receiver circuit. (a) Circuit diagram showing the antenna,
crystal detector, earphones, and ground, (b) the equivalent circuit.

Tuning can therefore be accomplished by adjusting the antenna circuit
so that its frequency of resonance is the same as that of the station that
is to be heard.
Example 3-2. What frequency of resonance would the receiving circuit in
Example 3-1 have, if a 450-µh inductance is connected iu series with the antenna
circuit as shown iu Fiµ;. 3-9?

{a!
The circuit cli01gram

rb!
The equiv01lent circuit

Fm. 3-9.
Find:
fr=?

Given:

CA= 200 µµf
LA= 50 µh
Ls= 450 µh
Solution:

+ Ls =
= -- li>O - =

Lr = LA
fr

-VLrCA

50

+ 4/i0 =

500 µh

lSQ
= 503 kc
v500 X 200 X 10-•

If the 450-µh coil is made adjustable (Fig. :1-2) so that any amount of
inductance from zero to 450 µh can be connected in series with the
antenna circuit, the receiver can then he tuned for any frequency between
503 and 1590 kc.
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Slide-wire Tmiing Coil. A simple variable inductance coil com,ists of
a number of turns of wire wound about a cylindrical form. A narrow
band of insulation, approximately ¼inch wide, is removed along the full
length of tho coil. A brass bar is mounted along the entire length of the
coil and a sliding contact with sp1ing action is placed on this bar so that
contact can be made between the bar and any turn of wire. This type of

Fw. 3-10.-A slidc-"-irc tuning coil.

variable inductance was used in the early stages of radio development,
and Fig. 3-10 is an ilhtstmtion of a slide-wire tuning coil.
V ariometer. The slide-wire tuning coil is not very efficient because
the contact between the slider and the coil turns in time becomes poor
owing to oxidation and because the spring loses its tension with use. A
more efficient method has been developed by using the principles of
mutual inductance. Two coils, one stationary and the other mm·able,
are con11ected in series. The movable coil is so
mounted that it is free to rotate inside of the stationary coil. This type of unit is called a variometer and is shown in Fig. 3-11. Tho inductance of
ihe variometer can be varied from minim11m to
maximum by varying the position of the movable
coil. By connecting tho two coils in series so
that they arc either aiding or opposing, a wide
range of inductances may be obtained (see Art.
2-5). Another method of increasing tho range of
FIG. 3-11.-A variometer.
· l
·
indnctancc of the variomctcr is to prone
e a series
of taps taken off the stationary coil at various numbers of turns and
connect them to the contacts of a rotary switch.
The circuit diagram of a simple crystal receiving circuit using a
variometer is quite similar to that for one using a slide-wire tuning coil.
Figure 3-12 shows the connections necessary for a circuit using a variometer having a tapped secondary.
3-5. Variable Capacitance Tuning. Instead of varying the inductance and keeping the capacitance of the antenna circuit constant, the
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capacitance may be varied and the inductance kept constant. A simple
crystal receiver circuit using a variable capacitor for tuning is shown in
Fig. 3-13a. When the capacitor is adjusted so that its rotor plates are
completely out of mesh, the capacitance is
theoretically zero. With the capacitor in I l
this position, no capacitance is added to the
circuit, and therefore it will tune to the same
frequency as it would without the capacitor.

(al

RA

~f~~~1_·c____~
fbJ

Fw. 3-12.-Circuit diagram of a
simple crystal receiver using a variometer having a tapped secondary coil.

Fw. 3-13.-A simple cr)·stal
receiver circuit usi;,_g a variable
capacitor for tuning. (a) The
circuit diagram, (b) the equivalent circuit.

If the capacitance of the circuit is increased by adding a capacitor in
parallel, the frequency of resonance is decreased in the same manner as
by adding an inductance in series with the circuit.
Example 3-3.

What capacitance must the variahlc capacitor in Fig;. 3-13a have

if it is to be used with the antenna circuit of Example 3-1 and provide the same fre-

quency range?
Given:

Find:

C=?

LA = 50 µh

CA = 200
Frequency range

µµf

= 503 to 1590 kc

Solution:
'Gsing Eq. (2-50):

CT
C

25,300
-

f;LA

25,300

0 002 f
.
µ
0.002 - 0.0002 = 0.0018 µf

- 503 X 503 X 50 -

= CT - CA =

3-6. Two-circuit Tuner. Method of Isolating the Resistance in the
Antenna Circuit. In the receiving circuits just di,;cusscd, the antenna
circuit was a part of the tuning circuit. The effect of the inductance and
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the capacitance upon the tuning circuit has been described but the effect
of the resistance has not yet been mentioned. In Art. 2-23 it was shown
that resistance in a series tuned circuit decreases the current flow and
broadens its tuning. This is also illustratecl by the cmTes A, B, and C
of Fig. 3-1-1. These curves represent a series tuned circuit with thrne
different values of circuit resistance, but "·ith each circuit tuned to a
resonant frequency of 1500 kc. The circuit with the least resistance,
100.-----.---....---..------~
Curve A
,,. R~Sn

80t----+-----,..-+-----+--+--+---,
10
V)

~

t6o ---· E
ts

O~-~-~--,..,....-'---~--'
1410

FIG. 3-1-1.·

C'mTl'S

1480

1490 1500 1510
1520
Frequency, kilocycles

1530

showing the effect of resistance upon the tuning c-ir,•uit.

repn'f.;ent,ed by cun·e A, prnvides a hight'r signal current and sharper
tnning than the circuits represented by cu1Tes n and C.
By using the transformer principle, the resistance of the antenna
circuit can be isolated from the tuning circuit. This is clone by connecting the primary winding of the transformer bet"·een the antenna and the
ground and the secondary winding to the detector and earphones. It
should be noted that a Yariable capacitor is connected across the secondary winding in order to tune the circuit and that the detector and earphones are then connected to the circuit in the same manner as in the
circuits previonsly discussed. This type of tnning circuit is called a twocircuit tuner, and Fig. 3-15 shows a wiring diagram of such a cirruit.
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The two-circuit tuner provides better selectivity and a higher signal
current output than the methods previously described.
The magnetic field about the primary winding will vary in accordance
with the high-frequency voltage variations induced in the antenna circuit.
This magnetic field link;; the secondary
winding and sets up an induced voltage
that corresponds to the variations of
voltage in the antenna circuit. The
variable capacitor and the secondary
winding of the transformer form a series
resonant circuit, whose frequency of
FIG. 3-15.-Circuit diagram of a
resonance is determined by the capaci- simple crystal rc,·civcr using a twotance of the variable capacitor and the circuit tuner and a variable capacitor,
inductance of the second~ry winding of the transformer.

IJ

Example 3-'1. A variable capacitor having a capacitance of 250
rndio receiver to tune the secondary of the r-f transformer to 500 kc.
inductance must the sccond:uy winding have?
Given:
C = 250 µ,µ,f
f, = 500 kc

is used in a
What value of

µ,µ,f

Find:
Ls=?

Solution:

Using Eq. (2-40)

L

8

=

25,300
f?C

=

25,300
500 X 500 X 250 X 10-•

h
= '104·6 µ,

Ratio of Primary and Sec01~dary Voltages. The ratio of the voltages
acrnss the primary and secondary windings of an r-f transformer used in
a tuning circuit will not be equal to the ratio of the number of turns alone.
The voltage ratio is dependent upon the ratio of the number of turns,
the coefficient of coupling, and the Q of the tuned circuit. In A.rt.
2-20 it. was shown that at resonance the voltage across the inductor of a
series tuned circuit is Q times greater than- the applied voltage. Since
the secondary is part of a series tuned circuit (sec Art. 2-19) and since its
circuit Q is generally high, it can be seen that the secondary voltage will
be much higher than that resulting from transformer action alone.
This gain in voltage is another advantage of the two-circuit tuner.
3-7. LC Tables. Observation of the equation for finding the resonant
frequency of a tuned circuit [Eq. (2-48)] shows that the frequency of
resonance is dependent upon the product of two variable quantities,
namely, the inductance L and the capacitance C. Jt can be further
observed that for each value of the product of L times C there can be
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only one frequency at which resonance occun,, an(! conversely there can
he only one LC product for ('a,ch resonant frequency.
The values of the LC product for frequencies between 300 kc an<l GOO
me arc arrangc•d i11 tabular form in Appendix XIV. In this table L is
cxprr.ssed in microhenrics, C in microfarads, and fin kilocycles. Cse of
this table simplifies the calenlations necessary to determine the frequency
of re:sonance when eithrr the inductance or the capacitance of a tuned
circuit is k11om1.
Bxcunple 3-5. If the inductance of a tuned circuit is 100 µh what value of capacitnnce is required to produce resonance at 3000 kc?

Find:

CivPn:

C=?

= 100 µh
f, = 3000 kc
L,

Sulution:
l,C

= 0.002811 (from Appendix XIV)

C =

;:z

=

Cs

L

~r

Cv

'
'
Fw. 3-rn.

Given:

O_.ofiill = 0.00002811

µf

= 28.11

µµf

Example 3-G. A tuned circuit having an
inductance of 2HO µh is resonant at 500 kc when
its variable capa('itor is SPt at its maximum value
of 350 µµf, What value of capacitance must be
conn<'ctPd in series with the variable capacitor in
order that tho circuit will be resonant at 1500 kc
"·hen the variable capacitor is sot at its maximum
value?

Find:

I,= WO µh
f, = 1500 kc
C = 350 µµf

c.~

= Y

Solution:

LC = 0.01124 (from Appendix XIV)
n
l,C
0.01124
\JT = T, = = 0.0000388 µf = 38.8
200
Using Eq. (2-24b)

µ,µ,f

Cs = _ Cr_C _ _ ~8-~ 35~ = 43 3 µµ£
C - C7,
350 - 38.8
.

3-8. Crystal Detectors. Detector Action. In the discussion on the
functions of a receiver, it was stated that the purpose of a detector is to
separate the audio-frequency signal wave from the modulated carrier
wave. The manner in which this is accomplished may be seen from
Fig. 3-17. Curve a rPpresents the modulated wave as it is transmitted
by the broadcasting station and also as it is received by the radio receiver.
This is also a typical representation of the output of the tuning circuit.
The form of the sound wave is represented by the envelope formed by
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joining the peaks of each individual cycle of the modulated wave. This
envelope is the same for both halves of the cycle but is opposite in direction. Therefore, in order to obtain the sound wave either half of the
alternating current cycle may be used.
A crystal offers very litt 1e resistance to current flowing into it and a
very high resistance to current flowing out of it. Crystals can therefore
be used as rectifiers of alternating currents and, since detection is a process
of rectification, they can he used as detectors. Curves b and c of Fig.
3-17 represent the wave after it has been reetifil cl.
0

-(a)

~

A' C

{b)

{c)
FrG. 3-17.-Wavcform of a radio signal at various stages in a receiver. (a) As received
by the antenna, (b) rectified current waveform at the detector, (c) ,., crage current output
from the detector.

Construction aml Operation of a Crystal Detector. The crystal detector
generally consists of a crystal and a very fine wire called a catwhisker.
In order to hold the crystal rigid, it is mounted in a metal alloy having a
very low melting point. The catwhisker is fastened to an adjustable arm
pivoted so that it can make contact with any part of the crystal. Various
mineral substances such as galena, carborundum, silicon, iron pyrites,
etc., may be used as the crystal, the most popular being galena and
carborundum.
When a high-frequency modulated voltage is applied to the crystal
detector, the catwhisker and crystal are alternately made positive and
negative for each half-cycle. When the cryi:;tal ii:; made positive, the free
electrons are attracted to it, and since its resistance is very low, current
will flow into the crystal during this half-cycle. When the catwhisker
is made positive, it attempts to draw the free electrons to it, and, since
the resistance of the crystal is very high when current attempts to flow
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out of it, very little or no current will flow during this half-cycle. This
action is repe:1ted for each cycle of the high-frequency alternating current
applied to the detector. The resultant wave is shown in Fig. :3-l 7b.
The high-frequency varying current will therefore flow in only one
direction. A small amount of current may flow in the opposite <lirectioH,
the amount varying with the quality of the crystal, b11t it is generally
ignorC'd 8ince its ratio to the rectified cmTellt is small. A goocl nystal
detPctor will ahnost entirely eliminate the flow of current in one direction.
,;1djuslinq
/mob

Terminal-~ ·

(a)

Cry.sh!.,

'°""''j::)

Cal

r~Jc ~
\

:,±rWj

-~Mk"

\ '/nsulatinq 1
·•-,,:·\ bead
·•, Wax seal /

:

,.·</:

1

',·Leads-/

lb)
Fm. 3-18.-Crystal detectors.

(a) Adjustable type, (b) sealed fixed-position type.

3-9. Audible Device. Siul'e the human ear does not respond to
variations in electric currents or voltages, these variations must be converted to sound waves. The ordinary telephone receiver could be used
for this purpose but was found to be too heavy and inconvcniC'nt. A
modified cow,trnction that is much lighter in weight and that has two
earpieces is used. Jt is known by such uames as headset, earphones,
watchcase receiver, phones, etc.
Construction of 11arphones. Earphones operate on the electromagnetic principle, and the construction of both earpieces is the same.
Figure 3-Hlb is a cross-section diagram showing tho construction of a
typical earphone. Two permanent magnets, N and S, arc 11sed as cores
for the coil8 C1 and C2 • A curved permancllt magnet D connects these
two pole pieces and forms a U-shaped magnet, which provi<les more
unifo1·m action than two single magnets. Each coil is wouud with several
thousand turns of very small insulated copper wire, generally No. 40 or
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smaller. The two coils are connected in series so that the signal current
will pass through both windings. The magnetic field produced by this
current will either aid or oppose the constant field of the permanent
magnet, depending on the direction in which the current flows through
the coils. A thin, flexible, soft-iron diaphragm E, approximately 0.005
inch thick, is mounted above the pole pieces and very close to them.
The edge of the diaphragm rests on the case A and is held fixed by the
cap B.
Operation of Earphones with Alternating Ciirrent. When no current
flows through the coils, the magnetism of the pole pieces attracts the
diaphragm and bends it slightly. This initial deflection is shown as
position 1 in Fig. 3-!Hb. If an alternating current is caused to flow
through the coils, this force of attraction will be increased for one half
2,,

DicrphraqmE

~~filt=p74z!~~·~·

Cap B
.~~~¥~~;,;;;;;=~;;;~~1,;J-Ridge

Lead
(a)

FIG, 3-19.-Earphones.

·• .... Curved permcrnenf magnet I)

(b)
(a) A set of earphones, (b) cross-section view shuwiug the construction of an earphone.

of the cycle and decreased during the other half. During the half-cycle
when the current flowing aids the magnetic field of the permanent magnet, the diaphragm will be attracted to position 2. When the current is
reversed its field opposes the permanent magnet's original field and the
force of attraction is decreased to a value less than that required to produce the initial deflection. The diaphragm will therefore spring to
position 3. At the end of the cycle no current is flowing so the diaphragm
returns to position 1.
The diaphragm therefore makes a complete vibration for each cycle
of an alternating current. Its motion will depend on the variation of
current flowing through the coils. The rapid vibration of the diaphragm
sets the surrounding air into motion, and sound waves will be produced.
If the frequency of the current flowing through the coils is within the
audible range, the sound waves produced by the vibrations of the diaphragm (which are of the same frequency) may be heard by the human
ear.
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Operation of Earphones with Varying Unidirectional Current. It is
not necessary to have alternating current flowing through the coils to
produce vibrations of the diaphragm. A varying unidirectional current
will cause the diaphragm to vibrate in the same manner that the unidirectional current varies. By referring to Fig. 3-17b it can be seen that at
the instant A no current is flowing from the detector and the diaphragm
will remain at its initial deflection. At the instant B the maximum

1----

Reception -- ---t----Seleclion----r---Oefecfion----r--Reprodvc!ion---1

· ~ '

'

'IOOO~llf. I Dlmm +~'

1600kc

'fr=I000kc

Fro. 3-20.-Diagrarn of a crystal detector receiving circuit and the typo of current flowing
through each of its parts.

amount of current is flowing and the strength of the pole pieces will be
increased; the diaphragm is then deflected to position 2. At the instant
C the current flow is again zero and the diaphragm should return to its
initial deflection. The inertia of the diaphragm is too great to follow
these rapid variations in current changes, hence before the diaphragm
has a chance to return to its initial deflection, the current is again forcing
it in the opposite direction. The diaphragm of the audible device,
therefore, is not actuated by the instantaneous variations in current
indicated by the envelope formed by joining the peak values of each
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cycle, but by the average of these instantaneous currents. The curve
shown at c in Fig. 3-17 is identical in every respect to the ones in a and b
except for intensity. A small capacitor is generally connected across the
earphones to provide a low impedance path for the r-f currents. Figure
3-20 shows the complete circuit diagram for a crystal detector circuit
and the type of signal current flowing through each of its parts.
Action of the Radio-frequency Hy-pass Capacitor. The small capacitor
connected across the earphones provides an easy path for the r-f cunents
and thus allows only the varying direct current to flow through the earphones. It also increases the strength of the signal current flowing
through the audible device, which is accomplished in the following
manner. The capacitor is charged during the half-cycle that current
flo,vs from the detector aud discharges during the half-cycle when no
current flows. Since it cannot discharge the current through the crystal
it must discharge it througl1 the earphones. This action causes current
to flow through the earphones during the interval when no current is
flowing from the crystal. It thereby maintains a varying unidirectional
current flow through the phones, the value of which is almost equivalent
to the peak value of the radio-frequency variations in current. This
capacitor therefore eliminates the radio-frequency pulsations and
increases the audio-frequency voltage across the phones. This capacitor
should not be too large, otherwise it will by-pass the audio-frequency
currents as well as the radio-frequency currents.
The use of earphones is inconvenient for radio sets in the home since
under this condition only one person at a time can listen to the radio
program. In order that more than one person may listen to the radio
and at the same time enjoy the comforts of the home, it becomes necessary to amplify the signals so that they can operate a loudspeaker. As
the vacuum tube provides an excellent means of amplifying the currents,
circuits have been developed to provide amplification b_y use of these
tubes. It is thus essential to understand the theory and operation of
vacuum tubes, which is presented in the following chapters.
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QUESTIONS
1. How do the basic operations of a simple crystal receiver compare with those of

a complex multitube modern receiver?
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2. ;\nm(' the four cssc-ntial functions of a recc-iv<'r.
3. Explain briefly eaeh of the four essential functions of a rne1·ivcr.
4. D<'fine antenna. Xamc and describe the construction of three eommon types
of nntenna.
6. What factors determine the power induced in nn nntcnna?
6. How do the power and voltage at a r<'(·<'iviug antenna compare with the
power a11d voltnge at thP trnnsmitting antenna'?
7. Descrilie three faetorn that must he taken into consideration when construeting a receiving antenna.
8. \Yhat is the advantav;e of the loop nntcnnn?
9. What is meant by the fundamental frequency of an antenna?
10. What factor determines the desir<'d el1·ctrical charnctcristics of the antenna
circuit?
11. Explain the principle of variable inductance tuning.
12. Exphin the advantages and disndvantagcs of varying the inductance by use of
(a) a slide-wire tuner, (b) a Yariometer.
13. Explain the prin<'ip!P of variable capacitance tuning.
14. Describe the two-circuit tuner.
16. Describe two advantages of the two-circuit tuner. Explain how each of the
advantages is obtained.
16. What is nwant hy the LC product? What is the purpose of the LC tabks?
17. What is the purpose of the detector? Explain its action.
18. "\Vhnt property docs a crystal possess that makes it possible to use the crystal
as n detector?
19. Expluin the operation of a crystal detector when a high-frcqucn<·y mod11lat<"d
,·oltagc is !lpplied to it.
20. Explain tlw ha~ic prin<'iplc of operation of the ('arphoncs.
21. Explain the operation of an earphone wlwn the following types of e11rrt•11t :ire
flowing in itR roils: (n) altc'rnating currcut, (b) var~·ing unidin'c·tional <·11rrP11t..
22. \\'hat is th<' pnrpost• of 1·ounccting a capacitor in parallel with the earphones'(
23. Explain the action of the r-f by-pass eapacitor.
24. Should the capacitance of the r-f by-pass capacitor be large or small? Why?

PROBLEMS
1. The inclm:tance of an antenna circuit is eq11al to 60 µh and its capadtaucc is

eq11al to 188 µµf. \Yhat is the resonant frequency of this antenna circuit?
2. The nntenna of l'roh. 1 is reconstructed so that its inductan!'e i;; reduc<'d to
40 µh and its <"apa<·itance is increased to 282 µµf. \\'hat is the resonant frequency of
this antenna circuit?
3. It is desirP(I that the fundamental frequency of an antenna circuit he cq1ml to
15,000 kc. If the capacitance of the antenna circuit is equal to 22.5 µµf, what value
of inductance is required?
4. It is desired that the fundamental frequency of an antenna circuit he equal to
6000 kc. If the inductance of the antenna circuit is equal to 8 µh, what value of
capacitance is r(J(ruircd?
5. The rc.,-sonant frequency of an antenna circuit having an iu<luctance of 40 µh is
equal to 1600 kc. What is the capacitanrfl of this cireuit.?
6. The resonant frequency of au antrnna cire11it having a capacitance of 140 µµf
is equal to 1.6 me. \\'hat is the inductance' of this circuit?
7. The capacitance of an antenna circuit is equal to 50 µµf an<l its inductance is
5.12 µh. What is its resonant frequeney?
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8. ~'hat resonant frequency will the antenna circuit of Prob. 1 have if a 3!l0-µh
inductance coil is connected in series with the antenna circuit?
9. W'hat value of inductance must be connected in series with tl1e antenna circuit of Prob. 2 in order that it will be resonant at 550 kc?
10. What is the resonant frequency of an antenna circuit having a capacitance of
200 µµf and an inductance of 10 µh when a 40-µh inductance coil is connected in
series with the antenna circuit?
11. \Vhat value of inductance must be connected in series with an antenna circuit
having an inductance of 5 µhand a capacitance of I 00 µµfin order to make it resonant
at 4.1 me?
12. A variable capacitor is connected in the antenna circuit as shown in Fig. :l-13.
The inductance of the antenna circuit is 124 µh and its capacitance is 188 µµf. (a)
What must the maximum value of the variable capacitor be in order to obtain resonance at 550 kc? (b) What is the frequency range of this circuit?
13. Repeat Prob. 12 for an antenna circuit whose inductance is 136 µh and whose
capacitance is 281 µµf.
14. A variable capacitor~having a maximum capacitance of 320 µµf is connected
across the seconrlary of an r-f transformer to tune the circuit to 500 kc. Wbat value
of inductance is required in the secondary winding?
16. Tt is dcsirerl to obtain various frequency bands by using plug-in coils and a
variable capacitor whose maximum capacitance is 260 µµf. What value of inductance
is required for the secondary of each coil in order to obtain a minimum frequency of
(a) 500 kc for range A, (b) 1,500 kc for range B, (c) 4 me for range C?
16. A variable capacitor having a maximum capacitance of 320 µµf is used with a
set of three plug-in coils in order to obtain three frequency bands. What value of
inductance is required for the secondary of each coil in order to obtain a minimum
frequency of (a) 550 kc for range A, (b) 1600 kc for range B, (c) 4.2 me for range C?
17. The inductance of a resonant circuit is 5.2 µh. (a) 'v\'hat value of capacitance
is required in this circuit to produce resonance at 5 me? (b) Check the answn by
using the LC tables.
18. The capacitance of a resonant circuit is 20 µµf. (a) What value of inductance
is required in this circuit to produce resonance at 30 me? (b) Check the answer by
using the LC tables.
19. A tuned circuit having an inductance of 328 µhis resonant at 550 kc when its
variable capacitor is at its maximum value of 260 µµf. What value of capacitance
must be connected in series with the variable capacitor in order that the circuit will
be resonant at 1500 kc when its maximum capacitance is being used?
20. A variable capacitor having a maximum capacitance of 350 µµf is connected
across the secondary of a rarlio-frequeney transformer in order to tune the circuit to a
minimum frequency of .'i.'i0 kc. (a) What value of inductance is required in the
secondary circuit? (b) What is the maximum frequency of the tuning circuit if its
minimum capacitance is 25 µµf?

CHAPTER IV
VACUUM TUBES
The va<·m1m tuhc i:-i oftc>u referred to a,; tlw !wart of radio because of
the vital part it play,; in the opt'ration of radio rc!'civPrs aud transmitters.
As the energy of a tmn::;mittc>d wave varies approximately as the inverse
of the square of the distaw:c between the transmitter aud receiver, the
signals from Par!y tmmm1itters did not have sufficient energy to actuate
the earphones of receiver,; many miles away. EuginePrs knew that, in
order to increase the range of radio communication, it would be necessary
to develop some method that would make it po:--siblc to :-;trengtlwn the
signal picked up at the receiver. The vacuum tube furnished this needed
means of amplificatimi and is used in all modern installations. The tube
receives the small amount of signal energy available and by its action,
and "·ith the aid of the re(•Piver's power supply, delivers a mu<'11 greater
amount of energy. The energy delivered by tho tube will be a magnified
replica of tho signal reC'eiwd.
1n addition to its use as an amplifier, the vacuum tube has many
other uses such aR grnorating, controlling, or rectifying voltages over a
wide range of frequeneies. The importance of the vacuum tube lies in its
ability to operate efficimtly ayer a wide range of frequencies and to eontrol almost in:-itantaneously tlw flow of millions of Plectnms. \'a<'lllllll
tt1bcs have a large yariety of uses in industrial equipment; in fact the
field of electronic dC\·iee:,; is practically unlimitc>d.
4-1. Edison Effect. While experimenting with the incandescent
lamp, Thomas A. Edison found that the carbon filaments hurned out
quite rapidly. In order to eemocly this fault, ho constrnetcd a special
lamp in which 11(' placed an additional electrode (sPe Fig. -!-1). Tho
filament was heated by tho current flowing from the generator. The
additional electrode, with a galvanometer connected in series, was connectrd first to the po::;itiyo terminal of the generator and then to the
uegat.h-e. \Yhen the electrode wa,: connected to the positive terminal
(Fig. 4-la), the galvanometer indicated a cnrrcnt flow from the plate to
tho filament, but wlwn the eJpctrode was connected to the nC'gative
terminal (Fig. --1-1/i), no cmwnt flow was inclicatrd on the galvanometer.
This phenomenon is known as the Edison c.ffect. Edison was interestC'd
mainly in the incamlP:--f'<'nt lamp, and tlwreforc the now important
J!;dison effeet, ap1warrd merely as a mcrnornnclmn in hi::; laboratory notefs.
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Professor J. A. Fleming of England later conducted experiments with
the incandescent lamp and in oue of his earlier experiments showed that,
if the cold electrode is heated to incandescence, an electric current may
be made to flow through the vacuum by use of an external battery.
Fleming succeeded in producing a curve showing the relation between the
voltage across the lamp and the current flowing through the vacuum.
In his search for a means of rectifying high-frequency alternating currents,
Fleming utilized the principles of the Edison effect and developed what
he referred to as an oscillation valve. He also proved that a unidirectional
current would flow in the cold electrode circuit even if an alternating
current were used to heat the filament. By this rectifying action, he
was able to use the tube as a detector of radio waves.

(a)
<b)
FIG. 4-1.-Edison effect. (a) Plate connected to the positive terminal of the generator
(b) plate connected to the negative terminal of the generator.

In 1905 Fleming patented the vacuum tube, then called the Fleming
valve. This tube, which consisted of a filament and a plate, is the simplest
type of vacuum tube is still used although it is now commonly referred
to as a diode. l\:lany present-day receivers use a diode as a detector,
and the rectifier tubes in a-c operated receivers are also diodes.
4-2. The Cathode. Purpose of the Cathode. All matter is made up
of molecules, each molecule containing one or more atoms and each at,om
containing a number of electrons and protons. When any substance
is heated, the speed of the electrons revolving about their nucleus is
increased and some electrons acquire sufficient speed to break away
from the surface of the material and go off into space. This action,
which is accelerated when the substance is heated in a vacuum, is utilized
in radio tubes to produce the necessary electron supply. When used for
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this purpose, the snbstnnec is called the cathode. All vacuum tt1bcs contain a cathode and one 01· more electrodes mot1ntc<l in an evacuated
cn\'Clope, which may be a glass bulb or a compact metal shell.
Pw-pose of the Heater. The cathode is an e:-;sential part of a vacuum
tube becau:,e it supplies the electrons necessary for its operation. The
electrons arc generally released from the cathode by the heating of the
cathode. The operation of the heater in a vacuum tube is based on
the principle that a conductoi- will radiate heat when an electric current
flows through it. The amount of heat that is radiated is dependent on
the material of which the conductor is made and the amount of current
flowing in the conductor. The source of power used to supply current
fur heating the cathode is generally referred to as the A power supply.
Directly IIeated Cathodes. A <lireetly heated cathode, called the
filament type, is one in which the beater is also the cathode. :;.\faterials
that arc good conductors arc found to be poor electron emitters; therefore
directly heated cathodes m1rnt be operated at high temperatmcs in order
to emit a sufficiPnt number of electrons. Various kinds of materials arc
used in the com,tructipn of directly heated cathodes.
TuNGSTJm. Tungsten filaments are made from pure tungsten; in
comparison to the other materials used as cathodes, tungsten is the
poorest emitter. In order to obtain a sufficient number of electrons,
this type of cathode must be heated to a high temperature, about 4300°
Fahrenheit. This causes the cathode to operate with a white glmv and
also requires a relatively large amount of filament power. It is, however,
very rugged and is used in large transmitting tubes where a high plate
voltage is necessary.
THORIATED TuxGSTEN. This type of filament is made from tungsten
bars that have been impregnated with thorium. Because of the presence
of thorium, the electron cmi:,;sion for a given filament temperature is
many 1,ime:,; greater than for pure tungsten. Les:,; power is required to
heat the fil:uncnt and the thoriated tungstPn is therefore more ecunomical
than pure tungsten. It is gPnerally operated at temperatures of approximately 3G00° Fahrenheit and produces a yellow glow at the cathode.
[ts main disadvantage is that the thorium wears off the surface of the
cathode and it then must be reactivated in order to bring more thorium
from the inside of the cathode to its smface. Thoriated tungsten
filaments are generally used for heating power tubes.
OxmE COATING. The oxide-coated filament is made by applying
successive coatings of calcium, barium, or strontium oxides, used separately or mixed, on a nickel-alloy wire. The oxide is baked on the filament after each application and a number of coats are applied in order to
form a relatively thick layer on the cathode. It has long life, is very
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efficient, and requires relatively little filament power to emit a sufficient
number of electrons. Oxide-coated filaments arc generally operated at
about 2200° l~ahrenheit and produce a dull red or orange glow at the
cathode. They cannot be used for gas-filled tubes as the gas ions present
in such a tube am very heavy. These gas ions are in violent motion and
such ions as strike the cathode will knock off some of the oxide coating.
Coated filaments arc used only for receiving tubes and must be operated
at or near rated voltage.
Directly heated cathodes require a comparatively small amount of
heating power and arc used in almost all the tubes designed for battery

(a)

(bl
Fm. 4-2.-Types of cathodes.

(a) Directly heated cathodes, (b) indirectly heated cathodes.

operation. Alternating-current-operated tubes seldom use the filamenttype cathode.
Indirectly Ileated Cathodes. Certain materials arc better emitters
than others, that is, they emit more electrons yet require less heat.
Most of these materials are poor conductors and therefore) cannot be
used for directly heated cathocfos. An indirectly heated cathode is one in
which the emitting material is coated on a thin metal sleeve. This
cathode is heated by radiation from a heater placed inside the sleeve and
insulated from it. The advantages of this type of cathode are:
1. A material that will radiate heat with the least amount of current
can be used for the heater; therefore a material that is a good electron
emitter can be used for the cathode.
2. The insulation between the heater and cathode and the shielding
effect of the sleeve can be used to minimize the a-c hum and other elcc-
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trical interference. These disturbances enter the tube's heating circuit
when the heater is operated from an a-c power supply (see Fig. •l-3b).
3. The rPgnlation of a rcctificl' tube can be improved because it 1s
possible to decrease the spacing between the cathode and the plate.

R0

lnpuf
sign,:,/

lnpuf
.sign<'!

(a)
fbJ
FtG. 4-3.-l\fothod of isolatinµ; the alt.crnating current u,rd to supply current for the heater
from entering other circuitH. (a) Directly heated cathoclP, (I,) indirPPtly heated cathode.

4. The gain of a tube, when mwd as an amplifier, can be inereased
because it is po:;sible to dPcl'case the spacing between the c:Lthode a,nd
tl1e grid.
4-3. Cathode Connection. Din'ctly heated cathodes, or the heaters
of indir0ctly heated cathodes, may be connected in series, parallel, or

Jvo!fs+

j
Jv

jJv jJv

613v

I

~---+----+----+----"
(a)

.'

l!o'volfs
fbJ
Fw. 4-4.-Circuits with heaters (or directly heated cathodrs) ronnectcd in parallel.
(a) Voltage of the heat-rrs equal to the volt.age of the power supply, (b) using a dropping
resi8tor to compensate for the difference in power supply and heater voltages.

series-parallel. The choice of connection used is determined by the
number of tuhes, the voltage of the poW('r supply, the voltage of the
!waters, the cmrcnt rating; of the heaters, and the circuit dPsign.
Droppi11g-resislor Connections. When the mtPd voltage of each
heater is equal to or slightly less than the supply voltage, they are connected in parallel (Fig. •1-·la). Tf the vollage of the power supply is
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fixed, it may be brought down to the rated value of the tubes by connecting a fixed resistor in series with the power supply (Fig. 4-4b). If one
or more tubes arc rated at a lower voltage than the others, a dropping
resistor is connected in series with its heater or filament to adjust it to the
rated voltage (sec Fig. 4-5).

FIG. 4-5.-,\ separate dropping resistor may be used to compensate for the difference
between the voltage oi the power supply and the voltage required by each heater.

In radio receivers that do not use transformers for their pmrnr supply,
the heaters are generally connected in series. In many modern receivers
the types of tubes used arc selected so that the sum of the rated heater
voltages is equal to the applied voltage. In some receivers the sum of

(a)

: ~'E
n

Erf

--t-

2SZS ___ 2SL6 ____ 5::;7 __ 6SA7 ___ 6SQ7 ~

(b)

Fra. 4-6.-.Methods of using a series dropping resistor in order to operate the heaters
directly from a llO-volt line. (a) With a fixed resistor, (b) ,Tith an automatic ballastregulating resistor.

the rated heater voltages is less than the line voltage. In the latter case,
a resistor is connected in series "ith the heater circuit to cause a drop in
Yoltage equal to the difference between the line voltage and the sum of
the rated heater voltages; this is illustrated in Fig. 4-6a.
Example 4-1. A radio receiver contains the following tubes: 6SA7, 6SK7, 6SQ7,
25L6, and a 25Z5. lf the heaters of these tubes are connected in series, what value
resistor must be connected in series with the heater circuit in order to operate the
receiver from a llO-volt line?
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Find:
R =?

Give11:
GSA7, 6SK7, 6SQ7,
2?>L6, 25Z5
Solution:
From .\ppemlix XV
Tube
Heater
_____ ,_voltage

68.\7
6.3
(\SK7
6.3
G8Q7
6.3
25
25L6
25Z5
1 25
Total lGS: \) voit~-

Heater
rurrent
() 3

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

= E;1 - E, = 110 - 68.0 = ·11.1 volts
ER
41.l
37 h
R = T; = o.3 = 1 o IllS
I' = PR = 0.3• X 137 = 12.33 watts

ER

As resistors arc rat<'d for their cap:ieity in mill-air, that is, with unrestricted
Yentilation, a resistor rntP<l at twi1•p the C'omputPd wattap:c should he used when the
ventilation is r<'strictPd, as i~ u~ually the case in radio reC'eiYers. Thus the rC'sistor in
.Example 4-1 ~honld be rated at 25 watts.

Slrnnt-rPsis/or Co1111!'rtiuns. Tn UlSl'S where all the tube:-; are not
rated at thP ::;amc current, the ::;erics resistance necessary is calculated bY.

''

6S//7

6S07

.brr
Fw. 4-7.-use of a shunt resistor to 8llpply the heater of one tuhe with a current less in
amount than the line current.

using the highPst current rating. Additional resistors must be connected
across the heaters of those tubes of lower cmTPnt rating in order that all
the heaters will draw their rated current (sec Fig. -l-7).
Example ,1-2. If in Example 4-1 a 50L6 tuhe iR substituted for the 25L6, what
value resistor must lH' URP<i in the line and what value resistor shonlrl be eonnectcd
across the heater of the ,'iOL6 in order that its rated current of 0.15 ampere will flow
through the heater'?
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Given:
6SA 7, 6S1{7, 6SQ7,
50L6, 25Z5.
Circuit-Fig. 4-7

Find:

R, =?
R, =?

Solution:
.From Appendix XV

Tube

Heater
voltage

I

Heater
current

----

6SA7
GSK7
6SQ7
50L6
257,5
~

Ri

6.3
6.3
6.3
: 50
25
Total 03.9 volts

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.15
0.3

= E 111 = 110 - !)3Jl

•
I
= ;:,,3 .7 0 lffiS
Pn, = IR1 2 R, = 0.3 2 X 53.7 = 4.833 watts

I Rt

0.3

(l;sc a IO-watt resistor)
Em
50

R2 = In, = 0 _15 = 333 ohms
I'n2 = In, 2R2 = 0.15 2 X 333 = 7.5 watts
(Cse a 15-watt resistor)

Parallel-series Connections. The filaments or heaters of tubes may
also be arranged in any parallel-series
combination to suit the particular
6v
6v
6v
6v
requirements of the tubes and the
source of power supply used. For
example, if a number of tubes with
6-volt heaters are to be operated
--------------12 volts ------------from a 12-volt battery, two tubes of
similarcurrent rating may be con- '----------ii/l/l/l/1----------'
nected in series and any number of F1G. -4-8.-l'arallel-series operation of
series-connected pairs may be confilaments or heaters.
nected in parallel (see Fig. 4-8).
Automatic Ballast Regulation. In a series filament or heater circuit
the amount of current flowing in the circuit varies directly with the
voltage. If the line voltage increases, the current in the circuit will
increase. If the increase in voltage is such that it causes the current to
rise above the rated current of the heater, it may cause unsatisfactory
operation and may even burn out the tube. If the line voltage decreases,
the current in the circuit will also decrease, thus causing the heaters of
all the tubes in the circuit to operate at a lower temperature. A decrease
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in temperature will decrease the electron emission of the cathode and
thereby decrease the output of the tube.
The volt.age of the power circuits in most homos is generally 115 volts
but may vary from 105 to 125 volts. Dry-eell hatterim; will supply L~
volts when new, but this voltage decreases with age. In order to counteract such variations in supply voltages, some receiyers use an automatic
ballast-regulating tube in place of the serie::; line dropping resistor (see
Fig. 4-Gb). Thus, the dropping resistor in E.,,;ample 1-1 can he replncecl
by a ballast tube ha,·ing the same resistance and current rating at'! tlw
resistor.
Tho automatic ballast-regulating tube (sew. Fig. 2-2) consists of an
iron wire hcnuetically scaled in a hulb containing hydrogen or helium.
If the line voltage incrca::;cs, it cause::; the current to increase. \Vlwn the
current flowing through the automatic ballast-regulating tube increases,
it causes an increase in the temperature of the wire. The increase in
temperature causes an increase in resistance, which regulates the current
and prevents it from rising excessively. An automatic ballast-regulating
tube in a battery-operated receiver can reduce the effect of a 36 per cent
variation in voltage to an 8 per cent variation in current. Jn a similar
manner, this type of tube when used in a receiver operated from a lighting
circuit can reduce the effect of a 20 per cent voltage variation to a 7 per
cent variation in current.
4-4. Diodes. 'l'he Plate. A vacuum tube having a cathode and one
other electrode is called a diude. The seconcl electrode is callecl the
plate or anode. If a voltage is
Electron flow
applied to the plate and its polarity is made positive, the electrons
:
emitted from the cathode, being
output negative, will be attracted to the
plate as opposite charges attract
one another. These electrons \\'ill
flow through the external plate
battery circuit as indicated by the
arrow in Fig. ,l-9. This flmv of
Frn. 4-9.-Circuit diagram of a diode
showing the electron flow and the proper
electrons
is called the plate current.
connections for the A and B powel' supplies.
If the polarity of the plate is made
negative, the electrons will be forced back to the cathode because like
charges repel one another and thus no current will flow in the plate circuit.
When an alternating current is applied to the plate, its polarit~• 1,·il!
be positive during every other half-cycle. As electrons will flow to the
plate only when it is positive, the current in the plate circuit will therefore
flow in only one direction and the current is said to be a rectified current
(see Fig. 4-10).

-
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Diode rectifiers are used iu radio receivers as uctectors, and in a-coperated receivers and transmitters to convert alternating current to
direct current. Rectifier tubes
having one plate and one cathode
are called half-wave rectifiers because the rectified current only
...C:
flows during one-half of the cycle,
~
Oulpuf Curren/ f/ow1i?q fhrouqh
Typical half-wave rectifier tubes
include the type 81, 1V, 12Z3,
_____,i'----and 35Z5.
Duo-diodes. Rectifier tubes
having two plates and one or two
: + Vol's between plete ond cathode
cathodes have their plates connected into the external circuit so
that each plate will be positive
for opposite halves of the cycle.
As one of the plates will always be
positive, current will flow continually in the external plate circuit. Tubes of this type are
called full-wave rectifiers because
FIG. 4-LO.-Thc diode .as a rectifier.
current will flow in the plate circuit during the entire cycle. One of the first full-wave rectifier tubes
used was the type 80; it is very efficient and rugged and is still used.
Other typical full-wave rectifier tubes include types 83, 6X5GT, 5Z3,
and 51'4.
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F10 4-ll.-Variation of plate current with changes in plate voltage.

Space Charge. The number of electrons drawn to the plate depends
on the number given off by the cathode and the value of the plate voltage.
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If the plak voltage is not high enough to draw off all the electrons
emitted by the rat hode, those not drawn off will remain in space. These
LAVA• MICA·TIN·SODIUM CARBONATE• MO N E L • Sil VER OXI

SODIUM

ALUM IN UM

OE

FLUORIDE· RESIN (SYNTHETICl • ETHYL ALCOHOL

LEAD ACETATE· MALACHITE GREEN·GLYCERINE• ZINC CHLORIDE· IRON
MARBLE DUST· WOOD FIBER· STRONTIUM Ii IT RATE· LE AD OX.I DE· ZINC OXIDE
MISCH MET AL• NIGROSI NE• PORC fl Al N •PETROLEUM JELLY· ZINC
CALCIUM CARBONATE

BARIUM CARBONATE
ARSENIC TRIOXIDE

AMMONIUM CHLORIDE

STRONTIUM CARBONATE

POTASSIUM CARBONATE

----

ISOLANTIH

BAKELITE

MOLYBDENUM

PHOSPHOil.US
SILICON

ALUM INA
BORA X

·oiameter
gauged lo
0.002 inch

BARIUM

SHELLAC
TUNGSTEN

COPPER

TITANIU',I

CARBON

SI L I C A

CHROMIUM
CALCIUM

GLAS 5

Approximately
0.002 inch thick

MAGNESIA

CAESIUM

PLATINUM

COBALT

STRONTIUM

SODIUM
NITRATE

MAGNESIUM

RO S I N

MERCURY

NICKEL

CALCIUM

Inspected under

0 XI D E

polarized light

COBALT
0 X I D E

for strains

BARIUM

THORIUM
NITRATE

NITRATE

Gases Used in e7reanufacwre
NEON - HYDROGEN - CARBON DIOXIDE - ILLUMINATING GAS
HELIUM - ARGON - NATURAL GAS - NITROGEN - OXYGEN

Elements Entering into the &lfonufacture
ARGON - ALUMINUM - BORON - BARIUM - CAESIUM - CALCIUM - COPPER - CARBON - CHRO~IUM - CHLORl~E
COBALT HYDROGEN - HELIUM IRIDIUM IRON LEAD MAGNESIUM MERCURY MOLYBDENUM
NICKEL NEON - NITROGEN OXYGEN POTASSIUM PHOSPHORUS - PLATINUM SODIUM SILVER
SILICON STRONTIUM TUNGSTEN THORIUM rANTALUM TITANIUM - TIN 21r;c - RARE EARTHS

F1G. -1-12.-:\Iaterials usei.l in the construction of radio tuhes.
fact urin{J Co .. Inc.)

(Courtesy of RCA J1anu-

electrons form a repelling force to the other electrons being giYen off by
the cathode, thus impeding their flow to the plate. This repelling action
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is called the space charge. Space charge can be re<lnced in high-vacuum
tubes by decreasing the spacing between the plate and cathode. In
gas-filled tubes, space charge is reduced by ionization.
Emission Current. Increasing the plate voltage will increase the
plate current until all the electrons given off by the cathode are drawn
to the plate. Further increase in plate voltage will not increase the
plate current, as there arc no more electrons that can be drawn to it
(see Fig. 4-11). The point on the curve at which the current has reached
its highest value is called the satiLration point, and the plate current for
this condition is called the saturation current or emission current.
4-5. The Triode. Action of the Control Grid. When a third electrnde
is used, the tube is called a tri'ode. This third clement is known as the
co11trol grid and usually consists of a spiral winding- or a verv
. fine-mesh

.

-

Elecfron rlow
Plafe,.
Conlrol gni:1-.. \
0------11 __ _

lnpuf

Cathode

'
'
''

:

Outpuf

'''

''
'

L11Jlr--+--l

''

C
FIG. 4-13.-Circuit diagram for a triode showing the electron flow and the proper connections for the A, B, and C power supplies.

screen extending the length of the cathode and placed between the
cathode and plate. The circuit connections and the direction of electron
flow for a triode is shmvn in Fig. 4-13. If the grid is made more negative
than the cathode, it will cause some of the electrons going toward the
plate to be repelled by the grid, thus reducing the plate current. By
making the grid still more negative, it is possible to reduce the plate
current to zero. This condition is referred fo as cutoff.
Grid Bias. The third electrode is called the control grid because it
controls the number of electrons allowed to flmv from the cathode to the
plate. The source of power used to keep the grid negative is called the
C power supply and the amount of negative voltage used is referred to as
the grid bias.
Relation between the Grid Bias and the Plate Current. If a varying
signal voltage is applied to the grid, the number of electrons flowing in
the plate circuit will vary in the same rnanneT as the signal voltage.
This is illustrated by the following example. The tube used in Fig.
4-13 has a grid bias of 3 volts (Fig. '1-1-!b). This bias allows a steady
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plate cuncnt h to flow (F'ig. 4-Hd). (Rec Appendix 11 for listing of
vacuum-tube symbols.) If an alternating signal voltage of 1 volt (Fig.

(a/
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Fw. 4-14.-Illustration of the effect of the signal voltage upon gri<l voltage and plate
current. (a) Signal voltage (instantaneous values of the varying compo11e11t of the grid
voltage), (b) gri<l bias (average or quiescent value of the g1·i<l voltage), (c) grid voltage
(instantaneous total gri<l voltage), (d) plate curi-ent h (average or quies~ent v<tlue of
plate current) and plate current i,1 (instant .. neous total plate current), (c) plate voltage E,
(average or quiescent value of plate voltage) and plate voltage Cb, also output voltage
(rnatantaueous total plate voltage).

4-14a) is impressed across the input terminals of the grid circuit (Fig.
4-1:-n, the voltage on the grid of the tube will vary from -2 to -•I volt,s,
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as shown in Fig. 4-14c. As the number of electrons flowing to the plate is
controlled by the negative potential on the grid, the plate current will
vary in the same manner as the signal voltage. This is illustrated by
the varying plate current shown in Fig. 4-14d, maximum plate current
flowing when the grid is least negative and minimum plate current flowing
when it is most negative.
Phase Relation between the V ai·ying Grid Voltage, Varying Plate Current,
and Varying Plate Voltage. It has just been shown that the plate current
of a tube will vary in the same manner as the signal voltage that is
applied to its grid. It may therefore be stated that the plate current
variations arc in phase with the grid voltage variations.
The output of the tube circuit shown in Fig. 4-13 is generally taken
off at the plate, or top of resistor Ro, and the ground. The voltage
available between these t"·o points is equal to the B snpply voltage
minus the voltage drop at the resistor Ro. If the tube has· a: grid bias of
3 volts (Fig. 4-14b), a steady plate current h will flow (Fig. 4-14d) and
the output voltage "·ill have a value indicated as the steady voltage Eb
(Fig. 4-14e). When a signal is applied to the grid, the positive portions
of the signal voltage will cause an increase in the plate current, which will
increase the voltage drop across the output resistor Ro and thus will
decrease the output voltage eb (Fig. ·1-14e). The negative portions of the
signal Yoltage ,Yill decrease the plate current, reduce the voltage drop
across R and increase the output voltage eb. From this action, it can
be seen that an increase in signal voltage will produce a decrease in the
outpnt voltage or that a decrease in signal voltage will produce an increase
in the output voltage. It may therefore be stated that the output
voltage variations are 180 degrees out of phase with the signal voltage
variations.
,Action of the Grid with a Positive Voltage. If the value of the signal
voltage is such that it will make the grid positive, the grid will act in the
same manner as a plate and will draw electrons to it, thus causing a
current to flow in the grid circuit. This -condition can he avoided by
using a grid bias whose value is larger than the maximum amount of
input signal voltage that is applied.
4-6. Characteristic Curves of a Triode. Curve and Tabnlar Representation of Operating Characteristics. The major operating characteristics of a vacuum tube arc used to identify the electrical features and
operating values of the tube. These values may be listed in tabular
form or plotted on graph paper to form a curve. ·when given in curve
form they are called characteristic curves. These curves may be used for
determining the performance of a tube under any operating condition.
The tube's constants can also be calculated from these curves. Tabular
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form listings as found in most tube manuals (also Appendix XV) arc
limited, as they list only the values of the characteristics for one or two
of the operating conditions commonly used for that particular tube.
llfethods Used to Obtain Operating Characteristfrs. Tube characteristics arc obtained from electrical measurements of the tube with definite
values of voltage applied to the various electrodes. Characteristic
curves may be further classified as to the condition of the circuit when
these values are obtained. Static characteristics are obtained by varying
the d-c voltages applied to the electrodes, and with no loatl applied to
the plate. Dynamic characteristics approximate the performance of a
tube under actual working conditions. They arc obtained by applying
an alternating (or signal) voltage to the grid circuit and inserting a load

'

'

fo
'

¼
-

+

L-C·sopp!y-~
F10.

i
-

i

+

+ ~

:..su~ly~

~B-svpply~

4-16.-Diagram of a test circuit for obtaining static or dynamic characteristics for
triodes.

resistance in the plate circuit, the d-c voltages on all electrodes being
adjusted to the desired values. By ,·arying the load resistance and the
d-c voltages on the elect.rodes, the characteristics for any operating
condition of the tube can be obtained. By using the circuit shown in
Fig. 4-16, either the static or dynamic characteristics of a triode can be
obtained. If static characteristics are desired, switches S1 and S2 are
closed. For dynamic characteristics, s,,.i.tches S1 and S2 arc opened, a
signal voltage is applied at the input terminals 'l'i and 7'2, and a load
resistance is placed across the output terminals T3 and T4. Rated
filament voltage can be obtained by adjusting the rheostat in the A power
supply. The voltage applied to the plate of the tube may be varied by
means of the potentiometer in the B power supply. The voltage on
the grid of the tube may be made positi~ or negative by means of the
dpdt reversing switch and its value may be adjusted by varying the
potentiometer in the C power suppiy.
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Plat('. Voltage-Plate Current, and Grid Voltage-Plate Current Characteri'slic Curves. Values for plotting characteristic eurves may be obtained
by adjusting the heater or filament voltage to its rate<l value and record16r---,--.--..---,---,---,---,---.----,---,--.---...-...--,
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Fw. 4-17.-Plate characteristic curves of a triode showing the variation in plate current
for changes in plate voltage.

ing the current ib flovring in the plate circuit when either the plate voltage
Cb is varied and the grid voltage Ee is kept corn,tant, or when the grid
voltage is varied and the plate voltage is held constant. Curves showing
16 ,----,---,--,,---,---,---,---,.--,---,---,.--,----,
Type 6J·5
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FIG. 4-18.-Transfer characteristic curves showing the variation in plate curreut for
changes in grid voltage. These curves have been cross-plotted from Fig, 4-17.

the variation in plate current for changes in plate voltage with constant
• plate characteristic curves. A typical set,
steps of grid voltage are ealled
or family, of these curves, also called ebib or EPI P curves, is shown in Fig.
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4-17. Curves showing the variation in plate current for changes in
grid voltage with constant steps of plate voltage are called grid-plate
transfer characteristic curves. A typical set or family of these curves,
also called ecib or E 0 IP curves, is shown in Fig. 4-18.
Tube Constants. Vacuum-tube
characteristics are often referred to
as the constants of the tube. The
constants most commonly used are
the amplification factorµ, (mu); the
t---+----+16
plate resistance, rP; and the control- ,.,,
grid-plate transconductance, gm,
14
Control-grid-plate transcomlnct- E
ance is usually referred to as just .J 121--+--+
transconductance. Transconduct- .E
ance is also known as umtual .§101---1--....
conductance.
~
4-7. Amplification Factor. ~. 8
Definition. The amplification fac- o:,
6 1-----:1--1
tor of a tube may be defined as a ~
a.
measure of the relative ability of
the grid and the plate to produce
an equal change in the plate cur2
rent. The amplification factor of
any tube may be more precisely
50
100
ISO 200 250 300
defined as the ratio of the change
Pk1te volts, eb
in plate voltage to a change in
Frn. 4-19.-Plate characteristic curves.
control-grid voltage for a constant
value of plate current, with the voltages applied to all other electrodes
maintained constant. It is expressed mathematically as

t

µ

= -ldeb
- (.ib
Cc
1

-

const-ant )
.

(4-1)

where µ = amplification factor
d = a change or variation in value
dCb = a change in the instantaneous total plate voltage, volts
dee = a change in the instantaneous total control-grid voltage
necessary to produce the same effect upon the plate current
as would be produced by deb, volts
ib = instantaneous total plate current, amperes
Method of Obtaining the Amplification Factor. The amplification
factor may be calculated from values obtained from the plate characteristic curves such as those shown in Fig. 4-19.
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Ex(lmple •1-3. \Vhat is the amplifiC'ation factor of :t t.ype GC.5 tube when opi>rated
at its normitl heater volt.age and with a plate voltage of 150 volts and a grid bias of
4 volts?
Given:
Tube

Find:
µ =?

= 6C.'i

eb = 150 volts
Ee = -·1 volts

Solution:
From Fig. 4-1 !)

ib =

6 mu

,,b =

when

150 volt~

arnl

11', = -4 volts

Further examination of Fig. 4-1\J sho\\'S that if the plate voltage is incr,:,ased from
150 volts to 200 voltR, the grid-hias voltage would have t.o he increased from -4 volts
to -6.5 volts in order to maintain the plate curr<'nt at 6 mu. Thus the amplification
factor is
µ

= d~ = 200 - 150 = 50 = 20
de,

6.5 - 4

2.5

The amplification factor of a tube depends upon the construction and
spacing of the electrodes within the tube, especially of the grid. Changes
in the grid that will more completely shield the plate from the cathode
will produce an increase in the amplification factor.
4-8. Plate Resistance. Definition. The plate resistance of a tube
may be defined as the resistance to the flow of alternating current offered
by the path bet,rnen the cathode and plate. This is sometimes referred
to as the dynamic plate resistance or the a-c plate resistance. The value
of the plate resistance will depend upon the value of the grid and plate
voltages being applied to the tube. Mathematically it is defined as the
ratio of a change in plate voltage to the corresponding change procluced
in the plate current with the gri<l voltage maintained constant, or
(4-2)
where

rp

dib

= dynamic plate resistance, ohms
= change in the instantaneous total plate cmrent, amperes

ec = instantaneous total grid voltage, volts
JJ[etlwd of Obtaining the Plate Resistance. The plate resistance is
obtained by determining the variation in plate current for a specifii;
change in plate voltage with the control-grid voltage maintained at a
constant value. The values for calculating the plate resistance can
readily be obtained from the plate characteristic curves by constructing
a triangle whose base extends equal amounts above and below the operating value of plate voltage as shown in Fig. 4-20.
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Example 4-4. What is tho plate resistance of the tube whose characteristic curves
arc shown in Fig. 4-19, when operated with 150 volts applied to the plate and with a
grid bias of 4 volts?
Given:
eb

=

E, =

Find:
1/iO volts
-4 volts

rv

= '?

Solut.ion:
Using the curve for -'1 volts grid, construct a triangle whoHe base extends 20 volts
above and below the operating plate voltage, or from 130 to 170 volts (see Fig. 4-20).
fO

JL

Type 6G5 .1
Er=6.3volts

q

I

8

I
I ~i

I

I~~

·1l~

Id

I_

/
2 - - ----

0

V

I
0

25

50

I

!::

I "'1 1 -

:1"!:l~

/
I

t;-

I

I

I

=.) de0 = 10volfs

I

I

15 100 125
Pl cite volts, eb

I
150

115

200

F10. 4-20.-Met.hod of determining the plate resisi,ancc of a tube.
enlarged segment of Fig. •1-19.

This curve is an

The altitude of the triangle represents the variation in plate current produced by the
change in plate voltage, or 4 ma as indicated on Fig. 4-20. The plate resistance therefore is
deb
40
rp = dib = _
0 004 = 10,000 ohms

The solution of lDxample 4-4 gives the dynamic or a-e plate resistance
of the tube. It should be noted that this'is not the same value as would
be obtained by dividing the operating plate voltage by its corresponding
plate current. Such a value is known as the static resistance or the
d-c resistance of the tube, but it is seldom used in the study of tubes and
their circuits.
The dimensions and relative positions of the electrodes of a tube will
largely determine the value of its plate resistance. The plate resistance
is sometimes referred to as the impedance of the tube, the internal resist~
ance of the tube, the dynamic plate resistance, or the tube's a-c resistance.
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4-9. Transconductance. Definition. The transconductance of a
tube may be defined as the ratio of the change in plate current to a change
in the control-grid voltage wh<:'n all other tube-element voltages are kept
constant. This is expressed mathematically as
(Im

where

(Im

eb

=
=

= -(dib
- (Cb
1Cc

-

C01l8taut )

(4-3)

transcoucluctance, mhos
instantaneous total plate volt.age, volts
10

Type 6C5
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~
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FIG. 4-21. -Grid··plat.c transfer char:wh•rist.ic
FtG. 4-22. Method of determining the
curves.
transcouduetan~e of a t.uhc. This curve is
an enlarged segment. of Fig. 4-21.

11fethod of Obtaining the 'J'rnnscondnctance.
The trnm;conductancc i::;
obtained by determining the variation in plate current for a specific
change in grid voltage with the plate voltage maintained at a constant
value. The values for calculating the transconductance can readily be
obtained from the grid plate transfer characteristic curves by constructing a triangle whose base ext.ends equal amounts above and below the
operating value of the grid voltage, as shown on Fig. 4-22.

Rxample 4-5. \\'hat is the transconductance of the tub£' whose characteristics
arc shown in Fig. 4-21, when operated with 150 volts applil,-d to the plate and with a
grid bias of 4 volts?
Given:
e• = 150 volts
E, = -4 volts

Find:
gm= 'l
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Solution:
Using the curve for 150 volts, construct a triangle whose base extends 0.5 volt
ahove and below the operating grid voltage or from -:3.5 to -1.5 volts (see Fig. 4-22).
The altitude of the triangle represents the variation in plate current produced by the
change in grid voltage, or 2 ma as indicated on Fig. 4-22. The transconductance,
therefore, is
die
0.002
{Im = de, = 1- = 0.002 mho

The unit of conductance is the mho and its name 1s obtained by
spelling ohm backwards. For conycnience of numbers, the transconductance is often expressed in micromhos. For instance, the answer to
Example 4-5 might be exprestied as 2000 micromhos.

~

I
;

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 4-23.-Development of triodes. (a) Early DeForest three-element tube, (b) early
triode of the type l,Y-200, (c) early triode using an indirectly heated cathode, (d) modern
triode with an indirectly heated cathode and metal tube construction. (Co-urtesy of RCA
Manufacturing Co., Inc.)

The dimensions and relative positions of the electrodes of a tube ,v:ill
largely determine the value of its transconductance. Examination of
Eq. (4-3) will show that a tube that produces a relatively large change in
plate current for a small change in grid voltage will have a relatively
high value of transconductance, and, since such conditions are generally
desired, tubeti having a high value of transconductance are preferred.
4-10. Relation between Amplification Factor, Plate Resistance, and
Transconductance. In each of the three pre'cious articles describing the
amplification factor, plate resistance, and transconductance, respectively,
it was stated that the particular tube constant being di:;cussed was
affected by the construction and spacing of the tnbe's electrodes. It
may further be stated that a definite relation exists between the ilu·ee
constants. Thi:; relation is developed mathematically in the following
steps:
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St.ep (1)
(4-1)

Rtep (2)
(-!--!)

(-!---la)

St<>p (3) Substituting Eqs. (-!-3) and (-!-2)
µ

=

111

(-1-·la)
(--1-.5)

{/m1'p

µ

r,. . =-;:

(-!-5a)

p

Example 4-fi. \\'hat is·the trnnsconductauce of a type 68Q7 tnbe wlwn opern1Pd
at. s111·h vaht<•,,; of voltagt> t.hat. its arnplilimiion factvr i,.; IOO and ii,; dynamic plate
r1•siR(.anct> is !ll,000 ohms?

Find:

Giv1•11:
Tube = 6SQ7
µ = 100
rp = !ll,000 ohms

Um=?

Solution:
gm =

~

=

ut,%~o = 0.0011 mho, or

1100 micromhos

ExamplP 4-7. What. is ihe plate resistaneP of a type 6C.'i tube when operated at
such values of voltage that its amplification factor is 20 and its tr:urnconrl11ctance is
2000 micromhos?

Find:

Given:
Tub<•= GCii

rp

=?

= 20
gn, = 2000 miC'romhos
µ

Solution:
rp

=

µ

20

y-;,, = 2000 X 10 _6 = 10,000 ohms

4-11. Voltage Amplification per Stage. The maximum theoretical
value of voltage amplification per amplifier stage is indicated hy the
amplification factor of the tube. However, this theoretical maximum
value cannot be obtained in practical amplifier circuits, as the voltage
amplification is limit.Pd by the plate resistanec of the tube and the
impf'dance of the load.
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The signal output of the tube may be taken as the voltage drop
across the output or load resistor Ra (see Fig. 4-24). According to Ohm's
law, the output voltage ep will be proportional to the value of the resistance Ra and the plate current ip.
!f!_...
The n>ltage amplification of the circnit will be

VA

I
I
I

(4-6)

Ro

ep

Ro

'
fp

~g

'I

From Fig. 4-2-1-b it can be seen that

o---Lii1
(aJ

(4-7)
(4-8)

also

--,-+

lp

1111

rp

-µeg

Substituting Eq. (4-8) for ip 1n Eq.

I

(4-7)
(b)

e
P

µeufla

= ---·Ro+

(4-9)

Tp

Substituting Eq. (4-9) for

ep

In Eq. (4-6)

VA=

-

where VA
ep

Fm. 4-24.-Simple triode amplifier.
(a) The circuit diagram, (b) the equivalent plate circuit diagram.

µRo

Ra+

(4-10)

rp

= voltage amplification of the stage
= instantaneous value of varying component of plate volt-

age, volts
instantaneous value of varying component of grid Yoltage,
volts
Ro = resistance of the output or load resistor, ohms
Equation (4-10) represents the voltage amplification per stage for a
circuit using a tube and au output load resistor R (Fig. 4-2-1). In this
circuit the load is considered as a pure resistance. The load may not
always be a resistance load but may sometimes be an inductance or
capacitance load. The conditions for impedances other than pure
resistance are presented in Chaps. VU, VIII, and IX.
Relation between rp, R and the Voltage Amplification. In order to
obtain the maximum voltage amplification per stage with tubes having
approximately the same amplification factor, a tube whose plate resistance is as low as is practicable should be used. This may be seen by
examination of Eq. (,1-10), which indicates that for a definite plate load
the voltage amplification vrill increase as the plate resistance is decreased.
eu

=

0

0,
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This should not be confused with the maximum power output, which
occurs when R. is equal to rp, as is explained in Chap. IX.
F:xample 4-8. 'I\Yo tuhes, each with an mnplification factor of !) but with plate
resistances of 10,000 ohms and 20,000 ohms respPct.ively, arc alternately placed in :1
l'ireuit whose load rcsiHtor has a value of 20,000 ohms. Which tube produces the
greater voltage amplification for the circuit?

Given:

Find:
VA for tube l = ?
VA fur tube 2 = ?

R. = 20,000 ohms
Tube 1
µ
rp

= \)
= L0,000 ohms

Tube 2
µ = !l
rp = 20,000 ohms
Solution:
Tube I
9 X 20,000
= 6
25;-000
l 0,000

VA

+

Tube 2
VA= ~ ~

R.

+ rp

0 X 20,000
1_
20,000 + 20,000 = · .a

Thus t.he tube with the lower value of rp produces the greater voltage amplification
for the circuit,.

Further examination of Eq. (4-10) shows that for a given value of
plate resistance and amplification factor of a tube, the voltage amplification of a circuit will increase if the value of the load resistor is increased.
Example ,1-\J. A tube whose amplification fact.or is !J and whose plate resistance is
10,000 ohms is alt.ernatP!y wse<I with circuits containing load n>sistors of 10,000 ohms
and 20,000 ohms respectively. With which circuit, does the tube produce the greater
voltage mnplification?

Find:
VA for circuit
VA for circuit 2

(iivf'U:
µ

rp

= \)
= 10,000 ohms

?
?

Circuit I
fl. = 10,000 ohms
Circuit 2
fl. = 20,000 ohms
Solution:
Circuit 1
9 X 10,000
10,000
10,()(K)

VA

+

= 4 _5

Circuit 2
VA = - µR.

R.

+ rp

9 X 20,000
= 6
20,000
10,000

+

Thus the circuit with the higher value of R. produces the greater voltage amplification.
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F10. 4-25.-Structural part~ of a typical metal tube.

(Courtesy of RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.)
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18 HEADER SKIR1

2 SPACER SHIELD

19 LEAD WIRE

3 INSULATING SPACER

20 CRIMPED LOCK

4 MOUNT SUPPORT

21 OClAL BASE

5 CONTROL GRID

22 EXHAUST TUBE

6 COATED CATHODE

23 BASE PIN

7 SCREEN

24 EXHAUST TIP

I HEATER

25 ALIGNING KEY

9 SUPPRESSOR

26 SOLDER

10 PLATE

27 ALIGNING PLUG

11 8ATALUM
GITTER
12 CONICAL
STEM SHIELD
13 HEADER INSERT

14 GLASS SEAL
15 HEADER
16 GLASS-BV170N STEM
SEAL

17 CYLINDRICAL BASE
SHIELD

F10. 4-26.-Structurc of a single-ended metal tube.
Inc.)

DETAIL OF BASE SHIELDING

(Collrlesy of RCA ,\funufacturing Co.,
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4-12. Relation between the Transconductance and the Operating
Performance of a Tube. Vacuum tubes are ordinarily operated so that
small variations in voltage of the grid or input circuit will produce large
current variations in the plate or output circuit. It is therefore important that the transconductance of a tube be as high as possible.
Furthermore, since it is usually desired to keep the plate resistance
low, the transconductance must be high if a high value of amplificatior.
factor is desired. This may readily be seen from examination of Eqs.
(4-3) and (4-5).
The transconductance is very useful when comparing the relative
merits and performance capabilities of tubes designed for the same
service. A comparison of tli.e transconductance of a power output tube
with that of a tube used as a converter would, however, have no practical
value. Generally, the value of transconductance is accepted as the best
single figure of meri! for vacuum-tube performance.
For easy cornp:1rison, Table IY-1 shows the d-c operating voltages
and the tube characteristics, obtained from Appendix XV, for a type
GC5 and a type 6P5 tube.
TABLE lV-1.-Cm.rPARISON OF TUBE C11A1tACT~;Ris'l'1cs

Tube type

E1

Eb

·----

6C5
6!'5

6.3
6.3

250
250

I
I
I

Ee
-8
-13 .•5

I
I

Ym

µ

·-·-··--

2000
14.50

20
13.8

These values indicate that the type 6C5 would be used in preference
to the 6P5. lt is also observed that the higher transconductance 1s
accompanied by an increase of amplification factor from 13.8 to 20.
Electron flow

'

'''
I
I
I

I
I

''

Ou(puf
I
I
I
I

'
l'
I

I

FIG. 4-27.-Cireuit diagram for a tetrode showing the electron flow and the proper connection for the screen grid.

4-13. The Tetrode. The Screen Grid. When a fourth electrode is
used, the tube is caHed a tetrode; it is also occasional1y referred to as a
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screen-grid tube or a .frmr-clrctrodc tube. The fourth elccirode is known as
the screen grid and n:-mally consists of a i:;pirnl-wound wire or a screen,
slightly con,r:,;er than that used for the control grid, placed bctwe<'n the
plate and the control grid of the t.ube (sec Fig. 4-27). The circuit
comwctions and the <lireetion of electron
Cgp
flow for a tetrode are shown in Fig.
,_ __ ,..,_ __
""
4-27.
I
------,I
I
I
I
lnterelcctrode Capacitance. CapaciI
I
tanee is present whenever t\vo conducipk;~:
I
I
tors arc separated by an insubtor. In
I
_______ JI
any tube, the electrodes act as conductors and the space between the electrodes acts as an insulator; therefore a
e:qmeitm1ce will exist between each pair
Fw. 4-28.-lntcrclectrodc capacif
l
l
'J'l
·
tances of a triode.
o e ectro( cs.
iese capacitances,
known as interelectrode capacitances, may
form undesire<l paths through which current can flow.
The interelectrode capacitances of a triode are shown in Fig. 4-28.
These cn,pacitanccs arc usually of very low va\tl('s, as is inclira1.Pd in
Table IY-II, which shows the interelectl'Ode capacitances for a type GC5
tube.
TAnui I V-11.-IxnmELisCTRODFJ CAl'ACI'rA1w~11o, Tvl'g GCfi Tt.:RB
Grid-plittP capaeitam·,· (approximate)...................... 2.0 µµf
Grid-cathode capaeit.ance (approximate) ................... 3.0 µµf
Plate-,·athodc1 capacitance (approximate)............. . . . . . . 11 µµf

Effect o.f the I ntereleclrode Capacitance. The capacitance bet ween
the grid and pbte is generally the most troublesome. It has heen
shown in Art. ,1-fi that, when a varying signal voltage ii, applied to the
grid, the plate voltage will vary in a similar manner. The grid-plate
interclectrodc capacitance causes some of the energy of the plate circuit
to be applied to the grid circuit. The energy transferred from the output to the inpnt circnit is referred to as .feedback. If the output circuit
contains resistanee lotJ.d, the feedback voltage will be 180 d<'grecs out of
phase with the input voltage rtnd therefore will reduce the effect of the
input signal; this is called degeneration or negative frwlback. When the
output circnit load is inductive, the feedback voltage will be in phase
with the input voltage and therefore will increase the effect of the input
signal; this is crtlled regeneration or positive f cedback.
The amount of feedback caused by the interelect.rode crtp:lCitancc is
usually very small at andio frequencies because the capacitive rcaetrtnce
rEq. (2-20)] at these frequencies is very high. At radio frequen~ies,
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however, the capacitive reactance becomes much lower and the feedback
may reach an amount sufficient to cause trouble in the operation of the
circuit.
Positive feedback has the advantage of increa.-;ing the gain of a circuit
but has the disadvantage of causing distortion. Negative fccdbac:k has
the advantage of reducing distortion but has the disadvantage of causing
a reduction in the voltage gain of the circuit. If either regeneration or
degeneration gets out of control, the tuhe no longer operates successfully
as an amplifier. ender this condition the tube will act as an oscillator.
N eidralizing Circuits. In order to overcome the undesirable effect of
feedback, some types of receivers were equipped with neutralizing circuits.
The purpose of these circuits was to produce a voltage in each grid
circuit equal in amount and opposite in phase to the voltage produced by
the grid-plate capacitance of the tube used in that circuit. The resultant
of these two voltages. theoretically equaled zero, and oscillation or
feedback was thereby prevented.
Elimination of Feedback by Use of a Screen Grid. The capacitance
between the control grid and the plate of a triode can be r2duced to a
negligible value by adding a fourth electrode or screen grid. The screen
grid is mounted between the control grid and the plate and acts as an
electrostatic shield between the two, thus reducing the control-grid-plate
capacitance. Connecting a by-pass capacitor between the screen grid
and the cathode will increase the effectiveness of this shielding action.
The control-grid-plate capacitance of screen-grid tubes is generally
0.01 µµf or less.
Another advantage of the tetrode is that it can be operated over quite
a wide range of plate voltage, but only for values of voltage greater than
the screen-grid voltage, with comparatively little chang,i in the plate
current. This is made possible by constructing the screen grid with
comparatively large spacing between its wires, thereby permitting most
of the electrons drawn toward the screen grid to pass through it and on
to the plate. As the screen grid is operated at a comparatively high
potential and because of the spacing of its wires, it produces an electrostatic force pulling electrons from the cathode to the plate. At the
same time, the screen grid shields the electrons between the cathode and
the screen grid from the plate and therefore the plate exerts very little
electrostatic force on electrons near the cathode. Hence, as long as the
plate voltage is higher than the screen-grid voltage, the plate current
depends largely on the screen-grid voltage and very little on the plate
voltage. The fact that the plate current of the tetrode is largoly independent of the plate voltage makes it possible to obtain much higher
amplification with the tetrode than with a triode. In other words, the
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ratio of platP ,·oltagc change to gl'id voltage change (for a con:-;tant plate
current) will he much higher for tetrodPs than for triodes. The low
control-grid-plate capacitance makes it possible to obtain this high
amplification without plate-to-control-grid feedback and the resultant
instability.
The screen grid also serves to reduce the space charge. Being
situated between the control grid and the plate, and having a positive
potential, the electrons coming from the cathode receive addPd acceleratio11 on their way to the plate, and the temlency to form a space charge is
rNhtced.
Characteristic Curves for a 'l'etrnde. A family of plate characteristic
(;IIJ'Ves for a tetrode is shown in Fig. -1-29. It should be noted that the
1
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F1u. -1-'.!\J.-Family of plate characteristic curves for a ktrmle.

c11n·e:-; lmve a peculiar shape as compared to the curvPs of the tl'iodc.

Ead1 curve rcpresPnts the variations in plate current with changes in
plate voltage for a different value of grid bias. It should be kept. in
mind that the screen-grid voltage of the tube under te:-;t was maintained
at 90 volts for all conditions. The dip that occurs in the curve when the
phte voltage i:-; less than the screen-grid voltage is caused by the secoudary emission of electrons at the plate. Secondary emission occms when
electrons from the cathode, called the primary emission, strike other
electrodes with sufficient force to dislodge other electrons. The electrons
liberated in this manner arc secondary to the original cathode or primary
emission, and i his effeet is therefore callf'd secondary emission. If the
srreen-grid voltage is higher than th<> plate voltage, the secondary
electrons will be attracted by the screPn grid and will flow in that circuit.
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The dip in the curve occurs because the plate current is decreased by the
amount of the secondary emission that finds its way into the screen-g1·id
circuit.
·when the plate voltage reaches the value of the screen-grid voltage,
the secondary electrons find it more difficult ·to reach t,he screen grid,
since the-plate itself now attracts some of the secondary electrons. ·when
the plate voltage exceeds the screen-grid voltage, practically all the
secondary electrons return to the plate, and therefore the curve approaches
a horizontal line.
The curves of Fig. 4-29 indicate that the tube would have very
unstable operation for values of plate voltage under 100 volts. This
means that, if the plate voltage variations, owing to the signal input,
cause the plate voltage to drop below 100 volts, large changes in plate
current will result. In order to prevent unstable operation, the
variations in plate voltage, commonly referred to as the plate voltage
swing, should at no time cause the plate voltage to drop below 100 volts
for this tube.
Constants of t~e Tetrode. The constants for the tetrode are found by
constructing a triangle on the characteristic curve about the operating
point desired in the same manner as for triodes. lt can be observed that
a small change in grid voltage produces a very large change in plate
current compared to the change in plate voltage required to produce an
equal change in the plate current. The amplification factor of the tube
as determined by Eq. ( 1-1) is therefore very high. It can also be noted
that a large change in plate voltage produces very little change in plate
current, hence the plate resistance {Eq. (4-2)] ,vill be very high. The
transconductance, however, is equal to or slightly lower than for a triode
of similar construction.
·
The amplification factor for triodes ranges from approximately 3 to
100. The plate resistance of triodes ranges from approximately 800 to
50,000 ohms. Tetrodcs can be obtained with amplification factors as
high as 800. The plate resistance increases with the amplification factor
and some tetrodes have a plate resistance of over a million ohms.
The high plate resistance and the correspondingly high value of load
resistance required to make the voltage amplification of a tetrode amplifier circuit approach the amplification factor of the tube make this
condition impracticable because of the high voltage required of the plate
power supply. However, ·with practical values of load resistance and
plate supply voltage, the voltage amplification obtained is much greater
than can be obtained with triodes.
Tetrodes were formerly used as voltage amplifiers in the r-f amplifier
stages of receivers. However, pentodes have all the advantages of
0
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tetrodes and in addition they minimize the disadvantages. For this
reason tetrodes arc very seldom used in modern receivers.
4-14. The Pentode. The Suppressor Grid. A tube with five electrodes-namdy, a cathode, three grids, and a plate-is called a pentode
or a five-electrode tube. The fifth electrode is an extrn grid called the
suppressor grid. The elcctrodPs of the pentodc arc arranged with the
cathode at the center and surrounded by the control grid, the screen
grid, the suppressor grid, and the plate in the order named (sC'e Fig.
4-30). The circuit connections and the direction of electron flow for
the pcntode are shown in Fig. --l-30.
The suppressor grid usually consists of a spiral-wound wire or a
coan,e-mesh screen placed between the screen grid and the plate. ·when
the various grid:, of the tube are in the form of a :,creen, the control grid
Suppressor
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Fw. 4-30.-Cirnuit diagram for a 1>entode showing the electron flow and t.he J)rnper conne,·tion for the screen gtid and the supprf'~ssor grid.

is of a very firH' mesh so that small changes in control-grid voltage will
produce relatively large changes in plate current and conscqncntly will
produce a high value of transconductance for the tnbe. The screen grid
is of a somewhat coarser mesh so that it will not appreciably affect the
flow of electron:, to the plate, its purpose being largely to reduce the
control-grid-plate capacitance. The suppressor grid is of a comparatively coarse mesh in order that it will not retard the flow a£ electrons to
the plate while serving its function of preventing the secondary emission
from reaching the screen grid. In most pcntodes the suppressor grid is
internally connected to the cathode. There are, however, some types of
pentodes that have the snppressor grid brought out as a separate terminal
thereby making possible additional circuit uses.
Action of the Suppressor Grid. Secondary emission i:, present whenever electrons strike a plate with sufficient velocity t.o dislodge other
electrons. It docs not cau:,e trouble in the usual operation of diodes and
triodes because the only positive electrode in the tube is the plate and
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the secondary electrons will be drawn to it. In teirodes, however, the
screen grid offers a strong attraction to the secondary electrons, particularly if the plate voltage is lower than the screen-grid voltage. This
q
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Fro. 4-31.-Family of plate characteristic curves for a pentodc. (ll) Type 6J7 tube with
uniformly spaced grid, (b) type 6K7 tube with supercontrol grid.

effect lowers the plate current and limits the permissible plate-voltage
swing for tetrodes.
In pentodes, the suppressor grid is added to prevent the secondary
electrons from traveling to the screen grid. In order to accomplish this
the suppressor grid is connected directly to the cathode. Being at
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cathode potential, the ,;nppresRor grid is negative with respect to the
plate, and becmrne it is close to the plate it will repel the secondary electrons and drive tlwm hack into the plate.
Characteristic Curves for a Pen/ode. A family of curves for a typical
pentode is shown in Fig. -1-31. Comparing this set of curves with the
cnrves for a tetrode, it will be seen that the unstable portion of the
tetrode cm-v0s is eliminated. It is therefore possible to have a larger
plate-voltage swing with a small \'ariation in plate current.
Constants of the Pn1tode. The tube constants for a pentode am
determined in the same manner as for the triode and tetrode, that is, by
constructing triangles about the operating point desired. The amplification factor and the plate resistance are higher for the pimtodc than
for a comparable tetrode and the transconductance is al.lout the same as
for a similar triode or tetrode.
The amplification factor of triodes ranges from approximately 3 to
JOO, for tetrodcs from ·JO to 800, and for pentolks from 70 to over 5000.
The plate resistauce of triodes ranges approximately from 800 to 50,000
ohms, for tetrodes from 10,000 to 1,000,000 ohms, and for pcntodes from
35,000 to 2,000,000 ohms. The transcondnctance for triodes range:,;
from 200 to GOOO micromhos, for tetrod0s from 500 to 8000 micromhos,
and for pentodcs from 500 to 8000 micromhos.
Pentode tubes can be used as either voltage or power amplifiers.
In power pentodes, a higher power output is obtained with lower grid
voltages. PPntodes used as r-f amplifiers give a high voltage amplification wheu 11sed with modera,te values of plate voltage.
4-15. Variable-mu or Supercontrol Tubes. A triode or pentode
with its control grid constrnctcd in such a rnannPr that the amplification
facto1· of the tube will Yary with a change in grid bias is culled a 1•uria/Jle-mu or snpercontrol tube. It is also sometimes referred to as a remote
c11to.(l tu/I('.
Cutoff with Ordinary Gr£cl Slrnclurc. 1f the µ;rid bias on a tube is
:,;tra.dily increased, it, will -e\·cntuall)· reach a Yalne that will red11ee (.he
plate current to zero and it is t.hen said that tlrn tube ha:,; reaclwd cutojJ.
ln a tube with tlw ordinary grid con:;;tructiou, that is, one in which the
turns of the spirally wound control grid are equally spaced, increasing
the grid bias causes the plate current to decrease very rapidly to cutoff
(see Fig. 4-82). A further effect of this type of grid constrnction is to
produce a tube with n, practically constant amplification factor for all
Yalues of grid bias. Such a tulle is generally referred to as being a slwrp
culo.fl or constant-mu tnlie.
E.f}'r:cls of Sharp Cuto,O'. A tube with a sharp mt.off is limited to use
in circuits with relatively small changes in grid voltage. In circuits that
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have a large signal voltage, sharp cutoff would produce distortion in the
form of cross modulation and modulation distortion.
Cross modulation or cross talk is the effect produced when the undesired
signal from a second station is heard in addition to the signal of the desired
station. When cross modulation is present, it is generally caused in the
first stage of the r-f amplification.
1 2 ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - -- - - - ~
1
Al adulation distortion is the
I! f----+-E~.f~=-6-.3'----volts
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FrG. 4-33.-Cross-section view showing
the construction of tho electrodes of a
supercontrol amplifier tube.

desired audio signal. When modulation distortion is present, it is
generally caused by the last stage of i-f amplification.
Action of the Supercontrol ·Tube. The characteristics of the supercontrol tube are such that they enable the tube to handle both large and
small input signals with a minimum amount of distortion ovm- a ,vide
range of signal voltage. The supercontrol action is accomplished by the
special construction of the control grid, vduch provides a variation in the
amplification factor for changes in grid bias: The grid is spiral wound
",,-ith its turns close together at the ends but with considerable space
between turns at the middle (see Fig. 4-33). For weak signals and a low
grid bias, the tube operates practically the same as one ·with a uniformly
spaced grid. With larger input signals, more grid bias is required. The
increased grid bias will prodnce a cutoff effect at the section of the cathode
enclosed by the ends of the grid because of the close spacing of the grid
,,vires. The plate current and other tube characteristics are now dependent on the electron How through the center section of the grid, where the
turns are spaced farther apart. The wide spacing changes the gain of the
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tube and enables it to handle large signals with a minimum amount of
distortion.
The cmves of Fig. 4-:32 shov.' the characteristics for a i;;harp cutoff and
a supercontrol tube. 1t will be noted that the rate of plate-current
change is approximately the same in both tubes for small values of gridbias voltage, while for large values of grid bias the plate current ckcreases
at a much lower rate for the supercontrol tube. This Jmy rate of change
makes it possible for the tube to handle large signals satisfactorily. The
variable-mu permits the tube to be used in automatic-volume-control
circuits.
4-16. The Beam Power Tube. A further improvement in the operating characteristics of the Yacmmi tube is obtained with the beam power
tube. This type of tube is constructed so that the electrons flowing to
the plate arc marle to travel in concentrated beams. As it is capable of
handling larger amount;; of power it is called a beam powrr tube. Thi;;
tube, which is actually c)ither a modified tetrode or pPntode, contains a
cathode, a control grid, and a scrPeu grid, and in the case of the pcntocle
type it also contains· a suppressor grid.
Action of the Bearn Power Ti,bc. When the beam power tube is of the
tetrode type, that i;;, without a S<'parate supprPssor grid, the control grid
and the screen grid are of the spiral-wouud wire com,trnction and their
respective turns arc placed so that each turn of the screen grid is shaded
from the cathode by a turn of the control grid. This arrangement of the
grid wire;; cau;;cs the electrons to flow in directed paths between the turns
of the scrPen grid. Beam-forming plates (see Fig. 4-3-1) are added to aid
in producing the desired beam effect and to prevent stray electrons from
the plate from flowing into the screen-grid circuit. This results in the
tube having a relatively low value of screen-grid current. The beamforming plates are operated at cathode potential by connecting them
directly to the cathode. By increasing the spacing between the screen
grid and the plate, a space charge is set up in this area. This space charge
repels the secondary electrons emitted from the plate and forces them
back into the plate.
Characteristics of a Beam Powa Tube. The characteristics of the
beam power tube am similar to those of the pent.ode. A family of curves
for a typical beam power tube is shown in Fig. 4-:35. The beam power
tubes provide a straighter curve at the lower plate voltages than the
pentodcs and hence will have less chance of producing distortion. The
amplification factor is high when compared with triode;; and low when
compared with tetrodes and pent.odes. The plate resistance is high but
not so high a;; that of pent.odes. The transconductance is generally
higher than for any other type of tube.
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The combined effcets of the directed concentrated beam of electrons,
the suppressor action of the space charge, and the low value of the screengrid current result in a tube of high power output, high efficiency, and
high power sensitivity.
Beam power tubes are used for aA amplifiers in receivers. The same
principle is used for the larger size tubes employPd in transmitters.
4-17. Multielectrode and Multiunit Tubes. Multirlectrode T1tbes.
Jt has been shown in the previous articles that additional electrO(ks were
aclcl<'d to the simple diode a1Hl triode to improve the operating characteristics of the vacuum tuhe. As a result, there were developed such tubes as
the full-wave rectifier, tetrode, pentocle, arnl beam power tube.
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Fw. 4-:{(l,- Types of multiunit tubcB.

The number of elPctrodcs in a tube may be fnriher iucrea::;cd, as iu tl1c
case of the type GL7, which contains seven ebctrodes (exclusive of the
heater), nmn<>ly, a cathode, five grids, and a plate. The tuhe is used in a
superheterodyuc receiver to mix the carrier frequency and the oscillator
frequency in order to obtain a new lower value of frequency (called the
intermediate frequency) and hence it is commonly called a mixer or a converter. In general, tubes containing more than three electrodes associated
with a single electron stream are classed a.s 11wltielectrodc lubes. Under
this definition, tetrodes and pento<les may also be ca.lied multielectrode
tubes.
Muftiunit 'Tube. When a tube contains within one envelope two or
more groups of ele<'lrodes associated with independent electron streams,
it is called a mnltiunit tube.
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The type 80 full-wave rectifier was one of the first multiunit tubes to
be used. It consists esse,!ltially of two half-wave rectifier units in a single
envelope. Advancement in circuit design and the corresponding
advancement in tube design have resulted in numerous combinations in
the mnltiunit tubes. In general, the combinations arc easily identified by
the names given to the tubes, such as duplex-diode, twin-triode, duplcxdiode-triode, diodc-triode-pcntode, and rectifier-beam power amplifier.
In most cases a single cathode is used for all the units in a tube, although
in some types separate cathodes arc provided for each unit. A more
complete listing of the combinations is available from Fig. 4-3G and from
the chart in Appendix XV.
An example of the multi unit tube is the 1DS-GT, which is listed a.s a
diode-triode-pentode. Its name indicates that the tube contains a diode,
a triode, and a pcntode. The tube performs three functions, namely, the
diode is used as a detector and automatic volume control; the triode is
used as an a-f amplifier; and the pentode is used as a power output tnbe.
4-18. New Types of Tubes. Advantages of the Newer Types of Tubes.
The large number of tube types that have been produced are the results of
improvements in tube design, demand for tubes requiring less space, and
changes in style made for sales appeal. The number of tube types introduced for receiver circuits already exceeds 500.
The following developments represent the major advances in tube
engineering.
1. The 1.4-volt tubes for battery-operated receivers. These tubes
may be operated directly from a 1.5-volt dry cell. This is an improvement over the 2-volt tubes, which required the use of two dry cells and
also a dropping resistor.
2. The single-ended metal tube. This eliminates the grid cap and
results in simplified wiring of receivers.
3. The low heater-current tubes requiring only 150 milliamperes for the
heater circuit. These are available for many of the 12.G-, 25-, 35-, and
50-volt tubes. The use of these tubes in _place of the 300-milliampere
heater types cuts the power consumption in half and provides greater
efficiency in the series-connected filament circuits of the a-c/d-c sets.
4. The GT (bantam) type tubes. These tubes provide considerable
saving in space.
5. The loJ:tal base tubes. This is an octal base tube that is provided
with a locking feature and is also known as loctal, octaiox, or lock-in.
6. The 117-volt tubes for operating directly from the power line.
Duplicate Type Tubes IIaving Di_fferent Bases. Because of the developments in tube design, there are a number of instances in which tubes of
similar electrical characteristics are duplicated in several forms of base
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design and in different dimensions. For example, the 6Q7, 6Q7-G, and
6Q7-GT arc all of the same electrical characte_ristics and differ only in
their dimensions and base arrangement. The 6Q7 is of metal construePLATE
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tion, the 6Q7-G is of glass constrnction and quite large in size, and the
6Q7-GT is of glass construction but of small size. The hase of each tube
fits the standard octal socket, and each tube has its grid terminal in the
form of a cap ttt the top of the tube.
The 6SQ7 (metal) aud the 6SQ7-GT (bantam glass) have electrical
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characteristics similar to each other and are also approximately e4 ual to
the 6Q7, GQ7-G, and the 6Q7-GT. These two tubes have their grid
leads brought out through a pin in the base, thereby eliminating the grid
cap. While the characteristics of the 6Q7 tubes and the 6SQ7 tubes are
enough alike to have them operate equally well in
most instances, they could not be interchanged without first rewiring the socket connections because their
leads are not brought out in the same order. The
arrangement of the socket connections can be determined from Appendix XV or any tube manual.
The type 75 tube has electrical characteristics
that are also approximately the same as the 6Q7 and
6SQ7 tubes. This tube has its grid lead brought out
to a grid cap, and its base fits the standard 6-pin
socket. In order to'interchange these tubes it would
be necessary first to change the sockets.
The ever-increasing demand for smaller receivers
has resulted in the development of smaller tubes.
These tubes have a glass envelope and are made as a
small tubular bulb. They are known under various
Fm. 4-39.-Min•
names such as dwarf) bantam, miniature, doorknob, iature type tube
with a button base.
and acorn tubes. The tubes may be as small as 1¾ (Courtesy of RCA
inches in height (including the base) and ¾ inch 1lfanufacLuring Co.,
Inc.)
in diameter.
4-19. Tube Bases and Socket Connections. Need for a Means of
Identification. Because of the large number of tube types that are
manufactured and because of the variation in the number of electrodes
and types of tube bases used, it has become necessary to establish a
system of identifying; the socket connections and the tube electrodes with
which they arc to make contact.
In diagrams of circuits that include tubes, it is common practice to
show the socket connections, which in turn correspond to the connecting
pins in the base of the tube to be used. Also, to be consistent with general practice, all references to socket connections and tube-pin numbering
are made for bottom viC\rn of sockets and tubes. The arrangement of
tube-base and socket designations has been standardized by the R::\IA
and the two systems described below represent two methods used for
numbering the tube pins and socket connections.
111 ethods of Identifying Socket Connections. The method of numbering
the socket or tube-base connections for the early tube types is shown in
Fig. 4-40. In this system, the filament or heater pins of the tube and the
corresponding holes in the socket are of a larger diameter than the others
and are generally shown at the bottom of the diagram. The lower left-
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hand pin is dc;:;ignatccl as 1:\11nber 1 and the remaining pin::i arc numbered
consecutively in a clockwi:;c direction. This designation sets up a system
of numbering lmt makes no provision for identifying the various tube
elements with thc8e numbers. The order in which the tube elements are
arranged varies with tube types and may best be obtained from Appeudix
XV or any suitable tube manual.
Metal tubes and other octal base tubes all use the same type of socket,
that is, one which provides for eight pins. The octal socket, as it is
commonly called, has eight equally spaced holes arranged in a circle.
All of the holes in the socket arc of the same size and, in order to ensure
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Fw. 4-40.-Tube base and sock<.>t eonnectious. (a) Standard four-pin base, (b) standard five-pin base, (c) standard six-pin base. (d) standard seven-pin base. (e) eight-pin loktal
base. ( () eight-pin octal base, (y) six-pin octr1l base, (h) miniature or button base.

correct placement of the tube in the sockPt, a large center hole with an
extra notch is provided. The socket cmmPdion to the left of the centering notch is designated as number 1 and the remaining connections arc
numbered con:;ccutively up to 8. The pins in the base of the tube are
all of equal size and are arranged in a circle. A large i11::;uln,tcd pin,
provided with a centering; key to fit the notch in the socket, is located in
the center of the tube base. Some tubes using octal sockets have only
six or seven pins, while others have eight. The six or seven pin bases
merely omit one or two of the eight pins according to the number used.
This, however, docs not alter the numbering of the socket connections,
as may be seen from Fig. -1-40. As in the previous method, this only
provides a system of numbering the socket connections. The order in
which the tube elements are arranged may best be obtained from Appendix XV or a suitable tube manual.
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The development of the new acorn and miniature types of tubes also
resulted in the introduction of a new means of connection for the acorn
type and a new socket for the miniature type. The acorn tube has its
leads brought out of the side of the tube, as shown in Figs. 4-37 and 4-38.
The miniature tube, shown in Fig. 4-39, has a thin glass base, referred
to as a button base, and its socket is called a button socket.
4-20. Tube Type Numbers. The type number of a tube is intended
to give information concerning its construction and application. The
early tubes were numbered consecutively and their numbers had no
particular significance. A few of these early tubes, such as the 42, 56,
75, 78, and 80, are still used.
The numbers assigned to the newer tubes now provide a means of
identifying some of the tube characteristics. The tube number consists
of at least three unit§. The first unit is a number, the second consists
of one or more letters, and the third is a number. In some cases a letter
or group of letters is added as a fourth unit.
The first unit is used to represent the filament or heater voltage. It
is always expressed as a whole number, and when the rated voltage contains a decimal value its decimal numbers arc dropped. An exception
to this is 2-volt battery tubes, which are represented by the number I in
order to avoid conflict with the 2.5-volt tubes, which bear the number 2.
Another exception is the series of tubes whose first unit designation is 7.
Although these tubes arc nominally rated at 7 volts, they are generally
operated at 6.:3 volts.
The second unit is a letter separating the first and third units, which
are numbers. One version of the significance of this unit is that the
letters at the beginning of the alphabet represent amplifiers and detectors
while !otters at the end of the alphabet represent rectifiers. The number
of tube types has increased so rapidly that double letters have to be used,
and it has become rather difficult to attach much significance to this unit.
When the letter S is added, as in the case of the 6SQ7, it indicates that
the tube is single-ended, that is, one with all of its leads brought out
through the base. The GQ7 differs from the-GSQ7 mainly in that its grid
lead is brought out to a cap at the top of the tube instead of to a pin in
the base.
The third unit of the numbering system appears to have at least two
versions of its significance. One is that it represents the number of
elements in the tube, and the second is that it represents the number of
useful leads.
A fourth unit has been added since the introduction of metal tubes and
the small glass tubes. This fourth unit is a letter or group of letters and
is used to indicate the constructional features of the tube. A three-unit
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type number indicates a metal tube. The addition of the letter G indicates a standard-size glass tube of the same characteristics as the metal
tube. The letters G'I' indicate a small tubular glass type of construction.
In some tube t:vpes, the standard glass series G has been discontinued
and tbe small tububr construction has been marked GT/G to indicate
that it is to serve for both types.
The follO\ring examples will aid in understanding the tube numbering
system. In the designation of the GSA7-GT tube, the first unit is represe11ted by the number G, \\·hich indicates that the heater voltage is approximately G volts; actuall_/ it is rated at G.3 volts. The second unit is
represented by the letters S.-1, in "·hich the letter S indicates a singleended tube. The tube is used as a pentagrid-com·erter and in this case
the co:le lPttcr A does 11ot bear any significance to its application. The
third unit is represented by the number 7, which indicates that the tube
has either seven elements or seven useful leacb or possibly both. From
Appendix X\', or a tube manual, it can be seen that the tube has seYen
elements, namely, a cathode, fiye grids, and :t plate. It can also be seen
that the tube has sc,·en h·ads, namely, two heaters, one cathode, three
grids, and one plate. Thus both Yersions of the signifieanee of the third
unit may be applird to thi:; tube. The fourth unit is rcprrsented by the
letters GT, which indicutc that the tube is of the small tubular glass type.
In the designation of the 12SJ..;:7 tube, tlw first unit, 12, indicates that
the heater voltage is approximately 12 volts; actually it is rated at 12.G
volts. In the second unit, SK, the letter S indicates a single-ended tube.
The tube is classified as a triple-grid superC'ontrol amplifier and hence
no significance is attached to the code letter J(. The third unit, 7, indicates that the tube has seven useful leads, namely, tm> heaters, one
cathode, three grids, and one plate. As the tube has only fiye elements,
the third unit is not used to indicate the number of clements. As no
fourth unit appears in this d~signation, the tube is of the metal type.
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QUESTIONS
1. "'1,'bat a:re the characteristics of a vacuum tube that make it one of the most
important contributions to the fields of communication and indust:rial electronics?
2. ,Yhat is meant by the Erlison effect?
3. What was Dr. Fleming's contribution to the advancement of vacuum-tube
design?
4. Define the following terms: (a) cathode, (b) filament, (c) heater, (d) directly
heated cathode, (e) indirectly heated cathode.
6. Explain the purpose and theory of operation of (a) the cathode, (b) the heater.
6. Compare the operating characteristics of tungsten, thoriated tungsten, and
oxide-coated filaments when used as directly heated cathodes.
7. What arc the advantages of directly heated cathodes and where are they
generally used?
8. Explain four advantag;,s of indirectly heated cathodes.
9. (a) '\\'bat is meant by a dropping resistor? (b) What is its purpose? (c) How
is it connected in the cirenit?
10. \Yhat conditions in the heater circuit of a radio recciYer make it necessary to
connect (a) a resistor in series with the heater or filament of a tube? (b) A resistor in
parallel with the heater or filament of a tube?
11. How should the power rating of a rPsistor used in the heating circuit of a
receiver compare with its actual power loss?
12. Explain the purpose and the operation of automatic ballast regulation.
13 . .Explain the following terms: (a) plate, (b) diode, (c) duo-diode, (d) space
charge, (e) emission current, (j) saturation current.
14. Explain the rectifier action of a diode.
16. Compare the half-wave and full-wave rectifier characteristics.
16. Explain the follm,·ing terms: (a) control grid, (b) triode, (c) grid bias.
17. Draw the circuit diagram for a triode sho"l'l·ing the connections for the A, B,
and C power supplies. Indicate the direction of the electron flow on the diagram.
18. Explain the action of the triode.
19. Explain the action of a triode for the following conditions: (a) grid bias but no
signal input, (b) grid bias and a varying signal input, (c) positive grid voltage.
20. In the circuit of fig. 4-13, what is the phase relation between the following
quantities: (a) e0 and ip? (b) e0 and ep? (c) ep and ip?
21. Why should the fixed grid bias of a tube always be greater than the maximum
value of the input signal voltage?
22. \',hat arc the advantages of a family of characteristic curves over the tabular
listing of tube characteristics?
23. Explain the difference betwt>en the static and dynamic characteristics of a
vacuum tube.
24. How are the static characteristics of a tube obtained?
26. How are the dynamic characteristics of a tube obtained?
26. (a) '\-Yhat is meant by a family of plate characteristic curves? (b) What is
meant by a family of grid-plate transfer characteristic curves?
27. What is meant by the tube constants?
28. (a) \Vhat docs the amplification factor of a tube represent? (b) How is it
obtained?
29. '1.'bat factors affect the amplification factor of a tube?
30. (a) "-'bat does the plate resistance of a tube represent? (b) How is it obtained?
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31. \Vhat factors affect the plate resistance of a tube?
32. (a) What docs the tr:iusconductance of n tuhe represent? (b) How is it
obtainC'd?
33. "'hat factors aff,,ct the transconductance of a tube?
34. "'hat is the relation l,etwPell the amplification factor, tmnsl'onrluctance, and
the plate resistance of a tube?
35. What is meant by the voltage amplification per stage'?
36. What is the relation between the nmplification factor of a tnhe and the volt.age
amplification of the stage in "·hich it is us('d?
37. \\'hat is the relation between the resistance of the plate, the rl'sistance of the
Joa,!, and the voltage amplification per stage?
38. What is tl1e relation between the transconductance of a tube all(! its opPI'ating
,,Ji aracteristics?
30. (a.) \Yhat. is a tetrocle? (b) Tiy what other nanws is it also known?
10. Dc,wrihe t.he l'onslruetion tuld lol'ation of the :-s,·n·,m µ;rid.
41. (a) What is nwant by interelc('trrnle eapa<"itan('e·? (IJ) Why is it rn·•·•':-sH:iry to
k""P these capacitan('es at a mininrnm"?
42. What is m,•ant hy (a) n•gp1wrntion? (b) J)pgf'IH'rniion?
43. (a) What is the pnrpose of ll<'llirnlizing l'ir,·nits? (11) How do thP:<P dr,·nits
accomplish this p11rpos<'?
44. How drwH the addition of a serN·n µ;rid Pliminat.c, ff'p,Jhack?
45. Explain four ad,·antaµ;es of serec>n-grid tnhes.
46. What. is nwant hy H(•c·o1Hlary emis,iion?
47. \\"hat effect docs secondary emission have upon the opPratiug ch:.11·artcrist.i<'s
of a ldrode?
48. How do the amplification factor an,! plate resistance for t.etrolles compare
with those for triodes?
49. Where are screen-grid tu hes used?
50. What is a pent.ode'?
61. Describe the construction and location of the suppressor grid.
62. How does the addition of a suppressor grid reduce the effect of second:iry
Pmission?
53. How do the characteristic curves for a pPnt.odc compare with those for a
tetrode?
54. How do the amplification factor and plate> resistaiwc• for pentodes cornp~re
with those for a triode and tetrocl<'?
56. \\'here are J>"ntodPs gPnPrally US('d '?
66. \\'hat is a 811pl'rcontrol tahc'? \\'hat are' its constructional fp~tures?
57. Explain the, meaning of the following terms: (a) sharp cutoff, (b) r<'mofr cutoff, (c) cross modulation, (d) modulation distortion.
58. Explain the action of the snpercontrol tube.
69. \\'hut arc the advantages of variable-mu tubes and whPrc am they µ;<'ncrnlly
US(>(I?

60. Descrih1) the beam J)(J\\"C'r tube.
61. In a beam power tube, what factors are responsible for its hiµ;h power 011tput
nncl high efficiency?
62. \\"hat is meant hy multielectrocle tubes and what arc their advantaµ;e~?
63. \\"hat is meant l,y multiunit tuhe\s and what are thPir aclvantageR?
61. \\'hat important. clPvPlopnH'llts have lll'en made in the dr·sign of the !ll.'Wl'r type
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65. ,\-nat is meant hy duplicate tube types and what is their purpose?
66. Describe two systems of tube-pin and socket-connection numbering.
67. Describe the system used to designate the various types of tubes.
PROBLEMS
1. The tube complement of a certain radio receiver includes a, 6SA7, 6D6, 6SQ7-G,
25L6-G, and 25Z5. (a) If the heaters of the tubes arc connected in se ries, what value
of resistance must be connected in series with the heaters in order to operate the
receiver on a 115-volt line? (b) What minimum wattage rating should the resistor
have, assuming that its ventilation is restricted?
2. A receiver with a tube complement of a 6A8, 6SK7, 6SQ7, 6V6, and 25Z6 has
its heaters connected in seri es and uses an additional series-connected resistor in order
that the receiver may be operated on a 115-volt line. As thn current rating of the tube
heaters are not all of the same value, it is necessary to include a shunt (parallel-connected) resistor. (a) Draw a circuit diagram showing the series-co1m(!cted resistor,
the heaters connected in a sequence that will permit the use of a single parallel-eonnected resistor, and the _parallel-connected resistor. (b) What value of series resistor
is required? (c) What value of shunt resistor is required? (d) What minimum wattage rating is recommended for the resistors in parts (b) and (c)?
3. The tube heaters of a certain receiver are to be connected iu parallel with one
another and operated from a 3-volt power supply provided by batteries. The tubes
used include three 1A4-P's, one lC6, one 1B5, one 30, and one JJ6-G. (a) Draw a
circuit diagram showing the connections necessary for the series resistor. (b) What
value resistor is required? What minimum wattage rating should the resistor have?
4. It is desired to operate the heaters of a four-tube receiver from a power supply
consisting of three 1.5-volt cells connected in series. The heaters arc connected to
form a parallel-series circuit consistiug of a 1 A7-G and a 1X5--G connected in series to
form one of the parallel members and a l.J5-G and a. 1JI5-G connected in series to form
the second parallel member. (a) Dra"· a circuit diagram showing the resistors and
connections required for this circuit. (b) What is the resistance value and the recommended wattage rating of each resistor?
5. A certain radio receiver has its beaters connected in parallel lo a 12.6-volt
power supply. It is desired to substitute a 68.\.7 for a 12SA7 in this circuit.
(a) Draw a circuit diagram showing the resistor that must he added in order to make
this change. (b) What value resistor is required? (c) What is the miuimum wattage
rating recommended for this resistor?
6. A. certain radio receiver has its heaters connected in series with one another.
It is desired to substitute a type 1A6 tube for the 1C6 tube nsnd in the receiver.
(a) Draw a circuit diagram showing the resistor tb.at rnnst be a<ldcd in order t-0 make
this change. (b) What value resistor is required? (c) \\nat is the minimum wattage
rating recommended for this resistor?
7. A certain radio receiver has all its heaters counecte<l in series and is supplied
by a 115-volt line. It is desired to substitute a type 6SA7 tube for a type 12SA7.
(a) Draw a circuit diagram showing the two re:5istors required in order to make thi~
change. (Assume that the tube being changed is the fu-st one in the series circuit.)
(b) ,v'bat is the value of each of the resistors? (c) "'nat is the minimum wattage rating recommended for each of the rnsistors?
8. A certain radio receiver has all of its heaters connected in series and is to be
operated from a 115-volt a-c line. It i;; desired to substitute a type 35L6-GT tube for
a type 50L6-GT. (a) Draw a circuit diagram showing the resistor that must be
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added to the heater circuit in order to make this change. (b) \\'hat value resistor is
required? (c) Wnat is the minimum watt.age rating recommended for the resistor?
9. The following data was obtained from a test of a type 6SF5 tube operated at
its rated heater voltage. Plot the plate characteristic curves from the test data.
TEST DATA-TYPE

6SF5

ib, milliamperes
e0, volts

E.

20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
2-10
260
280

=

-1

0.00
0.00
0.08
0.17
0.30
0.50
0.77
1.10
1.40
1. 75

Ee= -1.5

Ee-= -2

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.11
0.25
0.40

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0,01)
0.18
0.30
0.50
0.75
1.08
1.40

0.fi0

0.90
1.25
1.00

10. "nat is the arnplifi<'ation factor of a type !iC5 tube operating at its rated
heater voltage, with 200 volts on its platf', and with a grid bias of fi volts? (X OTE:
Use the curves of Fig. 4-1\) for the sulution of this and the following problems.)
11. \'in.at is the amplification factor of the tuhc used in Prob. 10 when its plate
voltage is increased to 250 volts, the grid bin.s remaining at 6 volts?
12. What is the amplification factor of the tube med in l'roh. 10 when its plate
voltage is decrcasPd to 150 volts, the grid bias remaining at 6 volts?
13. What is the arnplifiration factor of the tube used in Prob. 10 when the grirl
bias is increa!wd to 8 volt.~ and lhc plate voltage is kept at 200 volts?
14. \'Vhat is t.hc amplifif'alion factor of the tuhc u,wd in Proh. 10 when the grirl
bins is decreased to 4 volts ancl the plate voltage is kqit at 200 volts?
16. What is the plate resistance of a type 6C!\ tube operating at rated heater
voltage, with 200 volts on its plate and with a grid bias of 6 volts? (Xo•fE: This is
for the same operating condition as in Prob. 10. "Gse the curves of Fig. -i-Hl for the
solution of this and the following problems.)
16. What is the plate resistance of the 6C5 tube of Prob. 15 when its plate voltage
is increased to 250 volts, the grid bias remaining at 6 volts?
17. What is the plate resistanl'e of the 6C5 tuhe of l'roh. 15 when its plate voltage
is decreased to 150 volts, the gricl bias remaining at 6 volts?
18. What is the plate resistance of the 6C5 tube of Proh. 15 when tho grid bias is
increased to 8 volts and the plat-e voltage is kept at 200 volts?
19. What is the plate resistance of the 6C5 tube of l'rob. 15 when the grid bias is
decreased to 4 volts and the plate voltage is kept at 200 volts?
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20. What is the transconductance of a type 6C5 tube operating at its rated heater
voltage, with 200 volts on its plate, and with a grid bias of 6 volts? (a) Vind the value
by constructing a triangle about the operating point on the grid-plate transfer characteristic curves of Fig. 4-21. (b) Check the answer to part (a) by use of Eq. (4-5a) and
the answers of Probs. 10 and 15.
21. What is ihe transconductance of the 6C5 tube of Proh. 20 when its plate
voltage is increased to 250 volts, the grid bias remaininv; at 6 volts? (a) Find the
value from the curves of Fig. ,J-21. (b) Find the value by use of Eq. (4-5a) and the
answers of Probs. 11 and 16.
22. What is the transcond11ctancc of the 6C5 tube of Prob. 20 when its plate
voltage is decreased to 150 volts, the grid bias remaining at 6 volts? (a) Find the
value from the curves of Fig. ·1-21. (b) Find the value by use of Eq. (4-5a) and the
answers of Prnbs. 12 and 17.
23. What is the transconductance of the 6C5 tube of Prob. 20 when the grid bias
is increased to 8 volts and the plate voltage is kept at 200 volts? (a) Find the value
from the curves of Fiv;. 4-21. (b) Find the value by use of Eq. (4-5a) and the answers
to Probs. 13 and 18.
24. \Vhat i5 the transconductance of the 6C5 tube of Prob. 20 when the grid bias
i, decreased to ,I volts and the plate voltage is kept at 200 volts? (a) Find the value
from the curves of Fig. 4-:Jl. (b) Find the value by use of Eq. (1-5a) and the answers
to Probs. 14 and HJ.
25. A type 6S:F5 high-mu triode is operated at rated heater voltage, with 250
volts on its plate, and a grid bias of 2 volts. Under these operating conditions the
tube has a plate resistance of 66,000 ohms and a transconductance of 1500 micromhos.
\\'bat is the amplification factor of the tube?
26. A type 6SF5 high-mu triode is operated at rated heater voltage, with 100 volts
on its plate, and a grid bias of 1 volt. "Gnder these operating conditions the tube has
a plate rosistance of 85,000 ohms and an amplification factor of 100. What is the
transconductance of the tube?
27. The triode of a type 6R7 tube is operated at rated heater voltage, with 250
volts on its plate, and a gricl bias of 9 volts. Under these operating conditions the
transconductance is 1900 micromhos and the amplification factor is 16. Wbat is the
plate resistance t/f the tube?
28. A type 6C5 tube when operating at rated heater voltage, with 200 volts on its
plate, and with a grid bias of 6 volts, has a plate resistance of 10,000 ohms and an
amplification factor of 20. If the tube is used in an amplifier stage, what is the voltage
amplification of the stage when the value of the load resistor is (a) 1500 ohms? (b)
30,000 ohms? 'c) If a 1.5-volt input signal is applied to the grid of the tube, what is
the voltage across the load resistor for part (a)? For part (b)?
29. The type 6C5 tube (same tube as Prob. 28) when operating at rated heater
voltage, with 250volts on its plate, and with a grid bias of 6 volts, has a plate resistance
of 8000 ohms and an amplification factor of 20. If the tube is used in an amplifier
stage, what is the voltage amplification of the stage when the value of the load resistor
is (a) 1500 ohms? (b) 30,000 ohms? (c) If a 1.5-volt input signal is applied to the
grid of the tube, what is the voltav;e across the load resistor for part (a)? For part
(b)?

30. The type 6C5 tube (same tube as Prob. 28) when operating at rated heater
voltage, with 150 volts on its plate, and with a grid bias of 6 volts, has a plate resistance of 16,000 ohms and an amplification factor of 20. If the tube is used in an amplifier stage, what is the voltage amplification of the stage when the value of the load
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resistor is (a) 1500 ohms? (I,) 30,000 ohms? (c) If a 1.5-volt input signal is applied
to the grid of the tube, wlmt is the voltage across the load resistor for part (a)? For
part (b)?
31. The type GC5 tube (same tube as Prob. 28) when operating at rated heater
voltage, with 200 volts on its plate, and with a grid bias oi 8 volts, has a plate resistance oi 14,000 ohms and an amplification factor of 20. lf the tube is used in an amplifil'r stage, what is the voltage amplification of the stage when the value of the load
resistor is (a) 15()() ohms? (b) 30,000 ohms? (r) If a 1.5-volt input signal is applied
to the grid of the tube, what is the voltage across the load resistor for part (a)? For
part (b)?
32. The type GC5 tube (same tuhe as Prob. 28) when operating at rated heater
voltage, with 200 volts on its plate, and with a grid hias of 4 volts, has a plate resistanee
of 8000 ohms and an amplific-ation fa<"tor of 18.,5. If the tu])[' is used in an amplifier
stage, what is the voltage amplification of the stage when the value of the load resistor
is (a) 1500 ohms? (b) 30,000 ohms? (c) If a 1.5-volt input signal is appli<'d to the
grid of the tube, what is thcYo!tttge across the load resistor for part (a)? For part (b)?
33. A type GK5-G tube being operatt>rl at its rated heater voltage, with 100 volts
on its plate, and with a grid bias of 1.5 volts, is used in a stage oi amplification. What
value oi load resistance is required to produce a voltage amplification of (a) 35?
(b) 45? (XoTE: Obtain the values required for the solution of this problem from
Appendix XV.)
34. The type 6K5-G tube (same tube as Prob. 33) being operated at its rated
heater voltage, with 250 volts on its plate, and with a grid bias of 3 volts, is used in a
stage of amplification. "That value of load resistance is required to produce a voltage
amplification of (a) 35'? (b) 45?
35. :\ 2-mv signal is applied to the circuit of a type GDG amplifier tube that is
being operated at its rated heater voltage, with 100 volts on the plate, with 100 volts
on the screen grid, and with a grid bias of 3 volts. "'hat value of load impedance is
required to produce a 37,'J-mv output signal?
36. The voltag<' on the platP of the type 6D6 tuhc used in Prob. 35 is increased to
250 volts with all other operating volta!);cs, including the input signal Yoltage, remaining the same. \\'hat value of load impedance is required to produce a (i,IQ-mv output
signal?

CHAPTERV
DETECTOR CIRCUITS
One of the functions of a radio receiver is the demodulation of a
modulated radio "·ave picked up by the receiving antenna. This function is called detection. In Chap. III, it was shown that detection
involves two operations: (1) rectification of the modulated wave; (2)
elimination of the radio frequency component of the modulated wave.
5-1. Detection.· Detector 1lction. The average value of a modulated
radio wave for one cycle of the audio-frequency wave is zero, and therefore
the average change of current during the same period is zero (see Fig.
5-la). The radio-frequency waves produced during one audio-frequency
cycle arc referred to as a wave train. A modulated r-f wave consists of a
number of consecutive wave trains, and therefore the average change of
current of a modulated r-f wave will always be zero. If the modulated
r-f wave is rectified, one-half of the wave is eliminated and the average
change in current for each cycle of each wave train will no longer be zero
(see Fig. 5-lb). The changes in current will be similar to the a-f signal
that modulates the r-f carrier wave at the transmitter.
Because the electromechanical devices used to produce audible sound
waves cannot respond to the rapid variations in current of an r-f wave,
it is necessary to remove the r-f component of the demodulated a-f wave.
The modulation envelope, formed by joining the peaks of each of the r-f
cycles, varies in the same manner as the signal impressed upon tho r-f
carrier wave. The a-f component of the modulated wave is therefore
represented by the a-f variations of the modulation envelope. The
current flowing through the detector circuit will be equal to the average
value of the current, as is illustrated in Fig. 5-lb. Its variations ar_e
identical in all respects, except intensity, to the variations in current
represented by the modulation envelope.
The Vacuum Tube as a Detector. Because current can flow in the
plate circuit of a vacuum tube only when the plate is positive with respect
to the cathode, vacuum tubes can be used as rectifiers of alternating
currents. Furthermore, as detection involves the function of rectification, vacuum tubes may be used as detectors. Because of their sensitivity and current handling ability, vacuum tubes are used as detectors
in modern receivers.
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Factors That Determine the Type of Detector Circuit to JJe Usec!. There
are numerous tubes and a variety of circuits that can be used \1·ith such
tubes to perform the function of detection. Each circuit has particular
advantages which mn,y he compared with one another in regard to their
performance. The following important factors should be taken into
consideration when determining which tuhe and circuit to use: (1)
sensitivity, (2) signal-handling ability, (3) fidelity of reproduction. No
one detector circuit possesses a high value of all three fa~ton;, and

Modulaf✓-on

,/ envelope

(a}

---R·F Var/atlons
in voltage

------Wave frai'n--··•··
Modula I/on
/ envelope

,R-F Var/af/ons
/ incurrenf
(bJ

Pio. 5-1.-Detcctor action.

(a) Input signal voltage, (b) current through the detector.

receivers generally incorporate the type of tube and detector circuit that
will provide the characteristics most nearly suited to the needs of the
particular recci vcr.
The average radio receiver is used for reproducing speech and music
as transmitted by broadcasting stations. Fidelity is a very important
factor in this type of receiver, and the detector circuit used should be
capable of reproducing the sound waves with a minimum amount of
distortion. Radio receivers designed for broadcast reception employ
high-gain amplifier circuits, and hence sensitivity is not an important
consideration. In these receivers the r-f signal is amplified before it
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reaches the detector. The detector circuit used should therefore be
capable of handling a large signal input.
In the design of portable receivers the overall physical size is an
important factor. In order to obtain small units, r-f amplifier circuits
are sometimes omitted. Detector circuits used in this type of receiver
should have a high degree of sensitivity.
If a receiver is to be used for code reception only, the fidelity of the
detector circuit can generally be ignored. For portable receivers of code
signals the important factor is sensitivity. For a fixed unit, where
sufficient amplifier circuits can be used, the main consideration is the
power-handling ability of the detector circuit.
5-2. Diode Detection. Achon of a Simple Diode Detector. The
simplest vacuum-tube detector circuit is obtained by using a two-element
tube as a half-wavo. rectifier; its circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 5-2

fnp~f L~j
1
siqn,,/

L2
Oufpul
Siqnctf

-

FIG. 5-2.-Simple diode detect.or circuit.

When the tuning circuit consisting of the inductor L 2 and the tuning
capacitor C2 is in resonance with a desired input signal, an r-f voltage is
developed across the tuned circuit. This voltage is applied as an input
voltage to the plate-cathode circuit of the tube through the diode by-pass
capacitor C 1 and the diode load resist.or R1.
When the plate of the diode is positive, it attracts the electrons
emitted from the cathode, and these electr<?ns will return to the cathode
through the external circuit consisting of the secondary winding L2 and
the output resistor R 1 • The path taken by the electrons is indicated by
the arrows on Fig . .5-2.
When the potential on the plate is negative, no electrons arc attracted
to it, and therefore no cnrrent flows through the external plate circuit
during the time that the signal voltage makes the plate negative with
respect to the cathode. ]t can thus be seen that the current in the output
resistor R 1 ·will flow in only one direction.
The capacitor C 1 and the resistor R1 serve to eliminate the r-f pulsations and to increase the a-f voltage developed across the output load
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resistor R 1 • This is accomplished in the following manner. During the
initial half of the first positive half-cycle of the applied r-f voltage, shown
at 0-1 on Fig. 5-3, the capacitor C1 charges to the peak value indicated by
point 1. The applied r-f Yoltage, continuing its cycle, then rapirlly
diminishes to zero. As the r-f voltage starts decreasing from its first
positive peak value, the capacitor C1 starts to discharge through the load
resistor R 1 but at, a very slow rate as indi{'at.ed by points 1 to 3 on Fig.
5-3. The time constant of this RC cireuit is very long comprtred to the

(b)

+ ~
0

3

----------(cJ

Fw. 5-3.-\Van•forms illustrating the operation of a dio<l<' d<>t<>ctor rirruiL (a) Modulated input voltage, (b) ,•harging and disdu:,.1·ging of the diodP capacitor, (c) Yolt.ag<> a,·ross
the diode capa<:itor, (d) diode plate cul'rent.

short interval required for the r-f voltage to change from the positive
peak value at 1 to the next positive peak at 2. The voltage on the
capacitor, therefore, will decrease only slightly during this interval.
Beea,use of this capacitor action, the volt.age on the cathode ·will be kept
more positive than the voltage applied to the plate. Vi!hen the signal
voltage is lower than the volt.age charge on the capacitor C 1, electrons
will cease to flow in the plate circuit.; hence no current will flow in the
plate circuit during the interval I to 3. During the positive hn,lf of t.he
second r-f cycle, current will again flow in the plat.e eircuit \\'hen the sigllal
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voltage exceeds the voltage at which the charge on the capacitor holds
the cathode. The capacitor will then be cha.l'ged to the peak value of tho
second positive half-cycle. This action will be repeated for each succeeding r-f cycle, thus causing the voltage across the capacitor to follow the
peak values of the applied r-f voltage. The audio-frequency modulation
is therefore reproduced at the capacitor as indicated in Fig. 5-:k
The voltage across tho load resistor R1 will be the same as the voltage
across the capacitor C1• This voltage will be a pulsating voltage representing the positive half of the modulated r-f voltage, whose average value
has been increased by the capacitor C1. The ~ornbination of the diode,
capacitor C 1 , and resistor R 1 have therefore changed the r-f signal iuput
voltage to a pulsating voltage.
The capacitor C 1 is generally referred to as the r-f by-pass or r-f filter
capacitor because its action tends to smooth out the r-f pulsations at the
diode load resistor.• The valne of the capacitor is dependent on the
frequency-the higher the frequency the smaller the amount of capacitance required. For ordinary broadcast reception, values of 250 µµf or
smaller are generally used.
Example 5-1. A certain diode-detector circuit, similar t.o Fig. 5-2, uses a ¼-megohm
resistor for the diode load resistance R1 and a 250-µµf capacitor for the diode by-pass
capacitor C 1• (a) What is the time constant of this RC circuit? (b) If the resonant
frequency of the tuned circuit L 2 C 2 is 710 kc, what time is required for the r-f wave to
complete one cycle? (c) How many times greater is the time constant of the RC circuit than the time of one cycle of the r-f wave?

Given:
R =¼megohm
C = 2.'>0 µµf
f = 710 kc

Find:
(a) t = ?
(b) l1 = '?
(c)

tit -- .,.

Solution:
(a)
(b)

RC = 0.25 X 10 6 X 250 X 10- 12 = 62.5 X 10 6 second
1
1
10 6
l1 = f
0. 710 X l()" = 0~'7IO = 1.408 X 10-, second
1.62.5 X
X 10-,
_, = ,113
, . t'1mes grea t er
408
10

t

=

Example 5-2. The circuit of Example 5-1 also acts as a filter circuit. (a) What
is the reactance of the capacitor to a 710-kc r-f current? (b) How does the reactance
to the 710-kc r-f current compare with the value of the diode load resistance? (c)
Which path will the r-f currents take? (d) \Vhat is the rcactance of the capacitor to
a 400-cycle a-f current? (e) How does the reactancc to the 400-cyclc a-f current
compare with the value of the diode load resistance? (/) Which path will the a-f
currents take?
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Given:
R = i megohm
C = 250 µµf
r-f = 710 kc
a-f = 400 cycles

Find:
(n)
(b)

Xe=?

If

= ?

.'le
(c) pa.th = ?
(d) Xe= ?

·;t

= ?
(/) path = 7
(e)

Solution:
,,

_ 15\J,000 _

(a )

AC -

(b)

R - -2.'iO~ 000
J:~
- =
8 5

(c)
(d)

JC -

159,000
_ ,, l .
71() X 10 3 X 250 X 10-• - 8 "'5 0 uns
.
.
I
" )
27!) (R 1s 2 7 !) tunes greater t 1an .~c

The r-f current.s will take thl' capacitor path.
,, _ 15!l,000 _
15!:J,000
_ I
(JOO 0 h .
AC JC- - 400 X 250 X 10-s - ' 590'
ms

(e)

Xe - -1,590,000- =
R
2501000

(!)

The a-f currents will take the resistor path.

. 6 . 36 tunes
.
6.36 ("
.~c is
grl'atcr t Irnn !')
,.

Pull-wave Diode Detector.~. Cry,;tal n,nd diode detectors arc essentially
half-wave rectifiers and do not contribute to the amplification of the

In~

siq~

Oulpul

siqnal
Fm. 5-4.- ·Duplcx-rliodc full-wave detect.or circuit.

sigual as do other methods of cletedion. Two diodes, or a duplex diode,
ran be connected in a detector circuit so that emrcnt will flow iu Pither
plate during opposite halves of each r-f signal input cy<.:le (Fig. 5-4).
Current will flow continually in one direction through the output resistor
aud full-wave detcctiou is obtained. This type of circuit is seldom used,
since its ad vantage generally does not justify the extra circuit complications. The only advantage gained with full-wave detection is that the
circuit may be balanced so that no carrier frequency flows to the grid of
the tnbe in the following amplifier stage. Then, theoretically, no carrier
frequency filtering is required. Figure 5-4 shows the schematic circuit
diagram of a duplex-diode full-wave detector circuit and the paths taken
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by the electrons flowing from the cathode to each plate during alternate
half-cycles.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Diode Detectors. The advantages
of the diode detector are (1) its ability to handle large signal voltages;
(2) its low distortion factor. These qualities are due to the linear
characteristics of certain types of tube, as illustrated by the curves in
Fig. 5-5. These curves show the linearity of the type 6hG, which is
used in some detector circuits.
--l---+---l-----'-----+--l650
T':/pe 6H6

-1---+---+E_.__1""'•6i-'.3--'-vo'-'-lts+-----lGOO

1--1----+---l------1---l550
1----t--+-+--+--ISOD.,,

t

--+---+--+---++--+-----+-----'450

ge"

400-~

f---+--1350

tt:

::,

300~
..,

2soi.,u
er:

200

0
-3D ·25 ·-20 -15 -10 -S
0
D-C Volts ~eveloped by diode
FIG. 5-5.-Averagc characteristics of a type 6H6 tube, Ilalf-wavc rcc1.ification, using a
single diode.

·40 -35

One disadvantage of the diode detector is that during part of the
positive half of each r-f cycle current flows through the coil in the tuned
circuit. This causes a loading effect on the tuned circuit and produces
the same results as a resistance connected in series with the tuned
circuit. Adding resistance to a tuned circuit decreases the gain and
selectivity of the circuit; thus the diode detector is characterized by its
low sensitivity.
Modern receivers generally employ one or more stagcR of r-f amplification, and the desired selectivity and gain are obtained before the
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signal reaches the detector circuit. The low sensitivity characteristic
of the diode detector is therefore not of very great importance in these
receivers. Because the diode method of detection produces less distortion and because it permits the use of simple automatic-volume-control
circuits \\ithout the necessity of an additional voltage supply, the diode
method of detection is used widely in broadcast receivers. Several
typical diode-detector circuits are shown in Fig. 5-G.

~
-,

c, l - - 7
f

(a)

lolume:A

conlrCJ!

A-F
outpuf

.signal

Cs
R3
~-

Volt.:m1(
control

l A-F

outp1.1t

oiqnal
Frn. 5-6,-Diode-detector circuits. (a) Diode circuit with filter, (b) diode circuit with
provision for obtaining voltage for automatic-volume-control.

Practical Diode-detrctor Circuits. Simple diode tubes are seldom used
for practical detector circuits. In some circuits a triode is used, in \\'hich
case the grid and plate are connected together externally to form a diode.
Two such circuits are shown in Fig. 5-G. In superheterodyne receivers,
an adjustable capacitor C 2 is generally used in the tuned circuit, as the
intermediate frequency input is kept steady at some value, such as 456 kc.
Practical detector circuits require a filter to prevent the r-f voltages
from reaching the ontput. Such a filter circuit is shown in Fig. 5-6 and
consists of the resistor R 1 and the capacitor C3 • In Fig. 5-6a, the diode
load resistance consists of the sum of R 1 and R 2 ; the output, ho,rnver, is
taken off R 2 only. While capacitor C 1 will by-pass most of the r-f current,
the output filter capacitor C 3 is added to by-pass any r-f current from R2

AR'l'.
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that may have entered into the R1 path. In Fig. fi-Gb, the diode load
resistance consists of R1 and Rs. The capacitors C1 and C3 serve the
same purpose as in the circuit of Fig. 5-6a. The capacitor C 5 is used as a
coupling capacitor and also serves to block the d-c component from the
output circuit. In these circuits, the capacitance of C 1 and C3 are generally equal. In the circuit of Fig. 5-Ga, the value of R 2 is generally
several times the value of R1. In the circuit of Fig. 5-Gb, the value of Rs
is generally several times the value of R1. The r-f filter, however, has a
disadvantage in that it reduces the useful rectified output by the amount
of the voltage drop at R1.
Example 5-3. The circuit clements shown in Fig. 5-fia have the following values:
R, ~ 50,000 ohms, R2 = 230,000 ohms, C, = lOG µµ[, C3 = 100 µµf. (a) What
impedance does the capacitor C, offer to a 456-kc i-f current? (b) Which path will
the i-f current take? (c) ,Yill any of the i-f current flow into the R 1 path? (d) What
impedance does the capacitor C 3 offer to any 456-kc i-f current? (e) What purpose
does C, serve? (J) Ncglcctiug the effect of the capacitors C, and. G3 , what per cent
of the a-f voltage developed across R 1 and R2 is available at the output terminals?
Find:

Given:

R, = 50,000 ohms
R2 = 250,000 ohms
(.,\ = 100 µµf

(a)
Xe,=?
(b)
path = ?
(d)
Xe,=?
(f) Per cent = ?

c3

= 100 µµI
i-f = ·156 kc
Solution:
,159,000
a .,c,
= JC . = 45-6

( )
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

15\J,000

X 10' X 100 x10-a

.,
l
= ,>· 180 0 lll1S

The i-f current will take the capacitor path.
Yes. A small amount.
Same as (a). X e 3 = 3-!86 ohms
Provides a lo"· impedance path for any i-f current that wa,; not by-pa8seJ. by the
capacitor C 1 •

ia1R2
+ R 2) X l 00

% a-f voltage at R2 = i,,,
. (R·1

Because the current is the same iu both the numerator and the denominator, then
Per cent E =

Ri

1

R. X 100 =

SO,OO~s~ogio,ooo

X 100 =

83.3 per cent

Use of 1lfultiunit l'ubes as Diode Detectors. In modern receivers, it is
general practice to use a multiuuit tube such as a duplex-diode-triode as
a detector and amplifier. The two diodes are usually connected together
to form a simple diode that is used as a half-wave detector. The triode
is used to amplify the signal after it has been rectified. Two typical
circuits using a duplex-diode- triode are shown in Fig. fi-7. In these
circuits, R 1 is the diode load resistor. The bias voltage for the triode
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section is obtained by the cathode bias resistor Ra. The by-pass capacitor Ca is micd to keep the a-f current out of the bias resistor R 3 • The
manner in which this is aecomplished will be discussed in a later part of
this chapter. The function of the capacitor C4 is to block the <l-c bias of
the cathode from the grid. The fund.ion of the capacitor C 5 is to by-pass
any r-f currpnt from the grid circnit to the cathode and thus prevent any
r-f voltage from reaching the grid of the tube.

B+

1-rl'

inp;:!__3

(b}

FIG. 5-7. Dior!P-rlet,eetor Pin•uits 11siHg rluplex-rlio,le-Lriorles. (a) Using cathode
bias (resistor R,) for l,riode seetion, (b) using rlioc:le l.,ias (portion of the diode loarl 1·esistor R,)
for the triode sect.ion of the tube.

5-3. Plate Detection. Theory of Plate Detection. Plate detection
makes use of the cutoff characteristi-;s of a tube l,v accomplish the necessary rectification. The rectification takes place in the plate circuit of
the tube, and therefore this type of circuit is known as plate detection.
The grid is biased almo:ot to cutoff, that is, it is operated so that practically no current flows in the plate circuit when the signal applied to the
grid is zero. A C-lmttery was formerly used to obtain the necessary grid
bias and because of this the plate detector is also known as a C-bias
detector, or simply a bias detector. It is also referred to as a grid-bias
detector.
Theoretical Operating Points of a Bias Drtector. In the study of the
characteristics of vacuum tubes, it will be found that two bends occur in
the grid-plate transfer characteristic curves of some types of tubes.
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Fm. 5-8.-0pcrating conditions of a plate-detect.or circuit. (a) Operation at. the upper bend of the ecib curve, (b) operation at the
lower bend of the e,ib curve.
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While an upper bend will theoretically occur in all types of tubes, in
practice it can be obtained only with tube:,; employing; a tungsten cathode.
Because of the copiou:o cmi:osion of electrons from oxide-coated cathodes,
the upper bend is <lifiieult 1o obtain with tubes using this type of cathode.
With tubes employing a tungsten cathode, the upper lwnd occurs at
some value of positive grid voltage and the lower bend at some value of
negative grid voltage. With the correct value of positive grid voltage
a tube can be made to operate at the po:sitiYe bend of its curve, point B

..f]
L3

½

------

B- B+

f-~Lz

inp':!__!3,
(b}
B-B+

(C)

B-B+B+

F,a. 5-!/.-Platl•-dctector cirm,;t,;. (a) Grid bias obtained by use of a C battery,
(b) grid bias obtained by use of a cathode resistor, (c) grid hias obtaiucd by use of a cathode
rediscor.

in Fig. 5-8. If a tube is operated at or near this point, it can be seen that
it will act as a rectifier. Each positive half of the input signal is practically eliminated, and the unidirectional current flowing in the plate
circuit varies in the same manner as the negative halves of the input
signal. 'With the con-ect value of negative grid voltage, a tube can be
made to operate at the negative bend of its curve, point A in Fig. 5-8.
If a tube is operated at or near this point, it can be seen that it too will act
as a rectifier. Each 110gative half of the input signal is practically eliminated, and the unidirectional current flowing in the plate circuit varies in
the same manner as the positive halves of the input signal.
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Positive and Negative Values of Grid Voltage. If a tube is to be use<l as
a grid-bias detector, theoretically it can be operated at either the negative
or positive bend of its grid-plate transfer characteristic curve. If a tube
is operated with a positive grid voltage, the grid will act the same as a
plate, thus causing a current to flow in the grid (input) circuit. This
current changes the variations of the grid voltage and distorts the input
signal. The plate current, being dependent on the changes in grid voltage, therefore, will also be distorted. For this reason, tubes are operated
with a negative grid voltage. The sharper the negative bend of the curve
and the nearer the grid bias is adjusted to the value corresponding to this
bend, the more perfect will be the elimination of the negative half-cycle
of the input signal voltage. Three plate-detector circuits are shown in
Fig. 5-9.
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<J
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.> Cut-off and
···

J

operatinq bias

lnpuf voltaqe

(a)

(bJ

FIG. 5-10.-0perating points of a grid-bias detector.
(c) before cutoff.

{c)

(a) At cutoff, (b) beyond cutoff,

Practical Operating Point of a Grid-bias Detector. Theoretically, a
tube used as a grid-bias detector should be operated at cutoff. Under
this condition the current flow in the plate circuit with no signal voltage
applied will be zero (Fig. 5-lOa). In actual practice, however, the voltage
on the grid is set at slightly less than cutoff value, so that a small amount
of current will flow in the plate circuit when the signal applied to the grid
of the tube is zero. This no-load valne of the plate current will vary
from approximately 100 to 000 µa and will depend upon the tube used
and the plate voltage at which it is operated.
If the value of the negative grid voltage is too large, the tube will be
operated beyond cutoff. If the tube is operated under this condition,
part of the positive half-cycle of each alternating current wave impressed
on the input circuit will be eliminated in addition to the entire negative
half-cycle (Fig. 5-lOb). As the rectified signal is not a true representa-
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tion of the modulated input signal voltage the resulting output is said
to be distorted.
lf the ,·alue of the negative grid voltage is too small, the tube ·will be
operated before cutoff. If the tube is operated under this condition, a
portion of each negative half-cycle will appear in the output (Fig. 5-l0c).
The rectification is therefore not comple1 e and the resulting output will
be distorted.
R-F Filter Circ1tits. The output of the detector tube is a unidirectional current whose strength is varying in aecorclanre with the modulated
radio frequency (Fig. 5-lb). A filter circuit is necessary to separate the
audio-frequency and rudio-fre<1uency components of the rectified \Yavc.
In order to accomplish this, an r-f by-pass capacitor (Fig. 2-21) is connected bctm'en the plate and cathode. This capacitor acts as a filter and
smooths out the high-frequency ntriations in the output or plate circuit.
As inductance tends to oppose changes in current flow, an r-f choke coil
(Fig. 2-13) is usually connected in the plate circuit to aid the filter action
of the r-f by-pass capacitor. :.\Iany modern recciYcrs use two capacitors
connected to the r-f plate ehoke eoil in order to form a more efficient
filter circuit. This circuit is called a low-pass 1r-type filter citcuit and is
shown in Fig. 5-\k.
Bxample 5-·1. The r-f filtf>r circuit of Fig. 5-'Jb has a 500-µµf capacitor at C1 and
an 80-mb ehoke at L 3• (a) \Yhat impedance do<'s tlw capacitor ofTPr to a 456-ke i-f
currf'nt? (b) What impi>danc(' does the choke offer to a 4.~f>-kc i-f n1rrent? (c)
What impedanc·c does the capacitor offer to a 500-cyelc a-f current? (d) \\"hut
impedance docs the ehoke offer to a 500-cycle a-f currf'nt? (e) \Yhich path will the
i-f cnrrents take? (f) Which path will the a-f curr('nts take?

Given:
C = 500 µµf
L = 80 mh
f = 456 kc

Find:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Z

= ?

Z = ?
Z = ?
Z = ?

path of i-f?
path of a-f?

Solution:
159,000
('"- J
X 10 3 X 500 X 10-s = J;:,/ 0 uns
211:JL = 2 X 3.14 X 456 X 10 3 X SO X 10- 3 = 23'J,0'J4 ohms
15':J,000
159,000
JC = 500 X 500 X 10-s = 636,000 ohms

(a )

Z - -lii9,000
JC

(b)

Z

(c)

z Z = 2,,-JL = 2

(d)
(e)
(f)

=

= 456

X 3.H X 500 X SO X 10-a = 251.2 oJirns
The i-f cnrrPnts will take the rnparitor path
The a-f currents will take the inrlurtor path

Plate Load. The plate circuit contains a loading de,,icc through which
the plate current will flow. The modulated Yoltage de,·elopcd a.cross
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this device will be equal to the product of the plate current and the
impedance of the output load. Tho plate load may he a resistor, primary
of a transformer, audio choke coil, earphones, loudspeaker, or some other
device.
Amount of Grid Bia8 Reqitired. Plate detectors are comparatively
insensitive to weak signals, have a high distortion factor, and are capable
of handling large signal voltages. As it is desirable to avoid driving the
grid positive, the largest signal voltage that can be applied to the grid of
a tube should not be greater than the value of the grid bias that is used.
When a signal is applied to the grid, the amount of voltage at the grid
will depend upon the value of the grid bias and the input signal voltage.
1n other words, the value of the grid bias will be increased during the
negative halves of the input signal and decreased during the positive
halves. The upper a,,nd lower values of the grid bias indicate the range
of the grid voltage, which is generally referred to as the grid-voltage swing.
These values may be expressed mathematically as
ec-max

= Et -

e,.mm = E,

(5-1)
(5-2)

Eu-max

+ E .ma,
9

= instantaneous total grid voltage, volts
E, = average or quiescent value of grid voltage, volts
Eo-ma, = maximum value of varying component of grid voltage, volts

where e,

Example 5-5. A tube is operated with a grid bias of nine volts. What is the gridvoltage swing when an a-c signal is applied to the input circuit if the maximum value
of the signal voltage is (a) 6 volts? (b) 9 volts? (c) 10 volts?
Find:

Given:

Ee= - 9 volts
(a) Eg,max =
6 volts
(b) Eu-mu =
9 volts
(c) E•·= =
10 volts

(a)
(b) (

ec-max

(c)

e,.min

Solution:
(a)
(b)
(c)

e,.ma, = Ee - E•-=
e,-min = Ee + Ea-max
ee-ma..~ = Ee - Eo-max
e,.mJn = E, + Eo-max
ec-max = ·E, - Eo-=
ec-min = Ee+ Eo-max

=
=
=
=
=
=

-9 - 6 = -15 volts
-9 + 6 = -3 volts
-9 - 9 = -18 volts
-9
9 = 0 volts
-9 - 10 = -19 volts
-9 + 10 = +1 volt

+

The factors that determine the efficiency of rectification of a plate
detector are the grid bias, plate voltage, and signal voltage. The value
of grid bias to be used will depend on the plate voltage and the tube used.
Different types of tubes require different values of grid bias to produce
cutoff for similar plate voltages. These values can be obtained from
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Appendix XV or from the grid-plate transfer characteristic curves in
standard tube manuals. The value of the grid bias used will determine
the amount of signal voltage that eau be applied to the tube without
causing distortion of the signal in the output circuit.
Example 5-6. A type 6C5 tube (triode) is used as a gri<l-liias detector and is
operated with 250 volt.s 011 its plate. (a) What grid voltage is recommended for
these operating conditions? (b) \Vhat is the greate:,;t amount of signal voltage that
can be applied to the input circuit without causing distortion?

Given:
Tube = 6C5
P:b = 250 volts

Find:

= ?
(b) :.\Iaxirnum input volts?

(a) Ee

Solution:
(a)
(b)

From A ppcndix XV (or standard tube manual) B. = -17 volts
In order to avoid distortion, the grid should never he driven positive, therefore
the maximum input signal should not exceed 17 volts.

5-4. Automatic Grid Bias. Methods of Obtaining the Required A mount
of Grid Bias. 1t has previously been explained that the value of negative
grid voltage at which a tube operates is called the grid bias. In the early
stages of radio, this bias was obtained by means of a separate power
supply such as a C battery (Fig. 5-9a) or from the voltage divider in the
power supply. The grid bias for the various tubes in a receiver can also
be obtained by causing the plate current to flow through a resistor.
This resistor is placed in the cathode circuit and is called the cathode bias
resistor (Fig. 2-l). lt has been used in the detector circuits explained
in the previous articles. The manner in which the cathode bias resistor
produces the correct value of grid bias will now be presented in detail.
Obtaining Grid Bias by Use of a Cathode Bias Resistor. In the circuit
shown in Fig. 5-11, the grid bias for the 6J5 tube is obtained by placing
the resistance R1r, between the cathode and the negative side of the
Il supply, or ground. ln order to obtain this automatic gricl hias, the
d-c component of the plate current is made to retum to the cathode
through the resistor Rk, The voltage drop across this resistor, therefore,
is determined by the value of its resistance and the amount of current
flowing through it. The value of resistance required can be obtained by
applying Ohm's law.
(5-3)

where Rk = value of cathode bias resistance, ohms
R = grid bias, volts
lb = average or quiescent value of plate current, amperes
0
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From Fig. 5-11, it can be seen that point A will be negative with
respect to the cathode. The grid, being connected to point A through
the secondary of the input transformer, will therefore also be negative
with respect to the cathode, and its potential will be equal to the voltage
drop across the cathode bias resistor R+
The grid-bias voltage furnished by the cathode bias resistor is dependent on the amount of plate current, which in turn is dependent on the
value of plate voltage used. lf the plate voltage is increased, the plate
current will increase and the amount of grid bias furnished by the cathode
bias resistor will increase accordingly. In a similar manner, if the plate
voltage is decreased, the plate current will decrease and the amount of
grid bias furnished by the cathode bias resistor will decrease accordingly.
Therefore, the correct value of gTicl-bias voltage is automatically main-

Fro. 5-11.-Mcthod of obtaining grid bias by use of a cathode bias resistor.

tained regardless of changes in plate voltage. For this reason, this
method of obtaining the grid-bias voltage is referred to as the automatic
or self-bimnng rnethod.
A-f By-pass Capacitor. The cathode bias resistor must be shunted
by a large capacitor in order to by-pass the a-c component of the plate
current, which otherwise would cause the voltage across the grid circuit
to vary continually. The value of this capacitor should be one microfarad or larger. In Fig. 5-9 this capacitor is indicated as C3, while in
:Fig. 5-11 it appears as C1Example 5-7. A type 6.J7 tube, used as a self-biased detector, is to be operated
with 250 volts applied to its plate and 100 volts on its screen grid. The plate current
is to be adjusted to OA3 milliampere when the input signal is zero. (a) What value of
cathode bias resistor is necessary for these conditions? (b) How much power is
consumed by this resistor? (c) What power rating should the resistor have?.

Given:

E. = 250 volts

Eo2 = 100 volts
h = OA3ma

Find:
(a) Rk = ?
(b) p = ?

(c) Rating?
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Solution:
(a)

(b)

(c)

For these operating conditions, Ee - -1.3 volts (from Appendix XV or a
standard tube manual)
E,
4.3
Rk = - ; = _
1
6 00013 = 10,000 ohms
P = h'Rk = (0.00013)' X 10,000 = 0.18-rn watt
A ,-watt resistor shoulcl he used.

Example S-8. The cathocle bias resistor of the tulw used in Example 5-7 was
found to be 10,000 ohurn. (a) What val11e of by-pass caparitor should be used with
this resistor if it is desired that the resistor offer at least 100 timPs more imp!'clancc to
a 500-cyele a-f <'urrent than the capacitor? (b) \\'hat stan<lanl rating and typ<' of
capacitor is rccomrncndccl for this application?
Find:

Given:
Rk = 10,000 ohms
f = 500 cycles

(a) C = ?
(b) Rating, type?

Sol11tion:
(a )

,.
.,a
C

(b)

=

=

I 0,000100
15\J,000

75,:~-

=

.
)
100 oh ms (max1nmm

=

500X 100

150,000

=

f(..
)
318
·
µ
mmnnum

A 4-µf, 25-volt, el<lctrolytic capacitor.

Plate, Grid, and n-supply Voltages. In Fig. 5-11, it should be observed
that the voltage of the B supply must be equal to the sum of the plate
voltage and the voltage drop at the cathode bias resistor. In this case
it is equal to 250 volis plm, 8 volts, or 258 volts. It is assumed that there
is no drop in voltage at the loa.cl impedance, which may be the primary
of a transformer, a loucl8peaker, or other dcviec having a negligible d-c
resi1,,tance. Plate voltages are measured between cathode and plate
terminals and grid voltages arc measured between grid and cathode
terminals. The d-c resistance of the input tuning coil L2 is negligible
and therefore its voltage drop can be disregarded.
5-5. Grid Detection. Grid Resistor-capacitor Detector Circuits. The
most sensitive type of detector circuit is the grid drtector, sometimes
called the gricI-rcctijication detector or the gn'd-leak detector. Beransc of
its high sensiti ,,ity, thii-; circuit was frequently used in the earlier stages of
rndio design. The development of the screen-grid tube made it possible
to amplify the r-f signal without producing di,;tortion. Sensitivity then
no longer remained an important factor, for the signal could now be
increased a sufficient amount before it reaclw<l the detector circuit. This
type of detector circuit is thereforn seldom used in modern receivers
dc,;igncd for broadcast reception.
Three grid-detection <·ircuits arc shown in Fig. 5-12. The ontpnt of
the::ie circuits is similar to the cireuits for the diode and plate detectors
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already studied. In the circuit shown in Fig. 5-12a a triode is used, aml
the grid capacitor C0 is connected in parallel with the grid resistor R, 0 •
This combination is connected between the grid of the tube and one sirle
of the secondary of the input transformer. In the circuit shown in :Fig.
5-12b a triode is again used; the grid capacitor is connected as before, hut
the grirl resistor is now connected from the grid side of the capacitor to
the cathode. In the circuit shown in Fig. 5-12c a pcntocle is used. The
L3

/jL

2

''[npuf
siqn,,J
v0lkrqe

(aJ

Ls

!j'
'lnpuf
siqncr/
voltage

111~

0

L,2

1

fb)

(c)

FIG, 5-12.-Grid-leak detector circuits. (a) Grit! resistor connected in the grid side
of the grid circuit, (&) grid resistor connected from the grid of the tuhe to the cathode,
(c) g,·id resistor connected in the cathode sitle of the grid circuit.

grid resistor and grid capacitor are connected in the cathode side of the
grid circuit instead of the grid side as in Fig.· 5-12a.
Principle of Grid Detection. The principle of detector operation is the
same for all three circuits.. The grid resistor R 0 and the capacitor Ca
form an impedance that corresponds to the load impedance C1 and R1 of
the diode detector (:Fig. 5-2). The grid circuit, consisting of the source
of input signal voltage, the grid and cathode of the tube, and the resistorcapacitor combination RuCa, operates as a half-wave rectifier in the same
manner as a diode detector.
Circuit Action. ln grid-circuit detection, a triode is used simultaneously as a diode detector and a triode amplifier. The grid and cathode
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of the t.riode operate aH a diode detector and at the same t.ime serve as the
input circuit of the t.riode amplifier. Becarn~c of this simultaneous dual
operation of t.hc grid, the circuit action of grid dct.eetion becomes complex.
To tmden,tand t.he operation of this type of detection it is therefore
necessary to study the instantaneous action of t.hc grid both as a plate
for the diode detector and ap a grid for the triode amplifier.
When the signal input is zero, the voltages on the grid a~d the cathode
arc the same, that is, zero. The voltage on the plate will cause a steady
stream of electrons to flow from the cathode to the pbte. As the grid is
in the path of this electron flow, some of the electrons will strike it, thus
making the grid negative with respect to the cathode. The g1 id capacitor C0 (Fig. 5-12a) becomes charged, plate A negatively and plate B
positively. This charge remains on the capacitor and the resultant
current flowing through the grid resistor H 0 causes a constant bias to be
maintained on the grid. The amount of current flowing through the
grid resistor is very small, therefore, the voltage drop across it is also very
small, generally only a fraction of a volt. Consequently, when the tube
is considered as a triode amplifier, it will have a small amount of grid bias.
During the po:-;itive half-cycles of the modulated r-f input signal,
additi<mal cnrrent will flow through the grid resistor. This increase in
grid current increases the voltage drop across the grid resistor, tlrns
increasing the grid bias. The current flmving in the plate circuit will
therefore decrease. As the value of the modulated r-f signal voltage is
varied with sncceeding r-f cycles, the voltage drnp across the grid re;:;istor
will vary accordingly. The plate current is dependent 011 the amount of
grid bias and therefore the current in. the plate circuit will decrease in
the same manner as the voltage drop across the grid resistor, Ru, increasetl.
The shift in grid bias and the resulting plate current How iti shown in Fig.
5-1:t
The grid capacitor ruts a low value of capacitance and will pass the
high-frequency signal input. The current i::; rectified by means of the
diode-detector action of the grid and cathode. The rectified signal
current will then flow through the grid resistor, thus causing a voltage to
be developed across it. This voltage is applied to the input (griclcathode) circuit of the tube which may then be considered as operating
as an amplifier. The various stages of grid-circnit detection are shown in
Fig. 5-13.
Summary of Grid-circuit Detection. The action of grid-circuit detection may be summarized as follows: (1) the small flow of electrons in the
grid circuit develops a voltage across the grid resistor, thus causing the
tnbe to operate with a negative grid voltage (grid bias) equal to this
voltage drop; (2) the modulated r-f signal input current is rectified by
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the diode-detector action of the grid and cathode; (3) the rectified r-f
current flows through the grid resistor, thus developing a voltage across
it, and this voltage increases the negative bias on the grid and decreases
the plate-current flow; (4) the tube amplifies the rectified r-f pulsations.
Filter Circuit. The plate current, being dependent on the grid bias,
will vary in the same manner as the variati~ns in grid voltage. In gridPlafe c11rrenf
fariations

.,...

V,

Q)

Q_

E

-~
E

ecib

I I!
I Il

CHARACTERISTIC
CURVE--.,,
• (a)

•,,_

"Averaqe

I I }b

pkrfe

currenf

I I!

_ _J_I !
I I!
I

I

I(b)

I

-

0

Grid voltage

+

I
..• Shif'f in grid bias

(c)

-•Zero grid bias

I

-- Grid vollaqe vancrlions

- ··1mlial operafinq bias

l

II
Frn. 5-13.-Plate circuit operating characteristics of a grid-leak detector.

detector circuits, the grid operates with a negative voltage-that varies at
radio frequencies, and consequently the plate current will vary in the
same manner, sec Fig. 5-13a. The filter circuit, consisting of the capacitors C1, C 3, and the r-f choke L 3 (Fig. 5-12a), will smooth out the highfrequency variations, and the output of the filter will be a unidirectional
current varying at an audio frequency r;imilar to the average plate current
indicated on Fig. 5-laa. Because rectification is accomplished in the
grid circuit, this type of detection is also known as grid-circuit rectification.
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Operating Voltage of Grid Detectors. In analyzing the operation of
the grid-circuit detector its two functions can be considered separately.
The detector or grid-cathode circuit may be analyzed from inspection
of the grid characteristic cnrves in Fig. 5-14. This illustration indicates
that the curved portion of the curve is used ancl hence rectification or
detection is accomplished. The amplifying action im·olves the grid,

lnsfanfcmeous
qndcu,-ren~
vanaflons, lg

11

. 0 +
Gric! volmge

I

I
I / qr/cl
lnsfanfaneous
volfaqe
'

van'afions, eg

0 +
lnpuf .s1'qna/
Frn. 5-14.- Grid circuit operating characteristics of a grid-leak detector.

plate, and cathode, and may be analyzed from examination of the gridplate transfer characteristic curve. As grid-circuit detectors operate
with practically zero grid bias, the operating point on the grid-plate
transfer characteristic curve is determined by the plate Yoltage. In
order to obtain the maximum amount of amplification "·ith a minimum
amount of distortion, the operating point as an amplifier should be as
near as possible to the middle point of the straight portion of the curve,
point C in Fig. 5-8. The relation between the operating point and the
amplification will be discussed in detail in Chaps. VII and VIII.
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Characteristics of Grid Detection. The current in the grid circuit of a
grid detector does not vary in the same proportion as the variations of
the input signal voltage. Figure 5-14 shows a typical grid characteristic
curve. Because of the small grid bias, the tube Y,ill operate on the curved
portion of the curve. Under this condition, the variation in grid current
is praci.ically proportional to the square of the grid-voltage variations.
Because of this, grid-circuit detectors are often referred to as square-law
detectors. Because of the square-law variation, the strength of the input
signal will be increased but it ,vill also be distorted. Grid detection is
therefore characterized by its high distortion factor and high sensitivity.
5-6. Power Detection. In the early stages of radio development the
power-handling ability of the tubes used for detector circuits was limited
and therefore the input signal could not be amplified extensively before it
reached the detector ,,vithout producing distortion of the output signal.
Because of feedback in the tube and circuit, it was impossible to produce
any great amount of amplification in a radio-frequency stage because the
three-electrode tubes used at that time would oscillate when the input
signal :voltage became too large. This made it necessary to use one or
more stages of audio-frequency amplification in order to obtain the desired
volume. The a-f amplifiers, however, did not provide a perfect solution
to the problem, since, in addition to amplifying the desired sig;nal, they
also amplified the undesired static noises.
Power Detectors. The screen-grid tube made it possible to construct
high-gain r-f amplifier circuits without producing oscillation. Improvements in tube design also increased the power-handling ability of the
detector tube:;. l\fodcrn receivers use multiple stages of high-gain
amplifier circuits and a number of tuned circuits before the detector in
order to obtain the desired gain and selectivity. The detector circuit
used in these receivers must be capable of handling large signal voltages
without producing distortion. This type of detector circuit is called a
power detector and may be either a grid-circuit or plate-circuit detector.
It has previously been mentioned that the voltage of the input signal
should never drive the grid voltage of plate 'detectors positive. · Therefore, the power-handling ability of a plate detector is determined by the
amount of grid bias used. In grid-circuit detection, the amount of
signal voltage that can be applied to the input circuit of the tube without
producing distortion in its amplifying action is determined by the amount
of voltage required to operate the tube as an amplifier on the straight
portion of its grid-plate transfer characteristic curve. The input signal
voltage of power detectors is generally greater than one volt.
Grid- and Plate-circuit Power Detectors. The operating voltages and
external circuits for power detectors are different from those used £01
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detectors having a weak signal input. For grid-circuit detection, the
plate Yoltage is generally Ycry high and the Yalue of grid capacitor and
grid resistor is lmYer than that usC'd in dctrctors having a weak signal
inpnt. In plate-circuit rectification, the tube is operated with a high
grid bias. This negative grid .-oltage is approximately one-tenth of the
Yoltage applied to the plate. A grid-circuit power detector is shown in
Fig. 5-15a. With zero signa1 input, the plate current would be ve11· high
because the tube is operating with a zero grid bias. In order to keep the
plate current at a safe valnc, the plate voltage is rednced by means of the
l?-Fchoke

''

R'.F

,nrf
'
B-

B+

fa)

R-Fchoke C4

'

!

1-rl
in':!.33

A-F
ou,tpuf

''

'
(b)
Fm. 5-15.-Powcr-detcdor cireuits.

(a) Grid-circuit power detector, (b) plate-circuit
power detector.

resistor R1. When an inpnt signal is applied, the grid becomes negative,
thus lowering the plate enrrent. This dccrea.se in plaJe current lowers
the voltage drop across R 1 and restores the plate Yolti~ge to normal.
A plate-circuit pmrcr d!'tector is shown in Fig . .5-15/J. The ya]ncs of grid
bias and screen-grid voltage to be used arc determined by the plate
voltage and the resistance of the plate circnit. In general, it is df'sirablc
to nsc as high a plate Yoltage as is practical in order to produce a high
degree of amplifirntiou.
5-7. Heterodyne Detection. Detection of Continuous-wave Code
Signals. Code signals arc generally transmitted by interrupting the
carrier wave at definite intern1Js, corresponding to the <lits and dahs
(dots and dashes) of the ::"\Iorsc code. During the periods of time when
n, dit or dah is being transmitted, an r-f signal of constant amplitude is
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being sent out. This method of transmission is commonly referred to
as continuous-wave or c-w tran.~mission.
If a c-w signal is applied to any of the detector circuits previously
described, rectification of the r-f wave will take place, aml a series of
interrupted currents whose average valnes will be of constant amplitude
will appear at the output side of the detector circuit. If this output
current is applied to earphones or a loudspeaker, the only sound it can
--:-r-

2-volfs
j--4---

l<'ra_ 5-16.-Illustration of the heterodyne action resulting when two waves of unequal
amplitude and frequency arc combined.

produce is a click, which may occur at the start and finish of each dit or
dah. In order to reproduce signals similar to those sent out by the
transmitter, a new method called heterodyne detection is introduced.
Principle of Heterodyne Action. Heterodyne action is the result of
combining two alternating voltages of different frequencies in a common
detector in order to obtain a signal voltage of a third value of frequency.
The envelope of the resultant ,rnve "l'rill vary in amplitude at a frequency
that is equal to the difference between the frequencies of the two signal
voltages that arc being combined. The range of the amplitude swing of
the new voltage is determined by the sum and difference of the two
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voltages being combined. Figure 5-lG shows two signal waves, A and
B, and the resultant voltage wave C. The frequency of signal A is 8
cycles per second and that of signal Bis 12 cycles per second; the envelope
of the resultant wave has a frequency of 12 minus 8, or 4 cycles per second.
The maximum voltage of signal A is 2 volts and that of B is 4 volts.
The envelope of the resultant wave will therefore vary in voltage from
EB minus EA to EB plus EA. In this case, it will vary from 4 minus 2 to
4 plus 2, or from 2 to (i volts.
These results are obtained when two waves are combined in a nonlinear circuit. The amplitude of the resultant wave will he equal to the
algebraic sum of the instantaneous values of the two waves being combined. At some instants the two waves will be of similar polarity and
the hvo voltages will he added. At other instants they will be of opposite
polarity and the two voltuges must be subtracted. For the two \·oltage
waves A and B of Fig. 5-16 the resultant wave will have a maximum
value of EB plus EA occmring at the instants TB, Tn, TF, TH, and a
minimum value of EB minus EA occurring at the instants TA, Tc, TE,

TG,
The values of frequency and voltage used in this discussion to explain
heterodyne action are not practical values but \YPre chosen to pro\·icle an
easier means of illustration, as shown in .Fig. 5-lG. This same action,
however, holds for signals of higher frequencies and different voltages
such as are found in the r-f circuits of receivers.
Beat Frequency. The frequency at which the amplitude of the resultant wave varies is called the beat frequency, or di.fferencc frequ-Pllcy. The
process of producing these beats by combining two waves of different
frequencies in a nonlinear circuit is called heterodyning. The average
value of the rectified heterodyne signal will vary in amplitude at the beat
frequency. The frequency of an a-c wave can therefore be changed by
heterodyne action. This action hn.s a number of applications in the field
of radio communications. An inaudible c-w signal can be made audible
by combining it with another wave and producing a beat frequency that
lies within the audible sound range. This is known as heterodyne code
reception. [n this type of reception, the incoming signal is usually combined with a frequency of such a value that the beat frequency produced
will be approximately 1000 cycles.
Intermediate-frequency Amplifiers. Another use of heterodyne action
is to convert the frequency of an input signal to a definite intermediate
frequency. Amplification of the signal can tlms be made more efficient
as the amplifiers can then be designed for a definite frequency. In this
method, the i-f signal is adjusted to ihP frequency for which the amplifier
is designed instead of the amplifier being made to amplify signals over a
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wide range of frequencies. Superheterodyne receivers use this principle
in the intermediate-frequency amplifier stages. The theory and construction of i-f amplifiers will be taken up in Chaps. VII and XIV.
Heterodyne-detector Circuits. A simple heterodyne-detector circuit
is shown in Fig. 5-17. This circuit contains two fondamental parts, one
a plate detector and the other a tuned-grid oscillator. The oscillator
circuit, the theory of which is described in Chap. X, is adjusted to a
frequency slightly above or below the frequency of the input signal.
The current in the plate circuit of the oscillator 1' 2 is made to flow through
R-Fchoke
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Fm. 5-17.-Simple heterodyne-detector circuit.

the coil L3, which is inductively coupled to the coil L2 in the grid circuit
of the plate detector 'l'i. In this manner, both the input signal from the
coil L4 and the oscillator output from the coil L3 arc applied to the grid
of the plate detector. As a result of the heterodyne action that takes
place when two alternating voltages are C?mbined, the output of the
detector circuit wiH be an alternating voltage "·hose frequency is equal
to the difference of the input voltages, or the beat frequency.
Example 5-9. A c-w signal is transmitted at a frequency of 600 kc. To what
frequency must the oscillator circuit of a receiver be adjusted if the receiver is to
produce a 1000-cycle audio signal from the received signal?
Find:

Given:

fc-w =
fa-, =

600 kc
1 kc

/o,,c. =?

Solution:

f ,c. = fc-w ± fa-s = 600 ± 1 = 601 or 599 kc
0
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Whether the oscillator frequency is higher or lower than the frequency
of the c-w signal is not important, as it is the difference between the two
frequencies that determines the frequency of modulation or beat frequency. A more efficient method, ,rhich uses a single tube for both the
detector and oscillator, is generally used in small receivers. This type
of detector circuit is called an autodyne detector and is taken up in a later
part of this chapter. The energy of the oscillator can be transferred to
the detector by coupling the oscillator to the plate circuit of the detector
instead of to the grid circuit. Also, the method used to couple these two
circnits can be capacitiYc as \\'ell a::; inductirn, a.9 was used in the circuit
shown in Fig. 5-17.
5-8. Regenerative Detectors. Principle of Regenerative Detfclion.
The output of any detector circuit will vary with the signal voltage
impressed 011 the grid of the tube. If the resistance of the resonant grid
circnit is lowered, the circuit Q will increase, thereby incn'asing the input
signal applied to the grid of the tube. The ratio between the input
signal applied to the grid and tlie input signal received is increased, thns
increasing the sc>nsiti\·ity of the detector circuit.
The same effect can he obtained by returning part of the energy of
the plate circuit to the grid circuit. If this feedback is of the proper
phase relation, the input voltage on the grid will be increased. This will
increase the ratio between the inpnt voltage applied to the grid and the
output voltage across the load, thus increasing the sensitiYity of the circuit. This is the principle of the regenerati,·e detector. Figure 5-18
shows the schematic diagrams of two typical regenerative detector
circuits. From these brn diagrams, it can be seen that the basic circuit
of the regenerati\·e detector is somewhat similar to the tuned-grid oscillntor section of Fig. 5-17.
Action of a RcgenNativc-detector Circuit. When an input signal is
applied to the coil L 3 of Fig. 5-18, a voltage is induced in the coil L2.
This ,·oltage will be at its maximum value \\·hen the grid circuit is r<'sonant
for the frequency of the signal being received. When this voltage is
impressed on the grid of the tube, it will cause the plate current flowing
through the coil Li to vary. This change in curreut in Li causes the
magnetic field about the coil Li to vary in the same manner. This
variation of the magnetic field causes a voltage to be induced in the coil
L 2 • If the induced voltage is in phase with the voltage due to the input
signal, the feedback voltage will he added io the signal volt.age, thus
causing a still greater change in the amonnt of plate current. This
effect is repeated unt ii t-wme limiting action takes place. If the original
feedback voltage is :;;lightly less than the original signal voltage, the
amount of increase in voltage and current ·will c!Pcrease with each energy
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transfer from plate to grid, until the action becomes stabilized. If the
coupling between the plate and grid coils is such that the original amount
R-Fchoke

A-F

outpul

{a)

I

B-

B+

R-Fchoke

A-F
outpul

C;:,

(b)

BFm. 5-18.-Regenerative detector.

~

B+

(a) Capacitor controlled, (b) resistance controlled.

of feedback voltage is greater than the original input signal voltage, the
resistance of the circuit is made negative. After a number of successive
transfers of energy from the plate io the grid circuit, the circuit will
break into oscillation. The amplification of
the signal voltage at the grid will increase
with increases in the amount of feedback,
reaching a maximum ai ihe point where the
detector starts to oscillate.
Melhods of Controlling the Amount of Regeneration. The amount of regeneration may
be controlled in the following manners: (1) by
adjusting the amount of coupling between the
grid and plate coils of the three-circuit tuner Frn. 5-J!J.-A three-circuit
tuner.
(see Fig. 5-19); (2) by varying the amount of
capacitance C 1 between the plate coil and cathode (Fig. 5-18a); (3) by
varying the amount of voltage applied to the plate by means of the
resistor R 1 (Fig. 5-18b). By varying the capacitor C1 or the resistor R1
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to a point just below oscillation, the feedback to the grid circuit may
be adjusted so that the amount of regeneration will remain constant.
Disadvantages of Hegenerative Circuits. Regeneration is an economical means of obtaining radio-frequPncy amplification. Regenerative
circuits, however, have a number of disadvantages and therefore this
type of circuit is not generally used in commercial receivers. Among its
disadvantages are: (1) critical adjustments are required to obtain the
proper amount of regeneration; (2) squeals will result from acciclcntally
allowing the tube to break into oscillation; (:1) the detector acts as a
transmitter when it is oscillating and these oscillations will be heard by
other near-by receivers that happen to be tuned to the same frequency.
5-9. Autodyne Detection. Principle of A utodyne Detection. ln the
preceding article it was stated that regeneration could be increased to a
point where the circuit breaks into oscillation. This characteristic makes
it possible to obtain heterodyne reception of c-w signals with the use of a
single vacuum tube. An oscillating detector used for this pnrpose is
called an autodync detector. Its circuit is the same as for the regenerativedetector circuits described in the predous article.
The tuned grid circuit produces local oscillations and the beat frequency will be equal to the difference between the frequency of the c-w
signal and the local oscillations. If the c-w signal and the local oscillations are both of the same frequency, no beat frequency will be produced,
as the difference between the two frequencies is zero. If the grid circuit
is tuned progressively to a higher or lower frequency than the c-w signal,
the beat frequency will increase in frequency and pitch with each change
in grid circuit frequency until it is no longer audible. By tuning the grid
circuit to a frequency whose value is 1000 cycles above or below the
frequency of the incoming c-w signal, a 1000-cyclc beat frequency is
obtained. A beat frequency of 1000 cycles is commonly used because it
produces an audible note at the earphones or loudspeaker that can be
continually listened to easily and that will permit each dit, dah, or space
to be quickly distinguished.
Advantages of Autodyne Detection. Autodyne or oscillating detectors
are used quite frequently in receiver circuits designed for receiving code
signals. The advantages of the autodyne detector are: (1) a single tuning
control is used instead of two, as required for heterodyne detection; (2)
the circuit is simple; (3) its sensitivity and selectivity are very high compared to other methods of detection; (4) a single-tube autodyne detector
can produce as much power as can be obtained from two stages of r-f
amplification followed by a heterodyne detector.
As in the case of a regenerative circuit, a signal is radiated when the
circuit is in oscillation, thus causing interference with near-by receivers.
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Freqitency Limits of A utodyne Detectors. The autodyne detector cannot be used when the beat frequency is an appreciable percentage of the
signal frequency, as is the case with superheterodyne receivers. ·when
the difference in frequency becomes too large, the tuned circuit that controls the frequency of oscillation will be so far out of resonance with the
incoming signal that the resultant response will be very weak.
5-10. Superregeneration. Critical Operating Point of Regenerative
Detectors. In a regenerative detector, the amplification due to regeneration will build itself up to a point where the circuit breaks into oscillation.
At this point, the output is the greatest because the effective resistance
of the circuit is zero and the losses are therefore at a minimum. This
operating point is very critical and therefore it is very difficult to maintain
the circuit at the desired operating point. A slight change in any part of
the circuit will cause the circuit to break into oscillation.

OSCILLATOR DETECTOR'

QUENCH OSCILLATOR

Flo. 5-20.-Separately quenched superregenerative detector circuit.

Principle of Superregeneration. Superregeneration is a means
whereby the effective resistance of the circuit is kept at zero. This is
accomplished by varying the regeneration from an oscillatory to a nonoscillatory condition at a low radio-frequency rate. During the oscillatory interval, the oscillations will build up, only to be suppressed by the
low frequency that is applied to the plate. This causes the circuit to go
in and out of oscillation at a periodic rate that is equal to the frequency
being applied to the plate. This frequency is called the quench frequency
and its value is generally slightly higher than that of the audio
frequencies, being approximately 20 to 25 kc.
Separately-quenched Superregenerative Circuit. Superregeneration may
be obtained by using a separate oscillator to supply the quench frequency
or by providing a means whereby the grid is intermittently blocked at
the desired frequency. The first method is called a separately quenched
circuit, and a diagram of such a circuit is shown in Fig. 5-20. This circuit
is basically the same as the regenerative circuit, except that the plate
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of the oscillating detector 'l'i is supplied with a low r-f voltage of constant
frequency in place of the steady direct yoltagc. During the interval
that the plate of 1'i is positive, electrons will flo\\- in its plate circuit.
During the opposite half-cycle, the plate of 1' 1 itS negative and no electrons
will flow to it; therefore, the oscillations will die out during this interval.
The n,verage voltage of tho oscillations existing across the tuned input
circuit L 2C2 will depend on the value of the ::;ignal voltage n,cting in this
circuit. If this signal is rpctified, the plate CUJTPnt in 'l'i "·ill Yary in
accordance with the envelope of its input grid signal. If a tetrode or a
pentode is used, the quench frequency is applied to the screen grid instead
of to the plate.
Self-quenched Svpcrregenerative Circuits. The circuit of a selfquenching snperregenerative detector is similar to the basic regenerative
circuits shown in Fig. 5-18. The only changes made are in the values of
the grid capacitor and grid resistor. Both of these Yalues are increased
considerably, thus increasing the time required for the grid capacitor to
discharge. The grid resistor has a high resistance and blocks the electrons from the grid .. This causes the value of the plate current to
decrease and the input to the grid, being dependent on the plate output,
will also decrease. The charge on the grid capacitor gradually leaks off
through the grid resistor thus reducing the grid bias. The tube will now
amplify and build up oscillations as before. The frequency of this selfquenching action is determined by the values of the grid resistor and grid
capacitor.
Uses of Super regenerative Circuits. Superregenerati \'e detector circuits are used in light, compact, portable code receivers. • The ratio of
quench frequency to signal frequency should be approximately 1 to 1000.
Therefore, this type of circuit can only be used for frequencies over 25
megacycles. At the average operating point, the effecti\·e resistance of
the circuit is practically zero; thus high amplification and sensitivity are
obtained.
When the input signal is zero, the electron flow in the tube is irregular.
This unsteady action causes a hissing noise to be heard in the output
circnit. This noise becomes insignificant \vhen strong input signals are
applied. The selectivity of a receiver using superregenerative detection
is vny poor, but this factor is not important at the high frequencies for
which this type of detecti11n is used. As in the case of the regenerative
detector, the superregenerative detector circuit also radiates a signal
that interferes with the reception of near-by receivers. Superregcncrative detectors are used primarily for the reception of signals whose
frequencies are too high for other methods of detection to produce
satisfactory results.
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5-11. Automatic Volume Control. Purpo::w of Automatic Volume
Control. In operating a receiver, it is sometimes found that the volume
of the output varies without making any change in the setting of the
volume control. This is generally referred to as .fading and is most
likely to be encountered only when receiving the signals of distant stations. Another disturbing change in volume occurs when tuning a
receiver from a weak station to a strong station, or vice versa, without
resetting the volume control. In order to compensate for these undesired cLauges in signal strength, mauy receivers use a special circuit to
counteract this effect. These special circuits are called autornatic-vol·umecontrol or ave circuits and are usually associated with the detector circuits. They are further classified as simple ave and delayed ave
circuits.
A simple ave circuit is one in which the ave action is present at all
times regardless of whether the incoming signal is weak or strong. This
is in contrast to the delayed ave, in which the ave action becomes operative only when strong signals are being received.
Principle of A VC Circuits. The principle of ave is based o_n varying
the bias applied to the control grids of one or more of the tubes preceding the detector. The tubes to which the ave bias is applied must be
of the supercontrol or variable-mu type (Art. 4-15) so that when an
increase in signal strength causes an increase in the grid bias, the voltage
amplification of the circuit will be reduced.
The undesired changes in volume that make automatic volume control desirable will appear as fluctuations in the signal strength at both
the input and output side of the detector circuit. Automatic volume
control is achieved by applying a direct voltage to the control grids of
the supercontrol tubes; this voltage is obtained by the rectified current
of the detector circuit flowing through the diode load resistor. The voltage used for this purpose is negative with respect to ground and therefore
acts as a bias on the grids of the tubes to which it is applied. Increases
in signal strength will increase the value of this ave bias, which will
result in a reduction in the strength of the signal applied to the detector.
Conversely, decreases in signal strength will decrease the ave bias voltage,
which will result in an increase in the strength of the signal applied to
the detector. In this manner, the ave bias tends to maintain automatically the output of the detector circuit at a constant level. When
automatic volume control is used, it is almost universally associated
vvith diode detection, the principle of which has been explained earlier
in this chapter.
Simple A VC Circuits. In the study of the diode detector (Art. 5-2)
it was shown that the input signal causes a current to flow in the detector
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circuit during part of the positive half of each cycle. This current produces a voltage at the resistor R 1 and also charges the capacitor C 1
(Fig. 5-21). During the remainder of each cycle, the charged capacitor
C1 supplies current to the output circuit and the net result is that the
output signal variations are a replica of the modulation envelope of the
r-f input signal.
The charge on the capacitor C1 will be such that point A
be
negative with respect to ground. This is so because the rectifying adion
of the tube permits the electron mO\·ement caused by the input signal
to flow only in the direction of A toward B; furthermore, as electrons
always flow from negatiYe tom1rd positi,·e, point A must be negati.-e
with respect to point B or ground. The voltage at A will be a pulsating
voltage varying in strength according to the a-f component of the input
signal (see Figs. 5-lb and 5-:k).

,,·ill

A-F
outpuf

(AVCline)
Rz

Toqridsof

preceding

,1:,C.1

lubes

""'='"

~-----1~nal
C4

Fm. 5-21.-·Diode detector with simple automatic voulme control.

As the voltage at point A. is ncgath·e \\"ith respect to ground and as
its ,·alue is proportional to the strength of the signal, it becomes an excellent source for the aYc bias. This Yoltage, hO\YeYer, cannot be used
directly as the a,·c bias because it varies in the same manner as the a-f
component of the signal. If this voltage was applied to the grids of the
preceding tubes, its effect would be to neutralize the variations in the
strength of the modulation em·elope, with the result that the output of
the detector circuit would consist of Yariations of audio frequencies but
all of a constant strength. In order to compensate for this undesirable
effect, a filter circuit consisting of the resi:=:.tor H2 and the caparitor C 3
(Fig. 5-21) is added. The voltage from point :l is now required to
charge the capacitor C3 through the resistor R2. The voltage for the
ave bias is thus dependent on the amount of charge on the capacitor Ca.
By properly choosing the values of R2 and C3, it is pos:;ible to control the
charging rate of the capacitor so that the variations due to the a-f
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component of the signal will not have any appreciable effect but that
variations due to fading and other undesirable causes will be effective.
The problem of choosing the proper values of R 2 and C 3 is one of
time constants (sec Art. 2-31). The time constant of the circuit should
be of sufficient length so that the lowest value of audio-frequency sound
to be reproduced will not cause any appreciable amount of charge on the
capacitor C 3• On the other hand, the time constant should not be too
long, for then the ave would not compensate for sudden changes due to
fading, etc. In general, it is common practice to use a time constant
of approximately one-tenth to one-fifth second.
Example 5-10. The ave filter circuit of a certain receiver consists of a 2-megohm
resistor and a 0.1-µf capacitor. (a) \Vhat is the time constant of this circuit? (b)
"\Vhat per cent of the maximum voltage charge possible will be attained in the time
that the current from 1 cycle of a 50-cycle a-f signal will flow in the detector circuit
(assuming that a constnnt voltage was being applied)? (c) How many cycles of the
50-cycle note would be completed in one time constant? (d) If a sine-wave voltage,
whose maximum value is equal to the constant voltage assumed in part (b), were
applied to the detector circuit, would it require the same amount of time, more time,
or less time for the capacitor to reach 63.2 per cent of its final charge? Why?
Given:
R = 2 megohms
C = 0.lµf
f = 50 cycles

Find:
(a)

t =
=
cycles =
t =

(b) per cent R

(c)
(d)

?

?
?
?

Solution:
(a)

(b)

(c)

from Eq. (2-89)
t = RC = 2 X 106 X 0.1 X 10-s = 0.2 second or ¼second
As current can flow only during the positive half of the signal, the maximum
time of current flow in one cycle of the 50-cycle a-f signal is rbu second. This
corresponds to one-twentieth of a time constant and from Table II-IV or Fig.
2-67 (page 117) the charge produced will be approximately 5 per cent of the
maximum voltage charge possible when k = ·,lr; or 0.05.
Tin1e for 1 cycle of the 50-eycle a-f current,

t1 =

J1 = 501 =

0.02 second

Cycles completed in one time constant,
cycles = !._

t,

(d)

=

O.Z
0.02

= 10 cycles

A much greater amount of time will be required because the value of the sinewave voltage is equal to the voltage of part (b) at its maximum point only and
then only for a very small period of time.

The ave voltage that is applied to the grids of one or more of the tubes
preceding the detector will therefore be a direct voltage of negative potcn-
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tial, which will follow the variations caused by changes in signal strength
due to fading, etc., but will not follow the comparatively rapid variations
produced by the a-f component of the input signal. This ave voltage
will therefore compensate for changes in signal strength due to fading,
etc., and will tend to maintain the volume of the receiver at a constant
level. The ave bias may be applied to the grids of the tubes preceding
the detector, such as the i-f amplifiers, r-f amplifiers, and mixers or
co1werters. It has been found that for successful operation of the automatic volume control, the ave bias should be applied to two or more of
the preceding tubes.
Delayed A VC Circuits. The simple ave circuit jw;t described has a
disadvanbgc in that it applies some amount of ave bias at all times.
This may become undesirable when the receiver is tuned to a weak station, as it will reduC'c the amount of volume available at the loudspeaker.
In order to ovprcome this undesired effPct, the circuit may be arranged
so that the ave bias must first overcome some fixed Yoltage before any

AVCBias
line
_L

TCJ

c..,
AF

s1qm,loyfpvf

.1,
Fw. 5-22.-Diode detector with delayed ant,01natic volume cont,1·01.

ave bias can be applied to the grids of the prcrC'ding tubes. This type
of circuit is called the delayed ave circuit. It should be observed that the
delay referred to is not related to time but represents a value of Yoltage
at which the ave first starts to become effective.
The circuit shown in Fig. 5-22 illustrates the fundamental principle of
delayed ave operation. The tube used in this figure is a duplex diode
(type GHG) and the left half of the tube D 1, with its associated circuit,
acts in the same manner as the diode-detector circuit of Fig. 5-21. The
right half of the tube D 2 provides the action that produces the delayed
ave feature of the circuit. Examination of Fig. 5-22 will show that the
plate of the diode D 2 is positive with respect to its cathode and hence a
current will flow in the eircuit composed of D2, R2, R1, and the 3-yolt
battery. Since the voltage drop at D 2 will be ,·cry small, the capacitor
Ca will charge to prnciically 3 volts and will produce an ave voltage of
approximately -3 volts. It may also be ohsPrved that this current will
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produce a negative voltage at .-t, which will apply a negative voltage to
the plate of D 1. Because of the relative values of R1 and R2 (R2 is
usually five or more times greater than R1), this voltage is not great
enough to prevent the flow of current in the diode D 1 during the positive
halves of the input signal.
The rectified signal current flowing in the circuit of diode D 1 will still
produce a voltage across the diode load resistor R1 with terminal A negative with respect to ground. \Vhen weak signals arc being received, this
voltage may well be less than 3 volts. Under this condition the ave
line will be supplied with a constant value of 3 volts provided by the
battery in the circuit of the diode Dz.
\Vhen strong signals are being received, the voltage at R 1 may well
exceed 3 volts. Under this condition the capacitor Ca will become charged
to the value of voltage across R1 and the voltage of the ave line will
correspond to the V~)ltage of the capacitor C3 • It may further be observed
that when the voltage at the capacitor C 3 exceeds 3 volts, the plate of
the diode D 2 becomes negative with respect to the cathode _and the electron flow in this circuit will cease.
From the above conditions it may be seen that for weak input signals the ave bias remains constant at ·3 volts and the receiver can be
operated with its maximum sensitivity and gain. \Vhen strong signals
are being received the ave bias will exceed 3 volts and the volume will
be maintained at a constant level by the automatic-volume-control
circuit.
Practical Delayed AVC Circuit. The circuit shown in :Fig. 5-22 shows
a battery being used to provide a fixed amount of voltage to supply a
constant minimum voltage for the ave line. In modern receivers it is
considered desirable to eliminate batteries whenever possible, hence most
circuits are arranged to provide some other means of obtaining this voltage. It is also common practice to use multipu11Jose tubes wherever
practicable, hence the detector is often found in a common tube envelope
with a triode or pentode amplifier. The ~ircuit shown in Fig. 5-23
includes both of these modern practices.
The tube used in the circuit of Fig. 5-23 is a duplex-diode-triode such
as the type 75, 6SQ7, 2A6, or 6B6-G. Tl~c top plate D 1 of the duplexdiode section of the tube acts as the plate for the diode detector. The
bottom plate D 2 , which is fed by the capacitor Cs, is used to supply
the ave bias. The cathode biasing resistor R4 provides the bias for the
triode section of the tube. It also makes the ave diode plate D2 negative
with respect to the cathode and thereby provides the means of obtaining
the delayed ave without the use of a battery. It should be observed that
the diode-detector load resistor R 1 is connected directly to i.he cathode
and hence the diode-detector plate D1 is at cathode potential. Because
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of this, reetification will take place in the detector circuit dming part
of the positive half of each cycle of the input signal received, whether
from a weak statio11 or from a strong one. The rectified current flowing
through the diode load resistor R1 produces a unidirectional voltage at
R 1, which varies in the same manner as the input signal. This output
voltage is applied to the triode or amplifier portion of the tube through
the coupling capacitor C6 and the manual volume control Rs.
The ave diode plate D 2 is connected to ground through its load resistor
Ra. When the input signal voltage is zero, the plate D2 will be negative
with respect to the cathode by the amount of cathode bias produced by
clj
\---:F
R

FIG. 5-23.-Diode detector usin!( a multiunit tube.
bias.

output
6

Delayed ave oLtained from catltode

R4, usually 2 or 3 voltH. under this condition, no current will flow in the
D 2 plate circuit and hence no ave voltage is developed. When a signal
is being received, a voltage will be applied to the ave diode plate D 2 by
means of the coupling capacitor Cs. When this voltage exceeds the
value of the cathode bias, the ave plate D2 will be positive with respect to
the cathode and a rectified current will flow iu the ave diode circuit
consisting of the diode D2, the resistor R 3 , and the resistor R 4• A voltage
will then be developed across the ave diode load resistor R~, point A
being negative with respect to ground. The ave filter network consisting of the resistor R2 and the capacitor Ca serves to eliminate the a-f
voltage variations and to pass on to the ave line any variations due to
fading and changes in signal strength when tuning in a new station.
Thus, the delayed ave circuit results in having the maximum signal
received from weak stations and automatic volume control applied only
to the strong stations.
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QUESTIONS
1. Explain the fundamental process of each of the two operations necessary in
any detector circuit.
2. Define each of the following terms: (a) wave train, (b) r-f carrier, (c) audio
component, (d) modulated wave, (e) modulation envelope.
3. "11at operating features of vacuum tubes made possible their universal
use as detectors in modern radio equipment?
4. Explain what is meant by each of the following terms: (a) sensitivity, (b) signal
handling ability, (c) fidelity of reproduction.
5. "'hich factors arc most important in selecting a detector circuit for a receiver
that is to be used for: (a) signals from a distant broadcasting station, (b) signals from
a powerful local broadcasting station, (c) code?
6. Explain the basic principle of a diode detector.
7. Explain the purpose of the r-f by-pass capacitor. How is it connected in the
circnit? What is its approximate value?
8. What is meant by a full-wave diode detector? What methods arc user! to
obtain this type of detection? What are its advantages and disadvantages?
9. What are the advantages and disad,·antages of diode detectors? ,vnere are
diode detectors generally used?
10. '\¾nere are each of the following parts used and what is their purpose: (a) r-f
filter resistor, (b) a-f by-pass capacitor, (c) diode load resistor?
11. Why do r-f filter circuits reduce the useful rectified output of a detector circuit?
12. How are multiunit tubes used as diode detectors? ,,nat is the main advantage of using multiunit tubes?
13. Explain the basic principle of plate detection. What other names are also
applied to this method of detection?
14. Explain the following terms: (a) cutoff, (b) grid bias, (c) positive bend, (d)
negative bend, (e) bias detectors.
15. Explain the operation of a grid-biaR detector when operated at its (a) negative
bend, (b) positive bend.
16. How is the output of a plate detector affected when the grid bias is adjusted
(a) too far beyond its cutoff point, (b) too far before its cutoff point'?
17. Wbat are the advantages and disadvantages of plate detectors'? \"\'here are
plate detectors generally used?
18. Explain the purpose of the r-f choke coil. How is it connected in the circuit?
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19. What is the relation between the grid voltage swing and the operating grid
voltage?
20. Des<'rihc three m<•thods used to ohtain the <'orr!'ct amount of grid-bias voltage.
Which of these' methods is gcnl'rally 11s!'tl?
21. Explain why the use of a cathode resistor to obtain the rPquired grid bias is
referred to as the a11to111atic or self-biasing method.
22. How is the value of the cathode-bias rC'sistor r!!'trrmi11,:,d?
23. Explain the purposP of the a-f hy-pass C'apacitor. !Tow is it connected in the
<'ircuit? What. is its approximate val11e?
24. i<;xplain the principle of operation of µ:rid detection.
26. How docs the action an<! circuit of a grid <l1•t.1•rtor compare with a half-wave
diode detector?
26. Explain the circuit action of the grid capacitor.
27. Explain the l'ircuit action of the grid resistor.
28. What arc the advantages and disadviinta.ges of grid dekctors? Where are
grid detectors generally used?
29. What is meant by power detection? "That are its main advantages?
30. How do gri<l-circuit and plate-circuit power detectors diffor from the regular
grid-circuit and plate-circuit detectors?
31. Explain why c-w signals cannot be detected by using diode-, grid-, or platedetector circuits.
32. Explain the principle of heterodyne action.
33. What is meant hy (a) heat frequency, (b) heterodyning?
34. Explain tlm·e applications of heterodyne action.
36. What arc the essential parts of a heterodyne circuit? How does this circuit
operate?
36. Explain the action of a regenerative detector circuit.
37. Explain thrPe methods of controlling the amonnt of rPgPneration.
38. ,vhat arc the advantages and disadvantages of rcg<'n<•rntive detectors?
39. Explain the principle of operation of an autodyne detector. How does it
compare with regenerative and heterodyne detectors?
40. "That are the advantages of auto<lyne dPtertors? Where are they generally
used?
41. Explain what i~ meant by the frequen<'Y limits of autodyne tletectors.
42. Explain the principle of superregeneration.
43. Explain the methods used to obtain s11perregeneration.
44. ,n,at is meant hy the quench frequency?
46. How do the circuits for a regenerative <leteetor and a sPlf-qnenching superregenerative detector compare?
46. ,\nat are the advantages and disadvantages of superregeneration?
47. "'here are 8Uperrpgenerative circuits used?
48. What is the purpose of automatic volume control'?
49. What is the principle of operation of ave circuits?
60. ,vhat is meant by simple ave? \\11at is meant hy dP!ayed ave? Explain
the meaning of the word ddayed in the term delayed ave.
61. Can ave he applied to any type of tube? Explain.
62. Describe the action of the simple ave circuit.
63. What docs the fundamental ave filter network consist of? \Yhy is it necessary? What value of time constant is recommended for this circuit'?
64. To how many tubes should the ave bias be applied? Where are these circuits
located with respect to the detector? To which circuits may this ave bias be applied?
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66. What is the distu!vantage of simple ave? How does dP!n.yed ave overcome
this disadvantage?
56. Explain the action of an ave circuit u:;ing a tluplcx-(!imle tuhe and a battery
to provide the delayed voltage.
67. Why is the ui:;e of a battery undesirable in rlelayerl ave circuits? ·what
method is used to eliminate the need of a battery?
68. Describe the action of a delayed ave circuit using 11 duplex-dio(le-triode tube.

PROBLEMS
1. A certain diode-detector circuit, similar to Fig. 5-2, uses a }-megohm resistor
for the diode load resistance R 1 and a 100-µµf capacitor for the diode by-pass capacitor
C,. (a) What is the time constant of this RC circuit? (b) If the resonant frequency
of the tuucd circuit L2C2 is 1500 kc, what time is required for the r-f wave to <•omplete
1 cycle? (c) How many times greater is the time constant of the RC circuit than the
time of 1 cycle of the r-f wave?
2. The circuit of Prob. 1 also acts as a filter circuit. (a) What is the reactancc
of the capacitor to a 15"00-kc r-f current? (b) How docs the rnactance to the 1500-kc
r-f current compare with the value of the diode load resistance? (c) \\liat path will
the r-f currents take? (d) What is the reactance of the capacitor to a 500-cyclc a-f
current? (e) How does the reactance to the 500-cycle a-f current compare with the
value of the diode load resistance? (f) Which path will the a-f currents take?
3. A certain diode-deteetor circnit, similar to Fig. 5-2, uses a 300,000-ohm resistor
for the diode load resistance R, arnl a 250-µµf capacitor for the diode by-pa.ss capacitor
C 1• (a) What is the time constant of this RC circuit? (b) If the resonant frequency
of the tuned circuit J, 2 C 2 is 500 kc, what time is required for the r-f wave to complete
1 cycle? (c) How many times greater is the time constant of the RC circuit than the
time of 1 cycle of the r-f wave?
4. The circuit of Prob. 3 also acts as a filter circuit. (a) What is the reactance
of the capacitor to a 500-kc r-f current? (b) How does the reactance to the 500-kc
r-f current compare with the value of the diode load resistance? (c) ·what path will
the r-f currents take? (d) \Vhat is the reactance of the capacitor to a 500-cycle a-f
current? (e) How does the reactance to the 500-cycle a-f current compare with the
value of the diode load resistance? (!) Which path will the a-f currents take?
5. The circuit clements shown in Fig. 5-6a have the followingvalue8: R 1 = 100,000
ohms, R2 = 400,000 ohms, C, = 100 µµf, C3 = 100 µµf. (a) Wnat impedance does
the capacitor 0 1 offer to a 465-kc i-f current? (b) Which path will the i-f current take?
(c) Will any of the i-f current flow into the R 1 path? (d) What impedance does the
capacitor C3 offer to any 465-kc i-f current? (e) \Vhat purpose does C3 serve? (!)
Neglecting the effect of the capacitors C 1 and C3 , what per cent of the a-f volt.age
developed across R 1 and R 2 is available at the output terminals?
G. The circuit elements shown in Fig. 5-6a have the following values: R 1 = 50,000
ohms, R 2 = 200,000 ohms, C 1 = 250 µ.µf, C3 = 250 µµf. (a) \\'hat impedance does
the capacitor C1 offer i,o a 175-kc i-f current? (b) Which path will the i-f current
take? (c) Will any of the i-f current flow into the R, path? (d) \\liat impedance
does the capacitor C3 offer to any 175-kc i-f current? (e) \\'hat purpose does C3
s_erve? (f) Xeglecting the effect of the capacitors C, and C3, what per cent of the
a-f voltage developed across R, and R 2 is available at the output terminals?
7. The r-f filter circuit of Fig. 5-9a has a 100-µµf capacitor at C, and a 30-mh
choke at L 3• (a) \\1iat .impedance does the capacitor offer to a 1500-kc r-f current?
(b) \Vhat impedance does the choke offer to a 1500-kc r-f current? (c) \\'hat impedance does the capacitor offer to a 500-cycle a-f current? (d) \\'hat impedance doe:<
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tlw ('hoke offer to a ,500-<'yC'lc a-f current? (e) \\'hich path will the r-f currents take?
(.f} Whieh path will the a-f currents take?
8. The r-f filt<'r ('ircuit of Fig. 5-% has a 500-µµf capacitor at C 1 and a 125-mh
choke at L,. (a) "'hat impP<lance rloes the capacitor offer to a 262-kc i-f current?
(b) What impedaneP doPs the choke offer to a 262-kc i-f current? (c) What impedance docs the capacitor offer to a 500-ryclc a-f C'urrent? (rl) "nat impedance docs
thr choke offrr to a 500-cycle a-f current? (e) Which path will the i-f currents take?
(f) \Yhi<'h path will the a-f currents take?
9 . .\ tube is operate<! with a grid bias of 3 ,.-olts. \\nat is the !,!;rid-voltage swing
when an a-e signal applied to the input circuit has a Yoltage of (a) 1 volt, (b) 3 volts,
(c) ·l volts?
10. A tube is operat('(l with a grid bias of 6 volts. "lrnt is the grid-voltage swing
when an a-c siv;nal applied to the input circuit has a voltage of (a) 2 volts, (b) 4 volts,
(cl G volts?
11. A type 6.T7 tube is used as a pentode bias dctcetor operating with 2.50 volts
on its plate and 100 Yolts on the screen grid. (") \\'hat !!:rid voltage is recommended
for these operating conditions? (Sec Appendix XV or 1i standard tnhe mannal.) (b)
\\11at is the greatest amount of signal voltage that can he applied to the inpnt r·ircuit
without causing distortion?
12. A type GP;)-GT/G tube is used as a grid-bias detector and is operated with
250 volts on its plate. "(a) \Yhat grid voltage is reeormnenclccl for these operating
conditions? (b) \\"hut is the p;reatcst amount of signal voltage that can he applied
to the input circuit without causing distortion?
13. A type 27 tuhe is used as a bias detector and is operated with 2.50 volts on its
plate. (a) \Yhat grid Yoltagc is recommended for these operating conditions? (b)
\\'hat is tlie greatest amount of signal voltage that can he applied to the input cirrnit
without causing distortion?
14. A t~·pe 77 tube is usPd as a hias detector anrl is operatPd with 250 volts 0!1
its plate all(l 50 volts on the sen·e11 grid. (a) \\'hat grid voltage is recommended for
these operating comlitions? (b) \\'hat is the greatest amount of signal voltage that
can be applfr·d to the input circuit without causing <listortion'?
16. A dete<"tor tube operatPs with a g:rid bias oi 12 volts. \\'hat value of cathorle
resistan<"C is requirecl if the no-load plate current is (a) 0.1 ma, (b) 0.25 ma, (c) 0.4 ma?
16. A type 6C5 tube, usecl as a sclf-biasc>d deter·tor, is to he operated with 250
volts appliP,l to its plate. The plate rnrrent is to be a<ljustecl to 0.2 ma when the
input signal is zero. (a) What value of cathode-bias re:;istor is necessary for these
conditions? (b) How much power is consumed by this resistor? (c) \\'hat power
rnting should the resistor haYe?
17. A 6P5-GT/G tube, use<! as a self-biased detector, is to be operated with 2.50
volts applied to its plate. The plate current is to be adjusted to 0.2 ma when the
input signal is zero. (a) \\'hat value of cathode-bias resistor is ne<"essary for these
conditions? (b) How much power is consumed by this resistor? (c) What power
rating should the resistor have?
18. A type 27 tube, used as a self-biased detector, is to be operated with 250 volts
on its plate. The plate current is to be adjusted to 0.2 ma when the input signal is
7.Cro.
(a) \'\nat value of cathode-bias resistor is nc<"essary for these co1tditions?
(b) How much power is consumed by this resistor? (c) \\nat power rating should
the resistor haYc?
19. A type 77 tnhe, used as a self-biased detector, is to he operated with 2.50 volts
on its platP and ,50 Yolts on the screen grid. The cathode eurrent is to be adjnsted to
0.65 ma when the input signal is zero. (a) What value of cathode-bias resistor is
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necessary for these conditions? (b) How much power is consumed hy this resistor?
(c) What power rating should the resistor have?
20. A type 6C.'i tube, used as a self-biased detector similar to Proh. 16, usc8 a
cathode-bias resistor of 8.'i,000 ohms and has a no-load plate current of 0.2 ma. (a)
What value of by-pass capacitor should be used with this resistor if it is desired that
the resistor offer at least JOO times more impedance to a 500-cyclc a-f current than
the capacitor? (/;,) Wbat standard rating and type of capacitor is recommended for
this application?
21. A type 6P5-GT/G tube, used as a self-biased detector similar to Prob. 17,
uses a cathode-bias resistor of 100,000 ohms and has a no-load plate current of 0.2
ma. (a) Wbat value of by-pass capacitor should be used with this resistor if it is
desired that the resistor offer at least 100 times more impedance to a 500-cyele a-f
current than the capacitor'? (b) What standard rating and type of capacitor is
reco1i11nended for this application?
22. A type 27 tube, used as a self-biased detector similar to Prob. 18, uses a
cathode-bias resistor of 150,000 ohms and has a no-load plate current of 0.2 ma. (a)
What value of by-pass capacitor should be used with this resistor if it is desired that
the resistor offer at least' 100 times more impedance to a SOO-cycle a-f current than the
capacitor? (b) ,vhat standard rating and type of capacitor is recornrnendCll for
this application?
23. A type 77 tube, used as a self-biased detector similar to Prob. 19, uses a
cathode-bias resistor of 3000 ohms and has a no-load cathode current of 0.65 ma. (a)
What value of by-pass capacitor should be used with this resistor if it is desired that
the resistor offer at least 100 times more impedance to a 500-cycle a-f current than
the capacitor? (b) What standard rating and type of capacitor is recommended for
this application?
24. A type 6C5 tube, used as a self-biased detector, is to be operated with 250
volts applied to its plate. The cathode-bias resistor has a resistance of 85,000 ohms
and the plate current is to be adjusted to 0.2 ma. "That value of voltage must the
B power supply provide in order to maintain 2.'>0 volts between the cathode and plate?
(Assume that there is no drop in voltage at the load impedance.)
26. A type 6P5-GT/G tube, used as a self-biased detector, is to be operated with
250 volts applied to its plate. The cathode-bias resistor has a resistance of 100,000
ohms and the plate current is to be adjusted to 0.2 ma. What value of voltage must
the B power supply provide in order to maintain 250 volts between the cathode and
plate? (Assume that there is 110 drop in voltage at the load impedance.)
26. A type 27 tube, used as a self-biased detector, is to be operated with 250 volts
applied to its plate. The cathode-bias resistor has a resistance of 150,000 ohms and
the plate current is to be adjusted to 0.2 ma. "nat value of volt.age must the B
power supply provide in order to maintain 250 volts lictween the cathode and plate?
(Assume that there is 110 drop in voltage at the load impedance.)
27. A type 77 tube, u~ed as a self-biased detector, is to be operated with 250 volts
applied to its plate and 50 volts to its screen grid. The cathode-bias resistor has a
resistance of 3000 ohms and the cathode current is to be adjusted to 0.65 ma. What
value of voltage must the B power supply provide in order to maintain 250 volts
between the cathode and plate? (Assume that there is no voltage drop at the load
impedance.)
28. Using the plate characteristic curves of the type 6C5 tube (Fig. 4-19), caleulate the value of cathode-bias resistance necessary to operate the tube with the following plate and grid voltages: (a) Eb = 250, Ee = -8; (b) Eb = 200, E, = -6; (cJ
E, = ]50. E. = -4; (d) Hb = 100, E. = -2.
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29. (a) llow much po11'l'r is co11s11med hy each cathode resistor iu l'rnh. 28?
(I,) What power r:,,ting shoul<l the resistors have?
30. Using the j!;rid-platc transfer characteristic curves of thP type 6C5 tube (Fig.
4-21 ), calculate lhe value of cathode-bias r!'sistance necessary lo operate the t11be with
the following plate voltages am\ plate currents (milliamperes): (a) H. = 2.50, I, = 4.8;
(b) Eb = 300, h = 5.5; (c) Eb = 200, h = 0.0; (d) Eb = 100, h = 5.0.
31. (a) How much power is consumed by each cathode resistor in Prob. 30? (I,)
\Yhat power ratin!!; should each resistor have?
32. Usi11g the plate charnctcristic curves of the type (iJ7 tube (Fip:. 4-3 l), calcula tP the valt1e of the cathode-bias resistance ne('cssary t.o opPrntc the tnh<> with the
following plate and grid voltagPs (the screen-grid voltage is kPpt at 100 volts): (a.)
E, = 12:l, Ee= -1; (b) /~\ = 240, Ee= -2; (c) E. = 320, Ee= -2.5; (rl) fl\= •100,
A'e = -3. (Xon,: Screen-grid current is 0.5 ma.)
33. (a) How much power is consumctl by each cathode rc8istor in Prob. 32? (/,)
What power rating should each resistor have?
34. (a) Plot the curves required to show the resultant wave when a 6-cycle sinewave voltagc whose maximum value is 4 volt.<; is combined by heterodyne action
with a 9-cyclc sine-wave voltage whose maximum value is 8 volts. (I,) What is the
beat frequency of these two waves? (c) What is the voltage swing of the beat
frequency?
36. A c-w signal tral'\smitted on a frequency of 2000 kc is being rcceivP,I by an
au!odyne detPctor. At what frequency must the oscillator circuit of the receiver be
SPt, in order that the frequency in the output circuit will be (a) 500, (/,) 1000, (c) 1500
cyr!Ps?
36. The ave filtflr circuit shown in Fig. 5-21 has the following constants: R, = 1
mt'goh111, C, = 0.1 µf. (a) What is the time constant of this circuit? (b) What per
cent of the maximum voltagi, chargfl possible will ]H) attainc,l in the time that the
currPnt from 1 c~·clP of a 100-cy,·k- a-f signal will flow in the detector <'ircuit (assuming
that a constant voltage was being applied)? (c) How many cycles of the JOO-cycle
note would he completed in 1 time constant?
37. The ave filter circuit shown in [~ig. 5-21 has the followinJ!: constants: R 2 = 2
mpgohms, C 3 = 0 05 µf. (a) What is the time conslnnt of this circuit? (I,) \Vhat
prr cent of the maximum voltage charge possible will be attained in the time that the
current from 1 cycle of a .50-cycle a-f signal will flow in the detector circuit (assuming
that a constant voltage was lwing applie1\)'? (c) How many cycks of the 50-cycle note
would be completPd in 1 time constant?
38. The delayed ave circuit shown in Fig. 5-23 has the following constants:
R1 = 0.5 megohm, R, = 1 megohm, Ra = 2 megohms, R 4 = 2500 ohms, C, = 250
µ.µf, C, = 0.1 µf, C4 = 10 µf.
When the signal input is zero, the current in the
cathode circuit is 1.2 ma. (a) What is the magnitude and the polarity of the voltage
between D 2 and the cathode when the input signal is zero? (b) How much current
flows in R 3 under the condition in part (a)? (c) What is the voltage of the ave line
under the condition of part (a)? (d) To what voltage must the charge on the capacitor
mise the plate D 2 in order to produce a current flow in U3? (e) What are the
magnitude and polarity of the voltage developed at point A when a current of lµa
flows through R 3 ? (f) What voltage will the ave line have under the condition in part
(e)? (g) Wnat is the time constant of the ave filter? (h) \\liat is the time constant
of the diode load resistor R 1 ancl the diode by-pass capacitor C1? (i) \Vhat impedance
does the capacitor C4 offer to thP lowest a-f current, assuming it to be 50 cycles?
(j) What purpose docs the capacitor C4 serve?

c.

CHAPTER VI
TUNING CIRCUITS
Tuning is the proceRs of adjusting the capacitance or inductance of a
tuned circuit in order to select the signals of a desired station. Tuning
circuits, therefore, form an m,seutial part of all radio receh·ers. Selecting a desired signal is only one of the three important functions performed
by the tuning circuit. In addition to selecting the desired signal, it
must reject all und~sired signals. In most instances the tuning circuit
also accomplishes an increase in the voltage of the desired signal before
passing the signal on to the following circuit. This increase in voltage
is due to the action of a tnned resonant circuit as explained in Art. 2-20.
6-1. Tuning. Opfffating Chara,cteristics. The ability of a radio
receiver to accomplish each of its three functions is referred to as its
sensitivity, selectivity, and fidelity.
Sensitivity is a measure of the ability of a receiver to reproduce, ·with
satisfactory volume, weak signals received by the antenna. It may
further he defined as the minimum strength of signal input required to
produce a specified a-f power output at the loudspeaker; it is generally
expressed either in microvolts or in decibels below one volt. Theoretically, it would be desirable to have the sensitivity as high as possible
in order to receive weak signals from distant stations. Practically,
however, there is a limit beyond which the sensitivity should not be
increased. This point is reached when the strength of the noise signals,
caused by static and electrical appliances, exceeds the strength of the
desired signal.
Selectivity is a measure of the ability of a receiver to reproduce the
signal of one desired station and to exclude the signals from all others.
The selectivity of a receiver (or a tuning circuit) is generally expressed
in the form of a graph, also referred to as a response curve, shmdng the
signal strength at its resonant frequency and the variation in signal current when the frequency is varied a specified amount above and below the
frequency of resonance. ·when the sensitivity of a circuit is increased,
its selectivity must also be increased in order that the circuit will reject
the signals from unwanted stations.
Fidelity is a measure of the ability of a receiver to reproduce faithfully all the frequencies present in the original signal. The fidelity of a
245
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receiver is generally expressed in the form of a graph showing the ratio of
the actual output to the output at a standard audio frequency of 400
cycles. For good fidelity of reproduction, the band width as shown by
the selectivity graphs should be great enough to accommodate all the
frequencies of the signal to be receiYed.
The Respo1rne Curve. The process of selecting the carrier wave of a
desired station is called tuning. Th.is may be accomplished by adjusting
one or more components of a series tuned circuit so that its resonant
frequency will be equal to that of the desired carrier m1vc. The impedance of the tuned circuit at resonance will be at it,; minimum value, therefore, the current in the tuned circuit produced by the desired Rtation
will be at its maxinrnm value. As the resonant frequency of the tuning
circuit is varied, either above or below the freqmmcy of the desired station, the impedance of the circuit \\·ill increase and the signal current of
the desired station will therefore
decrease. A graph showing the
I". .,
current flow in a tuned circuit at
I
I
I
resonance and the decrease in
current flow at frequencies off resonance is referred to as v, response
curve. A typical response curve
is shown in Fig. 6-1.
I deal Response C11rve. A transmitted wave is made up of the
carrier wave modulated by two
side bands whose frequencies are
FJG. 6-l.- Helation between actual and
equal to the frequency of the carirleal response r·urvcs. (") Actual response
rier wave plus or minus the frecurve, (b) ide:,] respou~c curve.
quency of the audio signal. For
ordinary hroadcast transmission, the maximum frequency of the audio
signal is generally accepted as 5 kilocycles, and for high-fidelity transmission it is geuerally JO kilocycles. The side bands of a modulated
carrier wave will therefore vary up to 5 kc above and below its carrier
frequeucy for ordinary broadcast signals and up to 10 kc for high-fidelity
transmission. For example, an ordinary broadcasting station operating
on a carrier frequency of 1000 kc will have side-band frequencies ranging
from 905 to 1005 kc; for high-fidelity transmission the frequency of the
side bands will vary from 990 to 1010 kc.
In order to reproduce the signals as trnnsmitted, the ideal response
curve should have a flat top and straight sides, so that it may pas:, a 10-kc
bane! for ordinary bro:1dcast and a 20-kc band for the reception of highfidelity signah, (Fig. G-1). Although it is impossible to obtain this ideal,
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it can be closely approximated by the proper use of resonant circuits.
Three methods of increasing the fidelity, sensitivity, an<l selectivity of a
receiver are: (1) increasing the circuit Q, (2) using two or more tuned
circuits, (3) use of a band-pass amplifier. Increasing the circuit Q is
accomplished by <lecreasing the circuit resistance and thereby increasing
the slope of the resonant curve (see Figs. 2-38 and 3-14). This is one of
the many principles of resonant circuits as described in Arts. 2-19 to
2-24 and taken up in detail in Chap. XI of the authors' Electrical Essentials of Radio. The circuit actions of the two other methods are discussed later in this chapter.
Radi·o Channels. It is evident from the above discussion that each
transmitting station requires a band 10 kc wide for ordinary broadcasting
A
Carrier

Channel

- A

B

Carrier

C
Carner

__Ch?nne/ _
Channel
B
-- C

Fro. 6-'.l.-Hclation between carrier wave, side bands, and channels.

stations and 20 kc wide for high-fidelity transmitters. This band is
referred to as a radio channel. In order to prevent interference between
two stations operating on adjacent channels there should be a differenee
of at least 10 kc between th.cir carrier frequencies (Fig. G-2). For the
same reason, the tuning circuit of a receiver should be capable of
selecting signals from stations approximately 10 kc apart without any
interference. In the broadeasting range extending from 550 to 1600 kc,
106 channels are available. At present there are approximately 900
stations assig,,1ed to these channels. Under this crowded condition more
than one station may be operatin•g on the same frequency; also, the side
bands from adjacent channels may overlap the signals of more than one
station. This interference between stations transmitting on the same
frequency or operating partly within the same channel may produce a
hum, whistle, or crosstalk in the receiver.
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In order to prevent this annoying intcrferenee between stations, the
Federal Commnnieatiom, Commission has set up a zoning system and
accordingly assigns the carrier frequency to broadcasting stations so
that the interference is reduced to a minimum. .Furthermore, stations
arc licensed as to the amount of power they may use, and in some cases
they are also limited as to the hours during which they may broadcast.
For example, only four stations are at present assigned to the 710-kc
channel, namely, vVOR at New York, ETHO at Seattle, JG\:IPC at Los
Angeles, and WFTL at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. All four stations employ
high-power transmitters, the first two operating with 50,000 watts and
the last two with I 0,000 watts, but because of the great distance between
these stations they do not interfere with one another and may therefore
operate on a continuous time schedule. On the other hand, there arc at
present more than 80 stations assigned to the 1240-kc channel, with as
many as five stations in the same state assigned to the same channel.
The licensed pmn~r of these stations varies from 50 watts to 250 watts
and some of the stations arc restricted to operating at only certain hours
of the day.
The ability of a receiver to minimize this interference ,vill depend on
the selectivity of its tuned circuits. In order to eliminate the interference from adjacent stations, the selectivity will have to be increased.
This reduces the width of the response curve and may decrease the
fidelity of the receiver, since the high notes may not be reproduced.
For example, if the selectivity is increased so that the width of the
response curve is reduced to 8 kc, only 4 kc of the 5-kc side bands as
transmitted arc reproduced. Under this condition all audio signals of
frequencies between 4000 and 5000 cycles will not be reprocluccd by this
receiver. By decreasing the sensitivity of the receiver the strength of
the interfering signals can be reduced so that they will not be heard,
providing the strength of the desired signal is from 20 to 50 times greater
than the strongest undesired signal.
6-2. Circuit Elements. Types of Variable Capacitors. Although tuning can be accomplished by varying either the yalue of the inductance
or capacitance of the tuning circuit, the method most commonly used
is by varying the capacitance. Three types of vttriablc capacitors are
used in tuning. These are referred to as straight-iinc-capa.city, straightline-wavelength, and strnight-li11e-frcque11cy; they arc commonly :,,bbreviatcd as SLC, SL W, and SLF respectively.
With a capacitor of the straight-line-capadty type, the capacitance
increases in a direct ratio with the amount of rotation of its movable
plates (see Fig. G-3a). For example, if such a capacitor is rotated so
that the rotor plates arc one-quarter in mesh with the stator, its capaci-
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tance will be one-quarter of its total value; if the rotor plates are onehalf in mesh with the stator, its capacitance will be one-half of its total
value, etc. If an SLC capacitor is used in the tuning circuit of a broadcast receiver, most of the stations to be tuned in will appear on one-half
of the dial (see Fig. G-3a). This is so because the resonant frequency of a
tuned circuit docs not vary in a direct ratio with changes in its capacitance.
It will also be obi:;erved that the upper half of the frequency band (1075
to 1600 kc) will appear on approximately only one-eighth of the dial.
Furthermore, when this type of capacitor is used it is very difficult to
separate the signals from adjacent stations in the upper half of the frequency band.
1;,,\l

700

r::.

C?<::,

G

815

1?e,

Rotor

""
7§.

~~g

~
(a!

!bJ

1050
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<c)

Fm. 6-3.-Frequency distribution obtained with three types of variable capaeitor~
(a) Straight-line-capacity, (b) straight-linc-wavolongth, (c) straight-linc-frcquoncy.

The first attempt to remedy this condition was the use of the straightline-wavelength capacitor. In this type of capacitor the area of the rotor
plates is reduced on the side that first enter-s into mesh with the stator
plates, so that the wavelength of the tuned circuit increases in a direct
ratio with the amount of rotation of the movable plates. With this
type of rotor plate the capacitance increases very slowly at first but
increases at a faster rate as the plates go further into mesh. If an SL W
capacitor is used in the tuning circuit of a broadcast receiver, most of
the stations to be tuned in will appear on approximately three-fourths
of the dial (see Fig. 6-3b ). Furthermore, the stations in the upper half
of the frequency band will appear on approximately one-third of the
dial.
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While the SL W capacitor made it possible to attain better selectivity
than with the SLC capacitor, it was still difficult to separate signals from
stations of carrier frequencies greater than 1100 kc. This difficulty was
overcome by the use of rotor plates shaped so that the resonant frequency
of the tuned circuit would vary directly with the amount of rotation of
the capacitor. Such capacitors arc called straiglit-li11e-freq11ency capacitors. The rate of increase in capacitance at the high frequencies is
decreased by cutting off the side of the rotor plate that first enters into
mesh with the stator at a sharper angle than was done with the SL W
capacitor. The rate of increase at the low frequencies was accelerated
by tapering the opposite side of the rotor plate (see Fig. 6-3e). With
this type of capaeitor the resonant fn•quency of tlie tmH'd circuit varies
in direct proportion to the amount of rotation of the variable capacitor.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. G-4.-Commercial types of capacitors. (a) Straight-line-capacity, (b) straight-linewavelength, (c) straight-line-frequency. (Courtesy of National Company, Inc.)

All the preceding discussion of variable capacitors is based on 180
degrees of rotation of the rotor plates. By increasing the amount of
rotation to 270 degrees the capacitor can be made more compact. The
selectivity obtainable is also improved as the 1100-kc range (500 to
1600 kc) is spread over 270 mechanical degrees instead of 180 degrees.
A commercial form of this type of capacitor is shown in l•'ig. G-4c. Three
additional methods commonly used to obtain compactness for SLF
capacitors arc: (l) using a greater number of rotor plates of s. smaller
surface area, (2) using thinner plates and a smaller air gap, (3) using
semicircular rotor plates and varying the design of the stator plates.
Practically all the tuning circuits of a radio receiver now use a compact
form of variable capacitor.
R-F Tuning Co·ils. The secondary winding of an r-f transformer
provides the fixed inductance that is used with the variable capacitor
to form the tuned circuit of a radio receiver. In this type of circuit the
input signal flows through the primary ffinding of the r-f transformer
and by means of the mutual inductance between the two windings the
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signal is transferred to the secondary. The variable capacitor and the
secondary winding form a series resonant circuit, which must be tuned
to the frequency of the desired station. The value of the inductance
required in the secondary winding will depend on the frequency range
desired and the value of the capacitance of the variable capacitor that is
used. From Art. 2-20 it can be seen that increasing the inductance of
the secondary coil increases the amount of voltage .developed across this
,vinding, thus increasing the gain of the tuned circuit. Furthermore, it
has been shown in Art.. 2-2:1 that increasing the inductance of the coil
also increases the circuit Q (if the resistance remains constant), which
in turn also increases the selectivity of the tuned circuit. It was also
shown in Art. 2-2:1 that the selectivity of the series tuned circuit, 1s
dependent on the LC ratio.
The amount of inductance that should be used is such a value that
when combined wit11 the distributed capacitance of the secondary winding and the minimum capacitance of the tuning capacitor it will form a
resonant circuit whose frequency of resonance is equal to or greater than
the highest frequency desired. For ordinary broa<least reception this
frequency is approximately 1GOO kc. The maximum value of the variable
capacitor must be equal to the amount of capacitance required to decrease
the frequency of resonance of the tuned circuit to the minimum desired
frequency. For ordinary broadcast reception this frequency is approximately 550 kc.
Example 6-1. It is desired to determine the inductance required in the secondary
winding of an r-f transformer and it is assumed that the distributed capacitance of
the winding and the circuit wiring is 23 µµf (considered acting in parallel with the
tuning capacitor). (a) \\<1mt value of inductance is required in order to obtain
resonance at 1600 kc if the minimum value of the variable capacitor is 17 µµf? (b)
~nat value of capacitance must the capacitor have if it is desired to tune in stations
as low as 550 l:c "-ith tl:e coil used in part (a)?

Find:

Civc:1:

(a) I, = ?
(b) Cv = ?

CD= 23 µµf

Cv = 17 µµ£ (min.)
f = 1600 kc (a)
f = 550 kc (b)

Solution:
25,300

25,300

(a)

L = pc = 16002 X (17

(b)

C

T

Cv

+ 2a)10-•

= 246 µh

25,300
O
f
o f
= 25,300
j,2L = -5502 X
246 = 0.00 3399 µ or 34 µµ

=

CT -

CD

= 340 - 23 = 317

µµ£

Variable capacitors used for only broadcast reception generally have
a maximum capacitance of 350 µµf. The above example shows that the
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inductance of the secondary winding used with this capacitor would have
to be approximately 250 µ.h iu order to be able to tune in. a signal of 550
kc. The inductance of an r-f coil whose length is considerably greater
than it8 diameter will vary in direet proportion to the square of the 1mmbcr of turns, to the square of the diameter, and in an im·erse proportion
to its leugth (;;ee Art. 2-:3). From this statement it would seem that the
inductance required for an r-f coil can best be obtained by using a short
coil having a large diameter and a great number of turns. In the early
stages of rnclio development the r-f coils were designed along these
lines. Thl':oe early coils had a diameter ranging from three to five ind1es,
a length of approximately three-quarters of an inch, and approximately
75 turns. Further study and experimentation have shown that the

(a)

(b)

(c)

G-5.-Cornmercial typPs of r-1 eoil~. ('1) Single-band coil, (I,) dual-band coil, (c) triple-band coil. (Courtesy of ,Ue·i.ssner .lia,wf,,cturinu Division Jfaawire Industries, Inc.)

F1i;.

physical dimensioru; of r-f coils shonld be as small as possible. This fact
led to the development of coils whose length and diameter were approximately equal. This is the type of coil that is generally used and its
diameter will vary from a half-inch to one inch. A few of the different
types of commercial coils are shown in Fig. G-5. The theory of inductance
and r-f coils is taken up in detail in Chap. VIII of the authors' Electrical
Essentials of Radio.
6-3. Short Waves. Frequency Ranges. Short-wave radio communication makes use of wayes whose frequencies are higher than those
employed in ordinary broadcast transmission and reception. Thus
stations operating on frequencies above lG00 kc are commonly referred
to as short-wave stations. Their carrier mwes arc generally expressed
in either megacycles or meters; for example, a station operating at 30,000
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kc may be referred to as operating on either the 30-mc band or on the
IO-meter band. For frequencies above HiOO kc, various bands are
allocated to the different types of communication service, such as amateur, aircraft, ship to shore, police, point to point, and long-distance
commercial telephony. The wavelengths and frequencies for the various
types of short-wave communication services are shown on the chart
illustrated in Fig. 1-9.
Characteristics of Short-wave Communication. In general, the operating characteristics of short-wave and broadcast communication are
similar. However, there arc features of short-wave communication
that are not common to those used in broadcast. These characteristics
are: (1) less power is required to transmit high-frequency signals over
great distances than is needed for low-frequency signals; (2) the distances reached by short-wave signals during the daylight hours will
become greater aS"~the frequency of transmission is increased; (3) nighttime reception is very poor, especially for signals of frequencies greater
than 13 me; (4) the reception in terms of signal strength is very irregular,
that is, it may be strong one day and weak the next or it may even vary
during the same day; (5) short-wave signals may be received perfectly
at distant points from the transmitter and not be received at all at certain
localities that may be near the transmitter, this phenomenon being
known as skipping.
Short-wave Bands. If a portion of the short-\rnve range extending
from 1600 to fi0,000 kc is considered, it will be seen that this range
covers a span of 58,400 kc. If this span were to provide channels of
10-kc width, there would be 58-±1 channels for this span alone, as compared to 106 channels for the broadcast range. This is one of the many
reasons for using the short-wave channels for the transrnission of frequency modulation and television signals.
For broadcast reception, it is possible to use a single coil and capacitor
for each stage of tuning. Because of the width of the frequency range
to be covered and the large number of stations that can be accommodated,
a system employing a single coil and capacitor is not practical for shortwave reception. If a short-wave receiver were to cover a range of from
1.6 to GO me with a single range and had a dial marked with 100 divisions
to cover 180 degree of rotation of the variable capacitor, it "\Yould mean
that for an SLF capacitor each division would represent 58-1 kc. It can
readily be seen that if such a system were used to tune stations operating
on a 10-kc channel, 58 channels may be tuned in or out by moving the
dial just one division. It is obvious that such a condition is not practical. Furthermore, it is impossible to design a combination of a single
fixed coil and a variable capacitor to cover this entire range. Every
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yariable capacitor has some amount of capacitance eYen when the rotor
plates are completely unmeshed from the sta.tor. This minimum capacitance of the capacitor, plus the <listributed capacitance of the coil and
the stray capacitances existing in the tuned circuit, makes it impossible
to design a single combination of coil and capacitor that will tune the
high- and low-frequency bands satisfactorily.
In order to correct this condition, the short-wave frequency span is
divided into a number of bands. The frequency limits of each of these
bands will ,·ary with the type of radio and the manufacturer. This
variation is illustrated in Tahle YI-I, which lists the frequency limits for
each band of two popular makes of radio receivers. A separate coil
TAELE

YI-I

Band

Set A

Set B

Broadcast
1

530 to 1550 kc
l.5to4.2mc
-LO to 11.5 me
11 to 23 me

550 to 1GOO kc
1.5 tu 5.5 me
5.-1 to 15.5 me
15to42mc

2
3

.i

I

designed to cover the frequenc~· range for each band desired is generally
used ,,·ith a common Yariablc capacitor.
6-4. All-wave Receivers. rariaule I wlu.ctance. Radio receivers
may be made to tune the broadcast band and one or more short-wave

Fm. 6-6.-Sct of plug-in coils.

(Courtesy of Insuline Corporation of America.)

bands. In order to obtain such a t1111ing range, the capacitor and inductor used in the tuning circuit a1·e constructed so that either one or both
can be adjusted to the value required for the band desired. One method
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of varying the inductance is accomplished by use of a series of plug-in
coils (sec Fig. G-6), each coil being designed for a definite frequency range.
The value of inductance req1tired for these coils is determined by the
maximum capacitance of the tuning capacitor and the lowest frequency
of the desired band, as illustrated in the following examples.
Example 6-2. A 320-µµf variable capacitor having a minimum capacitance of
13.5 µµf is used iu the tuning circuit of the all-w:i,ve receiver listed as sPt A in Table
VI-I. (a) If the distributed capacitance of the coil is neglected, find the inductance
of the secondary for each of the coils required. (b) 'iYhat is the highest resonant
frequency obtainable for each band?

Given:

c,.,,,,

= 320 µµf
Cmin = 13.5 µµf

Find:
(a) Ls for each coil
(b) l\Iax fr for each ban<l

Solution:
(a)

Ls = 25,300

f rmn 2 Cmax

L

(b)

25,300
h
320 x 10-• = 281 µ
25,300
1.5 2 X 10 6 X 320 X 10-• = 35· 1 µh
25,300
4.0' X 10 6 X 320 X 10-• = 4 ·93 µh
25,300
ll2 X 106 X 320 X 10-s = 0 ·653 µh
159

= 530 -x

s.n

2

Ls.,

=

Ls .•

=

Ls.,

=

Jwu = . ; V LCmin

fs.m..,

=

v·281
.

J,-m .. - v'3s.i
f2
•mAX

=

J,.m .. =

159
= 2581 kc
X 13.5 X 10-s
159
x-·1:rt-xTo.c~ = 7·30 me

159
V4.93-X 13.5
15!)

x·io'--6 = 19.2 me
- -· - - · ·· ·· ··- = 53.5 me

V0.653 X 13.5 X 10-•

From the above example it can be seen that the maximum frequency
for each band is much greater than that listed for set A in Table VI-I.
This is to be expected as the distributed capacitance of the coil and thF>
circuit have been neglected. How much this stray capacitance affects
the frequency range of the tuned circuit may be seen from the results of
the following example.
Example 6-3. If the tuning circuit used in Example G-2 has a distributed circuit
capacitance of 20 µµf, what will the minimum and the maximum frequencies be for
eaeh band of the receiver?
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Fin<l:

GivPn:

Cmax = 320 µ,µ,[
Cm;n = rn.5 µµ,f
CD ~ 20 µ,µ,[

fm;n

and fmax for each band

SoluLion:

f m;n

]5\)

= --:;=,cc=:===.

V L(C'ma, + CD)
159

/ma, = --~
;~==~
V L(Cw;n

+ CD)

llroadcast band:

159
/min

= -V281 X (320

+ 20)

X Hf-• =

514

15H

/max

=

-V281 X (13.5

+ 20)

X 10-•

=

Hi

kc

39

kc

Band 1:

159

f min = V35.f X (320 + 20) X J()'°fi = J..t 5 Ill{'
1.Sfl
/max = -V35.1 X (13.5 + 20) X l0-- 0 = ·l.li:3 Ille

Band 2:

159
/miu

= -V 4.!J3

X (320

+ 20)

X 10

6

15!)

/max = ·•/{93

X (13.5

+ 20)

X 10::.\

= 3 ·33 lllC
= 12 ' l mc

Band 3:

159

/min

=

/max =

-VO.li53 X (320 + 20) X 10-:: 6 = 1(),!J me
15\l
3
-V0.653 X (13.5 + 20) X 10-6 = ·l me

From the above example it can be seen that the frequency limits of
each band arc approximately the same as thosp listPd for sc>t A in Table
YI-I. The values of capacitance and inductance used in these problems
do not necessarily represent the values actually used in the construction
of the set rpfcrn•d to. The values used have been :,;cll'cted in order to
illustrate their application in obtaining the various frequency bands.
It can also be seen that the maximum value of the tuning capacitor
is too high for the receiver to be able to tune high frequencies if a practical coil with a reasonable number.of turns is to be used. Tuning capacitors having a lower value of maximum capacitance are made with fewer
plates and thernfore also have a lower value of minimum capacitance.
For this reason a smaller capacitor, generally about 140 µµf or less, is
mied in the tuning circuits of short-wave receivers.
Rand Switching with I ndu.ctors. In the early type of all-wave receiver,
changing from one band of frequencies to another was accomplished by
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interchanging the plug-in-type coils. This was a rather complicated
process, for in many types of receivers it required opening the cabinet
of the receiver and substituting the proper plug-in coils for the ones
inserted in the set at the time.
This method wasnotsimpleenough
to become very popular. The allwave receiver of todayusesamuch
simpler process for changing from
one frequency band to another.
With t,his method, the primary
and secondary windings for each
band are wound on a Ringle coil
form (see Fig. 6-5). By means of
a band selector switch, any set of
primary and secondary windings
may be connected into or out of
FIG. 6-7.- Commercial band s"·itch.
the tuning circuit; two types of (Courtesy of Hammarl und 111anufacturing
Company, Inc.)
band selector s"·itches arc shown
in Figs. 6-7 and G-8. These switches are designed so that the amount of
couplin~ introduced between the tuned circuits of the different stages is
negligible. The switch contacts are usually arranged so that the unused
coils are short-circuited. Jf the coils not actually in nse are not short-

FIG.

6-8.-.Multigang circuit selector switch.

(Com·tesy of P.R . ,1Jallury & Co., Inc.)

circuitP-d, the distributed capacitance of these coils may cause them to
become resonant at some frequency, each within its o,Yn band, thereby
coupling impedances into the coils that are heing used. The construe-
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tion of the sv,;itch should provide a low-resistance contact and should also
proYicle some means whereby the connections between the coils and the
switch arc made as short as possible.
Although the wiring of a ])[1nd selector switch lwcomes rather complicated, especially when more than one tuning <·ircuit is used, it greatly
simplifies the operation of the all-,nwe receiver. The change from one
band to another is accomplished by merely turning the band selector
switch to the band desired.
Band SwitcMng with Capacitors. If a single coil is to be used to cover
the entire frequency range, it is necessary to adjust the capacitance of
the tuned circuit for each band desired. TJ1i:; can be accomplished by
connecting a fixed capacitor in series with the tuning capacitor (see
Fig. G-9). The effect of the fixed capacitance is to rednce the capacitance

Fw. f>-9.-Increasing the frequency range of a tuned circuit. by use of a fixe<l Papacilor.

of the circuit, thereby increasing its resonant frequency. The value of
the inductance required may be found by the following equations:
(G-1)

(6-2)
where L = inductance of the tuning circuit, microhenries
f 1 = frequency to which the circuit will tune withol'.t the fixed
series capacitor, kilocycles
h = frequPncy to which the circuit will tune with the fixed sc>ries
capacitor, kilocycles
C 1 = capacitance of the tuning capacitor, microfarad,;
C = capacitance of the series circuit formed by the tuning capacitor and the fixed capacitor, microfamds
As the i11ductance is the same in Eqs. (G-1) and (u-2), then
25,300

Ji 2 C1

25,300
f2 2C

(6-3)

dividing both sides by 25,300

1

1

(G-4)
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and
C

= f1 2C1

(6-5)

h2

NoTE: C 1 and C may be expressed in either µfor µµf providing both
arc in the same units. Also, f 1 and !2 may be expressed in cycles, kc,
or me providing both are in the same units.
Equation (6-5) is very useful in solving for the amount of capacitance
necessary for any desired frequency range when only one value of inductance is to be used. The value of capacitance C2 that mnst be connected
in series with the original tnning capacitor C1 in order to obtain the
required capacitance C may be determined by the use of the equation
(2-24b)
Example 6-4. A cerlain tuned circuit using a 200-µµf tuning capacitor tunes from
500 kc to 1500 kc. What value of series capacitance C2 (sec Fig. 6-9) is required in
onler to provide a secoru-\ band whose minimnm frequency will be 15C0 kc?
Find:

Given:

c. =?

= 500 kc
fz = 1500 kc
Ct = 200 µµf
ft

Solution:

C
C2

= J,'C,
fz 2
=

=

~
C, -

C

500 X 500 X 200
1500 X 1500
=

22.22 X 200
200 - 22.22

=

= 25

22 . 22 µµ f

f
µµ

From Example 6-11, it can be seen that in order to obtain resonance
at 1500 kc the capacitance of this tuned circuit must be 22.22 µµf.
Therefor~, in order for the circuit to be resonant at 1500 kc without the
series capacitor, the minimum capacitance of the tuning capacitor must
be 22.22 µµf. The maximum resonant frequency obtainable when the
series capacitor is used will depend on the value of the inductance, which
remains constant, and the capacitance of the series circuit formed by
the minimum capacitance of the tuning capacitor C1 and the fixed
capacitor C 2 (Fig. (H)).
Example 6-5. The tuning cir('uit of Example 6-4 is capable of tuning from 500 kc
to 1500 kc with its tuning capacitor alone, the capacitor having a maximum capacitance of 200 µµf and a minimum capacitance of 22.22 µµf. The frequency range of
the circuit may be extended by connecting the capacitor C2 of Fig. G-!J into the circuit
as indicated in Example 6-4. (a) 11'bat value of inductance is required for this circuit? (b) 1\'bat is the minimum resonant frequenc~· of the circuit when a 25-µµf
capacitor is connected in series with the tuning capacitor (see Fig. 6-9)? (c) "'1rnt
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is the maximum resonant frequency of the circuit when a 2,5-µµf capaeitor is connected
in series with the tuning eapaeitor? (d) \Vhat is the frequency range of the tuning
circuit for both han,Is?
Given:
Gt,rnax = 200 µµf
C !•min = 22.22 µµ£
f,-hand I = 500 to 1500 kc
C2 = 25 µµf

Solution:
(a) T~ =
(b)

(c)

+

15\J

lQ-G

15\J

l.5!l
mu - ,/T,Gmin
fn,q1tP11<·.v range

22.22 X 25
22.22 + 25

baud 2

•
l
= ,') 0111 µ 1

µµf

m,,. = ,/LC-~ = ,/5oo·x 22.22 X 10-•

C . C1.minC2
nun - Ci.min+ G2

J,,mu

(c)

(d) frequency range of both han<lR

20_.Q_ X 25 = 22 22
200 + 2,1
•

G1,maxG2___
C1,max
C2

f
(rl)

(a) L = ?
(b) J,-min han<I 2

25,300 _
25,300
fmjn 2G\,rnax - 500 X 500)( 200 X

Crru., =
f

Find:

=

ll. 76

159
,//i()(i X 11.7G X

w-•

= lfiOO kr
µµf

= 20f\1 h

= 500 to 20GI kc

Rjfect of Distributrd Capacitances. In the prC'cPding examples and
discussion the <listribute<l capacitance of the coil and the tuning circuit
was neglC>cted in order to simplify the explanations and the examples.
In actual practice these capacitances must be taken into consideration
because they increase the minimum and maximum capacitance of the
tuning circ11it and hence change its frequency range.
Example 6-6. What is the fr<>quency range of each band of the tuning circuit of
Example 6-5 if the distributed capacitance of the coil n1Hl eircuit is to be considered
ancl its value is 20 µµf? (Xon;: 'Gse the value of incluetance found in part (a) of
Example G-5.)
Given:
Ci.max
C1,min

c,

Cv = 20
I,

Find:
fr<>qu<>ncy rang<>, Band I
frequency ran1'.e, Band 2

= 200 µµf
= 22.22 µµf
= 2,'i µµf
µµf

= 50G µh

Solution:
Band 1:

Cmax = Gt.max

+ Cv = 200 + 20 = 220 µµf

159
_ =
=
= ,/,506 X 220 X 10-•
C'min = r,,min + Cv - 22.22 + 20 = 42.22
15\J
y'/,Gw~-x

/min

15!}

=

0~c~-i·~

--;.===J.S=!l====·

,1so6 x

42.22

x

10- 6

•17f\ kr
µµf

=

10S8 kc
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Band 2:
Cmax

=

Cma,-2

+ CD

= 22.22

15!J

+ 20
159

~

42.22

µµf

= 1088 kc

.

Cm,n

=

v1:c;,m V50G X 42.22 X 10
Cmin•2 + CD = 11.76 + 20 = 31.76 µµ[

!max

=

v1x:;;,;: = V506

!min =

6

159

159
1254
X 31.76 X 10-, =
kc

From the above example it can be seen that a small amoimt of <listributed capacitance in the tuned circuit will decrease its frequency
range considerably. It is therefore important that the stray capacitances
in a tuned circuit be kept at a minimum.
By using several fixed capacitors of different values and a rotai·y
switch, a number of different frequency bands can be obtained. A circuit using this syst~I}l is shown in Fig. G-10.

J
FIG. 6-10.-Use of a rotary switch and several fixed capacitors to obtain several frequency
bands.

Band Switching Using Both Inductors and Capacitors. Although the
frequency range of a tuned circuit may be increased by changing the
amount of either its capacitance or its inductance, a number of receivers
change both. This method is much more expensive, since a greater
number of parts is required and the wiring of the selector switch becomes
quite complex. With this type of receirnr it is possible to obtain straightline-frequency reception on all bands. Figure 6-11 illustrates an all-wave
coil assembly that uses separate coils and capacitors for each band. A
rotary switch is used to connect the proper units into the circuit for the
particular band selected.
6-5. Bandspread. Frequency Range of the Individual Bands. The
use of separate coils or fi.'s:cd capacitors provided a means whereby it
was possible to cover the broadcast band and a number of short-wave
bands with one receiver. To eliminate the possibility of a gap between
two adjacent bands, the coils arc usually designed to overlap the extreme
frequencies of the adjacent bands. Generally, the maximum resonant
frequency of each band is chosen as some multiple of its minimum frequency. Broadcast receivers use a ratio of 3 to 1, while for high-frequency bands ratios of less than 1.5 to 1 are sometimes used.
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To facilitate tnning, it is essential that the tuning range for each
band occupy practically the entire scale of the dial. Because of the
varying widths of these bands, special tuning circnits are used to obtain
the correct maximum-minimum capacitance ratio for each band. This
process is called bandspreading and is accomplished by con11ecting a
small adjustable capacitor in series, parallel, or combination with the
main tuning capacitor, as shown in Fig. G-12.
Trimmers. The operation of these auxiliary capacitors is based on
the principle that the capacitance of a circnit is increaf'Pd by ronrn•(•ting
capacitors in parallel and decreU,Sed by connecting them in series.
Rxample G-7. A 20-µµf auxiliary rapacitor, C 2 of Fiµ;. f,-12a, is ronrn·c·te<l in
pnrnllel with a tuninµ; !'apa<"itur C, lmvinµ; a range of 10 µµf to 100 µµf. What. is the
range of capacitance of the combined circuit?

Find:
Cuun to C,na,

Given:
C2 = 20 µµf
Ci.min = 10 µµf
Ci.ma, = 100 µµf
Rolution:

+
+

+ 20 = 30 µµf
+ 20 = 120 µµ.[

Cmin = Ci.min
C2 = IO
Cmax = Ci.max
C2 = 100
Range = 30 µµf tu 120 µ.µf

Exr1mp!P u-8. What iH t.lw ranp;e of tlw cumhirn·,I circuit of Example 6-7 if a
100-µµf auxiliary rupacitor is t18C'd in place of the 20-µµf capacitor?

Find:

Uiven:

C2 = 100

Cm.in to Cmas.

µµf

Ci.min = 10 µµf
Cl• max = ]00 µ.µf
Solution:
Cmiu = Ci.min

+ C2

= 10

+ 100

= C1.ma.x + C2 = 100
Range = 110 µµf to 200 µ.µf
Cma•

+

= 110 1sµf
JOO = 200 µµf

From Example 6-7 it can be seen that adding a 20-µµf auxiliary
capacitor in parallel with the 10- to 100-µµf tuning capacitor increases
its range to 30 to 120 µµf. Also, from Example 6-8 it can be seen that
adding a 100-µµf auxiliary capacitor in parallel with the tuning capacitor
increases the range to llO to 200 µµf. It should be noted that in each
case the greatest per cent of increase occurs at the minimum value of
capacitance. lf the auxiliary capacitor is made adjustable between the
values of 20 µµf and 100 µµf, then a large number of minimum and maximum values of capacitance can be obtained to produce a corresponding
bandspread. Such an adjustable capacitor is generally referred to as a
trimmer. Trimmers have the same effect on a tuned circuit as does distributed capacitance. The effectiveness of the trimmer capacitor can
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therefore be seen by referring to Examples 6-2 and 6-3, where the effect
of including a distributed capacitance of 20 µµ.f showed a change in the
broadcast frequency limits from 530 to 2581 kc to 514 to 16:-39 kc.
Padders. In order that a desired frequency range may be obtained,
it is sometimes desirable to restrict the maximum capacitance of the
tuning circuit without greatly changing; its minimum value. To accomplish this, an auxiliary capacitor, C2 of Fig. u-12b, i:,; connected in series

(a}

(bJ

(d)
(cl
FIG. 6-12.-Trimmcr and paddcr cavacitors connected to vroduce bandspread and band-

con1prcssion.

with the secondary coil L and the tuning capacitor C1. This capacitor
is called a padcler and is also made adjustable so that the minimum
capacitance of the tuning circuit can be kept fairly constant.
Example 6-9. A 20-µµf to 200-µµf adjustable capacitor, C2 of l<'ig. 6-12b, is connected in series with the tuning capacitor C,, having a range of 10 µ.µf to 100 µ.µ.f.
What is the range of capacitance of the combined circuit if the adjustable capacitor
is set at 20 µ,µ.f?

Find:
Cmin to Cmax

Given:

c.

= 20 µ.µ.f
Ci.min = 10 µµf
Ci.max = 100 µ.µf
Solution:
C1.minC2
nun - Ci.min + C2
C1.rnaxC2

C . _

Cma,

=

C'1.mux

+-Cz

10 X 20
f
10 + 20 = 6·66 µµ
100 X 20
f
= 100 + 20 = 16 •66 µµ.

=

Range = 6.66 µ.µ.f to 16.66 µ.µ.f
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Rxample 6-IO. What i~ the range of the combined circuit of Example G-9 if th<'
padder capacitor is set at 200 µµf?
Find:

Given:

c.

C1,m;n
c,,max

= 200 µµf
= IO µµf
= 100 µµf

Cmin lo Cmax

~olution:
C . __ !J.J-minC2
mm - C1.miu + C2
Cmax

=

C1,ma,C2

+

=

!.Q.2( _200
IO -f- 200

=

100 X 200

+ 200

C,,m..
C2
100
Ilanµ;e = 9.,52 µµf to 6G.G6 µµf

=

9 _52 µµf

=

66 66 µµ[

.

From Example G-9 it ean be seen that adding a 20-µµf capacitance in
series with the I 0-100 µµf tuning capacitor clrcn•ascs its range to G.GG16.66 µµf. Also, from Example 6-10 it can be seen that adding a 200-µµf
capacitance in series with the tuning capacitor decreases the range to
9.52-GG.66 µµf. It should be noted that in each case the greatest per
cent of decrease occurs at the maximum value of capacitance, hence
the padding capacito·r has comparatively little effect on the minimum
capacitance of the tuning circuit but definitely controls its maximum
capacitance.
Ra<lio rPccivers sometimes employ both trimmers and padders in
order to obtain the clesirrd bandspread; such a circuit is shown in Fig.
G-12c. The desired frequency limits are obtained by adjusting these
two capacitors to the correct values. Another mdhod sometimes used
is to connect the trimmer across only part of the secondary coil L as
shown in Fig. 6-12d. The amount of bandsprea<l increases as the tap
is m:1de closer to the bottom of the coil.
J1'xample 6-11. The tuninµ; circuit of the oscillator section of a supcrhctero<lync
receiver is to be adjusted so that it will always tune 465 kc hiµ;her than the tuning
circuit of the receiver, whose frequency limits are to be 530 kc and 1550 kc. A circuit
similar to that shown in Fig. 6-l 2c is to be used an<l the circuit elements amt,, have the
following values: L = 200 µh, C,.min = 12.5 µµ[, C,.ma, = 250 µµf, and C 2 = G.5 µµf.
The distributed capacitance of the circuit is 15 µµf. (a) \\'hat value of padcler capacitor Ca is required when the tuning circuit is adjusted to its minimum frequency?
(b) Using the padder capacitance as caleulated in part (a), what i~,the resonant frequency of the oscillator Hection when the tuning circuit is adjusted to its maximum
frequency?
Given:
f = fi30 kc to 1550 kc
C 1 = 12.5 to 250 µµf

C2 = 6.5 µµf
Cv = 15 µµf
L = 200 µh

Find:
(a) C, = ?
(b) f,,...=
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Solution:
(a)

lose-min

= !min + 465

C
I-min -

Ca =

(b)

25,300
(/osc,min) 2L

= 530

=

+

465
25,300
995 2 X 200

= 995 kc
= 127•7 µ.µ.£

(Ci.max+ C2)(Cr.nun - CD) = 2~6-~ X 112.7 = 201 µµf
(C1,max
C,) - (Ci,nun - CD)
2v6 ..? - 112.7
(Ci.min + C,)Ca + C = 10 X 201 + 1~ = 32 3'
f
C m;n = (Ci.min
C,)
Ca
D
19
201
v
·• "µµ
159
159
/asc,max = - - = =
~-c--'--''--'---'c=:==c==== = = 1976 kc
,VLCnun
-V200 X 32.35 X 10-s

+
+

+

+

The maximum frequency of the oscillator as calculated in Example
6-11 is equal to 197G kc instead of 2015 kc (1550
465). By properly
adjusting the trimmer capacitor C2, the correct value of maximum frequency can be obtained. As any change in the value of trimmer capacitance ,~-i.11 have only a slight effect on the maximum value of capacitance
of the entire circuit, the minimum frequency will remain practically the
same. Adjusting the trimmers and padders in order to obtain the correct
oscillator frequency will be taken up in greater detail in Chap. XIV.
Bandspread 'Timing. Dials used for tuning generally have a rotation
of 180 mechanical degrees. \Vith such a dial, the amount of change in
kc for each degree of rotation will vary with the amount of bandspread.
On the broadcast band, 550 to 1600 kc, each degree would represent a
change of 1650 divided by 180, or approximately 5 kc. As there should
be at least a 10-kc difference between adjacent stations, there is no
problem in tuning a desired station on the broadcast band.
On the short-wave bands, tuning a desired station becomes quite difficult and increases in difficulty as the frequency of the band is increased.
This can be seen by observation of the frequency bands in set A of Table
VI-I. For this receiver the approximate kilocycle change for each degree
of rotation will be I 5 kc for band I, 41.6 kc for band 2, and 66.6 kc for
band 3. Two methods are used to spread the a.mount of kilocycle change
over a greater portion of the di.al, one mechanical and the other electrical.
The mechanical method employs a geared dial that causes the variable
capacitor to move at a slower rate than the dial. The greater the ratio
behveen the two gears, the slmver will be the movement of the variable
capacitor. However, there is a limit to the amount the gear ratio can be
increased without producing a backlash. In general, this method is not
very efficient as in order for it to be really effective a precision dial must
be used and its cost is prohibitive for the average set.
The electrical method utilizes the principle of the trimmer capacitor
to obtain bandspread. A midget or micro variable capacitor, depending
on the frequency band, is substituted for C2 (Fig. G-12). This small
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capacitor is usually referred to as a bandspread capacitor. In order to
recci,·e signals from a station transmitting a.t lG.28 me, the main tuning
capacitor C 1 would be adjusted to approximately 1G me and the bandspread capacitor would be used to tune the circuit to lG.28 me. The main
tuning capacitor is used to adjust the tuuing cireuit to approximatcly
the desired frequency. The bandspreacl capacitor is used to obtain the
exart frequency, as a considerable moYenwnt of this capacitor will only
change the resonant frequency by a small fraction of a kilocycle.
These two methods of bandspr<•ad tuniug are usually found only in
recein•rs specially built for radio amateurs' use. The a,·erage all-waYe
rccein'r generally does not haYe
this feature. Tlw better recci\·ers,
as built for radio amateurs, may
usc both of these methods.
6-6. Multiple Stages. Selectfrity of J!nltiple Stages. Up to
now all the tuning circn.its ha,·e
been considered as having only
orn• stage, that is, they use only
one tuning capacitor and coil to
::,elect the de::;ired signal. A single
tuning stage docs not always proYide sufficient selcctiYity for satisfactory reception, hence in order to
obtain the desired sclectiYity a
number of similar tm1ing stages
arc sometimes u,-ecl. The selecF1G. {l-1:~. - Bandspread tuning caparitor.
(Co11l'lesy of Jleissner Jfanufactriri11(J Division
tivity of the recei,·cr will then be
Jfauuire I 11dustrics, Inc.)
depeuclent on the selectivity of
each stage and the number of stages used. The manner in which the selectivity is impro,·ed by increasing the number of tuned circuits can be seen
by obserYation of Fig. G-J.l. The frequency of resonance for each tuned
circuit is 1000 kc., The signal output at the resonant frequency is
assumed to be 100 per cent. The signal output at all other frequencies
will therefore be a defiuite percentage of this output. Assuming that
the characteristics of each tuning circuit arc the same, the percentage of
the input signal, for all frequencies aboYe and below resonance, can be
represented by the response curve for the first stage of tuning. For
example, at 5 kc ofI resonance, that is, 995 kc or 1005, the input :signal is
reduced to 92 per cent as represented by the response curve ior the first
stage of tuning. The output from the second stage for this frequency
would be equal to 92 per cent of 92 per cent, or 8 LG per cent. The output
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from the third stage for the same frequency ,vould be 92 per cent of 84.6
per cent, or 77.8 per cent, and that for the fourth stage would be 92 per
cent of 77.8 per cent, or 71.6 per cent. This procedure can be followed
for any value of frequency.
Number of Tuning Stages to Be Used. From the preceding discussion
and reference to Fig. 6-14, it can be seen that increasing the number of
stages of tuning definitely increases the over-all selectivity of a receiver.
Theoretically, it would seem that any number of tuning stages could be
added but practically this is not true, as other factors must be taken into
consideration. In order to obtain good fidelity from general broadcast
iOOr----.--.------.,--:..n-___...--,--.----r--.----.--,

-; 10 1----+-o..

°§ 60>---+---+---A--_,__--+-<+-->----',-+-'l---l
ts
~50t---+--+--¥----+--l'--+-l'----f--+--+--+-+;-+->,c--f--4<"-+----,t---l

·;;;

'l3 40 t---+-~/
.....
C
Q)

~ 30
Q)

0...

201----~·

O%S

910 qis

980 985

990 995 !000 1005 1010 1015 1020 1025 1030 1035
Frequen~y, kilocycles
FIG. 6-14.-Graph illustrating the manner in which the selectivity of a receiver increases
with additional stag~s of tuning.

stations, the \\idth of the band passed (measured at 0.707 of the maximum
value) should not be less than 10 kc. Adding too many stages may
decrease the width of the band passed below_ this value, thus decreasing
the fidelity of reception.
In modern receivers, the tuning circuit forms a definite part of each
stage of radio-frequency amplification and the complete unit is generally
referred to as a stage of r-f amplification. There arc a number of methods
employed to couple one stage of r-f amplification to another, and the
choice of which one to use will depend on the type of r-f amplifier tube
and circuit used. Radio-frequency amplification and methods of coupling will be considered in detail in Chap. VII. The total amplification
desired and its relation to the amplification produced by each tube,
coupling device, and tuning circuit must also be considered.
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The circuit used is another factor to be considered. The simple
t11ncd-radio-frcque11cy (trf) receiver, which was popular for a number of
years, generally used two stages of r-f amplification before the detector.
Superhcterodync receivers do not depend on the r-f stages to obtain the
necessary amplification before detection, as the intermecliate frequency
(i-f) amplifiers arc used for this purpose. Although the number of r-f
tuning circuits in superheterodyue receivers will vary with the make and
model, it is general practice to use one or more tuning circuits in addition
to the oscillator section.
6-7. Single Control Tuning. Gunged Tuning. In the early types
of radio receiver::, each tuning circuit wns controlled separately by an
individual dial. This procedure made tuniug quite difficult, since most
of the receivers had three or more controls, thus making it impossible to
adjust the circuits simultaneously ,vith only two hands.
As the coil, capacitor, and "iring for each of the tuning circuits were
usually similar to one another, the dial setting for a given station was
approximately the same for each of the controls. It was therefore
pos,sible to couple the· rotors of all the variable capacitors \\ith one another
by some mechanical means so that they could be rotated simultaneously
with a single control; this is sometimes referred to as ganged tuni'ng.
A number of mechanical arrangements have been used to turn the
rotors of all the tuning capacitors simultaneously. Among the arrangements used were a system of gears, pulleys, racks an(l pinions, parallc>l
arms and levers, and use of a common shaft. Only one of these methods
is now used, namely, the application of a common shaft.
:Multiple Capacitors. A multiple capacitor consists of t\\'O or more
separate capacitors bu~lt into a single frame so that all the rotors can be
operated from a common shaft. Such a capacitor is called a multi'ple or
gang capaci'tor (sec Fig. 6-15). In order to reduce the capacitanrc
between adjacent stator sections, a flat metal plate is mounted between
each section. This plate is connected to grouud mid thus acts as an
electrostatic shield.
For certain positions of the rotor all its weight would be concentrated
on one side. If the rotor contains a large number of plates this unequal
distribution of weight will tend to move the rotor out of the position to
,Yhich it had been adjusted. To overcome this difficulty the rotor is
balanced mechanically by mounting half of the stator and rotor plates
180 mechanical degrees from each other (see Fig. G-15).
Multiple capacitors are more efficient, less bulky, and less expensh·c
than the other systems of obtaining ganged tuning. They are therefore
the most commonly used method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Frn. 6-15.-Commercial types of multiple, or gang capacitors. (a) Two-gang capacitor, (b) three-gang capacitor, (c) capacitor with opposed rotor and stator for perfect
counterbalancing. (a and b, courtesy of ,lfeissner ,1fanufach,ring Division i1lau1rire lndustries, Inc.; c, courtesy of Hammarlund Mam1facturing Company, Inc.)

6-8. Equalizing the Tuning Circuits. Tracking. Although the
single-control tuning system rotated each tuning capacitor by the same
amount, the electrical adjustment, while approximately equal, was not
exactly the same for each tuning circuit. This electrical difference was
due to the slight mechanical differences in the capacitors, coils, and wiring of the tuning circuits. In order to obtain the ma::,.,.'imum fidelity,
selectivity, and sensitivity for a receiver, it is necessary that all the
tuning circuits track together over the entire range of the receiver.
This means that the resonant frequency for each of the tuning circuits
must be exactly the same for all positions of the tuning control. To
obtain perfectly matched coils and capacitors and to have the ,1iring for
each tuning circuit exactly the same requires precision manufacture.
This procedure is too expensive and also is impractical for mass produc-
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tion. It was therefore necessary to employ some means of adjusting each
circuit.
Methods Used to Align the Tuning Circuits. The inductance of the
coils and of the wiring for all the tuning circuits in a receiver is constant in
valne for all po:-:itions of the tuning control. It is therefore possible to
assemble and wire each tuning circuit so that their values of inductance,
for all practical purposes, arc close enough to each other to be considered
as being the same. Thus it was only necessary to make adjustments for
differences in capacitance between each circuit. There have becll
numerous systems nscd to compensate for differences in capacitance !mt
only two are in common use at the present time.
The more common of these two mPthods uses a small adjustable
trimmer capacitor that is connected in parallel with the main tuning
capacitor (sec Fig. o-15). In this system the trimmer capacitors can be
adjusted for only general capacitance differences between each tuning
circuit but cannot he used to align each section for all positions of the
tuning control. l t is general practice to adjust the capacitor sections for
three positions, namely, the approximate center
and each end of the frequency band. Adjustments are made at these three positions and are
then rechecked in order that all circuits track
as closely as possible for all positions.
A more accurate method is to cut slots in
Fw. G-10.- A slott<•<l rotor
the
encl rotor plates, as shown in Figs. G-15 ancl
plate.
G- lG. These plates generally have four or more
sections and the capacit:wcc for each section can be changed by bending
the pbtc at that section. If it is bent toward the stator the capacitance
is increased and if bent away from the stator the capacitance \\·ill be
decreased. The tuning control is adjusted for some frequency within a
section of the rotor plate and that section is adjusted to obtain maximum
signal response for that frequency. As any adjustments made for one
Yaluc of frequency will not affect other frequency adjustments, maximum
signal response can be obtained for as many positions as there arc rotor
plate sections. l::sing this system, the tuning circuits can be made to
track for all positions of the tuning control.
Some rccciycrs use a combination of both of these methods. In
these receivers the trimmers arc used to compensate for general differences
in capacitance and the slotted rotor plates arc used to align the capacitor
sections for various positions of the tuning control.
6-9. Automatic Tuning. In the methods of tuning described in the
preceding discussion, the selecting of stations on a receiYer is accomplished
by rotating the tuning dial to the desired position by hand. This is sometimes referred to as manual tuning. Another method of tuning a receiver
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is by merely pushing a button or a lever. With this system, the receiver
may automatically be tuned to the stations predetermined fol' each
tuning button. This is called automatic tuning and it is used extensively
in the medium- and high-priced sets. The number of tuning buttons on
a receiver varies from four to as many as nineteen, depending on the
manufacture and model of the receiver. In the majority of cases, however, the automatic tuning control provides five or six tuning buttons.
}.fethods of Obtaining A uto-matic Tuning Control. Although numerous
systems have been clevised for obtaining automatic tuning (sec reference
in bibliography), they may be roughly classified into three general types,
namely, (1) mechanically operated manual types, (2) tuned-circuit
substitution types, (3) motor-operated types.
ill echanically Operated Manual Types. In these types of automatic
tuning, the shaft of the tuning capacitor is turned to the preset desired
position by pressing a button, key, or some type of lever. This type of
tuning may be further rnbdivicled into five common methods of operation, namely, linear, rocker bar, rotary, indent, and flash. Tho linear
method employs a series of cams and levers to obtain the station selection.
Pushing a button produces motion in about the same manner as pushing
on a typewriter key and thernby causes the shaft of the tuning capacitor
to be rotated to its preset position. The rocker-bar method employs a
series of push buttons, which translate the motion to preset positions of
the tuning capacitor. The rotary type uses a dial similar in appearance
to the dial of the modern telephone. The indent method, also known as
spot twiing, uses a steel ball that is pressed in a groove of a soft metal
cylinder at preset positions and thereby provides indents to aid the
manual tuning. The flash method, also known as light-indicator tuning,
does not use any button arrangement but is tuned by the ordinary manual
tuning. When the tuning dial is in a position corresponding to one of the
preset flash-tuned stations, a dial light is caused to light up in back
of a transparent marker indicating the station to which the receiver is
tuned.
'Tuned-circ1dt Substitution Types. In these types of automatic tuning,
a number of precalibrated tuned circuits are connected to a push-button
type of selector switch. The precalibrated tuned circuits are generally
tuned by means of mica trimmer capacitors, permeability tuned coils, or
a combination of both. In most cases where the tuned-circuit substitution method of automatic tuning is used, the ordinary manual tuning is
also provided. However, in a few instances, the manual type of tuning
is omitted and such receivers can only be tuned to those stations for which
specific tuned circuits are provided.
Motor-operated Ty'f)e,~. In these types of automatic tuning, the shaft
of the tuning capacitor is turned to the position required for a desired
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station l>y mPans of n small electric motor. The tuning of desired stations is obta.inccl by a stat.ion s<>lector switch or a mtmher of push butt.om;
and generally requires the use of a selecting commutator or some other
device for stopping the motor at the desin•d point.
Auxiliary Controls RPqnirccl with Automatic Tuni11y. Adding automatic tuuing to a receiver genPrally requires including a nnm])('r of
extra auxiliary circuits or controls, the most important of which are
(1) transfer circuit or mcchnnism to ch:mge from continuous or manual
tuning to automatic tm1i11g, (2) an audio silencing or muting provision
that will silence the receiver when the automatic tuning mechanism is
changing the receiver from one station to another, (3) a station selecting
commutator rneclmnism for stopping the motor at the correct position for
station reception with the motor-operated types.
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QUESTIONS
1. \\'hat i~ mC'ant by tuning? How is it accomplished'{
2. Kame and explain the three functions gpnerally pPrformPd hy tuning circuits.
3. \\'hat are side lmncls? How do the side hands of the siµ;rmls trnnsmitte<I by
a high-fidelity station compare with those sent out on ordinary bron<l<"a:st?
4. \Vhat is meant by an ideal response curve? How does the fidelity of transmission affect the width of this ideal curve?
6. \\'hat four methods are used to approximate the ideal rcspo11~e curve?
6. What is meant by a radio channel?
7. How does increasing the selectivity of a receiver beyond a. certain point
decrease its fidelity?
8. ,vhat factors in radio transmission may produce crosstalk in a receiver?
How can this interference be minimized?
9. How docs the frequency vary with the amount of rotation for each of the
following types of variable capacitors: (a) SLC? (b) SL\V? (c) SLF?
10. Explain the methods used to obtain compactness in variable capacitor construction.
11. What factors determine the inductance of the secondary of :i tuned r-f transformer?
12. Is it desirable to use a small capacitor and a large inductance, or a large
capacitor and a small inductance, in the tuning circuit? Explain.
13. Should the physical dimensions of an r-f coil be large or small? Explain.
14. \\'hat types of radio service LISP the short-wave hands?
16. \Yhat five characteristics of short-wave communication are not found in ordinary broadcast communication?
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16. Why is it not practical to use a single coil and capacitor to cover tho eutire
short-wave band?
17. What factors determine the frequency limits for each han1l?
18. What is meant by an all-wave receiver? ,Yhat methods may he used to obtain
the required tuning range?
19. If a single variable capacitor is to be used for tuning, what factors determine
the value of inductance for each coil used?
20. Is it practical in an all-wave receiver to use a variable capacitor whose maximum value is similar to that used for ordinary broadcast reception? .Explain.
21. What are the advantages of using a band selector switch in place of plug-in
coils for changing the frequency hand to be tuned?
22. 'What factors must be taken into consideration in designing a band S\\itch?
23. Explain the method of obtaining the frequency range for each of the bands
desired by using a single inductance coil and varying the capacitance.
24. Vl'hat effect does the distributed capacitance of a tuning circuit have on the
frequency limits for each band?
25. What advantages,are obtained hy changing both the capacitance and inductance for each frequency band?
26. Why is it necessary to use bandspread coils for tuning short-wave receivers?
27. What is the difference between the construction of a bandspread coil and the
usual type of r-f coil?
28. \Vhat is the difference between the construction and application of trimmer
and padder capacitors?
29. Iu bandsprcad coils, what is the purpose of (a) trimmern? (b) Padders?
30. \\'hat is meant by band~pread tuning? Where is it used? Why is it necf'.ssary?
31. Explain the mechanical method of obtaining bandspread tuning. iVhat are
its advantages?
32. Explain the electric:tl method of obtaining bandspread tuning. What are its
advantages?
33. Explain how the selectivity of a receiver is increased by using multiple-stage
tuning.
34. What factors determine the number of stages of tuning to be used?
35. What are the advantages of single-control tuning?
36. \Vhat is a multiple variable capacitor? \\'hat are its advantages?
37. What is meant by tracking?
38. \\,'bat are equalizing capacitors? Where are they used? ,vny arc they used?
39. How are slotted rotor plates used to align the tuning circuit? What are their
id vantages?
40. "·'bat is meant by automatic tuning?
41. What are the three basic methods of obtaining automatic tuning? Describe
~ach.
PROBLEMS

1. A tuning circuit ·whose minimum frequency is to he 550 kc uses a 300-µµf
variable capacitor whose minimum capacitance is 16 µµf. (a) What is the value of
inductance that the secondary winding must possess? (b) ·what is the highest
frequency obtainable with the inductance as calculated in part (a)?
2. How is the frequency range of the tuning circuit in Prob. 1 affected by a
distributed circuit capacitance of (r1) 10 µµf? (b) 20 µµf?
3. A tuning circuit whose minimum frequency is to be 530 kc uses a 150-µµf
11'11.riable capacitor whose minimum capacitance is 13 µµf. (a) i¾'b:tt is the value of
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incluctan('e that the secondarr windiug must possPs;;? (b) What is the highest
frequency obtainable with the inductance as calculatecl in part (a)?
4. How is the frequency range of the tunin~ circuit in Proh. 3 affected by a ,li;;tributcd circuit capacitance of (a) 12 µµf? (b) 18 µµf?
6. The inductance of the secondarr winding of a PPrtain tuning circuit is 41.5 µh.
The distributed capacitan!'e of the circuit is 12 µµf. (a) \Yhat is the maximum value
required of the eapa<'itor if the minimum frpquen(•~· is to he 1500 kc? (b) \\·hat is the
hi~hest frequency obtainable if the minimum capacitance of the variable capacitor is
16 µµf?
6. A variahle capacitor and an in<IU(·tor (iwcondary winding of a transformer)
having nn inductance of 14.4 µh are to be used to tune it frequl'Itl'Y band whose limits
are to be 4 me ancl !J me. The distributed capacitanl'(' of thl' eirl'uit is 10 µµf. \-\'hat
are tlic maximum and minimum valuPs requirPd of the variable l'apacitor?
7. A 300-µµf variable capacitor having a minimum Papacitancp of 16 µµf is used
in the tuning circuit of tlw all-,rnv<' recPiver listPd as sPt A in Table \'I-I. If the
distributed capacitan!'c of the tuning eircuit, is nep;IP('.tPd, what value of inductance is
required of the sl'<'Oil(lary winding of each of the four coils in order to tune the lower
frequency of their res1wetive hands?
8. l:siug thP values of inductancP founcl in 1'roh. 7, what is the highest resonant
freqnrney ohtainahle for ca<'h band?
9. If the tuning circuit of Prob. 7 has a distributed capacitance of 15 µµf and the
same coils arc usf'd, what are the frequency limits of each band if the distributed
capacitam:-e is considPrcd?
10. A 200-µµf variable capacitor having a minimum capacitance of 11 µµf is used
in the tuning circuit of the all-wave receiver fotPd as set B in Table YI-I. If the
distributed capacitance of the tuning circuit is neglected, what value of inductance is
required of the sPc011dary winding of each of the four coils iu order to tune the lower
frequPncy of their rPspPctivc hands?
11. URing th!· .-alnes of irnludauce found in Prob. 10, what is the highest resonant
freqrn•ncy oht.aiHahlc for each band?
12. lf the tuning circuit of Prob. 10 has a distrilmted capacitnnce of 12 µµf and
thr same coils are used, what are the frequency limits of each band if the 1listributed
capacitanec is considered'?
13. A cPrtain tuned circuit using a 300-µµf variable capacitor tunes from 530 to
15.50 kc. 'l\"lmt value of series capacitance is required in order to increase the minimum frequl'ncy from 530 to 1500 kc?
14. \Vhat is the frequency range of the tuning circuit of Proh. 13 when the seriPS
capacitor as calculated in Prob. 13 is connected in the circuit'? (Assume the minimum
capacitance of the tuning capacitor to he 35.1 µµf.)
16. What is the frequency range of each baud of the tuning circuit oi Prob. 13, if
the distributed capacitance of the coil and circuit is equal to 15 µµf?
16. A two-band receiver uses a 335-µµf variable capacitor to tune the broadcast
band to a minimum frequency of 530 kc. A fixPd capacitor is co11nectcd in s<'ries wit,h
the variable capacitor to acljust the tniting circuit for the short-wave band whose
minimum frequency is to be 1.5 me. The variable capacitor has a minimum capacitance of 12 µµf. (a) \Yhat value of series capacitl'tnce is required for the short,-wav~
band? (b) \\1rnt are the frequeney limits of each band?
17. What are the frequency limits of each barn! of the rcceiYer of Prob. 16, if the
dislribuicd capacitance of the tuned circuit is equal to 12 µµf and the values of all
the circuit elements are the same as those of Prob. Hi'?
1&. A two-baud receiver uses a variable tuning capacitor whose maximum capaci-
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tance is 500 µµf and whose minimum capacitance is Hi µµf. The distributed capacitance is 10 µµf. The minimum frequencies of the two bands arc 550 kc and 1.6 me
respectively. (a) What value of inductance is required of the secondary in order to
obtain the minimum frequency for the broadcast band? (b) "\Vhat value of series
capacitance is required in order to obtain the minimum frequency for the short-wave
band using the same inductor as in part (a)? (c) ,vhat is the maximum resonant
frequency of each band?
19. A tuning circuit using a variable capacitor that has a maximum capacitance
of 250 µµf and a minimum capacitance of 10 µµf has a frequency range of from 500 to
1800 kc. The distributed capacitance of the circuit is 10 µµf. (a) What is the value
of the trimmer capacitor required to decrease the higher limit of the frequency range
to 1600 kc? (b) "\Vhat effect does the use of this trimmer capacitor have on the lower
limit of the frequency baud?
20. The upper and lower limits of a frequency band arc l 1.8 me and 3.88 me
respectively. The maximum and minimum capacitances of the tuning capacitor are
140 µµ{ and 6 µµ.f. The distributed capacitance of the circuit is 10 µµf. (a) V{Jrnt is
the value of the trimll'._ler capacitor required to decrease the higher limit of the frequency range to JO me? (b) What effect does the use of this trimmer capacitor have
on the lower limit of the frequency band?
21. The tuning circuit of the oscillator section of a superheterodyne receiver is to
be adjusted so that it will always tune 175 kc higher than the tuning circuit of the
receiver whose frequency limits are !550 and 1610 kc. A circuit similar to that shown
in Fig. 6-12c is used and the circuit elements have the following values: L = 150 µh,
Cuna,: = 320 µµf, Ci.min = 13.5 µµf, and C2 = 20 µµf. The distributed capacitance
of the circuit is 20 µµf. (a) \Yhat value is required of the padder capacitor when the
tuning circuit is adjusted to its minimum frequency? (b) Using the padder capacitor
as calculated in part (a), what is the resonant frequency of the oscillator section when
the tuning circuit is adjusted to its maximum frequency?
22. :i'\eglecting the distributed capacitance of the circuit of Prob. 21, (a) what
value of padder capacitance would appear to be required when the tuning circuit is
adjusted to its minimum frequency? (b) Using the padder capacitance as calculated
in part (a), what would the resonant frequency of the oscillator section appear to be
when the tuning circuit is adjusted to its maximum frequency?
23. The tuning circuit of the oscillator section of 2, superheterodyne receiver is to
be adjusted so that it will always tune 265 kc higher than the tuning circuit of the
receiver, whose frequency limits are 550 arnl 1625 kc. A circuit similar to that
shown in Fig. 6-12c is used and the circuit elements have the following values: I., = 135
µh, C,,ma.~ = 320 µµf, Ci.win = 13.5 µµf, and C2 = 20 µµf. The distributed capacitance
of the circuit is 20 µµf. (a) Wbat value is required of the padder capacitor when the
tuning circuit is adjusted to its minimum frequency? (b) Using the padder capacitor
as calculated in part (a), what is the resonant frequency of the oscillator section when
the tuning circuit is adjusted to its maximum frequency?
24. The tuning circuit of the oscillator section of a superheterodync receiver is to
be adjusted so that it will always tune 175 kc higher than the tuning circuit of the
receiver, whose frequency limits are 550 and 1600 kc. A circuit similar to that
shown in Fig. 6-12c is used and the circuit elements have the following values: L = J 80
µh, Ci.ma, = 260 µµ[, Ci.min = 10 µµf, and C2 = 20 µµf. The distributed capacitance
of the circuit is 15 µµf. (a) What value is required of the pa<ldcr capacitor when the
tuning circuit is adjusted to its minimum frequency? (b) Using the padder capacitor
as calculated in part (a), what is the resonant frequency of the oscillator section when
the tuning circuit is adjusted to its maximum frequency?

CHAPTER VII
RADIO-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS,
Amplification is the process of increasing the amplitude of a Rignal.
An amplifier is a device that increases the power 01· voltage of an input
signal, with the aid of Yacuum tubes, hy furnishing additional power
supplied by a separate ::;onrce. The input signal, ,rhich is used to control
the output power of the amplifier, may come from the antenna, the output of a previous stage of amplification, the output of a detector circuit,
a microphone, a phonograph pickup, a photocell, or a transmission line.
A radio-frequency amplifier is one designed to increa::;e the amplitude of
signals at radio frequencies. Because vacuum tubes form a definite
part of all amplifiers, it is essential that the amplifying properties of
vacuum tubes be thoroughly understood.
7-1. The Vacuum Tube As an Amplifier. Yoltage and Power Amplifiers. The amplifying action of a vacuum tube has been described in
Chap. JV. This action may be utilized in radio circuits in a number of
ways, the method used depending upon the results ihat are to be ohtainecl.
Fundamentally there are two types of amplifiers, namely, the voltage
amplifier and the power amplifier. In a similar manner, there are
fundamentally two types of amplifier tubes, \·oltage amplifiers and power
amplifiers. Because the power output of practically all amplifier tubes
will be greater than the input pmYer applied to the grid, strictly speaking
all amplifiers arc power amplifiers. However, the primary objective of
a voltage amplifier is to inc.:rease the voltage of the input signal ,v:ithout
regard to the output power. The primary objective of a power amplifier
is to increase the energy of the input signal without regard to the output
voltage.
Radio-frequency Voltage and Power Amplifiers. The sensitivity of a
radio receiver can be increased by amplifying the incoming signal, as
received by the antenna, before applying it to the input of the detector
circuit. The primary objective of these amplifiers is to increase the
voltage in the r-f circuits and they are called r-f i>oltagc amplifiers. R-f
amplifiers are also used in transmitters to increase the amplitude of the
high-frequency modulated signal before it is sent out into space from
the anteuna. The primary objectiYe of thPse amplifiers is to increase
the energy of the modulated signal before it is transmitted, aml they arc
called r-f power amplifiers.
278
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R-f amplifiers arc used in superhetcrodyne receivers to amplify the
voltage of a narrow band of intermediate values of frequencies and are
called i-f amplifiers. These amplifiers arc very efficient because they can
be designed to operate on a defmite narrow frequency band. The frequency at which an i-f amplifier operates varies with the circuit design
and generally ranges from 175 to 465 kc. The width of the band that it
is required to amplify is generally 10 kc. Thus an i-f amplifier designed
to operate at 405 kc will be expected to amplify all signals whose frequencies lie between 405 plus 5, or 470 kc, and 4G5 minus 5, or 460 kc.
The signals of all frequencies outside of this 10-kc band should be reduced
to a negligible value. I-f amplifiers will be taken up in greater detail
under band-pass amplifiers later in this chapter.
The operating characteristics and the circuit actions of r-f voltage
amplifiers are taken up in this chapter, while the r-f power amplifiers ,vill
be presented with the study of transmitters in Chap. XIII.
7 -2. Classification of Amplifiers. Class A A mplijication. In the prececling discussion amplifiers have been described as being either voltage
or power amplifiers. They have also been clcscribcd as being radiofrequency or intermctjiate-frequency amplifiers; they may appear in
adclitional classifications, such as auclio-frequency, video-frequency, and
direct-current amplifiers.
Another commonly used classification of amplifiers is based upon their
operating characteristics. On this basis they arc known as Class A,
Class B, Class AB, or Class C amplifiers (sec Fig. 7-1). A Class A
amplifier is one in which the grid bias and the alternating input signal
voltages are of such values that the plate current will flow in the output
circuit at all times. A Class B amplifier is one in which the grid bias is
made approximately equal to the cutoff value. In this case the plate
current will be approximately zero for zero signal input, and plate current
will flow for only ipproximately one-half of the input cycle. A Class AB
amplifier is one in which the grid bias and the alternating signal input
voltages are of such values that plate current will flow for appreciably
more than half but less than the complete time of the alternating input
cycle. A Class C amplifier is one in ,vhich the grid bias is considerably
greater than cutoff value so that the plate current is zero for zero signal
input, and plate current will flow appreciably less than one-half the time
of the alternating input cycle.
A further designation is sometimes made by adcling the subscript
1 or 2, in which l indicates that grid current does not flow during any part
of the time of an alternating input cycle, while 2 indicates that grid
current does flow during some part of the alternating input cycle. Thus
an AB 1 amplifier docs not draw any grid current at any time while an
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AB2 amplifier does take grid cmrcnt during some part of the time of the
alternating input cycle.
Most r-f, i-f, and a-f amplifiers used in the average radio receiver are
voltage amplifiers and operate as Class A; hence only this type ·,,·ill be
considered at this time. The remaining classes of amplifiers are generally
used as power amplifiers and will be taken up in a later chapter.
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Fra. 7-1.-Curvcs showing the relation l,etween tht• eurrent flow in the output circuit and
the input signal for various classifications of amplifier operation.

Class A A mplijiers. A Class A amplifier is one in which the grid
bias and the alternating input signal voltages are of such values that plate
current will flow in the ontpnt circuit at all times (see Figs. 7-1 :md 7-2).
A radio tube may be operated as Class A in order to reproduce faithfnily
the variations in the input signal, the reproduced signals appearing across
the impedance in the plate or output circuit. In the elementary voltage
amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 7-3, the variations in voltage across the
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output impedance Zo ·will be a reproduction of the variations in the input
signal voltage e0 impressed across the grid but of increased amplitude.
Operating Grid Rias for a Class A Amplifier. The value of grid bias
required for Class A operation will depend upon the operating characteristics of the tube used and the voltage of the input signal. This can be
seen by observation of the operating characteristics of a Class A amplifier
as shown in Fig. 7-2. The grid bias should be of a value that will cause
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Fm. 7-2.-0perating characteristics of a voltage amplifier tube operated Class A.

the tube to operate on only the straight portion AB of the grid-plate
transfer characteristic curve. The output current in the plate circuit will
then be an exact enlarged reproduction of the input signal variations
that were applied to the grid. The impedance of the output circuit
remains constant for a definite value of frequency, and as the radiofrequency component of any input signal is constant, the variations in
voltage developed across the plate load will vary in the same manner as
the variations in plate current.
Since driving the grid positive wi.11 cause distortion, the maximum
value of permissible input signal voltage "ill depend on the extreme limits
of negative grid voltage that "ill cause the tube to operate on the straight
portion of it,s characteristic curve. In order that the maximum input
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signal voltage may be applied to a tube, the value of grid bias at which it
is operated should be at the mid-point between the limits of the grid bias.
The limits of negative grid voltage for the tube whose operating characteristics arc shown in Fig. 7-2 are represented by the points D and 0.
For maximum signal input the tube should be operated at point E.
Increasing the value of grid bias as at Mor decreasing it as at N will shift
the operating point to M' or .V' on the characteristic curve. In either
case the amount of grid-voltage swing will be reduced, thus decreasing
the amount of input ::;ignal voltage that can be applied to the grid of the
tnbe withont causing distortion.
The maximum value of input signal
voltage that should be applied to a tube
'
will be equal to either the. amount of
!'
grid
bias used, indicated by the distance
!
''
~o
OE on Fig. 7-2, or the difference be'''
eg
'I''
tween the maximum amount of negative
'
:
l
grid voltage that will cause the tube to
II I-+-+---'_ IIIIIII-,-+_.,.___,_...., operate on the straight portion of its
Ecc
curve and the grid-bias voltage at which
FIG. 7-3,-Element!try volt.!tgc ampliI
b ·
d · d"
l b h
fier circuit.
t 1e tu e 1s operate , m 1catec y t e
distance DE on Fig. 7-2. The smaller
of these two values will be the maximum amount of input signal voltage
that can be applied without producing distortion.

o-½

Example 7-1. A type 6C5 tube is to be operated as 1t Class A amplifier with 300
volts applied to its plate. What is the maximum amount of input signal voltage that,
can be applied without producing distortion when the tube is operated with a grid
bias of (a) 8 volts? (b) 6 volts? (c) 4 volts?
No·rE: Assume that the straight portion of the curve (Fig. 4-21) extends beyonrl
a grid bias of zero volts. This assumption will hold true for the characteristic curves
of practically all Class A triode amplifier tubes.

Find:

Given:

= 300 volts
(a) Be = -8 volts
R0

(b) i'J,
(c) Ee

=
=

-(j

volts

(a) R 0 .,.

= ?

(b) Eu,m = ?
(c) R 0 .,,, = ?

-4 volts

Solution:
From the curve for E. = 300 volts (Fig. 4-21 ), it can he seen that the straight portion of the curve ends when the grid bias is approximately 12 volts. Thus

=
=
E,,m =

(a) E,,m

(b) E,.,,,

(c)

12 - 8 = 4 volts
12 - 6 = (i volts
4 - 0 = 4 volts

M efhod of Obtaining Grid Bias. It was shown in Art. 5-4 that the
grid bias required for the desired operating conditions of a detector tube
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could be obtained by means of a cathode-bias resistor. In a similar
manner, it is also possible to obtain the proper grid bias for the desired
operating conditions of a tube in an r-f amplifier circuit.
When a tube is used as an amplifier the amount of direct current flowing in the plate circujt with zero signal input can be obtained for any
value of plate voltage and grid bias from either the plate characteristic
or grid-plate transfer characteristic curves. The zero signal plate current for one or two recommended values of plate voltage and grid bias
may be obtained from Appendix XV or from a standard tube manual.
lt is also always desirable to use a by-pass capacitor, generally in the
order of 0.1 µf, in conjunction with the cathode-bias resistor in r-f circuits.
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FIG. 7-4.-Distortion in a Class A operated voltage amplifier tube caused by using too
large a bias.

7-3. Distortion in Class A Amplifiers. Distortion Caused by Operating
the Tube on the Curved Portion of Its Characteristic Curve, When the tube
whose operating characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 7-2 is operated with
a grid bias whose value is Ee, the variation in input signal voltage eu
will produce a grid-voltage swing whose limits are Cc.a and ec.b• This
variation in grid voltage causes the tube to operate on the straight
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portion of the curve between a and b. The varying plate current ip will
therefore change in the smne manner as the input voltage eu,
If the tube is operated with a grid bias whose value is too near the negative bend of the cnrve it will cause distortion of the output signal. This
can he seen by referring to the operating characteristics for this condition
as illustrated in Fig. 7-4. The grid bias Ec.1 causes the tube to operate
about point c 1 011 the curve. The input signal voltage c0 will produce a
grid-voltage swing whose limits are ec.« 1 and Cc.bi· This variation in grid
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FIG. 7-5.-Distortion in a Class A operated voltage amplifier tube caused by using too
small a bias.

voltage causes the tube to operate on the portion of the curve between
and b1. The nrgativc halves of each cycle of the alternating input
signal voltage will operate on the curved portion of the curve between
b1 and c1 • The pln.te current resulting from each of the negative halfcycles will therefore be distorted as illustrated by the shaded area (Fig.
7-4).
If a tube i,; operated with a grid bias whose value is too near the positive bend of the curve it will also cause distortion. This cau be seen by
referring to the operating characteristics for this condition as illustrated
01
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in Fig. 7-5. The grid bias Ec.2 causes the tube to operate about point c2
on the curve. The input signal e0 will produce a grid-voltage s,ving whose
limits arc ec,a 2 and ec,b 2 • This variation in grid voltage causes the tube to
operate on the portion of the curve between a2 and b2. The positive
halves of each cycle of the alternating input signal voltage will operate
on the curved portion of the curve between c2 and a 2 • The plate current
resulting from each of the positive half-cycles will therefore be distorted
as illustrated by the shaded area (Fig. 7-5).
Distortion Caused by Driving the Gri"d Positi"ve. ,v11en the grid is made
positive with respect to the cathode it will act in the same manner as the
plate. Some of the electrons
emitted by the cathode will be
attracted to the grid, causing a
current ig to flow in the external
eo
grid circuit (Fig. 7-6). This cur!
rent is forced to flow through the
''
''
resistance Ru or any other circuit
f---.._-;_ IIIIIIt--,+----~-o
element connected in this path,
Ebb
such as the secondary of a coupling
Frn. 7-6.--Flow of current in the grid cirtransformer. The grid current i 0 cuit when the grid is positive with respect to
its cathode.
in flowing through the resistance
of the grid circuit Ru produces a voltage drop V. in this circuit. This
voltage drop is developed in the grid circuit during each instant that th.e ·
grid is positive. The effective grid voltage at these instants will be equal
to the applied voltage eu minus the voltage drop V 0 • The characteristic
curves for the two operating conditions shown in Figs. 7-7 and 7-8
illustrate how the input signal is distorted when the voltage on the grid
is made positive. This distortion of the input signal voltage will therefore produce distortion in the plate current as illustrated by these
diagrams.
Distortion of this type is produced by operating the tube with an
incorrect value of grid bias (Fig. 7-7) or by applying too large a signal
to the input circuit (.Fig. 7-8). For purpo-ses of comparison the two
characteristic curves used in Figs. 7-7 and 7-8 are the same as the one
used in Fig. 7-2.
Distortion Caused by Operating the Tube with an Incorrect (Jrid Bias.
When the tube is operated with a grid bias whose value is less than the
maximum value of the input signal voltage, the grid voltage will be driven
positive during the portion of each cycle in which the positive value of
the input signal is greater than the grid bias. The manner in which the
output signal is distorted for this type of operation can be seen by examination of its operating characteristics as illustrated in Fig. 7-7. With a
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grid-bias voltage as indicated at Ee.a, the input signal eu causes the tube
to operate on the straight portion of the curve between a3 and ba. It can
be seen that under this condition the grid is made positive at some
instants. The voltage drop due to the current flowing in the grid circuit
during these intervals reduces the effective grid voltage during these
instants, thus reducing the maximum positive grid voltage from ec,aa to
Cc.a·
This distortion of the input signal voltage causes the tube to operate
between b3 and a on the curve. The output current will therefore be
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FIG. 7-7.-Distortion in a Class A voltage amplifier tube when operated with incorrect grid
bias so that the grid is driven positive during part of each cycle.

distorted in a similar manner, as is illustrated by the distorted output
wave resulting from this incorrect operation (Fig. 7-7).
Distortion Cansed by Applying Too Large an Input Signal. When the
tube is operated with its correct value of grid bias but the applied input
signal is too large, either half or both halves of the output signal
may be distorted. The manner in which this type of operation causes
distortion can be seen by examination of Fig. 7-8. The variation
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in input signal voltage, 3e0 produces a grid-voltage swing whose limits are
and ec. 04 • This variation in grid voltage causes the tube to operate
on the curve between points a4 and b4. Each negative half-cycle causes
the tube to operate on the negative bend of the curve, thus causing the
plate current flowing during these half-cycles to be distorted. During
a part of each positive half-cycle of the input signal the grid is driven
positive. The voltage drop clue to the current flowing in the grid circuit
reduces the effective grid voltage, thus reducing the maximum positive
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FIG. 7-8.-Distortion in a Class A voltage amplifier tube caused hJ· applying too large an
input signal.

grid-voltage swing from ec.a4 to Cc.a• This distortion of the input signal
causes the tube to operate, for each positive half-cycle, between C4 and a
on the curve. The current flowing in the plate circuit during each positive half-cycle will therefore be distorted. It can thus be seen that for
this operating condition some distortion occurs during both the negative
and positive half-cycles.
7-4. Voltage Amplification Produced by a Class A Amplifier. Equivalent Amplifier Circuits Using Triodes. In the study of vacuum tubes
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(Chap. IV), it \ms shown that the grid of a tube isµ, times as effectfre in
controlling the plate current as is the phtc. When an alternating; signal
voltage e0 is applied io the gri<l of a tube, the plate circuit may be considered as a circuit containing a generator of -µ,eg volts in series "·ith the
plate resistance rp and the output circuit impedance z 0 • This principle
is very important, as it is a ba:a;is for calcnlating the operating charnctcristics of an amplifier circuit. The output voltage -µ,cg is designated as
negative because of the phase reversal, as explained in Art. 4-6.
The vacuum tube used in an amplifier can therefore be considered as
a generator whose output voltage is equal to - µ,c 0 • An equivalent electrical circuit can be (lram1 for an amplifier circuit by substituting a
generator for the vacuum tube. The equivalent electrical circuit for
the elementary amplifier of Fig. 7-3 is shown in Fig. 7-9a. This type of
equivalent circuit is referred to as the constant-voltage-ge11rrator form and
is very convenient for use in studying the operating characteristics of
amplifier circuits using; triodes. The alternating;-current component of
the plate current flowing in this circuit is

(7-1)
The voltage deYclopcd across the load impedance by this current will then
be
(i-2)
Substituting Eq. (7-1) in (7-2)
(7-3)

The voltage amplification of the eirenit then beco111cs
W'r,Zo

VA

=

ep
<!o

=

Zo

+ rp

(7-4)

Co

and
(7-!'i)
\Vhen the output impedance is made up only of resistors, resistancccapacitancc-conpled amplifier circuits, or a tuned amplifier circuit in
which the reactive effects cancel one another so that the rcsnltant impedance is only resistance, the output impedance Z will be equal to Ro.
Under these conditions, Eqs. (7-1), (7-3), and (7-!'i) become
0
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(4-8)

(4-9)
(4-10)

Equivalent Amplifier Circuit Using Pentodes. The maximum voltage
amplification of a circuit using a triode amplifier can be made almost
equal to its amplification factor. This is po::-;sible because of the comparatively low values of plate resistance obtainable in triode amplifier
tubes. In amplifier circuits using high-mu tubes such as tetrodes and

-µe

,Y

I

(

'
(bl
(a/
Frn. 7-9.---;-Equivalent circuit for the elementary amplifier circuit of Fig. 7-3.
stant-voltage-generator form, (b) constant-current-generator form.

(a) Con,

pentodes the values of plate resistance are so high that the amount of
voltage amplification obtainable is but a fraction of the amplification
factor of the tube used. The large difference between the voltage amplification of the circuit and the amplification factor of the tube is due to
the high values of the plate resistance of the tctrodcs and pentodes and
the comparatively low values of plate-load impedance that must be nsed
for practical amplifier circuits. When the ratio between the plate
resistance and the load impedance becomes great, the transconductance of
the output circuit approaches the value obtained 'when the load impedance is practically zero. The voltage amplification of the circuit will
then be dependent on the value of the tube's transconductance rather
than on its amplification factor. This can be seen if Eqs. (7-1), (7-3),
and (7-5) are expressed in terms of transconductance instead of amplification factor. Substituting Eq. (4-5) in Eq. (7-1) and regrouping the
terms
(7-6)

Substituting Eq. (4-5) in Eq. (7-3) and regrouping, the voltage across the
load impedance then becomes
(7-7)
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Substituting Eq. (4-5) in Eq. (7-5) and regrouping, the voltage amplification of the circuit then becomes

VA=

rpZo
gm Zo + rv

(7-8)

By rearranging the terms in Eq. (7-8), the ontput impedance required to
proc.luce a definite value of voltage amplification may be founc.l by

z _
0
-

VArv

(i-9)

gmrp - VA

From Eq. (7-7) it can be seen that the effect of applying a signal
voltage eu to the input circuit of a tube may be considered the same as
though the tube generated a current of a value equal to -gmea that is caused
to flow through a parallel impedance formed by the plate resistance rp
and the load impedance Zo. It may thus be concluded that an amplifier
circuit may also be considered in the form sh0\n1 in Fig. i-9b, which is
generally referred to as the constant-eurrent-gmerator form. This type
of circnit is Yery convenient for use in studying the operating characteristics of amplifier circuits using tetrodcs, pcntodes, and beam power
tubes.
The impedance of a tuned circuit at its resonant frequency has the
effect of only resistance. ..When the load in the plate circuit of an r-f
amplifier tube is a tuned circuit, the effective output impedance Z 0 at
resonance will have the effect of only resistance and can therefore be
added arithmetically to the plate resistance rp in Eqs. (i-G), (7-7), and
(7-8).

A pplicalions of Equations (i-1) lo (i-9). All the equations <leYeloped
in this article arc interrelated, and the following examples \\;ll se1Te to
illustrate their applications.
Example 7-2. A type 6SF5 triode, used as a voltage amplifier, has a plate resisttl.nce of 85,000 ohms and an amplification factor of 100 when operated with 100 volts
on its plate and a grid bias of 1 volt. Whti.t is the y0Jtag(1 amplification of an amplifier stage using such a tube under these operating conditions when the load resistance
is 65,000 ohms?
Given:

= 85,000 ohms
R. = 65,000 ohms
µ. = 100
rp

Find:
VA=?

Solution:

VA = ~ =
R0

+ rp

_!-00 X 65,?_QO_ = 43 _3
6.:>,000 + Sa,000

Example 7-3. A I-volt a-c signal (maximum value) i~ applied to the input side
of the tube and amplifier circuit of Example 7-2. (a) What amount of variation will
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this produce in the plate current?
across the output load resistor?
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(b) What amount of voltage will be developed

Given:
e. = 1 volt (max)
µ. = 100
Tp = 85,000 ohms
R. = 65,000 ohms

Find:
(a) ip
(b) ep

= ?
=?

Solution:
•

(a)

=
ep =

tp

(b)

100 X 1
65,000 + 85,000 = 0.666 ma (max)
VA X e. = 43.3 X 1 = 43.3 volts (max)
µ.e,

.R~rp

or
ep

= ipRo = 0.666 X 10-3 X 65,000 = 43.3 volts (max)

Example 7-4. A type 6SJ7 tube is operated as a Class A voltage amplifier. The
transconductance of the tube is 1575 micromhos and the plate resistance is 700,000
ohms when the tube is operated with 100 volts on its plate, 100 volts on the screen
grid, and with a grid bias of 3 volts. (a) If the plate load is a tuned circuit, what must
its effective impedance be in order to obtain a voltage amplification per stage of 90?
(b) How much will the plate current vary when a 20-mv a-c signal is applied to the
grid circuit of the tube? (c) What amount of voltage will be developed across the
output load resistor?
Given:
gm = 1575 µ.mhos
rp = 700,000 ohms
VA= 90
ea= 20 mv

Find:
(a)

z. =

(b)

ip

(c)

ep

?
= ?
= ?

Solution:
(a)

z. =

. =

(b)

ip

(c)

ep

=

00 X 700,000
62 222 0 h
(1575 X 10-s X 700,000) - 90 =
'
ms
-~- _ ~57b X 10-s X 20 X 10-3 X 7 X HJS _ 28 9
g,,e. Z 0 + rp 62,222 + 7 X 10 6
•
µ.a
ipZo = 28.9 X 10-• X 62,222 = 1.798 volts
VA

g,,.rp -

Tp

VA

or
eP - VA eu

= 90 X 20 X 10-3 = 1.8 volts

7-6. Radio-frequency Amplifier Circuits. Classification of Radiofrequency Amplifier Circuits. Amplifier circuits are generally classified
according to the method used to couple the output circuit of the amplifier
tube to the input circuit of the tube in the following stage. Thus an
amplifier may be either a resistance-capacitance-coupled, impedancecouplecl, or transformer-coupled circuit. R-f amplifiers are generally
either transformer-coupled or impedance-coupled. Resistance-capacitance coupling is used occasionally for r-f amplifiers when an untuned
amplifier circuit is desired.
Voltage Amplification of Tuned-radio-frequency A mplijier Circuits.
From Rq. (7-5) it can be seen that theoretically the voltage amplification,
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or gain per stage, can be increased by (1) using a tube with a higher
amplification factor but with approximately the same value of plate
resistance, (2) using a tube with a lower value of plate resistance but
with the same amplification factor, (3) increasing the value of the load
impedance.
Practically, these considerations will hold only for triodes. Highgain r-f amplifiers very seldom use triodes because of the undesired coupling produced by the intcrelcctrode capacitances, hence pcntodes arc
generally used for r-f amplifiers.
The plate resistance of r-f pcntode voltage amplifier tubes fr-; VCl".V
high, some of these tubes having a plate re:"istan<'e in the ordPr of a milCb

(-· 1n~--r_ ===

{a)

Cb

~=~~~e'----1------.--~(----•------<>

lb}

Fw. 7-10.-R-f amplifier eir~uit using tnned-impedancc conpling.
(b) equivalent circuit.

(a) A~tnal cirr·uit

lion ohms. The amplification factor is like\\-ise very high, some tubes
having an amplification factor in the order of one thousand. The construction of these tubes is such that there is practically complete electrostatic shielding between the plate and the control grid. The net result of
all these factors is that greater amplification can be ohtained with a
pen:tode r-f voltage amplifier than ,,.,-ith any other type of tube.
The plate load of a transformer-coupled r-f amplifier consists of the
primary winding of the r-f transformer and the impe(la11ee coupled from
its tuned secondary circuit (see Fig. 7-Ha). For impedance-coupled
r-f voltage amplifiers the plate load consists of only the tuned eirenit
(sec Fig. 7-lOa). In actual practice the load impedance of these circuits
\\711 be only a small fraction of the value of the plate resistance, thprdore
when rp and Z 0 arc considered as being in parallel with one another
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(Fig. 7-9b), the resultant impedance will be practically equal to the value
of the load impedance. Equations (7-7) and (7-8) may then be simplified
as
(7-10)
ep = ame 0 Zo
(7-11)
VA= OmZo
From these two equations it can be seen that the output voltage and the
voltage amplification will increase ,vith an increase in the value of the
output load impedance. As parallel tuned circuits offer a high impedance
at their resonant frequency they are generally used as the plate load in
r-f circuits.
Tuned Impedance-coupled Radio-frequency Amplifiers. This type of
circuit is ordinarily used in transmitters but is also occasionally used in
receivers. An r-f amplifier circuit using impedance coupling is shown in
Fig. 7-lOa. The coupling element consists of the tuned LC circuit, which
is also the plate load. ·when the tuned circuit is adjusted so that it is in
resonance \vith a desired signal, the maximum voltage \Yill be developed
across the tuned circuit. This voltage \\ill vary in accordance with the
r-f modulated input signal voltage. The varying voltage is applied to
the grid circuit of the next stage through the coupling capacitor Cb, which
allows the varying signal current to flow through it and at the same time
keeps the B voltage out of the grid circuit.
Because of the low d-c resistance of the inductor L, the d-c voltage
drop across the inductor will be very small. The voltage applied to the
plate of the tube will therefore be practically equal to the voltage of the B
power supply. At resonance the impedance of the parallel tuned circuit
,vill be at its maximum value and ,,ill be equal to the product of the circuit Q and the inductive reactance [Eq. (2-56)]. The resultant reactance
at this frequency (XL - X c) ,,ill be practically zero, therefore the
impedance will not only be high but ,vill offer a pure resistance load to the
plate of the tube.
Voltage Amplification of a 1'uned Impedance-coupled Radio-frequency
..4 mplifier. The con::,tant-cnrrent-generator- form of equivalent circuit
for the tuned impedance-coupled amplifier circuit of Fig. 7-lOa is shmvn
in Fig. 7-I0b. In actual circuits the value of the grid-leak resistance is
made much higher than the parallel impedance of the resonant circuit.
The plate resistance of pentodcs is of the order of one megohm. The
impedance of the output circuit, with a fair degree of approximation, can
therefore be considered as being equal to the parallel impedance of the
tuned circuit. Thus from Eq. (2-56)
(7-12)
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An approximate value of the voltage amplification at resonance may then
be obtaine(l by substituting Eq. (7-12) in Eq. (7-11)

YA,..__, g,.,21rfLQ

(7-13)

Substituting Eq. (2-58) in Eq. (7-1:{)
v

\

A

,-

2

C::! (/m•~ L

-

(7-13a)

RL

Substituting Eq. (2-8) in Eq. (7-13a)

yA

Om(21rJL) 2
RL
C::!

30~-------------

140

26 l-+-+-+-+-l--1--1---~~l--l-l/
24 l---l---J.-..J.._..J..__j___j___j____j___j_-l......71-J

130

no

22 1----1-_;._--1.----1c--.L...-l--l----l-l--J.7.L-J

110

20 1----1--1----L----1'--.L...-1--1----l-1---i---J

100

-~
t2
j

150 I/

28 l----+--l-----l--l----l--1--+----l--!---1--1

18

1----1--1----l-1--.L...-I----L----l_l~L._

': 16 l----+--1-----1--1----l--1--+----1-:J.Y/--l--a
)

.,

I/
/
I/
y~r-._ ._
/[

ct: 10

/

8
6 f--+--l--+--ll.,-.,,!C---!--+-+-1-----1---l

(7-14)

r---...

,,

I'.

"

I/

'7

I/

I\i-- ~

I

50
40

-

'--

~

\

[\{<;I.
....

90
c80
:~70
w 60

~

!\

\~
r,.

\

I'\
i\

\

1. ., , / ' . /

+::::=I:"

4L--i.2 f---l--+-l--1--1--l--l--l~-l---l--l

30
20
10

0 1----1-...L.-l._c.___j__J__L__l_l--.L.......J
SOD 60D 700 8DO 900 IOOD 1100 /200 1300 1400 1500 1600

Frequency, kilocycles

OSOO 600 100 800 900 IOOO 1100 1100 1300 1400 1500 1&00

Frequency, kilocycles
lb/
Frn. 7-11.-Effect of frequency on the characteristics of a coil. (a) Variation of coil
resistance with frequency, (b) variation of coil Q with frequency.
(a)

In the above equations RL represents the high-frequency resistance of
the inductor L. The exact resistance value of this coil is very difficult to
calculate, as it is dependent in a complex manner upon the physical
characteristics of the coil and the frequency of t.he current. It is desirable that the voltage amplification of an amplifier be fairly uniform for
the entire range of frequencies in any one band. In order to obtain this
condition it is necessary that the coil be of the correct size and shape and
that it be wound ,vith the correct size of wire, so that the high-frequency
resistance of the circuit will vary in such a manner as to produce fairly
uniform amplification for the band of frequencies being considered. The
curves in Fig. 7-lla illustrate the variation of resistance with frequency
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for two coils hr.wing the same value of inductance but ·with different
physical characteristics. The curves in Fig. 7-llb illustrate the variation
of coil Q ·with frequency for these two coils.
The ratio of the effective Q of the amplifier circuit to the Q of the tuned
circuit will depend upon the value of plate resistance for the tube used.
The plate resistance of pentodes is very high, therefore the Q of the amplifier circuit employing pentodes will be practically equal to the Q of the
tuned circuit. The plate resistance of triodes is low, therefore the
effective Q of amplifier circuits employing triodes will normally be much
lower than the actual Q of the tuned circuit.
Example 7-5. A tuned impedance-coupled r-f amplifier similar to the circuit
shown in Fig. 7-lOa uses a type 1.'.\'ii-GT tube. For the conditions under which the
tube is being operated the value of gm is 750 micromhos. The coil has an inductance
of 280 µh and its resistance at 1000 kc is 11.2 ohms. What is the voltage amplification of the circuit wlien the frequency of the input signal is 1000 kc'?
Given:

Find:
VA=?

= 750 X 10-6 mhos
L = 280 X 10-6 henry
R = 11.2 ohms
f = 106 cycles

(Jm

Solution:

VA = f_],,_.~21r/L) 2 = 750 X 10- 0 (6.28 X 10 6 X 280 X 10- 0)2 = 207
RL
11.2
Example 7-6. The inductance of an impedance-coupled r-f amplifier is 125.6 µh.
The high-frequency ch:uacteristics of the coil used are illustrated by the curves drawn
for coil R (Fig. 7-11 ). The transconductance of the tube used is 1.">7."> micromhos.
\Vhat is the voltage amplification of the circuit at (a) 500 kc? (b) 1000 kc? (c) 1500 kc?
Given:

Find:

L = 125.6 µh
g,.

(ri) VA at 500 kc_

= 1575 rnicromhos

(b) VA at 1000 kc
(c) VA at 1500 kc

Curves, Fig.7-11
Solution:
VA
Qsoo = 145,

(a)
(b)
(c)

= gm2r.JLQ

Q,ooo = 125,

Q1500 = 58, from Fip;. 7-llb
VA = 1575 X 10-, X 6.28 X 500 X 10 3 X 125.6 X 10-, X 115 = 90
VA = 1575 X 10- 6 X 6.28 X 1000 X 10 3 X 125.6 X 10-s X 125 = 155
VA = 1575 X 10-, X 6.28 X 1500 X 10 3 X 125.6 X 10-6 X 58 = 108

Untuned Rmlio-frequency A mpli:fier Circuits. Untuncd r-f amplifie1·
circuits do not have the high selectivity or the high amplifying qualities
that are characteristic of the tuned circuit. The only reason for using
untunerl circuits would be to prevent the selectivity of an r-f amplifier
from becoming too great. Because of the high-frequency <liscriminating
qualities of a tuned amplifier, the selectivity may become too critical
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when several stages of r-f amplification are used. An untuned amplifier
may be added to reduce the degree of selectivity; untuned impedancecoupled amplifiers are generally used for this purpose. An r-f amplifier
circuit using untuned impedance coupling is shown in Fig. 7-12a. The
circuit of such an amplifier is similar to the tuned impedance r-f amplifier,
illustrated in Fig. 7-lOa, except for the r-f choke that is used as the coupling element in place of the tuned circuit. The constant-cnrrentgenerator form of equivn.lPnt circuit for the untuned impedance-coupled
amplifier <"ircuit of Fig. 7-12a is shown in Fig. 7-12b.
Ct,

{a)

rp

fb)
FIG. 7-12.-R-f amplifier circuit using untuned-impedancc coupling.
(b) equivalent cireuit.

(a) Aetna! circuit,

Resistance-capacitance-coupfod Radio-frequency Amplifier Circuits. A
resistance-capacitance-coupled r-f amplifier is another form of nntuned
r-f amplifier. A typical resistance-capacitance-coupled r-f amplifier
circuit is shown in l<'ig. 7-J:fo. The variation in the plate current flowing
through the coupling resistor R 0 will produce a variation in the voltage
drop across this resistor, tlms varying the voltage applied to the grid of
the next tube. The high d-c plate voltage is isolated from the grid circuit
by means of the blocking capacitor Cb and the grid-leak resistor Ru.
The resistor R 0 provides a path for discharging the capacitor Cb, which
might otherwise block the action of the tube when the capacitor becomes
charged.
The equivalent circuits for this type of amplifier arc shown in Figs.
7-13b and 7-13c. The intcrclectrode capacitance bet\\·een the plate and
cathode and the stray capacitance of the wiring between the plate circuit
and the blocking capacitor Cb is represented by the capacitor CP. The
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interclectrode capacitance between the grid and cathode of the following
tube and the stray capacitance of the ,vi.ring between the blocking capacitor and this grid circuit is represented by the capacitor C9 •
The capacitance CP shunts the resistor Re, thus causing some of the
alternating output cnrrnnt from the plate of the tube to be by-passed
through this capacitance. Since the voltage applied to the grid of the
following tube is dependent on the voltage developed across Re and as
this voltage is dependent on the amount of cnrrent flowing through it,
Ct,

~g

•:

j½

''
(a)

rp

c,,

:
'I
'
Re :~~0, :f:cg
I

-!eg

I

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

(b)

,",,:-g,ne

c,,

I

:
I

rp

Re

;~~Cp

~

I
I

I
I

;=;:cu
I

I
I

(cJ
FIG. 7-13.-R-f amplifier circuit usiug resistance-capacitance coupling. (a) Actual
circuit, (b) constant-voltage-generator form of equivalent. circuit, (c) constant-currentgenerator form of equivalent circuit.

the efficiency of this arrangement is decreased because of the capacitance
Cp, The capacitance Cu shunts the resistor Ru, thus further decreasing
the efficiency of this type of coupling. The impedance of the capacitances CP and C9 will vary inversely ,vith the frequency, therefore at
radio frequencies these impedances ,,.,ill be small and the amount of
current by-passed will be large. The efficiency of this type of amplifier
"'ill therefore be low when used in r-f circuits and for this reason it is not
generally used in such circuits.
The circuit elements required for a resistance-capacitance-coupled
amplifier are small and their cost is comparatively low. High resistance
values required for the coupling resistance are easily obtained, thus
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enabling pentodc>-typc amplifier tubes to be operated at high gain. The
interelectrode capacitances have very little effect at the usual audio frequencies. Because of these features resistance-capacitance coupling is
used extensively for a-f amplifiers. Resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifiers will therefore be considered in greater detail in the following chapter.
Another reason for not using resistance-capacitance coupling in r-f
circuits is that modem receivers generally employ more than one stage of
t.uning in order to obtain the desired selectivity. The transformers
required to obtain this selectivity are also used to couple one circuit to
another. Hcsistancc-capacitancc coupling docs not contribute anything
to the gain and selectivity of the amplifier, whcrc>as the transformer docs.
Resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifiers will amplify signals over a
wide range of frequencies without the necessity of making adjustments
to any of its component parts. This feature is especially adapted to a-f
amplifier circuits, and to f-m and television r-f circuits.
Resist:mcc-capacitance-coupled r-f amplifiers arc sometimes used in
receivers employing mcclmnical or electrical push-button tnning. By
this means it becomes possible to overcome the <lifliculty of cqnalizing all
sections of the multiple tuning capacitor.
Radio-frequency Amplifier Circuits Having a Tuned Secondary. H-f
amplifiers with a tune<l secondary arc used extensively in radio reccivcr1'.
A great deal of selectivity, fidelity, and amplificatioi1 of the incoming
signal ,~ill depend on the design of the r-f amplifier. The schematic
wiring of a typical tuned-secondary r-f amplifier circuit is shmrn in Fig.
7-14.a. This circuit differs from the impedance-coupled amplifier only
in the manner in which the tuned circuit is connected to the plate of the
tube. With the transformer-coupled amplifier the tuned circuit is
coupled inductively to the plate, and with impedance coupling the tuned
circuit is connected directly to the plate. For this reason the circuit
shown in Fig. 7-lOa is sometimes referred to as being directly coupled.
Although differing in details of analysis, the actions of both of these ,viii
be the same.
For all practical purposes the equivalent circuit may be considered in
the constant-voltage-generator form as shown in Fig. 7-Hb or in the
constant-current-generator form of Fig. 7-14c. In either case the equivalent circuit is a simple coupled circuit whose output load impedance may
be found by applying the rules for analyzing coupled circuits. For the
·!onslant-voltagc-gcncrator form, the load impedance will be
21rfil!Q

Zo = - - - - ~
1

+ (21rfJ11)2
.Rsrv

where 111 = K vLrLs·

(7-15)
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Substituting this value of Z in Eq. (7-11)
0

21rfilfQ

VA = f/m 1

+ (21rf1'd)2

{7-16)

Rsrp

When the amplifier tube is of the pentode type, its plate resistance is
so high that the voltage amplification, to a fair degree of approximation.

(a)

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
J

rp

ep;t
:

Lp

;~:cg
I

I

I

(c!

'

FIG. 7-14.-R-f amplifier circuit having a tuned secondary. (a) Actual circuit, (b)
constant-voltage-generator form of equivalent circuit, (c) constant-current-generator form
of equivalent circuit.

can be simplified as follows
(7-17)

The maximum amount of amplification· will be obtained when the
.

coupled impedance

(21rf1W) 2

-jr;-

•

.

(at resonance) and the plate resistance rp are

equal to each other. This seems to contradict the thought expressed
earlier in this chapter that the voltage amplification increases continuously as the load impedance is made larger than the plate resistance.
However, in circuits employing a transformer the output voltage is
obtained at its secondary terminals and ,vill be at its maximum value
when the maximum amount of energy is transferred from the primary
to the secondary. From Arts. 2-28, 2-29, and 2-30, it can be seen that
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maximum energy transfer, and hence maximum voltage amplification,
(21rfM)2 .
occurs when
Rs
rs equal to rp. It is only possible to obtn.in this
condition for amplifier circuits using triodes. When triodes are used,
transformer coupling provicles a means of matching the output impedance
Z with the plate resistance rp in order that maximum voltage amplification may be obtained. In the case of pent.odes, the plnte resistance is so
high that it is impossible to obtain a load impedance whose rcactance is
anywhere near this value. For amplifier circuits using pentodcs the
amplification will be dependent upon the amount of coupling. This can
be seen by observation of Eqs. (7-17) and (2-G).
0

Example 7-7. A tuned-secondary r-f amplifier, similar to Fig. 7-l-1a, uses a type
1E5-GT tube, and the voltages applied to its elements prrnluf'c a tr:mscoll(lnctance of
650 micromhos. The values of the circuit elements urn as follows: Lp = 30 µh,
Ls = 300 µh, Rs = 5 ohms, K = 0.3, f = 1000 kc. What is the voltage amplification
of tlw circuit?
"liven:

= 65 X 1o-• mhos
= 3 X 10-s hPIIQ'
Ls = 30 X 10-• hemy

g,.
LI'

Find:
\'A=?

Rs= 5 ohms

f = 10 6 cycles
K = 0.3
Solution:

Y f~ = g.,21rJMQ
, _ 1--

21rJLs

= Ym2,r/A. v LpLs Rs

= 65 X 10-6 X 6.28 X 10 6 X 0.3 -V3 X 10-s X 30 X 10-s
(i.28 X 10•; 30 X 10-5 = 43 _
7

7-6. Intermediate-frequency Amplifier Circuits. Advantag('S of InterAn intnmcdiatc-frcqncncy amplifier is
an r-f amplifier circuit designed to amplify signals of a definite narrow
band of frequencies instead of a wide band of frequcncim,. This type of
amplifier is more efficient than the usual r-f amplifier us it can be designed
to produce optimum Q for the frequency tLt "·hich it is to operate, thus
·.oroducing maximum amplification.
In most radio receivers the i-f amplifiPr has a inned primary and a
tuned secondary. This type of amplifier circuit improves both the
selectivity and fidelity of reception. The advantage of having both the
primary and secondary circuits tuned can be seen from Fig. 7-15. Curve
A shows the rcspouse of an amplifier having only one tuned circuit and
cttrve B shows the response of an amplifier \\·ith two tuned circuits. It
is quite evident that cm·ve B more nearly approaches the ideal rPsponse
mediate-frequency A rnplijicrs.
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shown by curve C. Because of these features the i-f amplifier is used in
the majority of modern radio receivers.
Band-pass Amplifiers. In order to obtain high fidelity and high
selectivity the ideal response curve should have a flat top and straight
sides. Although it is impossible to obtain this ideal, it can be closely

Q)
1/)

C:
0

I

a.
.,,

..,

0:::

I

k
Frequenc')'
FIG. 7-15.-Response curves of typical amplifier circuits. Curve A, amplifier with :,,
single tuned circuit. Curve B, amplifier with two tuned circuits that are tightly coupled.
Curve C, the ideal response curve.

I

·!
I

I
I

I
I

eo

B- B+
Fw. 7-16.--Typical band-pass amplifier circuit us used for the i-f amplifier in superheterodyne receivers.

approximated by using two resonant circuits tuned to the same frequency
and coupled to each other (sec Fig. 7-16). Such a circuit is called a
band-pass amplifier and is used as an i-f amplifier in supcrhcterodyne
receivers.
Variable-coupling I ntermediate-jrequency 1'ransformers. The ·width
of the frequency band that will be passed .vill vary with the amount of
coupling existing between the primary and secondary ·windings (see Art.
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2-30). The effect of the coefficient of coupling upon the width of the
ba11d passed is expressed by
Width of band pass =

J{Jr

(2-84)

The :wcmge low-cost receiver uses coils having a fixed amount of
coupling, while the more expensive receivers use i-f transformers that are
provided with a means of varying the amount of coupling between the
primary and secondary windings. Figme 7-l7a illustrates a type of
A• 9/J2"
A• 21112'<:·-,

A• 13116••.:·,,:-,_JA
A•
4-

2%2", '•, '·. ',
JI/_ ,, ••, ••., •, •._

•. -

'J] '•

•,

'

'

<!>

2"

,:f
~.--~---+~
'
'"/15"

A= /1/32': .•:··•.,\ \ . \ \
10 r-...,-a.-n--t-,rt--'h-'<-r-~--.-.--n-..,.,...,....,r--7-,--,
') l---+-.;+-l-\1>-\--'r+--+-+-+-11--1-+.f-+t-++--l
8 1---+--'I---\

l
6 t--+--t-+-1>-\
5 t--+--1--+++-i

1-+--f--l

0

-~ 4 >--+---+---1-4
s..
~31---+-~---!-~~-+~~~~--+--l

~
0

> 2

I

--~---!

L...---,:1:--~__1_J.11.Alll,.=->-ll,ll>.ll.A_---,!,--1~L.....,J

-30 -25 -20 -15 -10
• 5 +10 +15 +20 +25+30
Kilocycles off resoncmce

(n)
(1,)
FJG. 7-17.-Illustration of variable coupling used for an i-f stage. (a) A variable
••oupling i-f trnnsfo1·mer, (b) effect of various coupling valn<'S on the transmission char11ctcristics of a single transformer as shown in (a). (Courtesy of llamrnarlund .lfrnwfacturtn(J Company, Inc.)

variable-coupling i-f transformer. This type of transformer has prnvisions for varying the mutual inductance between the primary and
Becondary ,vindings throughout a wide range of values without otherwise
affecting the circuit constants. Its approximate range is from one-third
of critical coupling to more than three times critical coupling. Continuous variation between these limits may be controlled from the receiver
panel by providing some form of mechanical arrangement for adjusting
the relative positions of the coils. '''here continuous variation is not
desired, the coupling may be adjusted to the desired value and locked at
that point. The width of the band pass should be equal to twice the
value of the highest audio frequency being transmitted. The maximum
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values of audio frequencies used are approximately 5 kc for general broadcast transmission and 10 kc for high-fidelity transmission.
The slope of the sides of the response curve will vary with the value
of Q for the circuit. Increasing the value of Q will make the slope of the
curve steeper and will provide greater attenuation of the signal for frequencies outside of the desired band. The slope of the response curve
will also increase with the number of i-f transformers used (see Art.
6-6 and Fig. 6-H). In a single-stage i-f amplifier (Fig. 7-19) two transformers are used and in a two-stage i-f amplifier three transformers would
be used. The curves shown in Fig. 7-17b indicate the variation in the
ratio of input to output voltage with changes in frequency and also show
the effect of varying the coupling by changing the spacing between the
primary and secondary windings. Figure 7-18 is an enlargement of the
curve of Fig. 7-17h for the case when A is
inch. As a single stage of
i-f amplification requires the use of a tube and two i-f transformers, the
over-all selectivity of the stage must include the effect of both trans-

n

1.0

/ '-V'\

i> 0.8

I

I

Cl.

] 0.2
<+0

-~
0.1

20

15

I
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\

\

I
I

+=>

~

\

I

]_ 0.6
-~ 0.5
~ 0.4
§i 0.3

5

0

5

\

\

\

10

Kilocycles off resonomce

15

20

Fm. 7-18.-Curve showing variation of the ratio of output volts to input volts with changes
in frequency.

formers. The attenuation of the output voltage at frequencies off
resonance, which is a measure of the selectivity, may be found for a single
transformer at various conditions of coupling from the curves of Fig.
7-17b. If the two transformers used in a single-stage i-f amplifier are
similar, the overall attenuation in voltage can be found by squaring the
value of the ordinate obtained from the response curve. In the case of a
two-stage i-f amplifier using three identical transformers, the attenuation
can be found by raising the value of the ordinate to the third power.
Example 7-8. A single-stage i-f amplifier uses two identical transformers with
such a value of coupling that produces a response curve similar to Fig. 7-18. (a)
What is the per cent of voltage output of the stage at 5 kc off resonance when the
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effect of coupling is consirlNr>d? (b) What is the p(,r cent of voltage output of the
stage at 7.5 kc off resonance when the effect of coupling is c·onsidPrPd?
Given:·
Curve, Fig. 7-18
(a) f off rrn;onance = 5 ke
(b) f off resonarn·e = 7.5 kc

Find:
(a) Per cent of voltage
(b) Per cl.'nt of voltage

Solution:
(a)

(b)

Per cent of voltagP at .', ke off reRonance for one tmnsforml.'r = 80 (from curve,
Fig. 7-18)
Per rf'nt. of vollag<' for the stagr = (0.S X 0.8) X 100 = 6-1 per N'nt
Per cent of voltage at 7.5 kc off rc~onance for one transformPr = -IO (from r11n·P,
Fig. 7-18)
Per cent of volt.age for thP stage = (0.4 X 0.-!) X 100 = HI pc•r c·eut
,·---One slaqe of i-f amphricaflon ----,
VT,

.

BFw. 7-19.-A single-stage i-f amplifier circuit.

Choice of the Intermediate-!requency l'a.Lue. Various values of frequency arc used for the i-f amplifiers of radio rccciycrs. A frequency of
175 kc had been used for the broadcast band for a number of years bnt
was found unsatisfactory. ~fost modem receiYCrs, both single-band and
multiband, use an i-f frequency of between 450 and ,1(\5 kc. Frequencies
in the region between 250 and 270 kc arc also used to a limited extent.
In order to prevent image reception the choice of i-f frequency will depend
on the number of tuned circuits in the receiver. 1-f amplifiers form a
definite part of all superheterodync receivers, therefore the factors affecting the choice of i-f frequency will be considered iu greater detail in Chap.
XIV.
Voltage A mpliflCalion of a Band-pass Amplifier. The extensive use of
band-pass amplifier circuits in the i-f stages of superheterodync receivers
makes it desirable to understand the factors that affect the voltage
amplification or gain of this type of circuit. As the mathematics and
circuit analysis involved in deriving the equation for the voltage amplification are quite difficult, the equation w:ill be presented here without the
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derivation. However, the derivation is presented at the encl of this
article for those whose mathematical knowledge will enable them to
follow the procedure. Thus, the voltage amplification of a band-pass
amplifier circuit at a common resonant frequency for the two tuned
circuits is
.,,,.21rfr~
VA = [/m1\.
(7-18)
1

K2+-QrQs

Example 7-9. An i-f amplifier stage is to operat(' at 4G0 kc and it;; coils arc ad,iuste<l
so that the coefficient of coupling is 0.02. The circuit employs a typP 6D6 tube,
whose transconductance is 1500 micromhos. The inductance of the primary and
secondary windings arc each 800 µh. The Q of the primary circuit is 100 and that of
the secondary is 120. What is the voltage amplification of the circuit?
Given:

:Find:

f, =

VA=?

460 kc

K = 0.02
gm = 1500 micrornhos

Lp =
Ls=
Qp =
Qs =

800 .uh
800 .uh
100
120

Solution:
"A

,.. 2rrf,

l'

-

gml\.

yl,7t,;
1

1{2

+ Q]' Qs

= !__500 X 10-• X 0.02 X _Q.28 X 460 X 10 3 VSOo··x 10-• X 800 X 10-• = 143
0 -022

+ 100 ~

120

Examination of Eq. (7-18) "ill show that the voltage amplification is
dependent upon the value of K. The maximum voltage amplification
,-vill occur when the coefficient of coupling is of such a value that will
produce the maximum transfer of energy. This amount of coupling is
called the critical coupling and occurs when_ the resistance coupled into
the primary by the secondary is equal to the resistance of the primary,
or from Eq. (2-69)
RP

=

Hr-s'

= (21rf~~~2Rs

(7-19)

But, at resonance Zs 2 = Rs 2, hence
(7-lOa)
and
(7-19b)
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(7-19c)
(7-Hld)

(7-1 Oc)
(2-85)
The maximum possible amplification of the hand-pass amplifier at
its resonant frrquency can then be found by suh,;tituting Eq. (2-85) in
Eq. (7-18), which then becomes
VAmax = gm

27r.fr ,V!,-~L-~

1
-VQrQs

(-1- + 1-)
QrQ.~

(7-20)

QrQ:~

By regrouping and simplifying
\'Amax =

(Jm7rfr

(7-21)

-VLrLsQrQs

Example 7-10. '\Yhat is the maximum possible voltage amplification of the
amplifier eircuit of Example 7-9?
Find:

Given:

f, =

YAma, =?

-Hi0 kc

= 1500 micromhos
Lr = 800 µh
L8 = 800 µh
f/m

Qp

=

Os =

100
120

Solution:

YAmu - g"',rf, \/J,pL~()p().s

= 1500

X 10 -• X 3.1·1 X 4{i0 X 10 3

'\/Soo_x_10___6_X_80_0_X_l_0___
6 _X_lO_0_X_l2-0

= l DO

When the primary and secondary circuit Q's are equal, in addition to
their values of inductance being equal, Eq. (7-21) may be further simplified, as
(7-2la)
By comparing Eqs. (7-21a) and (7-13) it ca:1 be seen that the voltage
amplification of a band-pass amplifier circuit is only one-half that produced by an amplifier stage containing but a single tuned circuit. However, the advantage gained in the selectivity with the band-passamplifier
generally outweighs the disadvantage of reduced niltage amplification.
Derivation of Eq1wlion for Voltage A mplication of a Band-pass A. mplifier Circuit. The following is the derivation of Eq. (7-18) and is intended
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for those students whose mathematical and electrical circuit knowledge
enables them to follow this complex solution. For those students with
less mathematical training it is suggested that they accept the validity of
Eq. (7-18) and proceed immediately to the following article, 7-7.
The circuit diagram of a band-pass amplifier is shown in Fig. 7-20a.
This may be redrawn in its equivalent constant-current-generator form
as shown in Fig. 7-20b. This may be further simplified by means of

Cs

eo
~!J

C3

R2

Ci

+

B

(a}

ip=-gmeg

Lp
Cp

rp

Ls
Cs

eo

(b}
FIG. 7-20.-Single-stage i-f amplifier.

(a) Actual circuit, (I,) equivalent circuit.

Thevenin's theorem. According to this theorem, when s,,·itch S (Fig.
7-2la) is open and the generator is considered as an open circuit, the
circuit ac may be replaced by an equfralent series resistance and reactance, R.q and X.q, whose impedance will be equal to Zac• The generator
voltage E is replaced by an equivalent voltage E." that is equal to the
voltage Eac ,,·hen no load is applied.
The impedance of the parallel circrut Zac of Fig. 7-21b can be found by

=

Z
ac

Ecet.
feet.

= __

E

+=(:=)2

✓(-=,==.~)=2

(7-22)
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The phase rdat ion between the line t'UITcnt and line voltage is shown in
Fig. 7-2lc an<l is expressed by
E
cos 0 = l,,

(7-23)

{t(~)2 + ( .Y.J'i-)2

feet.

\

iv

E
sin O =

X,

ix,

(7-2-1)

C'"

An equivalent series circuit must offer the same impedance to the
flow of current and must produce the same phase relation between the line
8
a

b

'f
LP

r;,

'

I,.,

''
eo

t;.
Rp
C
(a)

a

Ixc

XC

rp

E

C

lip

(b)
(cJ
Fra. 7-21.- Band-pass amplifier C'il"<"llit charaderistks. (,1) Equivalent circuit, constant-rurrent-generator form, (b) parallel portion of the ccptivalent circuit, (c) vector
relation of the currents and voltages of the circuit shown in (b).

cmrcnt and line voltage. From the vector relation between the resistance, reactance, and impedance of a series circuit (Fig. 7-22a), it can be
seen that
(7-25)
R.Q = Z cos o
(7-26)
x"" = Z sin 0
Snbstitnting Eqs. (7-22), (7-23), and (7-2-l) m Eqs. (7-25) and (7-26),
then
rv}(,2

r/
rv.'(.

vrv 2

+ X/·

.

r/Xc

rv

vr/

+ X.

+ X.2

2

rp2

+ x,2

(7-25a)
(7-26a)
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As the voltage E is to be replaced by an equivalent voltage H.,. that is
equal to the voltage across ac (Fig. 7-2la) when no load is applied, then

.,,,

E

1'•q = vR./

+ .Ycq

"2 ., c

(7-27)

The circuit of Fig. 7-21b may thus br replaced by the circuit of Fig.
7-22b, and the circuit of Fig. 7-2la may he replaced by that of Fig. 7-22c.

(b)

~
'
R
-v
:

:

eq

""-eq

Lp

Eeq

(c)

FIG. 7-22.-Band-pass amplifier circuit characteristics. (a) Vector relation of the
equivalent series circuit substituted for the circuit of Fig. 7-2lb, (b) the equivalent series
circuit of Fig. 7-2lb, (c) simplified equiYalent circuit of Fig. 7-2la.

However, in band-pass amplifier circuits, particularly those using
pentodes, rp is much greater than Xe and hence Eqs. (7-25a), (7-26a),
and (7-27) arc approximately equal to
(7-25b)
(7-26b)
(7-27a)

The circuit may now be drawn in its simplest form as shown in Fig. 7-2H.
The voltage amplification of any circuit is expressed by the equation

VA=~
eu

(4-6)

In this case the voltage ep will be
ep = lsXc.s

(7-28)

In the explanation of coupled impedance (Art. 2-29) it was shown that
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_ (2-rrJM)Ir
Is Zs

(2-66)

As it is desired to detP,rminc the voltage amplification at only the resonant
frequency, then Eq. (2-GG) becomes
(7-29)
The primary current will he equal to the applied voltage divided by the
impedance of the primary circuit plus the impedance coupled into the
primary by the :,;ccondary. This coupled impedance will be
~

:

'

,,

eg=-gmeg

X

''
''
''
Co

I

p

p

c.p

When rJ>>X;.p,
R '=R +R
P

eq.

P

=RP +Xlp
rp

Xc.p=Xc.p. Cp'=Cp
eg'=-gmegXc.p
Fm. 7-23.-Simplified equivalent series circuit of Fig. 7-:!0.

(2-Gfl)

and at resonance becomes
(7-30)
From Fig. 7-23 it can be seen thn,t the primary current may be exprcsse<l
as
Jp

=

(/mCgX I;·~-.;
(21rf!M)-

zr +

(7-31)

Rs
Substituting Eq. (7-31) in (7-29)
l

8

= (21r.f,11Z} .
gmeuX a:! __
Rs
Zr+ (21r.f,M) 2
Rs
J _

(21rf,Jlf)gmegX c.p
" - Zrlls
(21rf,M)2

+

(7-32)

(7-32a)

Also

VA=

Cp

e/J

= lsXc.s
eu

(7-33)
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Substituting Eq. (7-32a) in (7-33)
VA

=

(21rf,M)gmegX c.px C,S
e0 [ZPRs
(21rf,M) 2]

(7-33a)

+

Dividing both the numerator and denominator by e0 , regrouping the
terms, and observing that ZP = R/ (at resonance),

(7-33b)

Dividing both the numerator and denominator by XL.PXL.s and noting
that at resonance XL.P = Xc.P, XL.s = Xc.s,

_R/ = _!__, and Rs = _!__
XL,P

VA

Qp

XL,S

Qs

= gmK(21rf, vr;r;J
_l_
QpQs

(7-33c)

+ K2

Regrouping these terms
VA = gmK 21rf, vT,;[;;,

(7-18)

x2+_1_

QpQs

Example 7-11. An i-f amplifier stage is made to operate at 460 kc by adjusting
the coupling between the primary and secondary circuits to 0.02. The capacitance
of each circuit is set at 119 µµf. The inductance of each coil is 1 mh and the highfrequency resistance of each coil is 24 ohms. A type 6K7 tube is used and is operated
with 250 volts applied to its plate, 125 volts to the screen grid, and with a grid bfas of
3 volts. What is the voltage amplification of this amplifier stage?
Given:

f, =
K =

460 kc
0.02
Gp = Cs = 119 µµf
Lp =Ls= l mh
Rp = Rs = 24 ohms
Tube - -6K7

Find:

VA

=

?

Solution:

VA= g,,.K21rfr -V~
K• +--1-

QpQs
g,,,, = 1650 µmhos (from Appendix XV)
rp = 600,000 ohms (from Appendix XV)
= 6.28 X 460 X 10 3 X 10- 3 = J?0 4
Qs = 21rf,Ls
Rs
24
~ .
x,•
1012
R.,,
= 600,000(6.28 X4~6~0~X~1~0~3 ~X~l~1~9-X-I0-'-•) 2 = 14· 1 ohms

=-;:;
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Qp

2r.f,Lp
HP + UcQ

=

V1\ =

,.. 2 ...1,

g,.1\.

=

3

G.28 X 4G0 X 10 X 10-•
24

vI:;G
1

+ 1'1.1

=

(ART. 7--7

75 82
.

[{• + () p().s
1650 x 10

·G

x 20 x 10-• x 6.2s x 4uo x HP VJO.:.'Xl o-•
(20 X

rn-•)•

+ 7,5.82 ~

187

120..1

Example 7-12. What is the maximum amount of voltage amplification that can
be obtai1wd from the amplifier circuit of Exa111ple 7-11 '?
Given:

f, = 4G0 kc
Lp = Ls = 1 mh
gm = 16.'iO microml,os
Qp = 7.'>.82
Qs = 120.--l

Find:
\T.AW.!l.lli =?

Solution:

VA = gmrrf, vJ:iiI,s<h,Qs
= 1650 X 10-• X 3.14 X 4cm X Hl'

yfo-a X 10-• X 7.'i:S2 X 120.·1 = 227

7-7. Multistage Radio-frequency Amplifier Circuits. Nrcdfor Multistage Radio-frequency Amplifier Circnits. In order to obtain the selectivity and amplification required in modern radio receivers it is desirable
to employ more than one stage of r-f amplification. In the previons
chapter it w:as shown that a single stage of tuning does not provide
sufficient sele~tivity for satisfactory reception and hence multiple-stage
tuning is used (sec Art. G-6). Each tuning circuit generally also accomplishes some amount of r-f amplification, therefore if two or three stages of
tuning arc used the receiver will consequently have t\YO or three stages of
r-f amplification.
Amplification of the desired signal can be accomplished before it
reaches the detector, as iu the case of r-f amplification, or after it l0avcs
the detector, as in the case of a-f amplificu.tion. In the early staµ;cs of
radio clevelopn1P11t, receivers used both r-f and a-f amplification. This
practice was necessary because only triodes were available for r-f amplifier circuits and it was therefore impossible to produce sufficient r-f
amplification without causing feedback. Furthermore, a strong signal
could not be applied to the detector circuit without causing distortion.
The development of high-gain pcntode r-f amplifier tubes, power detectors, and pentode power tubes made it possible to employ a greater
amount of r-f amplification and less a-f amplification. Audio-frequency
amplifiers amplify static and other undesired noises in the same proportion that they amplify the audio signal, thus causing the final output of
the receiver to be noisy if a great amount of a-f amplification is used.
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The frequency of static is so low that its effect is comparatively small in
r-f amplifiers. Because of this, and also because r-f amplifiers are essential to all receivers, the tendency in modern radio design is to use a greater
amount of r-f amplification and less a-f amplification.
Multiple-stage Radio-frequency Amplifier Circuill:i. A multiple-stage
amplifier circuit consists of two or more single-stage amplifier circuits

.._.--t---;---+-,_--<>B+
'--•f-__._ _ _....___._ __._ _ _~B-

Frn. 7-24.-A two-stage tuned transformer-coupled r-f amplifier circuit.

coupled to each other. When more than two stages of r-f amplification
are used, it is not necessary that they employ the same method of coupling
throughout. A simple two-stage tuned transformer-coupled circuit is
shown in Fig. 7-24. An r-f amplifier circuit using both impedance and
transformer coupling is shown in Fig. 7-25.
Feedback. Feedback occurs when a portion of the current present in

-~--<>B+
'--+---,._ _ ___.__...__....__ _-oBFIG. 7-25.-An r-f amplifier circuit using both impedance coupling and transformer
coupling.

one circuit is fed hack to a preceding circuit. :Feedback may take place
through any of the various types of coupling such as capacitive, inductive,
or resistive coupling. In amplifier circuits containing two or more stages,
coupling may exist in each of these three types. Capacitive coupling
may take place through capacitors, stray capacitance, or through the
interelectrode capacitance of tubes. Inductive coupling may take place
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through the windings of coils, transformers, or chokes. Resisti\'e
coupling may take place through the amplifier resistors, the resistance of
the wiring, or the resistance of the power supply.
Regeneration and Degeneration. When two circuits operate at the
same frequency and have a common impedance, feedback may result.
The energy that is fed back may have a regenerative or degenerative
effect, depending upon the phase relation between the current in the
input circuit and the current being returned.
If the energy being returned is in phase with the input signal energy
of the amplifier stage, regeneration will result and the output energy will
be increased because of the additional amplification. A certain amount
of regeneration can be used as an aid in obtaining an increase in ampliCapacifcmce between
/e171rJ-in wire and shield·
Mela/
'sh/elcl

-Coil
Capacilance .
between lead-in
w/re cmd chassis

Chassis

Fm. 7-26.- -Jllustratiou of the caparitance between the coil and its lead-in wires and the
shield and chassis. The manner in which the magnetic lines from the coil cut the shield
and chassis is also shown.

cation. However, undesired feedback may so strengthen the input
signal at the grid circuit of the tube that it will cause the tube to oscillate
and result in unstable operation of the amplifier stage. Feedback that
is controlled can be very useful to amplifiers, while uncontrolled feedback
is harmful.
If the energy being returned is out of phase ,vi.th the input signal
energy of the amplifier stage, degeneration will result and the output
energy will be decreased. Ordinarily the effects of degeneration are not
harmful unless they become excessive. In this case an additional stage
of amplification may have to be aclded.
Methods Used to Control Undesired Regeneration. At radio frequencies, inductive and capacitive coupling between the tuned circuits of
different stages is a common cause of regeneration. This cause of feedback is ordinarily controlled by shielding the various sections of the
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tuning capacitor from each other and by enclosing each coil in a copper
or aluminum can (sec Fig. 7-26). Extreme care must be exercised in
using shields, for unless shielding is properly employed the output of the
amplifier circuit will be reduced considerably. This can be seen from
Fig. 7-2G, in which the winding and the shield form the plates of a capacitor and the space between them acts as a dielectric. This capacitor acts
in the same manner as the distributed capacitance of the coil, thus
increasing the minimum capacitance of the tuning circuit and thereby
decreasing its effective tuning range.
Another effect of shielding that must be taken into consideration is
that produced by the magnetic field when a current flows in coils adjacent
to shields. The magnetic lines set up by the current flowing in the coil
cut the metal shield and set up eddy cnrrents in the shield. These eddy
currents produce a loss of energy and act in the same manner as increasing
the resistance of the coil.
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QUESTIONS
1. What is meant by amplification?

2. VVhat is an r-f amplifier?
3. Name and define two fundamental types of amplifiers. 'iVhere is each used?
4. "What are i-f amplifiers? li'hat are the frequencies commonly used for i-f
amplifiers?
5. N"ame and define four classifications of amplifiers based upon their operating
characteristics.
6. What is the fundamental difie.re.nce between a Class AB 1 and a Class AB2
amplifier?
7. Wbich class of amplifier operation is most commonly used for r-f and i-f
amplifiers in radio receivers?
8. At what value of grid bias should a tube he operated when being used in a
Class A amplifier?
9. What is the maximum value of input signal voltage that shoul<l be applied to a
tube in terms of the grid hi:.s and the shape of the characteristic curn 7
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10. What is mmnt by distortion in an amplifier circuit?
11. What are the causes of di8tortion of the positive portion of the inp11 t signal?
12. 'What arc the causes of distortion of the negative portion of the input signal?
13. Describe the constant-voltagc-genenitor form of equivalPnt vacuum-tube
circ:uit. WhPn is this typP of equivalent cirruit most useful?
14. Dcsl'ribe the constant-current-generator form of equivah·nt vacuum-tube
l'ircuit. WhPn is this type of equivalent circuit most usd11l?
16. Express the voltage amplification of a Class A voltage amplifier employiug a
triode in terms of the amplification factor of the tube, the plate-load impNlance, and
the plate resistance.
16. Express the voltage amplification of a C'la~s A voltagl' amplifier employing a
pent.ode in terms of the transconductance of the tub(', the plate-load impedance, and
the plate resistance.
17. Xamc three methods of co11pling amplifier circuits. Give an application of
each.
18. \Vhy are pentodes more commonly used in voltage amplifier circuits than
triodes?
19. Why arc parallel tuned circuits generally used as the plate load of an r-f amplifier rircnit employing a pentmle?
20. What is the relation among the factors [Eq. (7-14)] affecting the voltage amplification of a tuned impcdaucc-couplccl r-f amplifier'?
21. Why is it important to lmvc the coils used for impPdancc-couplerl amplifier,;
designetl so that the coil Q r('mains nearly constant over the frequency range of the
amplifin?
22. WhPre arc unturn·d r-f amplificrR US<'d?
23. Arc resistauce-capacitanc<'-<'Ollp!Pd amplifi,,rs commonly usetl in r-f a1uplifil·r
circuits of radio rct·PiY('rn? Why?
24. What are the advantap;Ps oblain<·d with au r-f tunplifiPr eireuit having a tuned
secondary? How does this cirrnit diffPr from tlw impl'dance-couplcd amplifi<'r?
26. What is Jll('ant hy a dir('rt-coupl('<l amplifier?
26. \\'hat is the rPlation of the factors affecting the ,,oltng<' amplifi('atio11 of all
amplifier stage with a t1111Pti sPeondary, <'mploying a pentode, and as expressed hy Eq.
(7-17)?
27. l:ndPr what eondition may the maximum voltag<' amplification he ohtninPd
from an amplifin with a tn,wd srconcbry? Js this attainable with triode,;, pC'ntollC'~,
or both?
28. \'v11at arc the adv:u,t,tg('S of using an i-f amplifier circuit over the usual r-f
amplifiers?
29. What is rnrant by a band-pass amplifier?
30. How docs the response curve of a band-pass ai11plifiPr compare with the ideal
response curve?
31. \Vhat is the pnrposc of variable-coupling i-f transformers? How is variable
coupling accomplished?
32. What are the factors that affect the voltage amplificntion of a band-pass
amplifier?
33. Under what comlition does the maximum voltage amplification of a band-pass
amplifier occur?
34. How docs the voltage amplification of a hand-pass amplifier l'0!llpare with that
of an amplifiPr containing only one tuned circuit? What is the advantage of using a
band-pass amplifier?
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
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Why are multistage r-f amplifier circuits used?
Under what conditions docs feedback occur?
How is regenerative feedback produced? What is its effect?
How is degenerative feedback produced? \\rhat is its effect?
How can undesired regeneration be eontrollt'd?
lVhy is it necessary to exercise care in the use of shields'!
PROBLEMS

1. A type 6C5 tube is to be operated as a Class A amplifier with 250 volts applied
to its plate. "rhat is the maximum amonnt. of signal voltage that can be applied
without producing tfotortion when the tube is operated with a gri(l bias of (a) 8 volts?
(b) 6 volts? (c) 4 volts? (Use Fig. 4-21.)
2. ,vhat is the maximum signal that can be applied to the tube of Prob. 1 without
distortion if it is operated with 200 volts applied to its plate? Use the same amounts
of grid bias.
3. It is desired to obtain grid bias for the tube of Prob. 1 by means of a cathodeLias resistor. \Vhat,.is the value of resistance required and the amount of power
consumed by the res.istor for each value of grid bias?
4. It is desired to obtain grid bias for the tube of Prob. 2 hy means of a cathodebias resistor. What is the value of resistance required and the amount of power
consumed by the resistor for each value of grid bias?
6. A type 13U7-G tube is to be operated as an amplifier with a plate supply of 250
volts and screen-grid supply of 100 volts. (a) \\nat value of grid bias is recommended
(from Appendix XV)? (b) What arc the plate current and screen-grid current under
these operating voltages? (c) If grid bias is to be obtained by means of a cathode
resistor, what value of resistance should be used to provide the recommended value of
grid bias? (d) What amount of power is consumed by this resistor?
6. A type 6SF5 tube is to be operated as a voltage amplifier with 250 volts
supplied to its plate and operating through a load resistance of 13/i,000 ohms. (a)
What is the volta!!;C ampli;ication of the circuit? (b) \'inat value of grid bias is
recommended for these operating conditions? (c) If a signal with a maximum value
of 2 volts is applied to the grid circuit, what value of output voltage is produced?
(d) "\Vlmt is the maximum value of the varying component of the plate current?
7. A type 13K5-G tube is to be operated as a voltage amplifier with 250 volts
supplied to its plate and operating through a load resistance of 50,000 ohms. (a)
What is the voltage amplification of the circuit? (b) What value of grid bias is
recommended fo~ these opera.ting conditions? (c) If a signal with a maximum value
of 3 volts is applied to the grid circuit, what value of output voltage is produced?
(d) ,l\,nat is the maximum value of the varying component of the plate current?
8. If it is desired to have the tube and circuit of Prob. 13 produce au output of 80
volts (maximum value) with the same values of plate voltage, grid bias, and input
signal voltage, what value of resistance is required at the load?
9. If it is desired to have the tube and circuit of Prob. 7 produce an output of 75
volts (maximum value) with the same values of plate voltage, grid bias, and input signal
voltage, what value of resistance is required at the load?
10. A type 12SK7 tube is to be operated as an r-f voltage amplifier with 250 volts
suppli'ed to its plate, 100 volts to the screen grid, and a grid bias oi 3 volts. The load
impedance is a tuned circuit that is resonant at the frequency being considered, thus
producing a resistive effect of 40,000 ohms. What voltage amplification is produced
by this circuit at its resonant frequency?
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11. A type l 2SK7 tube is to be operated as an r-f voltage amplifier with 100 volts
supplied to its plate, 100 volts to the screen grid, and a grid bias of 1 volt. The load
impedance is a tuned circuit that is resonant at t.he frequency being considered, thus
producing a resistive effect of 40,000 ohms. (a) What voltage amplification is produeed by this circuit at its resonant frequency? (b) If a signal with a maximum value
of 0.8 volt is appliPd to the grid circuit, what value of output voltage is produced'?
(c) What is the maximum value of the varying component of the plate current?
12. A type 1T4 tube is to be operated as an r-f voltage amplifier with 90 volts
supplied to its plate, 67.5 volts to the screen grid, all(! with zero grid bias. What
imped,mce should the load luwe if it is desired to obtain a voltage amplification of
40 from the circuit?
13. A tuned impedance-coupled r-f amplifier uses a type 7A7 tube operated with
250 volts on its plate, 100 volts on the screen grid, and 3 volts grid bias. The coil has
an inductance of 100 µh and its high-frequency resistance is 10 ohms at 1500 kc.
\\'hat is the voltage amplification of the circuit at 1500 kc?
14. A tuned impedance-coupled r-f amplifier uses a type 7A7 tube operated with
too volts on its plate, 100 volts on the screen grid, and 1 volt grid bias. The coil has
an inductance of 100 µh and its high-frequency resistance is 10 ohms at 1500 kc.
What is the voltage amplification of the circuit at 1500 kc?
16. The inductance of Coil B (Fig. 7-11) is 125.6 µh. If the coil is used in an r-f
amplifier circuit with a type GD6 tube whose trans('on<iuctance is 1600 µmhos, what is
the voltage an;plificatiou of the circuit at (a) 500 kc? (b) 800 kc? (c) 1200 kc?
(d) 1600 kc?[ )fom: Use Eq. (7-13).]
16. The inductance of coil A (Fig. 7-11) is 125.G µh. If the coil is used in an r-f
amplifier circuit with a type 6D6 tube whose transcornluctance is 1600 µmhos, what
is the voltage amplification of the circuit at (a) 500 kc? (b) 800 kc? (c) 1200 kc?
(d) 1600 kc? [Xon:: Use Eq. (7-13).]
17. The transformer used in the r-f amplifier circuit (Fig. 7-Ha) of a tuned-radiofrequency receiver has the following values: Lp = 50 µh, Ls = 250 µh, K = 0.2.
The tube used with the amplifier stage is a pentorle with a trnnscomluctance of 2000
µmhos. The high-frequency resistance of the coil varies in such a manner that the
coil Q is 92 at 500 kc, 125 al 1000 kc, and 100 at 1500 kc. If it is assumed that the
plate resistance of the tube is much greater than the coupled impedance, what is
the approximate volta(!;c amplification at (a) 500 kc? (b) 1000 kc? (c) 1500 kc?
18. The transformer used in the r-f amplifier circuit (Fi!!;. 7-14a) of a tunerl-ra(liofrequency rPceiver has the following values: l,p = 100 µh, Ls = 250 µh, I{ = 0.3,
Hs = 4 ohms at 550 kc, Rs = 8.5 ohms at 1000 kc, and Rs = 20 ohms at 1600 kc.
The tube used is a type 1 X5-GT with a transconductance of 750 µmhos. If it is
assumed that the plate resistance of the tube is much greater than the coupled impedance, what is the voltage amplification of a stage at (a) 550 kc? (b) 1000 kc? (c)
1600 kc?
19. An r-f amplifier stage, using transformer coupling with untuned primary and
tuned secondary, uses a type 6SK7 tube whose transconductance is 2350 µmhos and
whose plate resistance is 120,000 ohms. The transformer constants arc Lp = 200 µ.h,
Ls = 340 µh, Rs = 14.5 ohms at 1000 kc, K = 0.4. What is the voltage amplification of the stage at 1000 kc?
20. At what value of coeflicient of coupling will the circuit of Prob. 19 produce the
maximum amount of voltage amplification? (N1JTg: This occurs when the coupled
impedance at resonance is equal to the plate resistance of the tube.)
21. What is the voltage amplification of the circuit in Prob. 19 when the coefficient
of coupling is (a) 0.7? (b) 0.8? (c) 0.0?
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22. The curve of Fig. 7-18 shows that for a certain i-f transformer the attenuation
at 5 kc off resonance reduces the output to 80 per cent of its maximum value. At 8 kc
off resonance the output is only 35 per cent of its maximum value. What is the per
cent output voltage of a stage using two identical transformers at (a,) 5 kc off
resonance? (b) 8 kc off resonance?
23. The attenuation of a certain i-f transformer reduces the output voltage to
90 per cent at 5 kc off resonance and to 60 per cent at 7.5 kc off resonance. If three
such t.ransformers arc used in a two-stage i-f amplifier, what is the per cent of reduction
due to the transformers at (a) 5 kc off resonance? (b) 7 .•5 kc off resonance?
24. A certain 456-kc i-f amplifier stage uses a type 6SK7 tube whose transconductance is 2000 micromhos. The constants of the i-f transformer are Lp = Ls = 500 µh,
Qp - Qs = 80, K = 0.025. Wlrnt is the voltage amplification of the circuit?
26. (a) At what value of coupling will the voltage amplification of the circuit of
Prob. 24 be maximum? (b) \\1rnt is the maximum voltage amplification?
26. A certain 465-kc i-f amplifier stage uses a type 6S7 tube whose transconductance is 1750 micromhos. The constants of the i-f transformer arc Lp = 700 µh,
Ls - 600 µh, Qp =.:JO, Qs = 100, K = 0.02. "'bat is the voltage amplification of
the circuit? 27. (a,) At what value of coupling will the voltage amplification of the circuit of
Prob. 26 be maximum? (b) \v11at is the maximum voltage amplification'?
28. An automobile radio designed for an i-f of 262 kc uses a pcntode tube whose
transconductance is 1750 micromhos and whose plate resistance is. 1 megohm. The
constants of the i-f transformer are Lr = Ls = 1.6 mh, Rp = Rs = 30 ohms at 262 kc,
K = 0.03. The value of capacitance across the primary and secondary is 230 µµ[
each. What is the value of Q for (a) the secondary circuit? (b) the primary circuit?
(c) \Vb.at is the voltage amplification of the circuit?
29. (a) At what value of coupling will the voltage amplification of the circuit of
!'rob. 28 be maximum? (b) What is the maximum voltage amplification?
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Frn. 7-27.

30. The two-stage amplifier shown in Fig. 7-27 uses a double-tuned circuit in the
first stage and a single-tuned circuit in the second stage to provide more uniform
response at its output. The amplifier is to operate at 500 kc and the values of its circuit elements are indicated on the diagram. (a) What voltage amplification is produced by the first stage? (b) What voltage amplification is produced by the second
stage? (c) What is the overall voltage amplification of the amplifier?

CHAPTER VIII
AUDIO-FREQUENCY VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS

The signal delivered to a radio receiver by its antenna is generally in
the order of only a few microvolts and its energy may be only a few
micromicrowatts. The signal delivered to the louclspcakcr may, however, be several volts and the energy may be several watts. It can be
seen from these two stakments that the ratio of the strength of the signal
sent through the loudspeaker to the strength of the signal from the
antenna may be of the order of more than a billion (10 9). It can also be
seen that the signal has to be increased both in voltage and in power.
In order to obtain this large increase without producing distortion, or
picking up and amplifying extraneous signals, several stages of amplification must be used: Radio-frequency amplifier circuits, as discussed
in the previous chapter, are most commonly used to obfain voltage
amplification. Audio-frequency amplifier circuits are designed to
increase either the voltage, the power, or both. As voltage amplifiers,
they are always operated as Class A. Power amplifiers are operated
either as Class AB or Class B. Audio amplifiers arc commonly classified
according to the method of coupling that is used and hence are known as
resistance-capacitance-coupled, transformer-coitpled, or impedance-coupled
a-f amplifiers.
8-1. Requirements of the Audio Amplifier. Audio Frequencies.
Audio frequencies cover a band between 20 cycles and 20,000 cycles.
An audio-frequency amplifier is one that will amplify signals whose frequencies lie within this band. The frequency range of various audible
sound waves and their relation to bron.cleasting and receiving apparatus
are illustrated by the chart shown in Fig. 8-1.
Frequency Requirements of the Audio-frequency Amplifier. The sounds
produced by a symphonic orchestra contain practically all the frequencies
that are likely to be produced by any type of radio program. In order to
obtain perfect fidelity of reproduction of the music produced by such an
orchestra, sounds from 20 to 20,000 cycles may have to be reproduced.
For the average receiver such accumcy of reproduction is neither obtainable nor necessary. A study of the frequency ranges of the various units
used in radio transmitters and receivers, as illustrated in Fig. 8-1, indicates that the limits of frequency reproduction for the average highquality receiver will range from 50 to 5500 cycles.
320
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The sounds reproduced by the radio receiver should be essentially the
same as those produced by the artists in the studio of the transmitting
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( Courtesy of Electronics.)

station. The more nearly the frequency range reproduced by the
receiver approaches the frequency range of the sound waves as transmitted, the higher will be its fidelity of reception. The reception from a
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radio receiver that reproduces all frequencies from GO to 8000 cycles in
correct proportion is quite realistic and the quality of reproduction is
considered to be high. Because of certain characteristics of the human
ear some changes in the quality of the sound may take place ";thout
being detected by the anrnge listener. For the anrage listener the
correct reproduction of sounds haYing frequencies between 50 and 5000
cycles is quite satisfactory.
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Fro. 8-2,-Cun·cs showing variations in intelligibility of speech with frequency. Cun·e
A-intelligihility wlwn frequpneiPs bt>low the values indicated on the cun·e are eliminated,
Curve B-intt>lligihility wlwn frpquenries abrl\·e the Yalues indicated on the cun·e are
eliminated. (Courtesy of Jensen J[anufacturino Company.)

Audio-frequency amplifiers form only a part of the radio receiver.
This type of amplifier is usually designed to reproduce only those frequencies between 50 and 5000 cycles, which is the range used in lmYand medium-priced receivers.
Effect of Frequrncy Eti:mination on Speech Intelligibilz'.ty. The intelligibility of speech sounds is affected when some of the component frequencies of the sound arc eliminated. CmYe A of Fig. 8-2 illustra' es
how the intelligibility is affected when all the frequencies below any
value indicated on the curve arc eliminated. CmTe B of the same
illustration shows the effect when all frequencies aboYe any ya]ue indicated on the c11n-e are eliminated. From these two cuJTcs it cn.n be seen
that speech becomes unintelligible when a small hand of frequencies is
eliminated at the low-freq11ency end of the band, "·hile almost all the
high frequenciPs mus1 he eliminated to produce the same result. From
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these two curves it can also be seen that the intelligibility of speech
sounds is not affected to any great extent by the failure to reproduce all
sounds having frequencies below 400 cycles or above 5000 cycles. The
resultant sound, however, will not seem natural.
Intensity Required to Prodnce Audible Sounds. The intensity required
to produce an audible sound will vary with its frequency. In order to
produce all audible sounds with equal loudness, the intensity required
will vary as shown in Fig. 8-3. The ordinates of these curves indicate

20

50

100

500

IOOO

5000 10,000 20,000

Frequency, cycles per sec.
FIG. 8-3.-Curves illustrating how the relative amount of power required to produce a
sound of equal intensity varies with the frequency. (Courtesy of Jensen 11[anufacturing
Company.)

the intensity required to produce a sound of any frequency whose loudness. will be equal to that produced by a 1000-cycle reference intensity
level. The lowest curve (marked 0 db) indicates the intensity required
to produce a sound that is barely audible. This curve is sometimes
referred to as the threshold of audibility. The uppermost curve (marked
120 db) indicates the intensity at which souud is not only heard but also
felt. This curve is sometimes referred to as the threshold of feeling.
The numbers on each curve indicate the intensity of a signal in db above
the minimum audible sound over the range of frequency indicated by the
abscissa. It can be seen from these curves that when the strength of the
sound is comparatively high, the intensity required to produce sounds of
equal loudness ,vill be comparatively nniform. "\.Yhen the strength of
the sound is comparatively low, the intensity required will be fairly
uniform between 1000 and 5000 cycles and increases rapidly as the
frequency drops below 1000 cycles or rises above 5000 cycles. This rela-
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tionship between intensity and frequency is VPry important in determining the amount of power that an amplifier must supply to the loudspeaker.
An amplifier designed to amplify low-frequency sounds (under 500 cycles)
must therefore have a higher power rating than one designed to amplify
only those sounds having frequencies between 500 and 5000 cycles.
8-2. Use of Logarithms in Sound Measurements. Relation of
Sound Energy to Ear Response. The operating characteristics of an
audio amplifier are generally expressed in terms of its gain or loss in
volume. The unit used to express this change is based on the ability of
the human car to respond to these changes.
Tn the rendition of a musical program, a symphonic orchestra will
produce varying amounts of sound energy. The amount of energy used
in producing the loudest note may be many thousand times as great a:;
that used to produce the lowest note. However, the car docs not respond
t.o these sounds in proportion to the energy u::;ed; the loude:,,t note is not
hrnrd many thousands of times as loncl as the lowest note. Research
has shown that the response will vary logarithmically. In radio tprminology, the ratio of any t.wo levels of power is expressed in a unitcallecl the
decibel, commonly abbreviated db. The number of decihcls is equal to
10 times the logarithm of the ratio of the t,vo levels or values of power.
A knowledge of logarithms is therefore esse11tial in order to understand
problems involving sound as related to amplifiers, speakers, microphones,
etc.
l,ogarithms. Logarithms arc commonly used in engineering mathematics to facilitate mathematical computations. Although numerous
syst.ems (or bases) of logarithms can be used, the common logarithm,
that is, the logarithm to the base 10, is used most frequently and is the
system used with the decibel. By definition, a common logarithm of a
number is the exponrnt (or power) to whir.h 10 (called the base) must be
raised to prod'uce the numbPr. The logarithm of 100 will therefo;e be
eqnal to 2, as l0 2 equals 100. This may be expressed as
log10 100

= 2

As only the common system of logarithms is used in so1md-level calculations, the reference t,o the base 10 can therefore be omitted. The expression may then be written as
log 100 = 2
As the logarithm of 10 is equal to l and the logarithm of 100 is equal
to 2 it is evident that the logarithm of any number between 10 and 100
must be greater than 1 and less than 2. Consequently the logarithm
of a number will consist of two parts: (1) a whole numher called the
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characteristi'c, and (2) a decimal called the mantissa. For example, the
logarithm of 50, which is equal to 1.699, is made of the characteristic
whose value is 1 and the mantissa whose value is 0.G\l9.
The characteristic of any number greater than 1 is always positive;
numerically it is equal to 1 less than the number of figures to the left of
the decimal point. The characteristic of any number less than 1 is
always negative; numerically it is equal to 1 more than the number of
zeros between the decimal point and the first significant figure.
Example 8-1. What is the characteristic of the
(b) 183, (c) 18,300, (d) 1.83, (e) 0.183, (f) 0.00183?

Given:
18.3; 183; 18,300
1.83; 0.183; 0.00183

following numbers; (a) 18.3,

Find:
Characteristic = ?

Solution:
Number
Characteristic
18.3...............................................
1
183.................................................
2
18300 .................................................
4
1.83.... .... . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . ..
0
0.183 ............................................. -1
0.00183 ........................................... -3

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

The mantissa or decimal part of a logarithm is found by reference to a
table of logarithms. A logarithmic table is a tabulation of mantissas.
The mantissa is always a positive number and is determined from the
significant digits in the number. A table of the common logarithms of
numbers is provided in Appendix XIII. It should be understood that a
decimal point is assumed in front of each of the values of mantissas in the
table of Appendix XIII.
Example 8-2.
(d) 1.25?

What is the logarithm of (a) 18,300'?

(b) 18.3'?

(c) 650,000?

Find:
Logarithm = ?

Given:
18,300; 18.3;
650,000; 1.25.
Solution:
Xumber

Characteristic

::\Iantissa
(from Appendix XIII)

T,ogarithm

.2625
.2625
.8129
.0969

4.2625
1.2625
5.8129
0.0969

-·

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

18,300
18.3
6,')0,000
1.25

4
l

5
0

It should be observed that the numbers used in Example 8-2 contain
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not more than three significant figures and that Appendix XIII provides
mantissas for nurnbcn, up to three significant figures only. In cases
where a number has more than three significant figures the mantissa can
be obtained by interpolation. Interpolation is the process of estimating
missing values between two values that arc known. This process is
illustrated in the following examples. In radio calculations it is usually
permissible to take a mantissa corresponding to the nearest first three
significant figures, thereby elirnina.t,ing the need of interpolating.
Example 8-3. What is the logarithm of (a) 17.25? (I>) 8522? (c) 4.578?
(Solve by interpolation and compare the answer with the ncarC"st three-place number.)
Find:
Logarithm = ?
l. By interpolation
2. By nearest 3-place number

Given:
(a) 17.25
(11) 8!)22
(r) 4.578
Solution:
(a)

1.

Characteristic

I Logarithm

:!\Iantissa

I

173 ....... 2380
172 ....... 2355
difference. . 0025
1725 ...... 2355

+ 9-{o

X .0025 = .23G75

1. 23675

2. This lies midway between 17.2 and 17.3 hence the nearest logarithm for a 3-placc
number would be either 1.2380 or 1.2355.
(b)

1.

3

J,ogarithm

l\fanti&'la

Chararteristic
853 ....... 9309
852 ....... 9304
difference . . 0005
8522. . . . . . H30-!

+ ;1 o X

. 0005 = . 030,5

3. 030.'i

2. The 11earcst logarithm for a 3-place uumucr is 3.!J30-L
(c)

1.

Characteristic

Logarithm

:'lfantissa

-------------- -----0

458 ....... 6609
457 ....... 6599
difference . . 0010
4578 ...... 6599

+ Ho

X .0010 = .6607

0.6607

2. The nearest logarithm for a 3-place number is 0.Gl\09.

It is sometimes necessary to find the number corresponding to a
logarithm when the logarithm is known. The number corresponding to
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a logarithm is known as the antilogarithm or antilog and may be found by
working in the reverse order of finding the logarithm of a number. For
example, the common logarithm of 100 is 2 and hence it may be said that
the antilog of 2 is 100.
Example 8-4. \\,11at is the antilog of the common logarithm (a) 3.8751?
0.0645?
Given:
Find:
(a) Log = 3.8751
Antilog =?
(b) Log = 0.06'15
Solution:
(a)

(b)

Antilog of 3.8751

The logarithm should be divided into its characteristic (3) and its mantissa (.8751) .
.From Appendix XIII it can be found that tJ:\e mantissa .8751 corresponds to the
number 750. The characteristic 3 indicates that the number will have 3
1 or
4 figures to the left crf the decimal point. Combining these two facts, the antilog of
3.8751 is found to be 7500.

+

(b)

Antilog of 0.06-15
Characteristic = 0
Mantissa = .06-15
Number corresponding to the mantissa = 116 (from Appendix XIII)
Number of places to the left of the decimal point = 0 + 1 = 1
Thus, the antilog of 0.06-15 is 1.16

Example 8-5. What is the antilog of the common logarithm ,1,3353 (a) by interpolation? (b) without interpolation?
'

Find:
Antilog = ?

Given:
Log= 4.3353
Solution:
(a)

Antilog 4.3353
Characteristic = 4
Mantissa = .3353
(from Appendix Xlll)
Number
l\Iantissa
.3365
217 ......................... · · · · · · · · · · ·-· · · · ·
.33-15
216 .................... - .... , · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Difference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0020
N urn b er

=

?l('
~

J

+ .3353
Jl365

- .33•15
?l(' I- ,
- .3345 - - 1 · ... = 216 ·4

+

(b)

Number of places to the left of the decimal point = 4
1 = 5
Thus, the antilog of 4.3353 is 21,640
If the accuracy required permits disregarding interpolation, the nearest number
to the mantissa is 216 and the antilog would be taken as 21,600.

8-3. Sound Measurements. The Decibel. The operating characteristics of an audio amplifier arc generally expressed in terms of its gain or
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loss in volume. The unit used to express this change in volume is based
on the ability of the human car to respond to these changes. The unit
most frequently used is the bel, named in honor of Alexander Graham
Bell. The bcl is defined as the common logarithm of the ratio between
two quantities. Another unit called the neper is sometimes use<!. The
ncper is similar to the bcl and is equal to the K aperian logarithm of the
ratio between two quantities. Both of these units are relative units of
measurement and do uot specify any definite amount of sound, power,
volfage, or current. The bel is too large a unit for general use and henec
the deciliel, which is one-tenth of a bel, is commonly used. The decibel
may be used to express the ratio between two values of either sound,
power, voltage, or cmT<'nt. The change in volume in any circuit,
expressed in decibels, abbreviated db, can be found by the equation

r:
p

db= 10 log

(8-1)

where P 1 = larger amount of power, watts
P. = smaller amount of power, watts
The ra,tio of the two powers will always be greater than one if the larger
power is placed in the numerutor. The characteristic of the logarithm
of the ratio will therefore always be equal to zero or some higher positive
value. The use of the negative characteristic is thereby eliminated,
thus simplifying the solution of problems involving power loss. Jf there
is a loss of power, a negative sign ( - ) should be placed before the decibel
value. A gain in power or volume is indicated by a plus sign ( + ). The
solution of the problem will indicate whether there is a. decrease or an
increase in the power for the particular case being considered.
The decibel is a logarithmic unit and therefore represents a logarithmic change. As the response of the human ear to sounds of varying
intensity is logarithmic, regardless of the power level, the decibel provides
a good means of expressing variations in sound measurements. The
smallest chnnge in sound intensity that can be detected by the human
ear is approximately one decibel, although the average person does not
ordinarily detect changes under two or three decibels.
Example 8-6. A type 6A3 tube is used in a radio receiver to deliver a maximum
undistorted power output of 3.2 watts to its loudspeaker. \Vhat db gain in undistorted
power will be obtained when each of the following types of tubes is substituted for the
6A3: (a) a type 6F6 having a maximum undist-Orted power output of 4.8 watts?
(b) A type 6L6 having a maximum undistorted power output of 6..1 watts?
Gh·cn:
P - 6A3 = 3.2 watts
P - 6F6 = 4.8 watts
P - 6L6 = 6.4 watts

Find:
(a) Decibel gain with 6F6
(b) Decibel gain with 6L6
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Solution:
(a)

Pi
4.8
db = 10 log Y,: = 10 log
= 10 log 1.5

(b)

log 1.5 -= 0.1761 (from Appendix XIII)
db = 10 X 0.1761 = +1.761
Pi = 10 log 6.4
d b = 10 Iog P,
_ = 10 1og 2
32
log 2 = 0.301 (from Appendix XIII)
db = 10 X 0.301 = +3.01

32

From the results obtained in Example 8-6 it can be seen that doubling
the power increases the volume by only 3 db. This change is barely
perceptible to the average listener, therefore it would not be practical to
substitute either of the two tubes suggested in Example 8-G in order to
obtain a gain in volume.
Example 8-7. ·what output power would be required in order to produce a gain
of 14 db over the volume obtained with the 6A3 tube of Example 8-6?
Given:

Find:
Po=?

P. = 3.2 watts
Gain= 14 db
Solution:
clb = 10 log::

Po

db

14

= To = 10 = 1.4
Antilog of 1.4 = 25.1 (from Appendix Xlll)
log

y,;

Po

p;

Thus

= 25.1

P 0 = P, X 25.1 = 3.2 X 25.1 = 80.a2 watts

A power output as large as 80 watts cannot he obtained by using a
single power output tube. Power outputs as large as this are generally
obtained in receiver circuits by using a powerful push-pull amplifier.
Voltage and Current Ratios. The decibel is fundamentally a measure
of power ratio; however, as volt.age and current arc functions of power,
Eq. (8-1) can be transformed to express the ·change in volume in db for
two different values of voltage or current output.

!

2

Substituting

for Pin Eq. (8-1), then

Ei2
db =

10 log E2R\ = 10 Jog (EE2

2

R2

1
)

R1

(8-2)

R2
2

or

E 1)
db= 10 log ( E
2

R
+ 10 logR~

2

(8-2a)
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R2

E,

= 20 log E 2 + 10 log Ri

or

<lb

or

db= 20 log Ei ~
Ez VR1

(8-2b)
(8-2c)

Substituting 1 2R for Pin Eq. (8-1), then
db

=

I1 2R1

10 Iog f22Rz

(8-3)

J,) +
2

or

db
d

or

= 10 Iog ( I 2

11
b = 20 log Yz

db=20log

or

11

I2

+

R,
10 log Rz

(8-3a)

R,

(8-3b)

10 log Rz

v'Rr

(8-3c)

v R2

For conditions where the impedances are equal, Eqs. (8-2c) and
(8-:k) can be simplified as
E1
db=
(8--!)
. 20 logR2
db= 20 log

11
12

(8-5)

Example 8-8. The characteristics of a c·c:rtain aurlio amplifier are such that a voltage amplification of 5 is obtained at 50 cycles, 15 at 1500 cyckH, and 30 at 5000 cycles.
Assuming the voltage amplification at 1500 cycles as the reference level, what is the
loss or gain in decibels at the other frequencies?
Given:

Find:
db (f!, 50 cye!Ps
db @., 5000 cycle8

/1 = 50 cycles
VA= 5
J. = 1500 cycles
VA= 15
f, = 5000 cycles
VA= 30
.

=?
~

?

Solution:
db (loss) @ 50 cycles

@/2
15
= 20 log VA
VA @/i = -20 log
3 =
= 20 X 0.4771 = -IJ.5-12 db

db (gain) @ 5000 cycles = 20 log

! : j: =

~

= 20 log 2

20 log

20 log 3

~~

= 20 X 0.301 = +<>.02 db

The results of Example 8-8 indicate that this amplifier has poor
fidelity. There is a loss of approximately 9.5 db at the low frec1nencies
and a gain of 6 db at the high frequencies. Such differences in volume
are easily detected by the average listener.
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Zero Reference Level. The decibel is an indication of the ratio between
two quantities. As a unit of measurement, it does not express any
definite amount of power, volume, voltage, or current but only denotes
the ratio between two magnitudes of any one of these quantities oi
measurement. For this reason it is therefore only a relative unit of
measurement.
In order to have some definite comparison of volume changes a zero
reference level is arbitrarily chosen. Unfortunately there is no single
value that is used as a zero reference level by all manufacturers. However, it is general practice in radio and telephone applications to assume
a power of six milliwatts as zero db. This means that any power level
less than 6 mw will indicate a negative db and power levels greater than
6 mw will indicate positive db. Unless some other level is indicated as
zero db, the level 6 mw is to be assumed.
Using 6 mw •as a zero db reference level is a convenient method of
rating the output of an amplifier, microphone, or loudspeaker. Thus,
the statement that an amplifier delivers zero db to its load is taken to
mean that it has an output of 6 mw.
In order to avoid some of the confusion caused by the la<;k of a standard reference level for zero decibel, the volume unit, abbreviated v-u, has
been introduced. The volume unit uses one milliwatt as a reference
level; hence, the volume level when expressed in v-u is equal to the number of decibels above (or below) one milliwatt. For example, an amplifier
rated at +40 v-u has a volume level 40 db above_ l mw.
In the rating of microphones, both the v-u and the fi-mw zero decibel
reference levels are used. In addition to these, particularly in the case
of crystal microphones, the rating may be given as a voltage rating in
decibels below one volt per bar. This type of rating in which zero decibel
is equal t,o one volt per bar is used chiefly in connection with microphones
and is explained more fully in a later chapter (sec Art. 12-3).
Example 8-9. A certain amplifier circuit is rated at +40 dh.
power output in watts? (b) What is its rating in v-u?

Given:
<lb = +40

(a) What is the

Find:
(a) Po
(b) v-u

= ?
= '!

Solution:
(a)

(b)

db = 10 log P.

PR

log p~ = db = :1-Q = 4
I'R
10
JO
P. = PR Antilog 4 = 0.006 X 10 4 = 60 watts
60
v-u = 10 log - - = 10 log 60,000 = JO X 4.7782 = 47.7 v-u
0.001
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Exrtmple 8-10. \Yhat is the power output in watts of a microphone that has an
out.put of -40 db?

Given:
db = -·10

Find:

Po= ?

.Solution:

PR
db = 10 log --

P.

db
40
log p~ = 10 = IO = 4
) _
I' R
10
= 0.00G
- 10.1 = 0 .u,,. X 10 -• watt or 0.G.
antilog -1
l'R

µw

Example 8-11. Th<' pnwn output of a type fi0L6-GT lwam J><rn·<'r amplifier tulw
is 4.3 wattR when opcralPd at thP rL•comrnended l'lPctrodP volta.ges. \Ylwt. is its out-

put rating in decibels?
Find:
db=?

Given:
Tube

= 50L6-GT
P = -1.3 watts
0

Solution:

1lb = 10 log~: = 10 log

0~

6

= 10 log 7Hi

log 71G = 2.85.J!) (from Appendix XIII)
db = 10 X 2.8549 = 28.54!!

8-4. Methods of Coupling. Audio A rnplifiers. Any system used to
couple the output of one tube to the input of another tube must provide
some means of preventing the high voltage at the plate of one tube from
affecting the grid bias of the next tube. In order to obtain a high degree
of fidelity and sensitivity, the coupling system used should pass the audio
signal currents with a minimum amount of change in frequency, amplitude, or phase.
The methods used to couple audio-amplifier stages include iron-core
transformers; combinations of resistors and a capacitor; resistor,
capacitor, and an induct.or; and inductors and a capacitor. Each of
these methods of coupling will cause the audio signal to be distorted to
some degree. Each problem must be considered individually in order to
determine which coupling method is best to use.
8-5. Resistance-capacitance-coupled Amplifier. Basic Circuit Action.
Resistance-capacitance coupling is obtained by connecti11g the plate
circuit and grid circuit of two successive stages by means of tv,·o resistors
and a capacitor, as shown in Figs. 8-4 and 8-7. The varying plate current output of tube 1 will flow through the coupling resistor Re- A varying
volt.age conespondiug to the plate current variations will therefore be
produced acros::; this re::;istur. This varying niltitge is applied to the
grid of tube 2.
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The blocking capacitor Cb is used to prevent the high voltage that is
applied to the plate of tube 1 from being applied to the grid of tube 2.
If it were not for this capacitor, the grid of tube 2 would operate at a high
positive voltage, thus causing a high current to flow in both the grid and
plate circuits of the tube. A tube operating under these overload conditions will become damaged very quickly.
Ch

FIG. 8-4.- Resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier circuit using triodes.

If this capacitor ,rnre used by itself, that is, ,Yithout the resistor Ru,
the operation of the second tube would become blocked because the
negative charges on the grid side of the capacitor would increase the bias
sufficiently to cause the tube to operate beyond cutoff. To prevent this
blocking action a high resistance R 0 , called a grid leak, is connected
between the grid and cathode to provide a path for the accumulated
electrons to leak off. The choice of the resistance value of R. is based
largely on the principle of time constants, as was presented in Art.
2-31 and as was further illustrated in the study of detectors.
Frequency Characteristics. An important characteristic of the resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier is the manner in which the amplification varies with the frequency. .Although the gain is not uniform for the
entire audio-frequency range, it is practically constant over a fairly -wide
range of frequencies, decreasing Yery rapidly at both the very low and
very high frequencies (see Fig. 8-5). This variation in gain is due to the
changes in impedance with frequency of the blocking capacitor Cb and the
interelectrode capacitances Cpk (plate-cathode) of tube 1, and C0 k (gridcathode) of tube 2. To determine the cha;:acteristics of this type of
amplifier it is therefore necessary to study the circuit actions at the low,
intermediate, and high audio-frequency ranges.
Equivalent Electrical Circuit of the Amplifier. Resistance-capacitance
coupling consists of a network of two resistors and a capacitor connected
as shown in Figs. 8-1 and 8-7. The impedance of the resistors will remain
practically constant over the entire range of audio frequencies, while
the impedance of the capacitors will vary inversely with frequency
changes. Therefore, the only variable factor is the capacitive reaetance
of the circuit.
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The effects of a capacitor in a circuit arc dependent on its impedance
and the manner in which it is connected. At low frequencies, the impedance of a capacitor wi.11 be high, and its effect in a series circnit will become
important while its effect in a parallel circuit will become negligible.
At high frequencies, the impedance of a capacitor will be low and its
effect in a series circuit will become negligible while its effect in a parallel
circuit will become important. Thus, at low frequencies only the seriesconnected capacitances need be considered, while at high frequencies only
the parallel-connected capacitances need be considered.
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Fw. 8-5.-Helative gain vs fre1J1iency characteristics for a typical resistance-capacitancecouplcd audio-fre11uency amplifier.

The basic equivalent electrical circnit for a resistance-capacitancecoupled amplifier will therefore he the same for all audio -frequencies
(see Fig. 7-13). The only variations arc the capacitances whose effects
must be considered at the frequency range being studied. The characteristics of audio amplifiers are generally considered for low, intermediate,
and high audio frequencies. For calculating purposes, a single representative frequency of en,ch of these ranges is used. Although these
frequencies are not standardized, it is common practice to use 100 cycles
for the low-frequency range, 1000 cycles for the intermediate-frequency
range, and 10,000 cycles for the high-frequency range.
Equivalent Amplifier Circuits for the Three Awfio-frequency Ranges.
The interclcctrodc capacitance Cpk between the plate and cathode of tube
1 (Figs. 8-6c and 8-Sc) acts as a shunt across the coupling resistor Re,
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The interelectrode capacitance Cak between the grid and cathode of tube
2 acts as a shunt across the grid-leak resistor R 0 ; the capacitance C0 k is a
part of the input capacitance C;, shown in Figs. 8-6c and 8-Sc. The values
of these capacitances arc very small; therefore their impedances at low
and intermediate frequencies are normally very high. The portion of the

'''
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( d)-HIGH FREQUENCIES (SIMPLIFIED)
Fm. 8-6.-Equivalcnt clcc:tric:al r.ircuits at various audio frequencies for a resistancecapacitancc-couplcd amplifier circuit using triodes.

plate current that is by-passed by the interlectrodc capacitances

Cpk

and

C0 k at the low and intermediate audio frequencies is therefore very small.

Because of this small loss the effect of these capacitances need only be
considered at the high audio frequencies.
The blocking action of the capacitor Cb is determined by its value of
capacitance and the frequency of the signal being applied. Referring to
Figs. 8-4 and 8-7, it can be seen that the signal voltage across the gridleak resistor R 0 will be equal to the voltage across the coupling resistor
Re minus the voltage drop across the blocking capacitor Cb. At the low
audio frequencies the impedance of the blocking capacitor may become
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appreciable and therefore the voltage drop across it will also be appreciable. This will cause a reduction in the voltage across the grid-leak
resistor Ra and hence result in a reduction of the voltage applied to the
grid of tube 2. The effeet of the blocking capacitor must therefore be
considered at the low audio frequencies because its impedance will be
highest at these low values of frequency.
The capacitance of the blocking capacitor C0 is generally of such a
value that its impedance at 1000 cycles is negligible in comparison to the
resistance of R 0 • Practically all the signal voltage developed across the
coupling resistor Re will then be applied to the grid of the next tub<•.
The effects of the blocking capacitor can therefore be ignored for the
intermediate and high frequencies.
Knowing these facts it is now possible to draw an equivalent electrical
circuit of a stage of amplification for each freqtwncy range. Figures
8-6 and 8-8 show the equivalent electrical circuits for the triode and
pent.ode amplifiers of Figs. 8-• and 8-7 respectively. At the high frequencies the interelectrocle capacitances Cpk and Ci, together with the
stray capacitance C,;, due to the wiring (sec Figs. 8-Gc ancl 8-Sc), may be
considered as a single capacitance Cr shunting the resistors as shown in
Figs. 8-Gd and 8-8d.
Factors to Be Considered in Determining the Values of Re, R 0 , and Cb.
In order to obtain the maximum voltage gain tlw value of the coupling (or
plate load) resistor Re should be high. llmYe,,cr, it should be obc:crvcd
that the voltage at the plate of tube 1 will be equal to the voltage of the
B supply minus the voltage drop hRc across the coupling resistor Re.
Increasing the value of Re increases this voltage drop, thus decreasing the
voltage at the plate of tube 1. In order to maintain the p1atc voltage at
its required value, the voltage of the B supply ,rnuld have to be increased.
If the value of the coupling resistor is made too high the B supply voltage
required will become prohibitive; henee the value of Re is limited to a
large extent by the plate supply ·voltage.
Another factor limiting the extent to which He may be increased is the
reduction in the gain of the amplifier at the high audio frequencies. At
these frequencies the effect of the series capacitance Cb may be ignored,
but the effect of the shunting cn.pacitance Cr (fully described in Art. 8-8)
becomes important. This shunting capacitance \\'ill have a low impedance at the high audio frequencies and will cause a reduction in the
impedance of the parallel circuit formed by the coupling resistor Re, the
grid-leak resistor Ru, and the shunting capacitance Cr. A reduction in
the value of this impedance will cause a reduction in the voltage at this
parallel circuit, thereby causing a loss in the amplification at the high
frequencies. It may further be observed that the division of current in
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the parallel combination depends on the impedance of its various members. Increasing the value of the coupling resistor as a means of increasing the amplification of the circuit does not produce the gain anticipated
but instead results in a decrease in current through the coupling resistor,
thereby decreasing the overall gain of the circuit.
The low-frequency characteristics of a resistance-capacitance-coupled
amplifier depend largely upon the ratio between the impedance of the
blocking capacitor Cb and the resistance of grid-leak resistor R0 • Increasing the capacitance of the blocking capacitor decreases its impedance,
thus lowering the value of resistance required for the grid-leak resistor.
The higher the value of the grid-leak resistor, the higher will be the
overall amplification. It has previously been shown that at the high
frequencies part of the signal current will be by-passed by the interelectrode capacita,_nce Cnk between the grid and cathode of tube 2. The
portion of the signal current by-passed will depend upon the ratio between
the resistance of the grid-leak resistor and the impedance of the interelcctrode capacitance Cok·
Practical Values of R 0 , R 0 , and C0 • The values of the coupling resistor,
grid-leak resistor, and the blocking capacitor will depend upon the tube
used, the operating plate and grid voltages, and the frequency characteristics desired. The resiHtance of the coupling resistor, sometimes
called the plate resistor or load resistor, will range from 50,000 ohms to
500,000 ohms. The plate resistance of triodes is of a comparatively low
value and the coupling resistor used \Yill generally have a resistance of
from two to five times the value of the plate resistance. Pentodes have a
comparatively high value of plate resistance and the value of the coupling
resistor used with this type tube will seldom exceed 500,000 ohms and
hence will be only a fraction of the tube's plate resistance.
The resistance of the grid-leak resistor, sometimes referred to as the
grid resi:;tor, will range from one-tenth megohm to one megohm. This
value is dependent on the values of the coupling resistor and blocking
capacitor and its resistance is generally from two to five times the value
of the coupling resistor.
The capacitance of the blocking capacitor, sometimes called the
coupling capacitor, will depend npon the frequency characteristics desired
and ·will range from 0.003 µJ to 0.03 µf. This capacitor should have a
high dielectric strength in order to prevent any of the plate voltage being
applied to tube 1 from leaking to the grid of tube 2. Mica-dielectric
capacitors are recommended for the coupling capacitor, although paperdielectric capacitors having a high value of equivalent-parallel resistance
are also used.
'These values and rules for determining the resistance of the coupling
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and grid-leak resistors and the capacitance of the blocking capacitor arc
very general. Recommended values for these circuit elements for the
various types of amplifier tubes are listed in the Resistance-coupled
Amplifier Chart of Appendix XVI. Observation of these listings indicates that the choice of plate supply voltage and tho value of the coupling
resistor determines the values of the other circuit elements. The desired
amount of voltage gain and the desired frequency characteristics arc the
factors that determine tho amount of plate supply voltage and the value
of the coupling resistor to be used.
In order that the tube used will operate with the correct grid bias and
screen-grid voltage, the proper values of cathode resistor, screen resistor,

:°

. ~
Rg

, -

jCz

I

R2

Fro. 8-7.-Hcsistancc-capadtance-coupled :unplifier circuit using pentodes.

cathode by-pass capacitor, and screen by-pass capacitor must be used.
The values required for commonly used tubes at various amounts of
plate-supply voltage arc also listed in the Resistance-capacitance-coupled
Amplifier Chart of Appendix XVL
8-6. Voltage Amplification for the Intermediate-frequency Range.
Resistance-capacitance-coupled audio amplifiers arc generally designed
to give the maximum voltage gain for the intermediate frequencies.
The vollage amplification for this frequency range will therefore be
considered first.
For amplifiers using triodes, the equivalent circuit for intermediate
frequencies ,viii be as shown in Fig. 8-Gu. From this equivalent circuit
diagram it can be seen that the impedance of the output load is equal to
the impedance of the parallel circuit formed by the coupling resistor R,
and the grid-leak resistor R 0 , or
(8-G)

The voltage amplification at intermediate audio frequencies for a
triode amplifier can be fonnd by substituting this value of impedance
[Eq. (8-G)] in the basic equation for the voltage amplification of a triode
as was expressed by Eq. {7-5).
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µZ.
Zo + rp

VA=

(7-5)

Equation (7-5) may be rearranged to read
VA=_µ_
rp + 1

(8-7)

Zo

Substituting Eq. (8-(i) for

z. iu Eq.

(8-7)
(8-8)

For amplifjers using pentodes, the equivalent circuit for intermediate
frequencies ,vi.11 be as shown in Fig. 8-8b. The impedance of the load,
that is, exclusive of the plate resistance rp, is equal to the impedance of
the parallel circuit formed by the coupling resistor R and the grid leak
resistor Ru and is expressed by Eq. (8-6). This may also be expressed as
0

__!__=__!__+_!_
Re

Z0

(8-6a)

Ru

The voltage amplification at intermediate audio frequencies for a pentode
amplifier can be found by substituting Eq. (8-G) or (8-(ia) in the basic
equation for the voltage amplification of a pcntode as was expressed by
Eq. (7-8).
(7-8)

Equation (7-8) may he rearranged to read
(8-9)

Substituting Eq. (8-G) for Z in Eq. (8-9)
0

\

TA

,.,._,u = Re

+·-'Ym,cR_u_+__l

RJl0
If Eq. (8· 6a) is substituted for
VAM

= l

io

(8-10)

rp

in Eq. (8-9)

gi

(

-+-+Re
Ru
Tp

(8-JOa)
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or

= g,,.R,q

R,q =

where
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(8-lOb)

-1- -1- - f
1

[from Eq. (2-32)]

-+-+Re
Ru
Tp
Example 8-12. The resistance-capacitance-eonpkd amplifier of a certain radio
receiver uses the triode unit of a 6SQ7 tube operat{'d with 250 volts on its plate and a
coupling resistor of 500,000 ohms. If the recomuwrnh·d vahm, (Appendix XVI) arc
used for the other circuit elements of the coupling 11ctwork, what is the voltage amplification for the intermediate-frequency range?
Fiud:

GivPn:
Tube= 68Q7
Eb = 250 volts
R, = 0.5 lll('gohm

VA,w:

=?

Solution:
rp

= 01,000 ohms {from

µ

Ra

=

1 megohm (from Appencli..x X\'I, use 300-Yolt listinir assuming that
Eb = Ebb - hR. - 250 volts)

=

VA
.>f

Appendix XV)

= JOO (from Appmulix XY)

µ

Tp(~

--·

+ {l,) + l

=

R,R.

lOO
!_)L000(0.5 X 10 6 + 10 6)
6
0.5 X 10 X 10 6

+l

= 78.55

Example 8-1:3. The resista11ce-capacitance-<'oupled amplifier of a certain radio
receiver uses a type 6J7 tuhe operated as 11, pentode Class A amplifiPr with 250 ,·olts
on its plate and a coupling rPsistor of 250,000 ohms. If the rPcornmencled values
(Appendix XVI) are usP<l for the othrr l'ircuit elcuwnts of the coupling network,
what is the volta{!;C amplification for the intermcdiate-frequC'HC'Y range?
Given:
Tuhc = fiJ7
E. = 250 volts
R, = 0.25 lllPµ;ohm

Find:

YAM=?

Solutiou:

= 1 meii;ohm (from Appendix XV)
= 1225 µmhos (from Appendix XV)
Ra = 0.5 megohm (from Appencli..x XVI)
VA.,r = gmR,0 = 122.5 X 10-• X
175
rp

Ym

lr

where

1
1

R,. = 1
1
--+--+R,
R.
Tp

10 6

I
0.2/i X 10 6

1

1=7

+ 0.5 ·x 106 + 10

6

8-7. Voltage Amplification for the Low-frequency Range. The
voltage gain for the low audio frequencies will be less than that obtained
for the intermediate-freqnency range because of the voltage drop at the
blocking capacitor Cb, For most practical purposes, the factor by which
the gain is reduced is dependent upon the ratio of the resistance of the
grid-leak resistor to the impedance of the series circuit consisting of th&
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blocking capacitor and the grid-leak resistor as expressed by Eq. (8-llb).
This factor is expressed mathematically as
(8-11)

where KL
Xc
R

= low frequency factor of voltage amplification
= reactance of the coupling capacitor Cb, ohms
= R + rpHc = R + _!~
0

rp

+ Re

O

l

+ Re
rp

However, when rp is small compared to Re and R 0 as is the case with

( a)-

Low frequencies

(b}-Jntermecliate frequencies
I

:
I

rp

c;,k+ Re

'
:'
½·;i::

I
I

'

l

''I
ea

!
I

fc)-High frequencies

fa

''
I

fd)-High frequencies(Simplified)
Frn. 8-8.-Equivalent elcc1,rical circuits at various audio frequencies for a resistancecapacitaucc-couplcd amplifier circuit using pentodcs.

triodes, R may be taken as equal to Ru ,Yithout causing any great error in
the low-frequency factor KL, Hence
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(8-lla)

or

(8-1 lb)
(8-1 lr)

The voltage amplification at low audio frequencies for triode amplifiers
c-an now be found by combining Eqs. (8-llb) and (8-8), as
VAL= KL \TAM

or

VA1 ~ ·
,-

______µ!!:_u

VRu2

-----~

+ x,2 (rp(~l~t Hu) + 1)

(8-12)

(8-12a)

The voltage amplification at low audio frequencies for pentode
amplifiers can be found by combining Eqs. (8-11) and (8-lOb)J as
VAL

or

= KL V AM
1

(8-12)
(8-13)

Examination of Eqs. (8-11), (8-lla), and (8-13) will show that when
the frequency of the audio signal is such that the reactance of the blocking
capacitor is equal to the resistance value, the voltage gain will be 70. 7
per cent of the voltage amplification obtained for the intermediatefrequency range. When the frequency of the audio signal decreases so
that the reactance of the blocking capacitor is twice the resistance value,
the voltage gain will be less than 50 per cent of the voltage amplification
obtained for the intermediate frequency. When expressed in db, this
would indicate -3 db when X c is equal to Rand -7 db when X c is t,Yice
the value of R. As changes in volume greater than 3 db are readily
detected) it becomes apparent that the values of the resistnnces and the
blocking capacitor should be carefully selected in order to obtain good
sound reproduction.
Example 8-14. What is the voltage amplification of the amplifier circuit used in
Example 8-12 for a low audio frequency signal of 100 cycles by use of the low-frequency
factor expressed in (a) Eq. (8-11)? (b) Eq. (8-lla)?
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Find:
VAL=?

J = 100 cycles
VA.v = 78.55
R, = 0.5 megohm
rp = 91,000 ohms
Ru = l megohm

Solution:

C. = 0.004
(a)

µ,f

(from Appendix XVI)

= KL VAM = 0.938 X 78 ..55 - 73.68

VA1,

1

1

✓1

X

c =

159,000

JC

R = R
(b)

•

+

=

KL =

Xe

=

= 10•

= 0.938

+ 91,000

X .'i00,000 - 1 076 ('88 0 h
91,000 + S00,000 - '
•"
ms
0.929 X 78.55 = 72.97

_!p~ .

=

I

✓l + (!fR.-,•)
159,000

2

.
159,000
•
h
100 X 0.004 = 397 ,uO 0 O ms

rp -\- U,

V A1, = KL'V AM

+ ( 1,076,988
397,500 )

-

l

✓ l + ( 1,000,000
3\J7,509_)

2

2

= 0.929

159.,_qQ,9 -- = 397 500 ohms
'

= .-

JC
100 X 0.004
R = R 0 = 1,000,000 ohms

Example 8-15. What is the voltage amplification of the amplifier circuit used in
Example 8-13 for a low audio-frequency signal of 100 cycles, by use of the low-frequency factor expressed in (a) Eq. (8-11)? (b) Eq. (8-lla)?
Given:

J=
VAM =
Re =
rp =
Ra =

Find:
VAL=?

100 cycles
175
0.25 megohm
1 megohm
0.5 megohm

Solution:
(a)

VA,,

KL =

Cb = 0.005 µ,J (from Appendix XVI)
0.910 X I 75 = 159.25

= KL YAM =
l

✓1 +

(x.)
R

· =
2

.

l

\G. + (318,000)
700,000

2

=

0.910

v
_ 159,000 _
159,000
_ 318 000 0 h
·' c - - ~ - 100 X 0.005 '
ms
R = R
_!p}ic - = 500 000 + l,OOO,OOO X 25 0,000
1
•
rp + Re
1,000,000 + 250,000
VAL= KL VAM = 0.843 X 175 = 147.5

+

(b)

KL =

X

c
R

✓l +

I

.

=

_

l

(X'R,)2 ,{i + (~18,000)
000,000

2

~ 0.843

= 159,000 = 159,000 = 318 000 ohms
JC
100 X 0.005
'

= R• = 500,000 ohms

= 700,000 ohms
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From the results of Examples 8-1--1- and 8-15 it can be seen that the
voltage gain at low frequencies of audio amplifiers nsing triodes can be
calc11lated by use of the approximate low-frequency factor of Eq. (8-1 la)
without introducing any appreciable error. However, the low-frequency
gain for amplifiers using pentodes should be determined by use of Eq.
(8-11) for more accurate results.
8-8. Voltage Amplification for the High-frequency Range. The
voltage gain for the high audio frequencies ffill he less than that obtained
for the intermediate-frequency range because of the by-pass path provided by the capacitance C1, (see Figs. 8-Gd and 8-Sd). For most practical purposes, the factor by which the voltage gain is red11ced is dependent
upon the ratio of the equivalent resistance of the parallel circuit formed
by the plate resistance, coupling resistor, and grid-leak resistor to the
reactance of the capacitance Cr that shunts these resistors. This factor
is expressed mathematically as
(8-14)

or

(8-14a)

The voltage amplification at high audio freqrnmcies for amplifiers
using triodes can be found by combining Eqs. (8-l-la) and (8-8)

= KH YAM
YAH = ______ . __µ_ - - - - - - - VAH

or

Vl

~-:-t

+ (Hcq2r.JCrr ('"A 1

R,,)

+ 1)

(8-15)

(8-15a)

The voltage amplifif'at ion at high audio frC'qt1Pncies for amplifiers
using pent.odes can he found by comhining Eq~. (8-1-la.) and (8-101,)

YA11 = Kl/ YA.u
or

\"A

_
JI

-

(8-lfi)

(Jmfleq

Vl

+ (R,q2r.fCr)

2

(8-1 G)

Examination of the high-frequency factor expressed in Eq. (8-1-1) will
show that, when the frequency of the audio signal is such that the
reactance of the shunting capacitance Cr is cqnal to the equivalent
resistance of the parnllel circuit formed by the plate resistance, the coupling resistor, and the grid-leak reRistor, the voltage gain "·ill be 70.7 per
cent of the voltage amplification obtained for the intermediate-freqnency
range. \Vhen the frequency of the audio signal increases so that •the
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reactance of the shunting capacitance is reduced to one-half the value of
the equivalent resistance, the voltage gain \Vill be less than 50 per cent of
the voltage amplification obtained at the intermediate audio frequencies.
Expressed in decibels, these reductions in gain represent -3 db and -7
db respectively. From this, it is apparent that the interclectrode capacitances of the tube and the stray capacitance of the wiring have an important bearing on the fidelity of sound reproduction.
Factors Affecting the Value of the Shunting Capacitance. The total
shunting capacitance CT (sec Figs. 8-Gd and 8-8d) is equal to the sum of
the three separate shunting capacitances indicated on Figs. 8-6c and 8-8c.
Thus the value of CT may he expressed as
C1° = Cw+ Cpk

where CT

=

+ C,

(8-17)

total shunting capacitance

Cw == stray capacitance of the wiring
Cpk

= interelectrode capacitance behwen the plate and cathode
of the first tube

Ci = effective input capacitance of the load, which in this case is
the second tube
The stray capacitauee due to the wiring is usually quite low in value
and is generally under 10 µµf. The plate-cathode capacitance of the first
tube may be obtained from a standard tube manual. The effective input
capacitance of the load when the output is fed into a second tube is the
combined effect of the grid-cathode and grid-plate capacitances of the
second tube. These two capacitances are in effect the same as two
capacitors connected in parallel ·with one another. However, their
combined effect is not eqnal to their arithmetic sum, as is the usual case
,vith capacitors connected in parallel. This is so because the voltage is
not the same at each capacitance owing to the normal amplifying action
that takes place between the grid and plate circuits.
The effective input capacitance can best be explained by studying the
charges at these two capacitances. The charge on any capacitor is equal
to the product of the capacitance and the voltage. Therefore, the charge
accumulated due to the grid-cathode interelectrode capacitance of tube
2 is
(8-18)
The charge accunrnlated due to the grid-plate interelcctrodc capacitance
of tube 2 is
Q0 p = Capegp
(8-19)
However, the difference of potential between the grid and phte is

e0 p = e0

-

YA e0

(8-2G)
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But, aH the plate voltage change of a tube is 180 degrees out of phase ·with
its grid voltage change, Eq. (8-20) may be expressed as
Cop

or

e0 p

= Co + \' A C
= eo(l + Y ..:\.)

(8-20a)
(8-201.,)

0

\\'here e0 p = difference of potential bct\\'cen the grid and plate
<'o = voltage at the grid of the second tulJe
\'A = voltage amplification of the circuit
YA Co = difference of potential between the plate and cathode
Substituting Eq. (8-20/i) in (8-19)
(8-Hla)

The total pffectivc charge at the input of tlw srcond tnhe i:-; equal tu the
sum of the grid-cathode and the grid-plat.c charges, or

+
+
+

Q; = Quk
Our,
c,('o = Cuk<'o
CupCo(I
YA)
C; = Cok
C11 r,(l -J- YA)

al,;o
and

(8-21)
(8-22)
(8-23)

+

It should be noted that in Eq. (8-23) the voltage amplification represents that uf the circuit awl cannot exceed tlw amplification factor of the
tube. It will normally be equal to approximately one-half the amplification factor of the tube.
Example 8-16. The stray capacitance of the wiring of the amplifier circuit used
in Example 8-12 is 5 µ,µf, and the interelectrode capacitanr.e Cvkof the first tube (6SQ7)
is 3.2 µ.µf. The interPleetrode capacitances of the second tube (6:\3) are C,k = 7.5 µ.µf,
C,P = 16.5 µµf and the amplification factor of the tube is 4.2. What is the total
shunting capacitance CT of the circuit?

Given:

c,,,

Cpk
(,'gk

Cup
µ,

=

Find:
5 µ,µ,f

Cr=?

= 3.2 µ,µf
= 7.5 µ,µ,f
= 16.5 µ,µ,f
= ,1.2

Sol11tion:

c, = c.k + e."(1 + ''A) = 7.5 + 16.5(1 + 2.1J = 58.Mi
Xote: VA= 0.5 X µ, = 0.5 X 4.2 = 2.1
C1• = Cw + Cpk + C, = 5 + 3.2 + 58.65 = 66.85 µ,µ,f

Rxample 8-17. ""hat is the voltn1<e mnplifirntion of tlw !'ircuit 11se<I in Example
8-12 for a high auclio frc·q11<·rn·y of 5000 c·ycles if the shunt rapacitaHCC is 66.85 µ,µ{?

GiYCll:
f = 5000 cycles
Cr = GG. Si:iµ,µ,f
YA.v = 78.55

Find:
\'.\u

= ?
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Solutiou:
VAil = Kll \' A,11
1
where Kll = - . _
Vl + (H,.21rfCr) 2

= O.U8!) X 78.55 = 77.68

✓1 + (I/?i X 6.28
R

cq

- 0.08()
X 5000 X 66.8ii X 10-12) '

1

---·-1 - - 1
1
l

1

-rp +--+He
Ro

\}1,000

1

10•

cc-c~-== = 11 ohms

+ 500,000 + 1,000,000

Example 8-18. 1Vhat is the voltage amplification of the circuit used in Example
8-13 for a high audio frequeucy of 5000 cycles if the shunt capacitance is 315 µµ£?
Given:

Find:
VAu =?

= 5000 cycles
Cr = 315 µµf
VAM = 175
j

R,. =

10'

7

ohms

Solution:

VAJ[

where KH =

Vl +

= KH YA.it= 0.577 X 175
1
(R,q2rrJCr) 2

=

100.!)

1

✓l + (1~'

= 0.577

X 6.28 X 5000 X 315 X 10- 12 ) '

Example 8-19. The results of Examples 8-12, 8-14, and 8-17 indicate that the
voltage amplification of the triode resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier circuit
using the triode section of a 6SQ7 is 78.55 at 1000 cycles, 73.68 at 100 cycles, and 77.68
at 5000 cycles. Assuming the volta11;e amplification at 1000 cycles as the reference
level, what is the loss in decibels at the other frequencies?
Given:
VAM

Find:
~

78.55 @ 1000 cycles
\r,h - 73.68 @ 100 cycles
YAH = 77.68 @ 5000 cycles.

(a) Decibel loss @ 100 cycles
(b) Decibel loss @ 5000 cycles

Solution:
(a)

YA,r
--, db
Lo ss @ loo eye1es = 20 1og •vA~
= 20 Iog 78.55
73 _68 = 0.D,h

( b)

Lo ss @ 5000 eye1es

=

20 1og VA,r
VA~

= 20 1og 78.55
77 _68 =

0.09·1 db

Example 8-20. The results of Examples 8-13, 8-15, and 8-18 indicate that the
voltage amplification of the pentode resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier circuit
using a 6J7 tube is 175 at 1000 cycles, 159.25 at 100 cycles, and 100.9 at 5000 cycles.
Assuming the voltage amplification at 1000 cycles as the refereRce level, what is the
loss in decibels at the other frequencies?

3-18
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Given:
VA.11 = 175 @ LOOO cycl<'s
VAL = 15\l.25 @ 100 <'ycles
\'AH = 100.!l @ 5000 cycles

[AH'r. 8-9

Find:
(a) lkci\wl lo,;s @ l 00 cycles
(b) Decibel loss @ 5000 cycles

Solution:
(a)

,
VAM
175
Loss @ 100 cyc!Ps = 20 log Y,h = 20 log !5!)_

(b)

Loss @ 5000 cycles = 20 log VA~ = 20 log

.

25 = 0.812 db

VA,1

175

foo.!-J =

4.78 db

8-9. Circuit Characteristics of Resistance-capacitance-coupled Amplifiers. From the results obtained in Examples 8-12 to S-18 it can be seen
that the voltage amplificatiou of the resistance-capacitance-coupled
amplifier circuit using either a high-mu triode or a pentode is fairly
uniform for the entire audio-frequency range that is transmitted by the
average broadcast c;tation. From the results obtained in Examples 8-19
and 8-20 it can be seen that the decibel variation with either the triode or
pentodc is mnch less than the variation in voltage amplification and the
resulting change in volume is so small that it cannot be detected by the
l.l.Verage listener.
One of the outstanding characteristics of resistancc-capacitancecouple<l amplifiers is that they have good fidelity over a comparatively
wide frequency range. The rec;ults obtained for the two amplifier circuits
in Examples 8-12 to 8-20 can therefore be considered as being typical of
rcsis tan cc-ca paci tan ce-cm I plccl am 1ili fier:,;.
All the gain in this t_vpc of amplifier circuit is provided by the tube.
The associated circuit elenwnts do not add to the gain but rather reduce
the effective gain of the circuit so that the re::;ulting voltage amplification
is considerably lesH than the amplification factor of the tnbe used. However, the overall amplification of a rcc;istance-capacitance-conpled
amplifier circuit is generally higher than can be obtl.l.ined by using auy
one of the other coupling methods. This is possible because the high
values of resistance required to match the high values of plate resistance
of high-mu triodes and pentodc tubes arc easily obtained.
Other advantages of this type of amplifier circuit are: (1) the parts
arc low in cost and ucenpy very little space; (2) as there arc no coils or
transformers in tho circuit, there is very little pickup of undesirable
currents from any a-c leads, thus the amount of nonlinear distortion is
minimized.
A disadvantage of this type of amplifier is that a higher B supply
voltage must be used in order to compensate for the voltage drop across
the coupling rc:,;istor.
Because of the many advantages of rcsistancc-c:1p:1citance coupling it
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is commonly used in audio amplifier circuits. The theory of this type of
amplifier circuit has been considered in great detail because of this fact
and also because its principle of operation is basic and is the one most
easily understood. lt therefore can serve as a comparison and can be
used in the explanation of the operation of other types of amplifier circuits. lf the theory of operation of this type of amplifier is clearly
understood, the theory of the others can more easily be followed.
8-10. Impedance-coupled Amplifier. Basic Circuit Action. Ono
method of eliminating the high voltage drop between the B power supply
and the plate of the tube is to replace the co11pling resistor of the resistCb

Fw. 8-9,-lmpcdancc-coupled amplifier circuit using triodes.

ance-capacitance-coupled amplifier with an iron-core choke coil having a
high value of inductance and a low value of resistance. Amplifier circuits
using this method of coupling are called impedance-coupled amplifiers
and are similar to the resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier except for
the substitution of the inductance coil Le for the coupling resistor R
(Fig. 8-9).
The voltage drop across the coupling impedance is dependent on the
ohmic resistance of the coil and the plate current; this voltage drop will
be comparatively small. The voltage of the B power supply need then
be only slightly higher than the required plate voltage of the tube used.
The impedance that the coupling coil offers to the signal current is
dependent on its value of inductance and the frequency of the audio
signal. In order to obtain a high value of impedance at the low audio
frequencies, the inductance of the coupling coil is made as high as is
practicable. A high value of impedance is desired in order to obtain a
high value of voltage amplification. The inductance of choke coils used
as coupling impedances for audio amplifiers have a wide range of values
and will vary from 10 to 800 henries.
Frequency Characteristics. The frequency response of impedancecoupled amplifiers is not so good as that obtained with resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifiers (see Fig. 8-11). The decrease in gain is greater
0
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at both the low and high audio frequencies than for resistance-capacitance-eouplPd amplifiers. This is due to the fact that the impedance of a
resistor is fairly uniform at all frequencies and its distributed capacitance
is negligible, while the impedance of a coil varies directly with the frequency changP and has an appreciable amount of distributed capacitance
owing to the large number of turns required. At low audio frequencies
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Fw. 8-10.- Equiv,t!ent electrkal ~ircuits at various audio frequencies for an impedanceMupled amplifier circuit using triodes.

the impedance of the coupling coil ,rill be decreased, thus causing a
decrease in the voltage gain at these frequencies. The distributed capacitance of the coil increases the shunt capacitance of the circuit and at the
high audio frequencies this increase in shunting capacitance will cause
more of the output current to be by-passed, thus further decreasing the
voltage gain at these frequencies.
Voltage A m71lification of the I mpcclance-coupled A m71lifier. The
method of determining the voltage amplification produced by the impedance-coupled amplifier is similar to that used in determining the voltage
amplification of the resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier circuit,
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which has already been presented in detail. The circuit characteristics
are again observed at the low, intermediate, rwd high frequencies of the
audio range. The equivaleut electrical circuits for the three frequency
ranges are given in Fig. 8-10. In these circuits RL represents the resistance of the coupling impedance, CL represents the distributed capacitance
of the coupling unit, and Rei is used to represent the core loss of the coupling impedance. All other designations arc the same as before.
At the low and intermediate frequencies, the reactance of the shunting
capacitances is so high in comparison to R that it may be disregarded at
these frequencies. At the intermediate and high frequencies, the reactance of the inductor is much greater than R and hence it may be disregarded at these frequencies. Thus the voltage amplification of the circuit
at the intermediate frequencies [Eq. (8-2-l)] is dependent largely upon the
values of.resistances in the circuit because the effects of all the reactances
are negl(gible at these frequencies. The voltage amplification at the low
frequencies [Eq. (8-25)] decreases because of the reduction in the reactance of the inductor L shunting the load and the increase in the reactance
of the blocking capacitor Cb connected in series with the resistor Rg.
The voltage amplification at the high frequencies [Eq. (8-2G)] decreases
because the rcactance of the shuntinµ; capacitances becomes relatively
low at these frequencies, thereby causing a decrease in the voltage amplification. The equations for expressing the approximate voltage amplification at the various frequencies are
(8-24)

also

(8-lOb)

(8-25)

(8-26)

or

(8-26a)

where R =

RcRg -- ,,.._., Rg when Re becomes so high that its effect is
Re+ Ro
negligible
0
"'
rpR 0
l
R .
hi h
R eq = R +r~c1R
R·g w lCil cl IS very g
rP cl
rP l""g + R cl R g = r-·+
P
Rcz = resistance which would produce an effect equivalent to the
core loss, ohms
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X c = rcactancc of the bloeking capacitor Cb, ohms
XT = reactance of the total shunting capacitance Cr, ohms
CT= Cpk +.C1, + C; + Cir

Comparing Eqs. (8-2·1), (8-25), and (8-2Ga) with Eqs. (8-7), (8-13),
and (8-16) will show that the equations for the voltage amplification of
impedance-coupled amplifiers are very much similar to those of resistance-ca paci tanee-cou pied amplifiers.
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FIG. 8-11.· Helative gain vs. frequency characteristics for an impedance-coupled audiofrequency amplifier. Curve A for a simple impedance-coupled circuit (Fig. 8-U), curve B
for a circuit with a resonant section (Figs. 8-12a and S-12b).

Example 8-21. The coupling coil of an impedance-coupled amplifier circuit
similar to Fig. 8-9 has an in<luctance of 150 henries and a resistance of 3500 ohms.
Tube 1 is a type 6C5 operated with 250 volts at its plate and with 8 volts grid bias. A
500,000-ohm resistor is used at R, and the blocking capacitor Cb has a value of 0.01 µf.
The total shunting capacitance of the circnit is 200 µµf. Assume the core loss of the
coupling unit to be so low that Rei may he ignored. (a) What is the impedance of
the coupling coil at 50, 1000, aud 10,000 cydes (nc>gleeting the effect of its resistance
and distrihuted capacitance)? (b) What voltag<> is rPqnired of the B power supply?
(c) What is the voltage amplification of the eircnit at 50, 1000, :ti](! 10,000 cycks?
(d) What is the gain in decilwls at 50, 1000, and 10,000 cycles? (e) \\'hat is the decibel
variation over a range of 50 to 10,000 cycles?
Given:
L = 150 h
H L = 3500 ohms
T1 = 6C5; J,;b = 250 volts
K = -8 volts
R, = 500,000 ohms
Cb = 0.01 µ{
Cr = 200 µµf
Solution:
(a) XL = 2,fl,
XL = Z1rfL

Find:
(a) X1,
(/J) Ebb
(c) YA

(d) D<>cihP] gain
(e) Decibel variation

= G.28 X 50 X 150 = 47,100 ohms (at 50 cyclt>s)
= 6.ZS X 1000 X 150 = 942,000 ohms (at 1000 cycles)
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(b)

XL = 2rrJL = 6.28 X 10,000 X 150 = 9,420,000 ohms (at 10.000 cycles)
= Eb hRL = 250 0.008 X 3500 = 278 volts
where h = 8 ma (from Appendix XV)

(c)

VA•o

+

E,h

=

✓] + (Jf:·)2
+ (!!:c.e·~)2
XL
rpRu

h

R
,q

gmR,0

2000 X 10-, X 9800
= 16.4
2
2
9800_)
9800 X 318,000 )
47,100
10,000 X 500,000
rpRo
10,000 X 500,000
h
= 1'p + Ro = 10,000 + .500,000 - 9800 o ms

✓l
w ere

+

. -· . 1

=
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+(

+(

rp = 10,000 ohms (from Appendix XV)
XL = 21rJL = 6.28 X 50 X 150 = 47,100 ohms
,, = 159,000 = 159,000 = 318 OOO 0 h
JC
50 X 0.01
'
ms
g,., = 2000 X 10-• rnho (from Appendix X\')
Vlt1000 = g,,.R,. = 2000 X 10-• X 9800 = 19.6
1

.,c

Y A10.ooo

= -y11

·2 g,,,R,.

+ (R, 21rJCr)
0

2000 X 10-• X 9800

Vl;c-=--=--c'=-=,==cc===;=c===:=;:=:===;;~===
+ (9800 X 6.28 X 10 4 X 200 X 10-12) 2 =
(d)

(e)

decibel ~ 20 X log
decibel = 20 X log
decibel - 20 X log
decibel variation =

16.4
19.6
19.1
25.8

19. 1

= 20 X 1.2148 = 24.296 (at 50 cycles)
= 20 X 1.2923 = 25.8•16 (at 1000 cycles)
= 20 X 1.2878 = 25.756 (at 10,000 cycles)

- 21.3

= 1.5 db

Double-impedance Coupling. One of the methods used to increase the
gain of the impedance-coupled amplifier at the low audio frequencies is to
replace both the coupling resistor and the grid-leak resistor with lowfrequency choke coils. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 8-12a and
is called a double-impedance-coupled amplifier circuit. The inductances
of both coils are generally of the same value and when combined ,dth the
blocking capacitor Cb they form a series tuned circuit that is resonant at
some low value of audio frequency. The voltage amplification at this
frequency will thus he increased.
A disadvantage of this circuit is that the use of two coils in parallel
doubles the amount of distributed capacitance, thus further increasing
the shunt capacitance of the circuit.' The gain at the high audio frequencies will therefore be further decreased.
Parallel Plate Feed. In the impedance-coupled amplifier circuits
shown in Figs. 8-9 and 8-12a the direct current from the B power supply
must flow through the coupling impedance coil. The flow of direct
current through a coil having an iron core \\-ill decrease the permeability
of the magnetic circuit, thus causing the inductance of the coil to decrease.
Although this decrease in inductance causes a decrease in the voltage
gain over the entire audio-frequency range, it is only at the low audio
frequencies that any appreciable difference is obtained.
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In order to prevent decreases in voltage gain due to changes in the
inductance of the coil, it is necessary to provide a means of isolating the
direct current from the coupling impedance. This is accomplished by
providing two parallel paths for the plate current (see Fig. 8-12b). The
resistor RB provides the path for the d-c component or steady value of
plate current, and the coupling coil Le and the blocking capacitor C3 will
then carry only the signal or varying component of the plate current.
This type of circuit is called an impedance-coupled parallel-plate-feed
Ch
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Jo'rn, 8-12,---Applications of impedance-roupled amplifier circuits. (a) Double-impedance-coupled amplifier circuit, (b) impedance-coupled amplifier circuit with parallelplate-feed.

amplifier circuit and is used whenever it becomes desirable to keep the d-c
plate current out of the coupling impedance. The resonant freqncncy of
the series tuned circuit formed by the blocking capacitor Ca and the
coupling coil Le is the frequency at which the capacitive reactance equals
the inductive rea.cta.uce. The voltage gain at this frequency ,vill be
increased since the voltage across the coupling coil will be comparatively
high. Tlrns the voltage gain at any audio frequency can be increased
by using valnes of Ca am! Le that \\;!l m:tke the series tuned circnit
resonant for that frequency.
The response at frequencies above and below the resonant frequency
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will attenuate either slowly or rapidly depending on the amount of
resistance at Rn. Increasing the value of the resistor Rn dc('reases the
rate of attenuation, thus broadening the peak of the response curve.
Decreasing this resistance will increase the rate of attenuation, thus
making the peak of the response curve sharp. The curve of Fig. 8-11
shows the variation in voltage gain over the audio-freqnency range.
The curve shown in the dashed line represents the effect of the series
tuned portion of the circuit. By choosing the proper resonant frequency
for this series tuned circuit it is possible to improve the frequency response
characteristics of the amplifier. It should be evident that by choosing
suitable values for Rn, Le, ancl Cs (Fig. 8-12b), it is possible to improve the
response at low audio frequencies and to broaden the entire response curve
of the circuit.
Exampl~ 8-22. The coupling coil used in an impedance-coupled audio-amplifier
circuit similar to Fig. 8-12 has an inductance of 300 henries. What value of hlocking
capacitor is required to cause the tuned circuit to be resonant at (a) 82 cycles? (b) 820
cycles? (c) 8200 cycles?

Given:

Le = 300 henries

Find:
(a) Cat 82 cycles
(b) C at 820 cycles
(c) Cat 8200 cycles

Solution:
(a)
(b)
(c)

C _ 25,300 _
2i\300
_
,~ f
- fr2L - (82 X 10-3 ) 2 X 300 X 10 6 - 0 • 01 Za µ
C
25,300
2.5,300
•
f
= f,2L = (820 X 10- 3)2 X 300 X 10 6 = 12 '1 µµ
25,300
25,300
C = f;L = (8200 X 10-3) 2 X 300 X 10 6 = 1.25 µµf

Circuit Characteristics. In comparison with rcsistance-capacitancecoupled audio amplifiers, the impedance-coupled audio amplifier requires
less voltage for the .B supply, usually has a slightly greater gain per stage,
but its response over the entire audio-frequency range is not so uniform.
However, its disadvantage is sometimes offset by the fact that it is possible to peak the response of an impedance-coupled amplifier at any
desired audio frequency.
Impedance coupling is generally used with triodes where relatively
high values of plate current make the use of load resistors impractical
since higher power supply voltages would be required. This method of
coupling has not been used very much since the introduction of specially
designed tubes for resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifiers.
8-11. Transformer-coupled Amplifier. Basic Circuit Connections.
Audio amplifier circuits using a low-frequency (iron-core) transformer as
the coupling unit between two successive stages are called transformer-
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coupled audio amplifiers. As with the impedance-coupled amplifier
circuit, connections can be made to produce either series or parallel feed.
Connecting one side of the primary winding to the plate of the first tube
and the other side to the B ))O\Yer supply will produce series feed (Fig.
8-13ci). Parallel feed is obtained by connecting a resistor Rn bet\\·ecn the
plate and B l)O\\"Cr supply; the primary \Yin ding, in series with the blocking capacitor(\, is then connected in parallel with this resistor (Fig. 8-15).
Frequency Characteristics. Trnnsfornwr-coupled audio-amplifier circuits gencmlly employ triodes such as the lH-1-G, GC5, (i.J5, and GL5-G.
The plate re~istancc of these tubes is usually less than 12,000 ohms and the
amplification factor very seldom exceeds 20. The equivalent elPctrical
circuit can therefore be considered in the constant-voltage-generator form
as shown in Fig. 8-13b. A complete analysis of this circuit is quite diffieult
because of the man~· factors that ,·ar:v with the frequency s11ch as the
primary and secondary impedance, the shunting effoet due to lhe distributed capa<:it.anee of tlw windings, the slmnting effect of the core loss,
and the coupled irnpedan(·e effect. However, an approximate ~olution
can be obtained by omitting the shunting effects of the distributed
capacitance and the corP loss and abo omittiug the effects of coupled
impedanC'e. The equivalent electrical circ11it may then be reduced to the
form shown in Fig. 8- lac. In addition to the factors shmvn on Fig.
8-1:k, the voltage amplification is also dependent upon the coefficient of
coupling between the primary and secondary windings of the transformer.
In well-designed a-f transformers, the coefficient, of coupling is ,·ery close
to unity and hence this factor may be disregarded. The Yoltage amplification for any audio frequency may then be expressed as

YA=
where n

=

µn

Zp

zp + r,,

(8-27)

transformer secondary to primary turns ratio

ZP = total equivalent impedance of the primary winding
Voltage Amplifica.tion for the lntennediate-frcq11ency Range. At the
low- and intermediate-frequency values, the reactances of all of the
shunting capacitances shown in Fig. 8-13/J are so high that their effects
may be disregarded. The core loss in well-designed transformers is
generally so low that its effective resistance Rcz may also be disregarded;
the equivalent circuit may then be further simplified as showD in Figs.
8-14a aDd 8-l•lb. The output voltage will then be

c
0

= µe -·
0

.\LP

y/i'l I 2 ·+ .\\' LP--2 n

(8-28)
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(a)

where rp = Plate resisicmce of T-1
Cpk = P!Cfle-c0tfhode ccrpcmfcmce of T-1
Cp = Dislribufed capacJ/cmce ofthe primary windinq
Rp = Resiskrnce offhe primary windinq
Rel = Equiva/enf res,sfance of the fransformer score loss
L p = Leakaqe inducfance of the pr/mc:rry
Lp = lnducfcmce of/he primary
Ci. 2 = D1s!ribuled capacilance between the primary andsecondary wind1nqs
Ls =Inductance of/he .secondary
= Leakage inducfcmce of the secondary
Rs = Resistance offhesecondwy windinq
Cs = Disfribuled capacikmce of the secondary windinq
Ci = lnpuf capcrclfcrnce of T-2, see. Eq. (8-23)
Ri == lnpuf re.siskmce of T-2

Ll

FIG. 8-13.-Simple transformer-coupled amplifier circuit using triodes.
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and the voltage amplification becomes
'
V 1~.,1

=

.\LP
µn _ ___
_ _
1
2
V R1 2
XLP

{8-29)

+

where X LP = rcactance of the primary winding
R1 = equivalent primary

circuit resistance

rvRc1

+ RP

rv + Rc1
Ko'l'tJ: R1,....., rp + RP when Hc 1 is large compared to rp
Rei = resistance produr.ing an effect equal to the core loss
In well-designed transformers, the value of X LP is much greater than R 1
and hence
(8-30)

Vollagr Amplijicat£on Joi· the Low-Jrcq11rncy Nanyc. At low frequencies, the equivalent circuit conditions as shown iu Fig. 8-1-!a. are the

~Q

'''
(aJ-LOW FREQUENCIES

!'

eo

:

I

f

(b)-INTERMEOIATE FREQUENCIES

''Lp+, Ls'
I,'P=
n2
I

''
'
eo
I'
''
( c)-H IGH FREQUENCIES
}'rn. 8-14.---~implificd equivalent electrical circuits at various audio frequencies for a
t.ransfonncr-coupler! amplifier using triodes.

same as for the intermediate frequencies. The voltage amplification
will therefore be the same tl.S expressed by Eq. (8-2U). This may also be
expressed as
(8-12)
where
(8-31)
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Well-designed transformers provide uniform response ( ± 2 db) for
frequencies as low as 100 cycles with series-plate-feed circuits and as low
as 30 cycles with parallel-plate-feed circuits. In order to obtain such
uniform respouse, XLP must be much greater than R 1-even at the low
frequencies. lt therefore becomes necessary for the transformer to have
a high value of inductance.
Voltage Amplification for the High-frequency Range. At the high
frequencies, the effects of the shunting capacitances and the leakage
inductances can no longer be disregarded. Under these conditions, the
equivalent circuit will be as shown in Fig. 8-14c. The voltage amplification of the circuit will then be

VAu

Ku VA,u

(8-15)

where
K

-

H -

XT
-v--=R=1-=2=2=+=c7'x"=rp=;,;;=,=_=x==-T=)2

(8-32)

XT = total equivalent shunting reactance referred to the primary
Ri-2 = total equivalent resistance referred to the primary
X/' = total equivalent leakage reactance referred to the primary
Examination of Eq. (8-32) will show that KB will be maximum when Xr"
is equal to XT. From Eqs. (8-32) and (2--!8), it can be shown that
10 6
Kn.ma,=

;!,/'

\ CT

(8-32a)

R1-2

where LP" = inductance, henries
CT = capacitance, micromicrofarads
Comparison of the low-and high-frequency amplification factors of
the transformer-coupled amplifier circuits with those of the resistancecapacitance-coupled circuits will show that they are similar in form.
Example 8-23. A transformer-coupled a-f amplifier circuit similar to Fig. 8-13a
is to be used to couple the output of a type 6J5 tube to a type 6L6 tube. The 6.J5
tube is to be operated with a grid bias of 8 volts and with 250 volts at its plate; its
plate-cathode capacitance is 3.6 µµf. The operating voltages and load impedance of
the 6L6 tube are such that the tube presents 10-µµf capacitance at its input. The
constants of the transformer arc: n = 3; Lp = 100 hcnrics; J, 8 = 900 henries; RP =
100 ohms; Rs = 900 ohms; J,p' = 0.15 henry; Ls' = 1.35 henries; total distributed
capacitance referred to the primary = 60 µµf; assume the com-loss effect to be negligible.
The total stray capacitance of the circ1.1it wiring referred to the primary is JO µµf.
\Vhat voltage amplification is produced by the stage, £iJ5 tube and transformer, at
(a) 1000 cycles? (b) 50 cycles? (c) 10,000 cycles? (d) At what frequency will
the maxim1c1m amplification occur? (e) \\'hat is the voltage amplification at this
frequency?
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Given:
T-1 = 6J5; cpk = 3.6 µµ.f;
T-2 ~ 6L6; C, = IO µµf;
n = 3: Lp = 100 henries: Ls = \JOO hrnrif'~;
RP = 100 ohm~; Rs = \JOO ohms;
J,p' ~ 0.15 hrnry; Ls' = 1.35 henries;
CD = 60 µµf; C,,, = 10 µµf;

(a) ,, A @, 1000 c:vrles
(b) YA @· 50 cycles
(c) VA @ 10,000 cycles
(d) ffor Y.\.wa,
(e) VAma,

Solution:
(a)

(b)

V A1000 = µn = 20 X 3 = 60
whereµ = 20 (from Appendix XV)
VA,o =
Xu Y,\.11
31.400 X 60
= 58 _2
,IR 12 + Xu 2 ,17800 2 + 31,-100 2
where R 1 ~ rp
RP = 7700
100 = 7800 ohms
rp = 7700 ohms (from Appendix XV)
XLP = 21rfLp = 6.28 X 50 X 100 = 31,-tOO ohms

+

(c)

''A10.ooo =
where

+

X1' \'.\.11
(XP" -

,IR,_,,+

Xr = 2.,,.}cr
Cr

c·

,17\JOO'

97.333 X_60 - c = = 74
- \!7,333)2

+ (18,S-10

= 6.28 X 10' X \63.6 X 10-12 = 97,333 ohms
2

rp

+ RP + R:
n

= 7700

+ 100 + 9900

X 10

= 163.6 µµf

= 7900 ohms

XP" = 21rfl,p" = 6.28 X 10 4 X 0.3 = 18,840 ohms
35
Lp'' = LP'
L,:' = 0.15
1.
~ 0.3 h
1t
9
1
1
f = 22 7-17 ('vcles
' - 21r ✓Lp" Cr - 6.28 _!0.3 X 163.6 X 10-12
'
J

+

10 6
(e)

= -

= Cpk-1 + Cn + Cw + n C, = 3.6 + 60 + 10 + 9

R 1_ 2 =

(d)

Xr)'

YAwax =

V10
fr VA,r

R,_,

+

10 6

✓03_ X 60
163 6
7\JOO

= 325

The lo\\· and high arnlio-frequency re~ponse of transformer-coupled
amplifiers will decrease in the same manner and for 1-imilur reasons as the
double-impedance-coupled amplifier. By using parallel feed instead of
series, the frequency response cm--ve can be peaked at either the lo\Y or
high frequencies to obtain a more uniform response. The shape of the
frequency respon::Jc curve will, therefore, like the impedance coupled
amplifier, hani a number of yariations (sec Fig;. 8-lG~
8-12. Audio-frequency Transformers. Audio transformers are used
primarily to increase the \·oltage of :rn<lio-frequeucy signals. The
increase in voltage produced by a transformer \\·ill be in direct proportion
to the turns ratio of the secondary and primary ,nnding;s. This ratio
may vary from unity or 1 to 1 ratio to as high as G to 1. In addition to
the turns ratio, the ,·oltage gain of a transformer-coupled audio amplifier
circuit will depend on the impedance of the primary \\·inding. In order
to obtain maximum voltage amplification, the impedance of the primary
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circuit should be high so that the ratio of primary impedance to plate
resistance is high.
The impedance of the primary winding is dependent on its inductance
and the freqnency of the audio signal. In order lo obtain a high inductance a large number of turns must be wound on a soft iron core having a
high permeability. Increasing the number of turns on the primary
increases the number of turns required on the secondary. This in turn
increases the size of the transformer and also increases its cost. The size
(b

Frn. 8-15.-Transformer-coupled amplifier circuit with parallel-plate-feed.

of the transformer is generally kept at a minimum by winding both the
primary and secondary with a small size (about No. ,10) enamel-covered
copper wire. As the current flow in the transformer windings is usually
only a few milliamperes, it is safe to use wire as small as Ko. 40. Because
of the large number of turns on the primary and secondary windings
their distributed capacitance will be quite high. The shunting effect
of this capacitance will decrem,e the gain, particularly at the high audio
frequencies.
Decreasing the number of turns on both the primary and secondary
windings and keeping their turns ratio high is another method used to
decrease the size and cost of the transformer. The primary winding of
transformers of this type have a low value of inductance. The impedance
of the primary ,vinding for the low audio-frequency signals will therefore
be very low compared to the high plate resistance of the tube. The
voltage gain for these frequencies arc thus reduced considerably.
From the above discussion it can be seen that the frequency response
of the transformer must be considered in addition to its turns ratio.
The maximum voltage amplification of a transformer-coupled audio
amplifier cannot he obtained unless the transformer that is used is \\'ell
designed. To obtain high fidelity, the design and constructional considerations limit the turns ratio to approximately 3 to 1. At present,
this ratio is the one most commonly used.
Example 8-24. A transformer-coupled audio amplifier circnit similar to that
shown in Fig. 8-13a uses a type 6L5-G tube operated so ihat its plate resistance is
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10,000 ohms arnl its amplifi('ation factor is 17. The transforrrH'r has a turns ratio of
2 to I and the impcdnnee of the primary winding is 15,000 ohms at 50 cycles and
30,000 ohms at 100 cycles. (a) \\'hat is the voltage amplification at th(' intPrmcdiatc
frequency? (h) What is the voltage amplification at 50 cyclPs? (r) What is the
voltage amplification at 100 cycles?
Given:

Find:

n=2

(a) \'AM
(b) \'A @ 50 cycles
(c) VA @ 100 cycles

=
=

17
rp
10,000 ohms
7,p = 15,00D ohms @ 50 cycles
7,p = 30,000 ohms @ 100 cycles
µ

Solution:
(a)

VA.w = µn = 17 X 2

(b)

VA 60 -

(c)

.
µn

Zp

z-; + r;

VA100 = µn • -~P Zp

+

=

34

- "H

- '

15,000
- 28 ·3
-Vl5,000 2 + 10,0002 .,

= 34

-

Tp

30,000
= 32.2
-V30,000'
10,()()0 2

+

Example 8-2f,. A transformer having a 3 to 1 turns ratio is suhstitnt,,,I for the
transformer used in Example 8-2-L The impedanee of this transformer is 7500 ohms
at 50 cycles and 15,000 ohms at 100 cycles. (a) What is the voltage amplification at
the interm<'diate frpqmmcy? (b) What is the voltage amplification 11,t 50 cycles?
(c) \Vhat is the voltage amplification at 100 cycles?

Given:

Find:

n = 3

(a)

=

VA.u

(b) YA 60

17
= 10,000 ohms
Zp = 7500 ohms at ,'iO eycles
Zp = 15,000 ohms at 100 cycles
µ
rp

(c) YA100

Solution:
(a)

V AM

= µn

(b)

VA,o

=

(c)

VA 100 =

=

17 X 3

µn, - ZP

+ rp
ZP
µn z--;; +
Zp

=

51

7500
= 30.6
-V7500 2
10,0002
1.'i,000
= 42.5
= .:J"I ,/15,000 2
10,000 2

= 51

l"p

+

+

Example 8-26. What is the db loss at 50 cycles and 100 cycles for (a) the amplifier
circuit used in Example 8-24? (b) The amplifier circuit used in Example 8--25?

Given:
(a) VAM
VA, 0
VA100
(b) VA.w
VA,o
VA100

=
=
=

34
28.3
32.2
= 51

= 30.G
= 42.5

Find:
(a) Decibel
Decibel
(b) Decibel
Decibel

loss
loss
loss
loss

@
@
@
@

50 cycles
100 cycles
50 cycles
100 eyrles
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Solution:
(a)

L OSSso

VA.if
l
34
0
= 2 0 1og ·v·-\_
· · = 20 og 98 = 20 X .0797 = 1.5\J <lb
3
1

50

-

•

VA,,I
3,1
= 20 log
_VA,oo
32 2

L oss100 = 20 log - -(b)

Lossso = 20 log ~~;: = 20 log
Loss100

= 20 X 0.0236

t\ = 20

3

VA.1r

51

VA,oo

42.a

=

=

X 0.221\J

0.472 db
,L,13 db
_

= 20 log -- -- = 20 log --- - 20 X 0.0792 = L'.>8 db

From the results obtained in Examples 8-2-1 and 8-25 it can be seen
that increasing the turns ratio of the transformer increases the voltage
amplification at the intermediate audio frequencies. However, if the
+'2
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FIG. 8-16.-Relative gain vs frequency characteristics for a transformer-coupled
audio-frequency amplifier. Curve A is for a circuit using a high-grade transformer, curve
B is for a circuit using a low-grade transformer.

increase in turns ratio is obtained by decreasing the number of turns on
the primary there ,,ill be very little change in amplification at the low
audio frequencies. The results obtained in Example 8-26 for the amplifier circuit using the transformer having a 2 to I ratio indicates that the
frequency response is fairly uniform as the changes in volume for the low
audio frequencies are barely perceptible. On the other hand the frequency response for the amplifier circuit using the transformer having a
3 to 1 ratio is not as good because the decrease in inductance has made
appreciable changes in volume at the lmv audio frequencies.
The curves sh0"\"\'11 in .Fig. 8-16 illustrate how the voltage gain of a
transformer-coupled audio-amplifier circuit varies with frequency.
Curve A represents the voltage gain of the circuit when using a highgrade transformer and curve B shows the voltage gain of the same circuit
when using a low-grade transformer. It can be observed that the
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rnsponse is fairly uniform over a large portion of the audio-frequency
range when a high-grade transformer is used. Howenir, using a lowg;rade trarn,former causes the response to fall off at both the high and low
audio frequencies.
Advantages of Using a Transformer as a Coupling Element. Audio
transformers arc used as a coupling elempnt whenever a greater voltage
amplification is required than can he obtained from the tube alone.
By using a wcll-designccl transformer, the voltage amplification for the
intermediate audio frequencies will be approximately equal to the product
of the amplification factor of the tube and turns ratio. The frequency
response can be made to be fairly uniform by using a transformer having
a comparatively high value of inductance and limiting its distributed
capacitance so that when combined with the transformer's inductance it
will pro(luce resonance at a high audio frequency (s<·c Fig. 8-Hi).
Another advantage of thi::; type of coupling is t.hat the voltage drop
across the trnnsformer \\'incling is negligible, thus making it possible to
use a low voltage B power supply. Dii-mdvantagcs arc tlw l:wgo size and
high cost of the trqnsformers required to produce high fidelity.
8-13. Multistage Audio-frequency Amplifier Circuits. N('f(l for
Multistagr Amplifirr Circuits. The final stage of a radio receiver, that is,
the one that feeds the loudspeaker, is us1mlly a.n a-f power amplifier stage.
Power amplifiers (taken up in Chap. IX) require a. higher signal input
voltage than is ordinarily available directly from tho detector stage and
hence an a-f voltage amplifier stage is needed. This voltage amplifier
stage is also referred to as the driving stage or as the driver as its purpose
is to raise the signal voltage to a.n amount sufficient to drive the final
output stage.
If the input signal voltage is very low in value, as may be the case in
public-address systems, it may become necessary to provide one or more
additional stages of voltage ::i,mplification. When a number of stages of
amplification are connected in series they may also be referred to as being
connected in cascade.
Voltage Amplification of Multistage A mplificr Circuits. The overall
voltage amplification of a multistage amplifier circuit is the ratio of the
final output signal voltage to the input signal voltage at the first stage of
the amplifier. In terms of the voltage amplification of each stage individually, the overall voltage amplification is equal to the product of the
separate values, or

VAr = VA.1 X VA.2 X VAa, · · ·

(8-33)

When the gain of a multistage amplifier circuit is expressed in decibels,
the overall gain of the circuit in terms of the gain of each stage indi-
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vidually is equal to the sum of the separate values, or
dbr = dh1

+ db2 + dba,

· · ·

(8-31)

For example, a three-stage amplifier circuit whose individual stages have
voltage amplifications of 100, 50, and 10 respectively would have an
overall amplification of 50,000. The gain in decibels of these three
stages would be 10, 34, and 20 db respectively and the overall gain of the
amplifier circuit would be 9-! db.
Need for Decoupling Circuits with Multistage Amplifiers. When a
common power supply is used for the various stages of a multistage
amplifier circuit, the power supply acts as a common impedance to the
various stages. Under this condition, coupling will mrist between the
various stages and may cause an appreciable amount of feedback. This
feedback wjll be either regenerative or degenerative depending upon the
phase relation of the feedback voltage, which to a large extent is governed
by the number of stages employed. When an appreciable aruonnt of
feedback is present, especially at low frequencies, it may produce oscillations at the low frequencies, causing a disturbance in the loudspeaker
commonly referred to as motorboating. In order to obtain satisfactory
operation of multistage amplifiers it may therefore become necessary to
provide special circuits to decouple one stage from another. The methods of decoupling and the characteristics of these decoupling circuits are
presented in Art. 8-18.
8-14. Feedback Amplifiers. Positive a,nd Negative Feedback. In the
study of the regenerative detector circuit (Art. 5-8) it was shown that
regeneration occurs when part of the energy of the output circuit is
returned to the input circuit in such a manner that the energy returned
increases the strength of the input signal. This principle is applied to an
amplifier circuit by returning to its input circuit a voltage that has been
obtained from its output circuit; this type of circuit is called a feedback
amplifier. ·when the voltage returned to the input circuit is in phase
with the signal voltage it will increase the strength of the signal input of
the amplifier and the· feedback is referred to as-positive feedback or regeneration. When the voltage returned to the input circuit, is 180 degrees
out of phase ,vith the signal voltage it ,vill decrease the strength of the
signal input of the amplifier and the feedback is referred to as negative
.feedback, inverse feedback, or degeneration.
Feedback amplifiers, as used in radio receivers, employ negative
feedback. Although it seems undesirable to use an amplifier that does
not produce the maximum possible gain for the circuit, the advantages of
the negative feedback amplifier outweigh the disadvantage of reduced
gain. Among the advantages are (1) higher fidelity, (2) improved
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stability, (3) less amplitude distortion, (4) less harmonic distortion,
(5) less frequency distortion, (6) less pha.se distortion, (7) lo\\"er ratio of
noise level. .Furthermore, by use of high-mu tubes or by using an additional stage of amplification it becomes possible to still obtain the desired
gain for the amplifier circuit.
Principles of Feedback Amplifiers. In the previous study of amplifiers,
the voltage amplification of a single-st.age amplifier circuit has been
expressed as the ratio of the output signal -voltage to the input signal
voltage as indicated by Eq. (4-6). From this equation, the output voltage e0 for an input Y<Jltage e. is therefore
Co=

YA

(8-35)

f' 8

In the stndy of feedback ::unplifiers, it is necessary to consider the
fact that in addition to the output voltage ea, the output will also include
a certain amount of noise, hum, and other forms of distortion. The
distortion due to noise, hum, etc., causes an additional signal to be set
up in the output circuit, this additional signal being some definite percentage of the output Yoltage (sec Fig. 8-17a). The output of the amplifier circuit without feedback is then really equal to the sum of the output
;;ignal voltage and the distortion voltage, or

eo
where

Co

+D

= Ac.

+ deo

(8-3G)

= instantaneous Yalue of the ontput signal without feedback,
volts

D = amount of distortion without feedback, volts
A = voltage amplification of the circuit
e. = instantaneous value of the input signal, volts
cl = distortion without feedback, expressed as a decimal
Example 8-27.

The input signal of an amplifier cirruit h:H"ing a Yoltagf' amplifica-

tion of 80 is one volt, and thf' distortion clnf' to noise and hnm ix 5 per eent. \\'hnt are
the values of tlw output signal and the noise and hum distortion voltages?

Find:
e.

Given:

11 = 80
e, = 1 volt
d

=

de 0

=?
=?

0.05

Solution:
e = Ae, = 80 X 1 = 80 volts
de. = 0.05 X 80 = ·1 volts
0

The principle of feedback amplifiers is illustrated in Fig. 8-l 7b. In
this type of amplifier, a portion of the output voltage is returned to the
input circuit either in phase with the inpnt voltage for positive feedback,
or 180 degrees out of phase with the input voltage for negative feedback.
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The amount of voltage that is fed back is generally expressed as a percentage of the output voltage. The decimal equivalent of this percentage
is denoted by the Greek letter {-3. For positive feedback /3 is positive and
for negative feedback it is a negative value. From the relation of thf'
Amplifier with
vo 1tC!ge amplification
of A

Input signC!I

Output
I - - - - ' - -•

eo+deo

(a)

Input
signC!I

'ts

Input to omp
lifier with
feeolback
e +/J{e0 '+D')

Amplifier with
voltC!ge C!mplifici:Ation
of A

Output

FeecH>C!ck
circuit
{3(eo'+D')
(b}
FrG. 8-17.-Block diagrams illustrating the principles of feedback. (a) Amplifier circuit
without feedback, (b) amplifier circuit with feedback.

output and input signals as expressed in Eq. (8-3G), the output of the
feedback amplifier illustrated in Fig. 8-l 7b can be expressed as

ea'+ D'
where eo'

= A[e. + f3(eo' + D')] + deo'

(8-37)

= instantaneous value of the output signal with feedback, volts

D' = amonnt of distortion with feedback, volts
(3

= per cent of output voltage being fed back, decimal equivalent

Terms marked ' indicate values when feedback has been
considered.
Expanding and regrouping the terms of Eq. (8-37), then
KOTJ<;:

and

Ae,
Ae.

+ deo'
+ cle
0'

= eo' + D' - A{3eo' _- A{3D'
= e (l - A/3) + D'(l - A/3)
1

0

(8-37a)
(8-37b)

From Eq. (8-37b) it can be seen that
and

Aes = eo' (1 - A/3)
de = D' (1 - A/3)
0'

(8-38)
(8-39)

By rearranging the terms of Eq. (8-38) the output voltage can now be
expressed as
I
A
(8-40)
Co = e. l _ A/3
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Also, by rearranging the terms of Eq. (8-:W) the distortion rnltage can be
expressed as

DI = e,,I l - d AJJ

(8-41)

Principles of Negative Feedback Amplifiers. From Eq. (8-10) it can
be seen that when negati,·e feedback is used, that is, when /J is negati,·e,
the outµut voltage of the amplifier \\·ill be re<lu<"e<l by a factor \\·hose
Yalue is equal to I dfrided by (1
AJJ). From Eq. (S-41) it can be seen
that the distortion component of the output voltage is decreased hy the
same faetor. By inereasing the input signal ,·oltage it is pos:;ible to
restore the output Yoltage to its original Yalue. Increasing the input
signal will, however, also increase the distortion, but the distortion voltage
\\·ill still be less than it ,ms without negative feedback siuce it is always a
definite percentage of the output voltage.
The quantity AJJ is generally referrPd to as the feedback factor. This
factor represents the ratio of the feedback ,·oltage e1 to the input ,·oltage
at the amplifier, \Yhich is e. - e1 with negative feedback. This may be
expressed mathematically as

+

(8-42)

By rearranging the terms of this equation, it may be seen that
P, _

°i; -

1

+ AJJ

(8-42a)

A,B

This indicates, for example, that if the feedback factor A.B has a value
of 10, the feedback -voltage e1 will then be 10 volts for each 11 volts of
input signal r,. This may be further interpreted as indicating that, for
a circuit \\·ith a feedback factor of 10, it \\·ill require an input signal of 11
,·olts in order to produce the same output voltage as wonhl be obtained
from a I-volt signal if the amplifier \Yere used without feedback.
Example 8-28. A negative feedhack cireuit is added to the amp!ifiPr circuit of
Example 8-27. The proportion of the output Yoltaµ;c that is returnee! by feedback is
0.01. \Yhat arP the values of the output signal yoJtage and the distortion voltage?
Find:

GiYen:

eo' = ?

A= 80
e,

= 1 nilt

d
(j

=

D' =?

0.05
= -0.01

Solution:
0

eo' = e, 1--=1 ~l/3 - 1 1 _ 80~ -0.0l) = 4·1.H volts
D' = ea' 1 -=-cj_ M

-

44.44 I _

8~-?~o~OD

= 1.23 volts
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Example 8-29. The results of Example 8-28 show that the addition of a feedback
circuit to the amplifier of Example 8-27 has caused a reduction in the value of the
output signal. (a) To what value must the input signal of the amplifier of Example
8-28 be raised in order to obtain the same amount of output signal voltage as was
obtained without feedback as in Example 8-27? (b) Using the value of input signal
obtained in part (a), what is the value of the di;;tortion voltage?

Fincl:

Given:

e. =
e.' =
e, =
A=
d

=

80 voltR
44.44 volts
l volt
80
0.05

[3

=

-0,01

e.' = ?
D' =?

Solution:
(a)

(b)

,
e
e, = e,.;;

80
1 X ,JA 4 = 1.80 vu1ts
4
O.O:'>
2 22 It
D , = e. ,, 1 - d ,1/3 = 80
' Xi. - 80(-0.01) = · vo 8
0

=

From the values of output voltage and distortion voltage obtained in
Examples 8-27 and 8-29 it can be seen that, although the same output
voltage is obtained "-ith negative feedback as "-ithout it, the distortion
voltage with feedback is reduced to approximately 50 per cent of its
former value. In a similar manner, the noise and Imm voltages will also
be reduced to about 50 per cent of their former values.
By increasing the value of the feedback factor, the proportion of tho
output voltage that is fed back is increased, thus further decreasing the
magnitude of the distortion voltage. It is therefore possible to reduce
the magnitude of the distortion voltage to a negligible value by controlling
the amount of feedback voltage. As the overall voltage amplification
of the circuit is also reduced by an increase in the amount of feedback
voltage, it is necessary to compensate for the loss in overall voltage
amplification if it falls below the value required of the amplifier.
8-15. Advantages and Limitations of Feedback Amplifiers. Nonlinear Distortion and Phase Distortion. )[ onlinear distortion is caused by
operating an amplifier tube over a nonlinear portion of its characteristic
curve. Phase distortion will occur owing to the introduction of phase
shift caused when the input and output voltages of an amplifier are not
exactly 180 degrees out of phase with each other. The output of an
amplifier having nonlinear distortion, phase distortion, or both can be
considered as consisting of the amplifiecl input signal voltage plus an
added new signal voltage. These two types of distortion also will be
reduced by negative feedback; this is accomplished in tho same manner
as that already explained for the case of noise and hum.
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Prequmcy Distortion. Frequency distortion occurs "·hen the gain of
an amplifier varies with chang<'s of frequrncy of the signal applied to its
grid circuit. Because {3 is generally independent of the frcqueney, the
n1.riation in the gain of an amplifier due to changPs in frequency will be
reduced when negative feedback is used. The relati,·c effect of the fre50
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FIG. S-1S.-\"ariatiuu of ,·oltagc gain with fr,•qucncy. Cun·e A for an amplifiN without feedback, curve B for a similar amplifier with IH'gatiYc f PPtlhaek, ct11Tc C for an
amplifier with balarn·<'<I fePdback.

quency upon the gain of an amplifier with and without feedback is shown
in Fig. 8-18. By increasing the Ynlue of {3, the gain of an amplifier can
be made to be fairly uniform OYer a wide frequency range. Because of
tnis fcatnre, negative feedback amplifiers are nsPd in -video-amplifier
circuits \Yhere a low-gain wide-band amplifier circuit is required.
Example 8-30. The niltage amplification of a certnin amplifier is 100 for a 400c~·cle signal and is onlr 10 for a 50-cyele signal. (u) "'hat is the change in output
volume, expressed in decibels? (b) If a negath·e feedback circuit designed to feed
hack -1 pPr cent of the output signal is added, what is the change in volume. expressed
in decibels, under this condition?

Find:

Given:
A 400

= 100

(a) Decibel loss @ 50 cycles
(b) Decibel loss @ 50 cycles

,Lo = 10
f3

= -0.04

Solution:
(a)

A,oo
100
Loss at 50 cycles = 20 log A,o = 20 log -l(J = 20 X 1 = 20 db.

(b)

e

,

0

eo'

=

@, 400 cycles
@ 50 eyeles

A
e, 1 _ A/3

= c, ~lOO(..:.o:o4} =

1

10

100

20e,

= c, 1 _.:: .{i3° = e, 1 _ JO( -O.O-t) = 7.1•-IP,

Loss at 50 cycles

=

A,oo
20 log A.o

=

20 log -20- = 20 X 0.-1-173
7.14

=

8.!l-1 db •

~

?

=?

AR1'.
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Stability of Negative Feedback Amplifiers. The gain of an amplifier
circuit may vary with (1) the particular tube used (even though of the
same type), (2) the operating voltages, (3) the load impedance. A
change in one or more of these variables may cause a change in the gain of
the amplifier, thus affecting its stability. The stability of an amplifier
can be improved by using negative feedback. The manner in which
negative feedback affects the stability of an amplifier can be shown
mathematically by rearranging the terms of Eq. (8---10) to express the
voltage amplification of the circuit with feedback.

VA'= eo' =
A
e.
I - A(:J
or

VA'

~_~

(i _,fµ)

(8-43)

1

(8-43a)

When the feedback fact.or A(:J is much greater than 1, the gain of a negative feedback amplifier will then be approximatclv equal to

VA'!::::::!.
-

!(:J

(8-44)

From Eqs. (8-48) and (8-43a), it can be seen that when the feedback
factor A(:J is much greater than 1, the voltage amplification of the circuit
is dependent on the percentage of the output voltage returned, {3, rather
than on the voltage amplification of the amplifier. The value of f3 is
generally dependent upon a resistance network whose component values
are independent of the frequency, the electrode voltages applied to the
amplifier tube, and the tube's operating characteristics. The stability
of negative feedback amplifiers can therefore be made to be comparatively
high by adjusting the percentage of feedback to produce a high feedback
factor.
Example 8-31. An amplifier circuit having a voltage amplification of 100 employs
a negative feedback circuit whose feedback factor is - 19. (a) What is the overall
voltage amplification of the circuit as determined by,use of Eq. (8-43)? (b) Wbat
is the approximate overall voltage amplification of the circuit as determined by use of
Eq. (8-44)?
Given:
Find:
(a) VA= ?
A/3 = -19
(b) VA~?
A= IO
Solution:
A
100
100
(a) VA = 1 - A/3 = 1 - ( -19) = 20 = 5
(b)

VA~-¼~ -~-~g

where /3 -

Af:i

~ 5.26

-rn

A = 100 = -0.19
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Limitations of Feedback Amplifiers. Any increase in the feedback
factor to a value much greater than 1 will cause an increase in the proportion of the output voltage that is returned. The overall voltage amplification of the circuit will then be low compared to the voltage amplification
of the same amplifier without feedback. In order to produce the same
amplification as was obtained without feedback, it then becomes necessary to increase the input voltage e. by an amount A,B times the voltage
of the input sigual e8 • This can be shown mathematically in the following
manner. When the output with feedback, eo', is to be equal to the output
,,·ithout feedback, eo, then the iuput signal c, will have to be increased to a
value e.'. The voltage amplification of the circuit with feedback may
then be expressed as

'
\'A'=~-=
ea'

Co

es'

(8-45)

and

'
eo
e, = YA'

(8-4G)

Substituting Eq. (8--fa) for VA' i11 Eq. (8--Hi)

c/

A

=

c,,(l - ,1.B)
A

(8-4Ga)

1--=- :l]
Substituting

Co

e,

for A in the denominator of Eq. (8-4(ia)

c.' =

eo(l - A/3)

= c,(l - A,B)

(8-461>)

Co

e.
Thus, when ,B is negative, the input signal voltage must be increased by
the faetor (1
A,B). This increased value of input signal voltage cau
be obtained by designing the preceding amplifier circuits to produce a
higher voltage amplification or by using au additional amplifier stage.
When the requirements of an amplifier arc such that high fidelity is the
paramount factor, any additional expense is warranted if the desired
results arc obtained.
In the preceding explanations of the actions of negative feedback it
has been tlssumed that the feedback voltage was exactly 180 degrees out
of phase with the input signal. In practical amplifier circuits, however,
this condition is not obtained. The amount of leacl or lag, with respect
to the desired 180 degrees phase relation, is dependent upon the reactances
of the coupling units, the interelectrode capacitances of the tubes, and the
frequency of the iuput signal. If the angle of lead or lag attains a value

+
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of 180 degrees, the feedback becomes positive and the circuit becomes
unstable.
The phase shift caused by the reactances of the coupling units and the
interelectrode capacitances cannot exceed 90 degrees for one amplifier
stage. Even though the phase shifts of two stages is cumulative, it is
unlikely that a 180-degree phase shift will be obtained in a two-stage
amplifier. However, it is possible to obtain such a condition in a threestage amplifier. Instability docs not occur with positive feedback if the
value of the feedback factor is kept less than 1. Limiting the feedback
factor to such a low value will, however, limit the amount of feedback
voltage that it is possible to return. The maximum amount of reduction
of distortion, hum, and noise will therefore be decreased. It can thus be
seen that negative feedback may readily be employed with one or two
amplifier stages, but becomes rather difficult for three or more amplifier
stages.
8-16. Negative Feedback Amplifier Circuits. Kegative feedback can
be applied to a single-stage or multistage amplifier in a number of ways.
Basically, however, all the circuits that are used can be divided into three
general classes: (1) voltage feedback circuits, that is, circuits that derive
the feedback voltage directly from the output voltage of the amplifier;
(2) current feedback circuits, that is, circuits that derive the feedback
voltage from a voltage drop produced by the output current flowing through a resistor; (3) a combination of both voltage and current
feedback.
Principle of Volta,ge-controlled Feedback. ·when the feedback circuit
is connected so that the voltage returned to the input circuit is proportional to the voltage across the output load, the feedback circuit is said
to be voltage controlled. A simple amplifier circuit using voltage-controlled
feedback is illustrated in Fig. 8-19. The feedback voltage of this circuit
is applied to the input of the amplifier between the cathode and the input
voltage e.'. The portion e1 of the output voltage eo' that is added to the
input circuit is controlled by the voltage dividing resistors, R 1 and R2,
and the capacitor C 2 . The portion or fracti,on of the output voltage
being fed back may be expressed mathematically as

R1

/3 = V(R1

+ R2) 2 + .X)

(8-47)

As the reactance of the capacitor C 2 is generally very low compared to
(Rr + R2), the effect of the capacitor may be ignored; then
(8-47a)
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The capacitor C2, connected in series with the resistors R1 and R 2 as shown
in Fig. 8-19, is used as a blocking capacitor to prevent the high plate
voltage from being applied to the input circuit. The polarity (and phase
relation) of the feedback voltage r1 "·ith respeet to the input signal voltage
c.' can be determined by either of two methods of analysis: (1) by studying
the a-c signal effect, (2) by observing the direction of electron flow in the
circuit. In studying the a-c effect, it i;; mo;;t convenient to a;;sume the
conditions for one-half cycle of the input voll.:tgc, for example, the positive
half cycle of the input signal voltage m; indicated on Fig. 8-19. This
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Fm. 8-19.- -A voltage-controlled negative ft>t>dback circuit.

positive signal, upon being applied to the grid of the tube, causes an
increase in the plate current. The increase in plate current causes an
increase in the voltage drop at Ra, and as Rbb is constant, the voltage at
the pbte of the tube must decrease, as is indicated hy the negative signal
on the diagram. Thi,s negative signal will be transmitted through C2
and R 2 to point A of the resistor R,. The feedback voltage e1, being equal
to the voltage drop across the resistor R1, will therefore be equivalent to
adding a voltage source in series with the grid circnit. Furthermore, as
the negative terminal A (that is, negative for the condition assumed
above) is connected to the grid side of the grid-cathode circuit, the voltage
e, will be opposite in polarity to the input signal e.' and hence the feedback
is said to be negative. If the rcactancc of the capacitor G2 is small
compared to the combined resistance of R 2 and R1 , the voltage e1 will be
practically 180 degrees out of phase ,vith the input signal voltage e,'.
In determining the polarity of the feedback voltage by observing the
electron flow, the method of analysis is similar to the a-c signal analysis
in most of the details. For example, it ,,-ill again be convenient to consider the conditions for a half cycle of the input signal e.'. Using the
positive half cycle, it can again be seen that a positive signal at the grid
of the tube will produce a negative signal at the plate. Point B and
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consequently point If (Fig. 8-19) will however always be positive as they
are connected to the positive termina.l of Ebb via R 3 • The uegative
signal at the pbtc then merely means that plate Hof capacitor C2 will
become less positive and hence C2 must discharge some of its voltage.
The path of electrons under this condition will be from .J through R 2 ,
R1 , C1 (because the reactance of C1 is small compared to R 1), cathode to
plate B to H. As electrons travel from negative to positive, point A of the resistor R1 will
be negative. By the same rea~oning as beforn,
l·,'
it can be seen that the feedback is negative.
~o
In the case of a negative signal at es', the signal
A
at B will be positive and the capacitor C 2 will
take on a higher voltage charge. The electron
path will be from H B K, through Ra, Ebb, R1,
Fm. 8-20.-A currentR 2 to J. •'The polarity at point A will now be
ncgati vc feedback
positive thus maintaining the condition of neg- controlled
circuit.
ative feedback.
Principle of Current-controlled Feedback. When the feedback circuit
is connected so that the voltage returned to the input circuit is proportional to the current flowing through the output load, the feedback
circuit is said to be current controlled. A simple amplifier circuit using
current-controlled feedback is illustrated in Fig. 8-20. In this circuit,
the feedback voltage is obtained by connecting the cathode by-pass
capacitor C 1 so that it shunts only part of the cathode bias resistor or
by eliminating the by-pass capacitor C 1 entirely. The a-f output current
,•.rill then flow through the feedback resistor R1, causing the grid bias to
vary ,,vith the changes in plate current. When the input signal es' is
positive, the plate current, and consequently the current in R1, will
increase. The voltage drop across R1 will increase and make point A
more positive. This makes the cathode more positive with respect to
ground, which is equivalent to ma.king the grid more negative. Thus
a positive signal on the grid produces the condition necessary for
negative feedback. When the input signal is negative, the plate current
will decrease and consequently the voltage drop at R1 will decrease.
The cathode therefore becomes less positive, which is equivalent to making the grid less negative (or more positive) and hence fulfills the requirement for negative feedback.
Principle of Feedba,ck for 1\dultistage Amplifiers. Feedback circuits
for more than one amplifier stage become quite complex. An example
of a two-stage negative feedback amplifier is illustrated in Fig. 8-21.
Examination of this circuit will show that both voltage-controlled and
current-controlled feedback are present. However, by the choice of
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values for R1, R2, an<l R 1 the voltage-controlled feedback is made the
predominant source of feedback voltage and hence the circuit is commonly
referred to as voltage-control/r.d feedback. The polarity of the feedback
,·oltage at R 1 can readily he checked by tracing the a-c signal (for one-half
cycle). Thus, a positive signal at the grid of tube 1 will cause a negative
,;ignal at the plate of tube 1. This negative signal is applied to the grid
C'z

e ,

lo
'''
'''
''
'

'

Fw. 8-21.-A two-stage amplifier circuit illustrating the ap]Jlication of u voltage-controlled
feedback circuit.

l•'w. 8-22.-N,•gati,·c k<'1lbaek amplifier circuit with frPdhaek yo]tage taken from the
,Pcondary of the output transformer.

of tnbc 2 via the capacitor Cb. The uegative signal at the grid of tube 2
causes a positive signal at the plate of tube 2. This positive signal at
the plate of tube 2 is transmitted to point A via C 2 and R2. This positive
signal at point A raises the cathode potential, which is equivalent to
applying a negative signal to the grid, hence satisfying the reqnirement
of negative feedback.
Another method of obtaining negative feedback for an amplifier
circuit is illustrated in Fig. 8-22. ln this circuit the feedback voltage is
taken from the secondary side of the output transformer. The resistors
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R1 and R2 form the voltage-divider network that controls the amount of
feedback. The correct connection for the leads A and B is generally
determined experimentally, that is, by first connecting them in one manner and then reversing them. One connection will produce degeneration
and the other regeneration; the resulting output at the loudspeaker
should indicate the correct connection.
Example 8-32. The resistors of the voltage-divider network of a voltage-controlled feedback amplifier circuit similar to that of Fig. 8-19 are R, = 5000 ohms,
R, = 50,000 ohms. What is the approximate value of /3°?
Given:

Find:

R1 = 5000 ohms
R, = 50,000 ohms

{3

~?

Sol11tio11:
5000

5000
50,000 = O.O!JO!l

+

8-17. Balanced Feedback Amplifier. In the study of the resistancecapacitancc-couplcd amplifier, it, was shown that the voltage amplification
of the amplifier tends to decrease at the very low and very high audio fre+ 12
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FIG. 8-23.-Relative gain vs frequency characteristics of a two-stage resistance-capacitance-coupled a-f amplifier with various amounts of feedback. Curve A, amplifier without
feedback. Curve B, A{j equal to -2 at mid-frequency. Curve C, A{j equal to -10 at
mid-frequency. Curve D, A/3 equal to -50 at mid-frequency.

quencies. The loss in amplification at the low frequencies is clue to the
high reactance of the blocking (or coupling) capacitor Cb at the low frequencies, which reduces the voltage available at the output of the
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amplifier. The loss in amplification ut the higher frequencies is due to
the low rcactance of the shunting capacitance at these frcquenC'ies. This
shunting capacitance, consisting of the interelcctro<le capacitance of the
tnbes and the stray capacitance of the wiring, etc., provides undesjrecl
paths for a large portion of the high-frequency signal currents. In addition to the reduct.ion in the voltage amplification at the extreme frequencies, there 1Yill abo be a large phase shift introduced at the low an<l
high frequencies.
If the feedback factor A/3 is la.rge and the phase shift approaches 180
degrees, positive feedback will occur and the fre<tH<'nc~- response characteristics will be affected as is illustrated in Fig. 8-2:-l. From these
representative curves it can be ;:;cen that 1Yhile an increase in the amount
0----j ,___--,

Input

. Amplifier
with feecibC1ck

Output

Fin. S-2·1.-A fPPdbrwk amplifier ~;th pqualizing filter networks for neutralizing the
amplification peaks.

of feedback makes the voltage gain practically constant over a wider
range of frcqucneics, it also produces peaks of voltage g:tin at the lower
and upper ends of the frc<p1cney range. \\'hen the effects of these peaks
of amplification are great enough to warrant special c011si<leration, two
methods of correction are a,·aila.ble.
One method of redneing the effect of the peaks is by means of filter
circuits as shown in Fig. 8-2-t. The RC filter network at the input side
,\'ill neutralize the peaks that occur at the low frequeucy and the LR network at the output side "ill neutralize the high-frequency peaks. This
method, refenecl to as an equalized circuit, is useful only when the peaks
are not too large.
A second method of reducing the effeets of the peaks is by proyjding
the amplifier with both positi,·e and negative feedback. An amplifier of
this type, called a balanced feedback amplifier, is shown in Fig. 8-25. By
means of this type of circuit, a more nearly constaut response is ohtained
for a m11ltistage amplifier. This is achieved by designing the first portion
of the amplifier to provide practically uniform re:-<ponse to all frequencies
and then applying both posit.i\·e and negative feedback voltages. The
feedback voltages are g(!nerally of such proportious that the amount of
positive frcdback at the mid-frequency will cancel the negative fepdback.
At frequencies above and below this point, the amounts of positive and
negative feedback will vary in snch a rnan11er that will tend to neutralize
any variations from the optimum rrsponse of the first portion of the ampli-
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fier and thus provide practically uniform response over a wider range of
frequency.
An advantage of the balanced feedback amplifier is that it provides
practically uniform amplification over a wider range of frequency than
an amplifier employing only negative feedback. A higher overall voltage
gain is also obtained with the balanced feedback amplifier as is illustrated
in Fig. 8-18.
Posifive reedback

B+

(a,)-Two stage balanced-feedback amplifier
Posifive feedback

B+

(bJ-Three sfage balcrnced-feedback <lmpfifier
Frn. 8-25.-···Several methods of obtaining balanced feedback.

8-18. Decoupling Circuits. Need for Decoupling Circuits. In the
preceding article the discussion concemed circuits employing controlled
feedback. However, it is possible that uncontrolled feedback, and therefore undesired feedback, may also be present in multistage amplifier
circuits.
Coupling may exist between circuits operating at the same frequency
and having a common impedance. In modern receivers, it is common
practice to supply tho plate voltage for all the tubes from a single source
of d-c power. This power supply then acts as a common impedance for
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all ,the amplifier circuits. The coupling exist.ing between these circuits
ma,y be either regenerative or degenerative, depending upon the phase
relationship. In a two-stage amplifier circuit the plate currents are 180
degrees out of phase with each other and the conpling between these
circuits is degenerative and therefore negat.ive feedback will occur. The
plate currents of the first and third stages of a three-stage amplifier arc
in phase with each other and the coupling bet,rnen these circuits is regenerative and tlwrefore positive feedback will orcur. If this undesired
feedback is snfficient to produce any appre('iable effeds upon the operation of the receiver it becomes necessary to deconple each stage of the
amplifier from the other stages.
Decoupling Gire uit s. The manner in which decou piing is accom plishecl
is illustrated by the simple decoupling network formed by the capacitor
C n and the resistor Hv (Fig. 8-20). The value of the deconpling capacitor
must be high enough so that its rcactancc at the lowest audio frequency
is considerably less than the total resistance of the decoupling resistor
Rn and the internal resistance of the power supply RB. The factor by
which the undesired coupling through the common power supply is
reduced is then approximately

K

Xv
D ::::'.

f(v

+ f(n

(8-,18)

=

decoupling fact.or (approximat<• vnluc 11'hen X n is um0h less
than Rn+ Rn)
Xv = reactance of the decoupling capa(•.it or, ohms
Hv = resistance of the clecoupling resistor, ohms
RB = internal resistance of the powf'r supply, ohms
The internal resistance of the pow<>r supply is genernlly very low in comparison to the value of the decoupling resistor and therdorc fur all
practirnl purposes can be ignored. Ec1uatio11 (S-,J8) may then be
expressecl as
where KlJ

(8-.t8a)

or

(8-.tSb)

From Eq. (8-48b), it can he seen that the decoupling factor cnn be
made smaller by increasing the value of either the decoupling resistor or
the decoupling capacitor. Increasing the value of the decoupling resistor
will increase the voltage drop at this resistor and thereby decrease the
voltage at the plate of the tube. In order to maintain the plate voltage
at the required value, it becomes necessary to increase the voltage of the
power supply to compensate for the drop in volt.age at the decoupling
resistor.
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In a resistance-capaeitance-coupled audio amplifier circuit the value
of the decoupling resistor is generally about one-fifth the value of the
plate coupling resistor Re (.Fig. 8-2G). The value of the decoupling capaeitor varies from about 0.25 µf to
8 µf. (For r-f and i-f circuits the•
value of the decoupling capacitor
is approximately 0.01 µf and 0.1 µf
respectively.)
In some amplifier circuits the
C,
amount of resistance required to
obtain sufficient decoupling eauses
l
the voltage drop across the decouBB+
. piing resistor to become quite high. l"IG. 8-26.-A simple plate decoupling
•
circuit.
In sue h circuits, a choke coil may
be substituted for the decoupling resistor RD. In radio receivers this
choke coil may be either a separate smoothing choke or the field coil of the
loudspeaker. However, unless the increase in voltage drop at the resistor
becomes too high, resistors are generally used, as they are less expensive
andrequire less space than a separate choke.
chi

Cr,z

t

Ill[

· L2

Fro. 8-27.-Application of plate decoupling circuits to a three-stage amplifier.

A three-stage audio amplifier using decoqpling networks is shown in
Fig. 8-27. The overall decoupling of a multistage amplifier is equal to
the product of the decoupling factors of each of the networks used.
Hence, the overall decoupling factor of a three-stage amplifier using two
decoupling networks, similar to Fig. 8-27, becomes
(8-49)

or

(8-49a)
(8-49b)
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Example 8-33.

A 1-µf capacitor and a 50,000-ohrn resistor are connected to form
What is the approximate value of the decoupling factor for a
100-cycle a-f signal?

a decoupling network.

Fincl:
KD =?

C1ivcn:

= 1 µf
= 50,000 ohms
f = 100 cycles

CD
RD

Solution:

K

~

10•

~

10•

/) = 21rfCDRD = G.28 X 100 X 1 X 50,000 ~ -

0 0318

Example 8-34. Two identical decoupling networks are connected in a three-stage
amplifier similar to the cirruit shown in Fig. 8-27. The values of the resistors and
capacitors arc the same as those used in Example 8-33. What is the value of the
overall decoupling fartor for a 100-cycle a-f signal?

Given:
Cm= CD2 = 1 µf
RD1 = RD2 = .50,000 ohms
f = 100 cycles
KDI = KJJ2 ~ 0.0318 (from Example 8-33)

Find:
Kvr =?

Solution:

Kvr

= Kv1KD2 =

0.0318 X 0.0318

=

0.001

From the results obtained in Examples 8-33 and 8-3--1 it can be seen
that a greater amount of overall <leco11pling is obtained with a two-stage
decoupling circuit than with a single decoupling section.
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QUESTIONS
1. What is the purpose of an audio amplifier?

2. ',\'hat audio-frequency range is generally considered acceptable in low-cost
radio receivers? What auclio-frequency range is desirable for high-fidelity re~eption?
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3. \Vhat effect docs atlennation of the lower frequencieR have upon the reproduction of speech sounds? What effect does attenuation of the higher frequencies
produce?
4. Is the same amount of energy required to produce sonn<l waves at all audible
frequencies? Explain. How does this affect the design of an audio amplifier?
6. In what manner does the human ear respond to smm<ls of various levclR of
energy? \Vhat unit is use<l to express such variations?
6. Define a common logarithm. How is the characteristic of a logarithm determined? How is its mantissa determined? \Yhat is an aniilog?
7. Define the unit called the bel. Define the decibel. l<;xplain the advantages
of its use.
8. Explain how the decibel may be used to express ratios of voltage and current
as well a.~ power.
9. Why is the decibel only a relative unit of power measurement? What amount
of power is generally used as the zero reference level in connection with radio receiver
measurements?
10. Name three methods of coupling userl with audio amplifiers. What precaution rnus't~ be. taken with regards to the plate and grid voltages?
11. Explain the basic action of the resistance-capacitance method of coupling
amplifiers. In Fig. 8-4, what is the function of the resistor U,, the capacitor Cb, and
the resistor R 0 ? What is lhe function of resistor R, and the capacitor C, of Fig. 8-4?
12. Why is it necessary to consider the characteristics of the rcsistance-capacitancecoupled amplifier at various frcqmmcies? \Yhat representative values of frequency
are commonly used to show the characteristics of an amplifier circait?
13. What is the advantage of drawing an equivalent electrical circuit for a resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier stage? With the aid of circuit diagrams, explain
the variation in the equivalent circuits at the intermediate, low, and high frequencies.
14. What factors affect the choice of values for R,, Ru, and C0 ? Give the approxi1nate range of values for these circuit clements in practical resistance-capacitancecoupled amplifier circuits.
15. Derive the equation for the voltage amplification of an R-C-coupled triode
amplifier for the intermediate-frequency range.
16. Derive the equation for the voltage amplification of an R-C-coupled pentode
amplifier for the intermediate-frequency ran~e.
17. Derive the equation for the approximate voltage amplification of an R-Ccoupled triode amplifier for the low-frequency range.
18. Derive the equation for the approximate voltage amplification of an R-Ccoupled pentode amplifier for the low-frequency range.
19. Derive the equation for the voltage amplification of an R-C-coupled triode
amplifier for the high-frequency range.
20. Derive the equation for the voltage amplification oi an R-C-coupled pentode
amplifier for the high-frequency range.
21. \Vhy is the maximum voltage amplification obtained at the intermediate
frequency?
22. \Vhat is the camm of the attenuation or loss in amplification at the low frequencie;1?
23. What is the cause of the attenuation or loss in amplification at the high
frequencies?
24. ls the attenuation the same for pentode amplifiers as for triode amplifiers at
the low and the high frequencies? Explain.
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26. Upon what factors docs the effective value of the shuntinµ; eapacitance of an
R-C-conpled amplifier circuit. depend?
26. \\'hat are the advantages of the R-C-eoupled amplifier that justify its extensive us<'?
27. \"\'hat is the advantaµ;e of the impedance-coupled amplifier over the R-Ccoupl<'d amplifi<'r?
28. How does the frequency response of the impedance-coupled amplifier compare
with that of the H-C-couplecl amplifier?
29. How does the donhle-imp<'dance-coup!ed amplifier compare with the R-Ccouplcd amplifier? What are its advantages all({ dis:ulvantal!;es?
30. What is meant by parallel-plate-feed? What are its advantages and disadvantages?
31. What factors affrct the frequency response of impedance-coupled amplifiers?
32. Explain the difference in the connections for series feed and parallel feed as
applied to a transformer-coupled amplifier circuit.
33. Do transformer-coupled amplifier circuits µ;enerally use triodes or pentodes?
Why?
34. What factors affect the frequency response of a transformer-coupl<'d audio
amplifier? What factors are generally omitted for obtaining the approximate
characteristics?
36. What is a simple expression ior the approximate voltal!;e gain at the mid-fn·qucncy range of a tnmsfotrner-coupled audio amplifier'? \Yhy is this simple expression
possible?
36. ,vhat purpose, in addition to coupling, is served by the audio transformer?
What ratios of primary to secondary turns are used?
37. Why is it important that the impedance of the primary winding match the
plate resistance of the tube with which it is associate<!? What are the constructional
features of the transformer that make it possible to obtain sufficiently high impedance?
38. Is it desirable to obtain a high turns ratio for a transformer by decreasing the
number of turns on the primary winding? \Yhy?
39. What are the advantages of transformer coupling?
40. Why is it necessary to use a mnltista.ge a-f amplifier in a radio receiver?
41. \'Vhat is meant by a driving stage?
42. What is the relation of the ovl·rnll \·olta.ge amplification of a multistage mnplifier cirt:uit to the voltage nmplifiration of its individual stages'?
43. What is tlrn r<·latfon of the ovC'rnll ch•rib<'l gain of a nrnltistage amplifier rircuit
to the µ;ain of its individual sl.:l.µ;es?
44. Why arc deem1plinJ!: ein·nits !'('quired with wnw nrnltistaµ;e amplifier circuits'?
46. What is meant by motorl,oati11g? What iH its eause in multistage amplifiers'?
46. What is meant hy feedback? \\"hat is positive feedback? What is negative
feedback?
47. \Yhat is meant hy a feedback amplifier? What are its advantages?
48. "'hat are some of the causes of distortion in the output of an amplifier? How
is distortion reduced by negative feedback?
49. What is meant by the feedback factor? How may the value of the feedback
factor be interpreted in terms of input sill;nal required?
60. What is meant by nonlinear distortion and phase distortion'? What are their
rauscs? How may they be reduced?
61. What is frequency distortion? What is its cause? How is it reducerl?
62. Describe the effect of negative feedback upon the stability of an amplifier.
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63. ·what must be done with the input signal of a negative feedback amplifier if
it is desired to obtain the same gain for the amplifier as without feedback?
64. What effect do the coupling units of a negative feedback amplifier have upon
the phase relation of the feedback voltage? ls this effect more important in a singlestage, two-stage, or a three-stage amplifier? W11y?
66. Describe three methods of applying negative feedback to an amplifier.
66. Describe the function of the resistors Re and R 1 and the capacitor C 2 of Fig.
8-19.
67. ·what is the polarity of point A of Fig. 8-19 during the time that the input
signal is going through its negative half cycle? Give proof for your answer.
68. Explain how negative feedback is obtained in the circuit of Fig. 8-20
69. Which circuit elements of f.'ig. 8-21 form the feedback circuit? Determine the
polarity of the feedback signal being fed to point A during the negative half cycle of
the input signal; give proof for your answer.
60. Describe how the correct connection for negative feedback can be determined
for the circuit of Fig. 8-22.
61. Describe two methods of correcting the response of a circuit that has pronounced peaks of amplification at the frequency extremes.
62. What is meant by a balanced feedback amplifier? \Yhat arc its advantages?
63. How many feedback paths are there in the circuit of Fig. 8-25? Identify the
circuit elements of each feedback path. Determine the polarity of each feedback
during the positive half cycle of the input signal; give proof.
64. "\\'bat is meant by a decoupling circuit? \\'by are decoupling circuits necessary?
66. \\'hat determines the size of the decoupling capacitor? What range of values
are commonly used?
66. What general proportion is sometimes used to determine the value of the
decoupling resistor? Cnder what condition would it be advisable to substitute a
choke coil for the decoupling resistor?

PROBLEMS

1. Find the logarithms of the following numbers: (a) 180, (b) 2750, (c) 8.75, (d)
12.5, (e) 5, (f) 98.5, (o) 35,000, (h) 30.7, (i) 18.3, (j) 98,600.
2. Find the logarithms of the following numbers by interpolation and compare
the answer with the logarithm of the nearest three-place number: (a) 18.75, (b) 2537,
(c) 9.852, (d) 67,230, (e) 37G8.
3. Find the antilog of the following common logarithms: (a) 2.4771, (b) 5.8779,
(c) 0.'7782, (d) 1.029-!, (e) 2.3385, (f) 3. 7007, (g) 0.9834, (h) 2.6082, (i) 3.318G, (j) 1.3459.
4. Vi'bat decibel gain is obtained if a type 2,SLG tube that delivers .J..3 watts of
power is substituted in an amplifier circuit for a type '43 tube that delivers 2.2 watts of
power? Assume that all of the changes necessary in the circuit have been made.
li. A type 6K6 power amplifier tube when operated with 250 volts on its plate
and screen grid, and with a grid bias of 18 volts can deliver 3.4 watts of power. If the
plate and screen-grid voltages are reduced to 100 volts and the grid bias is reduced tc,
7 volts, the same tube can deliver only 0.35 watt. What is the corresponding decibel
loss in power?
6. The power amplifier pentode unit of a type 1D8-GT tube is rated at 0.035
watt when its grid bias is 4.5 volts and with 45 volts applied to its plate and screen
grid. The same tube is rated at 0.2 watt when its grid bias is 9 volts and 90 volts are
applied to its plate and screen grid. What is the corresponding increase in decibels?
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7. What. is the ilPcibd rating of a pnblic-addrcss system whose power output is
(I;! 15 watts? (c) 30 watts? (d) 70 watts? (Use G mw as the reference
level.)
8. A hoo~tcr amplifier capable of delivering 100 watts of undistorted power has
an overnll gain of 17 db. "'hat amo11nt of driving power is required to obtain this
output?
9. An amplifier hm; a signal current of 1 ma flowing through its 1000-ohm input
resistance. The amplifier increases the signal strength so that a 100-volt signal
appears across its 10,000-ohm output resistance. Find (a) the voltage gain in decibels,
(b) th\> currmt gain in dccihds, (c) the power gain in <focibcls, (d) the decibels output
above 6 mw, (e) the rating of the amplifier in volume units.
10. The following arc the characteri~tics of a commercial type of public-address
system: gain (microphone inp11t) 114 dh, fre!]ucncy response Gfi-0000 cycles ± 2 db.
(a) What is the overall voltage amplification of the amplifier at mid-frequency if it is
assumed that the gain at mid-fre4.ucncy is 114 db? (b) What is the overall voltage
amplificat.ion nt the extreme frequencies if the variation is ±2 <lb?
11. A ccrttiin transformer-coupled a-f amplifier produces a voltage amplification
of 50 at 1000 cyrlcs, 45 at 100 cycles, and 25 at 10,000 cydcs. Csing the mid-frequency as the reference !en!, what is the decibel gain or lo~s at (a) the low frequency?
(b) the high frequency?
12. A certain resislan<·P-capacitancc-co11pled a-f amplifier produces a voltage
amplification of 50 at 1000 cycles, 48 at I 00 cycles, and 32 at 10,000 eyclc$, 1;sing thP
mid-frequency as the rcfrrcnue level, what is the decibel gain or loss at (a) the low frequency? (b) the high frequency?
13. A typical stn.ge of rcsistance-capacitancc-coup!cd a-f amplification is shown in
Fig. 8-28. The effects of the cathode-bins resistor and its by-pass capacitor are to he
(a) 8 watts?

1j=6T7-G
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:

=180v

I

''
T.,-µ =65, rp=6J,000n. Cgp=l7µµf, Cr,k~!.8µµf, Cpk=J./µµf

T;rµ=l20, Cgp=/µµf, Cg1r=JSµµf, Cpk=l5µµf
Cw =Slray capacilcmce orw,hnq, efc. =IOµµf
FIG. 8-28.

disregarded. What is the voltage amplification of the stage at (a) lhe intermediate
frequency of 1000 cycles? (b) the low frequency of 100 cycles? (c) the high frequency of 10,000 cycles?
14. \Vhat is the decibel variation at the low and high audio frequencies over the
intermediate frequency of the amplifier of Prob. 13?
16. A portion of the a-f amplifier oi a battcry-operat<'d receiver is shown in Fig.
8-29. "71at is the volta~c amplification of the stage at (a) the intermediate ircquency
of 1000 cycles? (b) tlw low frequency of 100 cycles? (c) the high frequency of
10,000 cycles?
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Ti.-µ=65,rp=24Q000n, Cgp=lµµf, Cg_e!.!µµf, Cpk=S.8µµf
7':!-µ =8.8, rp=/0,700.n, Cgp=2.8µµf, C9 1c=2.2µµf,Cpfc=J.4µµf
Cw=,Sfray capacifcmce ofwirlnq, etc. =Sµµf
Fw. 8-29.

16. \\'hat is the dccibPl gain of the amplifiPr stage of Prob. 15 at the int('rmediate
frequency'{
17. A portion of the a-f amplifier of an automobile reeei\'er is shown in Fig. 8-80.
"'hat is the voltage a.mplifieation of the first stage at (a) the intermediate frequency
of 1000 cycles? (b) the low frequency of 100 cycles? (c) the high frequency of
10,000 cycles?
7}=6B7
I
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I
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T;-gm=IJ2Sµ mhos, rp=600,000n, Cgp=0.007µµf,
Cgk J.Sµµf, Cpk=9.Sµµf
T2 -gm = 2S0Oµmhos, rp =80,000n
FIG, 8-30.
0

18. ViThat is the decibel variation at the low and high frequencies over the intP•
mediate frequency of the amplifier stage in Prob. 17?
19. The plate load of the type 6F6 tube in the amplifier of Fig. 8-30 has an impedance of 7000 ohms. (a) If the load impedance has unity power factor, what voltap-Pamplification is produced by the second stage of the amplifier? (b) What is thPapproximate value of voltage amplification when calculated by means of Eq. (7-11)?
20. (a) '\'\'hat is the overall voltage amplification of the amplifier of Fig. 8-30 at
1000 cycles? (b) What is the overall decibel gain of this amplifier at 1000 cycles?
21. A high-gain two-stage amplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 8-31. What is the
voltage amplification of the first stage at (a) 1000 cycles? (b) 100 cycles? (c)
10,000 cycles? (d) What is the voltage amplification of the second stage at the same
three values of frequency?
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T, and 'f1-gm =l22Sµ mhos, rp=l,000,000.11., Cgp =0.00Sµµf, c9e7µµf, lj,k=/2µµ/'
Cw=Slray cap,mlcmce or wirin9, elc. =IOµµf (a teach lube)
FIG. 8-31.

22. What is the decilwl variation at the low and high frequencies over the, intermediate frequency of one stage of amplification in the amplifier of Prob. 21 '?
23. What is the overnll voltage amplification of tlH' two-stage amplifirr of Proh. 21
at (a) 1000 cycles? (b) 100 cycles? (c) 10,000 cycles?
24. What is the oV!'rall decibel gain of the two-stagP amplifier of Proh. 21 at (a)
1000 rycles? (b) 100 Gycles? (c) 10,000 cycles?
26. The re;;ist:rnce aml capacitanl'e values given in l'roh. 21 have hP!'n taken from
Appendix XVI. The values reeommendrd for the other resistors and capacitors
shown on Fig. 8-31 can also be obtained from Appendix XVI. What values are
recommemled for (a) R 1 ? (b) R,? (c) R,? (d) R 4 ? (e) C 1 ? (f) C2? (g) C,'?
(h)

c.?

26. The voltage amplification of the amplifier in Prob. 21 can he increased hy
increasing the value of the coupling resistor R,. (a) If R, is increased to 250,000 ohms,
what are the recommended values for Re, R 1, R 2, R,, R,, Cb, C 1, C2, C,, and C,. (b)
What is the vol tag<, amplification per stage at 1000, 100, and 10,000 cycles? (c) \\'hat
is the overall <ll'cihel gain of the amplifier at 1000, 100, and 10,000 cycles?
27. The amplifiPr of Prob. 26 has a loss of approximately 1.7 db at 100 cycles.
At what frpquency will its loss be approximately 2 db?
Hint 1. Rearranging the terms of Eq. (8-1 lc) will producP a satisfactory Pq11atio11
Hamdy
KL
Jmtn -

_/

2rrRCb V 1 - K,,2

Hint 2. For -2 db, KL ~ 0.S for a single stage amplifier. For a two-stage
amplifier KL~ VO.S ~ 0.895 per stage.
28. The amplifier of Prob. 26 has a loss of approximately 0.6 dh at 10,000 cycles.
At what frequency will its loss be approximately 2 db?
Hint 1. Rearranging the terms of Eq. (8-14a) will produce a satisfactory Pquation,
namely

-v'l -

K11 2

f=,.. = 21rK11R.,,,Cr

Hint 2. Same as Hint 2 for Prob. 27.
29. A single stage of a high-gain amplifier is shown in Fig. 8-32. (a) From
Appendix XVI determine the recommended v:..lue,; for H., Cb, R1, C,, R2, and C,. (b)
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What is the voltage amplification produced by the stage at 1000, 100, and 10,000
cycles? (c) \Yhat is the decibel gain at each of these frequencies'?
1}=6SJ7

11=6SJ7

B+
JOOv
Tj cmd Tz-qm=l650µmhos,rp=/,000,0t0f!.,Cgp =O.OOSµµf.
Cgk = 6µµf, Cpk = 7µµf
Cw =Slray capacrfance of' w1r1nq, efc. =10µµf
}'rn. 8-32.

30. What is the frequency range of the amplifier stage of l'roh. W if ±2 db variation is permissible?
31. A single stage of an impedance-coupled amplifier is shown in Fig. 8-33. The
input tube is to be operated with 250 volts at its plate and with a grid bias of 8 volts.
The total shunting capacitance of 't,he circuit is 350 µµf. Assume the core-loss effect
C1,=0.007Sµf
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Fm. 8-33.

to be negligible. (a) What voltage is required of the B power supply? (b) \\'hat is
the voltage amplification of the stage at 50, 1000, and 10,000 cycles? (c) What is
the decibel Yariatiou oyer a frequency range of 50 to l0,000 cycles?
32. A type GJ7 tube is substituted for the type 6J5 tube in the amplifier sho"·n in
Fig. 8-33. Assume that all necessary socket wiring changes are made; also that the
screen grid is supplied with JOO volts and that the grid bias is reduced to 3 volts.
l;se l megohm as the value of the plate resistance. (a) What voltage is required of
the .8 power supply? (b) What is the voltage amplification of the stage at 50, 1000,
and 10,000 cycles? (c) What is the decibel variation over a frequency range of 50
to 10,000 cycles? (d) Would this change be recommended and why? (e) Discuss
the possibility of using the type 6J7 tube in this circuit as a triode hy connecting the
screen and suppressor grids to the plate.
33. The audio reactor used as the coupling element in au impedance-coupled a-f
amplifier circuit similar to Fiiz;. 8-9 has an inductance of 300 hcnries. Its resistanrc
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is 62.50 ohms am! its maximum current capadty is 10 ma. (a) What is the voltage
drop at the reactor whl'n it is used with a type GC.", tube with 8 ma of plate current
f!O\viug? (b) What voltage is required of then power supply if it is desired to m;i,intain 250 Yolts at thl' ph!te of the tube? (c) What is the reactance of tlie choke to
100, 1000, and 5000 cycles if its distributed capacitance is disregarded? (d) \\.hat is
the reactance of th<' chokP to 100, 1000, and 5000 cycles if its distributed capncitance
is SO µµf?
34. The auclio choke usPd as the coupling unit in an impedanC'e-<'ouplell a-f
amplifier circuit similar to Fig. 8--9 has an inductaiH"e of 150 hcnrics, a resistance of 3500
ohms, and a curn•nt rating of 10 ma. (a) What i,; the voltage drop at the choke when
it is used "·ith a typ<' GP5 tube with 5 ma of plate current flowing? (b) \Yhnt voltage
is rcquirf'd of the n powPr supply if it is desired to rnaintain 250 volts at the plate of
the tube? (c) What is the rPactnnce of the choke to 100, 1000, and 5000 cycles if its
distributf'd capa!'itam·e is disr<'garcled? (cl) What is the reaetancc of the choke to
100, 1000, ,rnd 5000 eyeles if its distrihuted capacitance is 20 µµf?
36. The audio rPa<'tor usPd as the conpliug coil of an impedance-couple,! a-f
amplifier circuit similar to Fiµ;. 8--12 has an indnctanc-e of 320 heuries. \\'hat Yalue of
blocking eap;i,citor is required to make the tuned circuit resonant at (a) 100 cycles?
(b) 1000 cycles? (c) 5000 cycles?
36, The audio reactor usP<l as the coupling coil of an impedance-coupled a-f
amplifier circuit similar to Fig. 8--12 hns an inductan!'e of 150 henries. \Yhat value of
blocking <':tpa<'itor is requirer! to make the tuned circuit resonant at (a) 100 cycles?
(b) 1000 cydes? (c) 5000 cycles?
37. A single stage of a transformer-coupled amplifier with its circuit constants is
given in Fig. 8-3-1. (a) \\'hat voltage is required at the B power supply in order to
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T;-E1, ~250 volfs, Ec~-8volls, CpJc =l!µµf
Tz-Ci=l6µµf
Trcmsformer-n=?.S, Lp=40h., L.s=250h., Rp~80fl, R 8 =500n,
Lp'=O.! h., L 8 '=0.62Sh, CD=IOOµµf(af thepr/mary),
Core-loss effect fo be considered as negl/qible.
Cw=Slray corpacilance ofw/rinq,etc. =IOµµf(at the pr/mary)
FIG. 8-34.

provide 250 volts at the plate of the first tube? (/J) Whnt is the voltage amplification
at 50, 1000, and 10,000 cycles? (c) At what frequency wit! the maximum voltage
amplification occur? (d) \\'hut is the maximum voltage amplification? (e) What
is the decibel variation at 50 cycles compared to 1000 cycles? (f) What is the decibel
variation at 10,000 cycles compared to 1000 cycles?
38. A certain a-f amplifier is designed to produce an overall voltage amplification
of 4500 with an input signal of 5 mv. The distortion in t-he amplifier is 5 per cent.
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(a) What is the output voltage? (b) What is the distortion in volts? (c) If a feedback circuit with /3 = -0.01 is added, what is the value of the feedback factor? (d)
What is the output voltage with feedback added? (e) What is the distortion in volts
with fee<lback added? (f) With this feedback, what value of input signal will be
required in order to restore the output to its original value? (g) \\'hat is the distortion in volts with feedback and the increased input signal as found in part f?
39. A certain a-f amplifier has a voltage amplification of 1 G and an input signal of
2.5 volts. (a) \Vhat is the output voltage? (b) If a feedback circuit with f3 = -0.05
is added, what is the value of the feedback factor? (c) What is the output voltage if
no change is made in the input voltage? (d) What value of input signal will be
required in order to restore the output voltage to its original value?
40. The voltage amplification of a certain amplifier circuit is 160 at a frequency of
1000 cycles but drops to 20 at a frequency of 30 cycles. (a) What is the change in
gain expressed in decibels? (b) lf a feedback circuit with a value of /3 = -0.10 is
added, what is the decibel change in gain between 1000 cycles and 30 cycles?
41. The resistors of the voltage divider network of a feedback circuit similar to
Fig. 8-19 are: R 1 = 10,000 ohms, and R2 = 00,000 ohms. (a) What is the approximate val~e of ~? (b) If the voltage amplification of the circuit is 160 without feedback, what is its amplification with feedback? (c) \Vhat is the approximate value of
voltage amplification with feedback, using Eq. (8-44)?
42. It is desired to add a feedback circuit, similar to Fig. 8-19, to an output tube
being worked through a 7000-ohm load. (a) What minimum resistance should the
feedback network have if the ratio of feedback circuit impedance to load impedance is
to be approximately 20 to 1? (b) If a feedback factor of 3 fa deHired, what standard
resistance values should the two resistors have? (Assume A = 20.) (c) What
standard size capacitor is recommended if (Rr + R 2 ) should be approximately 20 times
the reactance of the capacitor at a minimum frequency of 50 cycles?
43. An a-f amplifier circuit using a 250,000-ohm resistor as its plate load also has a
decoupling resistor of 30,000 ohms and a decoupling capacitor of 0.25 µf. (a) What is
the decoupling factor to a 50-cyclc signal? (b) What is the overall decoupling factor
for two such stages?

CHAPTER IX

POWER AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS
The prime pnrposc of voltage amplifier circuits, presented in the two
previous chapter:-;, is to prnducc a st1b:;ta11tial incrrnse in the output
voltage for a giwu inpnt voltage. The amplif-ied voltage is then applied
to the input circuit of a power amplifier stage. Audio-frequency power
amplifiers arc used to furni,;h the power required to operate a loudspeaker.
Radio-frequency power amplifiers are used to produce the power required
at the antenna of a transmitter.
9-1. Power Amplifier Circuits. Classifications. Power amplifier circuits are used in both a-f and r-f circuits and are generally classified
according to the frequency at which they arc operated, namely, a-f power
amplifiers or r-f power amplifiers. Whereas the tubes used in voltage
amplifier circuits arc generally operated as Class A, the tubes used in
power amplifier circuits may be operated either as Class A, Class B,
Class AB, or Class C. Each of the two classifications of power amplifiers
can therefore be subdivided according to the manner in which the tube
is operated. All classes of tube operation may be used in r-f and a-f
power amplifier circuits; however, Class C is used primarily in r-f power
amplifiers.
Triodes, pentodes, and beam power tubes are used as power amplifiers.
These tubes may be operated singly, in parallel, or in pnsh-pull, depending
upon the amount of pmrer output required of the amplifier cireuit.
Although the principle of operation and the general construction of the
vacuum tubes used as power amplifiers arc similar to those used as voltage
amplifiers, their operating characteristics are quite different. Voltage
amplifier tubes arc operated with a comparatively high value of impedance
in the plate circuit in order to obtain a high output voltage. In this type
of amplifier, voltage gain is the paramount factor and the power output
is comparatively small. Power amplifier tubes are operated with a lower
value of plate-load impedance than voltage amplifier tubes because the
plate resistance of these tubes is lower and also in order to obtain a larger
power output. In this type of amplifier, power output is the paramount
factor and the value of output voltage is not important. Tubes nsed as
power amplifiers must therefore be capable of carrying more current than
voltage amplifier tubes.
392
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Effect of a Varying Input Signal on the Plate V ollage. The static
characteristics of a tube are obtained by varying the voltage applied to
one of the tube's electrodes while keeping all other electrode voltages
constant. These characteristics are obtained without any impedance
connected into the plate circuit of the tube, as any impedance in this
circuit will cause the voltage at the plate of the tube to vary with the
variations in plate current. This can be seen by reference to the elementary amplifier circuit diagram shown in Fig. 9-la. With zero signal
input, the voltage on the grid of the
tube will be equal to the steady grid
bias Ee. The plate current h, be!'
!
ing dependent on the grid bias, will
lfb
therefore also be steady. The volt1-"=0
\
age E 0 at the plate of the tnbe will
then be·equal to the plate supply
~II>-+~·-+--'--I:_ ]1]!Jif-+--'
voltage E1,1, minus the voltage drop
Ecc
El,b
(a)
across the output resistor Ro, or

When an alternating signal voltage e0 is applied to the input circuit
:
~p
of the amplifier, the voltage on the
1
i
grid of the tube will become more
1
~ i i 1-,
-'--'I lj IIII-,-+____._'_,
negative during the negative half
Ecc
Ebb
cycles of the input signal and less
(b}
F10. 9-1.-F.lementary amplifier circuit.
negative during the positive half
(a) ·with zero signal input, (b) with an a-c
cycles. This change in grid bias signal input.
causes a variation in the plate current, represented by ip in Fig. 9-lb, flowing through the output resistor
R
It can be seen from Fig. 9-1 that any change in plate current will
change the voltage drop at the output resistor, thus causing the voltage at
the plate of the tube to vary.
The variation in plate current of a voltage amplifier tube is usually
very small, hence the change in plate voltage will also be small. It is
thus possible, for all practical purposes, to obtain the operating charac~
teristics of a voltage amplifier tube from its static characteristic curves.
The variation in plate current of a power amplifier tube is comparatively
high, thus causing the plate voltage variations to be high. A new set of
curves that will approximate the performance of a tube under actual
working conditions must therefore be used. This set of curves is called
the dynamic characteristics and indicates the performance capabilities of
a tube when it is operating with an input signal and with a load impedance
connected into its plate circuit.

1y

'--+-~

0•
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9-2. Dynamic Characteristics of a Vacuum Tube. Load tine of a
Vacuum Tube. The dynamic characteristics of iL tube can be obtained
graphically from the tube's static plate characteristic curves with the aid
of a load line. The loacl line is drawn on the :,;ta tic characteristic curve:,;
and represents the variation of plate cmrent with voltage for the type of
load impedance used. If the output load is resi:otive, the variation of
plate current with voltage will be linear and the load line will therefore
be a straight line. If the output load i:,; inductive or capacitive, the
variation of plate current with voltage will be 11011linear and the load line
will be an ellipse (see Fig. 0-14). Resistive loads may be an actual noninductive resist.or as shown in Fig. 9-2 or may be the reflected load from
the secondary of an output trnn::ifonner as shown in Fig;. 0-3.

Ry?
- 111-l+'-i_..__ __,___---11[1!1!11+

H:
*

I

0

8 ee
B 00
FIG. 9-2.-Amplifier circuit using a trioclc.
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•----------'----'_
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Ef,b

Frn. l,l-:.l.- Triode power amplifi!'r am! tl,e refloeted load

R.'.

M elhod of Plotting the Load Line for a Single Triode Class A Power
Amplifier with a Resistive Load. The alternating plate current output of
a Class A power amplifier should have approximately the same wave
form as that of the alternating voltage impressed on the input circuit of
the tube. In order to obtain this type of output, the dynamic transfer
characteristic curves (Fig. 9-8) must be nearly a straight line for the complete range of the variable grid voltage. As the operating; characteristics
of a tube will vary with the resistance of the plate load and the voltage
of the B power supply, the load line of a tube will therefore be dependent
on both of these variables. The method of drawing the load line on the
static plate characteristic curves can best be explained by the following
example.

ART.
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Example 9-1. A type 6.T5 tube is connected as shown in Fig. 9-2. Draw the load
line for this tube when being operated with a resistive load of 40,000 ohms and a B
supply of 200 volts.

Given:
Tube = 6J5
Ebb = 200 volts
R = 40,000 ohms

Find:
Draw the load line

0

Solution:

If the voltage drop across R should become equal to 200 volts, the voltage hetween
the plate and cathode would he zero. The plate current for this condition would
then be
0

200
401000

=

0.005 amp, or 5 ma

This locates point A, e,,.min = 0 volts and i ....... = 5 ma, on the static plate characteristic curves of l<'ig. 9-'l.
When the plate current .is zero, the voltage drop across the output resistor R. will
be zero and the volbge hetween the plate and cathode will he equal to the R supply

8r--r--,---,---,---,----------~
TYPE-6JS
Ef'• 6.3 volts
..--+---t--Ec = -6 volts

100

15

200

Ploite~lts,eb

. [_e

I .

p

, I

I

I

FlG. 9-4.-Method of plotting the load line and of obtaining the dynamic operating
characteristics.

voltage, or 200 volts. This locaks point B, e•.,,,01 = 200 volts and
the static plate characteristic curves of Fig. 9-4.

ib.m;n

= 0 ma, on
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A straight line connecting points A and B will represent the load line of the type
6J5 tube for an output resistive load of 40,000 ohms and a B supply of 200 volts.

The intersection of the load line and the curve for the grid bias to be
used determines the quiescent or operating point. Thus for a grid bias of
6 volts, point Q (Fig. 9-4) will be the operating point. From this diagram,
it can be seen that v.1th zero signal input a steady current h
(equal to 1.625 ma) \\'111 flow in
the plate circuit. This steady
current of 1.625 ma flov.1ng
through the 40,000-ohm resistance produces a 65-volt drop
across the output resistor R
thereby causing the voltage between the plate and cathode to be
n•duced to 135 volts.
Summarizing, a type 6.T5 tube
with zero signal input, having a
resistive plate load of 40,000 ohms
and operating with a 6-volt grid
bias and a 200-volt B supply,
..:
would have 135 volts between the
u
r:
plate and cathode of the tube and
a steady current of 1.625 ma would
flow through the output load.
Effect of Input Signal Voltage
on e., eb, and ib, "\Vhen an alternating signal voltage eu (Fig. 9-2)
is applied to the input circuit of
the tube, the grid bias will become
1 - - - - - -• T i me
less negative during the posith·e
FIG. 9-5.- Phase relations hetw<>en the a-c
half cycles and more negative durgrid voltage, the a-c ,•omponeut of the plate
current, and the a-c cotnJ>Onent of the plate
ing the negative half cycles. Revoltage.
ferring to Fig. !}-4, it can be seen
that with a grid bias of G volts, an alternating input signal of 2 volts ll'ill
vary the voltage, e,, 011 the grid of the tube from -4 to -8 volts. This
variation in grid voltage causes the plate current i0 to vary between 1 ma
and 2.25 ma. The output voltage ep will then vary between -25and +25
volts causing the voltage at the plate eb to vary between 110 and 160 volts.
It can thus be seen that when the voltage on the grid is increasedthat is, made less negative-the current in the plate circuit ,dll increase.
This increase in plate current causes the voltage drop across the output
resistor to increase, thus decreasing the voltage between the plate and
0 ,
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cathode of the tube. In a similar manner, it can be seen that a decrc11sc
in grid voltage will decrease the current in the plate circuit, thus decreasing the voltage drop across the output resistor, and thereby increase the
voltage at the plate of the tube. The phase relation between the grid
voltage, plate current, and the plate voltage for an amplifier circuit whose
load contains only resistance is shown in Fig. 9-5. J:<'rom these diagrams
it can be seen that, with only resistance in an amplifier circuit, the gridvoltage variations are in phase with the variations in plate current, and
,----,---r7-.,..--,---,-..-----,---,---,4

TYPE 6J5
1----+--, Ef = 6.3 volts-+--+--.......,,."----4
Ehh=200volts

e

l-'---t--+--t---t--+--,,~-+--3&
E
~

.E
~---+--+---'--i2 :~
C:

t..,
:,

¥--+--+--+--+--+--+--+---+I~

"'

C:

-~---!------':-~-~----~-o
-8
-6
-4
-2
0

-10

Grid volts, ec
Fw. 9-o.· - Dynamic and static characteristic curves.

the plate-voltage variations are 180 degrees out of phase with the gridvoltage variations. As all amplifier circuits contain at least a small
amount of undesired capacitance and inductance, this in-phase and 180degree out-of-phase relationship is very seldom obtained. The amount
of phase difference from these theoretical conditions will depend upon the
amount of capacitance and inductance present in the circuit and in some
cases may be so small that it can be ignored.
Dynamic Characteristic Curves. Although t.hc operating characteristics of a tube can be obtained from the static• plate characteristic curves
with the aid of a load line, a more complete interpretation can be acquired
from a family of dynamic characteristic curves. A single dynamic characteristic curve represents the actual operating characteristics of a tube
for a definite type and value of load impedance. The dynamic characteristic curve of a tube will therefore vary "-ith the value and type of load
impedance. Thus, a family of curves can be plotted from values obtained
from the static plate characteristic curves and the load lines. Values of
grid volts and plate current for the dynamic characteristic curve shO'IYn
in Fig. 9-6 were obtained from Fig. 9-4 at the points where the load line
intersects the static curves.
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It can readily be seen from this curve that a stPacly plate current of
l .G25 ma \\·ill flow when the B supply is 200 volts and the tuhe is operated
with a grid bias of (3 volts. It can also he seen that a 2-volt alternating
current signal input varies the grid voltage from --1 to -8 volts, thus

-+-l......i-+-+-1----+-1--

TYPE 6JS
Br=6.3volts
/';bb = 300 volts

.....C.

~ 51---.;>,.,f--+¥0
1.

:::,

<.)

~ 51----1-1--->.
<S

a:
4

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

Plate volts, eb
Fm. 9-7.--Load lines for a type 6J5 tube.

causing the plate current to vary bet\\·een 1 and 2.25 ma. These are the
same values that were obtained from the series of static characteristic
curves and the load line of Fig. 9--!.
For purposes of comparison, the transfer static curve (R 0 = 0) has
been drawn on the same graph. Yalues of grid nilts and plate current
were obtained from Fig. 9-4 at the points where the line representing 200
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volts on the plate intersects each static curve. It can be observed that
the dynamic curve is much flatter than the static curve. This means
that the plate-current variations for dynamic conditions would be smaller
than the plate-current variations for static conditions, assuming that the
grid-voltage variations are the same.
A series of dynamic curves for a type GJ5 tuqe, operating with a
300-volt B supply on its plate, for various valncs of loacl resistance are

J-1--+--1--1--++-+--4-/-1---!------sl2 ~

.,

0.

E
,...___,__,__-A--+---.1-__,____.,,,o ~

·E_

-12

-10

-8
-6
-4
Grid volts, ec

-2

Fm. 9-S.-Dynamic characteristics for a type 6J5 tube.

shown in Fig. 9-8. Yalnes of grid volts and plate current for these curves
were obtained at the points where the various-load lines (Fig. 9-7) intersect the static plate characteristic curves. Zero load condition is represented by the static transfer characteristic curve plotted for a 300-volt
B supply. From this family of curves, it can be seen that the slope of the
transfer characteristic curve becomes steeper ·with a decrease in the plate
load and flatter ·with an increase in the plate load. Thus, increasing the
plate load Tuill decrease the plate-current output. However, increasing
the plate load also lengthens the straight portion of the transfer characteristic curve, thus making it possible to apply a larger signal volt:.i,ge to
the input circuit of the tube without producing distortion.
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9-3. Power Amplification. Power Output. The current that flows
through the plate circuit of a tube consists of two parts: (1) a steady or
d-c component h; (2) a varying or a-c component iv (see Fig. 0-1). The
useful part of the plate currellt is the varying component as only variations
in plate current produce sounds at the loudspeaker. The steady plate
current h will not cause the loudspeaker to produce any sound and therefore does not contribute directly toward the usdul output of an amplifier
~ircuit. This portion of the plate current dues, l10wcver, contribute
toward the power loss of the circuit as it prod11cPs hrnt, at. Lot.It the load
impedance and the plate of the tuhe.
The varying component of the plate C111TC'nt flmYing through thP output resistor R (Fig. 9-1) is expressed as
0

(4-8)

The varying component of the ,·oltage across the load impedance R is
equal to
0

(4-9)

The instantaneous value of the a-c power output Poi:-; equal to the product
of the varying components of the plate cnrrent and plate voltage, or
(9-2)

Substituting Eqs. (,t-8) and (·l-9) for iP and ep in l•~q. (U-2)

Po =

µCg

R0

+ rp

X

(µe 0 )2R.

or

Po - (Ro+ rp)2

µe 0 Ro

R0

+ rp

(9-2a)
(9-2b)

llfaximum Power Output. It has previously been shown that the
voltage amplification of a circuit increasPs with an increase in the value
of the load impedance. Thus, for a voltage amplifier, maximum voltage
amplification can be approached only by making the value of the load
impedance many times greater than the plate resistance. However,
although a great increase in the output voltage ep is obtained, the useful
power output of the voltage amplifier circuit is quite low. This can be
seen by an analysis of Eqs. (4-8) and (-t-H). Examination of these t,vo
equations indicates that for constant values of amplification factor and
input signal, the output voltage ep will vary according to the factor
R Ro
0

+ l'p,

and the plate current ip will vary according to the factor
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Further analysis will show that, with a fixe<l value of rP, a11y
increase in R will increase the output voltage ep and decrease the output
current ip; conversely, a decrease in R,, will decrease the output voltage
ep and increase the output current ip. It can also be seen that ep and ip
do not change at the same rate and consequently the power output may
either increase or decrease with a change in Ro depending upon whether
R is smaller or larger than rp. The maximum power output will be
obtained when R 0 is equal to rp which may be proved experimentally, or
mathematically as in the following example.
0

0

Example g.2. Prove that the maximum amount of power output is obtained at
the load of an amplifier circuit when the load resistance R. is equal to the plate resistance rp. Assume the tube to have a plate resistance of 8000 ohms, a constant amplification factor of 20, and an input signal of 1 volt. Establish the proof by determining
the powei-· output with load resistance values of 4000, 6000, 8000, 10,000, and 12,000
ohms.
Given:

Find:
P••max = ?

r,, = 8000 ohms
µ,

= 20

e, = I volt
R. = 4000, 6000, 8000, 10,000 and 12,000 ohms
Solution:

R.,
ohms

+

H.
i·p
ohms

ep

Eq. (4-9)
volts

Po

ip

Eq. (4-8)
ma

Eq. (\J-2)
IllW

Eq. (9-2b)
watts

-··

4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000
12,000

12,000
14,000
16,000
18,000
20,000

6.666
8.571
10
11.11
12

1.666
1.428
1.25
1.111
1

11.11
12.23
12.5
12.34
12

O.Ollll
0.01224
0.0125
0.01234
0.012

From the tabular results listed above, it can be seen that the maximum power output
is obtained when Ro = 8000 ohms, which is also the value of rp.

The principle illustrated in Example 9-2 can be applied to any type of
power source and load and is referred to as the principle of maximum
power transfer.
Graphical Analysis of 1lfaximum Power Output. The power output
characteristics of an amplifier circuit (see Fig. 9-9) illustrates the principle
of maximum power transfer. The values of po,,·cr output used in plotting
this curve were obtained by the use of Eq. (9-2b); some of the values also
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are listed in the solution of Example 9-2. 1t can be Reen from thi:,; curve
that the output power increases rapidly as the loa,d resistance is increased
from zero and reaches its maximum value when the load and plate resistances are equal. Further increases in load resistance cause the output
power to decrease, although at a much slower rate.
13
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10 -

9

V

1

I I
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TYPE·6J5

I
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I

Pi+

0

~- I
I
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I
I

-

.
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.

-

i -··
-1--
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..

2
I -

0

0

-

I

I

i

I

4000

8000
12,000
lo COO 20,000 24,000
Locid resislo,nce, ohms
Fm. 9-9.-- Power-output characteristi<'8 for a type (\J5 tube.

·when R 0 is eqmd to r", the in:,;tanttrneou:,; ndue of the power output
[J<~q. (9-2b)] then become;;
(!.l-3)

If the effective value of the input sigrrnl i;; ;;ubstit11tecl for the instantaneous value in Eq. (!J-3), the a-c power output of the circuit may then
be found by use of the equa,tion
p
= (µEu) 2
(9-4)
O•m

,fr p

If the maximum value of the input signal i;; substituted for the effective
value in Eq. (9-•l), then
= (µE•. ,,.)2
P o•m
(9-4a)
Srp

where p

0 .m

P •. m

=

instantaneous value of power 011tput with ma,ximnm power
trantifer, watts
= maximum a-c power output of the amplifier circuit, ,vatts
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e0 = instantaneous value of the input signal, volts
E 0 = effective value of the input signal, volts
E 0 .m = maximum or peak value of the input signal, volts
Example 9-3. An amplifier circuit uses a type 6A3 tube operated Class A with
250 volts on its plate and with a grid bias of 4S volts. What is the maximum power
output that can be obtained from this amplifier eireuit with. an input signal whose
peak value is 20 volts?

Find:

Given:
Tube = 6A3
E 0 = 250 volts
Ee = -45 volts
Ea·m = 20 volts

I'o,m

=?

Solution:
From 1:-Jlpendix XV:
I' o,m

µ

= 4.2,

_ (µE,.m)
-

= 800 ohms

rp
2

_

s;:;;- -

(1.2 X 20)' _ l
. tt
8 X 800 - . 102 ,rn s

9-4. Distortion in Power Amplifiers. Nonlinear Distortion. Every
tube's transfer characteristic curve can be divided into three parts: (1)
the curve formed at the upper bend, (2) the curve formed at the lower
bend, (3) the portion joining these two parts. The line joining the upper
and lower bends, although generally considered as being straight, actually
is curved. The degree of curvature of this portion of the transfer characteristic curve depends upon the value of the load impedance. The
effect of the load impedance on the curvature of the transfer characteristic
can be seen by reference to the dynamic characteristics of the type 6J5
tube (Fig. 9-8). From this figure, it can also be seen that increasing the
value of the load impedance tends to lengthen the curve, thus making it
more nearly a straight line. Although a considerable amount of curvature exists at the no-load or static condition, this decreases to a very
small amount as the value of the load impedance is increased.
Nonlinear distortion is caused by operating a tube on any curved portion of its transfer characteristic curve. Thus, a Class A power amplifier
,vill produce some distortion, since even the best operating portion of its
characteristic curve is not actually a straight line. This distortion is
caused mainly by the second harmonic, and the per cent of distortion can
be calculated by use of the equation
Per cent of second harmonic distortion

h
=-----ib•max -

or

ib•min

X 100

(9-5)
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Per cent of second harmonic distortion

=

(ih.ms.x_

+ i1,,1nin~

2(lb.max -

where

- 2h X lO(}

lb-win)

ib,m»

=

1·b-min

= minimum value of total µlate current

(9 _5 a}

maximum value of total plate current

h = average or quiescent value of µlate current
Example 9-4. A type 6.J5 triode is operated from a 300--volt B power supply and
it is desired to obtain maximum power output. The grid bias is 6 volts and the,
plate resiHtauce of the tube is 8000 ohms. What is the per C('nt of serond harmonic
distortion when a signal having a maximum value of 4 volts is applif.d to the input
circuit?

Find:
Per cent of Hecoud harmonic distortion

(iivcn:
Tube= 6.J5

E,,,, = :mo volts
Be = -G volts
rp = 8000 ohms

E"."' = ·l volts
Solution:

Ro = rp = 8000 ohms (for maximum powPr output)
From the dynamic characteristic cur\'es of the type GJ5 tube (Fig. 9-8)
1b-max

2·b•min

lb

p

= lG ma
= 5,2 flltt

= 10 nrn

f
Ih
· r
·
(i,,mu + h-mh,) - 2h
OO
er cent o secon! armomc r 1stort10n =
X l
2 U1rma, _ ib,min)
=

(16

+(5.2)_ 2 16

2 X IO

5

25 -- -

_

X 100 = 5.55 per cPnt

.M a.1;iinwn Undistorted Power Output. ·when operating a tube as a
power amplifier it becomes necessary to consider the per cent of distortion as "·ell as the power output. l\faximnm po\\·er output is obtained
when the load and plate resistances are equal. Inc1·casing the value of
the load resistance will decrease the cun·ature of the characteristic curYe
and thus decrease the amount of distortion. It is common practice to
sacrifice some of the output power in order to use a load resistance thaL
will produce a satisfactory minimum amount of distortion. Undistorted
power output, as used in reference to audio amplification, means that the
amount of distortion is small enough that it cannot be noticed by the
average person. A distortion of 5 per cent can be distinguished by
the average listener. The recommended maximum allowable distortion
of an audio amplifier has been taken as 5 per cent. A rule generally used
for single-tube triode power amplifiers is to use a load resistor ,,·hose value
is approximately equal to twice the value of the plate resistance.
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Substituting E 0 for e0 , and 2rp for R. in Eq. (9-2b)
Po•m•u

and
where

Po,m•u

Po•m•u

=

2(µ,Eu) 2
9rp
(µ,Eu-m) 2
9rp

(9-G)
(9-Ga)

maximum undistorted power output, watts

Example 9-5. The type 6.J5 triode of Example 9-4 is operated with the same electrode potentials and a-c input signal as used in Example 9-4. What is the per cent
of second harmonic distortion if the plate load is increased to the value at which the
circuit will produce its maximum amount of undistorted power output?

Given:
Tube
Eob
E.
rv
Eg,m

Solution:
Ra = 2rp

Find:
Per cent of second harmonic distortion

= 6.J5
= 300 volts

= -6 volts
= 8000 ohms
= 4 volts

=

16,000 ohms (for maximum undistorted power output)

From the dynamic characteristic curves of the type 6.J5 tube (Fig. 9-8)

= 10 ma
= 3.5 ma
I.= 6.6 ma

io-max
io.min

• di t .
(ib,max + io,m;n) - 2].
P er cent of secon d h armoruc s ortron =
X 100
2 (ib-max _ io-min)
(IO +3.5) - 2 X 6.H
=
X 100 = 2.30percent
2 (10 _ 3 _5)

Examination of the results obtained in Example 9-4 indicates that the
per cent of second harmonic distortion exceeds the recommended maximum when the plate load is selected to produce maximum power output.
However, when the plate load is increased to twice the value of the plate
resistance, as in Example 9-5, the per cent of distortion is reduced considerably and is well below the recommended maximum.
Although some power is sacrificed by increasing the value of the load
resistance, the amount is very small, as can be observed from the power
output curve (Fig. 9-9). From this curve, it can be seen that the
decrease in power output does not become appreciable until the value of
the plate load becomes several times that of the plate resistance.
9-5. Ratings of Power Amplifiers. Power Amplification. Amplifier
tubes generally are operated with a grid bias high enough to prevent any
current from flowing in the grid circuit. l;nder this condition the current
flowing in the input circuit of the amplifier is practically zero. When the
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input signal is fed into an amplifier tube through a resistor, the power
used by this input resistor represents the input power of the amplifier;
this is sometimes called the driving power. In such a circuit, the ratio of
the a-c power output to the a-c power consmne<l in the grid circuit is
called the power amplification of the amplifier circnit. The po"·er
amplification ratio may be infinite in certain types of power amplifiers
since the vacnum tube is capable of releasing additional power from the
local power supply.
In contrn:;t to the high power amplification obtained from a pO\rnr
amplifier circuit, the voltage amplification obtaine(l is very low. It can
be seen, by observation of the power output equations for a vacuum-tube
amplifier circuit, that the output power ,·arie;; as the square of the input
signal voltage. Thus, if the n1lue of the in1mt signal voltage is tripled
the output po,Yer will be increased to nine times its former value. For
this reason, the input voltage to pom:-r amplifier tubes should be comparatively high. Power amplifier tnbes am therefore designed to operate
\Yith large inpnt signal voltages without producing distortion.
E.ra111ple f -G. A type (iFG tube is opera tell a.s a Class A 1 triode power amplifier
to produce rrw,ximum undistorted power output. The plate resistance of the tube is
2500 ohmti and its amplification factor is 6.8. At 1000 cycles, a signal current with
an efiective value of 70 µa flows through the 200,000-ohm grid leak resititor. (a)
What is the volt11ge amplification at this frequency? (b) What iti the pow<'r amplification at this frequPncy?
•

Find:

GiV<'ll:

= 2500 ohm;,
R, = 200,000 ohms
µ, = G.8
r. = 70 µ,a

(a) VA=?

Tp

(b) PA=?

Solution:
(a)

E, = I" X H0 = 7 X 10-5 X 2 X 10 5 = 14 volts
Ro = 2rp = 2 X 2500 = 5000 ohms
VA = ---1!:!.!:.!_ = 6.8 X 5000 = 4 53
fl. + rp
5000 + 2500
.

(I)
,

I'

o-u,-u -

2(µ,E 0 ) 2
!Jl'v

2(li.8 X 14) 2
I)

= 10 2 /l" =
PA = Pn•m•u = 0.80,'j
P;nput
0.000\)8

P;npu,

OS •

t

X 2500 - . 0;:, wat
(70 X 10-6) 2 X 0.2 X 10 6 = 0.000H8 watt

-

=

821

Plate Circuit EJficiency. The efficiency of any power supplying
device is mmally expressed ns a percentage and represents the ratio of its
po,Ycr output to its power input. The vacuum tube itself docs not contribute any power to the output circuit but by its action po\Yer is releasecl
from a local power supply. The power supplied to the plate circuit of a
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tube can thus be represented by the power that the tube releases from its
B power supply. The power released from the B power supply is equal
to the product of the plate supply voltage and the average plate current
at maximum signal input. The average plate current flow at maximum
signal input may be slightly higher than that at zero signal input. This
increase in current is produced by the nonlinear or rectifying action of the
tube. For most practical purposes, this difference in plate current can be
ignored. The average plate current can then be taken as equal to the
quiescent or operating plate current h
The efficiency of the plate
circuit can then be expressed as
Plate circuit efficiency =

£

0

h X 100

(9-7)

where Po = a-c power output, watts
Ebo·= voltage of B power supply, volts
h = average value of plate current, amperes
Example 9-7. What is the plate circuit efficiency of the type 6F6 power output
tube of Example 9-6, if the average plate current is 32 ma and the B power supply is
410 volts?
Find:
Given:
Plate circuit efficiency
Po = 0.80,5 watt
Ebb = 410 volts
lb = 32 mu
Solution:
0.805 X 100
.
. . ffi .
P. X 100
Pl a t e cucmt
X _
= 6.13 per cent
e ciency =
}' 1
410
0 032
!.tbb b

Plate Efficiency. In the rating of power amplifiers, the plate circuit
efficiency is very seldom used. The term generally used is the plate
efficiency of the power amplifier tube. The ratio of the a-c power output
to the product of the average values of plate voltage and plate current at
maximum signal input is called the plate efficiency.
Plate efficiency = _EI'Io X 100

(9-8)

---'b b

In Class A amplification (Fig. 9-4) maximum efficiency will be obtained
when the maximum negative values of the varying components of the
plate voltage ep and the plate current ip produce the lowest possible values
of plate voltage eh and plate current ib, namely, zero. Under this condition, the maximum value of eb will be twice the value of the operating
plate voltage Eb and the maximum value of ib ,,ill be twice the value of the
operating plate current h The peak values of EP and IP will thus be
equal to Eb and h respectively. As the a-c power output (for resistive
loads) is equal to the product of the effective values of l!JP and IP, then
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(Courtesy of Radio News.)
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FIG. 9-11.-Circuit diagram of the audio-frequency power amplifier shown in l<'ig. 9-10.
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the a-c power output for the condition of maximum plate efficiency may
lie expressed as
(9-9)

Snbstituting the value of P 0 of Eq. (9-9) in Eq. (9-8), it can be seen that
the plate efficiency of a Class A amplifier cannot exceed 50 per cent.
This is the theoretical maximum efficiency aud in practical amplifier
circuits the actual efficiency is much lower, as will he seen in the following
example:-;.
The plate efiiciency is dependent upon the ratios of the maximum aml
minimum plate voltages and the maximum and minimum plate currents.
These in turn arc dependent upon the operating conditions of the tube,
such as the plate voltage, the input signal voltage, and the load impedance. Using a load resistance whose value is approximately equal to the
tube's plate resistance and increasing the plate voltage and the inpnt
signal voltage will increase the a-c power output. The plate efficiency
of the amplifier circuit is therefore also increased.
The plate efficiency is generally low in ·amplifiers designed primarily
for minimum distortion. The plate efficiency of Class A operated power
tubes as used in radio receivers is usually between 10 and 25 per cent.
The plate efficiency of triodes is lower than the plate efficie11cy of pentodes
or beam power tubes. Increasing the amount of permissible distortion
also increases the plate efficiency. Thus tl1e efficiency of Class Ar
operation is the lowest and the efficiency increa::;es with Class A2, Class
A Br, Class Alh, and Clas:; B operation.
Example 9-8. Whal is the plate dli.cienry of the type vF6 power outrut tube of
Examples 9-6 aud \.l-7 if the average plate voltage i8 250 volts?

Giv•m:
J>. = 0.805 watt
Rb = 250 volts
h = 32 ma

Fin<!:

Plate cf[iciency

Solution:
.
P. X 100 = 0.805X X _100 = 10.06 per ccu t
I>J ate e ffi1cicncy
= Eblb
0 032
250

Plate Dissipation and Screen Dissipation. The heat given off at the
plate of a tube as the result of elcctl'on bombardment is called the plate
rlissipatwn and its symbol is PP• This is :1 loss in power an<l is equal to
the difference hetwecn the power supplied to the plate of the tube and
the a-c power deliven'd by the tuhe to its lorHl impedance. The heat
given off at the screen grid of a inhe as a result of electron bombanlmcut
is called the screen dissipation. I 11 determining the plate efficiency of
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pentodes and beam power tubes, the power dissipated in the screen grid
must be added to tbe average d-c power supplied to the plate of the tuhe
in order to obtain the total input to the tube from the B power supply.
Example D-9. Determine the platE> dissipation of the power amplifier tube as
used in Examples 9-6, 9-7, and 9-8'?

Given:

Fine!:
Pp=?

Po = 0.805 watt
Eb = 2.50 volts
h = 32 ma
Solution:

I>, = Euh = 250 X 0.032 = 8 watts
l'p = Pi - Po = 8 - 0.805 = 7.l!J5 watts

The maximum plate or screen dissipation of a power amplifier tube
can be obtained by reference to a tube manual. The maximum plate
dissipati~n listed in the tube manual for a type 6F6 tube, when operated
as a triode Class A1 amplifier, is 10 watts. This value exceeds the power
dissipation as calculated in Example 0-0; therefore, the tube of Example
0-9 is being operated within its rated plate dissipation limit.
Power Sensitivity. Another te1m commonly used in the rating of
power amplifier tubes is its power sensitivity. The ratio of the a-e
power output to the square of the nus (effective) value of the input signal
voltage is referred to as the power sensitivity. The basic unit of power
sensitivity is the mho, but, because of the low ,·alnes of power sensitivity
usually obtained, the micromho is more commo~1ly used.
Power sensitivity

=

f

0

g

2

X 10 6 (micromhos)

(9-10)

Power sensitivity is ordinarily only used in rating amplifier tubes
that are operated so that no cnrrent flows in the grid circuit. When this
term is used in connection with an amplifier circuit in which the grid
circuit consumes power, it refers to the entire amplifier section including
the driver tube. The power sensitivity of pentodes and beam power
tubes is considerably greater than for triodes. The term power sensitivity is also used in rating r-f power amplifiers.
·when used in this manner, it has an entirely different meaning than when
used with a-f power amplifiers. Power sensitivity, as used "ith r-£
power amplifiers, expresses the ratio of the output power to the input
power or the power amplification of the circuit.
Example 9-10. A type 6.T5 triode is operat1id from a 300-volt B power supply an<l
is to produce maximum power output. The plate resistance of the tube is 8000 ohms
and its amplification factor is 20. The input signal has a maximum value of 4 volts.
,~lb.at is the power sensitivity of the tube?
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Given:
Tube= 6.J5
rv = 8000 ohms
µ = 20
E,.,n = ·1 volts
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Find:
Power sensitivity

Solution:
(µRu) 2
(20 X 4) 2
= ~ - = SX= 0.1 watt
8000
. . .
10• -· = 12 500 µm l10s
P owcr scns1tiv1ty
= Ea2
-P. X 10• - -(-!0.1X- X···
0. 707)2
,.

I

,

o-m

9-6. Class A2 Operation. The development of negative feedback
amplifier circuits has made it possible to reduce the distortion produced
in an amplifier to a minimum. ·when negative feedback is used it
becomes possible to operate a tube as a Class A 2 amplifier without producing excessive distortion.
In a Class A~ amplifier, the Yalues of the grid bias and the input signal
voltage arc such that the total instantaneons grid voltage Cc is driven
positive riming a portion of the input cycle. Grid current "·ill flo"· during
the portion of the cycle in which the grid is positiYe. 1~nder this condition it is possible to obtain maximum plate current fio"·, at the positive
peaks of the input signal, with a lower Yaluc of plate \·oltage. The plate
efficiency and power output is greater with Class A2 operation than with
Class A 1 • Plate efficiencies of 30 to 40 per cent arc obtainable for power
amplifier tubes operated as Class A 2•
The grid bias of a power amplifier tube operated as Class A2 should be
of such a \'alue that rated plate current will flow when the rated plate
voltage is applied. The amount that the grid voltage may be drh·en
positive during any portion of the input cycle will then depend upon
the amount that the distortion is reduced by the addition of negative
feedback.
9-7. Power Diagrams. Load Line and Power. It has previously
been explained how the load line can be used for determining the dynamic
characteristics of a vacuum tube. These characteristics included the
operating point, required amount of B supply Yoltage, maximum and
minimum plate voltap;e, and the maximum and minimum plate current.
::\Iany of the other operating characteristics of an amplifier tube can also
be determined by use of the load line. These characteristics include the
power lost in the load resistor, plate dissipation, power output, distortion,
and voltage amplification. "Gsc of the load line in determining these
operating characteristics is illustrated in Figs. 9-12 and 9-13. The graphical determination of the power ratings of a GFG operated with the same
electrode potentials, load resistance, and input signal ,·oltage as used in
Examples 9-G, 9-7, 9-8, and 9-9 is illustrated by the power diagram of
Fig. 9-12.
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Power Output. Referring to the power diagram for the GF6 (Fig.
9-12), it can be seen that an input signal with a peak value of 20 volts
causes the plate voltage to vary from 1GO volts to 338 volts, or a total
variation of 178 volts. This is referred to as the peak-to-peak voltage
(from plate to cathode) and also represents the useful signal voltage
available to operate the following tube or circuit. The peak-to-peak
input signal voltage in Fig. 9-12 is 40 volts. The voltage amplification
would then be equal to 178 divided by 40, or 4.45. This checks favorably
with the mathematical solution of Example 9-G, in which the voltage
amplification was found to be 1.53; hence the graphical method of solution gives results sufficiently accurate to warrant its common use. \Vith
this signal input, the plate current varies from a maximum of 50 ma to a
minimum of 14 ma, or a total variation of 36 ma.
The a-c power output of the amplifier can be found by the use of the
peak-to-peak values of plate voltage and plate current, and the basic
power equation P = EI. In this equation the voltage and current
must be effective values; hence it is necessary to convert the peak-to-peak
values of voltage and current to their effective values. This can be done
by dividing the peak-to-peak value by a factor of 2 y2. The a-c power
output can then be expressed as
(9-11)

(9-lla)

or

Example 9-11. Determine the power output of the 6F6 under the operating conditions indicated on the power diagram of Fig. 0-12.
Find:
P. =?

Given:
Tube = 6F6
J>ower diagram, Fig. 9-12
Solution:
From Fig. 9-12:

p

eb.max

= 338 volts;

eb•mm

= 160 volts

ib-max

= 50 ma;

ib,min

=

•=

=

(eb•max -

eb,min)(ib.ma'.!: -

8

14 ma

ib-min)

(338 - 160)(0.050 - 0.014)
8

=

0.SOl watt

The a-c power output is represented on the power diagram by the
area of the shaded triangle, QN]f. The maximum power output of a
Class A amplifier will occur when the area of the shaded triangle is equal
to QCH. The output would then be equal to one-half of the plate input,
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and the plate efficiency would be 50 per cent. In actual practice, it is
impossible to obtain this condition since it requires the instantaneous
value of plate voltage to reach zero, and the instantaneous plate current
to reach its maximum ya.Jue at fnll B-supply voltage.
115 . . - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - TYPE·6F6
Ef = 6.3 volts
150 Rb=250volts -+---!-Bc=-20volts
---~
Triode opercition
• 125 f----,----'---~--~-_j__

E

+

C

<U

t
::i

100f---+--+--t---->~

u

<U

]

15

a..

io,mln 0

:i='-L--L--~_J____J,J..o.,,~'LLL.J..i.L.C:::,9l-__J

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

1350

B 450

L------~'.~,:~!~i~~::~: :~=?J

A·C power oufpuf________ •.. __ . ___ .--· .. Area of /he trianqle QNM
Power /osf In the output resisfor. _________ Area offhe rectangle QABC
Plate dissipation. •.. ···-·-·-----·-----Area of the recfangle /OCH
minus the area offhe fricmq!e QNM
Power supplied by the B power supply.•.• Area orthe recfanqle IABR
Power suppked to the plate of/he lube.. Area of the recf,;mqle IQCH
Fm. 9-12.--Powcr diagram of a type 6F6 tube connected for triode operation.

Power Losses and Power Ratings. The power consumed by the output
resistor is c11nal to the product of the ,·oltagc drop acrn::;s this resistor and
the :l\'erage plate c11rrent. This power is represented by the area of the
rectangle, QABC. The power taken from the B power supply is equal
to the product of the B-power-snpply voltage and the average plate
current. Thus, the power supplied by the local po,Yer supply is represented by the area of the rectanp;lc I A Bil. The input po,Yer to the plate
circuit of the tube is equal to the product of the aYerap;c plate ,·oltage and
the a,·crap;c plate current. The area of the reetang;lc IQCII therefore
represents the inpnt pmwr to the plate of tlw t11be. The plate dissipation
of a tnbe is equal to the difference bcb,'CP!l tlw input power to the plate
and the output power. This power loss is represented by the area of the
rectangle IQCJI minus the area of the triangle QNM.
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Example 0-12. Using tho power <liagrnm in :Fig. 0-12 and the power output as
calculated in Example 0-11, determine (a) the plate circuit cflicic11cy, (b) the plate
efficiency, (c) the plate dissipation, and (d) the power lost in the output rc::;istor.
Given:
Tube = 6F6
Power diagram, Fig. 0-12
Po - 0.801 watt

I<'ind:
(a) Plate circuit cflicicncy
(b) Plate efficiency = ?

= ?

(c)Pp=?
(d) PR = ?

Solution:
From Fig. 9-12:
AR = CQ = 32 ma or 0.032 amp
JIB = 410 volts
JJC = 250 volts
(a)

(b)

CB = 160 volts
Pp = HB X AR = 410 X 0.032 = 13.12 1•:atts
• . . ffi .
P
0.801
Pl ate c1rcmt e ciency = - 0 X 100 = - - X 100
PB
13.12
P; = HC X CQ = 250 X 0.032 = 8 watts
Plate efficiency =

(c)
(d)

Pp

= P,

PR

=

- P.

=

CB X AB

t~

= 6.10 per cent

X 100 = O.~Ol X 100 = 10.01 per cent

8 - 0.801 = 7.l!lO watts
= 160 X 0.032 = 5.12 watts

Best Values of Output Resistance and Grid Bias for M aximwn Power
Output. It has been shown in Eqs. (9-2b) to (9-Ga) that the p01rnr output
of an amplifier varies as the square of t,he input signal voltage. Therefore, in order to obtain maximum pmYer output, the maximum input
sign::i,l voltage must be applied. In order to avoid excessive distortion in
Class A amplifiers, the operating voltages and the load resistance should
be of such values that ,Yhen the grid is at its most negative value the
instantaneous plate current should not be driven into the region of high
distortion (see .Fig. 9-13). The curvature of the characteristic lines in
this regjon is quite high. Excessive distortion will therefore be produced
if the plate-current variation extends into this region. .For a definite
value of B supply voltage, maximum undistorted power output will be
obtained when the peak value of the input signal voltage is equal to the
grid bias and when the load resistance and grid bias are of such values
that the varying plate current does not extend into the region of high
distortion.
Application of this rule can more easily be understood by analysis of
the power diagrams of Figs. 9-12 and 9-13. Under the operating conditions represented by .Fig. 9-12, the tube is not producing the maximum
amount of undistorted power output that it is capable of delivering.
This is due to the fact that although the peak value of the input signal
voltage is equal to the grid bias, the distortion is zero as ib,max - his equal
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to h - ib.m;n• The maximnm undistorted power output can be obtained
by decreasing the load resistance to a value for which the distortion docs
not exceed 5 per cent. It can also be shown from Fig. 9-13 that, for a
given load resistance and B voltage, the maximum power output is not
obtained unless the peak input signal voltage is equal to the grid bias.

-

-~.c

....- 90 o-----l--+'s::

t

:,

u

2
<S
a:

I
Eb
eb.max
Fm. 9-13.-Distorted output caused by incorrect choice of load line, input signal voltage,
or grid bias,

The effect on the pmrnr output \Yhen incorrect values of grid bias,
input signal voltage, or load resistance arc used is illnstratecl by the po,Yer
diagram of Fig. 9-13 and Example 9-13.
Example 9-13. A GFG is being operated as a triode amplifier tube. A load resistance of 5000 ohms, a B supply of 450 volts, and a grid bias of 30 volts are used; the
characteristic curYes are as shown in Fig. 9-13. (a) What is the power output for a
signal input voltage whose peak value is 30 volts? (Ii) What is the per cent of second
harmonic distortion?

Given:
Tube= GFG
Power (liagram, Fig. !J-13
E., = 450 volts
E, = -30 Yolts
Bg.,,, = 30 volts
R. = 5000 ohms

Find:
(a) Po = ?
(b) Per cent of second harmonic distortion
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Solution:

I.=

27 ma

Eb

ib.max

= 55 Ina

6 0 .max

ib•rnin

=

eb.min

From Fig. 9-13:

(a)

(b)

6ma

p _ (eb.max - %-min) (ib•max - ib,min)
• -

8

= 312 volts
= 420 volts
= 170 volts

(420 - 170)(55 - 6)
8

Per cent of second harmonic distortion =

=

(55

= 1.53 watts

(ib·;r + ib,mi,'.) - )Zh X 100

+(6)

l-b•max -

tb,min

- 2 X 27

2 55 _ 6)

X 100

=

7.14 per cent

The recommended operating values (Appendix XV) for a 6F6 operated
as a Class A triode amplifier are: Eb =. 250 volts, JiJ = -20 volts,
Eu•m = 20 volts, h = 31 ma, and Ro = 4000 ohms. Some of the operating values of the 6F6 used in Example 9-13 exceed these recommended
values and as a result excessive distortion is produced. If it is desired
to operaie the tube with the same electrode voltages, the distortion can be
reduced by either decreasing the value of the input signal voltage or
increasing the value of the load impedance. Decreasing the input signal
voltage ,vill decrease the power output considerably, while increasing the
value of the load impedance will cause only a comparatively small amount
of decrease in the power output. From values obtained from Fig. 9-13,
it can be shown that increasing the value of the load resistance to 7500
ohms results in a decrease in the a-c output power to 1.215 watts and
reduces the distortion to 6.94 per cent. Although decreasing the value of
the load resistance may increase the power output, it may also increase
the amount of distortion. Thus, decreasing the value of the load resistance to 3800 ohms increases the a-c power output to 1.71 watts and the
distortion to 7.50 per cent.
Higher values of power output and plate efficiency can be obtained by
using a higher value of plate voltage than the value usually recommended.
When higher plate voltages arc used, the grid bias and load resistance
should be of such values as to prevent the plate current from exceeding
the tube's maximum allowable value. The value of the load resistance
used is generally more than twice the value of the plate resistance, and
plate efficiencies of 30 to 40 per cent can be obtained. The correct value
of grid bias and load resistance for maximum undistorted power output
can be obtained either mathematically by use of complex equations, or
graphically by the trial-and-error process. The values used should
produce the maximum output ·without exceeding the allowable amount
of distortion.
9-8. Class A Power Amplifiers. Load Lines for Reactive Loads. It
has previously been stated that the load line for a capacitin or inductive
load will be an ellipse. This is due to the fact that the voltage across an
0
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l20

"'

t 80 l---+--l-+--t--+------;1.1--1
g_
E
-~

==E 60 t---t---t--,--t--J'/-,'-t~"H-J-Jl<-:::1---/
-l!:!

IS

0::: 40

20

200

450
250
300
350
400
Plcite volts
Fm. 9-14.-Graphical construction of loarl lines for a reactive load. (From Albert Preisman,
Graphical Constructions for Vacuum Tube Circuits.)

I

TYPE-6F6
-s._;_-----r-- F,f = 6.3volts
Ec-J ~ -16.S·volts
- - - < - ~ - - + - Nc-2 = 250 volts
Pentocl e opero tion

I 50
I

I
eb-min

200 250 300 350 400
PI01te volts,eb

I
Et,

et,,m"~
Fm. 9-15.-Load lines for a type CiF() tube connected for pentodc opcratinn.
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output reactance is out of phase with the plate current. The output
voltage is hence a double-value function of the plate current, and the load
line becomes a closed curve (sec Fig. 9-14.). Increasing the ratio of the
output resistance to the output reactance will flatten the ellipse. Thus.
100r-----ir---,---r--r--,---,----,----,---,---,---,

/
h'l~-+---+--Ec""D

TYPE-6F6
Er= 6.3volts
t:!3.~'.;::--j--t Eb= 250 volts
Ec.i=-16.Svolts

Ec-z" 250 vo Its
Pentode operoition

I

A·C Power outpuf_________________________ Area orfhe frli:mqle QNM
Power lost in the output resistor.. _________ Area of the rectangle OABC
P/crfe dissipation ______________________ Area of the recfanqle IQCH
minus the area of/he tricmq/e QNM
Power supplied by the B power supp/JL .. -A rec, of the recfcmqle IABH
Power supplied lo the plate ofthe fuhe.,.-Arecr or the rectangle IQt;H
Fm. 9-16.-Power diagram of a type 6F6 tube connected for pentode operation.

by decreasing the value of the output reactance the ellipse approaches the
load line of a resistance and becomes more nearly a straight line.
Load Line for Pentodes and Beam Power Tubes. The load lines for
pentodes and beam power tubes arc constructed in the same manner as
for triodes. Fignrc 9-15 shows three load lines plotted on the static plate
characteristic curves of a 6F6 connected for pentode operation. Recommended values (sec Appendix XV) for the 61''(3 when operated as a
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pentode, Class A 1, are: Bb = 250 volts, Be = - Hi.5 volts, Ea,m = 16.5
volts, lb = 34 ma, and R = 7000 ohms. The load line for 7000 ohms
was plotted on the plate characteristic curves for these operating conditions. For minimum distortion, the load line should be of such a value
that ib,max - h is approximately equal to h - ib,min• When operating
on the 7000-ohm load line, this difference is only 2 ma. Increasing the
load resistance to 9000 ohms increases this difference to 10 ma, and
0

200

I

I

I

I

TYPE 25L6
Ef= 25 volts
- - Screen volts= 110

-

-

I

150

Ec1=0

1--

__,. L--

I~
L

-2.5

V

(I)

0..

E

-~ 100

I:=

E

-(v

L----

....

Q)

I

I
I

I

I

Cordro/-qrid volts Ec1=-5

I

(_ L--J.-(__ L-- l--.---

i----

~

fl.

I

50

"-

-7.S

J/0
I

__

-1.S

I

50

I

Eci=-12.S

L..--

100
ISO
Plate volts

200

250

Frn. 9-17.-Family of plate characteristic curves for a beam power tube.

decreasing the load resistance to 5000 ohms increases the difTercnce to
14 ma.
In addition to second harmonic distortion, third harmonic distortion
is very pronounced in pcntodes and beam power tubes. The reason for
this high distortion can be explained by reference to the static plate
characteristic curves for these two types of tubes (sec Figs. 9-15 and 9-17).
It can be seen from these curves that the distance between the grid voltage
lines are not uniform. The greatest distance occurs between zero grid
bias and the adjacent grid-bias line. The distance between succeeding
adjacent grid-bias lines gradually decreases, reaching a minimum between
the maximum grid bias and its adjacent grid-bias line. This nonnniform
variation between the grid-voltage lines indicates that a change in gricl
voltage at the higher bias voltages will produce a smaller change in plate
current than for the same grid-voltage change at the lower bias voltages.
The total distortion produced by pento<les and beam power tubes is
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therefore higher than the distortion
obtained with triodes.
9-9. Effects of Harmonic Distortion. Calculation of Harmonic
Distortion for Pentodes and Beam
Power Tubes. The effects of harmonic distortion on a sinusoidal
wave can be observed by reference ""
§to the diagrams in Fig. 9-18. A =?:::
second harmonic tends to change :
the fundamental wave to a sawtooth wave. This type of distortion is characteristic of all the even
harmOI1ics as the addition of the
funda:rri~ntal and all its even harmonics will tend to produce a sawtooth wave. A third harmonic
tends to change the fundamental
wave to a square wave. This type
of distortion is characteristic of all
the odd harmonics as the addition
of the fundamental and all its odd
harmonics will tend to produce a
square wave. The distortion produced by both the second and third
harmonics results in a ·wave that is
somewhat similar to the distorted
saw-tooth wave produced by the
second harmonic only. However,
the shape of this wave is also dependent upon the ratio of the maximum values of the second and
third harmonics. For the resultant wave, shown in Fig. 9-18c, the
ratio is 1.
The per cent of harmonic distortion in pentodcs and beam power
tubes can be calculated by use of
Eqs. (9-12), (9-13), and (9-14).
As the derivations of these equations are rather complex, they are
omitted in this text.
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Per cent of second harmonic distortion
•

ib,~tax

7b,max -

+
2/
+ 1.-11 (/
ib.m;n -

h.n,;n

x -

X lQO

(O-l 2)

f y) X lQO
J y)

( _1 )
9 3

b

J y)

Per cent of third harmonic (listortion
7b,max -

ib,mJn -

i&,max -

ib,n,;,.

1.-1-] (f x

-

x

-

+ J.-11 (J

\\·here I,, = plate current at 0.293Ec
!y = plate current at 1.707Ec

+

The per cent of the total harmonic distortion (second
third) is equal
to t.he square root of the sum of the per cent of second harmonic distortion
squared and the per cent of third harmonic distortion squared.
Per cent of total (second and third) harmonic distortion

=

(
\

Per cent of second )
harmonic distortion

2

+(

Per cent of third )
harmonic (listortion

2

(9-14)

Exnmple 9-H. A 6F6, cmmect-etl as a pcntode, is operated along the 7000-ohm
load line (Fi11;. rl-15) wit,h a grid bins of lG.5 volts. If an input si11;nal with a peak
value of 16.5 volt;; i8 applied, what is the per cent of (a) second harmonic distortion?
(b) Third harmonic distortion? (c) Total second and third harmonic distortion?

Find:
(a) Per cent of secoml harmonic distortion
(b) l'er ce11 t of tl1ird harmonic distortion
(c) l'cr cent of 1otal (~ccond and third)
lmrrno11ic distortion

Given:
Tube = 6F6
Ee = -16.5 volts
E 0 .,n = Hi.5 volts
Ho' = 7000 ohms
Load line, Fig. IJ-15
Solution:
From Fig. rl-15: iu-ma, = 67 ma, iu,mJn

= 5 ma, h = 35 ma,

Ix = ul mn, I, = 10.5

ma
(a)

Per ceut of second harmonic distortion

(b)

2~.,,_-m-as-_----c-ib--llll-.n-+~C41(L - {J X lOO
67
5 - 2 X :)5
67 - 5 + l.41(6i---=-iif5) X 100 = 1.50 per cent
Pt>r ct•nt of thir,l harmonic distortion

+

ib,ma<

ib,win -

2h

+

=

~b-max -

~b-rufo -

+

1.41 (I

~-=J~

X lO0

to-= - ib.mJn
1.41 (I• - l y)
67 - 5 - 1.41 (61 - 10.5)
= (i _
1. (
_
_ ) X 100 = 6.91 per cent

+

(c)

7
5
Per ceHt of total harmonic distortion

=

41 61

10 5

2
2 -+--(~l-'-cr-ce_n_t_o_f-th-i-rd-~)~
✓r-(~P-er-c-e1-1t_o_f-se-.c-o_n_<l_)~

harmonic distortion

harmonic distortion

= -Vl.50 2 + 6.91' = 7.07 per cent
The total harmonic distortion of pentorles and beam power tubes for
normal operating conditions is usual1y listed in standard tube manuals.
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A total distortion of 8 per cent is listed for the GFG when operated under
the conditions used in l•~xample 9-14. The total distortion of 7.07 per
cent as calculated in Example 9-1--1 compares favorably with the value of
8 per cent listed in the tnbe manual. From this example it can also be
::,een that the di:;tortion is above the allowable maximum of 5 per cent
and that most of the distortion is caused by the third harmonic. This is
characteristic of pentodes and beam power tubes. In order to reduce
the distortion to the allowable maximum, negative feedback may be
:ipplied to the circuitH using these types of tnbcs. Beam power tubes
have a lower percentage of distortion than pentodes and therefore are
being used more frequently as power amplifier tubes.
9-10. Power Rating of Pentodes and Beam Power Tubes. The
power diagrams for pentocles and beam power tubes are constructed in a
similar manner a.s for triodes. Figure H-16 represents the power diagram
for the :cF6 when operated as a pentacle. The same letter nota.tions used
in the triode power diagram (Fig. 9-12) are used in the pentocle diagram.
The power ratings can therefore be found by following the procedure as
explained for triodes. Thus, by using Eq. (9-11a), the power output is
found to be 3.375 watts.
Because of the relatively large amount of harmonic distortion in the
output of pentodes and beam power tubes, the distortion is generally
included in the power output. The total power output, taking the harmonic power output into consideration, can be calculated by the equation
(9-15)
Example 9-15. What is the total power output of the GFG pentode used in Example 9-14?
Find:
Given:
P 0 -- .,~
Tube = 6F6
i&,max = 67 nm
i1:,.m.m = 5 Illa
I_.= Gl ma
Iu = 10.5 ma
Ro' = 7000 ohms
Solution:
p ~ [ib,ma~ - i'.b,min + 1.-11(1, - Iv)J 2R.'
32
= [0.067:__-= 0.005 l.4l(i o61 - 0.0105)]2 X_'.7000 = 3 _88 watts
0

+

2

Example 9-16. The screen grid of the 6F6 used in Example 9-14 is operated at
250 volts and the rnaximnm value of screen-grid current is 10.5 ma. (a) \Yhat is
tJ,e plate dissipation'? (b) \Vhat is the plate efficiency'? (Xon;: The screen-grid
pO\ver is considered part of the plate input power.)
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Given:
Tube = 6F6
I'o = 3.88 watts
Eb = 250 volts
h = 35 ma
Bc2 = 250 volts
lc2 = 10.5 ma

[ART. 0-11

:Find:
(<t) I'p = ?
(b) Plate efficiency = ?

Solution:
(a)

P, = IM. = 250 X 0.035 = 8.75 watts
P,,

(b)

=

P, - P.

8.75 - 3.88 - 4.87 watts

=

Pc2 = Ec,I,2 = 250 X 0.0105 - 2.62.5 watts
P;,r = I'; + Pc2 = 8.75 + 2.625 = J 1.375 watts
Plate efficiency

= }::T

X 100

= rt~~5

X 100 = 34.1 per cent

Pentodes and beam power tubes have many advantages over the
triodes as a power amplifier. In addition to the higher power output and
plate efficiency that is obtainable, less driving voltage is required. This
is due to the higher amplification factor of pentodcs and be[tm power
tubes.

~fl

i

i

,_.__________,_ 11111
(a)

+

1
Ebb

rp

-z-

(b)
Fm. 9-19.-Two triodes connected for parallel operation. (a) Actual circuit diagram, (b)
equivalent electrical circuit.

9-11. Parallel Operation of Power Tubes. If the power output of a
single tube is too small to produce a desired amount of volume, two or
more power tnbes may be connected in parallel in order to obtain the
necessn,ry power output. Operating tubes in parnJlcl increases the power
output, but the per cent of distortion remains the same as for a single
tube. Thus, two identical tubes connected in parallel will provide twice
the output of a single tube for the same valne of input signal voltage.
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The amount of distortion will also be doubled but as the output and the
<listortion are hoth clouble<l, the per cent of distortion remains the same.
Figure 9-19a illustrates the manner of connecting two triodes in parallel.
The same procedure can be followed for pentodes.
Since the two plates are in parallel, the equivalent plate resistance
will be one-half that of a single tube. The voltage generated by each
tube will be equal to µ.e0 • The equivalent electrical circuit for two
triodes in parallel cari therefore be drawn as shown in Fig. 9-19b.
Example 9-17. A 6L6 beam power pentode is operated so that it produces an
output of 6.5 watts. How many of these tubes must be connected in parallel, if it is
desired to obtain a 35-db output from the same driving voltage?

Find:
N"umber of tubes in parallel

Given:
Tube= 6L6
Po.1 = 6.5 watts
Volume = 35 db
Solution:

P

0 ,T

N urnb er o f tub es

~
=

PR X antilog
P •.•. ,T
P

=

f~

=

0.006 X antilog

~i

=

=

?

18.96 watts

18 ·96
B..5 = 292
.

Therefore, use 3 tubes.

9-12. Push-pull Amplifiers. Push-pull Operation. Push-pull operation of amplifier tubes is another method of ohlaining a greater power
output than can be obtained from a single tube. A push-pull amplifier
employs two identical tubes operating together as a single stage of amplification. The grids and plates of the two tubes are connected respectively
to opposite ends of the secondary of the input transformer and the primary of the output transformer (see Fig. 9-20a). A balanced circuit is
obtained by connecting the cathode returns to center taps on the secondary and primary windings of the input and output transformers respectively. As a balanced circuit is necessary for push-pull operation, this
system is also referred to as a balanced amplifier. A push-pull amplifier
circuit may be either resistance-capacitance coupled or transformer
coupled.
The varying current in the primary winding of the input transformer,
which is actually the output current of the previous stage, induces a
corresponding voltage in the secondary. At any instant the two ends of
this secondary, 1 and 2 of Fig. 9-20a, are of opposite polarity. Thus the
varying input voltages e0 .A and eu.B will always be equal and 180 degrees
out of phase with each other. Assuming the end of the secondary indicated as 1 to be positive, then the other end indicated as 2 ,Yill be negative.
The grid of tube A ·will then become more positive, causing an increase in
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the plate current flowing through section 3--1 of the primary of the output
transformer. The grid of tube B becomes more negative cau:-;ing the
plate current flowing in section 4-5 to Jccrease. As the two tubes arc
identical and the changes in their grid voltage:; arc equal, the v:wiation in
plate current will also be equal hnt 180 degrees out of phase with each
other. Ii i:; apparent that one tube pushes current through one-half of
the primary winding of the output transformer while the second tube
I.A·->

lnpuf
transformer-,

[np~

(a)

Tp,A

'

lb)

µ[!g~+Eg-B}

R '=R /fo)2

o

otN.s/

Ij,•B

(cl

Fm. 9-20.-Push-pull amplifier circuit. (a) Cirrnit rliagram, (b) equivalent electrical
circuit, (c) single-tube equh-alent electrical circuit_

pulls an equal amount through the other half; hence the name push-pull.
Push-pull operation is not limited to any particular type of tube; thus
triodes, pentodcs, or beam power tubes may be operated as balanced
amplifiers.
Graphical Analysis of Push-pull Operation. A graphical analysis of
push-pull operation for two tubes operating as a Class A 1 amplifier is
illustrated in Fig. 9-21. The dynamic characteristics for tube B arc
plotted inverted with respect to the dynamic characteristics for tube A.
The grid of each tube is biased to approximately one-half the cutoff value.
With zero signal input, steady plate currents of h.,1 and h.B flow in their
respective plate circuits. These two currents are equal and flow in
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opposite directions in each half of the primary winding of the output
transformer.
When an alternating voltage is applied to the two grids, the plate
current in one tube increases while the plate current in the other tube
decreases. It can be seen that the varying plate current of each tube is
badly distorted, as both tubes operate over more than the linear portion

/deal
resultant
lpAtB

Third
harmomc

-

--- - + ,-/ ,-.
I
I

I
I

I

[_

I

FIG. 9-21.-Graphical analysis of Class A push-pull operation.

of their dynamic curves. The distortion is largely due to the second
harmonic since operating over the nonlinear portion of the characteristic
curve produces this type of harmonic distortion. The phase relation of
the second harmonic produced by each tube is such that they cancel each
other in the output transformer. A graphical illustration of hoi\· the
second harmonic is eliminated is shown in Fig. 0-22. It can also be seen
from this figure that the combined output of tubes A and B is a sine
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wave devoid of any second harmonic and equal to twice that of either
tube.
The net effect of the push-pull action of the varying plate current of
each tube flowing through the primary winding of the output transformer
is equivalent to an alternating current of twice the value of either plate
current flowing through one-half of the primary winding. This effect is

(a}

Oufpuf
lube-A

(b)

Ouf uf
tube-B

,'\

'\

(C)

I ·

I

I
I

Combined /oufpuf
offubesAcmdB

\

I ·

i .
\

\
•

'

f

\

I

\

\
(d)

i

\

\

J

\

\

\\ //

,,TubeB

'-../

i

\·v/

f

Cuncellcdionof
.econdh<Trmoni~/
Fm. 9-22.-Input and output waves of a Class A push-pull amplifier.

equivalent to that produced by an input signal voltage equal to the alternating voltage applied to the grid of either tube au<l operating on a
dynamic curve that is the resultant of the dynamic curves of tubes A
and B. This ideal dynamic cmve is shown as a broken line in Fig. 9-21.
The resultant plate current, also shown as a broken line, woulcl be a sine
wave. However, the actual resultant dynamic curve is not a strai1,?;l1t
line as is indicated by the ideal resultant curve, bnt is ,;lightly cnn·Nl.
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This curvature of the actual resultant dynamic curve produces a third
harmonic in the output; with an overload on the tube, a fifth harmonic
will also be present.
9-13. Characteristics of Class A 1 Push-pull Amplifiers. Because the
second harmonic distortion is balanced out in the output transformer, it
is possible to use a load resistance whose value is equal to the plate
resistance; thus maximum power output may be obtained. Also,
greater values of input signal voltage can be applied to the grid of each
tube, as its operation is not limited to the linear portion of its characteristic curve. It is therefore possible to obtain more than twice the pmver
output of a single tube Class A1 amplifier by operating two similar tubes
in push-pull. However, the exciting voltage, measured between the two
grids, must be twice that required for one tube.
The average plate currents h.A and he (Fig. 9-20a) flow in opposite
directions in their rcspecti,,e halves of the primary winding of the output
transformer. Thus the magnetizing effect of the direct cmrents on the
iron core cancels out. Therefore, there can be no direct current saturation in the core of the output transfonner, regardless of how great the
average plate currents may be. The incremental in<luctance will he
higher and therefore will improve the low audio-frequency response.
Large variable plate currents will produce proportionate changes in the
magnetic flux rather than being distorted by the saturation bend in the
magnetization curve of the iron.
At any instant, the resultant of the varying plate currents ip.A. and
ip.B flowing through the B power supply is zero.
As there is no current
of signal frequency flowing through the source of plate power, there will
therefore be no regeneration.
Any alternating voltage that may be present in the plate po,rnr supply
will also be balanced out in the primary winding of the output transformer. Thea-chum of a push-pull amplifier is therefore greatly reduced.
Because of these many advantages of balanced amplifiers it is more
advantageous to use two small tubes in push-pull rather than one large
tube capable of producing the same amount of power output.
Although peniodes and beam power tubes may be operated in pushpull, little advantage is gained from the use of these tubes. This is
because the third harmonic distortion in pentorles is much higher than in
triodes for comparable conditions. The odd harmonics are not balanced
out in push-pull operation. In properly designed single-tube class A
pentode power amplifiers, the amount of second harmonic distortion is
very low.
9-14. Equivalent Electrical Circuit of Push-pull Amplifiers. An
equivalent electrical circuit for push-pull operation of two tubes can he
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drawn as shown in Figs. 9-20b or 9-20c. In the circuit of Fig. 9-20b, the
resistance H represents the plate-to-plate load impedance reflected to
the full primary winding by the load connected to the secondary of the
output transformer. 1n the circuit of Fig. 9-20c, the two tubes arc
replaced by an equintlent 8inglc tube who8e characteristics represent
the resultant dynamic cm-Ye of Fig. 9-21. The load reflected to this
single equivalent tube is designated as Ru'' and is one-fourth the value of
Ro' because only one-half of the primary turns arc effective with the
single equivalent tuhe. " 7 hile the operating characteristics of push-pull
circuits may be obseITed from either of the equivalent circuits, the following discussion is based on the equivalent circuit of Fig. 9-20b.
It can be shown from Fig. 9-20b that the effective value of the varying
plate current can be expressed as
0'

(9-16)

As E 0 .A is equal to Eu.Band

rv,A

=

I
P

where Ea
?'p

equals

rp.B,

Eq. (9-lG) can be expressed as

2µE 0

2rp

+ Ra'

(9-16a)

= Eu.A = E 0 .B
=

?'p,A

=

Tp.B

KoTE: E 0 is equal to one-half of the -voltage dc,·eloped acros,.: terminals
I and 2, Fig. 9-20a.
For maximum power output Ra' should be equal to 2rv. For this condition, Eq. (9-lGa) becomes
µ Eg
(9-17)
I p•m -- -2·
rv

where I P•m = current at maximum ])O\Yer output.
9-16. Power Output, Load Resistance, and Distortion. From the
equivalent electrical circ11it shown in Fig. 9-20b, the power output of a
push-pull amplifier can be expressed as
(9-18)

the maximum po,rnr output is then equal to
(9-19)
Example 9-18. Two 2A3 tubes arc ronnectc(! to operate as a Class A push-pull
amplifier. The operating characteristir.s of each tube are: Eb = 250 Yolts, E, = --!5
volts, and E,.m = 45 volts. What is the maximum power output of the two tubes?
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Find:

Given:
Tube=
E0 =
E, =
E,.m =

2A3
250 volts
-15 volts
15 volts

Po•m

=?

Solution:
From Appendix XV:
P o-m

rp

= 800 ohms,

=

(µE •. m)2
4rp

=

µ,

= 4.2

(4.2 X 45)2
4 X 800

=

1116 "tt8
· wa

The power output may also be determined by means of the tubes'
plate characteristic curves and a load line. To plot a load line, the
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Frn. !J-23.-Load line for push-pull operation of a triode.

desired operating plate voltage must first be known. This value can
usually be obtained from the recommended values listed in a tube manual.
A vertical line is drawn up,vard from a point on the abscissa of the plate
characteristic curve equal to 0.6Eb (see Fig. 9-23). The point of intersection of this vertical line and the zero grid-voltage curve represents the
maximum value of plate current. The load line is drawn from this point
of intersection to a point on the abscissa representing the average plate
voltage Eb. The maximum power output for two tubes operating Class
A push-pull will then be
P
= _!_ X }}~ X !.0·"'(9-20)

o•ml0y2y2

or

= Eiib,m

p
O•m

5

(9-20a)
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This simple equation can be used for all triodes operated Class A pushpull. The grid bias and maximum input signal voltage should be
approximately equal to those specifiecl for a single-tube Class A operation.
The resistance represented by the load line in Fig. 9-23 is equal to

Ro'' = E.-:

0.Gl~\

(9-21)

ib,m

Ro''= o._4Eb

or

(9-2la)

Zb,m

The plate-to-plate load is then equal to

Ro'= l._GHb

(9-22)

ib,m

The distortion of push-pull amplifiers is generally very low. It can
be shown that all even harmonics are eliminated; this is true for the same
reason that the second harmonic is balanced out in the primary winding
oft.he output transformer. Although the a-c hum from the plate power
supply is balanced out, any hum inclucecl in the input circuit of the amplifier will be umplified in the same manner as any other inpnt signal.
Because of the slight curvature of the resultant dynamic curve there will
be some third harmonic distortion (sec Fig. ~)-21) an<l in some instances
also a fifth harmouic distortion. The per cent of third harmonic distortion may be calculated by the equation

2I,,
. d harmomc
. d.1s t or t·10n = ib,,n
100
P er cen t of t lur
2 (ib,m + I,,) X
where I,, = plate current at 0.5Eu•m

(9-23)

Example 9-HJ. lJHing the pbte characteristic curves for a type 2A3 tube (Fig.
9-23) find: (a) the maximum power output, (b) the plate-to-plate load resistance,
(c) the per cent of third harmonic distortion for the push-pull circuit of Example 0-18.

Fin<l:

Given:
Tube= 2A3
Eb = 250 volts
Ee = -45 volts
Ev,m = 45 volts

=?
(b) Ro' = ?
(c) Per of third harmonic distortion

(a) Po•m

Solution:
From Fig. 9-23: ih•m

= 200 ma, I, = 112 ma

_ E,,ih,m _ 2,50 X 0.2 _ IO , tt

-5 -

(a)

P O•m

(b)

Ro' = I._6l1h = 1.6 X 250 = 2000 ohms

(c)

-

5

wa

-

li,.m
0.2
. <l l
. d t t'
P er cen t o f t Iur
wrmoruc 1s or 10n
0

$

2

i,,.,.. - 7,
= Z(i~,.
+ 1,)

X

100

0.2 - 2 X 0.112
O.l l 2 ) X 100
2 (0 _2

+

= 3.84 per cent
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The values of power output of the push-pull Class A amplifier using
two 2A3 tubes as found in l~xamples 0-18 and 9-19 compare favorably
with each other. From Appendix XV, the maximum undistorted power
output obtainable from a single 2A3 tube operated Class A, and with the
same electrode potentials and input signal voltage as used in Examples
9-18 and 9-19, is 3.5 watts. The power obtainable from push-pull operation, 10 watts (see Example 9-19), is considerably greater than twice
this value. The per cent of distortion is small, being less than the allowable maximum of 5 per cent. It may be noticed that there is a difference
in the value of the plate-to-plate resistance used in Example 9-18 and the
value calculated in Example 9-19. This difference is due to the fact
that in Example 9--18 the plate resistance used is the value obtained for
Class A operation at the electrode potentials employed, while in Example
9-19 the plate resistance used is the value obtained from operating on the
resultant dynamic curve of the two tubes as indicated on Fig. 9-21.
9-16. Class AB Operation. The distortion caused by operating a
tube on the lower bend of its characteristic curve, which is the region of
high distortion, is eliminated by the push-pull circuit. It is then possible to increase the bias on the tubes used in a pnsh-pull circuit so that
they operate as Class AB. Increasing the grid bias of a tube decreases
the value of the plate current with zero signal input. This decrease in
the valne of the operating plate current permits the use of higher screengrid and plate voltages, and also increases the plate efficiency of the tube.
Because of these factors, a greater pO\ver output can be obtained by operating two tubes as Class AB push-pull than by using the same tubes
operated as Class A push-pull.
Class AB amplifiers may he operated \\ith or without grid current
flo-wing. As Class AB 1, the grid bias is always greater than the peak
value of the input signal voltage applied to each tube. There will be no
grid-current flow in either tube as the potential on their grids will not be
positive during any part of the input cycle. In Class Alh, the grid bias
is always less than the peak value of the input signal voltage applied to
each tube. There will, therefore, be some grid-current flow in each tube
during the portion of the input cycle that the grid is positive.
The general operating characteristics of Class Alh push-pull amplifiers
are similar to those for Class A. The equations given for Class A operation are also applicable for Class AB 1• A higher power output and a
higher plate efficiency (with a slight increase in the distortion) can be
obtained from Class AB 1 than can be obtained from the same tubes
operated Class A.
The grid-current flow in a Class AB 2 amplifier represents a loss of
power. This loss plus the power loss in the input transformer represents
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the total amount of driving power required hy the grid circuit. In order
to minimize the amount of distort.ion set up in the grid circuit, the power
of the driving stage is generally made considerably higher than the minimnm required amount. The input transformer of a Class Al3 1 p11sh-p111!
amplifier is usually a step-down transformer.
Because of the large fluctuations in plate current, a cathode bias
arrangement cannot be used for Class AB operation and the plate power
supply should have good regulation. The grid bias is usually obtained
from a fixed resistor in the po,Yer supply. In order to obtain satisfactory regulation, the power supply generally used for a Class AB amplifier
employs a choke input filter, a mercury vapor rectifier tube, low-resistance
filter chokes, and a low-resistance power transformer.
9-17. Class B Operation. The plate current with zero input signal
voltage can be reduced to a minimum by adjusting the grid bias of a tube
to approximately cutoff, which is Class n operation. Each tube of a
Class B push-pull amplifier is operated in this manner. Referring to
Fig. 9-20, it can be seen that when the grid of tube A is made more
positive, the grid of tube B will be made- more negative. During this half
of the input cycle the plate current of tube B will be zero. Dming the
next half-cycle the grid of tnhe A becomes more negative and the grid of
tube B more positive. During this half-cycle the plate current of t11be A
will be zero. Thus, one tnbe amplifies the positive half-cycles and the
other tube amplifies the negative half-cycles.
The brn tubes alternately supply current to the primary winding of
the output transformer. Each tube delivers power to one-half of the
primary winding for one-half of the cycle. This is eqnivalent to one tube
delivering power to one-half of the primary ,Yinding of tlie output transformer for an entire cycle. Under this condition, the effective load Ro'' is
equal to one-fourth of the value of the impedance, Ro' reflected to the full
primary by the load R connected to the secondary of the output transformer. The equivalent electrical circuit is similar to that for Class A
and Class AB shown in Fig. 9-20. However, the value ofµ and rp arc the
values for Class B operation and are not equal to those values generally
listed in a tube manual which arc for Class A operation. The values of
µ and rp for Class B operation can be obtained from the plate character1st1c cmves. The power output of a Class B amplifier can be obtained by
use of Eqs. (9-18) and (9-19) if the Class B operating values ofµ and rp
are substituted in place of the Class A valnes.
As the fluctuations in plate current of a Class B amplifier will be higher
than for Class AB, it is important that the power supply used should
have good regulation. The remarks concerning the power supply used
for Class AB operation therefore also apply to Class B operation.
0
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To avoid the use of large fixed somccs of biasing voltage, there are a
number of tubes designed especially for Class Il operation. These tubes
have a high amplification factor and the plate current is small when the
grid voltage is zero. These tubes require no bias supply, as they can be
operated as Class Bat a bias of zero volts. It is also common practice to
mount two triode units in one envelope so that only one tube is required
for a Class B push-pull stage. The 6N7, 6A6, 6Y7-G, 6.Z7--G, and 106-G
are examples of Class B twin triodes.

Input
.siqncr/
volfaqe

FIG. 9-24.-Use of a phase inverter tube in a resistance-capacitance-coupled push-pull
amplifier circuit.

Because the plate current ,vith zero input signal voltage will be practically zero, Class B amplifiers have a high plate efficiency. The gridis
usually driven positive and the power output will be unusually high in
proportion to the size of the tube. However, because the grids are driven
positive and draw considerable power when operated as Class B, a high
value of input signal power must be supplied 'from the driver stage to
compensate for this loss of power.
9-18. Phase Inverter. In the analysis of push-pull operation it was
shown that in addition to the input signal voltage on the grid of each tube
being approximately equal in magnitude to each other at all times, they
must also be 180 degrees out of phase with each other. With transformer
coupling, the 180-degree phase difference between the two input voltages·
is obtained by means of an input transformer having a center-tapped
secondary (see Fig. 9-20a). With resistance-capacitance coupling, the
out-of-phase relationship between the two input voltages is obtained by
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employing the inverter action of a vac1mm tube. A tnbe used in this
manner is called a p}w::;c inverter.
The circuit diagram for a resistance-capacitance-conpled push-pnll
amplifier is shown in Fig. 0-2 L In this circuit, the driving voltage is
obtained from tnbc land the phase inversion from tube 2. Tubes A and
B arc the tubes being operatecl in push-pull; they correspond to tubes A
and B of the circuit shown in Fig. 9-20a. When a varying input voltage
is applied to the grid of tube 1, the varying output voltage of this tube
will be applied to the grid of tube A. By means of the voltage divider
resistances R 1 and R2, a portion of the output voltage of tube 1 is also
applied to the grid of tube 2. The output of the phase inverter (tube 2)
is then applied to the grid of tube B. The action just described occurs
practically instantaneously. Thus a positive output voltage from tube 1
causes the grids of tubes A and 2 to become more positive. The output
plate current of tube 2 increases and causes the grid of tube B to become
more negative. In this manner, the input voltages at tubes A and B
will always be 180 degrees out of phase with each other. In order that
the magnitude of the voltages applied to the grids of tnbes A and B will
always be equal, the voltage ea'' applied to the grid of the phase inverter
should always be eqnal in magnitude to the input volt.age e0 • This is
accomplished by making the ratio of R 1 + H2 to R2 equal to the voltage
amplification of the circuit of tube 1. The characteristics of tubes 1 aud
2 should be identical and hence a twin triode is generally used for the
driving tube and the phase inverter. As the output circuits of the two
tubes should also be identical, the plate-coupling resistors Rc-1 and Rc-2
are of equal values, aud the grid-leak resistor Ru is equal to R1 plus R 2 •
The valncs of the resistors in the voltage divider circuit can be calculated
by use of the equations

R2

Ru

= VA1
R1 = R 0 - R2
where

(9-2,1)
(9-25)

VA 1 = voltage amplification from tube 1
Rr, R2, and R 0 = resistors as indicated on Fig. 0-24

The values to be used for the plate-coupling and grid-leak resistors will
depend upon the tube employed and can be obtained from Appendix XVI.
9-19. Output Transformer Circuit. Impedance Matching. In a
radio receiver the output of the power tube (or tubes) is used to drive a
loudspeaker. The type of loudspeaker most generally used is the
dynamic speaker. The output load into ,Yhich the power tube operates
will then be the voice coil of the dynamic speaker. The impedance of the
voice coil is generally less than 10 ohms, being mostly resistive with a
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slight amount of inductance present. For all practical purposes, the
impedance of the voice coil may be considered as being only resistance.
Because of the large difference between the resistance of the voice
coil and the plate resistance of the po"·er tube, it is obvious that the power
tube should not be operated directly into the voice coil. Therefore, an
output transformer is used to couple the output of the tube to the voice
coil of the loudspeaker. The transformer may be regarded as an impedance changer because the impedance presented to the plate circuit of the
tube (impedance of the primary side of the output transformer) is equal
to the impedance of the load (impedance of the voice coil connected in the
secondary side of the output transformer) multiplied by the square of the
ratio of the primary turns to the secondary turns. This relationship can
be derived from Eq. (2-7G) in Art. 2-29. The value of impedance required
for the plate load can therefore be obtained by using a transformer as the
coupling-aevice between the plate of the pmver tube and the voice coil of
the dynamic speaker. A transformer used in this manner is called an
output transformer (sec Figs. 9-20a and 9-24).
The Output Transformer. The average radio receiver in the home is
usually operated with an audio power output of less than one watt.
Three watts of audio power greatly exceeds the amow1t required to produce sufficient volume for the average person in a normal living room.
As output transformers are usually rated from 8 to 20 watts, this transformer is seldom operated at or near its rated output.
A transformer used as an impedance changer will change the magnitude of the impedance without changing the phase relation, assuming it
to be an ideal transformer. As the impedance of the voice coil may be
considered as being pure resistance, the impedance reflected to the primary winding will also be pure resistance. The turns ratio required of
the output transformer is
(9-26)
where NP = number of turns on the primary winding
N s = number of turns on the secondary winding
Ro' = required plate load resistance, ohms
Ro = resistance of the voice coil, ohms
Example 9-20. A 7A5 beam power amplifier tube is used in the power output
stage of a radio receiver. For the electrode voltages at which the tube is to be operated, it is recommended that the plate-load resistance be 2500 ohms. The resistance
of the voice coil of the dynamic speaker is 9. 76 ohms. 'Vl'hat is the turns ratio required
of the output transformer?
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[ART. 9-20
Find:

Given:

Ro' = 2400 ohms
Ro = !J.70 ohms

~ =?
Ns

Solution:

NI' =
Ns

✓"!?--' ~ ,;2.500 = l6
Ro

!J.70

)

The output tran::3forrner used with a pm;h-pull circuit has a centertapped primary. The core of this type transformer does not have to be
as large as for a transformer used with single tube operation. This is
Ct

Input

ln:ijlw=r
_ _.___,__--;]1Ji11f±-.J
Bt,b
Fw. 9-25.-A voltuge-,·ontrolled feedback-amplifier circuit as applied to a single-tube
power amplifier.

Cz
Frn. 9-26.-A push-pull amplifier circuit with voltage-controlled feedback.

due to the fact that the direct currents in the two halves of the primary
winding flow in opposite directions and the resultant magnetization of
the core is very low.
9-20. Negative Feedback. The distortion developed in the power
amplifier circuit can be reducerl to a negligible amount by the use of
negative feedback. The advantages, operation, limitations, an<l basic
circuit connections for negative feedback as applied to power amplifier
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circuits arc similar to those for the uudio amplifier circuits us explained
in Arts. 8-14 to 8-17. The equations used in the calculations of feedback
in a-f amplifier circuits may, therefore, also be nse<l in the calculation of
feedback for power amplifier circuits. As the power output of most
radio receivers greatly exceeds the one watt of output power that is
usually sufficient for the average home receiver, the loss of power due to
negative feedback is of little or no consequence.
Negative feedback as applied to a single stage of power amplification
is shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 9-25. ln a push-pull amplifier
circuit, negative feedback can be obtained by use of a separate voltage
divider network in the plate circuit of each tube as shown in Fig. 9-26.
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QUESTIONS
1. (a) Explain the purpose of power amplifiers.

(b) How are power amplifiers
classified in terms of operating frequency? (c) How are power amplifiers classified in
terms of tube-operating characteristics?
2. Compare voltage amplifiers and power amplifiers in terms of (a) plate circuit
impedance, (b) voltage amplification, (c) plate current.
3. (a) \\''hy is it possible to use the static characteristic curves of a tube for
analyzing the operation of voltage amplifiers but not for the analysis of power amplifiers? (b) "\\-'bat type of characteristic curves are used in conjunction with power
amplifiers?
4. (a) How can the dynamic characteristics of a tube be obtained from the static
characteristic curves? (b) What form of load line is obtained when the plate load is
resistive? Inductive or capacitive?
5. (a) \Vhy is it desirable to have the dynamic transfer characteristic curve,i
approximately straight lines throughout the signal voltage range? (b) What factors
affect the shape and the location of the load line?
6. (a) What is meant by the quiescent point? (b) What determines its location?
7. Explain and establish proof of the phase relation between: (a) e, and ip,
(b) e0 and eb, (c) e0 and ep, (d) eb and ep, (e) e& and ip.
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8. How may a family of dynamic charact<>ristic cnrvcs he, ohtainrd from the
static char:tctc•ristics'?
9. D('srribc thr<'c Pff Pet;; 011 t.!1c dynamic charn.ct.eristie cnrvl's whC'n the value of
the plate load rPsistaure i;; im·rcn:,:P,I.
10. (a) \Vlrnt are the two c·ornpoHrnt~ oft.hr plate c·u1-rPnt. of a tnhc when an a-r,
signal is appliPcl to tlw µ;rid'? (b) \\'hat doPs cac•.h component c·o11tributc to the cirruit '?
11. (a) State tlH' principle of maximum po\\·er transfer. (b) Establish proof of this
principle.
12. (a) What is meant by distortion in an amplifier? (b) What is nonlinear
distortion? (1') Why is distortion prescnt in a Class A (singlo-tnhc) power atnplifi€'r?
13. (a) What is meant by the maximum undistorted power output? (b) What per
cent of distortion is tolerated in order to obtain maxim11m pmvpr ontput? (c) What.
value of load resistance is generally used in order to obtain maximum undistortPcl
power output with a single tube triode power amplifier?
14. (a) What is meant by power amplification? (b) What is meant by the driving
power?
15. Docs a power amplifier generally provide a. large or small amount of voltage
amplification? Explain.
16. (a) \Yhat iH the plate circuit efficiency'? (b) What is the plate efficiency?
(I') Which is more commonly used?
17. (a) What is the highest possible value of plate efficiency of a single-tube
Class A amplific>r? (b) Prove the answer given to (a). (c) What values of plate
efficiency are ordinarily attained in practice?
18. (a) What is meant by the plate dissipation of a tube? (b) What is meaut by
the screen dissipation of a tube? (c) How does the screen dissipation affect the plate
efficiency of a tube?
19. (a) What is meant by the power sensitivity of a power amplifier tube'? (b)
When is this term nBcd?
20. (a) What is meant by Clnss A2 operation of an amplifier? (b) Whnt circuit
development has made Class A 2 operation practical? (c) What are the advantages of
Class A 2 operation?
21. (a) "'hat operatin11; ehamcteristics can be ohtuined from a power diagram
similar to Fi11;. !l-12? (b) How is each of these characteristics representl'cl on the powPr
diagram?
22. (a) In what manner cloes the output power vary with a change in the value of
the input signal voltaµ;e'? (b) What limits the extent to which the power outµut may
be increased by raising the value of the input signal voltage in Class A nmplificrs?
Explain.
23. What effect will he produced upon the amount of power output an<l the seconcl
harmonic distortion of a sinµ;le-tube Class A amplifier by (a) incrcaHing the value of the
load impPdunt"c? (b) Decreasing the value of the load impedance? (c) How can the
correct operating value for maximum undistorted power output be determined?
24. (a) What is the shape of the load line when the plate loall is a reactive load?
(b) Wh:tt is the effect on the shape of the load line when resistance is added to the load?
25. With resistive !om!, what condition is necessary for minim nm distortion?
26. (a) \Vhat harmonic distortion is present in amplifiers employing µcntodcs and
beam power tubes'? (b) What causes this distortion? (c) How does this differ from
triodes?
27. What effect is prodnccd on a sine wave hy (a) :i second harmonic? (b) A
third harmonic? (c) Second and third harmonics?
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28. (a) How docs the distortion in beam power tubes compare with that in pentodes of similar rating? (b) \Yhich of these tube typcR is more commonly used'?
(c) What may be done to reduce the amount of distortion in circuits using these tubes?
29. What does the rated power output of pentodes and beam power tubes represent?
30. What are some of the advantages of pentodes and beam power tubes over
triodes?
31. (a) What is the purpose of operating two or more tubes in parallel? (b) How
does parallel operation ·affect the per cent of distortion?
32. (a) What is the purpose of operating two tubes in push-pull? (b) How are
the grids and the plates of the tubes connected to the transformers? (c) Explain why
center-tapped transformers are necessary.
33. Explain the importance of the phase relation of the various voltages in pushpull operation.
34. Show how second harmonic distortion is eliminated when two tubes are
operated in push-pull.
35. (a) What is the cause of third and fifth harmonics in the output of a push-pull
amplifier?· (b) Why docs not the push-pull operation reduce the effect of odd harmonics in addition to the even harmonics?
36. (a) What are the advantages of push-pull amplifiers? (b) Why are triodes
generally used in push-pull amplifiers?
37. Explain why the plate-to-plate load impedance should be four times the value
of the plate resistance of a single equivalent tube when it is desired to obtain maximum
power output from a push-pull amplifier.
38. Work out the derivation of Eq. (9-19) from Eq. (9-18) noting that maximum
power output occurs when Ro' is equal to 2rp,
39. How does the amount of power output of two tubes operated in push-pull
compare with the power output of the same tubes operated in parallel?
40. What are the advantages of Class AB push-pull operation over Class A pushpull?
41. What is the difference between Class AB 1 and Class AB2 operation of pushpull amplifiers?
42. Why does a Class AB, amplifier require a greater amount of driving power
than a single-tube Class A amplifier'?
43. (a) What operating characteristic is required of the power supply for the plate
circuit of Class AB power amplifiers? (b) Explain why this is necessary.
44. How is cathode bias usually obtained in a Class AB power amplifier?
45. Describe the operation of a Class B push-pull amplifier.
46. \Vhat are the operating characteristics of the Class B push-pull amplifier?
47. (a) What is a phase inverter? (b) \Vhat is its purpose? (c) When is it used?
48. Explain the operation of a phase inverter as used in conjunction with a pushpull amplifier.
49. (a) 't\'hat important purpose does the output transformer serve? (b) \\'hy is
the output transformer generally required?
50. (a) How much power output is generally required of the average home receiver?
(b) How does the power rating of power output transformers compare with the amount
of power used under average operating conditions?
61. In what manner does the output transformer of a push-pull amplifier differ
from one used with a single tube amplifier?
62. (a) What advantage is gained by applying negative feedback to a power
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amplifier? (b) Why is it possih](' to apply negative feedback to some power amplifier
circuits without providing additional gain?
PROBLEMS
1. If :rn a-c signal whose maximum value iR 4 volts is applit•d to the circuit
rrprescntrd by Figs. !l-2 and !l-4, what is the range of variation of the quantities ec,
eb, and i"?
2. If the tube and circuit oi Figs. !l-2 and 0-'1 arc opl'rated with a grid bias of 4
Yolts and an input signal of 2 ,·olts (peak value), what is the range of Yariation of the

quantities ec, e0, and ib?
3. If the tube and circuit of Figs. 9-2 and !l-4 arc opPra l<>d with a grid bias of -1
volts and an input signal of -1 volts (peak value), 1.-hat i:; the range of variation of the
quantities Cc, eb, and ib?
4. The type GB4-G is a triode power amplifier tube "l\·ith characteristics similar
to those of the type 2A3 and r<'presentcd by Fig. 0-23. (a) R<'plot the static characteristic curves for thiR tube. (b) Draw the load line for th.is tuhe when being operated
with a resistive load of 2500 ohms and a B power supply of •100 volts.
6. If the tnbc am! circuit represented by the CUI-Yes drawn for .Prob. 4 arc operated
with a grid bias of •15 volts and a signal input of •15 volts (peak value), determine
(a) the quicsf'Pnt f'urrc>nt, (b) the range of grid voltage Yariation, (c) the range of plate
yoltage variation, (d) the range of plate current variation.
6. For the conditions specified for Prob. 5, determine from the curves (a) the
maximum amount of plate current variation during the positive half of the input
signal, (b) the maximum amount of plate current variation during the negative half
of the input signal, (c) the maximum amount of plate volta.gc variation during the
positive half of the input signal, (rl) the maximum amount of plate Yoltagc variation
during the nci;;aiivc half of the input signal.
7. (a) By use of Eq. (4-8), determine the maximum value of the ,·arying component of the plate current for the circuit of Prob. 5. (:S:oTE: Cse the amplification
factor and the plate resistance gh·en in Appendix :XY.) (b) By use of Eq. (4-U),
determine the maximum v:Llue of the varying component of the output sign:i I Yoltage.
(c) Compare the results of (a) and (b) with the answers to l'roh. 6 and explain the
reason for any variation. (d) \\'hat are the effective values of the a-c component of
tlw plate current and of the output signal voltage? (e) Using the values obtained in
(d), determine the power output of the amplifier,
8. An amplifier using a type GB4-G is being opcrakcl with a plate voltage of 2,50
volts and a grid bias of 45 volts. (a) What value of plate-load resistance is required
lo produce maximum pmvcr output? (b) What is the maximum power output obtainable with an input signal voltage of 45 volts peak value?
9. A type 45 triode po"l\·cr amplifier tube being operated with 180 volts at its
plate and -31.5 volts at its grid is to be used to amplify a signal with a peak value of
31.5 volts. (a) What value of load resistance is required to produce maximum power
output? (II) ,rhat is the maximum power output? (c) Wbat is the power output if
the value of the load resistor is increased to 2700 ohms a.nd the signal voltage is
reduced to 30.u volts (peak value)?
10. What is the per cent of second harmonic distortion of the amplifier circuit in
Prob. 1?
11. \\'hat is the per cent of serond harmonic distortion of the amplifier cirrnit in
Prob. 5?
12. (a) \'Vhat value of load resistance is rl'comm('ll<IPcl to be llii('d with the amplifier
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of Prob. 8 in order to obtain maximum nndistorted power output? (b) If it is desired
to retain the same zero signal operating point, that is, E,. = -45 volts, Eo = 250 volts,
and h = 60 ma, what value of B supply voltage is required? (c) What is the power
output under this coudition if the input signal is 45 volts? [Use Eq. (D-6u).] (d)
Add a load line to the curves of Prob. 4 for these conditions and calculate the per cent
of second harmonic distortion.
13. (a) What value of load resistance is recommended to he used with the amplifier
of Prob. 9 in order to obtain maximum undistorted power output? (b) What is the
power output under this condition if the input signal remains 31.5 volts?
14. The amplifier of Prob. 5 produces an output of 4 watts with the following
operating values: R 0 = 2500 ohms, Rbb = 400 volts, Eb = 250 volts, He = -45 volts,
E 0 .m ~ 45 volts, h = 60 ma. (a) ,Yhat is its plate circuit efficiency? (b) \Vhat is its
plate efficiency?
16. The amplifier of Prob. 12 produces an output of 5 watts with the following
operating values: R 0 = 1600 ohms, J,}bb = 346 volts, Eb = 250 volts, H 0 = -45 volts,
E 0 .m = 45 volts, h = 60 ma. (a) What is its plate circuit efficiency? (b) What is its
plate efficiency?
16. \Vhat is the plate dissipation of the power tube used in Prob. 14?
17. \Yhat is the plate dissipation of the po,ver tube used in Prob. 15?
18. ,vhat is the power sensitivity of the tube as operated in Prob. 14'?
19. What is the power sensitivity of the tube as operated in Prob. 15?
20. Using the curves of Prob. 4 as the basis of a po,rnr diagram, determine the
operating characteristics of the circuit with a 2500-ohm load impedance and a peak
signal input of 45 volts. (a) What is the power output? (b) What is the plate circuit
efficiency? (c) What is the plate efficiency? (d) What is the plate dissipation?
(e) What is the power dissipated in the output resistor?
21. Using the curves of Prob. 4 as the basis of a power diairam, determine the
operating characteristics of the circuit with a 1600-ohm load impedance and a peak
signal input of 45 volts. (a) \\lmt is the power output? (b) What is the plate circuit
efficiency? (c) \\'hat is the plate efficiency? (d) \\l1at is the plate dissipation?
(e) What is the power dissipated in the output resistor?
22. What is the power output and the per cent of second harmonic distortion for
the 6F6 tube, represented by the curves of Fig. 9-13 for triode operation, for a load
resistance of 7500 ohms, a B supply of 450 volts, a grid bias of 30 volts, and a signal
input with a peak value of 30 volts?
23. \\'hat is the power output and the per cent of second harmonic distortion for
the 6F6 tube, represented by the curves of Fig. 9-13 for triode operation, for a load
resistance of 3800 ohms, a B supply of 450 volts, a grid bias of 30 volts, and a signal
input with a peak value of 30 volts?
24. If the 6F6 pentacle represented by the curves of fig. D-15 is operated with a
plate load of 5000 ohms, what are the values of: (a) ib.max? (b) ib-mm? (c) h? (d) I,?
(e) lu? (f) Eb?
215. From the values obtained in Prob. 24, determine (a) the per cent of second
harmonic distortion, (b) the per cent of third harmonic distortion, (c) the per cent of
total harmonic distortion, (d) the po1,-er output, (e) the plate elliciency if the screen
grid current is 10.5 ma.
26. If the 6F6 pentocle represented by the curyes of Fig. 9-15 is operated with a
plate load of 9000 ohms, ~·hat are the values of (a) ib,ma,? (b) lo.min? (c) h? (d) Ix?
(e) ly? (f) E,?
27. From the values obtained in Prob. 26, determine (a) the per cent of second
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harmonic distortion, (b) the per cent of third harmonic <liHtortion, (c) the per cent of
total harmonic distortion, (rl) the power output, (e) the plate efficiency if the screPn
grid current is 10.5 ma.
28. A certain power circuit employs four GKG-G pcntodcs operated in parallel.
Each tube has an effective plate lone! of 7GOO ohmH all(] is opernted with 2.')() volts at
its plate, 250 volts at the screen grid, and -18 volts at the control grid. (a) What is
the power output of each tube (Appcnrlix XV)? (b) What is the power output of the
circuit? (c) What is the decibc,I rating of the circuit?
29. How many tubes and what operating values should be used if it is desired to
ohtain 15 watts of output from a number of typu 43 tubes (same as 25A6-GT /G)
operated in parallel?
30. (a) \\'hat power output will be obtained from five (iFG's operated in parallel as
Class A pento<le amplifiers if the open1ting characteristics are: Eh = 250 volts,
E,.1 ~ -16.5 volts, E,.2 = 250 volts, and R. = 7000 ohms? (b) What is the decibel
rating of the circuit?
31. (a) What is the output of the circuit of Prob. 30 if the plate and screen voltages
are increase,! to 285 volts :rnd the grid bias is increased to 20 volts? (b) What is the
decibel rnting of the circuit?
32. Two 2A3 tubes, represented by Fig. 9-23, are connected to operate as a Class
AB 1 push-pull amplifier. The operating characteristics of each tube are Eb = 300
volts, I::, = -GO volts, and Ru,m = 60 volts. (u) \\'hat are the values of i'.0 .,,,,., and/,?
(b) What is the maximum power output of the two tubes? (c) What is the rPquirPd
value of plate-to-plate load resistance? (d) What is the per cent of thiril harmonic
distortion?
33. Two type GLG tubes are to be used in a Class A 1 push-pull amplifier. The
operating values of the tubes and circuit arc Eb = 250 volts, E,. 1 = -16 Yolts, R,., =
2.50 volts, 1'p = 2-1,500 ohms, Ym = 5500 micromhos, peak grid-to-grid signal yo]tagc =
32 volts, plate-to-plate load resistance = 5000 ohms. \\·hat is the power output of
the amplifier?
34. Two type GLo tubes are to be used in a Class AB 1 push-pull amplifier. The
operating values of the tubes and circuit are Eb = 3(i0 yolts, E,-1 = -22.5 volts,
R,., ~ 270 volts, rv = 28,000 ohms, Ym = 5000 micromhos, peak grid-to-grid signal
voltage = 4.'i volts, plate-to-plate load resistance = 4300 ohms. Wliat is the power
output of the amplifier?
36. Two type GLG tubes are to be used in a Class AB 2 push-pull amplifier. The
operating values of the tubes and circuit are H. = 3(10 volts, E,.1 ~ -22.5 volts,
E,., ~ 270 volts, r,, = 28,000 ohms, Yin = 5000 micrornhos, peak grid-to-grid signal
voltage = 72 volts, plate-to-plate load resistance = 3800 ohms. What is the powe!
output of the amplifier?
36. A G;:-.;7-G twin triode is to be used in a Class B push-pull amplifier. The
opPrating values of the tu hes and circuit are Eb = 300 volts, K = 0 volts, rp = 13,000
ohms, µ = 35, peak grid-to-grid sign!l! voltage = 80 volts, plate-to-plate load resistance - 8000 ohms. What is the power output of the amplifier? Hint: The effective
plate-to-plate load resistance is one-quarter of the actual value.
37. A driving tuhe and a phase inverter, similar to tubes 1 and 2 of Fig. 9-24,
are units of a 6X7 twin-triode tube. The plate power supply provides 300 volts,
R,. 1 = 100,000 ohms, C 1 and C2 = 0.015 µf, and R, = 250,000 ohms (sPe Fig. 9-24).
(rz) \\'bat value is recommended for R,.,? (b) What voltnge amplification is produced
by the driver stage (Appendix XVI)? (c) \\·hat value is recommended for R,f
(d) What value is recommended for R1?
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38. The output of a 50L6-GT beam power amplifier tube is to be coupled to the
voice coil of a loudspeaker by means of an output transformer. (a) What turns ratio
sliould the output transformer have if the resistance of the voice coil is 6 ohms and the
plate load should be 2000 ohms? (b) What current rating (minimum) should the
transformer have?
39. A universal output transformer, that is, one with taps brought out from several
points on its windings, is designed to provide a 2500-ohm plate load from either a
2-, 4-, 8-, or 500-olun load. What is the turns ratio if the output load tap used is
(a) 2? (b) 4? (c) 8? (d) 500?
40. A push-pull amplifier is provided with negative feedback in the manner indicated in Fig. 9-26. Wbat is the per cent of feedback if the value of R, is 50,000 ohms
and R2 is 5000 ohms?
41. What values would be required for R, and R 2 of .Fig. 0-26 if it is desired to
produce 10 per cent feedback and the total resistance of the feedback circuit is to he
100,000 ohms?

CHAPTER X
VACUUM-TUBE OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

The frequency of the varying currents or voltages associated with
radio and elecinmic circuits may vary from a few cycles per second to
millions of cycles per second. A vacuum tube, ,Yhcn used in conjunction
,vith the proper combination of circuit elements, may be made to produce
an alternating current having almost any value of frequency. The
vacuum tube docs not create any electrical energy; it merely changes one
kind of current to another. The electrical circuit associated ·with a
vacuum tube when used to produce an alternatiug current is called an
oscilla.tor circuit. In addition to having a "ide frequency range, the
frequency and amplitude of the output of vacuum-tube oscillator circuits
are comparati,-ely easy to control. The circuits used for oscillators are
rather simple to construct and are relatively inexpensive. A vacuumtube oscillator circuit can be designed so that its output is devoid of any
harmonics or so that it is rich in harmonic content. Because of these
favorable characteristics, vacuum-tube oscillator circuits form an important part of modern radio and electronic equipment.
10-1. Uses of Vacuum-tube Oscillator Circuits. Use of Oscillators
for Radio Circuits. The applications of vacuum-tube oscillator circuits
arc many and varied. The waves sent out by a radio transmitter consist
of electromagnetic and electrostatic fields. As these fields are ca11sed by
an alternating current, their frequencies arc the same as that of the alternating current producing them. The frequency of the alternating currents used in communications ranges from hundreds of thousands of
cycles per second to millions of cycles per second. It is physically
impossible to construct a generator to rotate at the speed required to
produce these high-frequency currents. Hence, radio tra11smitters
depend on yacuum-tube oscillators to produce their high-frequency
carrier currents. Yacnnm-tube oscillators arc as important to a radio
transmitting station us the generator is to the power plant.
An oscillator circuit is used in every supcrheterodyne receiver.
This local oscillator is nsr:11 to generate a stable r-f signal that is hctcroclyned "·ith the incoming signal to pro1lnce au illtcrmediate frcrttiency.
The basic local oscillator circuits will be considered in greater dctnil in a
later part of this chapter.
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Uses of Oscillators in Test Equipment. The oscillator circuit is also
used in radio test equipment such as the signal generator. The r-f
signal generator is very useful in aligning the r-f tuned circuits, the oscillator circuit, and the i-f amplifier circuits of a radio receiver. The a-f
signal generator is very useful in locating the source of rattles and buzzes
in radio equipment.
Use of Oscillators in Rlcctronic and Industrial Equipment. A sweep
generator, which is a special form of oscillator circuit, makes it possible to
deflect the spot of light across the screen of a cathode-ray tube at a uniform rate. The oscillator circuit is therefore an essential part of pradically all types of electronic equipment employing a cathode-ray tube.
Among the imposing list of apparatus using the cathode-ray tube are
the oscilloscope, television, radar, and numerous types of industrial
control equipment.
10-2:·Types of Oscillator Circuits. Just as tho uses of oscillator
circuits are many and varied, so too arc the types and kinds of oscillator
circuits many and varied. It is beyond the scope of this text to discuss
every type of oscillator circuit. However, in order that the reader may
have some idea of the large scope of oscillator circuits, a brief outline
description of the most important types used in radio and electronics will
be given. The general discussion of the principles and the operation of
oscillator circuits in this chapter ,vill be limited to those types which are
frequently used in the production of a-f and r-f oscillations in radio
equipment.
General Classifications of Oscillator Circuits. Vacuum-tube oscillator
circuits may be broadly divided into two groups: (1) those circuits used
to produce a nonsinusoidal wave; (2) those circuits used to produce a
sinusoidal wave.
Oscillators Producing N onsinusoidal Waves. Oscillator circuits producing a nonsinusoidal wave arc generally used as electronic timing and
control circuits in television, radar, oscilloscope, and industrial control
equipment. Nonsinusoidal voltages are generally produced by some
form of rclaxati·on oscillator circuit. In this type of oscillator circuit, one
or more voltages or currents change abruptly one or more times during
each cycle of oscillation. The types of relaxation oscillator circuits most
commonly used arc: (1) Van der Pol, (2) multivibrator, (3) glow-tube
discharge, (4) arc-tube discharge, (5) saw-tooth wave generators, (6)
rectangular or square wave generators.
Oscillators Producing Sinusoidal Waves. An oscillator circuit used to
produce a sinusoidal voltage may come under any one of the follmring
classifications: (1) negative resistance, (2) feedback, (3) heterodyne,
(4) crystal, (5) magnetostriction, (6) ultra-high frequency.
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A circuit clement, nsually a certain type of electronic t11he, is said to
possess negative resistance whcu at :,;omc portion of its operating characteristic the current flow through the circuit <lecreases with an increase in
the voltage and vice versa. Any circuit having a negative resistance
characteristic can be used as an oscillator. Upon first thought, feedback
oscillator circuits might be considered as negative resistance oscillators.
However, only those circnits having negative a-c resistance, even when
not used in connection ,vith an osci1latory circuit, arc classified as negative
resistance oscillators. The electric arc and the screen-grid tube possess
this characteristic and therefore may be 11:-cd in this type of circuit.
The four types of negative resistance oscillator circuits most commonly
used are (1) the dynatron, which makes use of the negative screen-grid
resistance characteristic of a tetrode; (2) the transilron, which makes use
of the negative transconductance characteristic of a pcntodc; (3) the
push-pull circuit, ,vhich is a variation of i.he Eccles-Jordan trigger circuit;
(4) the resistance-capacitance or resistance-tuned circuit, in which the
frequency of oscillation is dependent upon the resistance and capacitance
of the circuit.
The use of positive feedback and a tuned oscillatory circuit is i.he type
of oscillator circuit most commonly used in communications circuits.
The principles of operation of the variorn, types of foedhack circuits will
therefore be considered in greater detail later in this chapter. As there
arc numerous circuits that may be used as feedback oscillators, it lwcomes
difficult to name all of them. However, for the purpose of classification,
it is necessary to list only the basic circuits, as all others arc merely
modifications of these circuits. The basic feedback oscillator circuits
may be considered as follows:
1. Tuned plate
2. Tuned grid
(a) Inductive feedback
(b) Capacitive feedback
(c) Tickler feedback
3. Hartley
4. Colpitts
5. Complex types using more than one tuned circuit
(a) Tuned-grid tuned-plate
(b) .Meissner
(c) Tri-tct
(d) Electron coupled
6. Resistance-capacitance tuned

The heterodyne or heat frequency oscillator consists of two vacuumtube circuits that are made to oscillate at slightly different radio fre-
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quencies·. The output of these two oscillators is simultaneously applied
to a common detector. By means of an r-f filter, the radio-frequency
currents are removed and the output will be of a frequency equal to the
difference of the two original frequency values. The heterodyne oscillator circuit is a convenient means of obtaining precise audio frequencies
and is therefore commonly used in radio test equipment operating at
audio frequencies.
Crystal-controlled oscillators are used when the frequency of oscillation roust be maintained at a fixed value. The crystal is not used to
produce oscillations but controls the output frequency of the oscillator
with which it is used. Crystals and crystal-controlled oscillators are
more fully described later in this chapter.
The roagnetostriction oscillator circuit is based on the principle that
a change in magnetization will cause a magnetic material to expand or
contract' and, conversely, that a contraction or expansion of a magnetic
material will cause a change in magnetization. A strong stable oscillation having a frequency of the order of 10,000 to 100,000 cycles per second
can be obtained from this type of oscillator circuit.
The types of oscillator circuits used to generate audio- or radio-frequency currents or voltages cannot be used to produce ultrahigh-frequency currents or voltages. Various means are employed to obtain
these ultrahigh frequencies, among which are (1) positive grid, (2)
magnetron, (3) velocity modulation, (4) resonant cavities, (5) resonant
lines. The theory and analysis of ultrahigh-frequency oscillators is
beyond the scope of this text.
10-3. The Amplifier as an Oscillator. Amplifier Action of the Oscillator. The essential parts of a vacuum-tube oscillator are (1) the oscillatory
or tank circuit, usually a parallel resonant circuit, (2) a vacuum-tube
amplifier, (3) a feedback circuit. The vacuum-tube oscillator circuit is
so arranged that a portion of the energy developed in the output (or
plate) circuit is returned in the proper phase relationship to the input
(or grid) circuit. The energy returned is amplified by the tube and a
portion of the energy it develops in the plate _circuit is then returned to
the grid circuit. Each time some energy is taken from the output circuit
it is regenerated in the input circuit. This cycle of operations is continually repeated. Because of the amplifying properties of the tube,
the energy in the output circuit will increase ,vith each cycle of operation
until the maximum or saturation value of plate current has been reached
(see Fig. 10-1). The value of the output plate current will depend upon
the characteristics of the tube and the manner in which it is operated.
As the energy consumed by the input circuit of an amplifier is considerably less than that in its output circuit, it is possible to have an
amplifier supply its own input. An amplifier operated in this manner
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will generate oscillations at a frequency that is determined by the electrical constants of the circuit. Furthermore, since the tube operates as
an amplifier, the oscillator can be made to supply power to an external
circuit in addition to supplying the circuit losses required to sustain
oscillations. The tube thus acts as a power converter, changing the direct

N69v1tive - o - P o s , t i v e
Gri~ [ volts

FIG. 10-1.-Illustration of how the oscillations in the tube circuit build up until the saturation ya]uc of the plate current is reached.

current power supplied to its plate circuit into alternating-current energy
in the amplifier output circuit,. It may thus be seen that a tube cannot
produce oscillations by itself and also that the function of the oscillator is
not to creat,e energy but to change direct current energy to alternating
current energy. The combination of the vacuum tube and its associated
circuits is called a vacuum-tube oscillator.
Classification of T11bc Opera.lion. The -vacuum-tube oscillator can
he considered as an amplifier in ·which part of the output voltage is
returned to the input cireuit in such a m:mner that the tube drives
itself. The tuhe may he operatecl as a Class A, H, or C amplifier. Class
A operated oseillators arc generally used in high-qnality audio-frequency
oscillators. Because of the high efficiency and comparatively lo\\' dis-
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tortion that is obtainable at high frequencies from Class C operation,
radio-frequency oscillators arc usually operated Class C.
Oscillator Circuits. A number of circuits may be used to produce the
required oscillations, each circuit having its own advantages and disadvantages. The circuit used "ill depend upon the frequency and power
required and its application. The oscillatory circuit may be in the grid
circuit, the plate circuit, or both. The manner in which the energy is
applied to the input circuit can be by either capacitive or inductive
coupling. Capacitive coupling can be accomplished by use of an external
circuit or by use of the interclectrocle capacitances within a tube. Inductive coupling can be accomplished only by means of an external circuit.
10-4. The Oscillatory Circuit. In the oscillatory circuit of the oscillator, electrical oscillations occur according to the fundamental laws
governing capacitor and inductor actions. The oscillatory or alternating
flow of .electrons in the parallel resonant or tank circuit is caused by the
repeated exchange of energy between the capacitor and inductor.
The operation of the oscillator circuit is explained with the aid of Fig.
10-2. It is assumed that the capacitor is folly charged (Fig. 10-2a) and
just starting to discharge (Fig. 10-2b). As the capacitor discharges
through the inductor, the flo,Y of electrons (as indicated by the arrows on
the wires connectiug the capacitor and inductor) causes a magnetic field
to be built up around the inductor. Electrons ,Yill continue to flow in this
direction until the charges on the plates of the capacitor arc equal to each
other (Fig. 10-2c). At the instant that the rate of electron flow is zero
the magnetic field about the inductor \\ill start to collapse (Fig. 10-2d).
According to Lenz's law, the collapsing of the magnetic field ,,ill cause
electrons to flow in the same direction as was used to produce the expanding field, thus causing the capacitor to become charged with a polarity
opposite to its original charge. \\nen the field about the inductor has
completely collapsed, the energy that had been stored in its magnetic
field will be transferred to the electrostatic field of the capacitor (Fig.
10-2e).

Electron flow ordinarily ceases when the cJiarge on the two plates of
the capacitor are equal. HO\rnver, due to effects of the collapsing magnetic field, electron flow continues past this neutral point. This action
of a parallel resonant circuit is sometimes referred to as the flywheel e:ffect.
The capacitor will now discharge and electrons will flow in a direction
opposite to that used to charge the capacitor. This flow of electrons
produces an expanding field about the inductor (Fig. 10-2!), until the
difference in charge between the two plates is zero (Fig. 10-2g). As
before, the magnetic field collapses, thus causing the electrons to continue
to flow in the same direction (Fig. 10-2h). Wben the energy stored in the
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electromagnetic field has been transferred to the electrostatic field, the
capacitor becomes fully charged in the opposite polarity. lt is thus
restored to its original state as in Fig. 10-2a.
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FIG. 10-3.-]ilow of electrons iu a tank cir<'nit..

(a) Theoretic-al flow, (b) actual flow.

This cycle of operations is repeated n-t a, frpqnPncy that is dependent
upon the values of the induct:\ncc and capacitance in the circuit. This
frerp1ency is approximately equal to the freqn<'11cy of rPsonanr.e of thP
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parallel circuit as expressed by
159
fr= v'LC

where f,

(2-48)

= frequency of resonance, kilocycles
L = inductance, microhenries
C = capacitance, microfarads
If the circuit is assumed to have zero resistance, each cycle of electron
flow in the tank circuit will be similar to that shown in Fig. I0-3a. Thus,
theoretically, a sustained alternating-current flow of constant
magnitude is produced. As it is
impossible to com;truct a circuit
without some amount of resistance, svme energy will be lost in
the form of heat during each
cycle. If no energy is supplied
to replace this loss, the magnitude
~------'-l- 111111 +
of each oscillation will diminish
E1>1,
as shown in Fig. 10-3b. It can
Fro. 10-4.-A fundmncntal oscillator circuit.
thus be seen that a simple tank
circuit by itself is not a practical means of producing an alternating current of constant magnitude.
10-6. Fundamental Oscillator Theory. In practical oscillator circuits a vacuum tube and a power supply are used to provide the energy
required to overcome the losses caused by the resistance in the circuit,
thus producing an alternating current of constant magnitude.
The fundamental oRcillator circuit (Fig. 10-4) is capable of producing
alternating currents of ·constant magnitude and constant frequency.
The operation of this circuit is similar to most types of feedback oscillators. In order to simplify the description of the operation of this oscillator circuit, the action in each part will be presented individually. It
must be kept in _mind, however, that these actions are not independent
of each other but are closely related, all occurring almost instantaneously.
Analysis of the Fundamental Oscillator Circuit. At the instant of
closing the switch S (Fig. 10-4), the electrons being emitted from the
cathode will be drawn to the plate. This causes a current to flow from
the cathode to the plate, through the plate coil Lr, through the B powm
supply, and back to the cathode. As the current through LP increases, ~
magnetic field builds up around the plate coil and, by mutual inductance,
a voltage of increasing magnitude is induced in the grid coil, L 0 • The
grid and plate coils are connected in their respective circuits so that the
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Yoltage indnced in the grid coil will ha Ye a positive potential at the terminal connected to the grid of the tube when the current in LP is increasing.
Two immediate actions result from this positive voltage: (1) the voltage
on the grid becomes positive, thereby increasing the amount of plate
current flow; (2) the capacitor C in the tank circuit becomes charged.
The increasing plate current produces an increase iu the strength of the
magnetic field about the plate coil, thus causing a greater voltage to be
induced in the grid coil. This action makes the grid still more positive,
Is

9

Negotlive _,_ _ -Positive
Grid volts
Fm. 10-5.-Variation of plate current in the oscillator circuit of Fig. 10-4.

thereby increasing the plate current still further. This action continues
until saturation is reached (Fig. 10-5). The point of satnration will
depend on the resistance of the circuit, the plate supply voltage, and the
characteristics of the tube. As soon as the plate current ceases to
increase, the field about the plate coil ceases to expand and no longer
induces a voltage in the grid coil. The tank capacitor C, having been
charged to its maximum potential, starts to discharge through the grid
coil. This decrease in voltage across the capacitor makes the voltage on
the grid less positive thus causing the plate current to decrease, which in
turn causes the magnetic field about the plate coil to collapse. A voltage
will again be induced in the grid coil but will be opposite in direction to
that produced by an expanding field. The voltage on the grid thus
becomes negative, thereby decreasing the plate current still further.
This action continues until the grid voltage is such that zero plate cmrent
flows, point C on Fig. 10-5. Dnring the time in "·hich the plate current
has decreased from saturation current to cutoff, the tank capacitor has
lost its original charge and has again become charged to its maximum
potential, the plates now having a polarity opposite to that of the previous
charged condition. As the induced voltage in La is zero when cutoff is
reached, the capacitor "·ill no\\· start to discharge through the grid coil.
This decrease in voltage across the capacitor makes the voltage on the
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grid less negative, thus causing the plate current to increase and the
magnetic field about the grid coil to expand. The voltage induced in
the grid coil will make the grid more positive, thereby increasing the plate
current still further until the saturation point is reached in the same
manner as explained previously. This cycle of operations repeats itself
continuously as long as energy is supplied to overcome the losses in the
circuit.
Output power can be obtained by inductively coupling the output
coil L to the grid coil Lo (Fig. 10-4). Oscillating energy from the grid
circuit can thus be transferred to the output circuit. In addition to
supplying power to overcome the losses in the circuit, then power supply
must now also supply the power required by the output load.
0

Lp

'-----+-------+----!_ '''"' +

Et,t,

{b)
{a)
FIG. 10-6.-Two methods of connecting the grid-leak resistor and grid capacitor.

10-6. Grid Bias. Need for a Grid-leak Resistor and Grid Capacitor.
During part of each cycle of alternating current in the oscillator the grid
is driven positive. In order to prevent the tube from drawing an excessive amonnt of plate current during this portion of the cycle, practically
all oscillator circuits employ grid-leak bias. T,,·o methods of connecting
the grid resistor are shown in Fig. 10-6.
Operation of Oscillator Circuits with Grid-leak Resistor and Grid
Ca.pacitor. When the oscillator of Fig. 10-6a or 10-60 is started, the initial
bias on the grid is zero. Thus, when positive voltage is applied to the
grid, because of the expanding magnetic field about the plate coil, the
grid "·ill be driven positiYe. The flow of etectrons in the grid circuit
(caused by the positive grid) produces a voltage drop at the resistor Ru
with point A. negafo·e and point B positive. The capacitor C~ will
become charged to this polarity. The g,Tid cmrent flo\\ing through the
grid resistor thns causes the voltage on the grid to become negative. The
plate current wi.11 then decrease thus causing the magnetic field about
the plate coil to collapse. The cycle then continues as explained for 1.he
fundamental oscillator circuit.
Graphical Representation of the Oscillator Circuit Action. The manner
in which the oscillations arc produced is illustrated in ]1'ig. 10-7. In
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order to simplify the diagram, the dynamic characteristic cnrve of the
oscillator tube, line AC, is assumed to be a straight line. ActnnJly it is
slightly curved. At the instant that plate voltage is applied, the plate
current will start increasing; at a rapid rate. However, the ill(lnctive
readnnce of the plate coil prevents the plate current from becoming
maximum instantaneously. The tube is operated as a Class C amplifier
,vith a grid bias whose value is twice the amount required to produce
cutoff. The grid bias, being dependent upon the charge (and discharge)
of the grid capacitor, will increase to its proper v:1lue according to the

Dynamic
characfer,:Shi:
curve

Operah'nq poin1

:

y

Fm. 10-7.-Gse of the dynamic characteristic curve to illustrate the manner in which
oscillations are produced.

exponential curve xy, Fig. 10-7. It can be seen from Fig. 10-7 that the
grid is driven slightly positive for a small part of each cycle. This is
due to the flywheel effect cf the tank circuit. During the interval that
the grid is positive it acts as a diode plate and thus grid current ,Yill flow,
thereby charging the grid capacitor. The time required for the grid bias
to attain its maximum value is determined by the time constant of the
R0 C0 circuit.
l'alu<'s of Cu nnd Ru. Any a,ltema.ting voltage across the grid capn,citor will va.ry the grid cxcita.tion voltage. In order to limit this voltage
to a minimum, the value of the capaeitor should lH' as large as practical.
Tlw maxinrnm ,,atnc of eapacitancc is, howcYer, limited by the time constant desired. The time constaDt shoulcl be small enough so that the
bias voltage cannot attain a value high enough to stop oscillations, in
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which cnse it is said that the tube has become blocked. The grid-bias
requirements for the particular tube used ,vill determine the value of
the grid resistor. Therefore, in order to reduce the time constant, it
becomes necessary to use a smaller value of grid capacitance.
Ej}'cct of Cu and R 0 upon Grid Current. '\Vhen the voltage on the g1id
is positive, current will flow in the grid circuit. This flow of current
produces a power loss in the form of heat. As this power loss must be
supplied from the power supply, the efficiency of the oscillator is decreased.
Use of the grid resistor and grid capacitor limits the amount of grid current flow, thus making the oscillator circuit more efficient.
Grid-leak Bias vs. Fixed Bias. In order to obtain high efficiency,
the oscillator tube should he biased beyond the point of cutoff or operated
as Class C. If fixed bias of an amount sufficient to produce cutoff were
used, the initial plate current would be zero and thus there would be no
power ii'1put to the plate coil to start oscillations. Using a grid-leak
resistor and grid capacitor, the initial g1id bias will be zero. The plate
current flow ,vill immediately st.art oscillations and automatically build
up the bias to its ultimate operating value. Thus if the oscillator circuit
is to be self-starting, it is essential that grid-leak bias be used.
10-7. Basic Oscillator Circuits. The Hartley Oscillator. The Hartley
oscillator requires very little apparatus and is therefore one of the simplest
types of oscillator circuits. The circuit arrangement for two forms of
the Hartley oscillator is shown in Fig. 10-8. The operation of each of
these two forms is identical except for the manner in which the d-c power
is supplied to the plate. As in the fundamental oscillator circuit just
desc1ibed, the amplified energy in the plate circuit is fed back to the grid
circuit by means of inductive coupling. However, in the Hartley oscillator only one coil is used. A portion LP of this coil is in the plate circuit,
and the remainder La is in the grid circuit. The amount of inductive
feedback between these two sections of the common coil will depend on
l,he number of turns in sections LP and La. Increasing the number of
turns in the plate section increases the voltage induced in the grid section,
thus increasing the amount of feedback.
The alternating current in the plate section of the coil induces a
voltage in the grid section. This induced voltage is applied to the grid
of the tube, is amplified, and again applied to the plate section. The
plate and grid voltages are 180 degrees out of phase with each other as
they are taken from opposite ends of the coil with respect to the common
lead connected to the cathode.
In the circuit shown in .Fig. 10-8a, the plate power supply is connected
in series with the plate section and is called a series-fed circuit. The
voltages across the tuning capacitor and the inductor (terminals 1 and 3)
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will he approximately equal to the plate pmrnr supply voltage. In order
to avoid the clanger of high plate voltages appNuing across these two
circuit elements parallel feed is generally nsed.
An example of parallel fee<l is shown in Fig. l 0-8b. Beca11se the
plate circuit is divided into two parallel branches, one to provide a path
for the direct current and the other for the alternating current, it is
called a parallel- or slmnt-fcd cirwit. The r-f choke coil keeps the
alt.cmating current out of the d-c circuit, and the blocking capacitor Cb
keeps the direct current out of the a-c circuit. Tn order for most of the
r-f current to flow through the plate section J,p instead of through the
plate power supply, the reactancc of the blocking capacitor at the rosoCh
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(a)
Fm. 10-8.-Hartley oscillator circuits.
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+

Ebb

{b)
(a) A series-fed circuit, (/JJ a parallel-fed circuit.

nant frequency should be very small in comparison with tho reactanco of
the choke coil at the same frequency.
The frequency of the output of the oscillator is equal to the freq11oncy
at which the voltage in the pbte circuit is fod back to the grid circuit.
In oscillator circuits employing a resonant circuit, the frequency of oscillation is approximately equal to the resonant frequency of the tank circuit. The frequency of oscillation of tho circuits shown in Fig. 10-8 is
thus equal to the rcsommt frequency of the paralld circuit fol'med by the
tuning capacitor C and the entire inductor, La plus Lp.
Of the various types of self-excited oscillators, the Hartley oscillator
is the one most genornlly used. However, this circuit is seldom used
exactly in either of the two forms shown in Fig. 10-8 as many modifications have been made in order to adapt. the basic circuit to meet the
individual requirements for each of its applications. Two of the modifications arc shown in Fig. 10-9. The circuit shown in l<'ig. 10-9a is used
in some superhet.crodyne receivers. Use of mutual inductance coupling
is made by employing the circuit shown in Fig. 10-%. The excitation
voltage for the grid is obtained by tho mutual inductauce between the
grid and plate coils.
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The Colpitts Oscillator. Another basic type of oscillator circuit is
the Colpitts or capacitive feedback oscillator. In this circuit, the feedback of energy from the plate circuit to the grid circuit is accomplished by
means of electrostatic coupling. The circuit arrangement for the Colpitts
oscillator is shown in Fig. 10-10. Except for the manner in which feedback is obtained, this circuit is similar to the parallel-feed Hartley oscillator. In the Colpitts oscillator the tank voltage is divided into two
parts by tapping the tank capacitor, or rather by connecting two capacitors in series, instead of the inductor. The grid excitation voltage is

RFC
- 111111 +
Et,b

C

Cb

:]Lo

(b}

Fm. 10-9.- · Two modifications of the basic Hartley oscillator circuit.

obtained from the grid t'.tnk capacitor Ca. The plate and grid voltages
are 180 degrees out of phase with each other, since they are taken from
opposite ends of the tank circuit with respect to the common lead connected to the cathode. Although the use of parallel feed is optional
(though preferable) in the Hartley circuit, it is obvious that it is necessary in the Colpitts circuit because of the high voltage obtainable at the
tank capacitor Cp.
The operation of this circuit is similar to that of the parallel-feed
Hartley oscillator. As plate current starts to flow, the plate blocking
capacitor Cb starts to charge, which in turn also causes, the plate tank
capacitor GP to charge. This increase in voltage is transferred to the
grid tank capacitor Ca, through the r-f choke,- causing the terminal connected to the grid to become more negative. ·when the feedback voltage
causes the plate current to decrease, less energy ·will be stored in the plate
tank capacitor, thus reversing the direction of the feedback voltage.
As this action continues, sustained oscillations ·will he produced.
It must be remembered that the capacitance of the tank circuit is
equal to the resultant capacitance of CP and Ca in series. By varying
the capacitance of GP and/or Ca the volt.age across the tank circuit may be
divided to produce the voltage drop required across Ca for proper grid
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excitation. Incn•asing the rcactancc of the grid tank capacitor will
increase the voltage across it.
In order to vary the frequency of oscilhtion two adjustments, CP and
CG, are usually made in the Colpitts circuit. It is therefore less conven3

RFC

L

Fm. 10-10.-The Colpitts oscillator circuit.

ient to operate the Colpitts circuit as a variable-frequency oscillator than
the Hartley circuit, which requires only a single adjustment. In multiband receivers the Colpitts oscillator has a distinct advantage in that the
tank coil has no tap, therefore one less coil circuit needs to be switched
each time the receiver is shifted to
Ct,
RFC
a different wave band. The Colpitts circuit is also used in the
operation of many push-buttontu11ecl receivers.
A modified form of the basic
Colpitts oscillrutor is illustrated in
._...__--I, 11if1 +
Fig. 10-11. This circuit emEt,b
ploys both capacitive and inductive feedback. The plate tank
Fm. 10-11.-A modified Colpitts oscillator
capacitor C P provides the capacicircuit.
tive feedback and the plnte section LP of the inductor provides the inductive feedback. It is possible
to obtain fairly uniform output from this osc-illator over a ,vidc frequency
range by the proper selection of circuit elements.
Twied-grid Tuned-plate Oscillator. Capacitive feedback is also used
in the tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator, sometimes abbreviated T-G T-P
oscillator. The circuit arrangement for this type of oscillator is shown in
Fig. 10-12a. Capacitive feedback is obtained by utilir.ing the gridplate capacitance Cuv of the tnbe. Usually this capacitance is a nuisance,
but this is one of the few circuits in which it is used to advantage. Two
parallel resonant circuits are required, one in the grid circuit of the tube
and the other in the plate circuit. No inclnctivc coupling should exist
between the coils in these two circuits. The frequency of oscillation is
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dependent on the resonant frequency of each of the tuned circuits, therefore the name tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator.
The operation of the tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator may be more
easily understood by rearranging the schematic diagrnm into the equivalent circuit form shown in Fig. 10-12u. The equivalent circuit is simplified by showing the interelcctrode capacitance C,,P connected across the
resonant circuit instead of across the grid and plate of the tube as shown
in Fig. l0-12a. This simplification is possible because C0 and Cb, which
act in series with the interelectrode capacitance Cup to form the feedback
circuit, may be neglected, since they are much larger in value than CQP•

t------t---•~111111 +

RFC

At,b

(al

Fm.

(b)

10-12.-Tuned-grid tuned-plate parallel-feed oscillator circuit.
diagram, (b) equ.iYalent circuit.

(a) Schematic

In order for the system to oscillate, the plate circuit should be tuned
to a slightly lower frequency than the grid circuit. The resultant inductive reactance of the two tuned circuits ,vill then resonate with the interelectrode capacitive reactance. The oscillator circuit thus formed is
similar in many respects to the Hartley circuit. The frequency of the
tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator is determined by the hmed circuit
having the highest value of Q.
The frequency stability and the voltage amplification of the tuned-grid
tuned-plate oscillator is comparatively high because of the high impedance of the parallel resonant plate load. Varying the resonant frequency
of either of the tuned circuits ·will vary the amotmt of feedback, thus
increasing or decreasing the amplitude of the oscillations. In practice,
the frequency of oscillation is usually controlled by varying the resonant
frequency of the plate tuned circuit, and the amount of grid excitation is
controlled by varying the resonant frequency of the grid tuned circuit.
The plate circuit is designed to deliver the required power output. The
properties of the grid tuned circuit are not too important, prnviding the
desired frequency range can be obtained. The plate power supply of
the tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator may be either series fed or parallel
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The tuned-grid tuned-plate circuit is used to 1oome exteut in high-

fre<l\tellCY oscillators.

LG

cL

r;,,}-lLp

. _ _ _______.__.__.__,-11i~
Bbb

Fro. 10-13.-Tune<l-grid t1m<'rl-plate series-feed oscillator circuit.

10-8. Circuit Considerations. EJJeel of the Tank Circuit on the A mpliIf the amplitude of the output of an oscillator is unstable
the wave form will be distorted thus producing undesirable harmonics.
From the previous discussion it can be seen that an oscillator tube genera11y operates as a Class C amplifier delivering power during less than
one-half of the input cycle. Under this condition, the plate current
variation will not produce a sine wave, and a tank circuit (parallel resonant circuit) is added in order to obtain an approximate sine-wave output.
In order to have an output of approximately sine-wave form, it is necessary that the tank circuit store energy during the portion of the cycle in
which the tube is delivering power and to deliver this stored energy to the
load during the portion of the cycle in which no power is being delivered
by the tube.
Effect of the Tank Circw:t Q on the Wave Shape. The tank circuit
consists of a capacitor aud an inductor connected in parallel. The
resistance of the inductor may be considered as a resistance in series with
the incluctanee and the Q of the tank circuit is equal to the ratio of the
inductive reactance to the resistance as expressed by Eq. (2-58). When
the tank circuit is supplying power to a load the effect is similar to increasing the series resistance of the tank circuit and consequently reduces the
valne of Q. The Q of the circuit when supplying power is referred to as
the effective Q and is designated as Q.rr. The factor Qeff is also a measure
of the ratio of the energy stored during each cycle to the energy dissipated
during each cycle [see Eq. (10-16a)]. Thus an increase in the value of
Q.ff indicates an increase in the amount of energy stored. Furthermore,
the ability to ca,rry each cycle past its neutral point (flywheel effect) can
be increased by increasing the effective Q of the tuned circuit.
1n order to obtain a satisfactmy wave shape at the output of an
oscillator (or a Class C amplifier), it is necessary that the amount of
energy stored during a port.ion of each cycle appreciably exceeds the
amount. of energy dissipated during the remainder of the cycle. Experience has shown that the value of Q.ff should be in the order of 10 to 30.
tude Stab1"lily.
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Under this condition, the amount of energy stored per cycle will be
approximately 2 to 5 times the amount of energy dissipated per cycle.
When Qcff has a. value of 12.5 the harmonic content of the output wave is
approximately~ per cent. Decreusing the value of Q.ff causes an increase
in the amount of distortion, while increasing the value of Q.ff produces a
more nearly sinusoidal output wave. It should be noted, however, that
a high value of Q.ff results in a high value of tank circuit current, thereby
increasing the losses and reducing the efficiency of the tank circuit.
Efficiency of the Tank Circuit. The efficiency of the tank circuit may
be expressed as the ratio of the power delivered to the load to the power
delivered to the tank circuit. This may be expressed in terms of the
circuit Q as
.
Effi c1cncy
(10-1)
= Q -Q Q.ri X 100
where Q. = tank circuit Q at no-load
Q.ff = tank circuit Q with load
Example 10-1. The tank circuit of an r-f amplifier, used in conjunction with the
oscillator of a radio transmittPr, has a circuit Q of 85 at no-load and an effective Q of
12 when load is applied. What is the efficiency of the tank circuit?
Given:
Q = 85
Q.f! = 12

Find:
Efficiency

Solution:

•
Q - Q.ir
00
85 - 12
•
Effic1ency
= -(i --- X 1
=
X 100 = Sn.8 per cent
85

Analysis of the Tank Circidt. The preceding discussion amply shows
the importance of the tank circuit. There arc a number of important
considerations in the study of the tank circuit, such as the frequency,
impedance, current, power, and energy stored.
The tank circuit should be adjusted so that its resonant frequency
corresponds to that of the oscillator. For the values of Q commonly used
"1th these circuits, the results obtained by use of Eq. (2-18) are sufficiently accurate for general purposes. Acccirdingly, Eqs. (2-49) and
(2-50) may be used for finding the values of the inductance and capacitance required in the tank circuit.

159

fr= ,yLC

(2-48)

. _ 25,300
],,_
pc

(2-49)

C

=

25,300

PL

(2-50)
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As the resistance of the tank circuit, is small compared to the inductive
rcnctancc, a snfficicntly accmate value of the impedance (at resonance)
can be obtained by use of Eq. (2-5G).
(2-56)
As XL

= X c at resonance, then

z
T,r

x

x 1,X c

2

21rJ,L

L

(10-2)

H = -H- = 21rf,CR - CR

=

The voltage at the tank circuit \\'ill be approximately equal to the
alternating component of the plate voltage E 1,. It may also be expressed
as
(10-3)
Correspondingly, the tank circuit current may be expressed as

(10-·1)
An approximate value of the trmk circuit cnrrent can also be found by
use of Eq. (2-57)
(2-57)
At resonance the power delivered to the tank circuit (output load plus
tank circuit losses) m:ty be expressed as
-

2

,

-

E12

-

Ep2

(10-5)

I't,r - Iv QJ;.1, - -Q-"
· - Q\'.'
- \ !,
, I,

Example 10-2. The tank circuit of the oscillator in a certain radio rec1>ivcr has the
following circuit values: L = 80 1,<h, C = 3 6 5 35 1-'1-'f, Q u = 20, E, = 10 volts. Find
(a) the value of capacitance when the oscillator is adjustPd to a resonant frequency of
1000 kc, (b) the impedance of the tank circuit a.t re~onancc, (c) the plate current
required to produce tho desirer! voltage at the tank circuit, (d) the current in the tank
circuit, (e) the power supplied to the tank circuit.
0

.Find:

Given:
L = 80 1,<h

= 36%5
Q.rr = 20
C

F:,

=

(a)

(b)
(r,)
(d)
(e)

µ.µ.f

10 volts

f, = 1000 kc

C = ?

z,.,

= ?

Iv= ?
I, = ?
I', = ?

Solution:
(a )

C

2.'>,300
~ j;L

25,300

o 000316

f

3

f

= 10002 X 80 = · ' µ or 16 µ.µ.
(b) Z,., = Q.nX 1, = 20 X G.28 X 10 6 X 80 X 10 ·• = 10,0·18 ohms
. - 0 0(l(l!)''"
0 !}\J"
(C) I P = _I~
Z,., -- _l_O
l0,0-iS - .
"'" amp or . 0 ma
(d) I, = Qefflp = 20 X 0.90fi = 10.!) ma
(e) P = Eplv = IO X 0.000095 = 0.009!)5 watt
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Energy Stored in the 'l'ank Circuit. An analysis of the tank circuit
,vill show that the amount of energy stored will increase with an increase
in the value of either the capacitance or the voltage. The total energy
stored in a tank circuit is equal to the sum of the energy stored in the
inductor and in the capacitor. From Eqs. (2-3) and (2-18)
·z
= L~

Wt

where

Wt

2

c z
+ __!!_i__
2

(10-6)

= total instantaneons energy stored in the tank circuit, watt-

seconds
i1 = instantaneous valne of the current flmving in the oscillatory
or tank circuit, amperes
Ct = instantaneous value of the voltage across the tank circuit,
volt.s
-L = inductance of the tank coil, hemies
C = capacitance of the tank capacitor, farads
For all practical purposes the voltage across the tank circuit can he
considered as being cqnal to the alternating voltage output of the tube.
Then
c z
L ·2
Wt = ~ + ---2._
(10-7)

2

2

,vhen the energy stored in the tank circuit is sufficient to reduce the
harmonic distortion to a negligible amount
(10-8)
where 8 = 21rft
t = time, seconds
As the resistance of a properly designed tank circuit is very small in
comparison to either of its reactances, it can generally be ignored in
considering the impedance of either branch. The current in the tank
inductor lags the applied voltage and can be expressed as
•

it

= -

Ep•m

21rf,L cos 8

.

(10-9)

Substituting Eqs. (10-8) and (10-9) in Eq. (10-7)

-

Wt -

LEp•m • 2 8 + CEP·'.":_~ ,· 2 0
2 (21rf,L) 2 cos
2 sm
2

(10-10)

At resonance
1

21rf,L = 21rf,C

and

L

=

1
('lnrf,) 2C

(10-11)
(10-12)
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Substituting this value of Liu Eq. (10-10)
W1

or

W1

2
= CRv-m
- - cos0

+ -CEv-n.2
.• 0
-sm-

{)

2

=

2

CP;
---f(cos
+ srn
,m 2

2

However, from trigonometry, cos 2 0

•

{)

+ sin

2

2

0)

(10-13)
(10-13a)

O=

and

(10-13b)

where TT\ = energy stored in the tank circuit per cycle
Also Ev,m = y2 RP an<l Ev-m 2 = 2Ev 2
Thus
(10-13c)

It can be seen from Eq. (10-13c) that the total energy stored in the
tank circuit can be increased by using n, higher -value of capacitance.
In order to maintain a fixed value of frequency, an increase in the value
of capacitance must be accompanied by a decrease in the value of inductance, thereby reducing the L/C ratio. An increa::.;e in the value of the
capacitance (an<l a decrease in the value of the inductance) will result in
a lower value of reactance at the fixed vrtlue of resonant frequency.
From Eq. (10-5) it can be shown that the effective Q of the tank circuit
increases \\ith a decrem,e in the reactance; this is characteristic of a
loaded tank circuit and should not be confused with the no-load value of
Q, which decreases with a decrease in the reactance. Thus, an increase in
the value of capacitance increases the amount of energy stored, decreases
the L/C ratio of the tank circuit, and increases the effective Q of the tank
circuit.
Increasing the effective Q of the tuned circuit increases its impedance
[see Eq. (2-5G)], thereby increasing the value of the varying plate
,·oltage output of the oscillator tube. This increase in plate voltage "ill
further increase the total energy stored [Eq. (10-13c)]. However, an
increase in the voltage applied to a tuned circuit increases the -value of the
circulating current, thus increasing the l 2R losses and reducing the overall
efficiency of the oscillator circuit. It is therefore good practice to limit
the L/C ratio to the value required to produce a satisfactory sinusoidal
output.
Relation of Q.rr lo the Ratio of Energy Stored lo Energy Dissipatrd.
It has previously been stated that the value of Q.rr is also a measure of
the ratio of the energy stored during each cyde to the energy dissipated
during each cycle. This can now be shown as follows. In the same
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manner in which Eq. (10-13c) was developed, it can bo :,hown that
(10-1--!)
The energy dissipated in the tank circuit per cycle may be expressed as

wd =

J,21?,.q

(10- 1.5)

f,

where TVd = energy dissipated in the tank circuit per cycle
R.Q = equivalent series resistance of the tank circuit when loaded.
The ratio of energy stored per cycle to energy dissipated per cycle may
then be expressed as
Energy stored per cycle _ W, _ LI,2
frL
Energy dissipated per cycle - wd - I.2Req = Req
Mnltiplying both the numerator and the denominator by
Energy stored per cycle
Energy dissipated per cycle

27r

= 27rfrL _ Q.ff
27rHeq -

(10-lfi)

(10-16a)

-2;

Example 10-3. (a) \Yhat is the amount of energy slored per cycle in the tank
circuit of Example 10-2? (b) Determine the value of Req from the values of Q.ff and
XL in Example 10-2. (c) \\'hat is the amount of power dissipated by the tank circuit? (d) \Yhat is the amount of cner~y dissipated per cycle? (e) What is the ratio
of the energy stored per cycle to the energy dissipated per cycle? (f) Check the result
of part (e) by use of Eq, (10-16a).

Given:
E,
C

Find:

= 10 volts
= 316 µµ[

Q.lf = 20
L=SOµh
fr = 1000 kc
I,= 19.9 ma

(a) W, =?
(b) Roo. = ?
(c) pdis =?
(d) JVd =?

J.G
)V4

=

'?
•

()
.f 2G
)I'd

=

'?
.

(e)

Solution:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

W,

=

=

CE, 2

= 316 X 10- 12 X 102

= 6.28

6

= 316 X 10-10 watt per cycle

X 10 X _§Q_ X 10-• -= 25 _12 ohms
20
Pdis = lt2Req = (19.9 X I0-3 ) 2 X 25.12 = 9947 X 10-• watt
Pdis
X 10-•
Wa =
= 99:17 106
= 99.47 X 10-10 watt per cycle
W,
316 X 10-10
,
wd = 99.47 X 10-10 = 3 · 17
Req

XL

Q,tf

y;

W, = Q.u -= ~O_ = 3 18
'W;i
2,r
6.28
.
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F,xcilatinn V nltage. The excitation voltage rcc1uircd to drive the
oscillator tube will depend upon the characteristics of the tube, the losses
in the circuit, and the power consumed by the load. As the excitation
voltage is dependent upon the varying output plate voltage, it ,vill also
be affected by changes in the operating potentials of the tube. It can
be shown that the varying plate voltage is also dependent upon the
effective Q of the tank circuit, and thus any changes in the tuned circuit
will also affect the excitation voltage.
If the excitation voltage is too low the tube will not oscillate, and if it
is too high it will increase the amount of positive grid. The power
consumed by the grid will then be excessive and will decrease the overall
efficiency of the oscillator.
Power Output. In radio receivers oscillator tubes operate as
voltage amplifiers and the power output and efficiency are not important.
Oscillator tubes in radio transmitters operate ns Clac!s C power amplifiers.
The operating circuit considerations for voltage and power amplifiers
previously studied "·ill also apply to oscillators.
The power output of an oscillator is the useful a-c power consumed by
the load connected to it. This load may be coupled by means of capacitive, inductive, or electron coupling. The frequency and amplitude
stability of an oscillator will be affected by changes in the power taken by
the load. In order to maintain a high degree of stability, oscillator
circuits are very seldom designed to deliver large amounts of power.
When large amounts of power arc required the oscillator circuit is used to
drive a power amplifier, which in turn prodncPS the desired amount of
power output. l\fost oscillator circuits arc therefore used as a frequency
controlling device delivering a small amount of power at a comparatively
high voltage.
The maximum pmYer output of an oscillator \Yill occur when the
effective resistance of the plate load, usually the tuned circuit, is equal to
the plate re,,istance of the tube. However, a,, oscillator tubes are generally operated as Class C amplifiers, the plate resistance ,vill vary appreciably over the entire cycle. When the plate voltage is high the plate
resistance is low, and ,vhen the plate voltage is low the plate resistance
will be high. The equation for maximum power trarn,fcr will therefore
be quite complex, thus making it rather difficult to calculate the exact,
values of the circuit constants required to obtain maximum power
transfer.
Efficiency. The plate efficiency of the oscillator tube depends upon
its operating characteristics such as the load, plate resistance, excitation
voltage, etc. By operating the tube as a Class C amplifier it is possible
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to increase the plate efficiency of the tube and thus also increase the overall circuit efficiency.
In Class C operation it is possible to operate a tube with a higher plate
voltage and thus a greater power output can be obtained. As the plate
voltage is increased the plate current also increases, thus increasing the
plate dissipation. However, a higher efficiency and higher power output
is obtainable as the power output increases at a greater rate than the
plate dissipation. l:t\1rthcrmore, it is possible to limit the plate voltage
so that the allowable plate dissipation of the tube is not exceeded and
still obtain a higher efficiency and higher power output.
The power lost in the grid "·ill vary, the loss being between 10 and 20
per cent of the output pmYcr. As this loss must be supplied by the
oscillator's power supply, the overall efficiency will be less than if the tube
were being operated as an amplifier.
10-9. · Frequency Stability. Factors Affecting the Frequency Stability.
The ability of an oscillator to maintain a constant frequency in the presence of variable operating conditions is referred to as its frequency stability. Because of the small difference in frequency of adjacent radio
broadcasting channels, it is evident that the carrier frequency of these
stations must be held to a very close tolerance. At present the allowable
variation in frequency for broadcasting stations is plus or minus 20 cycles.
In a radio receiver, any variation in the output frequency of its local
oscillator will vary the beat frequency that is applied to the i-f amplifier.
In order to obtain the maximum voltage amplification with a minimum
of distortion the beat frequency and the frequency to which the i-f
circuit is tuned should he identical. The factors affecting the frequency
stability of an oscillator arc (1) plate voltage, (2) output load, (3) temperature, (4) mechanical variation of the circuit clements.
Plate Voltage and Ontput J,oad. Any variation in the operating voltages applied to the tube will vary the operating characteristics, thus
causing a shift in the output frequency of the oscillator. This type of
frequency change is referred to as dynamic instability. The operating
voltages can be stabilized by the use of a reguJated power supply.
Any variation in the plate load will affect the frequency of an oscillator in a similar manner as changes in plate voltage. Dynamic instability caused by a variable load can be reduced by the use of (1) electron
coupling, (2) a buffer amplifier, (3) a tank circuit having a high effective
Q. The electron-coupled oscillator wi.11 he taken up later in this chapter.
The use of the buffer amplifier applies to transmitters and will be taken
up in Chap. XIII. Since the tube and load represent a comparatively
low resistance in parallel "·ith the tank circuit, the dynamic instability
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can be reduced by using a timed circuit having a high effective Q and a
low L/C ratio. Dynamic instability <'an also be reduced by increasing the
effective resistance that the tube reflects to the tank circuit. This can
be accomplished by using a higher value of grid-leak resistor, thus increasing the grid bias.
Temperature and 111echanica.l VariaHons. The expansion and contraction of the clements in a tube due to temperatnre changes will cause
the intorelectrode capacitances to vary accordingly. As these capacitances arc part of the tuned cirenit, the freqncncy of oscillation ll'il! be
affected.
Tempcratnre changes will also slightly affect the values of the tank
coil and inclucior, causing an additional shift in the resonant frequency.
Because the effects of temperatnre change are comparativ<'ly slow in
operation, the frequency change is referred to as dnfl. The obvious
means of minimizing the amount of drift arc by the use of (1) aclequatc
ventilation, (2) a coil "·omHl with large \\'ire, (3) a low direct input voltage.
Use of any of these methods will reduce the temperature of the oscillator
unit, thus reducing the amount of 1lrift. The variations in the interelectro<le capacitances of the tube will have very little effect when they are
slrnntecl by a large value of capacitance. It is thus possible to reduce
the amount of drift by using a large value of capacitance in the tank
circuit thus producing a high C/ L ratio.
Mechanical vibration of the circuit elements such as tubes, ca pad tors,
and inductors also causes their values to ,·ary. These changes in the
values of inductance and capacitance will cansc the resonant frequency
to vary with the mechanical vibration. Instability due to mechanical
vibration can be minimized by isolating the oscillator from the source of
mr\chanical vibration.
10-10. Crystals. [:srs of Crystals. The freq11enc-y of oscillation of
the oscillator circuits previously discussed is controlled by the electrical
constants of the circuit. Such oscillators are callee\ sdf-c011trollcd
osc£llalors. Bemuse the values of the circuit clements will be affected by
the operating conclit.ions, the frequency of oscillation of all sdf-controlled
oscillators has a tendency to drift. There arc a number of applications
of oscillator cirrnits "·here the frequency of o~eillation must be maintained at a fixed frequency or at se\'eral definite frequencies. Some of
these applications arc (1) transmitters, (2) time-signal receivers, (3)
police-car raclio n'cPinffs, (4) military, navigation, and aircraft communication appnratus, (i'i) test pq11ipme11t n:<Pd for calibration pnrposPs.
In on!Pr to maintain the ontpnt frequency of an oscillator at a constant
value a crystal may be used to control the freq11P11ey of oscillation.
This type of oscillator circuit is called a crystal-controlled oscillator.
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Characteristics o.f Crystals. 1Vhen certain crystalline materials are
placed under a mechanical strain, such as comprrn,sion or expansion, an
electrical difference of potential will be developed across opposite faces
of the crystal. This action is calleJ the piezoelectric e.ffect. Conversely,
,Yhen a voltage is impressed across opposite faces of this type of crystal
it will cause the crystal to expand or contract. If the voltage applied is
alternating, the crystal will be set into Yibration. The frequency of
-vibration will be equal to the resonant frequency of the crystal as determined by its structural characteristics. When the frequency of the

z
Xi

Xz

x,~-x,

~
Xz
x1

y

(b}

\
X

z
(a)
Frn. 10-14.---Quartz-crystal axes.

(a) Symmetrical quartz crystal, (b) electrical axns,
(c) mechanical axes.

applied voltage is equal to the resonant frequency of the crystal, the
amplitude of vibration will be maximum. Because of its piezoelectric
effect, a high-quality crystal can maintain the _frequency of oscillation so
that the variation in frequency will be less than one part in a million.
Piezoelectric effects may be obtained from Rochelle salts, tourmaline,
and quartz. AHhough, Lheorelically, any one of these crystals can be
used, for practical reasons quartz is the one most commonlyused. The
voltage set up in a Rochelle-salt crystal is much greater than would be
set up in a quartz crystal; hmrnver, it is much ,Yeaker mechanically and
is more likely to break. Tourmaline is mechanically stronger than quartz
but because it is much less sensitive electrically it is only used for very
high-frequency applications where quartz crystals must be ground so
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thin as to make its use impractical. Other advantages of quartz arc its
low cost and the fact that it is available in comparatively large quantities.
Chara.clcristics of Quartz Crysta.ts. Quartz crystab in their natnrnl
state assume the general form of hexagonal prisms with each end smmounted by a hexagmrnl pyrnmi1l (see Fig. 10-1--.1(1,). Each crystal has
three principaJ axes: (1) Z or optical axis, (2) X or electrical axis, (3) Y or
mechanical axis. The axis joining the two points at the ends of the
crystal is called the Z or opiica.l axis. No piezoelectric effects are produced when electrostatic charges are applied in this direction. The
X axes join opposite points of the hexagonal prism and each axis is parallel to one pair of sides of the hexagon and perpendicular to the optical

z

y

y

z

z

(a,

fb)

Frn. 10-15.-),fcthods of cutting a quartz crystal.

(a) X-cut, (b) Y-cut.

axis. The X axes are called the electrical axes becau~e the greatest
amount of piezoelectric effect is proclucecl along this axis. The Y axes
join oppm;ite sides of the hexagonal prism and are perpendicular to the
Z axis and the flat sides that it joins. Each Y axis is also perpendicular
to an X axis. The Y axis is called the mechanical axis. Each crystal
will therefore have one Z axis, three X axes, and three Y axes (sec Fig.
10-14).
Crystals used for electronic purposes are cut into thin plates. When a
plate is cut so that the flat smfaccs are perpendicular to an X axis (Fig.
10-15a), it is called an X-cut crystal. A plate cnt so that its flat surfaces
arc perpendicular to a Y axis (Fig. 10-15/J), is called a Y-cut crystal.
Temperature Coefficient. The resonant frequency of a crystal will
vary with temperature changes. The number of cycles change per
million cycles for a. one degree centigrade change in temperature is called
the temperature coefficient. An X-cut crystal has a negative temperature
coefficient and Urns an increase in tempernture will cause the resonant
frequency to decrease. A Y-cut crystal has a positive temperature
coefficient and thus an increase in temperature will cause the resonant
frequency to increase.
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Two methods arc employed to stabilize the resonant frequency of a
crystal: (l) enclosing the crystal in a thermostatically controlled container, (2) varying the angle of cut of the crystal in order to obtain a zero
temperature coefficient. As an X-cut crystal has a negative temperature coefficient and a Y-cut crystal a positive temperature coefficient,
a crystal having a zero temperature coefficient can he obtained by cutting
the crystal at the proper angle between the X and Y axes. This type of
crystal is called an X Y cut. Because of the inherent iTregnlarities in the
natural structure of a crystal, the lengths of all the X axes, or Y axes, are
not equal to each other. In an XY-cut crystal it is thus possible to have
two resonant frequencies very close to each other. This type of crystal
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Frn. 10-16.-Crystal cuts having zero temperature coefficient.
(b) DT-cut, (c) GT-cut.

(c)
(a) AT- and BT-cuts

is not very practical, as it has the tendency to change its frequency
abruptly.
Practical crystals having a zero temperature coefficient have been
obtained by rotating the cutting plane about the X axis and cutting the
crystal at an angle to the Z axis. Crystals obtained by cutting at an
angle to the Z axis arc called A'l', BT, CT, D'l', and GT cuts. The AT
cut is obtained by rotating the cutting plane about 35 degrees in a clockwise direction, and the BT cut by a rotation of about 49 degrees in a
counterclockwise direction (see Fig. 10-lGa). The CT cut is made at
approximately right angles to the BT cut, and the DT cut is made at
approximately right angles to the AT cut (sec Fig. 10-lGb). These four
types of crystal cuts have a zero temperature coefficient at only one temperature. · A crystal having a zero temperature coefficient over a wide
range of temperature is obtained by rotating the principal axes of a CT
or DT crystal by 45 degrees (Fig. 10-lGc). This type of crystal is called
a GT cut.
Frequency-Thickness Ratio. The length and width of a crystal is of
relatively minor importance, as crystals are generally cut so that the
resonant frequency is determined mainly by its thickness. The fre-
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quency of vibration will vary inversely ,1·ith the thickness as expressed by
k

f=-t
\\·lwre

(10-17)

f = frequPncy, kilocycles
I = thickness, inches
k = 112.G for X-cut
= 77.0 for Y-cut
= GG.2 for A 'l'-cni

Example 10-·1. \\·hat is thf' thicknf'SR of a cryRtal whose resonant frequency is
1000 kc, wh(m (a) X-c11t? (b) }'-cut? (c) A '1'-cut?

Given:
f

=

Find:

t for X-cut
t for Y-cut
(c) t for L1'1'-cut

(a)
(b)

lO00kc

Solution:

k

t=-

f

(a)

t

= 112.G
JOO{)

0

.

(b)

t

77.0
. h
= JO()(i
= O.O77 lllC

(c)

t

GCi. = 0 .0('('2
. h
= 1000
>> me

= .11 2 6 me

l

1

2

From Example 10-4, it can be seen that for a given frequency the
X-cnt cr_vst.:tl is thicker and thus mechanically stronger tlrn.n either the
Y- or A.T-cnt crystals.
At the very high frequencies, the crystal required becomes too thin
for prudical use. Crystal control at these frequencies is obtainecl by the
use of harmonic crystals, which ,Yill be discussed later in this chapter.
Power Limitations. The a.mount of current that can safely pass
through a crystal ranges from 50 to 200 milliamperes. "\Yhcn the rated
current is exceeded, the amplitude of mechanical vibration becomrs too
great and may crack the crystal. Overloading the crystal affects the
frequency of vibration hecause the po,Ycr dissipation and crystal temperature will increase \Yith the amount of load current. A small flashlight
bulb is sometimes com1cctcd in srries \Yith the crystal as an indirator of
crystal current flow. By choosing a bulb whose current rating is less
than that of the crystal, the bulb also serYes as a fuse and burns out
before a. current is rcarhcd that ,Yill clamaµ;e the crystal.
10-11. Crystal Oscillator Circuits. E'111irnlr11t Rlrctrirm Cfrcuit of a
Crystnl. In on!Pr to make electrical connections to the crystal it is
usually mounted horizontally between two metal plates (Fig. 10-17a.).
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As the crystal must vibrate to produce oscillations, it must be mounted
between these two plates in such a manner as to allow for the required
amount of mechanical vibration.
As vibration of the crystal will h1duce electrical charges on the two
plates, it is thus possible to consider the crystal and its mountings as an
electrical resonant circuit such as shown in Fig. 10-l 7b. In this circuit,
the capacitor C represents the elasticity of the crystal, the irnluctor L
represents its mass, and the resistor R represents the resistance offered to
the vibration by its internal friction. The capacitor C,,1 represents the

(a)

<bl

FIG. 10-17.-Crystal characteristics. (a) Crystal and mounting plates, (b) equivalent
electrical circuit.

capacitor formed by the t,Yo metal plates of the holder separated by the
crystal dielectric.
The reactances of L and C will be numerically equal to each other at
the resonant frequency of the crystal. Since the crystal forms a series
resonant circuit, maximum current will flow through the circuit at its
resonant frequency, thus causing the magnitude of the crystal's vibrations to be maximum at this frequency. When the crystal vibrates at its
resonant frequency, the voltage that it generates will be maximum and
will also be of the same value of frequency.
At some frequency slightly higher than t4e resonant frequency, the
combined effective reactance of Land C is inductive and will be numerically equal to the reactance of the capacitor CM- At this frequency the
crystal circuit acts as a parallel resonant circuit and its impedance ifl
maximum. The circulating current in the circ:uit CLRC I>I is maximum
and therefore the crystal vibrations will also be maximum. Thus a
parallel resonant tank circuit can be obtained by operating the crystal at
the resonant frequency of the parallel tuned circuit formed by CLRC u.
The equivalent inductance of a crystal is very large in comparison with
either its equivalent capacitance or its equivalent resistance. Because of
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this high J,/ R ratio, the Q of a crystal circuit is many times greater than can
be obtained from an cl<•ctric eircuit, a.s \\·ill be shown in Example 10-5.
Grnater frequency stability and frequency discriminatioll arc obtained
because of the high Q and high L/C ratio of the series resonant circuit CLR.
Rxa111ple 10-.5. A certain .\"-cut crystal is rrsonant at -1/iO kc. For this frN1uency,
its equivalent inductance i,; 3.G5 hcnries, its rrp1ivalent cap:l<'itanc·c is 0.0342 µµf, and
its equivalent resi,o;tancc is 00-IO ohms. Wlmt is the Q of the crystal?

Find:
Q =?

Civ( n:
!, = 3.Gf, henries
U = !J040 ohms
f = 450 kc
1

Solution:
Q = 21,JL = 6.28 X 4.50,000 X 3.65
H
!)040

= lHl

Simple Crystal Circ?1it. Since a properly cut quartz crystal has the
same characteristics as a high-Q tuned circuit,, it can be 11t-1ed in an oscillator circuit to control the frequency of oscillation. A simple crystal

;=

Crysta/

Cb

'----+---+----lf---

- 11!1j1

+

EM
l<'w. 10-18.-A simple erystt>l oscillator cireuit.

o5cillator circuit is shown in Fig. 10-18. This circuit is similar to the
timed-grid tnne<l-plate oscillator except for the substitution of the
<:rystal for the parallel tuned grid circuit.
The voltage returnee! to the grid circuit, by means of the grid-to-pbte
capacitance of the tube, is applied to the crystal and causes it to vibrate.
The voltage set up by the crystal vibrations is applied to the grid of the
tube, thereby controlling the amount of energy that is released in the
plate circuit.
The voltage returned to the grid circuit will be maximum when the
impedance of the crystal is maximum. lVIaxinrnm impedance occurs at
the parallel resonant frequency of the crystal circuit. At this frequency
the crystal vibrations will be maximum arnl thus the voltage generated
by the crystal will also be maximum. The parallel resonant frequency of
the crystal circuit thus determines the frequency of oscillation of a crystal-
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controlled oscillator. As with a tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator, the
resonant frequency of the tuned plate circuit should be slightly greater
than the parallel resonant frequency of the crystal circuit.
Pentode Crystal Oscillator Circuit. There arc many practical variations of the fundamental crystal-controlled oscillator circuit. Generally,
the higher the amplification factor of a tube the smaller will be the amount
of driving voltage required to produce the desired output. Crystals used
in circuits employing tubes having a high amplification factor require low
values of crystal cmTent, and hence the magnitude of the crystal vibrations is also low. As the amplification factor of pcntodcs an(l beam power
tubes is high, these types of tubes are ideal for use in crystal-controlled

Cp

Crysler/

"=

Frn. 10-19.--A crystal oscillator circuit using a pcntodc.

oscillator circuits. A crystal oscillator circuit using a pentode is illustrated in Fig. 10-19.
10-12. Electron Coupling. Tetrode Electron-coupled Oscillator. The
tank circuit of an oscillator can be isolated from its plate load by using
electron coupling between the oscillator and the load. The impedance of
the tank circuit of this type of oscillator will be practically constant,
since it ,Yill not be affected by changes in plate load. As the frequency
of oscillation is dependent upon the impedance of the tank circuit, it will
also be practically constant. Thus electron coupling is an effective
means of making the frequency of an oscillator independent of variations
in load.
Figure 10-20 illustrates two oscillator circuits employing electron
coupling. A shunt-fed Hartley circuit is formed by the cathode, control
grid, screen grid, and LC tank circuit. Although the oscillator portion
of both of these circuits is of the Hartley type, the Colpitts circuit may be
used with equally satisfactory results. ln this type of circuit the screen
grid serves as a plate and the r-f path to the inductor L in the tank circuit
is completed through the screen-grid capacitor C0 .2. The plate of the
tube serves only as an output electrode. Since the screen-grid capacitor
blocks the high direct Yoltagc and passes the high-frequency alternating
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voltage, the screen grid is in effect grounded for the r-f voltages. The
plate is thus shielded from the oscillatory section of the tube, thereby
preventing the load impe<lance from reacting on the oscillator.
Since the screen µ;rid is constructed of mc;;:h or fine wire, some of the
electrons drnwn to it "·ill pass through. AH t.he plate is maintained at a
higher potcmtial than the screen grid these electrons will be drawn to the
plate. The frequcney of the a-c component of the plate cnrrent is therefore the same as the o::-eillator frequency, and thus cnerµy is deliYerecl to
the output load throup;h an ckrtron ,;trc•am. Bec·ausc the coupling medium is an electron stream, the circuit is called an dcr./ron-cou]Jled osdllator.

C

L

C

~--__.__---+--l- 111111
7

+

Et,h

(bJ
Fw. 10-20.-Elcciron-,·ouplPd osrillator rircuits. (a) Tetrode oscillator circuit with a
tuned output load, (b) !JPntode oscillator cirruit with an untuncd output load.

Pentode Electron-coupled OsciUci.lor. Because of the interelectrode
capacitance between the plate and control grid of a tetrode, a small
amount of feedback will ~tlways be present. The freqnency of electroncoupled oscillator circuits using tctrodes is therefore not completely
independent of load variations. By substituting a pentodc for the tetrode, feedback dne to interelectrocle caprwitance can be eliminated. The
frequency stability of electron-coupled oscillator circuits is thereby
further improved by using; a pentode.
An electron-coupled oscillator nsing a penlode is illustrated in Fig.
10-20b. The connections and circuit actions arc the same as for the
tetrode electron-conplccl oscillator except for the suppressor grid. This
grid may be connecied to either the cathode or to ground potential. It
thus acts as an electrostatic screen, thereby shielding the plate from the
screen grid and the control grid. For all practical purpose,:, the capacitances existing bet,rnen the tube elenwnts are thereby eliminated.
Since the electron stream flows in only one direction and the interelertrocle capaeit,mcPs are elirninatC'cl, the Yariations in load \\·ill haYe no
effect on the frequency of oscillation.
Plate 1·oltage Supply. Increasing the plate volt.age of an electroncoupled oscillator will cause the frequency of oscillation to change.
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Increasing the screen-grid voltage of an electron-coupled oscillator will
also cause the frequency of oscilhition to change but in an opposite direction to that caused by a plate voltage increase. If the voltage on the
screen grid is obtained from a variable voltage divider, as shown in Fig.
10-20, the screen-grid voltage can lJe acljnsted so that these two actions
balance each other. The frequency of oscillation will then be practically
independent of variations in the supply voltages.
10-13. Frequency Multiplication. II armonic Generation. It has
previously been shown that the thickness of a crystal varies inversely as
its frequency. For very high frequencies the crystal would have to be
very thin and might easily be broken. The frequency at which a crystal
becomes too thin to be practical or durable will vary with the crystal
material and the ty_'.)c of cut that is used. The practical limit for quartz
crystals is approximately 11 megacycles; however, it is possible to grind
a quartz·plate to operate as high as 20 megacycles. In or<lcr to obtain
crystal control of an oscillator at the high frequencies, fre4uency multiplication is employed. This is accomplished by using a crystal-controlled
oscillator of a comparatively low resonant frequency and using a harmonic
of the oscillator output to drive a power amplifier.
The output current of a highly biased Class C operated tube is not a
sine wave but is a wave made up of a fundamental and a number of its
harmonics. Increasing the bias on the tube will increase the intensity of
the higher order of harmonics. Knowing the frequency of a crystal, the
harmonic components of the output of the tube can be used as a frequency
standard over a wide frequency range. Harmonics of a high order can be
obtained from such a circuit and it is possible Lhat as high as a fiftieth
harmonic may be used as a means of checking and calibrating high
frequencies. Thus, if the fundamental frequency of an oscillator is 1000
kc the twentieth harmonic is 20,000 kc or 20 me, and the fiftieth harmonic
is 50,000 kc or 50 me. The crystal used to control these circuits would be
required to have a resonant frequency of only 1000 kc.
A frequency doubler is commonly used in connection with crystal
oscillators to obtain a frequency higher than trat for which the crystal is
ground. Frequency multipliers are also used in radio transmitters
designed to operate at two or more frequencies that are multiples of one
another.
A crystal-controlled oscillator circuit which possesses good frequency
stability is practical at only relatiYely low radio frequencies. 1n order
to obtain good frequency stability at the very high and ultrahigh radio
frequencies it is necessary to obtain the frequency by multiplication or
harmonic generation. An oscillator circuit that giYes a harmonic output
is called a frequency multiplier.
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Tri-M Oscillator. The freque11cy-loacl Rtability of electron-coupled
oscillators is execllcnt; however, the output wave form contains many
harmonics. These harmonics may be aclvantageons, since they can be
used to produce fre<11iencies that are multiples of either the tank circuit
frequency or the crystal frequency. The oscillator circuit illustrated in
Fig. 10-21 11ses a single tube as both a triode and tetrode, hence the name
tri-tet oscillator. This circuit is a combination of a triode crystal oscillator
and an electron-coupled oscillator. The oscillator circuit is electron

Frn. 10-21.-A tri-tet oscillator circ-uit.

coupled to the 011tp11t circuit LPG P and is thus elcctrostatically shielded
from the output by the screen grid. A pentode-type tube can also be
used if the connection to the suppressor grid can be made externally.
The suppresRor grid should be connected either directly to ground or may
be operated at approximately 50 volts positive. Operating the suppressor grid slightly positive produces a higher power output.
The tank circuit l,KC K in the cathode circuit is always tuned to a
frequency somewhat higher than that of the crystal. The tank circuit
LPC r in the output circuit is tuned to either the fundamental crystal
frequency or one of its multiples.
The two outstanding features of the tri-tet oscillator arc (l) its ability
to operate as a frequency multiplier, (2) the buffer action between the
oscillator and output circuits, that is, isolating the output circuit from the
crystal oscillator circuit.
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QUESTIONS
1. (a) Define the oscillator circuit. (b) What is the function of a vacuum tube
in an oscillator circuit?
2. (a) Why are vacuum-tube oscillators necessary in radio equipment? (b)
·what is their purpose in trnnsmilters? (c) What is their purpose in receivers?
3. Name some applications of vacuum-tube oscillators other than radio transmitters and receivers.
4. (a) Into what two classifications may vacuum-tube oscillator circuits be
divided? (b) Give a further subrlivision of each of these general classifications.
6. \\'hat is meant by (a) negative resistance? (b) Dynatron? (c) Transitron?
6. How may foedhack oscillator circuits be classified?
7. (a} "\"\'hat is the prineiple of the heterodyne oscillator? (b) What arc its uses?
8. (a) When are crystal-controlled oscillators used? (I>) \\l1at purpose does the
crystal serve?
9. (a) What is the principle of the magnetostriction oscillator? (b) What are its
uses?
10. Can any oscillator circuit be used to produce ultrahigh-frequency currents?
Explain.
11. Explain the amplifier action of an oscillator circuit.
12. (a) ViThat are the essential parts of a vacuum-tube oscillator? (b) What is
the purpose of each part?
13. Why are radio-frequency oscillator tubes generally operated as Class C?
14. Explain the oscillatory action that takes place in the tank circuit of an oscillator.
16. What is the relation of the factors that affect the frequency of oscillations in a
tank circuit?
16. (a) "\\'bat is the wave form of the current in a tank circuit if no energy is supplied to the circuit to compensate for the l 2R loss? (b) ,v11at wave form will be
obtained if sufficient energy is supplied to the circuit to overcome its losses?
17. Describe the operation of the fundamental oscillator circuit.
18. How may energy from the oscillator circuit be applied to the load?
19. Explain the purpose and operation of the grid-leak resist-Or and grid capacitor
in an oscillator circuit.
20. (a) ,vhat determines the value of the time constant recommended for the
grid bias circuit of an oscillator'? (b) How are the values of R" and Cu determined?
21. What is the objection to using a fixed bias with an oscillator whose tube is
being operated Class C?
22. (a) What are the characteristics of the Hartley circuit? (b) Describe the
operation of the Hartley circuit. (c) What determines its frequency?
23. Compare the characteristics of series feed and parallel feed for the Hartley
oscillator.
24. (a) What a.re the characteristics of the Colpitts circuit? (b) Describe the
operation of the Colpitts circuit. (c) What determines its frequency?
215. Why is parallel feed necessary with the Colpitts oseillator?
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26. \v1iat arc the applications of (a) the Hartley oscillator? (b) The Colpitts
oscillator?
27. (a) \Vhat arc the characteristies of the tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator?
(b) Describe its opPration. (c) What rlPtl'rmitws its fr<>quPrn,y?
28. (a) What is meant by amplitude stability? (b) \\"hat factors affPC't tlw amplituclc stability?
29. How doPs the tank circuit Q affcrt the ,rnvc shape of the osC'illator output?
30. 'What faC'torn affert the amount of enc>rg)" storc>rl in the tank circuit?
31. (a) What factors affl'ct the n,lnc of excitation voltage required to drive the
oscillator tnbc'! (b) What is the> effect of too hii.;h an excitation voltage? (c) What
is the effect of too low an c>xC'it a tion voltage?
32. (a) \Yhy arc oseillator circuits s<-ldom required to deliver large amounts of
power? (b) How is a large power output generally obtained?
33. What factors affPct the plate efficiency of an oscillator tnhe?
34. (a) What is meant by frequency stability'! (b) What ftu·tors affrct the
frequency stability?
36. (a) What is meant by dynamic instability? (b) \\1rnt is its cause?
36. (a) What is meant by frpqnency rlrift? (b) \\'hat is its eausP?
37. (a) \Yhat is mc•:rnt by a crystal-controllC'd osrillator? (b) \\'hat arc some
applications of the c-rystal-controllcd oscillator?
38. (a) DPsC'ribc the piezoelectric effect of the C'rystal. (b) \\'hat materials can be
used for crystals and what is the advantage or disaclvautagl' of each?
39. (a) What arc the.three axes of a quartz crystal? (b) Dcserihc the C'lertri<'al
axes.
40. (a) What is mPant hy the temperatnrc coc-ffi<'ic•nt of a c-rystal? (b) What is its
importance'?
41. DesrribC' and give the tPmpcrature cbaractPristics of the following; typ<'-S of
crystal cuts: (a) J: cut, (b) )" cut, (c) Xl" cut, (d) CT cut, (e) DT cut, (f) GT rut.
42. (a) \\'hat is the range of current rating of the ayprag;P crystal? (b) \\liat is the
possible effC'd of overloading; a crystal? (c) \\"hat prot.pc•tion is rPcornmendP<l?
43. Describe the C'quivalent electrical c-ircuit of a crystal.
44. Compare the crystal-controlled osrillator circuit with the tunrcl-gricl tunedplate oscillator.
46. Explain the operation of a simple crystal-eontrolled oscillator.
46. (a) Explain the principlr of electron coupling;. (b) What are the advantages
of electron-eon pied osc· ilia tors?
47. (a) Exphiu the prineiple of fl'l'quency multiplication. (b) \\'hen is frNtH<'ll('Y
multiplieation us('d in oscillator circuits?
48. (a) Explain the principle of the tri-tc>t oscillator. (b) What are its aclvantag<'s?
PROBLEMS
1. The tank seC'lion of an osC"illator C"irc11it nsPd in a superhekrodyne rcceivrr
contains au inductanC'e of \JO µh shuntrd by a variablP ('apaeitor of 365 ~5 µµf. What
is the frequen<'y ra1111:e of the osrillator circuit if the distributed 1·a.pa1•itance of the coil
and wirh1g is disr<>gnrdC"c!?
2. \,1iat is the fn•qm'IH'-Y rangr of llll' o~Pillator C"irrnit of Prob. 1 if the distrihutPcl
capacitanrc of the l'oil am! \\'iring is known to be 15 µµf?
3. \\'hat is thP frpquPnr-y range of the osrillatm rirl'uit of Prob. 1 if a padding
capacitor of 0.001 µf is comH'<'t('(l in series with the tuuiug c"pa!'itor'? The distributed
capacit-ance of the coil and wiring is 15 µµf.
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4. If the oscillator of Prob. 3 produces a frequency 465 kc higher than the frequency of the r-f circuit throughout its working range, what is the tuning range of the
receiver?
5. The oscillator section of a certain radio receiver obtains its grid bias by use of
a 50,000-ohm grid-leak resistor and a 50-µµf grid capacitor. (a) What is the time
constant of the circuit? (b) What is the time required to complete one-half of an
output cycle if the frequency of the oscillator is 2200 kc? (c) Is the time constant of
the R 9 C" combination long or short compared to the time of one-half of a cycle of the
oscillator output?
6. The oscillator section of a certain radio receiver uses a type 6SA7 tube. A grid
bias of 10 volts is to be obtained by means of a grid-leak resistor. (a) What value of
resistance is required if the grid current is 0.5 ma? (b) iVhat value of grid capacitor
should be used if the time constant of the R,Ca combination should be approximately
one microsecond?
7. A parallel-fed Ilartlcy oscillator circuit similar to I<'ig. 10-Sb uses an r-f choke
of 2.5 mh and a blocking capacitor of 0.005 µf. (a) What is the reactance of the rhoke
and of the capacitor at 2200 kc? (b) What is the ratio of XL t-0 Xe at this frequency?
(c) What js the reactancc of the choke and of the capacitor at 1000 kc? (d) What is
the ratio.of XL to Xe at this frequency?
8. What is the frequency of a Hartley oscillator circuit similar to Fig. 10-8a if the
total inductance of l,p and LG is 80 µh and the total capacitance of the tuning circuit is
180 µµf?
9. "\'\'hat is the frequency of a Colpitts oscillator circuit similar to Fig. 10-10 if the
value of the inductor Lis 140 µh, CP is 200 µµf, and Cc is 300 µµf?
10. The inductor of a certain tank circuit has an inductance of 100 µh and a
resistance of 10 ohms at 1600 kc. What is the efficiency of the tank circuit at 1600 kc
if the Q of the circuit when loaded is 15?
11. The efficiency of a tank circuit is 90 per cent and its no-load value of Q is 150.
What is the effective Q of the circuit when loaded?
12. The effective Q of a certain tank circuit is 12.5. What is the no-load value of
Q if the efficiency of the circuit is 92 per cent?
13. The oscillator section of a radio receiver that is using a 6A8 tube has a 100-µh
inductor and a 35% 0 -µµf tuning capacitor for its tank circuit. The Q of the circuit
when loaded is 30 and the alternating voltage across the tank circuit is 15 volts (nns).
Find (a) the value of capacitance when the oscillator is adjusted to a resonant frequency of 1500 kc, (b) the current in the tank circuit, (c) the power supplied to the
tank circuit, (d) the amount of energy stored in the tank circuit during each cycle,
(e) the ratio of energy stored per cycle to the energy dissipated per cycle.
14. An r-f Class C power amplifier is to supply 60 watts at a frequency of 2 megacycles. The value of EP (and E,) is 1000 volts and Ju order to obtain satisfactory
wave form the effective Q of the plate tank circuit should not be less than 15. (a)
What value of inductance should be used in the tank circuit? (b) \v'hat value of
capacitance should be used? (c) \v'hat is the current in the tank circuit? (d) \\'hat
is the plate circuit current?
15. The tank circuit of a certain Class C po"l'l'er amplifier is operated at a frequency
of 5 megacycles. The power supplied to the tank circuit is 500 watts and the value of
the l),lternating component of the plate voltage (also E,) is 1500 volts. It is desired
that the effective Q of the tank circuit be 12.5. Find (a) the value of inductance
required, (b) the value of capacitance required, (c) the current in the tank circuit,
(d) the current supplied to the tank circuit, (e) the amount of energy stored in the tank
circuit per cycle.
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16. RepC'at Proh. 15 for a value of Q equal to 50.
17. A Hartley osrillator, similar to Fig. 10-0a, is to he opC'rated so that the tube
will deliver 2.5 watts of pmn•r to the tank rirruit (plate sPrt,ion) at a resonant frequency of 1500 kc. The altnnating component of the plate voltage is to be 140 volts
and the voltage at Le is lo be 20 volts. ln orclC'r to obtain the desired wave form at
the output, the C'ffective Q of the tank circuit (plate section LP) is to have a value of
approximately 20. .Find (a) the inductance required fur SC'l'tion LP of the tank circuit,
(b) the inductanre required for section Le assuming 100 per cent coupling between Lp
and Le, (c) the value of capacitance required for the tank circuit, (d) the amount of
energy stored in the tank circuit per cycle.
18. A Colpitts oscillalor, similar to Fig. 10-10, is to he opC'rnted so that the tube
will deliver 2.5 watts of power to the tank circuit (plate section) at a resonant freqtwncy of 1500 kc. The alternating component of the plate voltage is to be 140 volts
and the voltage at Co is to be 20 volts. Tn order to obtain the dcsirPd wave form at
the output, the effective Q of the tank circuit (plate section GP) is to have a value of
approximately 20. Find (a) the capacitance required for the capacitor Gp, (b) the
capacitance for the capacitor Ca, (c) the value of inductance required for the tank
circuit.
Hint: For solution of part (a) usr Eq. (10-15), substituting Xe: in place of XL,
19. A certain X-cut quartz c-rystal has a resonant frequency of 3 me at 20°C.
The crystal has a negatiYe tC'mperatnre rDC'fficiC'nt of 25 cyclC's pC'r megacycle p!lr
degree centigrade. How.much will thC' frequency vary if the tl>mperature clrnnges to
(a) 30°0? (b) 15°C? (c) 10°C?
20. A certain Y-cnt qnartz crystal has a resonant freqw~ney of 3 me at 20°C.
The crystal has a positive temperature eocllicicut of 80 cye!C's per megacycle per
degree centigrade. How much will the frequency change if the temperature changes
to (a) 30°C? (b) 15°C? (c) 10°C?
21. A certain crystal whose resonant frequency is ·150 kc has an inductance of
3 henries and its effective series resistance is 2000 ohms. What is the value of Q for
this crystal?
22. If the cryst:-i.l of Prob. 21 is represented by the C'quivalent circuit of Fig. 10-17b,
what is the equivalent capacitance C?
23. What is the thickness of an X-cut crystal whose resonant frequency is (a)
250 kc? (b) 2500 kc? (c) 10,000 kc?
24. "'hat is the thi<"kness of a 1'-cut crystal whose resonant frequency is (a)
200 kc? (b) 2000 kc? (c) 8000 kc?
26. What is the r<"sonant frnquency of an AT-cut crystal if its thickness is (a)
0,1655 inch? (b) 0.0301 inch? (c) 0.01655 inch?

CHAPTER XI
POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS

In the previous chapters the use of vacuum tubes and their associated
circuits as detectors, amplifiers, and oscillators has been presented. In
order to obtain the desired performance of these circuits it is necessary
that the voltages applied to the tubes' electrodes he of the proper values.
The unit used to supply these voltages is called the power supply.
The power supply unit is an essential part of every type of radio and
electronic equipment, since it supplies the proper voltages and currents to
the filaments (or heaters), plates, and grids of the various tubes used.
The general requirements of a power supply are: (1) the output voltages
should be of the correct values for the apparatus used; (2) the variation in
the output voltage between no-load and full-load conditions should be as
small as is economically practical; (3) the output voltage should be an
unvarying voltage or as nearly constant in value as is economically
practical.
The equipment used to supply power to radio and electronic apparatus
may be divided into three classes: (1) batteries, (2) electromechanical
systems, (3) commercial power lines.
11-1. Sources of Power Supply. Batteries. In the early stages of
radio development batteries were used to supply the power for practically
all equipment. The use of batteries is generally divided into three classifications: (1) A power supply, used to supply power to the heaters or
filaments; (2) B power supply, used to supply po,rnr to the plate and
screen-grid circuits; (3) C power supply, used to supply voltage for the
grid bias. Some types of radio equipment still operate on power supplied
by batteries. Dry-cell batteries and air-cell batteries arc used to supply
the pmver required to operate portable receivers and transceivers (transmitter and receiver in one unit). The power required to operate radio
equipment in automobiles and aircraft is usually obtained from storage
batteries.
The current flow from a battery is smooth, as it is devoid of any ripple
or other variation. This uniform flm,, of power is one of the desirable
characteristics of batteries. Ho,vever, batteries have a limited amount of
energy and must be either recharged or replaced periodically. As the
available energy decreases, the voltage delivered also decreases and
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evcntnally causes unsatit,faetory operation of tl1e equipment. Other
disadvantages of batteries arc their weight, hulk, and cost. Battery
power is more cxpeusive and not nearly i;o convenient ai:, power that can
be obtained from the ordinary lightiug rircuit. For a dPtailed dPscription
of the principle of operation, characteristici'i, construction, and care of
batteries, the reader is referred to C'hap. I II of the authors' text on
Electrical Essentials of R&lio.
Electromechanical Systems. The power required to operate certain
types of radio transmitters, radio receivers, and electronic equipment is
obtained from electromechanical systems. This type of power e<1uipment
may be in either of two forms: (1) generator 8ystcms, (2) vibrator systems.
Generator systems appear in various forms such as electric-motordriven generators, gasoline-engine-driven generators, hand-driven generators, dynamotors, and converters. The type of mechanical equipment
used will depend upon the kind and amount of euergy available as a prime
mover. The output of the d-c generator is not a continuous current but
is a pulsating current. The pulsations arc caused by the commutator
and are generally rcf,erred to as commutator n·pple (sec Chap. VII of the
authors' Electrical Essentials of Ra.dio). As one of the requirements of
power supplies is to provide a current with a minimum amount of pulsations, it is nece8f'ary to use filter circuits with this type of equipment in
order to smooth out the commutator ripple.
The type of power supply most commonly used for automobile and
aircraft radio equipment is a six-volt storage battery used in conjunction
with a vibrator unit. Power for the filaments (or heaters) is obtained
directly from the battery. The high voltage required for the plates and
screen grids is obtained by means of a vibrator unit, which is described in
detail later in this chapter.
Power Lines. Power obtained from an a-c or d-c power line is the
least expensive and the most convenient source of power. Because of
this, it is desirable whenever practical to use power lines to supply all the
voltages required by electronic devices such as radio receivers and transmitters. As the high operating voltages required for the plates and screen
grids of electronic tubes cannot be taken directly from the power lines, it
is necessary to employ suitable equipment to change the input voltage
to the desired values of voltage. Since a-c power is almost universally
used for lighting circuits, it is also the source of power for most stationary
types of electronic equipment.
The power supply unit used in radio equipment to convert alternating
current to direct current consists of four parts: (1) the pmrnr transformer,
(2) the rectifier, (3) the filter, (4) the voltage divider. The power transformer increases the line volt.age to a value high enough to obtain the
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high voltage required at the output of the power supply unit. The rectifier allows current to flow in only one direction and therefore converts the
alternating current to a pulsating unidirectional current. The filter
removes the ripples from the pulsating current so that the output of the
power supply is practically a continuous current. The voltage divider,
as its name implies, divides the output voltage of the filter in'to the several
values of voltage required by the plates and grids of the tubes.
Types of Power Supplies. Power supply units as used in radio
receivers operated from a-c power lines may be divided into four basic
types: (1) the half-wave rectifier, (2) the full-wave rectifier, (3) the bridgetype rectifier, (4) the voltage-doubler-type rectifier. Each of these types
of power supply has different operating chanteteristics. The choice of
power supply "ill depend upon the operating voltages and currents
desired. The operating characteristics of a power supply will also be
affected by the type of filter circuit used and the values of the circuit
elements. The output requirements of a power supply will therefore
determine the type 0f rectifier and filter circuit to be used. In analyzing
the requirements of the power supply, the operating characteristics to be
taken into consideration are (1) the required output voltage, (2) the
required output current, (3) the allowable peak voltage, (4) the ripple
voltage, (5) the voltage regulation.
11-2. The Power Transformer. Requirements of the Power 'l.'ransformer. The main purpose of the power transformer is to increase the
line voltage so that the power supply unit will be able to furnish the high
operating voltages required by the plates and screen grids of the vacuum
tubes in the equipment being supplied. The power transformer may also
be required to furnish the lo"· voltages for the filaments or heaters of the
tubes. In this case, one or more low-voltage secondary windings are
provided on the power transformer.
For a high power rectifier, such as used in a transmitter or where a
comparatively high voltage is required by the plate circuits, it is necessary
that the filaments be operated from a separate transformer. A transformer used to supply only the plate power ~cquircs a primary wi.nding
and only a single secondary "-inding (see Fig. 11-la). A transformer of
this type is used in a half-,rnve rectifier circuit. In a full-wave rectifier
circuit the secondary is usually center-tapped, as shown in Fig. 11-lb.
When the output of the power supply is comparatively low, such as
those used in radio receivers, it is common practice to combine the plate
and filament transformers into one unit, as shcmn in Figs. 11-lc and
11-ld. In this type of power transformer, the line voltage will also have
to be decreased to the value, or values, required by the heaters of the
tubes to be supplied. As it is sometimes necessary to provide separate
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filament voltage somccs for the rectifier tnhe, the r-f tubes, and the a-f
tubes, the number of filament windings on the power transformer will be
determined by the rcqnircments of the particular radio recei-ver. It can
be seen from Fig. 11-1 that all the filament windings of a po"·er transformer arc secondary windings anrl, together with the secondary for the
plate supply,· operate from a common primary winding.
Ratings of Power 'J'ransformers. Power transformers are usually
rated in secondary volts at full load and milliamperes output (d-c) at
full load. The secondary volts is measured across the full high-voltage
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three low-voltage
seconde1ry windings

Fw. 11-1.-l'ower transformer circuits.

winding, or from plate-to-plate of the rectifier tube. This should be the
voltage at full load and hence should be measured "'ith the rated current
being drawn from the rectifier. Thus a transformer rated 350-0-350
secondary volts and 120 ma outp11t current should indicate 700 volts
across the two ends of the high-voltage secondary winding and 350 volts
from either end to the center tap when 120 ma is being drawn from the
rectifier.
The rms value of the high voltage output of the power transformer
should be slightly higher than the sum of the required output voltage and
the voltage drops at the filter chokes and the rectifier tube. Transformers used with full-wave center-tapped rectifiers should produce this
amount of voltage from the center tap to each side of the secondary
·winding. The ont.pnt current rating should he approximately 10 per
cent greater than the sum of the currents t.ak<>n hy the various tubes and
the bleeder resistor.
In a full-wave center-tapped rectifier circuit, the load is t.ltcrnately
transferred electronically from one-half of the secondary winding to the
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other, and thus only one-half of the secondary "·irnling is used at a time.
Each half of the secondary should therefore be capabk of delivering the
required voltage and current.
In some instances, manufacturers aJso rate power transformers
according to the voltage that will be obtained at the output of a twosection filter. This rating also takes into account the voltage drop
through the rectifier tube.
Voltage Regulation. The voltage delivered to the secondary winding
of a power transformer will decrease in value as the cuncnt taken by the
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Fro. l 1-2.-Circuit showing the connections of a voltage-regulating transformer.

load is increased. l)ower transformers used in radio receivers are
designed to operate continuously under full-load condition with excellent
regulation. The variation in output voltage from no-load to full-load
for this type of transformer is comparatively small and usually can be
ignored.
In some types of electronic equipment it is necessary that a constant
voltage be maintained at the secondary terminals regardless of the value
of the load. In this type of equipment. a voltage regnlating transformer,
whose cfrcuit is similar to that shown in Fig. 11-2, is used in the power
supply unit. An increase in the load current will decrease the output
voltage but will also increase the flux in the cores of the regulating transformers TR,1 and 'l'R.2 toward saturation. Tho impedance of the primary
windings of these transformers is thus decreased, thereby increasing the
voltage across the primary of the power transformer 'l'r and also increasing the voltage across the output. A decrease in load current will cause
these actions to take place in an opposite direction to those taking place
with an increase in current. As these actions take place almost instantaneously, the ontput voltage can be maintained practically constant.
Because the secondaries of the regulating transformers are connected
in series with the output of the rectifier tube, it is necessary that the
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output of these transformers be eliminated. This is accomplished by
connecting the transformers in series opposition. It is important that
the regulating transformers be perfectly balanced; othenYi,-e an alternating current ripple will be produced in the output of the pm,·er supply.
11-3. Rectifiers of Alternating-current Power. Purpose of the
Rectifier. The purpose of the rectifier is to change the alternating-current
output of the power transformer to a unidirectional current. The action
of a rectifa.>r that permits current to flmy through it more easily in one
direction than the other makes possible its use as a dcYice for changing
alternating current to direct cunent.
The Diode Rectifier. The principle of operation of a rPctifiC'l' may be
either mechanical, thermal, chemical, or electronic. Of these, the elec-

ll-C~

1npu:._TI

+
R

Reclifier

output

Electron flow when A 1:S postfive
Fm. 11-3.-A single-diode reetifier eircuit.

tronic principle, as applies t.o a diode, is the one most generally used in the
rectifier of d-e power supplies associated ,Yith electronic equipment.
Current will flmy in the plate-cathode circuit of a tube only whPn the
plate is positive with respect to the cathode. If an alternating current
is applied bet,Yeen the plate and cathode of a diode as in Fig. 11-3, plate
current will flow only during that portion of the cycle when the plate is
positive. During the half-cycle in "·hich the plate is negative, no plate
current ,1ill flow. The diode rectifier is thus alternately a conductor and
an insulator.
The rectifier tube may be either of the high vacuum type or the ga.scous type. The high vacuum tube is generally used for high-niltage
and lmv-current outputs. The gaseous-type rectifier tube is generally
used for high-current outputs.
T1,be Voltage Drop. During the portion of the cycle in which the
tube is conducting, voltage drops will be proch1ePd at the tube and the
secondary "·inding of the transformer. Sine-P these YCJlta.ge drops reduce
the voltage available across the output load they should be kept as low
llS is practical.
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The internal vohage drop of a high-vacuum-type rectifier tube will
vary in almost direct proportion to its load current (sec Fig. 11-4). A
varying load current will cause the voltage drop across the tube to vary,
thus also causing a variation in the voltage across the output load. The
voltage regulation of high-vacuum-type rectifier tubes is therefore very
poor. The internal voltage drop of directly heated (filament-type) high
vacuum rectifier tubes is comparatively high. This can be seen by an
60
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Fm. 11-4.-Internal voltage drop between cathode and plate for comparable gas and
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examination of the internal voltage drop at rated operating values for
rectifier tubes of this type. From a tube manual, the voltage drop for
the 5T4 is 45 volts and for the 5Y4-G it is 60 volts.
As one of the factors affecting the internal voltage drop in a tube is
its space charge, the voltage drop can be decreased by reducing the
effect of the space charge. The space charge is reduced in some highvacuum-type rectifier tubes by decreasing the spacing between the
cathode and plate. This method is used in rectifier-type tubes having a
heater cathode such as the 35Z5-G and the 117Z6-G. The internal voltage drop of these two tubes at rated operating values is 21 volts for the
35Z5-G and 15.5 volts for the 117Z6-G.
The space charge in a tube can also be reduced by ionization. This
method is used in the mercury-vapor type of rectifier tube such as the 83
and also in the ionic-heated cathode type of rectifier tube such as the 0Z4.
The internal voltage drop of mercury-vapor tubes is very low, being
approximately 15 volts. The voltage regulation of mercury-vapor tubes
is very good as the internal voltage drop is pracUcally independent of the
load current (see Fig. 11---!).
The cathode of the ionic-heated type of rectifier tube is heated by the
bombardment of the cathode by the ions from within the tube. As no
external current is required to heat the cathode, it is also referred to as a
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cold-ca.ihodc type of rectifier tube. As energy is taken from the ionization
discharge to heat the cathode, the internal voltage drop of this type tube
is slightly higher thun the hot-cathode mercury-vupor rectifier tube. The
internnl voltage drop of the 0Z4 at rated operating conditions is 24 volts.
Ratings of Rfclifier T11bcs. Rectifier tubes arc generally rated uccorcling to (1) the alternating voltage per plate, (2) the peak inverse voltage,
(3) the peak plate current, (4) the load current. These ratings are not
fixed values but vary with the rectifier tube and filter circuits with whi<:>h
the tube is associated. This can be observed from the operating characteristics of the fiT4 as listed in Table XI-I.
TABLE

XI-I

'

IAlternating
Filter circuit

,·oltage
per plnte
(rms)

Capaci~or input ~o filtn ....... ·1 450 voltti
Choke rnpnt to filter ........... 550 volts

Penk
invcnw
voltage

I'Pak plate
c11rrPnt
(per plate)

1270 voll8
1:;;;o volts

675 ma
G75ma

I

Load
current
(,1-c)
')')"
__ ,1

ma

225 nrn

The altfrnating voltage per plate is the highest rms value of voltage
that can safely be npplied between the plate and cathode of the tube.
In a half-wave rectifier circuit the open circuit voltage across the secondary winding of the power transformer ,:houlcl not exceed this ,·aluc.
In a full-wave reetifier circuit the open circuit voltage bet,Yeen either end
of the secondary winding of the power transformer and its center tap
should not exceed this value.
The peak invfrse voltage rating is the muxinmm value of voltage that
a rectifier tube can safely "·ithstand between its phte and cathode when
the tube is not conducting. During the portion of the a.-c input cycle
when the plate is negative with respect to the cathode, no voltage drops
will exist in the rectifier circuit and hence the full secondary voltage \Yill
be impressed between the plate and cathode. For normal operating
conditions this voltnge is equnl to the peak value of the transformer
secondary voltage. For transient conditions this peak value of voltage
may be greatly exceeded.
The peak plnte curreut represents the maximum amount of electron
emission that the cathode can supply. It is the maximum instantaneous
value of current that can safely flow through the rectifier tube.
The load currrnt is the maximum safe value of direct current that the
tube e:rn c!Pliwr. 8inee emrent flows through a plate circuit of a rectifier
tube during only half of the input eyele, the avPrage value of its direct
current output ,\·ill he lPss than one-half of its vcak plate current.
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The Contact Rectifier. A metal disk or plate that is hel<l in contact,
under pressure, with another substance is also used as a rectifier of alternating current. This type of unit is called a dry disk or contact rectifier.
The resistance to electron flow from the metal to the substance with ·which
it is in contact is very low. The resistance to electron flow in the reverse
direction is very high. Because of this characteristic the contact rectifier
can be used to rectify alternating current.
Three types of contact rectifiers are available, namely, the copper
oxide, copper sulphide, and selenium rectifiers. The copper-oxide
rectifier consists of a copper disk that is oxidized on one of its sides and a
soft lead washer. The washer is used to provide electrical contact with
the oxidized surface. This type of unit is generally used in power supplies
associated with instruments. In the copper-sulphide rectifier one of the
surfaces of the copper disk is coated with copper sulphide and the electrical cuhtact is made with this surface by means of a magnesium washer.
This type of unit is generally used in battery chargers. The selenium
rectifier consists of an aluminum plate or disk that has one of its surfaces
coated with selenium. Electrical contact with the selenium-coated
surface is made directly with the uncoated surface of the adjacent plate or
disk. This type of unit can be used in place of most rectifier tubes and
hence has many applications in radio and electronic circuits.
11-4. Fundamental Rectifier Circuits. Half-wave Rectifier Circuit.
In a half-wave rectifier circuit a single diode vacuum or gas tube is used
and is connected to the power transformer as shown in Fig. ll-5a. When
the tube is conducting, electrons flow from the cathode to the plate,
through the secondary of the power transformCl", through the output
circuit, and back to the cathode, as indicated by the arrows on this
illustration. When the plate is positive ";th respect to the cathode,
the tube acts as a conductor and current flows in the output circuit.
When the plate is negative with respect to the cathode, the tube acts as
an insulator and no current flows in the output circuit. The relation
between th~ input voltage and the output current for the single diode
rectifier is shown in Fig. ll-5. From this figure it can be seen that the
output current flows during only one-half of the input cycle. Because
of this, the single diode tube is also referred to as a half-wave rectifier.
The output of a half-wave rectifier is a pulsating unidirectional current. Because the output current flows in only one direction through the
secondary winding, the iron core of the power transformer will tend to
become saturated thus distorting the output wave. The simple halfwave rectifier circuit as shown in Fig. 11-5 is a comparatively poor type
of rectifier and therefore is seldom used.
The inverse peak voltage is equal to the maximum voltage of the
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tran:;formcr sccond:uy. For a sine-wave input this peak value is equal
to 1.-11 times t,hc rms value of the secondary output voltage, or 1.--11 times
Es.
Full-wave R ectifier Circuit Using a. Center-tapped Trans.former. The
operating characteristics of a rectifier will be improved if emrcnt can be
made to flow in the out.put circuit for the entire period oft.he input cycle.
This may be accomplished by using two single diode tubes or a duplex
diode (two single diodes in one envelope) in conjunction with a center-
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Fro. 11-5.-A half-win·c <lio<lc rectifier. (a) The circuit, (b) waye form of the input
voltage, (c) wave form of the output current or voltage.

tapped power transformer, as shown in .Fig. 11-G. Because the two
plates of the rectifier tube are connected to opposite ends of the secondary
winding, their polarity with respect to their common cathode connection
will always be opposite to each other. Thus during one-half of the input
cycle one phie ,viii be conducting and the other will not be conducting,
and during the second half-cycle the second plate will be conducting and
the first ,vill not be condueting. Under this condition, current will flow
in the output circuit during both halves of the input cycle. It c:111 be
seen from Fig. 11-6 th:1t both halves of the iuput cycle have been rectified
and hence the name full-wave rectifier. Since each rectifier section
supplies energy for one-half of the cycle, the plates of a full-wave rectifier
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will have to carry only one-half the amount of plate current required by
a half-wave rectifier for equal amounts of load current.
The action of this type of full-wave rectifier circuit may be explained
in the following manner. During one-half of the input cycle plate 1 will
be positive and plate 2 nc~gative. During this period electrons will flow
from cathode to plate 1, thrnugh one-half of the secondary winding
(terminal 1 to the center tap), to the output circuit, and back to the
cathode. The wave form of the output current for this half-cycle is

60,cycle
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Frn. 11-6.-A full-wave diode rectifier using a center-tapped tran~former. (a) The circuit,
(b) wave form of the input voltage, (c) wave form of the output current or voltage.

indicated by the sections labeled 1 on Fig. 11-Gc. During the other half
of the input cycle pla te 2 becomes positive and plate 1 negatjve. Electrons will now flow from the cathode to plate 2, through the other half of
the secondary winding (terminal 2 to the center tap), to the output
circuit, and back to the cathode. The "·ave form of the output current
for this half-cycle is indicated by the sections labeled 2 on Fig. 11-6c.
The full-wave center-tapped-transformer rectifier circuit is the one
most generally used in transformer type power supplies. While one
section of the rectifier is conducting, the peak inverse~ voltage across the
other section will be equal to 1.41 times therms value of the full secondary
voltage, or 1.41 times Hs.
Output Voltage. The out.put voltage of a power supply unit whose
rectifier output is applied directly to a resistance load will be a pulsating
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unidirectional voltage as represented by Figs. ll-5c and 11-Gc. The
output voltage as recorded with a d-c voltmeter would be the average
value of the pulsations. :For sinc-\\·ave input voltages and resistance
loads, the output voltage for full-wave rectification will be

0.637
Eo = O -o- Ea-c = 0.9Ea-c

.,

'

(11-1)

For sine-wave input voltages and resistance loads, the output voltage
for half-wave rectification will be

O.o37 E
O 1-E
E'o = 2 X
0.707 a-c = .• D ~a-c

(11-2)

where Ea-c = rms value of alternating voltage per plate
These two equations are based on the assumption that there is no
voltage drop at the transformer secondaries or the rectifier tubes. With
the same value of alternating ,·olts per plat<', the output voltage \\7th
hn,lf-wave rectification is one-half the value of that v.ith full-wave rectification, because the half-wave rectifier supplies current and voltage for
only one-half the amount of time that a full-waye rectifier supplies
current an<l voltage to the load.
\Vhen filter circuits are used in conjunction with rectifiers, it will be
found that a fnll-wave rectifier will require a transformer with twice the
value of secondary voltage that is required "·ith a half-wave rectifier in
order to obtain the same output voltage. The action of the filter circuit
is presented later in this chapter.
11-5. Bridge Rectifier Circuits. Full-wave Bridge Rectifier Circuits.
The bridge type full-wave rectifier circuit (Fig. 11-7) is another method
of obtaining a continnous flow of rectified current in the output circuit
of a rectifier. The operation of this circuit is explained in the follo11ing
manner. During the portion of the input cycle that terminal A of the
secondary winding is positive, electrons will flow from the cathode to the
plate of tube 2, through the secondary winding, from the cathode to
the plate of tube 4, through the output circuit, and back to the cathode of
tube 2. The flow of electrons during this half-cycle is indicated by the
i-olid line arrows in Fig. ll-7a. The \Yave form of the output current for
this half-cydc is irnli<"ated hy the i;ectiom; lalwlcd 2 and -1 on Fig. 11-7c.
During the other half of the inpnt c:velc, trrminal 11 of the secondary
\\71Hli11g hPeomPs 1wµ;ative an<l tPl'minal R becomes positive. Durin,g
this balf-cyde PIPctro118 will flow through tube 3, the secondary ,dnding,
tube 1, the output circuit, and Lack to the cathode of tube 3. The flow
of electrons for this half-cycle is indicated by the broken line arrows in
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Fig. l l-7a. The wave form of the output current for this half-cycle is
in<licated by the sections labeled 1 and 3 on Fig. ll-7c.
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FIG. 11 7.-A full-wave rectifier using four diodes. (a) Diagram of a simple bridgcrype rectit r circuit, (b) wave form of the input voltage, (c) wave form of the output current
or voltage
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FIG. 11-8.-A full-wave duplex-diode bridge-type rectifier circuit.

The transformer used with a bridge-type rectifier docs not require a
center-tapped secondary ,vinding for its plate circuit supply. As this
secondary supplies plate voltage for two tubes ~n series, its voltage may
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be ma<le equal to twice the phte volb.tge reqnired for each tube. This
circuit utilizes the complete secondary winding for the entire period of
each cycle. The ontpnt voltage for the bridge-type rectifier circuit will
thns be twice that obtainable from a foll-wave center-tapped circuit
using a similar transformer. The inver::-:e peak voltage is equal to the
maximum transformer voltage, or lAl times Hs.
Another form of bridge-type rer.tifier is shown in .Fig. 11-8. This
circuit operates directly from the power smm·e \\'ithout a transformer a11d
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E!eclron flow when A is posdive
--+ Eleclron flow when Bis posJ//ve
I<'rn. 11-!l.---A full-wave contact-type rectifier bridge circuit.

uses two duplex diodes of the heater-type cathode. Contact r<'ctifiers
may be used in bridge circuits instead of Y:tc1111m tubes and fom rectifier
units are required as shmm in Fig. 11-0. It can be seen that the basic
circuit of Figs. 11-7, 11-8, and 11-9 are aJl the same. The operation nnd
the output wave form of the cluplcx-cliode bridge rectifier circuit and the
contact rectifier circuit, will therefore be the same a::, for the circuit using
four single diodes.
The important characteristics of the bridge-type rectifier circuit arc
its low plate voltage, low power output, compactness, and economy.
Because of these feature::,, it is genernlly used for supplying power to
radio test equipment such as test oscillators and vacuum-tube voltmeters.
11-6. Other Rectifier Circuits. Full-wave Voltage Dovbler. The
voltage multiplier type of rectifier circuit makes it possible to obtain a
d-c output whose voltage is equal to some multiple of the alternating
voltage applied to the plates of the rectifier tube. The most common
type of voltage multiplier circuit is the voltage donbler. This circuit is
used to obtain an output voltage equal to approximately twice the alternating input voltage.
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Fignrc 11-10 illustrates the circuit connections for a full-wave voltage
doubler circuit. The operation of this circuit is explained in the following manner. During a portion of the half-cycle that terminal A is
positive, electrons will flow through tube 1 and tho secondary winding Lo
charge capacitor C 1 as indicated. During a portion of the next half-cycle
terminal B becomes positive and electrons will flmy through tube 2 and
the secondary ,Yimling to charge capacitor C2 as indicated. It w:ill be
noted that the terminals of the capacitors that are joined arc of opposite

-Electron flow when A is postfive
Electron flow whenBisposif/ve

-- •
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Frn. 11 -10. -A full-wave voltage doubler circuit. (a) The circuit, (b) wave form of the
input voltage, (c) wave form of the output Yoltage.

polarity. If neither capacitor discharged through the output circuit,
the voltage across tho two capacitors in series would be equal to twice the
peak plate voltage less tho voltage drops in the tubes. Hence the name
voltage doubler. Hmrnver, the capacitors do discharge through the output circuit, capacitor C 1 discharging while capacitor C2 is charging and
vice versa. If a comparatively large time constant is provided, these
capacitors "·ill lose only a small portion of their charge in the short
interval required for tho line voltage to reverse its polarity. Therefore,
during the half-cycle that one tube is conducting, the capacitor in its
output circuit "·ill not start charging until the instantaneous Yalue of the
line voltage (less the tube drop) exceeds the capacitor terminal voltage.
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The wa\'c form of the outputvoltageillnstrat.ingt.hechargeanddischargc
act.ions of the two capacitors is shom1 in .Fig. 11-lOc.
Because of the high Yalues of capacitance used at C1 and C2, the output
of a full-wave voltage doubler circuit is nearly uniform. For best
results, these capacitors should be of equal value and not less than 16 µf.
The voltage regulation of the voltage doubler circuit is inherently poor
and may be improYed by using higher Yah1es of capacitance for C1 and
Ao--'i-"---...--~
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0--!5- r-TimeFw. 11-11.-A half-wa,·c n,ltage doubler circuit. (a) The circuit, (b) waYe form of the
input voltage, (c) w,wc form of the voltage across C,, (d) ,.-ave form of the voltage across
C2 or the output voltage.

C2.

As increasing the capacitance of C 1 and C2 will increase the peak
plate current of the rectifier tubes, the maximum Yalues of these capacitors will be limited by the peak cunent rating of the tubes. Each capacitor is charged by a separate diode and thus the voltage across either
capacitor will never be greater than the peak -value of the plate voltage.
Because the size of the capacitors required would make the cost prohibitive, this circuit is not practical for rectifying large amounts of
current.
Half-wave Voltage Doubler. Another form of voltage doubler circuit
that is used is the half-wave voltage doubler. The connections for this
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circuit are shown in Fig. 11-11. This rectifier operates in a somewhat
different manner from the full-wave voltage doubler and its operation is
explained in the following manner. During the half-cycle that the plate
of tube l is positive, electrons will flow through the tube charging capacitor G1 to the peak line voltage (less the drop in tube 1), and with the
polarity as indicated. During the next half-cycle, the voltage across G1
will be added to the line voltage and
60-cycle
tube 2 will conduct. The electron
£-,,•:
A·Cinput
0-------'----1~--~
flow will charge capacitor C 2 to a
voltage equal to the peak line voltage plus the voltage across C1 (less
the drop in tube 2). However,
capacitor C 2 would only attain this
full charge when no load is being
drawn from the power supply unit.
When the unit is supplying power to
a load, capacitor G2 will charge and
partially discharge during alternate
halves of the input cycle. Capacitor C1, likewise, will charge and discharge during alternate halves of the
input cycle, hut during opposite
times that G2 is charging and discharging. Thus capacitor C2 will be
charging when tube 2 is conducting,
the energy being obtained from capacitor C 1, which is then discharging
to C2 and the load. When tube 2 is
not conducting, capacitor C2 is discharging through the load. Tube
1 is then conducting and capacitor
C 1, which acts as a reservoir for C2 , Fm. 11-12.-A half-wave voltage multiplier circuit.
is being recharged, so that the cycle
repeats itself continually. The wave form of the voltages across capacitors C1 and C2, shown in Figs. 11-llc and 11-lld respectively, illustrates
the charging and discharging periods of these t,rn capacitors.
The voltage regulation of the half-wave voltage doubler circuit is not
so good as that of the full-wave voltage doubler circuit. Another disadvantage is that the voltage rating of capacitor C2 must be twice as high
as that of the capacitors in a full-wave circuit of the same rating.
An advantage of the circuit of Fig. 11-lla is that one side of the power
line and the negative terminal of the output capacitor C 2 may be con-
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nected to a common terminal, usually the chassis. This makes it pof-sible
to use a series connected heater circuit arranged so that the heaters of the
high gain r-f tubes will be at practically ground potential. Thus, by
keeping the voltage difference between the heater and cathode of the
high gain tubes at a low value, the possibility of cathode-to-heater
leakage and its resulting; hum is reduced.
Other Types of Voltage 1lh1Uivlicr Circuits. The principles involved in
the half-wave voltage doubler circuit of Fig. 11-lla arc utilized in obtain-
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- · Electron flow when A is positive
- - - Elecfron flow when B is posit/ve
Fra. 11-1:1.--·A full-wave voltage tripler <'ircuit.

ing a rectified output voltage that may be any multiple of the input
voltage. In the voltage multiplier circuit of Fig. 11-12, capacitors C 1
and C2 operate in the same manner as capacitors C1 and C2 of Fig. 11-11.
Capacitor C2 thrn adds its voltage (now double the line voltage) to the
line voltage when tubes 1 and 3 arc conducting. This action then continues for the remaining capacitors an<l t11bes. After steady operating
condition has been obtained, current will flow from the individual rectifiers for only that portion of the cycle necessary to replace the amount of
charge lost by the capacitors in the previous half cycles. Thus, after the
steady state operating condition has been reached, capacitor C1 \\·ill be
charged to approximately the peak line voltage, capaeitor C 2 to approximately twice the peak line voltage, capacitor Cs to approximately three
times the pcnk line voltage, etc.
The principles involved in the fu11-m1Vc voltngc clonbler circnit of Fig.
11-10 may also bP 11t.ilized in obtaining a rel'tifiPd output Yoltage that may
be any mnltiplP of the input voltage. A fnll-\\-ai:e voltage tripler circuit
is shown in l<'ig. 11-18, and the same principles can be applied to produce
voltages of 4E, 5E, etc.
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The voltage multiplier circuit is very useful for obtaining high output
voltages. However, the voltage regulation of the voltage multiplier
circuit is poor. Fnrthennore, mdess a<lequate provisions arc made, the
difference in voltage between the cathode and heater of the tube (or tubes)
at the high voltage terminal of a series heater string may greatly exceed
the maximum voltage rating of the tube and thus cause it to break down.
Multiphase Rectifier Circuits. In the preceding discussion, only
single-phase rectifier circuits have been presented. ·when large amounts

T
hr.e
pha.se
. e~
mput
~
O

(a)

(b!

(cJ

FIG. 11-14.-A three-phase half-wave rectifier. (a) The circuit, (b) wave form of the
input voltage, (c) wave form of the rectified output voltage.

of power are to be rectified, such as one kilowatt or more, multiphase
circuits are generally used. Although multip.hasc circuits may employ
any number of phases (some use 100 or more phases), the three-phase
circuit is most generally used for radio transmitters. The rectifier circuits may be connected for either half-wave or full-wave rectification.
The principle of operation of multiphase rectifier circuits is the same as
for single-phase circuits. The connections of a three-phase half-wave
rectifier circuit are shown in Fig. 11-14. The connections for a threephase full-wave rectifier circuit are shown in Fig. 11-15. From these two
figures it can be seen that because the voltages of phase A, B, and C arc
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120 degrees out of phase with earh other, the rectified output approaches
a steady direct current more closel~r than the output of a single-phase
rectifier circuit. Because of this, mult.iphase rectifier circuits rctg1ire
less filtering than single-phase rccti fiprs. Another ad,,antage of the
m11lt.iphase rectifier is that a higher cmtpnt volt.age is oht.ainetl for a given
peak input voltage than is obtained from a single-phase rectifier circuit.
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Fw. 11-15.-A three-phas~ full-wave rectifier.

(a) The ~irruit, (I,) wave-form of the input
voltage to tubes, (c) wave form of the rectified output voltage.

Parallel Operation of Rectifiers. Another method of obtaining n,
higher output current from a rectifier is to connect two or more singlephase rectifier units in parallel. The circuit connectimis for parallel
operation of four vacuum tubes to produce full-wave rectification is
shown in Fig. 11-Hi. From this fignre it c:u1 he seen that two plates are
connected together and t"·o cathodes arc connected together so that the
circuit operates similar to the single-tube full-wave rectifier circuit of
Fig. 11-6.
When gas tubes are operated in parallel, a slight difference in the
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operating characteristics of the tubes may cause one tube to ionize at a
lower voltage than the other. The tube ionizing first will carry the entire
load, since the voltage drop in this tube will decrease the input voltage to
the second tube, thus preventing it from becoming ionized. In order to

60cyc~111

A-Cinpu/..3

FIG. 11-16.-Parallel opPration of two full-wave rectifiers.

correct this condition, a resistor is connected in series with the plate of
each tube. Then, if one tube ionizes before the other, the voltage at the
second tube will still remain high enough to cause it to ionize, thus
ensuring successful parallel operation of the two tubes.
Selenium Rectifier Circuits. Before the development of the selenium
rectifier, the amount of current flow
at the junction point in contact rectifiers was limited to a comparatively low value, as the operating
temperature at the junction had to
be very low. The breakdown voltage at the junction point of the
contact rectifiers was also very low,
being approximately 11 volts peak
for the copper-oxide type of rectifier. Because of these current and
voltage characteristics, the use of
the contact-type rectifiers was limFIG. 11-17.-A five-plate selenium
ited to low current and voltage ap- rectifier unit. (Courtesy of Federal, Teleplications. In some applications of phone and Radio Corporation.)
these rectifiers, increased current and voltage ratings are obtained by connecting a number of single units in series or parallel combinations.
The operating current _and voltage characteristics of the seleniumtype rectifier shown in Fig. 11-17 are such that it is possible to use this
type of unit in place of most rectifier tubes. Selenium units are available
in a number of sizes with output current ratings from 75 ma to 200 ma
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and with a maximum rms voltage rating of mo volts. Their maximum
inverse peak volt.age rating is 380 volts. Units can be obt,iined that arc
capable of withstanding; a maximum peak current of 2000 ma ancl a
maximum rrns cnrreut of 550 ma. Compared with the vacuum-tnbe
rectifier, the selenium rectifier has many advantages, among which are
(1) smaller size (approximately 1¼ by l¼ by '1. inch), (2) durability and
cooler operation, (3) less fragility, (4) longer life, (5) only two required
connections therefore easier to install, (6) lower voltage drop at the
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Fm. ll-18.-Severnl appli<'ationR of contact rectifiern lo re,·tifi<>r circuits.
rcct.ifi<,i·, (b) full-wave rectifier, (c) voltage doubler.

(a) Half-wave

rectifier (approximately 5 volts), (7) better voltage rcgubtion, (8) lower
cost of rectifi<'r unit since no tube socket or special rnmmting is required.
A selenium rectifier has bYo terminal,;, one po~it.ive and the other
negative. These two terminals correspond to the plate au<l cathode of a
yacuum tube. The positive side is 11sually indicated by a re<l dot or a
sign. The negative side is indicated hy a yellow dot or a - sign, or
it may be left, blank. Rectifier circuits employing selenium rectifier
units as a half-wave rectifier, a full-wave rectifier, and a voltage doubler
circuit are shown in Fig. 11-18.
11-7. Filters. Purpose of the Filler. Although the outpnt of a
rectifier circuit i::; unidircct ional, this output is not stcad_v hut is pnlsating.
Bc(:ansc of the variations in magnitude oft.he output cnrrent of a rectifier
circuit, the current cannot he used in this form for ra<lio applications.
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A filter must be used in conjnnction with a rectifier to smooth out these

variations in current in order that the output of the power supply unit
will become practically a steady direct current.
Ripple Voltage. The unidirectional output voltage of a power snpply
unit may be considered as a steady voltage having an alternating voltage
superimposed upon it. The alternating component of the output voltage
is referred to as the ripple voltage. The frequency of the ripple voltage will depend upon the frequency of the input voltage an<l the type of
rectifier. Since the ripple voltage does not vary in the same manner as a
perfect sine-wave voltage, it may be considered as consisting of a fundamental and a series of harmonics. In general, the relative effect of the
harmonics is negligible as compared to the fundamental and the harmonics can usually be ignored. The fundamental frequency of the ripple
voltage is equal to the input frequency for half-wave rectifiers and twice
the inpi..it frequency for full-wave rectifiers.
The effectiveness of a filter is measured by the ratio of the effective
(rms) value of the fundamental component of the ripple voltage to the
output voltage. This ratio is called the ripple factor.

E,

(11-3)

k,=-E

d-c

where k, = ripple factor
E, = rms value of the fundamental component of the ripple
voltage
Ed-r. = average value of the output voltage
The ripple voltage is often expressed in terms of its percentage of the
output voltage, as
Per cent E, =

-/!'

L~d-c

(11-4)

X 100

The type of service for which a power supply is to be used determines
its allowable value of ripple voltage. For the plate supply voltages of the
average radio receiver, a ripple voltage of 0.25 per cent or less is required
in order to reduce the hum to a negligible amount. The ripple voltage for
the microphone circuit in a radio transmitter should be less than 0.003
per cent. In cathode-ray oscilloscopes, a ripple voltage as high as 1 per
cent is sometimes permitted.
Example 11-1. The output voltage of a power supply unit is 300 volts and the
rms value of the ripple volt1>ge is 0.fi volt. What is the per cent of ripple Yoltage?

Given:
Ea-c = 300 volts
E, = 0.6 volt

Find:
Per cent E,

=

?
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Solution:
Per cent B, =

--1£-: X

100 =

~O~

X 100 = 0.2 pl.'r cent

Operation of the Filter Circuit. Filter circuits assoriatcd with rectifier
units use the energy-storing properties of capacitors and inductors to
smooth out the ripple in the rectified output. The function of the capacitor is to smooth out the voltage variations and also increase the value of
the output voltage. The function of the inductor is to smooth out the
variations in current. The capacitor will store electrons during a portion
of each cycle that the voltage increases, indicated as 1 to 2, 3 to 4, and 5
L
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Fm. 11-19.-Filtrr act.ion of a capacitor ancl an inductor. (a) Current or voltage output
of a full-wave rectifier, (b) output from a capacitor, (c) output from an inclurtor.

to G on Fig. l 1-l 9a. During the portion of the cycle that the voltage
decreases (2 to 3, 4 to 5, and 6 to 7 on Fig. l l-19a), the capacitor will
slowly discharge some of its stored electrons. The voltage across
the capacitor is thus made more uniform as indicated by Fig. 11-19b.
Because electrolytic capacitors provide high voltage and high capacitance
ratings in comparatively small-size units, they are generally used in
power supply filter circuits associated with radio receivers. The capacitance of electrolytic capacitors used for this purpose generally ranges
from 4 µf to 50 µf and the <l-c voltage rating may be as high as 800 volts.
When a higher voltage rating is required, oil-impregnated paper dielectric
capacitors are used.
A characteristic of inductors is that they oppose any change in the
amount of current that flows through them. Thus, when the output
current of a rectifier flows through an inductor, the variations in current
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strength (both increases and decreases) will be opposed by the action of
the inductor. The output will thus be more uniform as indicated in Fig.
1 l-19c. The inductors used in power supply filter circuits are called
filler chokes and arc wound on a soft-iron core. In order to maintain a
high value of inductance for a wide variation in current flow, the iron core
of some chokes is made with a small air gap to prevent saturation. The
inductance of the filter chokes used in the average radio receiver ranges
from 10 to 30 henries.
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FIG. 11-20.-Types of filter circuits used with rectifiers.

Resistors may be used with a capacitor to form a resistance-capacitance filter circuit. The time constant of resistance-capacitance filters
must be large compared to the time of one cycle of the lowest frequency
to be attenuated. Because of this, the d-c resistance of this type filter
is comparatively high and thus the voltage drop, voltage regulation, and
heat dissipation are great. The development of low-cost electrolytic
cap~citors having a high capacitance has made possible the use of lmver
values of resistance with this type of circuit. Resistance-capacitance
filters are used when the requirements of low cost and compactness outweigh the desirability of a high degree of filtering.
Types of Filter Circuits. Power supply filter circuits are of the lowpass type, using one or more series inductors and one or more shnnt
capacitors. These filter circuits are usually referred to as being choke
input or capacitor input filters depending upon whether an inductor or a
capacitor is the first clement in the filter network. A number of different
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types of filter circuits arc shown in Fig. 11-20, the choke-input filters being
represented hy (a), (b), and (c), and the capacitor-input filters by (d),
(e), (f), and (g). These filter circuits may he further classified as singlesection filt.ers represented by (a), (b) and (d); two-section filters as in
(c), (e) and (g); and three-section filters as in (f). The number of
sections of filtering that is required will depend upon the rectifier, the
type of filter circuit, and the allowable ripple factor.
11-8. Capacitor-input Filter. Theory of Operation. A capacitorinput filter is a filt.cr circuit in "·hich the first clement is a capacitor connected in parallel with the input from the rectifier. During the time that
the rectifier tube is conducting energy will be stored in the capacitor, and
when the rectifier tube is not conducting part of the stored energy will be
discharged through the filter net,York to the load. The capacitor
increases the average value of the outpnt voltage. The ,Yave form of the
capacitor Yoltage is indictttcd in Fig. ll-19b ancl may be considered as
consisting of two parts: (1) the portion during; the charging period represent,ed by a to 2, b to 4, c to G, etc.; (2) the portion during the disc·harge
period represented by 2 to b, 4 to c, (\ to d, etc. Jf the capacitor were to be
discharged directly through a resistor, the discharge portion of the curve
would decrease exponentially. Howc,·er, the capacitor is usually made
to discharge through an inductor, which helps further to smooth out the
output current. The discharge portion of the cm-Ye will therefore
decrease linearly and the n'sultant Yoltage wave that is applied to the
inductor ,Yill approaC'h a ,nwe "·ith a saw-tooth characteristic. The
ripple component of the nMage across the input capacitor is prm·ented
from reaching the output circuit by the combined actions of the inductor
(or inductors) and capacitor (or capacitors) that follow the input capacitor in the filter circuit. The mathematical analysis of this type of wave
is quite complex and is beyond the scope of this text.
Ripple Y olta.ge. The per cent of ripple voltage that is de\·elopecl
across the input capacitor will vary inversely with the frequency of the
rectified output, the effective load resistance, and the capaeitance of the
input capacitor. Thus, increasing any of these three factors in a filter
circuit will dPerease the per cent of ripple voltage. The effect of a variation in any of these factors on the d-c output can he st>en by ohsen·ation
of Fig. ll-lQ/1. Increasing the frequency of the rectified output decreases
the time that the input capacitor is permitted to discharge. The capacitor will lose lPss of its charge, thus maintaining the Yoltage across it more
nearly uniform. The extent to which the Yoltagc across the input
capacitor drops off is also affected by the time constant of the RC cirrnit,
consisting of the input capacitor C1 and the effective load resistance R •.
Increasing either of these two values will increase the time constant of
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the R C1 circuit, thereby decreasing the rate of discharge. The voltage
across the input capacitor will thus be maintained more nearly uniform.
Although it is difficult to obtain accurate calculations of the per cent
of ripple voltage, the following equations will provide reasonable results
for ripple voltages of 10 per cent or less; beyond this amount the accuracy
decreases. The per cent of ripple voltage at the output of a singlesection capacitor-input filter as shown in Fig. ll-20d, is
0

Per cent

Er,1 ,.._,

10 8 -y'2
2245 X 10 4
f
R
C
"'
f T R'O C 1
21f' T O 1

(11-5)

= frequency of the ripple voltage, cycles per second
= resistance of the load, ohms
C1 = capacitance of the input filter capacitor, microfarads

where fr

R0

This equation can also be used to calculate the per cent of ripple voltage
at the ehtput of the first section (per cent of ripple voltage at C1) for any
multisection capacitor-input filter, examples of which arc shown as (e),
(!), and (g) of Fig. 11-20.
Example 11-2. A power supply unit has a 60-cycle input to its rectifier, uses a
single-section capacitor-input filter (Fig. ll-20d), and delivers 40 ma direct current
at 320 volts to the load. Determine the per cent of ripple voltage for (a) half-wave
rectification and an 8-µf filter capacitor, (b) full-wave rectification and an 8-µf filter
capacitor, (c) half-wave rectification and a 16-µf filter capacitor, (d) full-wave rectification and a 16-µf filter capacitor.

Given:
Ed-c = 320 volts
Id-c = 40 ma
Ci = 8 µf (a), (b)
Ci = 16 µf (c), (d)
fr = 60 (a), (c)
f, = 120 (b ), (d)

Find:
(a) Per cent E,.1,
(b) Per cent E,. 1,
(c) Per cent E,. 1,
(d) Per cent E,.1,

half-wave
full-wave
half-wave
full-wave

Solution:
R0

~ 2245
X 10
=
J,RaC,

(a)

Fer cent E,. 1

(b)

Per cent E,.1 '.::::'.

(c)
(d)

Ed-c
320
OOO 0 h
= I d-c = ·10 X 10-a = 8
ms
4

2245 X 10 4
f,R.Ci

2245 X 10 4

= 60 X 8000 X 8 = 5.84 per cent
2245 X 10 4

= 120 X 8000 X 8 = 2.92 per cent

2245 X 10 4
2245 X 10 4
J,R,,Ci
- 60 X 8000 X 16 - 2.92 per cent
2245 X 10 4
2245 X 104
Per cent E,.1 '.::::'. f,R.Ci
= i 20 X 8000 X 16 = 1.46 per cent
Per cent E,. 1 ~

The results of Example 11-2 show that the per cent of ripple voltage
for a single-section filter is considerably higher than is usually acceptable
for radio applications. The additional filtering necessary to reduce the
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ripple voltage to an acceptable value ean be obtained by providing
additional filter sections, as indicated by Figs. 1 l-20e, ll-20f, and l 1-20g.
The per cent of ripple voltage at the output of a two-section capacitorinput filter similar to that of Fig. l 1-20e can be found by use of Eq.
(11-6). The results obtained with this equation are not extremely
accurate but provide reasonable accuracy for low percentages of ripple
voltage.
' ,..._,
Per cent E,.1
P er cen t E,,.2 = [10-6(2,rf,)2L1C2] - 1

(11-6)

where Er.2 = ripple voltage at capacitor C2 (Fig. ll-20e)
per cent E,.1 = obtained by use of Eq. (11-5), which is the ripple at
capacitor C1 (Fig. ll-20e)
f, = frequency of the ripple voltage, cycles per second
L1 = inductance of L1 (Fig. ll-20c), henries
C2 = capacitance of C2 (Fig. ll-20c), rnicrofarnds
Example 11-3. A pO\\'P.r supply unit using a full-wave rectifier and a filter circuit similar to Fig. 11-20e has a 60-cyelc input and delivers 40 ma direct current at
320 volts to the load. Capacitors C, and C2 arc each 16 µf, and the inductance of J,.
is 15 hcnrics. What is the per cent of ripple voltage at (a) Ci? (b) C2?

Given:

Find:
fr

= 120 cycles

L1 = 15 henries
C,, C, = 16 µf

(a) Per cent Er at C1
(b) Per cent Er at C2

Solution:
(a)
(

b)

Per cent E,. 1 =:'! 1.46 per cent
[Same as Example 11-2 (d).]
p
E
Per cent E,.1
1.4G
er cent •· 2 = [10-•(2,,-J,) 2l, 1 C 2] - 1
[(2 X 3.14 X 120) 2 15 X 16 X 10-6 ]
= 0.010 per cent

~

-

1

An approximate value of the per cent of ripple voltage E,. 3 at the output of a three-section capacitoi--input filter similar to that of Fig. 11-20!
can be found by using a variation of Bq. (1 L-G). In this case Eq. (11-6)
becomes
,..._,
Per cent E,.2
(ll-6a)
P er cent E ,-a= [JO-S( ,rf,) 2L Cs] _ l
2
2
In a similar manner, Eq. (11-6) can be modified to determine the per cent
of ripple voltage at the output of any number of succeeding sections of a
multisection capacitor-input filter of this type.
For a two-section resistance-capacitance filter similar to that of Fig.
ll-20g, an approximate value of the per cent of ripple voltage at the
output can be found in the same manner as Example 11-a by use of Eqs.
(11-5) and (11-7). Equation (11-7) can also be modified in the same
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manner as described above for Eq. (11-6) to determine the per cent of
ripple voltage at the output of succeeding sections of rnultisection resistance-capacitance filters.
,...._,Percent Er•I X 10 6
P er cent E'r-2
(11-7)
21rfrCzRi

=

where C2 = capacitance, microfarads
R1 = resistance, ohms
The results obtained with this equation are not extremely accurate but
provide reasonable accuracy "·hen the product of C2 R 1 is 10,000 or more.
Output Voltage. The output voltage of a capacitor-input filter
circuit \\7.ll vary ,l'ith the capacitance and \\·ith changes in the effective
load resistance. At no-load, or with a comparatively light load, the
effective load resistance is comparatively high. The time constant of
the R.C1 circuit will therefore also be comparatively high and the output
voltage' ;,-i_ll approach the peak value (also i-eferrcd to as the crest value)
of the alternating voltage being rectified. As the load current increases,
the effective load resistance will decrease, thus also decreasing the time
constant of the circuit. The resulting increase in the rate of discharge of
the input capacitor will lower the average value of the voltage across this
capacitor. \Vhen the output current is high , the effectiYe load resistance
is low, thus causing a considerable decrease in the output voltage. For
average applications of capacitor-input filters, the output Yoltage at
full-load 1\7.ll be appro~--imately equal to the effective value of the alternating voltage being rectified.
The variation in output Yoltage ;,--ith changes in current is called the
voltage regulati<fn of the circuit and is usually expressed as a percentage.
Voltage regulation =

ENL - EL
EL
X 100

(11-8)

where E NL = no-load voltage
EL = full-load voltage
Since variations in the load current of a capacitor-input filter circuit
result in a wide range of output voltage, th~ voltage regulation of this
type of circuit is very poor.
Example 11-4. It is desired to ha Ye a power supply unit that will provide 300 Yolts
at the output terminals when supplying its rated full load current. What is the per
cent of regulation if (11) the unit employs a fnll-waYe rectifier and a capacitor-input
filter, and t.he voltage with no load rises to 426 volts? (b) The unit employs a halfwaye rectifier and a capacitor-input filter, and the Yoltage with no load rises to -180
Yolts?
Find:
Gh-en:
(a) Per eent of regulation
EL = 300 rnlts
E .v r, = 426 y oJts
(b) Per cent of re;.,rulation
Es,, = -ISO vults
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Solution:
E\'L - EL
· E,,
X 100

9

- 300
= 4-- 6-300
-

(a)

Per cent of rqwlation =

X 100 = -12 pC'r rent

(b)

.
En - EL
•ISO - :mo
Per rent of rPgublwn =
EL
X 100 = X 100 = 60 pC'r rent
300

Characteristics of the Capacitor-inpllt Fiftcr. Compared to the chokeinpnt filter, the capacitor-input filter will deliver a higher voltage at light
loads, has a slightly better filtering characteristic, but has poorer Yoltage
regulation. The current iu the rectifier associated with a capacitorinpnt filter circuit does not flow uniformly b11t flmys iu pubes, hence the
ratio of peak rectifier current to aYerage current will be highC'r than in the
choke-input system. The d-c Yoltage rating of the input capacitor should
never be less than the peak transformer voltag<', since at light loa,cls the
output voltage approaches this value. ln order to proYide a safety factor,
it is usually desirable to use a cnpaeitor whose mirking voltage rating is
somewhat higher than this Yalue. Capacitor-inpnt filter circuits are
generally used in power supply units that are required to deiiycr only
small amouuts of pmYcr, such as radio receiYers, public-address systems,
and testing apparatus.
11-9. Choke-input Filter. Theory of Operation. A choke-input
filter is a filter circuit in ,Yhich the fir~t ekmc>nt is an indnctor connected
in series with the input from the rectifier. The filtering action of the
series input inductor of the choke-input filter circuit (Fig. 11-20) can be
explained in the following manner. During the portion of the rectified
output cycle in whieh the current increases, the strength of the maµ.,1ctic
field about the inductor ,Yill increase and energy "-ill be stored 111 the field.
The inductor also opposes the increase in current. During the portion
of the rectifiPd output cycle in which the rnrrcnt clccreascs, the magnetic
field ab011t the inductor collapses, returni11g part of its stored energy
to the circuit, and also opposes the decret.Se in current. These actions of
an inductor thus tend to smooth out the ripple in the rectified output, as
shown in Fig. 11-H)c. From this figure, it can be seen that the current
through the i11ductor is made up of an a-c component and a d-c component. The capacitor following the input inductor "·ill tend to shortcircuit the a-c component, thus producing a practically smooth voltage
at its ontpnt terminals.
If the ripple voltage from a single-section filtC'r circuit exceeds the
allowable percentage, it can be reduced hy nsing additional filter sections
as shown in Fig. l 1-20c. The first inductor is u:-;ually ealled the input
cl,oke and the second irnlnetor is called the smoothinu choke.
Ripplf Voflaye. The per eent of ripple Yolt.ag;e that is de,·elopc-d
across the first capacitor C 1 (Fig. l 1-20l., and l l-20c) "·ill vary iiwersely
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with the capacitance of 0 1 and the inductance of the input choke. There
are no simple equations for determining the exact value of the per cent of
ripple -voltage; however, for most practical purposes an approximate value
of the per cent of ripple voltage for a single-section filter can be obtained
by use of the following equation.
(11-9)

where fr = ripple frequency, cycles
L 1 = inductance of the input choke, henries
C1 = capacitance of the first capacitor, microfarads
This equation may be further simplified for determining the approximate
per cent of ripple voltage of a single-section filter whose ripple frequency
is 120 cycles, as is the case when the input to the filter is obtained from a
full-wave_ rectifier operated from a GO-cycle power source. Equation
(I 1-9) rriay then be simplified to
,. . ._, 100
(ll-9a)
P er cen t E r,1 = LiCi
Example 11-5. Determine the approximate per l'ent of ripple voltage at the output of a single-section choke-input filter circuit using a 15-henry C'hokc and a 4-µf
rapacitor. The input to the filter is obtained from a full-wave rectifier operated from
a 60-cycle power source.

Find:
Per cent Er, 1

Given:
L 1 = 15 h
c, = 4 µf
Solution:
100
Per cent Er. 1 ~ L,C,

=

100
15 X 4

= 1.66 per cent

An approximate value of the per cent of ripple voltage at the output of
a two-section choke-input filter circuit can be obtained by use of the
equation
,
1~50 X 10 8
(11-10)
.Per cent l~r-2 ,.__, f,4Lif,2(C1
C2)2

+

where L2 = inductance of the smoothing choke, henries
C2 = capacitance of the second capacitor, microfarads
This equation may be further simplified for determining the approximate
per cent of ripple voltage of a two-section filter whose ripple frequency is
120 cycles, as is the case when the input to the filter is obtained from a
full-wave rectifier operated from a GO-cycle power source. Equation
(11-10) may then be simplified to
(11-lOa)
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Example 11-6. Determine the approximate per cent of ripple voltage at the output of a two-section chokP-input filter circuit using two 15-henry chokes and two 4-µf
rnpacitors. The input to the filter circuit is obtained from a full-wave rectifier operated from a 60-cyt'le power source.
Given:

Find:
Per cent E,. 2

L1 = L2 = 15 h
C1
Solution:
1)er

=

, ,,

C2

=

4 µf

~

6.50

•·•mo,~,-•= l,1L2(C1 + C2) 2 =

650
15 X 15(4

+ 4)

O

2

= ·04 ·51 per cent

Example 11-7. Determine the approximate p<'r cPnt of ripple voltagf' at the output of the single-section choke-input filter circuit used in Example 11-.5, if the input
is ohtained from a full-wave rectifier circuit having a 25-cy<'lc input.
GivPn:
L, = 15 h
Ci = 4 µf
f;u. = 25 cycles

Find:
Per cent E,. 1

Solution:

f, = 2f;n, =
,
Per cent /~,-1

=

2 X 25 = 50 cycles
144 X 104
144 X 10'
Jr'LiCi = 50 X 50 X 15 X 4

= 9.6 per cent

The Input Choke. The input choke of a filter circuit serves two
functions: (1) to maintain a continuous flow of current from the rectifier,
(2) to prevent the output voltage from increasing above the average value
of the alternating voltage applied to the rectifier. The output voltage
and the peak plate current of the rectifier arc both dependent upon the
inductance of the input choke and the d-c resistance of the load. The
minimum value of ill(luctance required to maintain the output voltage at
the average value of the alternating voltage being rectified is called the
critical inductance. For a rectified output having a 120-cycle ripple frequency, an approximate value of the critical inductance may be obtained
by use of the following equation.

L

Ro

C

= 1000

(11-11)

where L 0 = critical value of inductance, hcnries
R 0 = output load resistance, ohms
If the inductance of the input choke is less than its critical value, its
impedance to the a-c component of the rectified output will be so small
that the filter circuit will i1md to operate as a capacitor-input filter.
Increasing the inductance of the input choke to more than its critical
value will further decrease the ratio of peak to average plate current, thus
maintainin?; a more nearly uniform flow of current through the indurtor.
Increasing the value of the inductance beyond twice the critical value
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does not correspondingly improve the operating characteristics of the
filter. The optimum value of inductance is thus equal to twice the critical
value of inductance.
Example 11-8. Determine the optimum value of inrluctnncc for the input choke
of a filler r:ircuit having a d-c load resistaucc of 4000 ohms. The frequency of the
rectified input is 120 cycles.

Given:

Find:
L. =?

R. = 4000 ohms
J, = 120 cycles
Solution:

R.
4000
.
L c = IO00 = lOO0 = 41 1cnncs
I,.

= 2Lc =

2 X 4

=

8 henries

Sw£nging Choke. It can be seen from Eq. (11-11) that the value of
the inductance required for the input choke will vary directly with the
effective load resistance and inversely ,vith tho load current. Thus, if
the load current varies over a wide range, some means must be provided
for preventing the ratio of peak to average plate current from becoming
excessive. The inductance of the choke coil will vary inversely with the
value of the direct current flmving through it. A choke coil having an
inductance of 10 hcnries ,vi.th 100 ma flo,ving through it may have an
inductance of 15 henries when the current flow is reduced to practically
zero. A choke designed to have a critical value of inductance at fullload and an optimum value of inductance at no-load is called a swinging
choke.
Output Voltage. The average value of the output voltage at full-load
of a choke-input filter is in the order of 65 to 75 per cent of therms volts
per plate at the rectifier. It should be observed that the output voltage
with a choke-input filter is lower than that with a capacitor-input filter
supplied with the same value of rms volts per plate. The decrease in
output voltage is due to the effect of the inductance being introduced
into the circuit and to the voltage drop at the choke due to its d-c resistance. In order to reduce the drop in voltage_ at the filter chokes, their
d-c resistance should be kept as low as possible.
Characteristics of the Choke-input Filter. Although the choke-input
filter circuit delivers a lower output voltage than the capacitor-input
filter circuit, its voltage regulation is much better. Another advantage
of the choke-input filter is that the input choke prevents high instantaneous peak currents, thus protecting the rectifier tube from being
damaged.
The input inductor and tho first capacitor of a choke-input filter form
a series resonant circuit. If the values of these two circuit clements make
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the circuit rPson:wt to t.lie ripple frpquency, high v:drn'8 of ripple voltage
will he prodtH·c1l. It is 1hcrcforc important that the valltes of inductance
and capacitance usPd do not form a series resonant circuit that is tnnecl
to the ripple frequency.
Choke-input filter circuits are generally m,ecl where the output current.
is large or where the voltage regnbtion must be fairly good. Because
choke-input filters operate best when the current flow is sustained over
the complete cycle, they arc usltally used only ",jth full-wave rectifiers.
Filter circuits used with multiphase rectifiers arn generally of the chokeinput type.
11-10. The Voltage Divider. Bleedrr Resistor. Removing the
external load from a power supply unit causes a high voltage to be
developed across the filter capacitors.
+ 1f the voltage becomes too high, it
+
I
I
,Yill cause a breakdown of the insula''II
I'
I
tion in these capacitors. The voltage
'I
R3
I'
Oufpul
developed ncross the terminals of the
Eo R2
of Filter
filter capacitors when the extemal
c/rc,uif
I
load is zero can be reduced to a safe
I
R1
I
value by com1ecting a fixed resistor
I
I
across the output terminals of the
filter circuit. This resistor is called
a bleeder resistor. The amount of
FtG. 11-21.-· Connedion of a voltage divider used in a power supply
bleeder current varies ,,;th the reunit.
quirements of the individual power
supply unit and genern,lly ranges from 10 to 25 per cent of the total current drawn from the reetifier.
As a capacitor will retain its charge for a considerable length of time,
the bleeder resistor also provides a path through which the filter capacitors ,vill discharge when the power is turned off. This climiDatcs the
danger of a high voltage shock when occasio11 arises to repair the power
supply unit.
Since the bleeder rcsi8tor draws a fixed amount of current continuously from the power supply unit, it reduces the value of the output
voltage at no-loa,d. The bleeder resistor thus also serves to improve the
voltage regulation of the power supply unit by reducing the difference
in voltage between that obtained at no load and that obtained at full load.
The Voltage Divider. Because the elements of various types of electronic tubes operate with cliffereut amounts of voltage, the power supply
unit is genernlly re(1nired to deliver more than one value of voltage.
The various voltagP8 may be obtaine<l hy connecting a tapped resistor
across the output terminals of the filter circuit (sec Fig. 11-21 ). A
I
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resistor connected in this manner is called a voltage divider. The voltage
and current requirements of the power supply unit will determine the
number of taps and the value of resistance between each pair of taps.
The voltage divider also serves as a bleeder resistor.
In addition to supplying the high operating voltages requirecl by the
plates and screen grids of electronic tubes, the power supply unit may also
be required to supply the necessary grid bias voltages. This is accomplished by connecting the voltage divider as shown in Fig. 11-22.
8/ma

+
'II
I
I
I
I

Secfion-1
+I00vo/fs
Secf/on-2

I
I
I
I

Oulpuf
of:fi/fer
circuit

58./ma

--------,I

+250vo/fs

E 0 =26G.Svolfs
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

22.9ma
5.Jmcr
I

I
IZ6mcr i
I
-----L-------J
Secf(on-J 8/ma
-2vo!fs
-2volfs

~secfion-4

-Jvolts

l
J
I
I

Secfion-5

I

I

-16.Svolfs

-J volts ) Gni:i hias
8/w
81 ma

voltages; no
cvrrenfdrawn

-I6.Svolfs

8/ma
Fra. 11-22.-A voltage divider circuit used for providing plate and grid-bias voltages

Calc11laiion of a Voltage Divider Circuit. The calculation of the
correct resistance v::i,lues and the power rating of the voltage divider may
be accomplished by use of Ohm's law. The following procedure should
be followed.
1. Determine the voltage required at each tap and the current to be
drawn from it.
2. Determine the amount of bleeder current desired. This is the
difference between the total current required by the tubes and the current
necessary to operate the power supply at approximately 90 per cent of its
rated value.
3. Determine the current flow in each section of the voltage divider.
4. Calculate the resistance of one section at a time.
5. Determine the p<mer rating of the voltage di\·ider.
Example 11-9. Determine the resistance values of a voltage divider for a small
superheterodyne rereiver that i>rnpluys a 6AS oscillator-mixer tube, a 6SK7 i-f amplifier tube, a 6SQ7 di>tectur-amplifier tube, and a 6F6 power output tube. The operating voltages and eurrcnts are tu he similar to those listed in Appendix XV for plate
voltages of 250 volts. A power transformer rated at 90 ma is to be operated at 90 per
cent of its rated value.
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Find:
R of each section

Given:
Tubes-GAS, C\SK7, 6SQ7, 6F6
IT = 90 nm
ls = O.!llr
Solution:
From Appendix XV:
TAm,E

XI-II

Tube

6A8

6SK7

6SQ7

6F6

Eb - volts
E,.2 - volts
E,.i - volts

250
100

250
100

250

-3

-3

h-ma
l,.2 - ma

7.5
2.7

!l.2

-2
0.9

250
2.'iO
-16.5

2.6

...

...

34
6.5

XoTE: h for the GAS is equal to the sum of the plate current (3.5 ma) and anode
grid current (4 ma).

-Using the values of voltage and current as listf'cl in Table XI-II, the voltage and current at each tap of the voltage divider will be as shown in Fig. 11-22. The total
voltage required from the power supply unit will lw equal tu the sum of the highest
amount of plate voltage and the highest amount of grid-bias voltage.

+ 16.5 = 266.5 volts
+ 9.2 + 0.9 + 34 + 6.5 = 58.1 ma
+ 2.6 = 5.3 ma
Im+
= 58.1 + 5.3 = 63.4 ma

E = 250
0

/ 260

= 7.5
= 2.7

I 100
I.=
lrnccdcr

/100

= (O.!l/r) - I. = (0.9 X !JO) - 63.4 = 17.6 ma

250 - 100
22 _9 X 10_ 3 = 6550 ohms
e2
100 - 0
Rscc-2 = T, =
_ X 10 _3 = 5681 ohms
17 6
ea
2 - 0
Rsec-a = ¼ = Sl X 10 _, =- 24.7 ohms
e4
3 - 2
Rsec-4 = i, =
X
_ = 12.3 ohms
81
10 3
e5
16.5 - 3
R sec-5 = y; =
X _, =- 166 ohms
81
10

Rsec-1 =

Tie

=

Power Rating of the Voltage Divider. Assuming that a single resistor
of uniform wire size is to be used, the voltage divider will have a uniform
power rating. For this type of voltage divider, the highest current flowing through any part of the volta~e divider must be used in determining
the power rating. However, a sepamt.e rcsi,:tor can be used for each
seetion of the voltage divider, in which case the power rating of each
section or resistor is cletcrmincil by its own current and resistance ratings.
As the voltage divider is usually mounted under the chassis of the
radio receiver and therefore does not have much ventilation, it is recom-
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mended that its power rating be approximately double that of the load it
is to carry.
Example 11-10. Determine the power rating of the voltage divider used iu Example 11-9 for (a) a single resistor having four taps, (b) five separate resistors.
Given:
Resistance and current values
determined in .Example 11-9

Fiml:
(a) I'n--singlc resistor
(b) Pu-separate resistors

Solution:

= Rsev1 + Rsec•2 + Bsec•3 + RSeo•4 + Rsec-,

(a)

RT

(b)

PR = 2Im., 2R1• = 2 X (81 X 10-•) 2 X 12,434 = 162 watts
PR-Sec.I = 2i 12R1 = 2 X (22.9 X 10-3 ) 2 X 6550 = 6.87 watts
PR•Seo-2 = 2i2 2R2 = 2 X (17.6 X 10-•) 2 x'5681 = 3.52 watts

= 6.'i50

+ 5681 + 24.7 + 12.3 + 166

PR·Sec•3

= 2i, 2 lla =

PR-sC::,. 4

~ 2i, 2 R 4

PR-Soo•6 ""

2i, 2R6

= 12,434 ohms

2 X (81 X 10- 3) 2 X 24.7 = 0.324 watt
= 2 X (81 X 10- 3 ) 2 X 12.3 = 0.162 watt
= 2 X (81 X 10-•) 2 X 166 = 2.18 watts

Thus, if a single resistor having four taps is to be used, the approximate power rating of the voltage divider of Example 11-9 would be H\2
watts. Using five separate resistors, each designed to carry the amount
of current actually flowing through it, the total power rating of the five
resistors would be approximately 13 ,vatts. As the five-section voltage
divider has a much lower power rating, it is less expensive and also more
practical.
If one or more sections of a voltage divider breaks down, it is not
necessary to replace the entire divider. Resistors of the correct values
may be substituted in place of the defective sections after they have been
disconnected from the circuit.
11-11. The Power Supply Unit. Components of the Power Supply
Unit. In the preceding discussion, the four components of the power
supply unit, namely, the transformer, rectifier, filter, and voltage divider,
have been considered as separate units. These four units are closely
associated with each other and may be connected to one another to form
the complete power supply unit as shown in Fig: 11-23. The rating of the
transformer and the type of rectifier tube to be used will be determined by
the values of output current and voltage required. The per cent of
allowable ripple voltage will determine the type of filter circuit, the number of sections required, and the values of its components. The position
of the taps on the voltage divider ·will be determined by the value of the
plate and screen-grid voltages of the tubes to be supplied. In some
receivers, the speaker field is substituted for the smoothing choke L 2 of
Fig, 11-23; thus one less part is required.
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Output T1 oltagc. Because of the resistance of the tube and the filter
chokes, there will he a drop in volt.age at, Paeh of tlwsc l'ireuit elements.
These voltage drops must be added to the output voltage in order to

G0-~111
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Fm. 11-23.--Power supply cireuits. (n) Cireuit with a half-wave rectifier and a capaeitorinput filter, (b) circuit with a full-wa,·c rcf'tifier and a choke-input filte,·.

determine the rn18 value of the YCJltage required at the secondary of the
power transformer. The output voltage at normal load for the full-waverectifier choke-input-filter power supply unit of Fig. ll-23b can be
expressed as
E = 0.9Es - ET - EL.1 - Rr,.2
(11-12)
0

For the half-wave-rectifier capacitor-input-filter power supply unit of
Fig. ll-23a
(11-13)

where E

0

Es
ET
E r,.i
E L-2

=

output voltage of the power supply unit

= rms volts per plate at the rectifier

= voltage drop at the rectifier tnbe
= voltage drop at the input choke

=

voltage drop at the smoothing choke
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Example 11-11. A choke-input filter circuit similar to that shown iu Fig. ll-23b
is to be used in the power supply uuit of the superhctcrodyne receiver of Example 11-9.
The d-c resistance of the input or swinging choke is 80 ohms. A speaker field having
a d-c resistance of !JOO ohms is used as the smoothing choke. Determine the alternating voltage at the plates of the rectifier when using a full-wave rectifier tube whose
internal voltage drop is 30 volts at full load.
Given:
E, = 266.,5 volts
E2• = 30 volts
RL,1 = 80 ohms
RL,, = 900 ohms
ls= 81 ma

Find:

Es=?

Solution:

= lsR1,., = 81 X 10-3 X 80 = 6.48 volts
EL-2 = lsRr,., = 81 X 10- 3 X 900 = 72.!J volts
.,,, = E. + Rr + Er,., + EE,.z ="266.5 + 30 + 6A8

EL,1

"'~·

0.!J

0.9

+ 72.9

= 417

It
VO

s

TYPE5YJ-G (Also80)
Choke-input filter
Input choke -5 henries
~foximum 0-G output current=
SOOL----1"'2.,,___5 mijli__01m ec_es'--r--~-i

,.__

~400

.;:::
0

-+-

.....::J

g-300

~200

-sn.

-+-

:::r

0.

+--

""5
0
u 100 1----+---+---+----l---1--1----J---1

0

6

6
0

'----'-.....:....--'---------'----J

0

40
80
120
0-C Loe1d milli01mpercs
(a)- Choke- input filter

160

::,
0

100 l--__j__...J__j____,___..j____j__

_,__

0 L--.-L--'----'-----'--'-----'--~~
0
40
80
1'20
160
0-C Lo01d milli01rnperes
(b)- C01pocitor-input filter

Fm. 11-24.-0perating characteristics of a power supply unit.
filter, (b) with a capacitor-input filter.

(a) With a choke-input

Voltage Regulation. The results of Example 11-4 indicate that the
regulation of a power supply unit that cloes not use a bleeder resistor is
very poor. "\Vhen a bleeder resistor (which may also be serving as a
voltage divider) is used, disconnecting the external load dews not cause
the no-load current to drop to zero milliamperes. Instead, the no-load
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current now has an appreciable value that may be determined by Ohm's
law. Under this condition, the no-load voltage will be considerably
lower than if the current had dropped to zero. From Eq. (11-8), it can
be seen that a reduction in the no-load voltage will result in a Rmallcr
variation between the no-load and full-loacl voltages, thus improving the
regulation of the power supply nniL The curves of Figs. 11-24 and 11-25
illustrate the operating characteristics of several power supply systems.
Example 11-12. A power supply unit reprPscntcd by the curves of Fig. 11-24 is
to supply 300 volts at tlw input to the filter at 100 ma ancl its no-load current is 20 ma.
\Vhat is the per cmt of rcp;ulation for (a) the capacitor-input filter circuit? (b) the
choke-input filter c•ircuit '?
Given:
E1, = 300 volts
f L = 100 ma
lNL = 20 ma

Find:
(a) l'(•r <'c>nt of regulation
(b) l'cr cent of regulation

Solution:
(a)

(b)

From Vig. l l-2-1b, gN 1, = 380 volts
.
RNr, - E1,
380 - 300
Per cent of r1•gulat1on = · ·· EL· -- X 100 = · -- - X 100 = 26.6 per cent
300
From Fiµ;. l l-2-la, FJN1, = 330 volts
.
.
l\'NL - Er,
330 - 300
P er cent ot regu 1atwn =
EL
X 100 = · -- ()()- X 100 = 10 per cent
3

The cnrves of Figs. 11-24 and 11-25 inclicate the output voltage at the
input to the filter. The ontput voltage at the terminals of the voltage
divider w'ill be less than this amount bccanse of the voltage drop at the
filter choke (or chokes).
Example 11-13. What is the per cent of regulation on the basis of the voltage at
the terminals of the voltage divider for the conditions of Example 11-12 with a capacitor-input filter whose smoothing choke has a resistance of 335 ohms?
Given:
VoltngPs from Example ll-12a
IL = 100 ma
l.n = 20 mt1
RL = 335 ohms
Solution:

R..,.
Ro-NL

Find:
Per cent. of regulation

= R - IllL = 300 - 100 X 10-3 X 335 = 206.5 volts
= F: - IRL = 380 - 20 X 10-a X 335 = 373.3 volts

n
.
ENr. - EL
37a.3 - 26(\.5
..-er cent of r<'gulat10n = --,,,-- X 100 == - - (. ~-- X 100 = 40 per cent
20l l.,l
"'L

11-12. Transformerless Power Supply Units. A-C /D-C Power
Supplies. The voltage from an a-e power source may he rPctified by
applying this voltage directly to the plate-cat.hocle rfrcuit as in Fig. l l-2G.
The output voltage of this power supply 1111it will be approximately eqnal
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to the alternating voltage input to the rectifier. If a higher output
voltage is required, a voltage multiplier rectifier circuit is used (see Fig.
11-27 and Art. 11-6). Since a transformer is no longer required to step
1200~~-~--~--~~~
TYPE 81
>-----+--+ E f = 1. 5 vo Its A· C 1---t---;

'
?00i----t--t---, TYPE· SW4
Ef = 5.0 volts A-C
600
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- - - Choke· input filter
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FIG. 11-25.-0perating characteristics of power supply units. (a) Characteristics
with capacitor-input and choke-input filters for circuits using a type 5W4 tube, (b) halfwave and full-wave characteristics with capacitor-input filter for circuits using type 81
tubes.

+
60-cyc/e
A-C input
I

FIG.

'I

:

'
Eo

11-26.-A transformerless power supply unit employing a half-wave rectifier operated
directly from the power line.

up the line voltage, this type of power supply unit can be operated
directly from either an a-c or a d-c power line.
Another advantage of the line rectifier type of power supply is its
compactness, which has made it possible to manufacture the small a-c/d-c
radio receivers. In addition- to radio receiver applications, the trans-
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formerless pm\·er supply is a!Ho 11sed in test equipment and cl<'drnnic
apparatus where a limited amount of space is availahle.
A resistor can be substituted for the smoothing choke as shown in Fig.
11-27, thus making the power supply unit still more compact by eliminating the choke coil. The cost of this type of pmYer supply unit is
comparatively low, as both the power transformer and the filter choke are
eliminated.
In some types of electronic equipment, the magnetic fields set up
about the power transformer and filter chokes are undesirable. The line

60-cycle
A·Ci"nput

Fro. 11-27.--A transformerlt>ss power supply unit employing a voltage doubler rectifi~r.

rectifier type of power :,mpply has an aclrnutage in this kind of application
since both units can be eliminated.
Rectifier Tubes. In order to eliminate the filament transformer, the
heater of a line voltage rectifier is connected in series with the heaters of
the other tubes in the receiver (or other electronic device) and the power
line. If the sum of the heater voltages of all the tubes is less than the line
voltage, a suitable resistor is connected in series ,Yith the heaters and the
po,Yer line to provide the required voltage drop (see Art. 4-3). Since the
energy consumed by the dropping resistor represents a loss, high-voltage
heater tubes arc generally used with transformerless power supplies in
order to miuirnize or totally eliminate this loss. All the high-voltage
heater tubes designed expressly for use with transformerless power
supplies are of small size. Rectifier tubes for this type of service may be
half-wave, fnll-Wfffe, or of the voltage-multiplier type. The heater
voltages range from 12 to 117 ,·olts. Representative of these tubes are
the types 12Z3, 25Z5, 35Z5-GT, 45Z5-GT, and the ll 7ZG-GT. The
output current of line rectifier tubes is lower than for tubes designed for
transformer operation.
Some line rectifier tubes are combined in a common envelope "·ith a
beam power amplifier. Examples of this type of tube are the 70L7-GT
and the ll 7L/i.\17-GT. Because of the high voltage on the heater,
these tubes draw a comparatively low amount of current; the heater
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current of the 117L/M7-GT is only 90 milliamperes. Combining the
rectifier and power amplifier in a single envelope physically eliminates a
tube and socket. This feature is desirable where space is limited or
where the cost is a deciding factor.
Characteristics of the Transf ormerless Power S11pply Unit. From a
study of the principle of operation of the line voltage rectifier, it can be
seen that a capacitor-input filter circuit should be used with this type of
rectifier. The voltage regulation is comparatively poor and is dependent
upon the capacitance values of the filter capacitors. The higher the
capacitance, the better will be the voltage regulation. Filter capacitors
used with transformerless power supplies may range from 1G µf to 40 µf.
Because of the comparatively low output current of the rectifier tube,
the output current of the power supply unit is also low. As the heaters
of these tubes radiate a considerable amount of heat, the filter capacitors
should not be placed near the rectifier tube or the capacitor may become
damaged.
In the transformerless pmyer supply units of Figs. 11-11 and 11-12 one
side of the po"·er line is connected directly to the negative terminal of
the output of the power supply unit, generally referred to as B-. Essentially the same condition exists in the case of the circuit of Fig. 11-13,
since the B- terminal is connected to one side of the po"·er line through
capacitor C2. The high value of capacitance normally nsed at C2 results
in a low impedance and hence the line may be considered as being conductively connected to the B- terminal. If this negative terminal is
connected directly to the chassis, as is commonly done \Yith transformertype power supply units, it introduces two possible sources of danger,
namely, electric shock and fire hazard. This danger is present when one
side of the power line is grounded at the service entrance, as is done in
most communities. Since either side of the power line may be connected
to the chassis, depending upon the direction in which the attachment
plug is inserted in the po\\"er outlet, it "·ill be possible to connect either the
grounded or the ungrounded side of the po\\'er line to the chassis. When
the ungrounded side is connected to the chassis, touching any metal part
of the receiver may result in an electric shock. Also, an accidental short
circuit of the B pmrnr leads or a breakdown of a capacitor will cause a
virtual short circuit of the power lines ,Yith its attendent fire hazard.
Grounding the ra.dio receiver to a radiator, water pipe, etc., whether
intentionally or not, will also be a possible source of danger.
The danger of electric shock, and the danger eaused b:v grounding the
chassis to ,Yater pipes, etc., can be eliminated by using a bus bar or
conductor that is insulated from the chassis as the B - line. Cnder this
condition, the chassis is usually connected to the B - line through a
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capacitor of about 0.1 µf or less. This capacitor, C 4 in Figs. I 1-26 and
11-27, provides a low impedance path for r-f grounding yet pre,;ents a
high enough impedance at GO cycles to practically eliminate the aforementioned dangers. The danger of fire hazard is generally reduced by
enclosing in metal containers those parts connected in the circuit in
such a manner that a breakdown may present fire hazards.
11-13. Vibrator Power Supply Units. Types of Vibrators. When
a radio receiver or other type of electronic equipment is to be operated
from a low voltage d-c power supply such as a storage battery, the conventional power transformer and rectifier tube circuit cannot be used for
obtaining the high operating voltages reqHired for the plate and screengrid circuits. The direct current power from the battery can be changed
to alternating current by use of an electromagnetic device that reverses
the direction of current flow in the power transformer during each
vibration of its vibrating armature. This device is called a vibrator.
It is used extensively in the power supplies of battery-operated electronic
equipment to convert the low direct voltage of the battery to an alternating voltage that can be increased to any desired value by means of a
transformer.
BasicnJly, there arc two types of vibrators: (1) the synchronous
vibrator, (2) the nonsynchronovs vibrator. The nonsynchronous vibrator interrupts the d-c circuit at a frequency that is unrelated to the other
circuit constants. Since the high aJtcrnating voltage output of the power
transformer is then normally rectified by means of a rectifier tube, this
type of vibrator may also be called a t11be-t11pe vibrator. A synchronous
vibrator, in addition to changing the low direct voltage to an alternating
voltage, simultaneoHsly rectifies the high alternating voltage output at
the secondary of the power transformer. Rectification is accomplished
by employing an additional set of contacts, thereby eliminating the need
of a rectifier tube.
Nonsynchronous Vibrator Power Supply Unit. A circuit diagram of a
nonsynchronons vibrator power supply unit is shown in Fig. 11-28. At
the instant that the switch S 1 is closed, cnrrent will flow from the battery
through coil L 1, section 1-2 of the primary winding of the transformer,
coil L 2, and back to the battery. Coil L2 is wound on a soft-iron core,
which becomes magnetized when current flows through the coil. The
vibrating reed R is so constructed that when a current flows through L2,
the reed is attracte(l toward the magnet. A'S the reed approaches the
magnet it makes contact with point A, thus short-circuiting the coil L2.
Since the iron core is then no longer magnetized, the vibrating reed is
released and tends to return to its normal position. However, because of
the force present when it is released, the reed moves past its normal
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position and makes contact with point Band then returns to its normal
position. At the instant that contact is being made at point B, current
·will flow through section 1-3 of the primary winding of the transformer.
Current will flow in this circuit for only a very short period of time because
contact is made at point B only instantaneously during the forward
swing of the vibrating reed after it is released from point A. ·when the
reed returns to its normal position, cnrrent will again flow through coil
l, 2 and the cycle of operations will be repeated. These operations occiir
L4
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Fm. 11-28.-Circuit diagram of a power supply unit using a nonsynchronous vibrator.

very rapidly and the complete cycle of operations is repeated many times
per second.
It can be seen that for each cycle of operations the current is caused
to flow in opposite directions through each half of the primary winding
of the transformer. Since this flow of current is essentially the same as an
alternating current, the voltage at the secondary terminals can now be
increased to any desired value by increasing the ratio of secondary to
primary turns of the transformer. The output of the secondary '\\rinding is then rectified by a tube and filtered in the usual manner.
Synchronous Vibrator Power Supply Unit. The output from the
secondary of the power transformer can be rectified by adding another
set of points to the vibrator, thereby eliminating the need of a rectifier
tube. These points are connected to opposite ends of the secondary
winding of the transformer as shown in Fig. 11-29. In this circuit, when
the vibrating reed makes contact with point A it also makes contact with
point C, thus grounding terminal 2 of the pri~ary winding and terminal
4 of the secondary winding of the transformer. In a similar manner,
when the reed makes contact ,yjth point B it also makes contact with
point D, thus grounding terminals 3 and 5 of the transformer. Terminal
6, which is one terminal of the output circuit, is thus always positive and
terminals 4 and 5 are alternately connected to ground during opposite
halves of the cycle. It can thus be seen that the output of the trans-
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former is rectified since current flows in opposite directions in each half
of the secondary winding during alternate halves of the cyde.
Filters. A surge of current will occur each time the primary winding
is connected to or disconnected from the d-c pmYer somce. Connecting
a capacitor across the primary winding will absorb this surge of current,
thus preventing the contact points or rectifier tube from being darnnged.
The amount of capacitance required to absorb this surge will decrease
with an increase in the applied voltage. It is thus more economical to
connect a capacitor across the secondary winding of the power transformer (C2 in Figs. 11-28 and 11-29) because the higher volt.age at the
secondary winding makes it possible to use a lower Yalue of c:1pacitance.
This capacitor is called a buffer capacitor. As the capacitance reflected

Fm. 11-29.-Circuit diagram of a power supply unit using a synchronous or self-rectifying
vibr,1tor.

to the primary from the secondary increases as the square of the secondary to primary tnrns ratio [see Eq. (2-82)], it produces substantially the
same result as connecting a high value of capacitance in the primary
circuit.
Each time the contacts arc opened, sparking \\·ill take place at the
contacts. This sparking produces radio-frequency transients, thus
causing interference if the power supply is usPd with a radio receiver.
This interference is commonly referred to as hash and may be minimized
by use of filter circuits and by shielding the entire vibrator unit. A hash
filter circuit is usually connected in the battery circuit and consists of an
r-f choke coil and a 0.5-µf to 1-µf capacitor as represented by L1 and C1
in Figs. 11-28 and l l-29. Another hash filter circuit is connected in the
output circuit and consists of an r-f choke coil and a 0.01-µf to 0.1-µf
capacitor as represented by 1., 3 and C3 in Figs. 11-28 and 11-29.
Characteristics of the Vibrator Power Supply Unit. The vibrator
power supply unit represents an inexpensive compact means of obtaining
the high operating voltage for the plate and screen-grid circuits from a
lmv-voltagc battery. It can thus be very effectively used in all types of
port-able electronic equipment that is to be operated from low-voltage
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batteries. However, the vibrator has a limited life, and its associated
circuits require a complex filtering and shielding system.
The type of vibrator to be used will depend upon the power supply
requirements. In addition to the choice of either the synchronous or
nonsynchronous type of vibrator, the current output and the type of
interrnptcr and rectifier circuits must also be considered. Figure 11-30
shows the construction of an eight-contact vibrator. This unit may be
connected to operate simply as an interrupter or as a self-rectifier. In

....----1--... __ _

_... ---- 6 ---...

1. Sfranded feeds and
soft rubber fubinq
2. Sprinq wcrsher-p/afe
3. Slackck,mpinqscrews
4. Slops rmd solder lugs
,5. Reed slof forsfarfintJ

6.

Reed <»ilacf arms

7. Ouferconfacfarms
8. Reed andarmcrfure
9. Pole-piece infeqra/
with frame

JO. Coil

Pm. 11-30.-Construction of a vibrator unit employing four sets of contactors.
of l'. R. Mallory & Company, Inc.)

(Courtesy

either circuit, the vibrator is capable of carrying the current required to
produce :10 watts of output power.
11-14. Voltage Regulation. Gaseous Regulator Tiibes. It has been
shown that because of various circuit conditions the output voltage will
vary inversely with the output load. Variations in the voltage of the
a-c input to the power supply will also cause the output voltage to vary.
There are a number of power supply applications where the voltage
applied to the load must be maintained practically constant regardless of
the voltage regulation of the power supply unit. For low current applications, a cold-cathode gaseous diode having a practically constant
internal voltage drop can be used as a voltage regulator. Typical voltage
regulator tubes are the 0B3/VR90, OC3/VR105, and the 0D3/VR150.
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The voltage regulating characteristics of thc8c three tubes arc illustrated
by the curves of Fig. 11-31. From these curves it can be seen that the
Yariation in operating voltage from no-load to full-load for these tubes is
approximately only five volts .
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Fm. 11-31.-0pcrating characteristics of typical voltage-regulating tubes.
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F10. 11-32.-Voltage-regulating circuits using gaseous regulator tubes.

(11) Circuit
providing one value of regulated voltage, {b) circuit providing two values of regulated
voltage.
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A voltage slightly higher than the operating voltage must be used to
ionize the gas inside the tube in order to have it start operating. Once
the tube is started, it will continue to operate at some value of voltage
within its operating range.
Voltage Regulator Tube Circuits. The voltage regulator tube is connected to the output of the power supply as shmvn in Fig. 11-32. In
order to limit the current flowing through the regulator tube to a safe
value, a resistor should always be connected in series with the tube and
the power supply unit. The value of this resistor will depend upon the
output voltage of the pmYer supply and the operating voltage of the
regulator tube. When it is required to provide a regulated voitage that
is higher than that obtained from one tube, two or more similar voltage
regulator tubes may be connected in series, as shown in Fig. 1 l-32b.
The voltage at terminal 1 of either Fig. 11-32a or 11-32b will be approximately ·equal to the output voltage of the power supply unit. This
voltage is unregulated and its variation will be dependent upon load conditions. The voltage obtained at terminal 2 or 3 is regulated and its
value will be dependent upon the voltage rating of the tube or tubes used.
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QUESTIONS
1. (a) "What is the purpose of the power supply? (b) What am the general
requirements of a power supply'? (c) How may power supplies be classified?
2. \\'hat is the purpose of (a) the A power supply? (b) The B power supply?
(c) The C po"·er supply?
3. (a) \Yl1at are the advantages of battery power supplies? (b) What are the

disadvantages of battery power supplies?
4. (a) \\nat method is commonly used to obtain d-c power at high voltages from
a low-voltage battery'? (b) Where is this method generally used?
5. (a) Why is the power line the most desirable source of power for stationary
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electronic equipment'? (/J) Explain why the vollages required to operate electronic
tuh1~s cannot be t:iken directly from the power line.
6. (a) Name the four parts of a power supply unit used to convert alternating
eummt to direct current. (I>) Explain the function of 11ach of theRe pa1·ts.
7. (n) Xame the four lmsic types of JJOWL'r supplies use<! in ra<lio receivers that
()))M'Utr from a-e power lines. (b) "'hat factorn <lctcrminc the type of power supply
to he USL'<l? (c) What factors must be taken into consideration when determining
the requirements of a power supply?
8. (er.) \\'hat is the main purpose of the power transforml'r'/ (/,) For wltat additionul pmpo8c iR it somctimPs used?
9. («) How are power trunsformers usually rated? (1,) "'hat additional rating
is sometimes u8ed?
10. Explain the principle of operation of a voltngc regulating transformer.
11. Explain how altcnmti11g current may be rertifie<l by use of a diode.
12. (a) For 1Yhat type of service are high-vacunm-t.ypc tulws usPd? (b) For what
type of service arc gaseous-type tubes uRed?
13. How arc the following types of rP<'tifier t.11hcs elassifie<l in tl'rms of their voltagi,
regulation: (a) high-va(·unm-type rertifir-r tubes? (b) }lcrcury-vapor rectifier tubes?
(c) Ionic-heated cathode rectifier tuur~?
14. (ri) What four factors are generally usr(! in rating rectifier tubes? (b) Arc
theRe ratingi-; fiwd values? (r) Explain your :mswcr to p:,rt (b).
16. Deline: (a) Alternating voltage per plak, (b) peak inv1!rsc voltage, (c) peak
plate curreut, (d) load eu1TPnt.
16. (a) Describe the eon~tmction of the contact-type rectifier. (b) Explain the
principle of operation of the contact-type rectifier.
17. What arc the applications of (a) copper-oxide rectifiers'? (b) Copper-~ulphide
rectifiers? (c) SPlPninm rectifiers?
18. (a) Explain the principle of ope1·ation of a half-wave rel'tificr circuit using a
single diode. (b) What arc the output current a.ml inven;e µeuk voltage characteristics of this type !'ircuit?
19. (a) Explain the principlr of operation of a full-wave rectifier circuit using two
diodes and a power transformer having a center-tapped secondary. (b) \\·hat arr. the
output current and inver~P prak voltage charactt•riRtics of this type circuit'?
20. Compare the output vol tag(' of a half-wavi! aud a full-wnvc re{'tificr for a sinewave input. Assume that tlw output. is npplicd directly lo a resistive load and that
the voltage drops at the transformer S<'Pondariei-; and the rectifier tube are m·gligihle.
21. (a) Explain tlw principle of operation of a full-wave hridgi! rertifier circuit.
(b) What arc the output ('urrPnt and im·er~c peak voltage eharacleristics of this typr of
circuit?
22. (a) What arc the important rharactcristics of Lridgc-type rectifier rireuits?
(b) \\'here is this type of cir<·uit gcnernll,· usNl?
23. Explain the principle of opemtion of a full-wave volt:ige doub!(•r cirenit.
24. (a) How nrny the voltage regulation of the voltage <loublcr circuit be improved?
(b) What is the limiting factor that must. be taken into consideration when using this
method?
26. (a) Explain the prinl'ipk of operation of a lrnlf-wavc voltage doubler cfrcuit.
(b) What arc the a<lvantag<>s am! disatlvantagcs of thiH type of dr('uit?
26. Explain the prineiplc of operation of a lialf-w:we voltage multiplier !'ircuit.
27. Explain the principle of operation of a full-mn-e Yoltagc multiplier circuit.
28. \\'hat provisions shoul<I be made in voltage multiplier cireuits to prevent the
rectifier tubes from being damaged?
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29. (a) How docs the principle of operation of mulliplrn~e rectifier circuits <'om pare
with single-phase rectifier circuits'? (b) What arc the advantages of nrnltiphase
rectifier circuits? (c) For what type of service are multipha..~c rectifier circuits gcncmlly used?
30. (a) \Vb.at is the purpose of parallel operation of rectifier tuhes? (b) What
safety provisions should be made when operating gas tubes in parallel'?
31. \Yhat were some of the objections to the use of contact type rectifiers before
the development of the selenium rectifier?
32. What are some of the advantages of the selenium type contact rectifier over
the vacuum tube rectifier?
33. Define: (a) ripple voltage, (b) ripple factor, (c) per cent of ripple voltage.
34. ,,That is the function of (a) the filter circuit? (b) The filter capacitor? (c)
The filter choke?
36. Explain the filtering action of (a) the filter capacitor, (b) the filter choke.
36. (a) W11at arc the operating requirements and characteristics of a resistancecapacitance filter circnit? (b) Where is this type of filter circuit used?
37. ,\nat is meant hy (a) a low-pass filter? (b) A choke-input filter? (c) A
capacitor-i.nput filter? (d) A single-section filter? (e) A multisection filter?
38. Explain the principle of operation of a single-section capacitor-input filter
circuit.
39. Explain how the per cent of ripple voltage is affected by changes in (a) the
frequency of the rectified output, (b) the effective load resistance, (c) the capacitance
of the input capacitor.
40. \\ny does a capacitor-input filter circuit have poor voltage regulation?
41. How do the operating characteristics of a capacitor-input filler circuit compare with those of a choke-input filter circuit?
42. For what type of service are capacitor-input filter circuits generally used?
43. \Yhat is the purpose of connecting a low value of resistance directly in the
rectifier tube circuit of a power supply unit employing a capacitor-input filter?
44. Explain the principle of operation of a single-section choke-input filter circuit.
46. Explain how the per cent of ripple voltage of a choke-input filter circuit is
affected by (a) the input choke, (b) the first capacitor, (c) the smoothing choke, (6.)
the second capacitor.
46. Give two functions of the input choke.
47. i\'hat is meant by (a) the critical value of inductance? (b) The opthnum
value of inductance?
48. How does the value of inductance of the input choke affect the operation of the
filter circuit?
49. (a) What is meant by a swinging choke? (b) ,rhal is its function?
60. What are the characteristics of a choke-input filter circuit'?
61. For what type of service are choke-input filter ci1·cuits generally used?
62. What are the functions of the bleeder resistor?
63. What are the functions of the voltage divider?
64. iVhat are the advantages of using a separate resistor for each section of a
voltage divider rather than a single resistor having the necessary taps'?
66. Explain how the use of a bleeder resistor improves the voltage regulation of a
power supply unit.
66. Describe four advantages of the transformerless type of power supply.
67. Why do the rectifier tubes used in transformerless power supplies have highvoltage heaters?
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68. Why arc capacitor-input filter circuits usccl with transformerlcss pow<'r supply
units?
69. What arc the charad<'risti<'s of tranRformcrlcss power supplies?
60. (a) Explain how the 1wgative terminal of a transformcrless pow<>r Rupply unit
introduces two pos.~ihle sour1'cs of dangn. (b) Describe a few of the methods that
can be used to eliminate these sources of danger,
61. (a) "'hat is a vibrator type of power supply unit? (b) "'hat is the purpose of
the vibrator? (c) Where are vibrator power supplies used?
62. What is meant by (a) a synchronous vibrator? (b) A nonsynchronous
vibrator?
63. Describe the principle of operation of a nonsynchronous vibrator pown supply
circuit.
64. Describe the principle of operation of a synchronous vibrator powl'f supply
circuit.
66. (a) What is the purpose of the buffer capacitor? (b) How is the bufTcr capacitor connected in the circuit?
66. (a) What is meant by hash? (b) Hon· is hash eliminated?
67. "'hat are the advantages and disadvantages of ,·ibrator po,Yer supply units?
68. For what types of serYice arc gaseous voltage regulator tubes used?
69. (a) How arc voltage regulator tubes cormeeted in the power supply eircuit?
(b) Why should a resistor always be connected in series with the regulator tube and
the power supply?
70. Explain how it is possible to obtain voltage regulation in a power supply rircuit whose regulated output voltage is higher than the voltage rating of the standard
regulating tubes?
PROBLEMS
1. A certain power supply unit using a ~iugle diode has its output connected
directly to a resistance load. The volta.ge at the secondary terminals of the power
transformer is 300 volts. (a) \\'hat is the output voltage of the power supply unit if
the voltage drops at the tube and the transformer secondary are neglected? (b)
Draw a sketch of the wave form of the output voltage. (c) \Yhat is the output ,·oltage
if the drop at the tube is 30 volts and the drop at the transformer secondary is 15 volts?
(d) 'What is the peak inverse voltage?
2. A power supply unit using a duo-diode as a full-wave rectifier has its output
connected directly to a resistance load. The secondary of the power transformer is
center-tapped and has a voltage of 300 volts from each side to the center tap. (a)
What is the output voltage of the power supply unit if the voltage drops at the tuhe
and the transformer secondary are neglected? (b) Draw a sketch of the wave form
of the output voltage. (c) What is the output voltage if the drop from each plate to
cathode is 25 volts and the drop from the center tap to the outside terminals of the
transformer secondary is 15 volts? (d) "'hat is the peak inverse voltage?
3. A po\\"er supply unit using four diodes in a full-wave bridge rectifier circuit has
its output connected directly to a resistance load. The voltage across the secondary
terminals of the power transformer is 450 volts. (a) What is the output voltage of the
power supply unit if the voltage drops at the tubes and the transformer secondary are
neglected? (b) Draw a sketch of the waYe form of the output voltage. (c) What is
the output voltage if the drop at each tube is 30 volts and the drop from the center
tap to the outside terminals of the transformer secondary is 15 volts? (d) What is
the peak inverse voltage?
4. A full-wave voltage doubler power supply circuit similar to Fii. 11-IOa is being
supplied with a secondary voltage of 300 volts. What is the output voltage if the
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capacitors used arc capable of maintaining an average value of voltage equal to (a)
therms value of the voltage at the secondary terminals? (b) 00 per cent of therms
voltage at the secondary terminals'? (c) 80 per cent of the rms voltage at the secondary terminals?
5. A half-wave voltage doubler circuit similar to Fig. 11-11 is being operated from
a 120-volt a-c power line. (a) What is the peak voltage possible at capacitor C,?
(b) \\'bat is the peak voltage possible at capa~itor C2? (c) What is the peak invr)rse
voltage at tube 1? (d) What is the peak inverse voltage at tube 2?
6. A half-wave voltage multiplier circuit similar to Fig. 11-12 is being operated
from a 120-volt a-c power line. (a) What is the peak voltage possible at each capacitor? (b) What is the peak inverse voltage at each tube?
7. (a) Draw a diagram of a half-wave voltage multiplier circuit using three tubes
and three capacitors to provide an output voltage of approximately 350 volts when
operated from a 117-volt a-c power line. (b) What is the minimum standard voltage
rating recommended for each capacitor? (c) \Vhat standard voltage rating capacitors would you recommend if it is de~ired to allow for a reasonable safety factor?
(d) What is the peak inverse voltage at each tube?
8. (q} Draw a diagram of a half-wave voltage multiplier circuit using four tubes
and four capacitors to provide an output voltage of approximately 450 volts when
operated from a 115-volt a-c power line. (b) What is the minimum standard voltage
rating recommended for each capacitor? (c) What standard voltage rating capacitors would you recommend if it is desired to allow for a reasonable safety factor?
(d) What is the peak inverse voltage at each tube?
9. If the rectifier circuit of Fig. 11-16 employs four 35Z4-GT tubes, what is the
maximum load current that the circuit can supply? (Obtain current rating of the
tubes from Appendix XV.)
10. A power supply circuit similar to Fig. 11-16 employs four 5T4 duo-diodes with
their plates connected in parallel so that each tube acts as a diode. The maximum d-c
output of a tube connected in this manner is 225 ma. "11at is the maximum load
current that the circuit can supply?
11. A certain half-wave power supply unit is being operated with 260 volts and 60
cycles at the input. It is being operated without a filter circuit, hence the output
is fed directly to its resistance load. Therms value of the fundamental component of
the ripple voltage is 130 volts. (a) What is the average value of the output voltagP.?
(b) \Vhat is the per cent of ripple voltage? (c) What is the frequency of the ripple
voltage?
12. A certain full-wave power supply unit is being operated with 300 volts at 60
cycles applied between the center tap and each side of the secondary of its power
transformer. It is being operated without a filter circuit, hence the output of the
rectifier is fed directly to its resistance load. Therms-value of the fundamental component of the ripple voltage is 127 volts. (a) What is the average value of the output
voltage? (b) What is the per cent of ripple voltage? (c) What is the frequency of
the ripple voltage?
13. A three-phase half-wave rectifier circuit is being operated from a GO-cycle
power line and without a filter circuit. The output voltage is 300 volts and the ripple
voltage is 17.7 per cent. (a) What is the nns value of the ripple voltage? (b) \Vhat
i3 the ripple frequency (see Fig. 11-14c)?
14. A three-phase full-wave rectifier circuit is being operated from a 60-cycle power
line and without a filter circuit. The output voltage is 300 volts and the ripple voltage
is 4 per cent. (a) What is therms value of the ripple voltage'? (b) What is the ripple
frequency (see Fig. 11-15c)?
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16. The phte circuit of a ccrtaiu a-f amplifiPr is to be operated at 180 volts and the
per i,ent, of ripple is not to exceed 0.05 pPr <'ent for operation without noticeulile hum.
\\'hat is the highest rms value of ripple voltage pPnnitted?
16. The amplifier of Proh. 15, if opera1,•d from a power supply with a ripple voltage
of 1 per cent, will pr()(luce a Hlight tunount of hum in the output, which may not be
objPctionablc for some applications. What is the highest rms value of ripple voltage
pPrmitt.Nl umler this comlition?
17. A simple power supply unit using a single half-wave rectifier tube is to be
opcrnt.Pd from a (iO-cycle powPr line. \\'hat is the approximate per cent of ripple
voltage at the firnt capacitor of its capa<'itor-input filter circuit if the effective load
resistance is .'iOOO olnnH and the value of capacitance is 20 µf?
18. A simple power supply unit uoing a full-wave rectifier tube iH to be operated
from a f>O-cyclc powPr line. (a) \Yhat is the approximate pPr cent of ripple voltage at
the first capacitor of its capacitor-input filter circuit if the effective load resiRtance is
3000 ohms and the valnc of capacitance is 15 µf?
(b) What is the rnagnitude of the
ripple voltage if the output is 250 volts?
19. 1t is desired to determiue whether it would be prnclical to use a 357,5 rectifier
tube and a single-unit filter, consisting of a single <'apacitor, to provide a GO-mn, load
at 00 volts with a maximum ripple of 0.25 per cent. The peak plate current of the
35Z5 is GOO ma. (a) What is the effective load rPsistanec? (b) What value of capacitance is r<'quirPd '? (c) "'hat is the capacitive reactancc of the required capacitor to
60-cycle currPnt? (d) 1f t.he p<'ak vnlne of the GO-cycle input voltage to the rectifier
is 165 volts, what is the magnitude of the re<'tifi<'r current during the first cycle after
the pow<'r is applied? (e) \\'hat effect will the r.urrent during this first cycle have upon
the tuhc? (f) ls this cirf'uit design practical?
20. A power supply unit hPing operat.Pd from a {l0-cycle power line is supplyin!,!; a
load with 100 ma at 2ii0 volts. A full-wave n·<·tifier is usPd aud the filter circuit is
similar to that of Fi11:. l l-20e. ThP vahtPS of C, and C2 arc 10 µf each and L, is 20
henries. What is t.h(• per cPnl. of ripple voltage at (a) C,? (b) C2?
21. A power supply unit !wing operatPd from a 60-cyelc pow<'r line is supplying a
load with 120 ma at 300 volts. A half-wave rectifier is used and the filter circuit is
similar to that of Fig. 11-20c. The value~ of C, and C, arc l.'i µf each and L, is 20
henries. What is the per emt of ripple voltage at (a) C 1 ? (b) C 2 ?
22. A power supply unit being operatC'd from a GO-cycle power line is supplying a
loa(l with 120 ma at 3(l0 volts. A full-wave rectifier is UHPd and the filter cirrnit is
similar to that of Fig. 11-20/. The values of C,, C,, and Ca arc 10 µf each; L1 is 20
hcnrics and 1, 2 is H, hC'nries. What is the per cent of ripple voltage at (a) C1? (b)

C,?

(c)

C,?

23. A pow<'r supply unit ]wing operated from a GO-cycle power line is supplying a
load with 120 ma at 3(l0 volts. A half-wave rectifiPr is used and the filter circnit is
similar to that of Fig. J 1-20/. The vahtC'S of C,, C,, and Ca arc 10 µf each; L1 is 20
hcnries and L2 is 15 hcnries. What is the per cent of ripple voltage at (a) C1? (b)
C,? (c) C,?
24. A power supply unit heing operated from a 60-cycle power line is supplying a
load with 50 ma at 100 volts. A half-wave rertifi,-.r is used an,l the filter circuit is
similar to that of Fig. 11-20g. The vah1Ps of C 1 an,! C, are 40 µf ca.ch and H1 is 1000
ohms. What is tlw 1wr <'Pnt of ripple volt.aµ;<> al (") (\? (/J) C,?
26. A pmwr supply unit. h<·ing opnatc·cl from a GO-,•.yelP pow,·r line is supplying a
loacl with 50 ma at 80 volts. A half-w:we rPdifi<'r is 11~,,,l and t.he filt<'r C'irl'uit is
sitnilnr to that. of Fig. 1 l-20g. Tl11\ valne of C, is 30 µf, C 2 is /i0 µf, an<l R1 is 800 ohms.
What is the per c<•11t of ripple voltage at (a) C,? (b) C;?
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26. A power supply unit being; operated from a GO-cycle power line is supplying; a
load with 14 ma at 80 voltH. A half-wave rectifier is 1rne<l and the filter circuit is
similar to that of Fiµ;. 11-20g. The current for the power tube is taken ofT at capacitor C 1, and hence this current docs not flow through resistor R1. The value of C, is
,10 µf, C, is 20 µf, and R 1 is 1200 ohms. '\Yhat is the per cent of ripple volta11;e at
(a) C1? (b) C2?
27. What is the per cent of regulation of the power supply unit of Prob. 20 if its
output voltage is 250 volts at full-load and 350 volts at no-load?
28. "'hat is the per cent of regulation of the power supply unit of Prob. 21 if its
output voltage is 300 volts at full-load and 450 volts at no-load'?
29. What is the per cent of regulation of the power supply unit of Prob. 25 if the
output volta.ge is 80 volts at full-load and 150 volts at no-load?
30. If it is desired to limit the rPgulation of the power supply unit of Prob. 25 to
20 per cent by adding a bleeder resistor to the unit, to what value of no-load voltage
must the circuit be limitecl?
31. A power supply unit being operated from a 60-cycle power line is supplying a
load with 125 ma at 300 volts. A full-wave rectifier is used and the filter circuit is
similar to.that of Fig. 11-20b. The value of L1 is 10 henries and C1 is 4 µf. Wbat is
the per cent of ripple voltage at the output?
32. A power supply unit being operated from a 60-cycle power line is supplying a
load with 150 ma at 450 volts. A fnll-wave rectifier is used and the filter circuit is
similar to that of Fig. ll-20b. The value of L, is 10 henries and C1 is 16 µf. \i'hat is
the per cent of ripple voltage at the output?
33. A power supply unit being operated from a 60-cycle power line is supplying a
load with 170 ma at 425 volts. A full-wave rectifier is used and the filter circuit is
similar to that of Fig. 11-20c. The values of L, and L 2 are 20 henries each, and C 1
and C2 are 4 µf each. '\Yhat is the per cent of ripple voltage at (a) C1? (b) C 2?
34. A power supply unit being operated from a 60-cyclc power line is supplying a
load with 200 ma at 450 volts. A full-wave rectifier is used and the filter circuit is
similar to that of Fig. ll-20c. The value of L, is 20 hcnries, l, 2 is l.'i henries, C 1 is 2
µf, and C2 is 4 µf. What is the per cent of ripple voltage at (a) C,? (b) C 2 ?
35. Determine the per cent of ripple Yoltage at the output of the power supply
unit of Prob. 31 if it is to be operated from a 25-cyclc power line.
36. Determine the per cent of ripple voltage at the output of the power supply
unit of Prob. 32 if it is to be operated from a 40-cycle power line.
37. Determine the per cent of ripple voltag;e at the output of the power supply
unit of Prnb. 33 if it is to be operated from a 50-cyclc power line.
38. Determine the optimum value of inductance for the input choke of the power
supply unit in Prob. 31.
39. Determine the optimum value of inductance for the input choke of the power
supply unit in Prob. 32.
40. Determine the resistance values of a voltage divider for a superhcterodyne>
receiver that employs a 6SA7 converter, a 6SG7 i-f amplifier tube, a 6SQ7 detectoramplifier tube, and a 6K6-GT/G power output tube. The operating voltages and
currents arc to be similar to those listed in Appendix XV for plate voltag;es of 250 volts.
(The screen grid of the f>SG7 is to be operated at 150 vo1ts.) The voltage divider
should have taps to supply all plate, screen-grid, and grid-bias voltages. Its power
transformer, rated at 90 ma, is to be operated at 90 per cent of its rated current.
41. Determine the power rating of the voltage divider of Prob. 40 for (a) a single
resistor having five taps, (b) six separate resistors.
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42. DetC'rmine the resistrwce values of a voltage divider for a superheterodyne
rec-f'iver that employs a 7118 <'onvertn, a 7A7 i-f amplifier tnhe, a 7n6 detf'ctornmplifirr tnhP, and a 7B5 powPr ontp11t tuhe. The opPrntiug voltages aud enrrf'nts
arc to be similar to those listed in Appendix XV for plate voltages of 250 volts. All
control-grid bias voltages nre to be obtainer) by Hcpnrnte cathode bias resistors, and
hencP these voltages are not to be provirle<l hy the voltage divider. Its power transformPr, rated at !JO ma, is to be operatcrl at 90 per <'Cut of its rated current.
43. Determine the powC'r rating of the voltage divider of }>rob. ,12 for (a) a singletapped resistor, (/,) two separate resistors.
44. In the modern receiver circuit shown in Fig. 14-13, the voltage divider is
replaced by the voltage dropping resistors R, and R. 9 • (a) '\Yhat purpose does R,
serve? (b) What pmpoHc docs R 9 serve? (c) What is the voltage at the second grid
of l'T 2 if 4 ma flows through R, (a 30,000-ohm, ]-watt resistor) and the voltage of
the B+ line is 300 volts? (d) How much power is dissipatc>d by this resistor, R,?
(e) \\'hat voltage is applied to the screen grids of l'T,, l'T 2 , and VT 3 if 6.5 ma flows
through R. (a 30,000-ohm !-watt n~sistor) and the voltage of the B+ line is 300 volts?
(f) How nrnch power is dissipated by this resistor, R,?
46. Wnat rms value of alternating voltage must be supplied by the power source
to the plate of the rectifier tube of Prob. 21 if the resiHtance of f, 1 is 150 ohms and the
internal tube drop is 25 volts? Assume that the average value of the rectifier output
voltage is equal to therms value of the applied voltage when the tuhe drop is neglected.
46. What rms value ·of alternating voltage must he supplied by the power source
to the plate of the rectifier tuhe of Prob. 22 if the resistance of L 1 is 150 ohms, L 2 is
100 ohms, and the internal drop of the tube is 30 volts? Assume that the average
value of the rectifier output voltage is equal to therms value of the applied voltage
when the tube drop is neglected.
47. \\'hat rms value of alternating voltage must be supplied by the power source
to the plate of the rectifier tube of Prob. 26 if the internal drop of the tube is 20 Yolts?
Assume that the avl·rage value of the rectifier output voltage is equal to therms value
of the applied Yoltage when the tube drop is neglected.

CHAPTER XII

AUDIO UNITS
Radio is a one way form of communication in which no wires are used
to connect the sending and receiving stations. The sound waves produced at a sending station may be reproduced practically instantaneously
at numerous receiving stations situated at either short or great distances
from the transmitter. Sound waves are capable of traveling only comparatively short distances and travel at a speed of approximately 1130
feet per second. The instantaneous reproduction of sound waves over
large distances therefore cannot be accomplished by the direct transmission of the sound waves, but requires the transmission of electrical waves
whose frequencies are a faithful reproduction of the frequencies of the
sound waves to be reproduced. For complete radio communication it is
therefore necessary that some device for changing the sound waves to
electrical waves be situated at the sending station and another device for
changing the electrical waves back to sound waves be situated at the
receiving station. The audio unit used at the sending station for converting sound waves to electrical waves is called a microphone. At the
receiving station, an audio unit called the loudspeaker, commonly referred
to as simply the ~peaker, is used to convert the electrical waves back to
sound ,vaves.
Two other audio units used in radio communication arc (I) a device
called a phonograph pickup, which is used for converting sound on records
to electric waves, (2) a device called a magnetic reproducer, which is used
for converting sound on wire to electric waves.
12-1. Microphones. Air-pressure-type 111icrophones. The most commonly used type of microphone is the one that converts the mechanical
variations in air pressure caused by the human voice or a musical instrument to an equivalent electrical wave of similar frequency. In the early
stages of radio this type of microphone was generally mounted on a floor
stand. ·with the many new fields of application for radio communication,
and also because of the constant incentive for improvement, numerous
types of microphones have been developed. l\Taximum performance
can only be obtained if the correct type of microphone is used for the
specific application.
The general-purpose microphone, shown in Fig. 12-la and 12-lb, can
be mounted on either a floor stand or a desk stand. This type of micro541
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phone is usually arranged so that it may be tilted through an n.ngle of 90
degrees. For hanging-microphone applications, such as are required in
stage work, this type of unit may be obtained with proYisions that permit
it to be suspended from a wire or cable.
Freedom of movement of the operakr is obtained by nse of the lapeltype microphone shown in Fig. 12-lc. This type of microphone has fo1111d
favor in applications such as on-tht'-spot broadcasts, rte. A variation of
the lapel mierophone is one in "·hid1 thl' mierophone is mounted 011 a
rigid support shaped in the form of a gooscn<"ek. The microphone is
kept in its c01-rPct position at all timt'S by mmmting the support 011 the
speaker's shoulder. This type of microphone is wry usl'fnl for applica-

(a)
(b)
FIG. 12-1.-Sound-waYe-type microphones.

lapel type.

(c)

(a) floor model, (b) desk-stand type, (c)
(('011rtrsy of Sh1,re Brothers, Inc.)

tions where, in addition to freedom of movement, both hands must be
kept free.
Contact-type ,lficrophoncs. An instrument ns('d to con\'rrt the
mechanical vibrations of a medium other than air into electrical ,nwes is
called a contact microphone. This type of microphone is fastened in
direct contact ,.-ith that part of an object or person's body "·hose vibration
it is designed to pick up. Contact microphones havP a number of fields
of application and hence are made in a variety of forms, each to suit a
particular n(•ed (see Fig. 12-2).
Contact-type microphones can be used to pick up the mechanical
,·ibmtions of ,Yincl, string, or 1)('rcussion-type musical instrnmcnts.
Such a unit is small and compact and is provi(lcd with a spring mounting
clamp that permits it to be fn::-trned with comparative ('asc to ,·arious
types of mnsical instnnnents.
The contact microphone is also u:.-;ed for industrial purposf's. An
analysis of the vibration of a machine or any of its parts mu easil~· be
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obtained by mounting a ccrntact micrnphone directly to that part of the
machine to be studied.
Contact microphones are very useful for applications where the surrounding noise level is very high. Two types of units used in this field of
application are the throat microphone and the lip microphone. These
microphones arc strapped to the throat or lip and react directly to the
vibration of these organs rather than to the sonnd waves they produce.
The extraneous noises in the vicinity of the microphone produce only
variations in air pressure and thus are not picked np.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Frn. 12-2.-Contact-iype microphones. (a) For musical instruments, (b) throat microphone, (c) lip microphone.

12-2. Requirements of the Microphone. Frequency Response. The
sounds produced by the loudspeaker of a radio receiver should be essentially the same as those prodnced by the artists in the studio of the
transmitting station. The frequency elimination and intensity characteristics of audible sounds as presented in Art. 8-1 for the audio amplifier
will therefore also apply to the microphone. Since the fidelity of reception can only approach but never equal the fidelity of transmission, the
microphone should have a more uniform response over a wider range than
the audio-frequency components in the radio receivers. The frequency
range of microphones used at a transmitter usually is from :-30 to 10,000
cycles as compared to a range of 50 to 5000 cycles for the average home
receiver.
Sensitivity. Sound waves are the mechanical vibration of air in space
at audio-frequency rates. These vibrations cause the air pressure to
vary above and below its normal pressure. The variations in air prPflsure on the eardrum produce the sensation of sound in the brain. A
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sound that is just barely audible increases the normal air pressure by
only about one-millionth of I per cent. A sound that .is so loud that it
causes pain increases the normal air prcssnre by only about one-tenth of 1
per cent. For perfect fidelity, a microphone should he sensitive to these
small variations in air pressure for the entire range of hearing.
Since the intensity of a sound wave decreases as the distance from its
source increases, so, too, the sensitivity of a microphone ,vill decrease as
130°
230°
250°
l 10°
260"
100°
210' L--_,____.__

qo•

100°
260°

qo•

"-~---+-----, 270°

280'

80°

zqo•

280°
10·
290°

ao·

70•

300°
60°

40•
320°

330°
30°

30°
330°

Frn. 12-3.-Range of pickup for cardioid- and supercanlioid-typc microphones.
of Shure Brothers, Inc.)

(Courtesy

the distance between the microphone and the source of the sound wave is
increased. ::.\1aximum response is thus obtained when the distance
between the microphone and the sonrce of the sound is at a minimum.
Range of Pickup. The maximum response from any type of microphone will be obtained from those sound waves which are produced
directly in front of the microphone. The response will decrease as the
angle between the front of the microphone and the direction of the sound
waves is increased. The sound waves entering the back of a microphone
are usually produced hy an audience or by background reflections. The
sound waves from the loudspeakers of public-address systems may also
enter the back of a microphone either directly or by reflection from walls,
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ceiling, or the floor and thus produce feedback. lt can therefore be seen
that for most applications it is desirable to reduce to a minimum the
response of those sound waves entering the back of a microphone.
For most applications, it is desirable that the response characteristics
of the microphone be unidirectional and that its range of pickup he
approximately 180 degrees. The response characteristics of two types
of unidirectional microphones, the cardioid and the supercardioid, are
shown in Fig. 12-3. The ratio of front to rear pickup of random sound
energy is 7 to 1 for the cardioid and 14 to I for the supercardioid.
In many microphone applications the sound waves do not always
originate directly in the front or rear of a microphone. Because of this,
it is desirable for a unidirectional microphone to reproduce with as nearly
equal response as is practicable all sound waves produced in au imaginary
hemisphere in front of the microphone. By the same reasoning, the
response• for all sound waves produced in an imaginary hemisphere in
back of a microphone should be reduced to a minimum. From Fig. 12-3
it can be seen that the cardioid type of microphone has a wide range of
pickup. At a 60-degree angle, the response for the cardioid and supercardioid microphones is respectively 75 and (39 per cent of their maximum
response.
12-3. Microphone Ratings. Pressure Rating. As the output of a
microphone varies with the pressure of the sound waves, it is necessary
to rate the output of a microphone for some definite unit of pressure.
The unit of pressure most generally used is the bar. The term bar
actually means a unit of atmospheric pressure, which is equal to a pressure of approximately one million dynes per square centimeter. However, in the rating of microphones many manufacturers consider the bar
as the cgs (centimeter-gram-second) absolute unit of pressure which is
equal to a pressure of one dyne per square centimeter. The ASA (American Standards Association) recommends the use of the phrase dynes per
square centimeter as the unit of sound pressure.
Impedance Classification. Microphones may be classified according
to their impedance as being either low-imp~dance or high-impedance
microphones. The low-impedance group includes the carbon, velocity,
and dynamic types of microphones. The high-impedance group includes
the crystal and capacitor types. The velocity and dynamic microphones
can be obtained with a self-contained high-impedance transformer that
enables these two types of microphones to be used as high-impedance
instruments.
Low-impedance 1llicrophone Ratings. One of the important factors in
the choice of low-impedance microphones is their power output. Lowimpedance microphones arc therefore rated on the basis of the decibels
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below a zero power level for a zero rPforcncc pressure level. These
microphones arc mmally rated ,rith a zero pow<'r reference level of six
milliwatts, although n, one-milliwatt zero ref Prence levPl is also used.
The zero refercmcP prcsc:urP level is generally one bnr, although a ten-bar
zero reference levPI is also used. Because of the lack of consistent use of
a single reference level, it is very important to express and interpret
carefully the manner in which n, microphone is mt.Pd.
The ])O\YCr iu a microphone circuit can readily be determined from its
decibel rating by the methods presented i1t Art. 8-3. 1lowever, before
determining the power outpnt of a microphone from its decibel rating, it
is necessary that the decibel be expressed in terms of its reference pressure
level. The effect of variation:; m pressure npon the decibel rating is
expressed hy the equation
F
db= 20 log - (12-1)
Fil

where db = output rating at thP higher pressure
F = higher prcssmc, bars
Fn = reference pressure level, bars
The foll<ming example illustratPs the interpretation of low-impedance
microphone ratings.
Example 12-1. A certain low-imperlanr<' mic-rophon<' is rated at 62.8 db below
6 milliwatts per 10-har signal. \\liat is the powl'r output for (a) a 10-bar signal?
(b) A 300-har signal"?

Find:

GivPn:
l'R = G mw
db = -fi2.8
FR = lO bars

(a) I'. @ 10 bars
(b) l'. (r!;. 300 bars

Solut.ion:
(a)

/'
db ~ 10 lo« ...!!.
n

l'o

=

0.006
.
clh = - .
62.8
anti 1og Th
anti 1og

= 0.0031
(b)

I>o

J' R

O.OOG
1.90() X 106

10

X 10- 5 watt, or 0.0031
F

Output rating = 20 log Jr~

µw

= 20 log

300

lO

= 20 X 1A771

= 2\J.54 db

+

-62.8
W.5·1 = -33.26 db
Pu ____ o.oor,
_ 0.006 . = 2.83 X 10-• watts, or 2.83 µw
fl db
fl 33.2fi
2.12 X HP
au I og
au .J og

Output
_
Po -

=

10

----ro~

Tliuh-impf'danrr M icmphonr Ratinus. Onn of tlw import.ant far,tors
in the clioicc of high-impe<ln,nl'e mirrnphorn·s is t.hC'ir volt.ago output.
High-impedance microphones arc therefore mt<'<l in decihols below 011e
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volt per bar. This means that an alternating sound pressure of one dyne
per square centimeter rms will produce an output voltage, across an open
circuit grid, of the rated decibels below one volt.
Example 12-2. A certain high-impedance microphone is rated at 55 db below one
volt per bar. '\\'bat is the voltage output for (a) a signal of one bar? (b) A 300-bar
signal?
Find:
Given:
(a) e @ one har
dh = -55
FR = onu bar
(b) e. @ 300 bars
Solution:
0

(a)

db = 20 log eR
e.
Co

(b)

=

eu

'I
db
anti og
20

•.
0 utputratmg =
Output

e.

=

-55

20

= 4\J.54 <lb

+

= _ _e_R__ ib- =

an t1•1 og .(

1
1
·1
55 = 562.3 = 0.00177 volt
anti og
20
F
300
20log- ,- = 20 X 1og- - = 20 X 2.·1771
1
1'u
4\J.M = -5.46 db

1
G = 1.817"- = 0.533 volt
5.4)an t'l
1 og
V

20

Impedance Jfatching. In order to obtain maximum power transfer
it is necessary to match the microphone impedance 1vith its load. Thus,
a low-impedance microphone should feed into a low load impedance, and
a high-impedance microphone should feed into a high load impedance.
Transformers are generally used to couple low-impedance microphones
to their amplifier circuits. The turns ratio of the microphone transformer
should be of such a value that the load reflected to the primary circuit by
the loaded secondary will be equal to the impedance of the microphone.
From Eq. (2-73), the turns ratio may be expressed as
N =

fZo
'\jz;;

(12-2)

where N = turns ratio (secondary to primary)
Zo = output impedance, ohms
Z.M = microphone impedance, ohms
Example 12-3. A certain low-impedance microphone has a resistance of 50 ohms.
The secondary of the microphone transformer feeds into a 450-ohm line. Determine
the transformer turns ratio.

Given:
Z.1r = 50 ohms
= 450 ohms

z.

Solution:

Find:
N =?
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Resist:mcc-capacitancc coupling is generally use<l to couple highimpedance microphones to their amplifier circuits. .l\'laximum power
transfer is obtained by using the prnper value of plate resistor.
Effect of the JI icrophone Connecting Line. The distributed capacitance
of the line connecting the microphoue to its amplifier may be considered
as n, capacitor of equivalent value connected across the load. The
impedance of this capacitor is dependent upon the frequency of the a-f
signal and the length of the connecting line. In a low-impedance microphone circuit the lowest impedn,nce of this capacitor, which occurs at the
highest audio frequency, will be many times greater than the microphone
impedance. The shunting effect of this capacitance is thus very small
and can usually be ignored. Increasing the length of the connecting line
increases its disti-ibuted capacitance, which decreases its impedance and
thereby increases the shunting effect of the line. However, the shunting
effect of even long lines may still be ignored when used with low-impedance microphones.
If the connecting line used with a high-impedance microphone is too
long, the microphone. impedance may be many times greater than the
highest value of shunting impedance owing to the distributed capacitance
of the line. Under this condition, the distributed capacitance of the line
,vill have considerable effect on hoth the frequency response and the
energy output of a high-impedance microphone circuit and therefore the
length of the connecting line is an important factor. The ratings of highimpedance microphones are usually listed
by the manufacturers for definite
lengths of connecting lines.
12-4. Carbon Microphones. Oper__ .Bu ffon- .•.
ation of Carbon Microphones. The op~ eration of the carbon microphone is
····ccrrbon granules'·
ba::-cd upon the principle that the resistimce of a pile of carbon granules will vary
as the pressure exerted upon it is varied .
.... ••··Oicrphragm-... __
The basic construction of a carbon
microphone is illustrated in Fig. 12-4.
(a)
The carbon granules are loosely piled
(bJ
Fw. 12-4.-Basic construction of
in an insulated cup called the button.
a carbon microphone. (a) SingleThis button is mounted so that it is
button type, (b) double-button type.
always in direct contact with the diaphragm. Any movement of the diaphrngm will vary the amount of pre;;surc exerted on the carbon granules and will vary the resistance of the
carbon pile.
The manner in which the variations in the resistance of the pile of

:~r.,,
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carbon granules is utilized to convert sound waves to electrical waves can
be seen by studying the operation of the single-button carbon microphone
circuit shown in Fig. 12-5a. The microphone button is connected in
series with a battery awl the primary winding of the microphone transformer. \Vith no movement of the cliaphragm the resistance of the
carbon pile remains constant and a steady amount of direct current will
flow through the circuit. When sound waves strike the diaphragm they
cause it to vibrate. Vibrations of the diaphragm will cause variations in
the amount of pressure being exerted on the pile of carbon granules.

inpuf
fspeech
mpl!fier

- 111111

fl?~;,

M/crophone
frcmsrormer

Microphone
fmnsformer

r--~!'.Ar--,

+
(aJ

Frn. 12-5.-Carbon microphone circ1rits.

(bl
(a) Single-button type, (b) douhle-button type.

Increasing the pressure packs the carbon granules more closely, thus
decreasing the amount of contact resistance between granules and thereby
decreasing the resistance of the entire carbon pile. .Just as the variations
in pressnre on the diaphragm are controlled by the intensity and frequency of the sound waves that strike it, so, too, the variations in resistance of the carbon pile will also be dependent on the intensity and
frequency of the sound waves. The variations in resistance of the carbon
pile will cause the current flowing in this circuit to vary with the intensity
and frequency of the sound waves. The output at the secondary of the
microphone transformer ·will therefore be an alternating voltage of magnitude and frequency corresponding to the sound waves.
Any distortion that may be caused by th~ nonlinear response of the
carbon microphone can be reduced by use of the double-button microphone circuit shown in Fig. 12-5b. The two buttons in conjunction with
the center-tapped primary form a push-pull arrangement that tends to
cancel out all the even-order harmonics. Otherwise, the operation of the
double-button microphone circuit is similar to the single-button microphone circuit.
Characteristics of Carbon Microphones. One of the disadvantages of
the carbon microphone is that the random changes in contact resistance
between the carbon granules produces a steady hiss in the output circuit.
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The push-pull arrangement of the do11hlc-button microphone circllit helps
to balance out this hiss t.o some extent. However, the hiss cannot be
entirely eliminated and the amplit1Hle o(tho weakest note that can ho
applied to tho microphone and be faithfully reproduced is limited by the
magnitude of the hiss.
Another disaclvantag;e of the carbon microphone is that an excessive
amount of pressure or current may cause the carbon granules to stick to
each other and become packed. In order to prevent t.he packing of the
carbon granules by the flow of too m11ch current, the potentiometer R
(Fig. 12-5) should be adjusted so that the current flow in the microphone
, Crystal slab ____ ,-----<> 7}

,/

.-7,0fo,'l-..

,--------,,,,'--.,

(a)

Fm. 12-6.-Dasic construction of a crystal sound cell.

\'·,

(b)
((1) Ringle crystal, (b) bimorph cell.

circuit does not exceed its rat.eel valne. The rated buttou current varies
with the type of microphone and the man11facturcr and may range from
5 to 100 milliamperes.
The respom,e of the carbon mierophonc is practically independent of
frequency 11p to the mechanical resonant frequency of the diaphragm.
The response decreases rapidly for those sound waves having; a frequency
above this value. In order to ohtain a uniform response over the entire
audio-frequeucy range it becomes necessary to i1icrcasc the mechanical
resonant frcqnency of the diaphragm. This is accomplished by stretching the diaphragm close to its elastic limit. Since stretching the diaphragm also decreases the sensitivity of the miernphone, a compromise
is usually made as to which is the more important factor, the sensitivity
or the frequency response.
Despite these disadvantages, the carbon microphone has ccrt::iin
advanfages that make it important in its field. It is the only microphone
that is also an amplifier in th::it its electrical energy 011tp11t is greater than
the energy required to produce the vibrations of the diaphragm. Other
advantages are its light weight, low initial cost, rugged construction, and
the fact that it is portable. It is therefore used where high sensitivity is
an important factor or where voice reproduction rather than musical
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entertainment is the primary object. Carbon microphones are used for
amateur, police, and military work and also in some contact microphones.
12-5. Crystal Microphones. Operation of Crystal Microphones. The
crystal microphone makes use of the piezoelectric characteristics of certain
crystalline materials (see Art. 10-10). Because the voltage output of a
Rochelle-salt crystal is much greater than for other crystalline materials
it is the one most generally used for microphone applications. The basic
crystal sound cell, sometimes called a bimorph cell, is made by clamping
two thin crystal slabs together, as is shown in Fig. 12-G. Electrical contact is made with each crystal by cementing a sheet of tin foil on both of
its faces. The microphone can be constructed so that the movement of
the crystal is actuated directly by the sound waves. However, this
method is not very effective and in the more sensitive types of microphones
the crystal is fastened directly to the diaphragm. \'ibration of the diaphragm ~oy sound waves will cause the crystal to vibrate and because of its
piezoelectric action an alternating voltage having a frequency and intensity corresponding to the sound ,rnves will be produced at the terminals
of the crystal. Becanse the output
voltage of a single cell is very small,
several cells are usually connected in
series in order to obtain a higher
To/npufof'
voltage. The crystal microphone
.speech amplifier
requires no separate source of current or voltage and hence its output
is applied directly to the input cir- FrG. 12-7.-A crystal microphone circuit.
cuit of a speech amplifier.
Because of the comparatively lo"· voltage output of the crystal microphone several stages of high-gain speech amplification arc required.
Since transformer coupling may pick up an excessive amount of hum, the
coupling between stages should be of the resistance-capacitance type.
For the same reasons as given for the carbon microphones, the diaphragm
of a crystal microphone must be stretched in order to increase the mechanical resonant frequency.
Characteristics of Crystal lliicrophones. Crystal microphones are
purely pressure operated and do not possess any cutoff effect at the low
audio frequencies. Its frequency response is comparatively flat over the
entire a-f range. It is also entirely nondirectional and therefore may be
used at any angle. Other advantages of the crystal microphone are its
light weight, comparati,·e ruggedness, case of maintenance, and the fact
that no ~xternal pm,·er source is required.
Crystal microphones are used in high-quality public-address systems,
broadcasting stations, and recording equipment. Because exposure to
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high temperatnres (above 125° Fahrenheit) may permanently damage a
crystal, precautions should be taken when using crystal microphones to
keep the crystal from being exposed to high ternperatmes such as rays
from the sun, radiators, etc. If the seal on a crystal microphone is
broken the crystal will absorb moisture from the air and become nseless.
Another precaution that should be taken when using crystal microphones
is to make sure that no voltage is applied to it. The battery voltage of an
ohmmeter can destroy a crystal microphone.
12-6. Capacitor Microphones. Operation of Capacitor Micropho11es.
The capacitor type of microphone is essentially a two-plate n.riable
capacitor. The flexible metal diaphragm forms the movable plate and i::;
I

.-1ns11/afinq
spacer

C
r----<>----l{:---

0/uphr.rgm
To t"npuf of

R

011tpuf
(a)-Bcisic

construction

F1G.

B-

speech ampl,ft'er

B+

( bl-Microphone Gircuit

12-8.-A capacitor micrnphone and its circuit.

separated from the hack plate, which is fixed in position, by an insulating
ring, as is shown in Fig. 12-Sa. Sound waves ,viii cause the diaphragm to
vibrate, thus also causing the capacitance of this capacitor to change
owing to the variations in the air gap, which is equivalent to varying the
thickness of the dielectric. A potential of se,·cral hundred ·volts is applied
between the capacitor plates. The changes in capacitance cause a small
charging current to flow through the high resistance R that is connected
in parallel with the capacitor (sec Fig. I 2-Sb ). A corresponding ,·oltage
drop is produced across this resistor and this voltage is fed to the input of
the speech amplifier through the coupling capacitor C. An electrical
equivalent of the sound waves is thus obtained, since these voltage drops
will vary in accordance with the sound wa,·es. The diaphragm of this
type of microphone is usually stretched to the elastic limit in order to
obtain fl. resonant mechanical frequency that is higher than the highest
audio frequency to he reproduced.
Characteristics of Capacitor Microphones. The capacitor-type microphone has a high impedance an<l thns its output and frequency
response is i,;eriously affected by the capacitance of the cable connecting
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the microphone to the first stage of amplification. Because of the losses
in the connecting cable the capacitor microphone usually has at least one
stage of preamplification built into the microphone head or physically
close to it; this is one of its disadvantages. Another disadvantage is that
its sensitivity is very low; it is only a small fraction as sensitive as the
carbon microphone. The response of a capacitor microphone is reasonably uniform over a wide range of frequencies. It is used principally
for making sound measurements and is seldom used for radio or publicaddress applications.
12-7. Dynamic Microphones. Operation of Dynamic Microphones.
The dynamic microphone makes use of a nonrigid unstretched diaphragm.
Dii::rphrcrgm;.;-~c:::::-=:::~
Rex1'f;!e-·--

r«steninq

-----<

---....i....:.-

Microphone
fransrormer

•~uf
Ll',,;,;.L,..',1---4,<H,+---c-=->

~
~;~~:h
~
11

~phner

Permanenf
magnet
(a)-

Basic construction

( bJ-Microphone circuit

Fm. 12-9.-A dynamic microphone au<l its circuit.

A coil of wire that is rigidly attached to the back of the diaphragm is so
arranged that it is free to move back and forth in the strong magnetic
field produced by a permanent magnet (see Fig. 12-9). When sound
waves strike the diaphragm the coil will move back and forth in a radial
magnetic field, thus inducing in the coil a voltage that is a faithful electrical reproduction of the sound waves. A number of flexible circular
corrugations on the diaphragm permit it to have a large amount of displacement. The response of a dynamic microphone at the very ]my audio
frequencies is therefore very good. If the microphone is designed so that
the voltage induced in the moving coil is exactly proportional to the pres~
sure of the sound waves striking the diaphragm, the response of the
dynamic microphone can be made practically independent of the frequency over a range of 40 to 10,000 cycles. Because the coil of a dynamic
microphone moves with the diaphragm it is also called a moving-coil
rnicrophone.
Characteristics of Dynamic Microphones. The sensitivity of the moving-coil microphone is higher than other types of nonamplifying microphones. It is light in weight, small in size, and requires no external source
of power. It is unusually rugged as it is practically immune to the effects
of moisture, temperature, and mechanical vibration. It can therefore be
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used out<loors e-ven in a strong "·incl. The impedance of the dynamic
microphone is normally very IO\\·, tlrn:; making it po,;:sihle to 11:;c long
connecting line:; lJctwepn the microphone and the fir:,;t :,;tage of amplification. Howen~r, it i:, abo possible to obtain a dynamic micropho1ie hadng
a high impedance. Thi8 high-impedance microphone may be used in
conjunction \Yith a crystal microphone amplifier circuit or any other
amplifier h:wing an input impedance of 100,000 ohms or more. The
dynamic-type microphone is used \Yidely where high-quality reproduction
is required, such as public-address systern::o, broadcasting studios, and
recording equipment.

Permanent
magnets\ "'hJA,p.:,Jfl:
'·

Microphone
lransformer

ll~

oinpuf

ofspeech
amplifier

(b)-Microphone circuit

(aJ-Bosic construction
Frn. 12-10.-A yeJocity mirrophone and its circuit.

12~8. Velocity Microphones. Operatfon of l' clocity Microphones.
The velocity microphone is a Yariation of the rnoYing-coil microphone.
In place of the moving coil, a strip of metal is caused to ,·ibrate in a
magnetic field. As only a single conductor cuts the magnetic lines of
force, the Yclocity microphone is not so sen:,itiYe as the dynamic microphone. The bai:iic constrnctiou of thi:- type of micl'Ophonc is shown in
Fig. 12-10. A thin, lightweight, flexible corrugated metal strip (usually
aluminum or duralumin) is suspended between the poles of a permanent
magnet. Became this metal strip resembles a ribbon this type of microphone is called a ribbon microphone. The riblJon will vibrate in accordance with the sound waYes that strike it. As the conductor cuts the
magnetic lines of force a voltage proportional to the frequency and
pressme of the sound \\'aYes will he induced in the ribbon. The force
exeri.cd on the ribhon by a sound \\"/1Ve is cqna.l to the difference het ,\"een
the pressures on the front and back of the ribbon. The resulting force
is proportional to the yeJocity of the particles of air set in motion by the
sound wave and hence the name velocity microphone.
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Characteristics of Velocity Microphones. The velocity microphone
has an extremely good frequency response. It is comparatively rugged
and requires no external source of power. Its response is very directional
and thus it will only reproduce those sound waves made directly in front
of the microphone. However, the ribbon is very delicate an<l must be
protected from strong drafts or winds.
12-9. Magnetic Loudspeakers. Horn-type Loudspeakers. In the
simple radio receiver presented in Chap. III, a set of earphones is used to
convert the variations in electrical energy to sound waves. In order that

Morn,.,

-FJexlble
fasfenln9

. -Lc,rqe
paper con(

( a)-

Horn type

( b)-Cone

type

Frn. 12-11.-:\Iagnetic loudspeakers.

more than one person may listen to the radio and at the same time enjoy
the comforts of the home, it is necessary to use a loudspeaker.
The principle of operation of the early type of loudspeaker is the same
as that of the earphone (sec Art. 3-9). A strong magnet "·as used and
the coil was wound with a large number of turns. In order to obtain
increased volume, a horn was mechanically coupled to the audio unit to
concentrate and direct the sound waves (see Fig. 12-1 la). For practical
reasons, the diaphragm of this type of loudspeaker cannot be very large
and the amount of air that it can displace is comparatively small. The
loudness of the sound that the horn-type magnetic loudspeaker can produce is therefore limited.
Cone-type Loudspeakers. A more practical form of the magnetic type
of loudspeaker is one using a paper cone in place of the horn (see Fig.
12-llb). One end of a rigid wire is mechanically fastened to the center of
the vertical diaphragm and the other end is fastened to the apex of a
paper cone. The vibrating diaphragm moves the wire, "·hich in turn
moves the cone. Because of the large surface area of the paper cone, a
large quantity of air is set into motion, thus c1·cating a loud sound.
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Freedom of movement of the paper cone is obtained by the use of a
flexible fastening between the large end of the cone and the surface to
which it is attached.
Characteristics of Magnetic Loudspeakers. One of the faults of the
magnetic londspeaker is that it cannot be used to reproduce high values
of audio-freqnency currents. If the current flcrn-ing through the coil on
the permanent magnet is too high, the diaphragm will sti;ke the iron core
and thus produce a rattle in the loudspeaker. The distance between the

Path OT mcrgneflc
1/nes of Force,

'..·---•------;;,-1
'

,,---•------~

i'

.

_.. I
-

Voice coil'~

:.

'

.

---.---------< __ ,,

'--Permomenf
mo,gnet
cr-f

input

(a)

(b)

12-1'.,t-A permanent-magnet dynamic loudspeaker_ (a) Basic construction, (b) a
commercial loudspeaker. (Photoyraph courtesy of Jensen Radio ilfanufacturing Com.pan.y.)

FIG-

core and the diaphragm is determined by the lowest value of the a-f
current to be reproduced. For practical reasons, this distance cannot
he made too large. ::.\1agnetic lowlspeakcrs arc not generally used with
modern radio receivers because these receivers usually have a high current
output.
12-10. Dynamic Loudspeakers. Principle of the Dynamic Loudspeaker. The ability to reproduce signals having high values of a-f
current was made possible by the development of the dynamic loudspeaker (see Figs. 12-12 and 12-13). In this type of loudspeaker the a-f
current flows through a coil that is mechanically coupled to a paper cone_
Since only a-f currents flow through this coil it is g;encrnlly referred to as
the voice coil. The interaction between the varying; magnetic field set up
about the ,·oice coil by the varying a-f rurrcnt and the constant magnrt.ic
field of the stationary magnrt causes the voice coil to rnoYc back and
forth in the constant magnetic field. The paper cone being mechanically
coupled to the voice coil will move hack and forth at a frequency and
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intensity that are determined by the frequency and intensity of the a-f
current. The motion of the paper cone will thus set up sound waves
corresponding to the a-f currents in the voice coil. Freedom of movement of the paper coue is obtaiue<l in the same manner as in the cone-type
magnetic loudspeaker. Because of the movement of the voice coil this
type of loudspeaker is also called a moving-coil loudspeaker. The constant
stationary magnetic field m ay be produced either by a permanent magnet,
as in the case of the permanent-magnet dynamic loudspeaker, or by an
electromagnet, as in the case of the ele-ctrodynamic loudspeaker. The
dynamic loudspeaker is the type of loudspeaker most commonly used in
modern receivers. The response of the dynamic loudspeaker is fairly
uniform over a frequency range that is adequate for the ordinary radio
receiver, namely, up to 5000 cycles. For high-fidelity reproduction, a
high-quality dynamic loudspeaker can be obtained with fairly uniform
response up to 10,000 cycles.
Permanent-magnet Dynamic Loudspeaker. The basic construction of
a permanent-magnet dynamic loudspeaker, commonly referred to as a
pm dynamic loudspeaker, is shown in Fig. 12-12. The fixed magnetic
field is produced by a permanent magnet. The voice coil is wound on a
thin bakdite tube that is mounted in a manner which permits it to move
back and forth along the core of the permanent magnet. The voice coil
is centered between the p oles of the permanent magnet by means of a thin
springy sheet of bakelit.e or metal called a spider. The spider permits the
coil to move down along the core, and because of its spring action it
also forces the coil to move back when the pull on the coil is reduced or
eiiminatcd.
The movement of the coil and the cone to which it is attached is
directly dependent upon the strength of both the fixed and the varying
magnetic fields. Thus the greater the strength of the fixed magnetic
field, the greater will be the movement of the paper cone. Also, the
greater the current flowing through the voice coil, the greater will be the
movement of the cone. The strength of the fixed magnetic field is limited
by the size and the material of which the permanent magnet is made and
it is therefore not practical to use this type of loudspeaker for publicaddress systems or other applications that require very loud sounds.
Because the strength of a permanent magnet becomes weaker in time, the
volume output of the loudspeaker ,viii also become weaker in time.
Advantages of the pm dynamic loudspeaker are its light weight, compactness, low cost, and the fact that it requires no external source of po,rnr.
Because of these advantages this type of loudspeaker is used extensively
in portable, small-size, and low-price radio receivers.
Permanent-magnet dynamic loudspeakers are usually rated as to
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their po"·er output, impcdam-e of the voice coil, and the outside diameter
of the cone. The power outpat of this type of lombpcaker ranges from
one to ten watts. The impedance of its voice coil has a range of approximately three to eight ohms. The outside diameter of the cone may be as
small as bYo inches or as large as t"·elve inches.
In order to obtain the maximum transfer of energy from the a-f signal
in a high-impedance plate circuit of an output stage to the low-impedance
,·oice coil, it is necessary to use an output transformer, as described in Art.
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FIG. 12-13. -,\u electrodynamic loudpseakcr. (u) Basic eonstru1:tio11, (l,) commercial
loudspeaker. (l'hotovruph courtesy of Jensen Rudio ,lfun11fuclurin11 Compan11.)

9-19. It is not at all uncommon to find the output transformer mounted
on the framework of the loudspeaker.
1'.'lectrodynamic Loudsvea/..:er. In order to obtain a stronger magnetic
field and one whose st rcngth does uot decrease in time~ an electromagnet
may be substituted for the permanent magnet. A loudspeaker that
employs an electromagnet for its fixed magnetic field is called an electrodynamic loudspeaker. The basic construction of such a loudspeaker is
shown in Fig. 12-13. The coil of the electromagnet is wound with a
large number of turns and is usually called the field coil. Because of the
large number of turns on the field coil a strong magnetic field is set up
about this coil when a steady direct current is flowing t.hrough it. In all
other respects the construction and the opcrntion of the electrodynamic
loudspeaker is similar to the pm dynamic loudspeaker.
There arc several methods of obtaining the direct current required for
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the field winding. One method commonly used in the average radio
receiver is to use the loudspeaker field winding (and its core) as a filter
choke in the power supply unit. In addition to supplying current for
the loudspeaker field, this method also provides additional filtering of the
rectifier output without the use of an extra filter choke. In automobile
radio receivers, the storage battery may be used to supply the direct
current for the field winding of the electrodynamic loudspeaker. Loudspeakers designed for use in public-address systems require a larger
amount of power to operate the field winding, and hence a separate power
supply (rectifier and filter) is generally used for this purpose.
Electrodynamic loudspeakers are rated in the same manner as pm
dynamic loudspeakers, except for the additional rating of the resistance
and power consumption of the field coil. The outside diameter of the
paper cone ranges from 3 to 18 inches, and the pmYer output ranges from
2 to 50 ,~,atts. As with the pm dynamic loudspeaker, the impedance of
the voice coil is very low and is generally less than 10 ohms. Because the
fixed magnetic field "ill always remain constant in strength, and also
because of its wide rarige of pmrnr output the electrodynamic loudspeaker
is the most practical form of loudspeaker and hence is used extensively.
12-11. Homs. Because of the poor coupling between the air and the
vibrating cone (also called a direct radiator), the efficiency of cone-type
loudspeakers in transforming electrical energy to sound energy is very
low. The efficiency of the average loudspeaker is less than 5 per cent.
Because the average radio receiver has a much greater power output than
the relatively small amount required by the loudspeaker, the poor efficiency of transformation is of little consequence and is usually ignored.
·where a large amount of power output js required, such as in publicaddress systems, the efficiency of transformation becomes an important
factor.
A higher efficiency of transformation can be obtained by mechanically
coupling a dynamic loudspeaker, called the driver u_nit, to a horn, as shown
in Fig. 12-14. The small end of the horn is called the throat, and the
large end is called the mouth. The purpose of the horn is to transform
sound energy having a high pressure and low Yelocity to sound energy
having a low pressure and high velocity. A horn may be considered as a
matching device for coupling the heavy vibrating surface at the throat
of the horn to a relatively light medium, which is the air, at the mouth
of the horn. The shape of the horn "ill depend upon the rate of increase
of the cross-sectional area as shown in Fig. 12-15. The function of the
horn contour is to produce a smooth and continuous increase in the crosssectional area. The efficiency of transmission along the length of the
horn is controlled by the rate of increase in cross-sectional area, also
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called the taper. High audio frequencies arc transmitted quite well by
all horns. At the low andio frcq11cncics, the efficiency decreases for both
the conical and the parabolic tapers, is fairly uniform for the exponential
taper, and is comparatively uniform for the hypex. In order to make the
horn more compact it is generally folded upon itself one or more times,
as shown in Fig. 12-lG.

Fw. 12-14.-llasic structure of horn and driver uniL (Courtesy of Jensen Radio Mauufact-urina Company.)

Fw. 12-15.-Comparative shapes of different types of horns with the same throat and
mouth diamctcrn.

(r:ourtesy of Jen.sen Radio Jlanufacturina Company.)

12-12. Recording and Reproduction of Sound Records. Recorders
and Reproducers of Sound Records. A permanent record of any audible
program or event can be made with the aid of modern recording apparatus. It is also possible to reproclnce readily and faithfully the audible
sounds from this record with the aid of modern reproducing apparatus.
It thus becomes possible for a broadcasting station to record a program at
any convenient time and to broadcast this program at the most advantageous time for that station. If proper equipment is cmployerl, it is
almost impossible for the average listener to detect whether a program is
originating directly from the studio or from a recording. Because of
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this flexibility in broadcasting, practically all broadcasting stations have
apparatus capable of accurately recording and reproducing such program
transcriptions.

(6)

FlG. 12-16.-Horn-type reproducers. (a) Single-fold horn reproducer for speech
reproduction, (b) two-fold horn reproducer for general reproduction of speech and music.
(Courtesy of Jensen Rudio Jfanufacturino Company.)

Entertainment to suit the mood or occasion can be obtained by the
average person with the aid of a record player. This unit may be
obtained separately or in combination -with a radio receiver. The
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intrnduction of low-cost home l'C'cording equipment has made it poHsiblc
to obtain a permmwnt record of important or festiYc occasions within
the home. ::\lany radio manufactnrcrs haYe intruducPcl combination
unit,; that in addition to the normal radio rcceiYer proYide one or more of
the follo,,·ing fcattu·ps: (1) record player, (2) automatic record changing
nwchanism, (3) recording apparatus.
The \"arious methods of making a record of sound are (1) me!'hanical,
(2) magnetic, (3) tape, (•I) light. In the mcclrnniea.1 method a thin disk
made of \\·ax; aluminum, or acetate-coated cardboard, glas:'', or metal
may be used. A continuous grooYe is cut in the disk, starting near the
outside and ending near the center. Two methods of cutting the groo,·e,
the lateral cut and the Ycrtical cut, arc employed. In the lateral-cut
method, the depth of the groO\·e is kept constant and the sides are
undulated according to the Yariations in frequency and amplitude of the
program being rceordcd. ln the vertical-cut mC'lhod, the sides of the
groove are kept uniform and the depth of the cut is Yaricd. The lateral
cut is the one most commonly used. In the magnetic method sound is
recorded on a thin wire by magnetizing the ,yire according to the Yariations in frequency and amplitude. A paper tape may be used to record
code messages by punehiug a series of holes in the tape or by inking a
dot-and-dash line along the tape. The principle of light nuiations is
used in smmcl on film recording. The variatiom; in light arc controlled
by a photoelectric cell that changes the electrical cqui,Talent of the sound
waves to light ,rn\·cs.
12-13. Mechanical Sound Recorders and Reproducers. Principles
of 1'fechanical 801111d Recorders and Reproducers. The mechanical method
is used exte11t,iYely in radio broadcasting stations. lt is also used in
home recording and reprnduction apparatus. In recording apparatus
the variations in electrical energy are transformed to an cqui,·alcnt
mechanical e11crgy by cutting a grooYe in a disk, also called a record.
The unit used for this purpose is commonly referred to as a culling head.
In reproduction apparatus a unit called a pie/nip hrad tramforms the
n1riations i11 mechanical energy olitainccl from the groove's in a record to
an equivalent electrical cucrgy. Electrical energy may be transformed
to mechanical energy, or vice versa, in the cutting or pickup heads hy use
of magnetic principles or by use of a piezoelectric crystal. By means of a
suitable s,Yitching apparatus a single amplifier circuit can be used for
both recording and reproducing. \\'hen the unit is recording, sound
erwrgy is transformed to an equivalent electrical energy by a microphone
and then strengthened by a speech amplifier. The output of the amplifier
is fed into the cutting head and thus controls the manner in which the
groove is cut. When the unit is reproducing, the vibration of the needle
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caused by the undulations in the groove of the record is changed to an
equivalent electrical energy by the pickup head. This electrical energy
is strengthened hy the speech amplifier, whose output is then fed into a
loudspeaker.
A sharp point, called a stylus, is used for cutting the groove in a record.
Points used for this purpose arc made of hanl steel, a sapphire, or a
diamond. For reproducing the audible sounds from a record a needle
with a hard steel or ·sapphire point is used.
Magnetic Pickup and Magnetic Recording Heads. The basic circuit
of a magnetic pickup or cutting head is shown in Fig .12-17. The needle
used in conjunction with a phonograph pickup, when traveling in the
groove of a record, is caused to move from side to side because of the
lateral-cut groove. An iron core
is mounted in the center of the
coil and .tlso on a pivot so that it
is free to move bet,vccn t,vo poles
of a permanent magnet. A needle
Permc,nenf
> -·magnef
is mechanically coupled to this
armature. In its normal position
the needle is at point A and the
top of the armatnre is at A 1 •
Rubber
When the needle moves to point Tio---+-+-+.
B the top of the armature moves T 2
to B', and when the needle moves
to C the top of the armature
FtG. 12-17.-J\[agnetic pickup or recordin~
moves to C'. It can he seen that
head
as the armature moves back and
forth the magnetic lines of force linking the coil arc varied, thus causing an a-f voltage to be induced in the coil. The output from this coil is
taken from terminals T 1 and 1'2 and is fed into a speech amplifier.
When the magnetic unit is used in conjunction with a cutting head
the a-f current from a speech amplifier is fed into the coil through terminals T1 and T2. The varying current fimY-ing in_thc coil sets up a varying
magnetic field that causes the armature to move from side to side. This
movement of the armature also moves the cutting stylus, thus causing a
lateral-cut groove to be made in the record. The undulations in the
sides of the groove will thus be made in accordance with the frequency
and amplitude variations of the a-f current.
The basic magnetic unit as described has a number of disadvantages.
In order to provide the necessary damping, the top of the armature is
embedded in a cushion of soft rubber. As rubber loses its resiliency in a
comparatively short time, it must be replaced at frequent intervals.
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The a,ging of the ruhher also affects the freq11ency respom;e and thus the
response of a magnetic unit employing this type of construction will vary
with its age. Bccanse of its disadvantages, the basic magnetic unit is
seldom used in the average pickup or recording head.
Three variations of the basic magnetic 1mit arc the Cobra Tone Arm,
Pickering pickup, and the Caltron pick11p. These units are used for
high-quality reproduction. In order to maintain the needle tangent to
the record groove over the entire record, the mounting arm of the Cobrn
unit is designed with a special curve, while the Pickering unit uses an
offset head. The mechanical construeBimorp~ cryslal element
tion of these 11nits is such as to reduce
\
the losses cl11c to the impedance of the
,0~~;-s;;======-IT, moving clements to a low value. In the
Cobra unit this is accomplished by couTz piing the stylus to a nonmagnetic resis~
tive vane by means of a compliant wire.
•--Needle
In the Pickering unit a sapphire stylus is
)ho. 12-18. Crystal pickup or ,..,_
held in an uJ11miu11m mounting that is
cordin~ head.
spun inside of a very light, rigid cylinder. The cylinder is suspended between the magnetic poles of the unit
hy means of a cantilever spring. In the Caltron unit a vibrating reed
armature is used to reduce the mechanical losses.
Crystal Pickup and Crystal Recording IIcads. The lmsic circuit of a
crystal pickup or cutting head is shown in Fig. 12-18. When used as a
phonograph pickup, the vibration of the needle in the record groove
distorts the cry:;tal element. Because of the piezoelectric effect, a
voltage will be generated across the faces of the cry,;tnJ. This voltage
will vary with the amplitude and frequency at which the crystal is distorted. The nA ontput of this unit is obtained from ierminals 1'i and 1'z
and is fed to a speech amplifier. When used in conjunction \\'ith a cut ting
head, the operation is reversed. The a-f output of a speech amplifier is
applied across the faces of the crystal, thus causing the crystal to be
distorted because of piezoelectric action. These cli,,tortions will then
cause the stylus, to which it is mechanically coupled to cut a groove
whose undulations conform to the variations in the amplitude and frequency of the a-f current. A Rochelle-salt crystal is generally used for
this purprn;e.
Because the operation of a crystal unit depends on the piezoelectric
effect of a crystal, its output is independent of the effects of mechanical
inertia. Because of this feature the fidelity of a crystal unit is very high.
The frequency response is quite uniform over a range of from 50 to 10,000
cycles. Another advantage of the crystal uuit is that because of its light
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weight (approximately one ounce), record wear and background noise arn
almost eliminated. Because of these advantages the crystal unit is used
extensi vcly.
Scratch Filter. Surface noise or needle scratch is produced when the
needle passes over the minute irregularities in the surface of the record
:
groove. This surface noise can be reI
L
'I
duced by use of a scratch filter. Where
maximum fidelity is not important the
Tospe_ec/7
C
level of the audible needle scratch can
crmphfler
I
be practically eliminated by use of the
.R
I
8cratch filter circuit shown in Fig. 12-19.
'I
I
I
The circuit is essentially a series resonant circuit ·with the values of L and FIG. 12-19.-A scratch filter circuit.
C adjusted to resonate at the frequency
of the scratch, which is approximately 5000 cycles. The degree of attenuation c:.m be controlled by varying the rheostat R, which is connected in
series with the resonant circuit.
12-14. Magnetic Sound Recorders and Reproducers. Principles of
the Magnetic Sound Recorder and Reproducer. The magnetic wire
recorder, commonly called a sound-on-w-ire recorder, is a comparatively
new method of recording sound. The principle of operation of this
method of recording is illustrated in Fig. 12-20. A single unit can be used
as a recorder and also as a reproducer. To record, the sound impulse is
changed to an electrical impulse by the microphone. This electrical
impulse is strengthened by an amplifier and fed into a recording head,
which consists of a coil wound on a soft-iron core that has a small air gap.
The varying electrical impulse produces a pulsating magnetic field in the
recording head. A thin unmagnetized wire is passed over the air gap.
As the magnetic lines of force pass through the section of the recording
wire that is over the air gap, a magnetic pattern of the sound fed into the
microphone is induced in the wire (see Fig. 12-Z0a). When used as a
reproducer, the above operations are reversed._ As the magnetized wire
passes over the air gap, a pulsating magnetic field is produced in the
recording head. The pulsating lines of force cut the coil and thus induce
electrical impulses in the coil. The electrical impulses are then strengthened by the amplifier and transformed into sound wa-ves by a loudspeaker.
The wire used for this type of recorder is usually made of a medium
carbon steel and is generally about four mils in diameter. The wire is
wound on a spool about 3¾ inches in diameter and 1¾ inches wide. Tlw
spool holds approximately 11,000 feet of wire and provides about one
hour of continuous recording.
I
I

I
I

I

I
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Characteristics of the }.fagnc/ic Sowid Recorder and Heproducer. As
there is no wear on the ·wire in either the rcc-ording or the playback operation, it can be used nlmost indefinitely. If the wire :::ho11ld break the two
enrls can be knotted together and still be able to pass through the rccon.ling hrad. If the recording is no longer needed, the sounds impressed on
the wire can be removed by passing it through a demagnetizing unit.
Unmagnel!zed
wire

raJ

Maqnefized paflern
on wire

\

""II!--..,

'-..; ..... ,'. \

'\

\I
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.Pafhof
: }, maqneflc

: : lines or
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force
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....__ _ __,,

/

'''

',:.:---•:---::,,/

Recording head

(b)

Pafh of
magnef/clines of
force

Ampl/fl;d
electrical
,"mpulse
Recordinq head
Frn. 12-20.-S<")iematic diagram of the operation of a magnetic sound n·c·onll'r and reproducer. (a) Recording, (b) playback.

The wire can thus be reused many times. If it is so desired, portions
of a recording can be rernO\-ed and new recordings irn-crted.
Other important adnmtnges of the magrwtic wire rccorde>r and reproducer are: (1) excellent fidelity ran be obtained "'i.thont elaborate> precautions; (2) longer recording times; (3) it plays records in any position;
{-!) the pradically indestructible and compact record simplifies storage
and handling; (5) it proYides instantaneous playback 1Yithout processing:;
(6) it hns n minimum of back;rronnd noisc>; (,) it is nffel'tc>d ,·ery little by
external Yibrations and srYere shock; (S) it is c-ompletely port:.hle.
12-15. Sound Amplifiers. Hcquirc111e11ts of the Sound A mpl(ficr.
Sound amplifiers arc used to increase the n>ltage and current output of a
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microphone, phonograph pickup, or radio receiver. Since this amplifier
is used to increase the voltage and power of the a-f signals, i.he explanation
of the principles, operation, and characteristics of the a-f voltage and
power amplifiers <lcscribed in Chaps. VIII and IX will also apply to sound
amplifiers. Because of the number of different applications of the sound
amplifier, it is referred to by various names such as the microphone
amplifier, preamplifier, speech amplifier, phonograph amplifier, publicaddress amplifier, etc. The power output, frequency response, and distortion of a sound amplifier will depend upon its use.

FIG. 12-21.-A magnetic 'l'<irc-rcconlcr aud playback unit.
Company.)

(Courtesy of General Electric

The purpose of the voltage amplifier is to increase the input voltage
to an amount high enough to operate a power amplifier that will produce
the desired amount of power output. The power output of sound amplifiers used in public-address systems ranges from only a few watts to
several hundred watts. The amount of power needed "';n depend upon
the area to be covered a~d whether it is to be used indoors or outdoors.
The driver voltage requirements of the power amplifier stage will determine the number of stages of voltage amplification that must be used.
The overall voltage amplification is equal to the product of the amplifications of each stage of voltage amplification used. In order to reproduce
speech with a fair degree of fidelity, the va1iation in the overall gain of the
amplifier over a range of 100 to 4000 cycles should not exceed one decibel.
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Because of the much wider frequency range required for the reproduction
of music, the frequency response of an amplifier usc<l for this purpose
should be fairly uniform over a range of 50 to 8000 cycles.
Public-w1drcss Systems. A public-add1:css unit is usually entirely
self-contained. The complete unit con:;ists of a power supply, voltage
amplifier, power amplifier, microphone, and loudspeaker. As some
public-address applications require that more than one microphone be
used simultaneously, the input circuit of a public-address system is

(Co1atesy of 'J'hordarsun Electric 1llanufacturina Division Ma(Juire industries, inc.)

FIG. 12-22.-A commercial 15-watt amplifiet·.

usually provided with more than one channel. Thus the input circuit
may have one or more high-impedance channels for crystal, dynamic,
or velocity microphones, and one or more high-impc1lance phonograph
channels for crystal or magnetic pickups. Provision is also usually made
for operating more than one pm dynamic or electrodynamic loudspeakers
from the output circuit. In order to facilitate impedance matching to
the voice coil, the output transformer is usually tapped at various voicecoil impedances such as 2, 4, 8, etc., ohms.
A public-address unit of a comparatively low power output is illustrated in Fi~. 12-22 and its circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 12-23. The
unit is entirely self-contained and operates from a 115-volt GO-cycle line.
Full-wave rectification is obtained in the power supply by use of a duodiode and a transformer having a center-tapped secondary. Three highga,in resistance-capacitance-co11plcd voltage amplifier stages arc used to
provide sufficient voltage to drive the grids of the power amplifier tubes.
The power amplifier uses two beam power tubes operated as a Class A1
push-pull amplifier. Inverse feedback is obtained by use of a separate
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l<'IG, 12-23.-Circuit diagram of the 15-watt amplifier shown in Fig. 12-22.
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winding on the output transformer. A high-impedance microphone
channel and a high-impedance 1;l10nograph .channel are provided with
separate controls for each channel. A terminal hmml is proYiderl with
the necessary jumpers so that either two pm dynamic or two dectrodynamic lombpeakcn; may be used. The distortion of this amplifier
when operating at full output is comparatively low, it being less than .5
per cent of the total output,. This unit may he used as a voice amplifier
in a small hall or for other similar applications.
Exampfo 12-4. A microphone whose output is 60 db below 6 mw iR freding an
arnplifi<'r that rlclivcrs 15 watts of undiRtorted output power. What is the overall
gain from the microphone to the loudspeaker?

Given:
Input = 60 dh below
Po = 15 watts
Solution:

p; =

IO log p

clb output

Overall gain

=

(l

Find:
Overall gaiu

mw

l.'>
10 Iog O.OO(l

db output - db input

=

IO Iog 2500

=

10 X 3.3!J7!J ~ 3-! (l h

= 34 - ( -00) = !JI db
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ALBERT,

QUESTIONS
1. What is the purpo:,m of each of the following audio units: (a) the microphone?
(b) The loudspeaker? (c) The phonograph pickup? (rl) The magnetic rrproclucer?
2. Define (a) air-pressure-type microphone, (I,) <'m,ta<'t-t~·pe micrnphonr-.
3. Xame all(! describe the applications of two types of air-pn,ssmr- mic-roplwnes.
4. ~anw arnl 1lescribe the applications of tlirP(> types of rontart microphones.
6. What are some of the advantages of contact-type microphones?
6. \Vhich type of audio unit normally lias u wider frequency response clmrnctcris-
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tic, a microphone as used at a transmjtter or a loudspeaker as used with an average
home receiver? Explain th<> rcwon for your answer.
7. What is meant by the sensitivity of a micrnphone?
8. (a) \Vhat is mcm1t when it is stat.Pd that a microphone has a unidirectional
frequency response characteristic? (b) \Yhy is this type characteristic desirable in
most types of micrnphone applications?
9. (a) What is meant hy a cardioid or supercardioid type microphone'? (b)
What is the main advantage of this type of microphone?
10. (a) \J{hy is it necessary to rate a microphone for some definite unit of pressure?
(b) ·what is the unit of pressure most gcncrnlly used?
11. (a) What docs the term bar actually mean? (b) In rating microphones, what
do many manufacturers consider the term bar to represent?
12. (a) What is meant hy a low-impedance microphone? (b) Xarne three types
of low-impedance microphones.
13. (a) \vnat is meant by a high-impedance microphone? (b) )fame two types
of high-impedance microphones.
14. Is it possible to use a low-impedance microphone in a high-imped:wce spe<>ch
amplifie1: .()ircuit? Explain.
15. (a) How are low-impedance microphones usually rated? (b) Why is this type
of rating used?
16. (a) What zero power reference level is usually used in the rating of low impedance microphones'? (b) What zero reference pressure level is usually used?
17. (a) How arc high-impedance microphones usually rat<•d'? (b) Explain the
meaning of this rating. (c) Why is this type of rating used'?
18. What method is used to couple the amplifier circuit to (h) a lmv-impedance
microphone? (b) A high-impedance microphone?
19. How is maximum power transfer obtained between the microphone and amplifier circuit (a) with a low-impedance microphone? (b) With a high-impedance
microphone?
20. Explain why the length of the line connecting the microphone to its amplifit>r
circuit can be of any length with a low-impedance microphone but must be comparatively short with high-impedance microphones?
21. Explain the principle of operation of a single button carbon microphone circuit.
22. Explain the principle of operation of a double-button carbon microphone
circuit.
23. \Vhat are the advantages and disadvantages of the carbon microphone?
24. For what types of service arc carbon microphones generally used?
25. Describe the construction and operation of a bimorph ·cell.
26. \\nat material is generally used for constructing birnorph cells associated with
microphones? Explain why this material is used.
27. \vnat type of interstage coupling is used in amplifier circuits associated with
crystal microphones? Explain.
28. (a) What are the advantages of crystal microphones? (Ii) For what types of
service are crystal microphones generally used? (c) What precautions must be taken
when using crystal microphones'?
29. Describe the construction und principle of operation of the capacitor microphone,
30. (a) "What are the disadvantages of the capacitor-type microphone? (b) For
what type of service is the capacitor microphone generally used'?
31. Describe the construction and principle of operation of the dynamic or moving-coil type of microphone.
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32. (a) What arc the advantages of the dynamic-type mirrophonc? (I,) For what
typPs of scrvieP are ,lynamic microphones gPnemlly used?
33. DPserilH' the co11strnctio11 and principle of operation of the velocity- or ribbontn>P- microphonl'.
34. \\"hat ttrc tlw advantages of the velocity-type microphone?
36. (a) Desrribe the construction and principle of oprration of the horn-type magnetic loudspeaker. (b) Explain the limitation in ontput of this type of loudspeaker.
36. (a) Dcseribe the c-onstnwtion aiul principle of operation of the ronc-typc magnetic l011dspcakcr. (1,) Explain the main advantage of this type of loudRpeaker.
37. Explain ,vhy it is not practical to use a magnetic loudspeaker for reproducing
high Yalnes of audio-frc<1upncy currents.
38. (a) l)p~erihe the constrnrtion and prinriple of opPratio11 of the perman<'ntmagnet d~·namic loucb1lPakcr. (b) Explain why it is not prartiral to USP the pm
dynamic loudspeakers for reproducing high values of all(lio-frequency currents.
39. Describe the construction and principle of opPration of the electrodynamic
loudspeaker.
40. (a) \\11at are the advant:~es of the pm dynamic londspeukers? (b) For what
types of SPrvicc are pm 1lynamic lornlspeakers generally used? (c) Ho'IY are pm
1lynamic louc!Hpcakers usually rated?
41. Explain why it is uerPssary to use an output trarrnformcr to couple the power
output stage of a ra<lio rPcci,·pr to a dynamic-type loudspeaker.
42. Explain three methods nsed to ohtain the direct current rPquircd for the field
windings of PIPctroclyuamic lornlspPakcrs.
43. (a) \\'hat arc the advantages of the elcetrodynamic-type loudsp!'>aker? (b)
How arc ch•ctrodynamic loudspeakers usually rated? (c) For what types of service
are electrodynamic louds1wakns genernlly nsed?
44. (a) What is the purpose of a horn as associated "·ith loudsp<'nkers? (b) How
docs the horn accompli,h this purpose?
45. 111 horn-type loud:,;pcakcrs what is meant by (a) the driver unit? (b) The
throat? (c) The mouth?
46. Ho\\' dof's the efficiency of transmission for the audio-frequency range of
sounds vary for a horn with (a) a conical taper? (b) A parnholic taper? (c) An
exponential taper? (d) A hnierbolic tapPr?
47. (a) How is sound recorded mechanically ou disks? (b) \\"hat matf~rials are
usPd for making disks?
48. (a) \Yhat is meant by a vertical-cut record? (b) What is nwnnt by a laternlcut reeord? (c) \Yhieh of these two methods is most commonly usc1<l?
49. (a) \\ltat is the pmposc of the stylu~? (b) What materials are used in making
a stylus?
60. Describe the construction and principle of operation of the basic magnetic
pickup or rcronling head.
51. (a) \\"hat <lisa(!Yantage is present in the basic magnetic nnit? (b) Describ<'
three variations of the hasic magnetic unit that have been developed for high-quality
reproduction.
62. (a) Describe the construction and principle of operation of a crystal pickup or
recording head. (b) \\1mt are some of the advantages of the rryslal unit?
63. (fr) What is meant by surface noise? (b) Explain the action of the circuit used
to minimize surfac-e noise.
64. (a) Explain the principle of operation of a magnetic sound recorder and
reproducer. (b) \'\'bat are the advantages of the magnetic recorder and reproducer?
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55. ·what are the requirements of a sound amplifier?
56. What basic units are required for a complete public-address system?
67. Why is it desirable for the input circuit of a public-alldrcss unit to have more
than one channel?
68. What provision must be made when operating more than one loudspeaker
from the output circuit of a sound amplifier system?
PROBLEMS

1. A certain single-hutton carbon microphone has an output power rating of 12
db below 6 mw for a 100-bar signal. What is the power output with an input signal
of (a) 100 bars? (b) 10 bars'? (c) 10 dynes per square centimeter? (d) 200 bar~?
2. \\'hat is the power output of a carbon microphone with an input signal of 100
clynes per square ce11timeter if the output level rating of the microphone is 27 db below
6 mw for 10 dynes per square centimeter pressure?
3. If the microphone of Prob. 2 has a voltage rating of 50 db below 1 volt per bar,
what is the output voltage with a pressure of 100 dynes per square centimeter?
4. What is the power output of a double-button carhon microphone whose output
level rating is 55 db below 6 mw for a 10-bar speech signal when the input signal is
(a) 10 bars? (b) 100 bars'?
5. ,vhat is the power output of a lo,Y-impedance (2.50 ohms) dynamic-type
microphone whose output level rating is 63.8 db below U mw, when feeding into a
250-ohm impedance, for a IO-bar signal when the input signal is (a) 10 bars? (b) 50
bars?
6. A certain dynamic-type microphone has a self-contained transformer, which
increases its output impedance to 35,000 ohms. If its output ]eye] rating is 55 db
below 1 volt per bar what is the output voltage for (a) a 10-har signal? (b) A 100-har
signal?
1. (a) A certain low-impedance (iiO ohms) dynamic-type microphone has a Yoltage
output level rating of 86 db below l volt per bar. \Yhai is the output voltage for a
1-bar signal? (b) When the same microphone is equipped with a transformer that
raises the impedance at its output terminals to 38,000 ohms, the voltage output level
is 54 db below 1 volt per bar. \Yhat is the output voltage for a 1-bar signal?
8. iYbat is the output voltage of a Yelocity-type microphone equipped with a
transformer that produces an output impedance of 3.5,000 ohms and then has a voltage
output level rating of 65 db below 1 volt per bar, for an input signal of (a) 1 bar?
(b) 10 bars?
9. \\'hat is the voltage output of a crystal-type microphone that has a voltage
output level rating of 48 db below 1 volt per bar for an input signal of (a) 1 bar?
(b) 10 bars?
10. A certain crystal-type microphone has a Yoltage output level rating of 58 db
below 1 volt per bar at the microphone terminals and Ul.5 db below 1 volt per bar at
the end of a 25-foot cable. For an input signal of 10 bars, find (a) the output voltage
at the microphone terminals, (b) the output Yoltage at the end of the 25-foot cable,
(c) the voltage drop in the cable, (d) the per cent of Yoltage loss in the cahle.
11. The output lrvel (in decibels below ] volt per bar) at the terminals of the
cable for a certain crystal microphone is given for vari011s lengths of rable in the following table. Prepare a tahlc showing the output voltage and the per cent of voltage
available for the various cable lengths listed, using the output with a 7-foot cable as
100 per cent.
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Cable Lenµ:th,
Feet
7 ..... .
25 ... .
50......

Output Level,
Ikcihcls
. ....................................... -53

-55

. ........................................ -58
7.5 ..................................................... -60
100 ..................................................... -61 .5
150 ..................................................... -64
200 ..................................................... -GG

12. The output 1,-,vel (in decibels b<'low 1 volt 1wr bar open circuit) at the terminals
of the cable for a certain dynamic microphone with an impeda.nce of .50 ohms is given
for various lcng;ths of cable in the following table. Prepare a table showing; the output voltage and the per cHnt of voltage available for the various cahle lengths listed,
using the output with a 25-foot cable as 100 per cent.

Cable Length,
Output L,-,vc-1,
Feet
Decibels
25..........................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -83
250...........................
. .................... -83.5
500 .................................................... -84
1000.................................................... -85
2000 ............ ·........................................ -86.5
13. "11at turns ratio is required of a transformer UHed to <'onple a single-button
carbon rniC'rophone whose impedauco is 100 oluns to a µ:rid circuit whose input impedance should be 60,000 ohms?
14. A certain trnnRformer designed for couplin!!: the output of a dynamic microphone to the grid cir<'uit of a tube provides a choice of 7.5 ohms or 30 ohms primary
impedance and 50,000 ohms se('ondary impedance. \\"hat is the turns ratio for (a) the
7.5/50,000-ohm com1<.>rtion? (b) The 30/50,000-ohm connection?
16. A microphone transfornH'r lls<'d for matching the output of a crystal minophone to its conn<.>cting cable has a number of secondary terminals so that it can he
operated with lines of various Yalues of impedance. The rater! primary impc1lanrc is
100,000 ohms and the secornlary is rated at 50, 200, and .500 ohms. "'hat is the turns
ratio for (a) the 100,000/50-ohm connection? (b) The 100,000/200-ohm connection?
(c) The 100,000 /500-ohm eouncction?
16. The microphone tra.nsformcr used to couple a certain Yelocity-type microphone
to its line has an impedance ratio of 0.2/500 ohms. \\'hat is its turns ratio?
17. A gcnPral-pnrpose transformer designed for matehing low-imp<.'dance sourC'<'S
to a grid circuit has an imped:,.nce ratio of 200/i>0 ohms primary to 500,000 ohms
secondary. What is the turrrn ratio for (a) 200/500,000 ohms? (b) 50/500,000 ohms?,
18. A genPral-purposc output transformer that can he used to match tlH' output
of the average output tube of a. smnll radio rect>iver to a line or to a voice coil of t.he
loudspeak<.'r has a primary impedauce of .5000 ohms and by choice of t<'rminals secondary impedance values of .500, 200, 50, 15, 8, 5, 3, and 1.5 ohms can be obtained. \\"hat
is lhc turns ratio for ruch of the8e impecla1wc> ratios?
19. (a) If the scratch filter circuit of Fig. 12-1\l us('s a lG0-mh choke, what value of
capacitarwe should be used to make the filter most effrctive for 5000-cycl<' curreuts?
(b) What is the impedance of the filter circuit to 5000-eyelc currents if the vah1e of the
resistance is 100 ohms? (c) What is the impedance to 3000-eycle currents for the
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same circuit values as in (b)? (d) Wbat is the impedance to 7000-cycle currents for
the same circuit values as in (b )'?
20. (a) If the scratch filler circuit of Fig. 12-19 uses a 220-mh choke, what value of
capacitance should he usc,-d to make the filter most effective for 5000-cycle currents?
(b) "\"\'hat is the impedance of the filter circuit to 5000-cycle currents if the value of the
resistance is 100 ohms? (c) 1\1iat is the impedance to 3000-cycle currents for the
same circuit values as in (b)? (d) What is the impedance to 7000-cycle currents for
the same circuit values as in (b)?
21. A public-address sound system that is capable of delivering 35 watts of undistorted output power is being used with a microphone whose power output level rating
is 72 db below 6 mw. \\1iat is the overall decibel gain from the microphone to the
loudspeaker when the system is delivering its rated output of 35 watts?
22. A 20-watt public-address sound system is being used with a microphone rated
at 65 db helow 6 mw. ,Yhat is the minimum overall gain that the system should be
capable of delivering?
23. A certain public-address sound system is rated to produce an output of 15
watts. The gain of the system for the microphone input channel is 113 db and for
the phonq.input channel it is 72 db. (a) \Yhat is the minimum output that the microphone may supply in order Lo produce the rated output'? (b) ·what is the minimum
output that the phonograph pickup unit must supply in order tu produce the rated
output?

CHAPTER XIII
TRANSMITTING CIRCUITS
The pmpose of a radio transmitter is to produce and send out into
space radio-frequency energy. Any of the oscillator circuits described in
Chap. X may be used to generate a steady high-frequency cnrrent. This
steady current is commonly called the carrier wave or simply the carrier.
The steady r-f current does not contain any signal an<l hence the information to be transmitted must be added to it. The process of adding the
signal to the carrier waYe is referred to as modulation. The modulation
or control of a carrier wave can be accomplished by mechanical means,
as in a radio telegraph transmitter, by means of sound, as in a radio
telephone, or by visual images as in television.
An antenna is us_cd to send out the mo<lubted r-f energy over large
distances. This is accomplished by feeding the energy to be transmitted
into the antenna circuit. The high-frequency current flowing in the
antenna circuit sets up magnetic and electric fields about it. Because
alternating current is used, these two fields are constantly being pushed
a way from the antenna, thus causing the energy to be radiated into space.
The essential parts of a simple transmitting circuit arc (I) an oscillator
to produce the carrier wave, (2) a modulating device to control the output signal, (3) an antenna to radiate the output signal into space.
13-1. Types of Broadcasting Systems. Need of a Carrier Wave.
Theoretically, electromagnetic fields can be produced and radiated into
space hy feeding an a-f signal current directly into the antenna. There
are, however, two considerations that m;1ke this impractical. First, the
amount of energy required for transmission over any reasonable distance
would be prohibitive. This may be seen from the statement that the
energy radiated for a given amount of power input varies directly as some
power of the frequency. As the power rating of broadcast transmitters
operating at frequencies around one million cycles (1000 kc) generally is
from¼ to 50 kilowatts, it becomes evident that in order to rn,diate an equal
amount of energy at a frequency of 100 cycles a tremendous amount of
power would be required. Second, if sufficient power was available to
transmit at the audio frequencies, all broadcasting stations' signals would
interfere ,Yith each other therefore only one station could be operated at a
time. The use of high-frequency carrier waves eliminates both of these
handicaps.
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Types of Waves. The follO\ving definitions are from the IRE Standards. The term signal is defined as the form or variation with time of a
wave whereby the information, message, or effect is conveyed in communication. A signal wave is a wave the form of which conveys a signal. A
carrier wave is the unmodulated component of a signal wave. A modulated wave is a wave of which either the amplitude, frequency, or phase is
varied in accordance with a signal. A side band is a band of frequencies on either side of the carrier frequency, produced by the process of
modulation.
M adulation. The carrier wave of a radio transmitting system is a
wave of constant value of frequency and amplitude. The carrier wave by
itself will not produce any sound at the loudspeaker of the ordinary broadcast receiver. The transmission of intelligence occurs when the carrier
wave is modulated by a signal. The IRE definition of modulation states
that m€t-dulation is the process by which some characteristic of a periodic
wave is varied with time in accordance with a signal. Modulation is
generally accomplished by combining a signal and a carrier wave. The
signal is also referred to as a modulating wave and the resultant wave is
called the modulated wave (see Figs. 13-1, 13-2, 1:-3-4, and 13-5).
Although many methods of modulation can be devised, the only ones
of practical value at present arc amplitnde modulation, frequency modulation, and phase modulation. Of these, only amplitude modulation and
frequency modulation are used in radio broadcast transmission.
Mathematically, a carrier wave may be considered as

e = Em sin (21rft

+

0)

(13-1)

From Eq. (13-1) it can be seen that the wave form can be varied by three
factors, namely, Em, f, and 0. A rnplitude modulation occurs when modulation is obtained by varying only the voltage Em, Frequency modulation
occurs when modulation is obtained by varying only the frequency f.
Phase modulation, which is very similar to frequency modulation, occurs
when modulation is obtained by varying only the phase relationship
represented by 8. The types of broadcasting.systems in present use are
thus classified as either amplitude modulated, abbreviated a-m, or frequency modulated, abbreviated f-m.
13-2. Amplitude Modulation. A mplitude-rnodulated lVave. An amplitude-modulated wave is defined by the IRE standards as one whose
envelope contains a component similar to the wave form of the signal to
be transmitted. In amplitude modulation the amplitude of the carrier
wave is varied by the strength of the signal, "·hich is the modulating
quantity. The effect of amplitude modnlation can be seen from a study
of Fig. 13-1. Figure 13-Ja represents a high-frequency canier wa,·e of
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constant amplitude and frequency. The "'ave of Fig. 13-lb represents an
audio-frequency signal of sine-wave form; the sine-wave form is used
here to show the effect of modulation more clearly. (The effect of voice
modulation is illustrated in Fig. 13-2.) Figmc 13-lc shows the result
obtained by modulating the carrier wave (a) ,vith the modulating wave
{a;J

CG1rrier wcwe, consfont Glmplitucle- conskmt frequency

(bl

{c)

Under modulcrtecl carrier we1ve,50 percent modulc.iVion
-ModulaI/on

envelope

(dJ

Fully moduk1ted ce1rrier woive, 100 per cent module1tion

-.

(e)

-:E
j_

Over moclule1tecl wrrier wave.modulation exceeding JOO per- cent
FrG. 13-1.-\Vavc slrnpes of a carrier wave th:tt is amplitude-modulatc<l by a si11c-wave
signal.

(b). Further examinntion of Fig. ]3-lc will show that the outline of the
modulated carrier-wave is similar in form to the modulating wave;
accordingly, this outline is commonly called the modulation cm•clope.
Per Cent of Modulation. In amplitude modulation it is common
practice to refer to the per cent of modulation, usually designated as III.
Actually this is a men,ns of expressing the degree to which the signal
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modulates the carrier wave. The per cent of modulation is proportional
to the ratio of the maximum values of the signal and carrier waves, or

M = ma~imum value of sig~al X 100
maximum value of earner

(13-2)

This may be expressed in terms of Fig. 13-1 as

B
M=AXIOO

(13-3)

where 111 = per cent of modulation
B = maximum value of the modulating wave, volts
A = maximum value of the carrier wave, volts
The effect of different amounts of modulation upon the carrier wave is
shO\rn by the various illustrations in Fig. 13-1. As the maximum un<lisfa)

Carrier wave,constcmt mnpl_itude-constcmt frequency

(b)

Voice signal, or modulating wc,,ve

{c)

Modulated carrier wo.ve, 100 percent modulation at signal peaks
FIG. 13-2.-Wave shapes of a carrier wave that is amplitude-modulated by a voice signal.

torted power output of a transmitter is obtained with 100 per cent
modulation, it is generally desirable to operate with such a fully modulated carrier ·wave. 1f the modulation is less than J 00 per cent, the power
output is reduced, even though the power of the carrier wave has not been
reduced. If the modulation exceeds 100 per cent, the output of the
transmitter will be a distorted version of the original modulating ·wave.
Side Bands. During the process of modulation a heterodyne action
(see Art. 5-7) takes place and as a result two additional frequencies
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appear. These new frequencies are the result of the hetcrodyning action
and are beat frequencies whose values are equal to the sum and difference
of the carrier frequency and the modulating frequency. The value of
frequency equal to the sum of the carrier and modulating frequencies is
called the upper side frequency, and the value equal to the difference of
the carrier and modulating frequencies is called the lower side frequency.
In radio broadcasting the modulating frequency varies continually and over a considerable
range. Accordingly, the single
value of upper side frequency
referred to above is replaced by a
band of frequencies, called the
upper side band, whose width is
equal to the difference between
the maximum and minimum values of the modulating frequencies. Likewise, the single value
of lower side frequency ,,.,ill be replaced by a lower side band. For
/OOOkc carrier--example,
if a 1000-kc carrier wave
frequency
FIG. 13-3.-Illustration of the side bands
is modulated by audio signals
and the channel width for a 1000-kc carrier
varying between 100 and 5000
wave that is being amplitude-modulated by
audio frequencies ranging from 100 to 5000
cycles, the maximum upper side
eydes.
frequency is 1005 kc and the minimum lower side frequency is 995 kc. Under this condition, the transmitter requires a 10-kc channel extending from 995 to 1005 kc (see Fig.
13-3).
The mathematical explanation of side-band frequencies can be derived
from the fundamental equations of the carrier wave and the modulating
signal. The carrier wave may be represented by
(13-4)

and the signal may be represented by

e. = mE,.,,. sin 21rf.t

(13-5)

When the carrier wave is being modulatecl by a sine-wave signal of constant frequency and Jc is large compared to f., the modulation envelope
may be represented hy
em., = E •. m(l

+ m sin 21rf.t) sin 21rfct

(13-6)
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= instantaneous value of the modulation envelope
= maximum value of the carrier wave

= modulation factor = 1~ 0
J. = frequency of the modulating signal
Jc = frequency of the carrier wave

m

Expanding Eq. (13-6) produces
Cm.e

=

Ec.,n sin 21rfct

+ mEc.m sin 21rfct sin 21rf.t

(13-Ga)

From trigonometry
sin 21rfcl sin 21rf.t = ½COS (21rfcl - 21rf.t) - ½cos (21rfct

+ 21rf.t)

(13-7)

Substituting Eq. ( 13-7) in (13-6a) and rearranging terms
Cm-e

=

• 27rf ct
E c•m Sln

+ mEc•m
- 2- COS 2

7r

(f.c

-

f)• l - -2mEc•m
COS

21r(fc

+ f.)t

(13-8)

Equations (13-8) indicates the existence of three distinct frequencies,
namely, the carrier frequency Jc, the lower side band (fc - f.), and the
upper side band (Jc
J.). This leads to the conclusion that amplitude

+

(a}

(b)

re)

FIG. 13-4.-Wave shapes of a carrier wave that is frequency-modulated by a sine-wan>
signal. (a) No modulating signal, (b) 500-cycle modulating signal, (c) 1000-cycle modulating signal.

modulation adds side-band frequencies above and below the carrier frequency. However, for convenience of illustration it is common practice
to show the combined wave form of the carrier and its side bands as
indicated by Figs. 13-lc, d, e, and 13-2c.
13-3. Frequency Modulation. Frequency-modulated Wave. In frequency modulation, the amplitude of the modulated wave is maintained
at a constant strength, namely, the same value as the unmodulated carrier
wave. The frequency of the modulated wave is varied in proportion to
the amplitude of the modulating signal, and at a rate determined by the
frequency of the modulating signal. This is illustrated by Figs. 13-4
and 13-5. From .Fig. 13-4 it can be seen that the frequency of the modu-
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lated \\'ave increases as the signal voltage increases and that it decreases
as the signal voltage decreases. Comparie;on of Figs. 13--lb and rn-4c
shows that the variation in freqncncy is clPtnmined only by the amplit111lc of the signal ancl that the rate of variations in frequency is determined by the frequency of the signal. Figure 13-5 is another method of
illustrating the effect of the amplitude of the signal upon the frequency
of the modulated wave.
Frequency Deviation. The frequency of au f-m transmitter without
any signal input is referred to as the re::;/ing frequency or the center fre-

s,~art---------s ,~~a~ -----------+----------~~;~'/uq --- ------>j

~

lt
EO

i!

Fw. 13-/,.-iVave shapes of a carrier wave that is frequency-modulated by square-wave
signal Yoltages.

(Froni N . .11. Cooke and J. ,\fork11s, Eleclroll'ic., Dictionary.)

qurncy. This value corresponds to the assigned frcqtwncy of the transmitter. \\'hen a signal is applied, the variation in frequency either above
or below the resting frequency is called the frequency deviation, and the
total variation in frequency is called the carrier swing. For example,
in Fig. 13-5 the resting frequency is 5 cycles, the deviation for the weak
signal is 2 cycles, and the carrier swing is 4 cycles. With the strong
signal, the deviation is 4 cycles and the carrier s"·ing is 8 cycles. It
should be realized that the values of frcqnency used in Fig. 13-5 are not
practical values; they ha,·c been made of very low Yalucs for com·cniencc
of illustration. .Actually, f-m broadcast transmitters operate at higher
frequencies than a-m broa(lcast transmitters. They ·were originally
assigned frequencies of from 42 to 50 me, but have since been changed to
frequencies of from 88 to 100 me.
Jlf odulal'ion. In a-m systems the per cent of modulation expresses
the degree to which the amplitude of the signal modulates the carrier.
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With f-m systems, the amplitude of the carrier remains constant, hence
some other means must be used to express the degree of modulation.
Because the amplitude of the signal produces a variation in the frequency
of the modulated carrier, the degree of modulation is expressed in terms
of the frequency deviation. A frequency deviation of 75 kc is now considered equivalent to 100 per cent modulation in the a-m system. Under
this condition, the total carrier swing will be 150 kc. To avoid possible
interference between stations on adjacent channels, the assigned frequencies are at least 200 kc apart, thereby allowing an ample safety zone.
The frequency deviation is sometimes expressed in terms of the ratio
of maximum frequency deviation to the maximum audio frequency being
transmitted; this is commonly referred to as the deviation ratio. For
example, if an f-m transmitter operates ·with a maximum frequency
deviation of 75 kc and reproduces audio signals up to 15 kc, its deviation
ratio is ·5.
Side Bands. Side bands arc also present in f-m transmission. From
the foregoing discussion it can be seen that the side-band frequencies are
determined by the amplitude of
the modulating signal. \Yhilc the
sideband frequencies are appar
cntly unlimited, present f-m transmission is based on a 75-kc
frequency deviation. For example, with a giYen signal frequency the frequency deviation,
and hence the number of side
bands, is dependent upon the amplitude of the signal. If the value
B- B+
of the deviation ratio is approxiFrn. 13-6.-A simple transmitting circuit.
mately 5, the side bands above the
maximum frequency are so small that they may be ignored. "Under this
condition, the channel width for f-m transmission should be approximately double the ,·alnc of the maximum frequency de,·iation. On this
basis, it can be seen that a 150-kc carrier swing can reproduce a-f signals
up to 15,000 cycles.
13-4. Transmitter Requirements. The Oscillator as a Transmitter.
A simple transmitter can be made by coupling the output of an oscillator
circuit directly to the antenna. The output of this simple transmitter
can be controlled by connecting a key in the B power supply circuit as
shown in Fig. 13-6. As the plate supply voltage is interrupted \Yhcn the
key is open, the circuit \Viii oscillate only as long as -the key is kept closed.
Thus by the proper operation of the key, it is possible to control the con-
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tinuous wave output in accordance with a prearranged code. This
circuit can be used for radio telegraphy. In this method of communication the key reduces the c-w output to zero when its contacts are open,
and permits the full power output to reach the antenna when the contacts
are closed.
In the transmitter circuit shown in Fig. 13-G the plate power supply is
interrupted and hence this method of control is called plate-supply keying.
The method of keying shown in Fig. 13-G is seldom used because of the
high voltage at the key and its potential danger to the operator. Twn

B-

- 8/ockinq bias +
(aJ
(b)
Fm. 13-7.-:\fothods of obtaining low-voltage keying. (a) Blocked-grid keying, (b)
cathode keying.

systems of keying generally used are tho blocked-grid and the cathode
methods. In each of these methods a comparatively low value of voltage
is interrupted. Grid-blocked keying is accomplished by applying a
suitable amount of negative voltage to the control grid when the key is
opened (sec Fig. 13-7a). This voltage is called the blocking bias and
should be high enough to cut off completely the plate current flow.
Closing the key disconnects the blocking bias from the circuit, leaving
only the operating bias in the grid circuit. Cathode keying is accomplished by connecting the key in the cathode circuit so that both the grid
and plate circuits are opened at the same time (see Fig. 13-7b).
The Oscillator as a Frequency Controlli'ng Device. Because a crystal
is capable of handling only a small amount of cmrent the simple crystalcontrolled-rn,cillator transmitter can be used for delivering only a relatively small amonnt of power output. A larger power output can be
obtained hy using u self-controller! oscillator. However, this method iR
also un::;utisfactory, as very little power can he taken directly from the
oscillator withont producing instability of the frequency and amplitude
of its output currcut. A more satisfactory method is to feed the low
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power output from the oscillator to the input circuit of an r-f amplifier.
The output of the amplifier may then be fed directly to the antenna or to
the input circuit of an additional r-f amplifier. In this type of transmitter
the oscillator is nsed only as a frequency controlling element, the desired
power output being obtained from the r-f amplifiers. A number of
amplifier stages can be used and thus with this method of producing r-f
power it is possible to obtain outputs of thousands of watts. The combination of the oscillator and its successive r-f amplifiers is usually referred
to as the master oscillator power amplifier and is generally abbreviated as
MOPA or mopa.
Dynamic instability caused by variations in the antenna load is
greatly reduced by use of the master oscillator power amplifier. Since
the antenna is coupled directly to the r-f power amplifier, any change in
capacitance between the antenna and ground will only affect the resonance conditions between these two circuits. The effects of this difference
in resonance is very small and can usually be ignored. The r-f amplifier,
in addition to increasing the r-f power output, also serves to isolate the
oscillator circuit from the output load of the transmitter. Because of
this action it is called a buffer amplifier. In a transmitter circuit employing more than one stage of r-f amplification the only stage called a buffer
amplifier is the one that is coupled directly to the oscillator. This stage
of amplification is usually a voltage amplifier and serves to isolate the
oscillator from the effects of any variations in the succeeding r-f power
amplifiers.
The frequency stability requirement of transmitters is very high,
hence it has become common practice to use a crystal-controlled oscillator as the master frequency control. However, a crystal-controlled
oscillator can be used only for producing medium radio frequencies
because of the physical limitations of the crystal. In order to produce
r-f outputs above 10 me it is desirable to use frequency multiplication
(see Art. 10-13).
Block Diagram of an Amplitude-modulated Transmitter. A transmitter may be considered as an assembly of such components that will
produce a modulated output of the desired frequency and power. The
type and number of components that are required will depend upon the
desired frequency and power output. This can be seen by a study of
the block diagrams of the radio transmitters shown in Fig. 13-8. Transmitters with a low power output and medium radio frequencies require
only a few components of comparatively small size. The r-f portion of
such a transmitter consists of a crystal-controlled oscillator, a buffer
amplifier, and a power amplifier. The crystal-controlled oscillator produces an alternating current of the required carrier frequency value.
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The power output of the oscillator is inercascd by the buffer amplifier to
the value required to drive the pmn~r arnµlifier. The r-f amplifier produces the desired pmrnr output. The a-f port.ion of the tmnsmitter
consists of a microphone, a speeC'l1 amplifier, and a modulator. The low
voltage output of the microphone is inercased by the speech amplifier to
a value that is high enough to drive the modulator. The modulator is
the last stage of the a-f amplifier and produces the a-f output re(1uired to
obtain 100 per cent modulation. The out.put of the moclubtor is feel into

BUFFER

POWER

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

SPEECH

MODULATOR

AMPLIFIER

J
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CONTROLLE

OSCILLATOR
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AMPLIFIER
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FREQUENCY
MULTIPLIER

SECOND
FREQUENCY
MULTIPLIER

ICROPHONE

MODULATED
AMPLIFIER

POWER
AMPLIFIER

SPEECH
AMPLIFIER

{b)
Fw. 13-8.-Rlock diagrams of an amplitude-modulated transmitter. (a) Radiotelephone
transmitter for medium frequencies, (b) radiotele)Jhoue transmitter for liigh frequencies.

the r-f power amplifier, which also serves as a modulating amplifier.
The modulating amplifier is a linear r-f amplifier of the carrier frequency
and is the stage in which the modulation actually occurs.
In order to produce a radio frequency output greater than 10 me, one
or more stages of frequency multiplication are generally used. In addition to producing a multiple of its input frequency the frequency multiplier also serves as an r-f amplifier.
In order to produce a high power output a push-pull r-f amplifier or
several stages of single-tube amplification may be used. The r-f amplifier
section that precedes the power amplifier is usually referred to as the exciter.
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The number and also the operating characteristics of the amplifier units
in the exciter are determined by the power required to drive the power
amplifier tube. The calculation of the amount of power required to
drive a power amplifier tube efficiently is a rather complex procedure.
For practical purposes the driving power is generally assumed to be
approximately 10 per cent of the required amplifier tube power output.

ICROPHONE

SPEECH
AMPLIFIER

REACiANCE
TUBE
MODULA10R

FREQUENCY
\l~LTIPLIER

POWER
AMPLIFIER

OSCILLATOR
Fro. 13-9.-Block diagram of a frequency-modulated transmitter.

Block Diagram of a Frequency-modulated Transmitter. The type and
number of components used in an f-m transmitter depends upon the
system of modulation employed, the power output required, and the
method used to stabilize the carrier or resting frequency. A block
diagram of an f-m transmitter using the reactance tube sy::;tem of modulation is shown in Fig. 13-9. The reactance tube modulator combines the
outputs of the oscillator and speech amplifier to produce a frequencymodulated output. The modulator operates at a fraction of the transmitter frequency, hence a frequency multiplier is used to obtain the
desired operating frequency. The output of the frequency multiplier
drives the power amplifier, \\-hich in turn produces the desired power
output.
Transmitter Components. It can be seen from the description of the
block diagrams of the a-m and f-m transmitters that most of the components are some form of either oscillator or amplifier circuits. A power
supply, although not shown on the block dia_grams, is also required to
provide the necessary operating voltages for the tubes. The characteristics and operating principles of all the components with the exception of
the r-f power amplifier (sec Art. 13-5) have been presented in detail in
the previous chapters of this text.
13-5. Radio-frequency Power Amplifier Circuits. Class C Operation.
Because of the relatively large amount of power required by a radio
transmitter it is desirable that the overall efficiency of the unit be as high
as it is practicable to obtain. A Class C amplifier operates with a grid
bias that is greater than the value required to produce cutoff (see Fig.
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7- I). The plate current flows for appreciably less than one-half of each
input cycle and is zero for the remainder of the cycle. The efficiency for
Class C operation of amplifiers is therefore higher than for either Class A
or Class B operation. It is possible to design a Class C amplifier having
an efficiency of 75 per cent as compared to approximately 25 per cent for
Class A operation. Because of this high efficiency, r-f power amplifiers
as used ,vith transmitters are generally operated Class C. In order to
obtain maximum efficiency the relation between the grid bias and the
peak value of the input signal should be such that positive plate current
saturation will occur during a portion of each positive half of the input
cycle. An approximate value of the grid bias required to produce maximum efficiency can be obtained hy adding 25 to 50 per cent of the peak
,·alue of the input voltage to the minimum value of grid bias required to
produce cutoff.
Class C Amplifier Cirwits. Since current flows in the plate circuit of
a Class C amplifier for only a portion of each input cycle, and also because
the grid of a Class C amplifier tube used for r-f power amplification in a
transmitter is driven positive during a portion of each input cycle, the
output current for this type of amplification will be distorted. In transmitting circuits the r-f amplifier operates at a fixed frcqncncy with a tuned
circuit as the plate circuit load (see Figs. 13-10 to 13-14). When the
plate circuit is tuned to the frequency of the input signal applied to the
grid circuit of the tube, the amplifier may be operated as Class C without
producing distortion. Because of the properties of parallel resonant
circuits (sec Art. 10-8), the r-f circulating current in the plate tank circuit
will have an undistorted wave form.
Since the tank circuit is tuned to the same frequency as the input
signal applied to the grid, the plate load will he resistive and thus the
plate current will be maximum when the plate voltage is at a minimum.
The plate dissipation of the tube will also be low which is another reason
for the high efficiency of Class C amplifiers.
Radio-frequency Amplifier Tubes. The low power output vacuum
tube designed for radio receiver application can also be operated as a
Class C r-f power amplifier when the output required is only a few watts.
When larger amounts of power are required vacuum tubes having u
larger power output must be used. The amount of power that a tube can
deliver is determined by (1) the electron emission of the cathode, (2) the
amount of voltage that can safely be applie<l to the plate, (3) the amount
of power that can be dissipated within the tube without overheating.
In order to obtain the large amount of electron emission required for r-f
power tubes, a correspondingly larger cathode is nse<l. Ample insulation
must be provided between the tube's electrodes so that a high plate
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voltage can be applied. To provide for ample power dissipation of aircooled vacuum tubes, the size of the glass envelope and the plate electrodes arc increased correspondingly. ,vhen the power output required
is very large, vacuum tubes are constructed to permit the circulation of
water around the plate during operation of the tube. Transmitting tubes
can be obtained in various :oizes capable of delivering an output power of
one watt to hundreds of watts.
13-6. Methods of Producing Amplitude Modulation. Types of
~Modulation. The process of modulation, that is, changing the wave form
of the carrier by adding the signal to it, is accomplished by means of
vacuum-tube circuits. There are several methods of using a vacuum
tube and its associated circuits to produce amplitude modulation. In
the method most generally used the modulating signal is applied to the
plate circuit of an r-f amplifier tube; this method is called plate modulation.
Another method is to apply the modulating signal to the control grid
circuit of an r-f amplifier tube; this method is called grid modulation. In
still another method the modulating signal is applied simultaneously to
both the control grid and plate circuits of an r-f amplifier tube, thereby
varying the cathode curreni.; thi:o method is called cathode modulation.
Low-and Iligh-level Modulation. l\fodulation may be accomplished in
any stage of the r-f amplifier system. The methods of modulation may
therefore be further classified according to the level of the modulating
signal used, namely, low-level and high-level modulation.
In low-level modulation the modulating signal is added to the carrier
wave in one of the lmY-power r-f amplifier stages. The main advantage
of this system of modulation is that very little a-f power is required. The
a-f amplifier may therefore consist of only a fow stages of low-level amplification. A disadvantage of this system of modulation is that in order
to avoid distortion of the modulated signal all stages of amplification
following the modulating amplifier must be linear. As high efficiencies
are usually not obtained from linear amplifiers, the efiiciency of a transmitter using low-level modulation is comparatively low.
In high-level modulation the modulating signal is added to the carrier
wave in the final r-f amplifier stage. The main- advantage of this system
of modulation is that the r-f amplifiers preceding the modulating amplifier
do not have to be linear. Since high-gain amplifiers can be used in each
r-f stage of amplification in this system of modulation, the cfiiciency of a
transmitter using high-level modulation is comparatively high. A disadvantage of this system of modulation is that high a-f pmver is required
and a number of stages of a-f amplification must be used.
Grid M adulation. In this method of modulation the output of an
a-f amplifier is used to vary the grid bias of an r-f Class C amplifier, thus
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causing the r-f output to be modulated in accordance with the a-f signal.
Because modulation is accomplished by ,·arying the grid bias of a tube,
this method is abo called grid-b-ias 111odulatio11.
A circuit for producing grid modnlation is shmrn in Fig. 13-10. The
r-f excitation voltage is coupled to the grid of the modulated amplifier
tube FT 1 by means of the tran::;former T 1. The a-f signal output from the
modulator tube V'l'2 is coupled to the grid of V'l\, in series with the
operating bia::; of the C battery, by means of transformer T 3 • Capacitor
Moclulotfed amplifier

11
~uhfea
~uf

Carrier
voltage
input

B+

cr-f

.signal

B-

B+

Modulcdor
Fra. 13-10.-Basir circuit for obtaining grid modulation.

C 2 is used to keep the r-f excitation voltage ont of the a-f circuit. The
modulated output is coupled to the next amplifier stage or to the antenna
by means of transformer T 2 •
An advantage of grid modulation is that only a small amount of
po,Yer is required to modulate the carrier \YaYc of a transmitter ha Ying a
comparatiYely high pmrnr output.
Plate Modulation. In this method of modulation the output of an
a-f amplifier is applied to the plate of an r-f amplifier tube, thus causing
the r-f output to be modulated in accordance \\ith the a-f signal. Because
modulation is accomplished by ,·arying the plate Yoltage of a tube this
method is called plate modulation.
There arc various methods of obtaining plate modulation. One
method commonly used is the Heising system. The basic circuit diagram
for this system of modulation is shown in Fig. 13-11. The r-f carrier
signal is applied to gricl of the modulated amplifier tube VT 1, and the
a-f output from the modulator tube VT 2 is coupled to the plate of YT1
by means of the a-f choke coil £4 The blocking capacitor C1 is used to
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prevent the plate supply from being short-circuited. The r-f choke L 1
isolates the r-f signal from the plate supply. Resistor R 1 serves as a
voltage-dropping resistor so that the modulated amplifier tube will
operate at a lower plate voltage than the modulator tube. Capacitor
C3, which is shunted across the plate voltage-dropping resistor, provides
a path for the a-f variations in current. Without this capacitor a large
portion of the a-f signal voltage would he absorbed by the plate Yoltagedropping resistor, thus producing distortion. Capacitor C 2 and the
Modula fed amplifier
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~odulaled
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'II

E__<:,ufpuf

1

ca/r/er
v:oftage

Jni,uf
i

c+

c-rBModukdor

Fm. 13-1 ].-Basic circuit for obtaining plate modulation.

primary ,vinding L2 of the output transformer T 1 form the tank circuit,
,Yhich is tuned to the canier frequency.
The operation of this circuit is explained in the following manner.
Both the modulator and the r-f amplifier tubes recei,·e their plate supply
voltage from a common source of po,rnr. ·with zero a-f signal, the r-f
Yoltage applied to the grid of Y7'i causes an r-f current to circulate in the
plate tank circuit G~2- "\Yhen an a-f signal is !J,pplied to the grid of FT2
the plate current of this tube Y1ill increase and decrease in accordance "ith
the input signal. Howeyer, the high inductance of the a-f choke coil L
opposes any change in the amount of the current Heming through it and
hence tends to keep the amount of current drawn from the B pmrnr supply
at a constant value. Because of the action of the a-f choke coil this
system of modulation is also referred to as the constant current system.
Since the plates of both tubes are supplied from a common source of
power, whose current remains practically constant, the plate current
output of VT2 can only vary if the plate cunent of rT 1 is also ,·aricd.
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Hence ·when the a-f input cycle swings negative the plate current of VT2
rlecreases, causing the plate current of V'l'i to increase, and when the a-f
input cycle is positive the plate cnrrent of V'l\ will increase, causing the
plate current of V'l\ to decrease. It can thus be seen that when a signal
is applied to the input circuit of the modulator tube the plate current of
the modulated amplifier tube and the r-f current in the tank circuit CJ, 2
will then be modulated in accordance with the frequency and amplitude
of the a-f signal applied to the modulator tube.
In order to reduce the distortion to a minimum the modulator tube
should be operated as a Class A audio amplifier. The modulated amplifier tube should be operated as Class C with a grid bias equal to approximately twice the value required to produce cutoff. A high percentage of
modulation is obtained by operating the modulated amplifier tube at a
lower plate voltage than the modulator tube. For proper operation of
the modulated amplifier the circuit should be adjusted so that the r-f
cnrrent in the plate tank circuit varies directly "·ith changes in its plate
voltage. Thus if the plate ,•oltage is increa1-ed to twice its normal value
the tank current should double, and if the plate voltage is decreased to
one-half its normal valne the tank current shonld decrease to one-half its
normal value. With 100 per cent moclnlation the peak value of the
modulating voltage and the plate ,·oltage of the moclnlatCll amplifier tube
(with zero moclnlation) are equal. For 100 per cent modulation the
modulating power \\·ill be equal to one-half the power supplied by the
plate voltage source. The power tha,t the modnlator is reqnirecl to deliver
becomes exceedingly high for high-power-output r-f amplifiers, which is
one of the disadvantages of plate modulation. However, because of the
high overall efficiency obtainable with plate modnlation it is the method
most generally used.
13-7. Interstage Coupling. Types of Coupling. The transfer of
energy from one vacuum-tube stage to another is accomplished by means
of interstage coupling. For maximum efficiency, the transfer of energy
should be accomplished with a minimum amount of loss, a minimum
amount of loading of the driver stage, and a minimum amount of extraneous interaction between stages. By proper impedance matching, the
energy loss and the loading of the dri,·cr stage can be reduced to a minimum. The extraneous interaction between stages can be rednced by
minimizing the amount of stray electrostatic coupling. In a transmitter,
the transfer of energy from one ntcuum-tnbe stage to another may be
accomplished by capacitive, impedance, or link coupling.
Capacitive Coupling. With capacitiYe coupling the voltage developed
across a capacitor is used to drive the grid of the following stage. An
example of the use of this type of coupling is shown in Fig. 13-12. In
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this circuit, the voltage developed across the tank circuit will divide
across the capacitors C1 and C2 in proportion to their reactances. The
voltage developed across C2 drives the grid of V1\ and thus the amount of
grid excitation voltage for V1'2 can be increased by decreasing the capacitance of C2. Any change in the capacitance of only C2 will cause a change
in the resonant frequency of the tank circuit, hence for any decrease in
the capacitance of C 2 a corresponding increase must also be made in the

B+
C+
o----+----------------<l,BFm. 13-12.--An example of capacitive coupling.

Dr/ver

Ampl/f/er

B+
C+
o----+---------+---+------QB"'r

Frn. 13-13.--An example of impedance coupling.

capacitance of C1 • An advantage of this method of coupling is that with
the proper adjustment of these two capacitors it is possible to provide a
continuous variation in load. Furthermore, tl)c variable adjustment of
the grid excitation voltage is also an advantage of this method of coupling.
Impedance Coupling. An example of impedance coupling is shown
in Fig. 13-13. In this circuit, the plate voltage of the driver tube is
isolated from the grid of the amplifier tube by means of the blocking
capacitor C1. The amount of grid excitation can be adjusted by moving
the tap on the plate tank coil L 1• Moving the tap on this coil can also
be used as a means to provide for proper impedance matching. Because
of its simplicity, this method of coupling is used extensively in transmitter circuits. However, because of the extraneous capacitance of
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the circuit elements a practic·al !,C ratio of the tank circuit cannot be
used at high frequencies.
Link Coupling. A method commonly used to couple vacuum-tube
stages at the higher frequencies is called link coupling. An example of
this method of coupling is illustrated in Fig. 13-1--l. Link coupling
requires the use of two tuned circuits, one in the plate circuit of the
driver tube and the other in the grid circuit of the amplifier tube. A
low-impedance line ha,·ing a coil with one or two turns n,t each of its

f-+----otJ-

B+

c-

Fro. 13-14.-An example of link coupling.

ends is used to couple the plate and grid tuned circuits. This type of
coupling has many advantages, among which arc: (1) there is no need of
tapping the grid or plate inductors, as the amount of grid excitation can
be adjusted by varying the coupling between L 1 and L2 or La and L4;
(2) because of the low-impedance line connecting coils L2 and La the two
stages may be separated from each other hy an appreciable distance; (3)
separate parts of the transmitter may be constructed as individual units
without having to use long leads at high r-f voltages; (--1) series feed may
be used in both the grid and plate circuits; (5) interaction behrnen stages
is reduced considerably; (G) the effects of the tube capacitances on the
LC ratio can be reduced to a minimum.
13-8. Amplitude-modulated Transmitter. A portable a-m transmitter that can be operated from either a 6-volt battery or a 115-volt
a-c line is illustrated in Fig. 13-15. The circuit diagram for this transmitter is shown in Fig. 13-16. The vibrator-type power trnnsformer T1
may be used with either G volts d-c or 115 volts a-c. The heater voltage
is obtained from the battery with d-c operation, and from a secondary
winding of the transformer T 1 with a-c operation. ·when the transmitter
is operated from a battery switch S 1 controls the heater circuit and
s,vitch S2 controls the vibrator circuit. ·when the transmitter is operated
from an a-c power line, switch S, is closed and the complete po,Yer supply
is then controlled by switch S 2• Full-wave rectification is obtained by
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(a)

(1,)

(c)
FIG.. 13-15.-Three views of a 12-watt universal amplitude-modulated transmitter.
(a) Panel vi-,w, (b) chassis view, (c) bottom view. (Courtesy of Thordarson Electric Manufacturing Divi&ion, Mag·uire Industries, Inc.)
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FIG. 13-16.-Circuit diagram of the transmitter illustrated in Fig. 13-15. (C'ourlesy of
Thordarson Electric i\Ianufacturina Division, J-Iayuire Industries, Inc.)
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means of the center-tapped secondary of the power transformer T 1 and
the 6W5-G rectifier tube. Filtering of the B power supply is accomplished by use of the capacitor-input pi-type filter circuit. A source of
high direct voltage is made available at the terminal board A by means
of the spdt s,\itch S3. .For transmitter operation this s,titch should he
in position 1. When this switch is in position 2, the plate voltage is
removed from the transmitter tubes and is made available at the terminal
board A. Bct,Yecn transmissions, currents up to 100 ma may be drawn
from the power source to supply the high voltage for operating a receiver
or other auxiliary equipment.
A regenerative-type crystal-controlled oscillator circuit employing
a 6V6-G tube is used to produce the carrier wave. The r-f power amplifier is plate modulated and uses an 807 tube. In the a-f section, two
stages of amplification using resistance-capacitance coupling and 6J7
tubes ai-~ used to increase the microphone output sufficiently to drive
the Class A operated 6\T(i-G modulator tube. The final tank circuit is
connected in the plate circuit of the r-f power amplifier and consists of
the two capacitors, 010 and Cu, and the coil L2. The degree of loading,
as determined by the antenna used, can be adjusted by varying the
capacitors C10 and Cu. Decreasing the capacitance of capacitor Cu
increases the load. The milliammeter and the dpdt switch S 4 provide a
means of reading the plate current of either the oscillator or the r-f
power amplifier tubes.
13-9. Methods of Producing Frequency Modulation. Types of
Modulation. In frcqnency modulation tho a-f signal is applied to the
transmitter circuit in such a manner that it causes the frequency of the
output wave to vary in proportion to tho amplitude of the a-f signal and
at a rate corresponding to the frequency of the a-f signal. There are
two methods of producing frequency modulation in general use, namely,
the Crosby system and the Armstrong system. The characteristics of the
output wave arc the same for both methods of modulation.
The Crosby system employs the reactance-control or reactance-tube
modulator method of frequency modulation,. in which the frequencymodulated wave is produced directly by connecting the modulator tube
in the oscillator circuit. As the frequency of the oscillator is varied by
the amplitude of the input signal, a crystal-controlled oscillator cannot
be used at this stage. It is therefore necessary to employ some indirect
means of maintaining the center or resting frequency at a constant value.
The Armstrong system employs the balanced modulator method of
frequency modulation in which the frequency-modulated wave is produced indirectly by means of phase modulation. This method actually
uses phase modulation to ultimately achieve frequency modulation.
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The operation of this system is based upon the principle that any shift
in phase will he accompanied by a momentary change in frequency. In
the Armstrong system the oscillator supplies a standard frequency, ,vhich
is fod to the modulator where it is modulated by the a-f signal. Side
bands are produced, which are then shifted in phase with respect to the
earner wa,·e. The side bands and the carrier are then combined to
produce the freqtwncy-modnlatcd waxe. The carrier frequency is
obtained directly from a crystal-controlled oscillator, and hence it is not
necessary to employ any indirect means for its stabilization.
Reaclance-tube 111oclulalor. The pmpose of a rcactance modulator
is to vary the r-f output of the oscillator circuit in accordance with the
'Tank
circutf

Speech
amp/if/er

Reacfance
mocluhfor

L

Osdllcdor
lube

C

Frn. 13-1 i.-Principlc of the re1tdan~e modulator.

amplitude and frequency changes of the a-f input signal. This is accomplished by connecting a Yariable-rcactancc circuit, called a reactance
modulator, in parallel with the tauk circuit of the oscillator as shown in
Figs. 13-17 and 13-18. The a-f voltage applied to the reactance modulator will cause the resonant frequency of the tank circuit to vary in
accordance "·ith the instantaneous variations of the a-f signal. As the
impedance of a circuit having a reactive component "ill Yary ,\ith the
applied frecluency, there are many types of reactance modulator circuits.
The type most generally used is the reactance-tnbe modulator circuit.
The circuit diagram of a reactance-tuhe modulator is shown in Fig.
13-18. The oscillator circuit consists of the vacuum tube V1\, the tank
circuit J, 1C3 , the grid-leak resistor R 2, and the grid capacitor C5. The
modulator tube VT2 is connected across resistor R1 and capacitor C2.
The series circuit R 1C2 is thus connected in parallel "·ith the internal
resistance (plate-to-cathode) of lrT 2 to form a simple phase shifting
circuit, \\"hich is connected across the oscillator tank circuit. Capacitor C4 prO\·ides a path for the a-f current and also se1Tcs to block the d-c
plate ,·oltngP.
In order for the Cll!TPnt in the R,C 2 Pircuit to br in phase with the
voltage across the tank cirrnit, the resio:taneP of H1 is made much higher
than the reactance of C2 • The ,·oltage across C2 will thus lag the current
in this circuit by 90 degrees. This voltage is applied to the input circuit
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of the modulator tube by means of capacitor C1. Since the output current of a tube is al ways in phase with its input voltage, the current through
the modulator tube lags the voltage across the tank circuit by \JO degrern:;.
Vacuum tube V'l' 2 thus acts in the same manner as an inductor. Since
the tube VT 2 and the inductor L 1 arc connected in parallel their effective
Osci!!cdor

Modufcdor

a-f1np11!~

Fm. 13-18.-Circuit diagram of a reactance-tube modulator.

RFC

~---oB+

Oscillator
tank

B+
FIG. 13-19.-A reactancc-tuhc modulator circuit_using a typo GL7 tube.

inductance \\ill ahrnys be less than the value of the smallest inductance.
Although the inductance of L 1 is relatively constant, the effective inductance of VT2 will vary as the voltage on the grid of the tube is varied.
\Vhen an a-f voltage is applied to the grid of V'l' 2 the frequency of the
oscillator circuit will thus be modulated in accordance with the amplitude
and frequency variations of the a-f voltage.
Frequency modulation may also be obtained by having the tube act
as a capacitor. This can ·be accomplished by making the capacitive
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reactanec of C2 much higher than the re:-;istance of H1. The voltage
across R 1 is then applied to the grid of l'T 2 • A single tuLe such as the
GL7 may be used in phce of both the oscillator tube V'l'i and the modulator tube VT 2 , as is shown in Fig. 13-H).
The reactance-tube modulator is a cornparat.ivcly simple and effective
means of producing frequency modulation. Unlike amplitude modulation, the speech amplifier is not required to deliver any power and its
output voltage need only be relatively small, being less than 20 volts.
Balanced Modulator. The purpose of the Lalanccd modulator is to
convert the amplitude modulations of the a-f signal into side bands of the
oscillator voltage so that they can be used to produce phase modulation.
A 90-degrec phase shifter generally forms an integral part of the balanced
modulator circuit. Before analyzing the functions of the various components of the balanced modulator circuit of J<'ig. 13-21, it will be of advantage first to obtain an overall picture of how phase modulation (and
ultimately frequency modulation) is obtained. From the block diagram of
Fig. 13-23 it can be seen that morlnlation takes place at the combining
amplifier, where a voltage from the oscillator, bnffcr amplifier and the
90-degree side-hand components are combined to produce a phasemodulated output. In the vector diagram of Fig. 13-20 the vector Eo
,
" is a constant-amplitude voltage supplied to the comEo
E'!_ ____ !_ilo
bining amplifier by the buffer stage. Vectors E 1
and E 2 are the side-band voltages supplied to the
combining amplifier by the side-band amplifier; the
magnitude and instantaneous direction of these voltages depend upon the amp1itude and the instantaneous polarity of the a-f signal. Vectors E,' ancl
E2 Eo'' represent the resultant voltage after being comFIG. 13-20.-Vcctnr
1
diagram illustrating the
hined in the combining amplifier. The ang es 0'
manner in which phase
and O" indicate the degree of phase modulation as
mo<lulation is obtaiuc<l.
a result of a<Jding the side bands to Eo. From this
vector diagram it can be seen that phase modulation can best be obtained
by combining voltages ,rith a 90-degree phase displacement and that when
E is constant the amount of phase modulation is dependent upon the
magnitude of the modulating voltages E1 and R2.
The circnit diagram of a babnccd modl1lator is shown in Fig. 13-21.
Tubes VT 1 and VT 2 should have identical characteristics and arc operated with the same -values of operating voltages. The two control grids
arc connected in parallel and are excited by the oscillator signal. The
screen grids of these two tubes are connected in push-pull and are excited
by the a-f modulating signal. The plates arc connected so that the plate
currents of the two tubes ,vi.ll flow through the two halves of the primn.ry
0
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winding of the transformer T 2 in opposite directions. With zero a-f
signal, the currents in L1 and L2 will be equal and as they flow in opposite
directions in the two halves of the primary winding of '1' 2 the circuit will
thus be balanced and the net induced voltage at the terminals of the
secondary L3 will be zero. When an a-f signal is applied, the screen-grid
voltage on one tube increases and that on the other decreases by an
amount proportional to the a-f signal. Since the voltages on the screen
grids arc no longer eqnal, the currents in the two plate circuits will no
longer be equal and a voltage will now be present at the terminals of L 3 •
Bol,rncecl moclulc,tor

Siclebond <>mplifier

Tocryslcrl
controlled
oscillator

Tz=

~

+SG+B

C9

~-------'~·n='="----------Je-'--.-+-

+SG+B
Fm. 13-21. -Balanced modulator, 90-degree phase-shifting network, buffer amplifier, and
side-band amplifier.

As the side-band voltage must be 90 degrees out of phase with the oscillator voltage in order to readily produce phase modnlation, a 90-degree
phase shift is introduced at the transformer ·r2. The 90-degree phase
shift is accomplished at '1'2 by adding capacitors C5 and G\, thus making
the transformer winding sections L 1 and L2 part of a tuned circuit. "With
the L 1C5 and L2C6 circuits resonant to the oscillator frequency, the currents in L1 and l., 2 will be in phase with the oscillator voltage. As the
induced voltage at the secondary of a transformer is 90 degrees out of
phase with the primary (magnetizing) current, the voltage at the terminals of L 3 will be 90 degrees ont of phase ·wi1 h the oscillator voltage.
It should now be cYiclent that the balanced modulator circuit of Fig. 13-21
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will produce 90-dcgrcc side-band components (similar to E 1 and E 2 of
Fig. 13-20) that will vary in magnitude in accordance with the a-f modulating signal and at a rate corresponding to the frcqncncy of the a-f
signal. It should be observed here that the \JO-degree phase shift could
have been introduced at a number of other points in the circuit, hence
this is only one of the various types of phase shifting methods.
13-10. Frequency-modulated Transmitters. Crosby System. The
fundttmental principles of operation of an f-m transmitter P.mploying the
Crosby system can be seen from a study of the block diagram of Fig. 13-22.
With zero a-f signal, oscillator 1 provides an r-f :,;ignal whose frequency is
only a fraction of the final output frequency value. When an a-f signal is
introduced at the microphone it is passed on to a speech amplifier, \Yhere
Oscilk1ror1------""'

No.1

~!crophone

Speech
omplifier

Recicfonce
tube

modu[lltor

Discriminc.lor

Frequency
multiplier

I· F
omplifier

Power
amplifier

Crystal

Mixer

controlled
osci Ilatar
No.2

:FIG. 13-22.-Block diagram of a frequcncy-modul:ttcd transmitter employing the rcactance
tube method of modulation.

the a-f signal is increased in strength. .tVter being amplified, the signal is
fed into the reactance-tube modulator circnit, where it is used to modulate the freqliency of oscillator 1. In order to obtain a high quality of
modulation it is considered good practice to limit the frequency deviation
produced at the point of modulation to ~pproximately 10 kc. Conseqnently, in order to obtain the ultimate desired 7.5-kc frequency deviation
it is necessary to fped the outpnt of the reactance modulator circuit into a
freqnency multiplier stage. For example, in order to obtain a 7.5-kc frequency deviation at the output when the de,·iation produced at the point
of modulation is 7.5 kc, a frequency multiplication of 10 is required.
With a multiplication factor of 10 it is apparent that in order to obtain a
final center frequency value of 100 me, the frequency of oscillator 1 must
be 10 me. The output of the frequency multiplier is passed on to the r-f
power amplifier, where the modulated signal is brought np to the desired
strength before applying it to the antenna to be broadcast.
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Because the output of oscillator 1 is frequency modulated and hence
cannot be crystal controlled, it is necessary to add a frequency stabilizing
circuit to prevent excessive drift of the center frequency value. The
stabilizing circuit consists of oscillator 2, the mixer, i-f amplifier, and the
discriminator. The operation of this circuit is as follows. A portion of
the output of the frequency multiplier is combined by heterodyne action
in the mixer stage (sec Art. 14-7) with the crystal-controlled output of
oscillator 2 to produce a comparatively low intermediate frequency.
This signal is then amplified and fed into the discriminator (see Art.
1:l-17), which converts the frequency-modulated signal into an a-f signal.
The a-f output of the discriminator is then fed into the reactance-tube
modulator in series with the output from the speech amplifier in such a
manner as to correct the tendency of any frequency drift of the center
frequency_ value of oscillator 1.
Arm3trong System. The fundamental principles of operation of an
f-m transmitter employing the Armstrong system can be seen from a
study of the block diagram of Fig. 13-23. Oscillator 1 supplies a comparatively low value of frequency to a buffer amplifier and its output is crystal
controlled. A low value of frequency must be used because the frequency deviation produced by the phase-modulation method is very
small. In the block diagram illustrated, the value of tho oscillator frequency is 200 kc and the maximum original frequency deviation is 10
cycles. The buffer amplifier supplies voltage to both the combining
amplifier and the balanced modulator. ,Vhen an a-f signal is introduced
at the microphone it is passed on to an audio amplifier and a correcting
network. The audio amplifier increases the strength of the signal and
the correction network, which merely consists of one or more resistors
and capacitors, is used to make the amplitude of the a-f signal vary
inversely with the signal frequency before applying the a-f signal to the
modulator. The ultimate purpose of the correction network is to change
phase modulation to frequency modulation. By applying the corrected
a-f signal to the balanced modulator and 90-degree phase shifter the sideband components are produced. The side-band amplifier increases the
amplitude of the side-band components to the value required to produce
the proper amount of phase modulation, usually not to exceed 30 degrees.
The output of the combining amplifier "ill be a frequency-modulated
signal whose center frequency is 200 kc and whose frequency deviation is
10 cycles. In order to increase the original frequency deviation of 10
cycles to the ultimate desired value of 75 kc requires a frequency multiplication of 7500. Therefore the output of the combining amplifier must
be fed through one or more stages of frequency multiplication. However,
if the same amount of multiplication is applied to the center frequency its
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value will be increased to 1500 me, which is much higher than the 88-lO(i
me band a.-;signecl to f-m broadcast transmitters. This condition is
corrected by placing a frpquency c01wcrter bet\\'een two multiplier stages.
At the first multiplier stage the center frequcney and the frequ0ncy deviation are increase<l l 00 times, hence at tlw o'ntput of this stage the center
fre(]uency will be 20 me and the deviation will be l 000 cycles. The
signal is then fo<l into a frequency converter (sec Art. 14-7), where it is
hetcrodyned with the 18.7-mc output of the crystal-controlled oscillator
2. The frequency converter reduces the center fre<1rnmcy hut does uot

Fra. 13-23.-Block diagram of the Armstrong system for a frequency-modulated transmitter.

affect the deviation. Tlrns the output of the frequmcy converter will
have a center frequency value of 1.3 me and a frequency deviation of 1 kc.
This signal is then fed into a multiplier stage, which produces a mnltiplication factor of 75 times. At the ontpnt of this stage the center frequency will have a value of 97.5 me and a frequency deviation of 75 kc.
The output of this stage is passed on to the r-f power amplifier, where the
modulated signal is brought up to the desired strength before applying it
to the antenna to he broadcast.
13-11. Antennas. Requirements of the Antenna. A single conductor,
or system of two or more conductors, used for radiating or receiving
radio waves is called an antenna. At a trnusmitting station the antenna
is used to radiate radio waves while at a rcceiYing station it is used to
receive radio waves. Antennas pol--sess the same electrical characteristics as a tuned circuit and thus will resonate at a definite frequency_
As an antenna is used to couple either a transmitter or a receiver to space,
the most eITective transmission or reception is obtained when the antenna
is designed to resonate at the signal frequency. The efficiency, frequency, and directional characteristics of an antenna will be the same
whether it is used for radiating or receiving mdio waves. An antenna
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used with a transmitter to radiate a signal at a definite frequency will
operate equally well as a receiving antenna for a signal of the :,;ame frequency. As a transmitter should send out the greatest possible amount
of energy, it is important that the antenna used with the transmitter
be designed to couple the greatest amount of energy into its circuit.
Because of the high sensitivity of modern broadcast receivers, the antenna
used with receivers is usually not given much attention.
Principle of the Antenna. An alternating current flowing through a
conductor produces an alternating magnetic field in the space surrounding
+H
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Frn. 13-24.-lllustration of the relations among the electric field, magnetic field, and the
direction of current. (a) Viewed along the conductor, (b) end view.

the conductor. If a second conductor is placed in this space, the magnetic lines of force will cut it and a voltage will be induced in the second
conductor. The value of the induced voltage will be dependent upon the
strength of the magnetic field and the frequency with which the magnetic
lines of force cut the conductor. Because thr strength of the magnetic
field about the second conductor is less than that around the first conductor, a difference of potential will exist between the two conductors.
Because of this difference of potential an electric field is also set up
between the two conductors. Electric and magnetic fields in motion are
always associated with one another and the two fields combined are
called an electromagnetic field. Both fields contain equal amounts of
energy, are at right angles to each other, and also at right angles to the
flow of current. The relation between the magnetic field, the electric
field, and the current flow is shown in Fig. 13-24.
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If the first conductor is replaced by a tram,mitting antenna and the
second conductor by a receiving antenna, the two antennas may be considered in the same manner as the primary and secondary windings of an
r-f transformer. Because of the large distance between the two antennas,
the coupling between them is very low, and in order to have any appreciable amount of voltage induced in the receiving antenna a high current
must flow in the transmitting antenna. The r-f energy in the transmitting antenna produces mdio waves consisting of electric and magnetic
fields in the same manner that the alternating current produces these
fields about a conductor.
Radiation. The flow of alternating current in an antenna causes the
electromagnetic field produced about the antenna to alternately expand
and contract. As a certain finite time is required for the electromagnetic
field to expand and contract, a new expanding field will be produced by
the second half cycle of alternating current before the electromagnetic
field produced by the first half cycle has hacl time to collapse completely.
Thus part of the original field does not return to the conductor but is left
suspended in space. The portion of the electromagnetic field that
remains in space is called the radiation field and that portion that returns
to the conductor is called the induction field.
The radiation field is pushed away from the conductor by the new
expanding field because each new field has a polarity opposite that of its
preceding field. \Vith each succeeding cycle of alternating cmrent more
sections arc adcled to the radiation field, thus causing each previous
section to be pushed farther away from the antenna and out into space.
The ratio between the radiation and induction fields increases directly
with the frequency and thus the higher the frequency of the alternating
current the greater will be the ratio bebveen these two fields. For most
effective transmission, it is desirable that this ratio be as high as it is
practicable to obtain, hence the current fed into the antenna should be
of a high radio frequency.
Radiation Resistance. In order to effectively radiate radio waves
into space it is necessary to use a circuit that does not confine the radiation field to the immediate vicinity of the antenna. It has been found
that a large portion of the energy fed into an antenna will be radiated
when an open oscillatory circuit having its inductance and capacitance
distributed over a large area is used. This principle can be shown by the
following experiment.
A simple oscilla~or circuit is used as a transmitter to produce a 5-mc
(GO-meter) output that is conplrd to two wires approximately 15 meters
long and 1 foot apart (see Fig. 13-2.5). Cnpacitor C3 is adjusted so that
the current in the antenna circuit as indicated by the ammeter A is at
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its maximum value. This maximnm value of antenna current should be
simultaneously adjusted to a small fraction of the rated current of the
oscillator by means of the potentiometer R 1 • A receiver is placed near
the transmitter and the strength of the output signal of the receiver is
noted. The ends of the two conductors are then moved from positions
A1 and B1 to positions A 2 and B 2• Moving the two conductors changes
their inductance and capacitance and it is therefore necessary to readjust
capacitor Ca in order to obtain the maximum current in the antenmi,
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Fro. 13-25.-Circuit for demonstrating the effect of radiation resistance.

circuit. It will be noted that this maximum value of current is less than
that obtained when the ends of the two conductors were at positions A1
and Br. This current should now be increased to its original value by
adjusting potentiometer R 1, which increases the power output of the
oscillator. It will now be noted that when the current in the antenna
circuit is adjusted to its original maximum value the strength of the
signal picked up by the receiver has increased. Reduce the strength of
the output signal of the receiver to its original value by changing the
position of the receiver but not varying its volume control. It will be
noted that in order to reduce the strength of this signal to the original
value, the receiver must be moved farther away from the transmitter.
Moving the ends of the two conductors from positions A 2 and B2 to positions A a and Ba will further decrease the maximum value of the current
flowing in the antenna circuit and the potentiometer R 1 must be readjusted to have the oscillator supply additional power. It will also be
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noted that in order for the strength of the :.;igna.l picked up by the receiYcr
to be the same as the original \·alue, thP n•1·PiYer must be moYed still
farther away from the antenna.
The conclusions that may be drawn from this experiment arc: (1) when
the ends of the two conductors are mow•d fartlwr apart, more power
must be supplied by the oscillator in order to maintain the current in the
antenna circuit at a constant maximum value, hence the resistance of the
antenna circuit incrPases as the cuds of the two conductors are moved
apart; (2) the greatest resistance will be obtained "·hen the ends are
diametrically opposite to each other; (3) the useful part of this resistance,
called the radiation resistance, "·ill be greatest when the ends of the two
conductors are diametrically opposite to each other.
13-12. The Fundamental Antenna. Characteristics. The operation
of all types of antennas, no matter how simple or complex their construction, is based upon the principles of the fundamental antenna. The
fundamental antcuna consists of a single \Yire \\·hose physical length is
equal to approximately one-half the \ntYelPngth of the signal to be transmitted. Beeause of the capacitance effect that exists at the ends of an
antenna the length of the fundamental antenna is made slightly less than
one-half the wavelength of the signal to be transmitt.ed. This difference
is about --1 per cent for the broadcast frequencies and increases slightly as
the frequency of transmission is increased. A conYPnient Pquation for
computing the length of the fundamental antenna may be obtained by
dividing Eq. (1-2) by two, converting the length in meters to feet, and
converting kilocycles to megacycles.

l = ,192 X k

f

where l
k
f

=
=
=

{l 3-!))

length of the antenna, feet
correction factor
frequency, megacycles

for frequencies less than 3 me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . k = 0. 96
for frequencies of 3 me to 30 me ............... l· = 0.95
for frequencies above 30 me ................... k = 0.94
Any conductor has distributed throughout its length the fundamental
characteristics of inductance, capacitance, and resistance. Thus for
every length of ·wire there is a resonant frequency at ,Yhich the rcact.ances
are equal and the current flow (circulating current) is at a maximum.
An antenna being a conductor is subject to these same eharactcristics
(see Art. 3-3 and Figs. 3-6 and 3-7). An antenna is thus an open oscillatory circuit and functions in accordance wjth the principles of parallel
resonance in the same manner as a coil and capacitor.
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Standing Waves. The energy radiated by an antenna is dependent
upon the amount of current in the antenna conductor and hence will be
greatest when the antenna current is the highest. Tn a properly designed
antenna, the current at one or more points along the length of the conductor is increased beyond the amount produced by the transmitter by
setting up standing waves of current. The manner in which standing
waves are produced is presented in
the study of transmission lines (Art.
13-14).
Voltage and Current Distribution
along the Fundamental Antenna.
Standing waves of current and voltage will be produced on the fundamental or half-wave antenna in such
a man~r as to cause the current to ~-----j wavelength\~\ -- --------- --~
be maximum at the center of the
'
Voltage-',
antenna and practically zero at the
two ends. The voltage distribution
will be just opposite, being practiFIG. 13-26.-Distribution of the curcally zero at the center and ma:-..-i.rent and Yoltage along a fundamental or
mum .. at both ends. Figure l:~-2(3 half-wave antenna.
shows the voltage and current distribution along a half-wave antenna. The points at which the current and
voltage are at their minimum are called nodes and the points where the
current and voltage are at their maximum arc called loops or antinodes.
Because the inductance, capacitance, and resistance of an antenna are
distributed over its entire length, rather than being concentrated at any
one point, the fundamental antenna \Yill also resonate at frequencies that
are integral multiples of the fundamental frequency. The fundamental
antenna can therefore be operated at harmonics of its fundamental frequency. The current and voltage distribution for harmonic operation
of the fundamental antenna is illustrated in Fig. 13-27. From this figure
it can be seen that there are t,rn standing waYes for second harmonic
operation and three standing waves for third hannonic operation. H
can also be noted that the number of points "·here the current is at a
maximum also corresponds to the order of the harmonic. The fundamental antenna thus operates as a full-wave antenna for the second harmonic and as a thrce-half-,rnve antenna for its third harmonic.
Impedance of the Antenna. The impedance of the antenna is determined by the values of the standing waves of voltage and current and is
equal to the ratio of the yoltage to the current. IlPferring to Figs. 13-26
and 13-27, it can be seen that the impedanre along the length of an
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antenna is not a constant value but varies along its length. In the case
of the fundamental antenna the impedance is at its maximum at both
ends and is at a minimum in the center. Because the nodes of the standing waves never actually reach zero, the impedance at the center of the
fundamental antenna never has the theoretical zero value at its center.
Actually the impedance at the center of the fundamental antenna is
approximately 72 ohms and has this value regardless of the length as
determined by its resonant frequency. Since the antenna operates at its
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Fro. 13-2i.· Distribution of the current and voltage along an antenna operated on
harmonics of its fundamental freqneney. (a) Serond harmonic operation, (I,) third
harmonic operation.

fundamental frequency this impedance is pure resistance. Practically all this resistance is radiation resistance, as the ohmic
resistance of the conductor is relatively small. The higher the frequency
of transmission the shorter "·ill be the required length of the antenna and
hence also the lower its ohmic resistance. Since the impedance at the
center of the fundamental antenna is practically constant regardless of
its length, the efficiency of transmission at the higher frequencies is
greater than at the lower frequencies.
Radiation resistance is the term generally used in conjunction with the
antenna current to determine the power radiated by the antenna. The
power is equal to the product of the square of the antenna current and
the radiation resistance.
(13-10)
Pr= la 2Rr
where P, = radiated power, watts
Ia = antenna current, amperes
R, = radiation resistance, ohms
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13-13. Types of Antennas. Antennas may be divided into two
groups, namely, (1) the ungrounded or Jlertz antenna, (2) the grounded or
Marconi antenna. The H crtz antenna opera.tes in the same manner as the
fundamental antenna and is also referred to as a doublet, a dipole, or a
half-wave antenna. The ::\1arconi antenna is also referred to as a quarterwave antenna. The operation of both types of antennas is based upon the
principles of operation of the fundamental antenna.
Hertz Antenna. The basic Hertz antenna consists of a single wire
whose length is equal to approximately one-half the wavelength of the
signal to be transmitted. This definition is the same as that for the
fundamental antenna and hence its theory of operation will also be
the same.
The Hertz antenna may be erected horizontally or vertically. The
manner in which the antenna is to be erected will be determined by the
direction in which it is desired that the transmitted waves be polarized.
The direction of the electrostatic lines of flux is called the direction of
polarization of the wave. A vertical antenna will transmit waves that
are polarized vertically and a horizontal antenna will transmit waves tha_t
arc polarized horizontally. The angle at which the radiation from the
antenna is at a maximum is determined by the direction in which it is
polarized. Maximum radiation of the ground wave (sec Art. 13-15) is
obtained with vertical polarization.
One of the disadvantages of the Hertz antenna is that its length for
the low radio frequencies becomes excessive. One of its main advantages
is that it requires no ground and can be mounted high above the earth or
other absorbent bodies.
~Marconi Antenna. The basic Marconi antenna consists of a single
wire whose length is equal to approximately one-fourth the wavelength
of the signal to be transmitted. One end of this wire is connected to the
ground and the other end is left suspended in space. This type of
antenna may be erected either vertically or partly vertical and partly
horizontal as shown in Fig. 13-28. Because of the capacitive effect of
the antenna, the wavelength at which the Marconi antenna resonates is
approximately 4.2 times the length from its free -end to ground.
"\Vhcn an antenna consists of a vertical wire having one end connected
to ground, the electromagnetic fic1d will spread out and extend through
the ground in the same manner as if a wire similar to the one extending
above the ground was substituted for the ground. The ground acts as a
mirror reflecting an image of the electromagnetic field above it. The
electric field about the antenna and its reflection by the ground is shown
in Fig. 13-29. Although the magnetic field is not shown, it is also present
but has been omitted for convenience and simplicity of drawing. A
quarter-wave antenna having one end connected to ground ,till therefore
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have another quarter-wave added to it by its ground image. The
:Marconi antenna thus acts in the same manner a.-; the fundamental
antenna; its voltage and current distribution arc shown in Fig. 13-30.
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Fm. 13-28.-Thrcc methods of erecting the ,\farconi antenna.
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FrG. 13-30.-Distribntion of
the current and voltage along a
grounded quartcr-waYe antenna.

The grounded end of the antenna is at minimum voltage because this
point is at ground potential. A high value of current will flow into
ground as the current is maximum at the grounded end of the antenna.
It is therefore desirable that the resi:,;tance of the ground connection be
kept at a minimum. When the soil is moist, a good ground can be
obtained by using a water pipP, a metal rod driYcn into the Parth, or a
metal plate buried seYeral feet underground. If the S\IITOtmding soil is
dry and sandy, or if no ground connection can be ma<l<', a counterpoi:,;e
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can be substituted for the ground. A counterpoise consists of one
or more conductors stretched below the antenna and may be mounted
just above the ground or buried below its surface. Radio installations in
vehicles generally use a counterpoise. The end of the antenna that is
usually connected to ground is connected to the body of the vehide, the
circuit being completed by the capacitance that exists between the body
of the vehicle and the ground.

(a)

(b)

Fm. 13-31.-l\.fodern transmitting antennas. (a) Half-w,we Yertical radiator antenna
developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and \\'estern Electric Company, (/,) cloverleaf f-m antenna developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and \Yestern Electric
Company. (Courtesy of Arnerican Telephone and Telegraph Company.)

One of the advantages of the Marconi antenna is that its length is
only one-half that of the Tlcrtz antenna. The :Marconi antenna is therefore more practical to use for the transmission of the lower radio frequencies and also for portable equipment. One of its disadvantages is
that because one end must be grounded its height above tho ground is
limited. The Marconi antenna can be effectively fed from a low-impedance source, as the impedance at its grounded end is only 37 ohms.
Loading an Antenna. It is sometimes inconvenient or impractical to
construct an antenna of the length required for the frequency at which
it is to be operated. If the antenna is not of the proper physical length
to resonate at the desired frequency, resonace may be obtained by loading
tho circuit with either inductance or capacitance, depending upon whether
it is too long or too short. For example, an automobile antenna is usually
shorter than the length required for resonance and to compensate for this
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condition the antenna is loaded by connecting an inductance in series with
the antenna. If an antenna is too long to tune the desired wavelength,
a capacitor may be connected in series with the antenna to make it resonant at the desired frequency. While loading an antenna will make it
resonate at the desired frequency, it introduces additional losses and hence
rcdnccs the efficiency of the antenna.
Directional A11trn11as. For certain ty1ws of radio applications, such as
point-to-point service, it is necessary to radiate the maximum amount of
energy in a definite direction. Energy will be radiated equally well in all
directions from a vertical antenna. A horizontal antenna will radiate

''I
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Shorfer
fhc:m,,J"A.

thcm.J;:t

''
'
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I

'

(a)

FIG. 13-32.-:\Iethods of loading a :\Iarconi antenna. ((1) Loading a short antl'nna
with a series-connected inductor, (b) loading a long antenna with a series-connected
capacitor.

the greatest amount of energy in a direction at right angles to the wire.
One of the first types of directional transmitting antennas used this
principle. A more efficient and effective method is to use antenna arrays.
An antenna array consists of two or more half-wave antennas, or quarterwave antennas, or a combination of both. These antennas should be
correctly spaced and their currents properly phase1l in order to produce a
strong radiation in a desired direction. The subject of antenna arrays
is quite complex and is beyond the scope of this text.
13-14. Transmission Lines. Long and Short Lines. Any wire or
system of wires used to transmit energy from one point to another may
be termed a transmission line. Electrically, transmission lines may be
classed as either short lines or long lines. The electrical length of a line
is not based on its physical length but depends upon its physical lcngLh
in comparison to the wavelength of the energy to be transmitted. l<'or
example, a 300-mile, GO-cycle power line is not considered a long line
because the wavelength of a GO-cycle current is approximately 3000 miles
and therefore the physical length of the line is only approximately onPtenth of the wavelength. A 50-foot line operated al 50 roe ,vould be
considered a long line, since its physical length is approximately double
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the wavelength of the excitation voltage. Low-frequency and directcurrent power lines arc classed as short lines and the calculations concerning these lines follow Ohm's law rules. Because high-frequency lines
are subject to the effects of standing waves the characteristics of these
lines require special attention. High-frequency transmission lines arc
generally made of a definite length that is some multiple of a quarter
,rnvelength in order to obtain a resonant line and to provide the maximum
transfer of energy. Transmission lines whose lengths arc other than some
multiple of a quarter wavelength may be used in order to match the line
to a reactive load.
Standing Waves. Standing waves may be produced on transmission
lines operating at high frequencies. As an antenna may be considered as
an open-ended transmission line, the standing-wave theory presented
here will also apply to antennas. When r-f energy is applied to an openended conductor, an electrical impulse travels along its length until the
end of the conductor is reached where the impulse is reflected so that it
travels back along the conductor to its source. Because of the high
frequency of the r-f current, a new impulse will periodically flow toward
the open end and thus caHse reflections to occur periodically. The electrical impulse does not reach the end of the conductor instantaneously
but travels at a finite rate. The wave produced by the original electrical
impulse is called the incident wave and the wave produced by the reflected
current is called the reflected wave. A reflected current wave will always
be 180 degrees out of phase with its incident wave. The sum of the
instantaneous values of the incident and reflected currents produces a
resultant current that varies in magnitude along the length of the conductor from zero to a maximum value. This resultant current is called
a standing wave.
Formation of a Standing Current Wave on a ¾ IVavelength Open-ended
Transmission Line. The instantaneous current conditions existing along
an open-ended conductor whose physical length is equal to -¼ the wavelength of the applied current is shown in Fig. 13-33 for four different
instants of the input cycle. The instantaneous current conditions at the
instant that the applied current is at its maximum positive value is
shown in Fig. 13-33d. At a point ¼t.. from the power source the current
will be zero, since the current at this point on the conductor was sent out
90 degrees before. In a similar manner the current along the conductor
,Yill also be zero at -jl}.. and ¾t.., and at its maximum negative value at ½t..,
and at its maximum positive Yalue at t... Since the reflected wave is 180
degrees out of phase "'ith its incident ,rnve, the value of the reflected
current at the end of the conductor will be the same as the value at
450 - 180 or 270 degrees (¾t..); at X it will be the same as 510 - 180 or
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450°
I

(g)

(hJ

Fm. 13-33.-Curves showing the instantaneous current conditions existing along an openended conductor whose physical length is f the wavelength of the apnUed c·urrent.
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360 degrees (}..); etc. At this inst.ant of time the incident and reflected
waves are in phase with each other. The instantaneous current conditions along the length of the conductor at an instant BO degrees later than
in (d) is shown in Fig. 13-33e, 180 degrees later than in (d) in Fig. 13-33!,
and 270 degrees later than in (d) in Fig. 13-33g. From these four diagrams it can be seen that the resultant cunent is always zero at odd
quarter wavelengths, ·P,, -!},., ~},.; and varies sinusoidally between these
points from a maximum positive value of twice the maximum positive
value of the incident wave to a maximum negative value of twice the
maximum negative value of the incident wave, as shown in Fig. 13-33h.
A standing wave will also be produced by the voltage with its distribution being just opposite to the current, that is, the voltage will be
maximum when the current is at a minimum and minimum when the
current is maximum.
FeediJJ.{J the Antenna. In order for the antenn:t to radiate its maximum amount of energy, it must be connected to the transmitter with the
minimum amonnt of loss in the coupling. Because a transmission line
is an efficient means of transferring energy from a power source to a load,
it is the method generally used to connect the output of the transmitter
to the antenna. Energy may be fed to the antenna at either a current or
voltage loop. An antenna that is fed at a current loop is referred to as
being current fed and one fed at a voltage loop is referred to as being
voltage fed. ·when feeding the energy into an antenna, maximum transfer
of energy is obtained when the impedance of the line matches the impedance to which it is connected. If the impedance of the transmission line
at the antenna end is of a low value the antenna should be current fed,
and if it is of a high value it shonld be voltage fed.
Impedance of Resonant Transmission Lines. In the application of
resonant lines the impedance of the load is never made equal to the characteristic impedance of the liue, hence reflections arc always present in
these type lines. A resonant line may act as either a high resistive or low
resistive impedance. In order to act int.his manner the output end of a
resonant line is either open circuited or short circuited, and its physical
length is made equal to a multiple of a quarter "iavelength. For physical
lengths other than multiples of a quarter wavelength the line will act in
the same manner as either a capacitor or inductor.
Because the magnitude and phase relation of the current and voltage
varies along the length of a resonant line, the impedance along the length
of the line will also vary. At the odd quarter wavelengths of an open-end
line the current is at a maximum and the voltage at a minimum. There
is also a rise in voltage from the odd quarter wavelength points toward
the output end. Thus at all the odd quarter wavelength points the open-
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end transmission line acts as a series resonant circuit. At all even quarter
wavelengths of an open-end line the voltage is at a maximum and the
current at a minimum. At these points the open-end transmission line
acts in the same manner as a parallel resonant circuit. Between zero and
one-quarter wavelength, or between any even and odd quarter wavelength, the impedance of the open-end line is capacitive and resistive.
Maximum capacitive rcactance is obtained at each midpoint,¼\ j}., etc.,
where X c ,.._, Zo. Between any odd and even quarter wavelengths the
impedance of the open-end line is inductive and resistive. Maximum
inductive reactance is obtained at each mid-point, -~}., -;}., etc., where
XL ,.._, Zo. The circuit equivalent, voltage, current, and impedance
relations at various points along an open-end transmission line are listed
in Table XIII-I.
When a line is short circuited at its end, this point will correspond
to zero i,""{lpedance. The current at the short-circuited end of a closedend transmission line will thus be at a maximum and the voltage will be
at a minimum. Since the current and voltage relationship in a shortcircuited line are opposite to those of an open-end line, the impedance at
any point on a closed-circuit line will also be opposite to an equivalent
point on an open-end line. For example, at the odd quarter wavelengths
of the closed-end line the line acts similar to a parallel resonant circuit and
at the even quarter wavelengths it acts as a series resonant circuit. The
circuit equivalent, voltage, current, and impedance relations at various
points along a closed-end transmission line are listed in Table XIII-I.
Types of Transmission Lines. The pmpose of a transmission line is to
transfer energy from a power source to a load with a minimum amount of
loss. In a radio transmitter, the last stage of the transmitter is the power
source and the antenna is the load. Any wire carrying an r-f current will
radiate some amount of energy. The energy loss due to radiation can be
reduced to a minimum by (1) using a low value of line current, (2) using a
specially designed transmission line. The types of transmission lines
generally used to connect a transmitter to the antenna arc_ (1) the two
conductor open-wire line, (2) the twisted-p3:ir line, (3) the coaxial
line, (4) the single-wire system. A diagram illustrating each of these
four types of transmission lines is shown in Fig. 13-34. Transmission
lines may also be classified as being tuned or resonant, and untuned or
non resonant.
Two Conductor Open-wire Line. The type of transmission line most
commonly used to transfer energy from the transmitter to the antenna
is the two conductor open-wire line. The radiation from the two wires is
reduced to practically zero by having the electromagnetic field about
each wire cancel the other. This is accomplished by having the currents
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in the two wires equal in magnitude but opposite in phase. This action
is obtain(•d by placing the two wires parallel to each other and relatively
close together. An insulator, commonly called a spreader, is used to
maintain the distance between the two wires at a fixed value; the spacing
is generally in the order of two to six inches.
Cancellation of the electromagnetic fields is obtained when the two
lines are perfectly halanccd. Any unbalance in the lines can be overcome

rbJ

{d}
Fro. 13-34.-Four types of transmission lines. (a) Two-con<luc1or open-wire line, (b)
twisted-pair line, (c) coaxial line, (d) single-wire system .

.. lrcmsposif/on blocks,

j··xt-1Xt
Fro. 13-35.-A two-conductor open-wire line using transposition blocks.

by reversing the positions of the two wires at regular intervals. A type
of spreader called a transposition block is used for this purpose (see Fig.
1:3-35).
The two conductor open-wire line is ordinarily operated as a resonant
line. In order for a transmission line to resonate, its length can be
determined in the same manner as was explained for the antenna. A
transmission line can be considered as a half-wave antenna that is folded
back upon itself (see Fig. 13-36). The length of a transmission line refers
to the length of one wire. The length of a resonant transmission line
can therefore be made approximately equal to any whole multiple of a
quarter wavelength. The ('llrrent distribution on a quarter-wave transmission line for both current ancl voltage feed is shown in Fig. 13-3G.
From this figure it ean be seen that the standing wave on each wire of the
transmission line is 180 degrees out of phase with the other. The elec-
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tromagnetic field set up about each wire will cancel the other aud hence
the net radiation of the transmission line will be zero.
Twisted-pair Line. Another method of reducing the radiation from a
transmission line is to twist the two wires so that the electromagnetic
fielcls about the two conductors cancel each other. This principle is used
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Fro. 13-36.-A half-wave antenna fed by a quarter-waye two-wire line.
(b) current-fed.

(a) Voltage-fed,

with the twisted-pair line, which consists of two insulated wires th.at arc
twisted together to form a flexihlc line. The impedance of a twisted-pair
line is approximately 72 ohms, which is the same as the impedance at the
center of a half-wave antenna. The twisted-pair line is therefore a convenient method to use with a half-wave antenna for obtaining maximum
transfer of energy.
A twisted-pair line is usually operated as a nonrcsonant line. One
advantage of an untuned line is that because its line current is low its
losses will also be low. A disadvantage of
,1.
the nonresonant line is that it can only br,
2 ----------,
operated at one frequency and therefore
r-d-1 .-Anfenna
cannot be used for harmonic operation of
the fundamental frequency.
In order to match the impedance of the
,- Twisted
line to the impedance of the antenna, a
" pair line
more complex adjustment is required
with the nonresonant line than "'ith the
resonant line. Impedance rnatching can Fro. 13-37- A half-waYe antenna
be accomplished by (1) using a line with
center-fed by a twisted-pair line.
an impedance equal to the impedance al the center of the antenna, (2)
connecting the line at the proper point on the antenna, (3) connecting an
impedance between the antenna and the line.
When psing a twisted-pair line to center-feed a half-wave antenna,
any difference in impedance between the line and the antenna can be

r----------
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adju::;tecl by spreading the ends of the feeder wires at the antenna. The
amount of spread, represented by d in Fig. 13-:{7, will \'ary with the size
of the wire used for the feeder. This distance is normally between (\ and
18 inches. The conect di::;tance can be obtained by connecting an r-f
ammeter in each section of the antenna at the point \,·here it connects
with the feeder, and then adjusting this position until maximum current
indication is obtained.
Coaxial Line. Another method of reducing the energy loss due to
radiation is to shield the transmission line. However, because of the
eddy currents set up in the shield the losses in the line are too high to

(a)

(b)

Fw. 13-38.-Coaxial cahle. (a) Two-conductor Twinax cahle, (b) single-condutor Coax
cable. (Cot,rtesy of American Phenolic Corporation.)

make this method practical. An efficient method of shielding is obtained
by use of a concentric line.
The concentric line, generally referred to as a coaxial line, consists of
a wire or metal rod inside a metal tube. The wire is separated from the
walls of the tube hy means of insulating spacers that are placed at regular
intervals along the length of the line. Another form of the concentric
line is the coaxial ca/Jle, in which a solid insulating material is used between
the outer and inner conductors. The outer conductor is usually in the
form of a braid, so that the cable ,vill be more flexible.
The coaxial line may be operated as either a resonant or a nonresonant
line. As a nonrcsonant line the outer conductor is operated at ground
potential. Therefore the radiation from the line will be practically zero.
The impedance of a coaxial line varies between 50 and 150 ohms, the
exact value being dependent upon its physical dimensions and the dielectric constant of the insulating material.
When a coaxial line is operated as a resonant line, a standing electromagnetic wave is sot up between the two conductors. Th.e radiation
from this field is absorbed by the outer conductor. The eddy currents
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that are set up in this conductor produce an electromagnetic field, which
returns the energy to the line. The eddy currents produce an energy
loss; however, this loss of energy is appreciably less than that in a two
conductor open-wire line.
Single-wire System. Another method of reducing the energy loss due
to radiation is to use a single conductor to feed the antenna. In this
system the ea;rth or ground is used as the return circuit and it is therefore
essential that a good ground connection be used. The single-wire system
operates as a nonrcsonant line. Ko standing waves will appear on the
line when its characteristic impedance is
matched by the impedance of the antenna at the point of connection. The ------.--'------"-F_A_nmnna
distance from the center of the antenna
to the point where the line connects to
the ante..~na, represented by d in Fig.
-- Lecxd in wire
13-39, is approximately 14 per cent of
the length of the antenna. The distance d is dependent upon the size of the Fm. 13-39.-A single-wire antenna
feed.
conductor used for the feeder and the
height of the antenna. Proper matching of the impedances is best
obtained by use of an r-f ammeter and adjusting the position of the feeder
on the antenna for maximum current flow.
13-15. Wave Propagation. Radio Waves. Radio waves are electromagnetic waves that travel through space at essentially the same speed
as light. The radio wave radiated from an antenna is composed of two
parts. One of these parts travels along the earth's surface and hence is
called the ground wave. The other part travels through the atmosphere
and hence is called the sky wave.
The Ground nrave. The ground wave suffers losses in energy that are
caused by dispersion and absorption. The range of communication by
means of the ground wave is limited to comparatively short distances,
as the radio wave must supply these losses and hence the strength of the
signal is attenuated. The energy loss due to. dispersion is caused by
the spreading out of the radio mwes along the surface of the earth.
The amount of energy that is dissipated in the ground \Yill depend upon
the resistance of the surface of the earth that the ground waYe must
travel through. The greater this resistance, the greater will be the
absorption loss and also the greater the attenuation of the radio wave.
Sea water and moist soil arc good condnctors, hence the range of communication is much greater for a signal tra,·eling over these surfaces-than
for a signal traveling over dry land. The losses of the ground. wave vary
directly with the frequency and therefore the higher the frequency the
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greater will be the attenuati0n of the radio signal. The rate of attenuation is so high for signals above two megacycles that the range of communication by means of the ground wave at these frequencies is too small to
be of any practical use.
As any horizontal component of the electric field will be shortcircuited by the earth, it is essential that a vertical antenna be used for
ground-wave communication. The antenna will then be pobrize<l
vertically and the electric field will be at right angles to the earth.
The Sky Wave. The sky w::l.\'e leaves the antenna at an angle to the
horizontal and travels upward until it strikes a layer of ionized air that
causes it to be bent downward so that it strikes the earth's surface at
some distance from the transmitting antenna. The sky wave upon
reaching the earth may he reflected upward toward the ionized layer of
air and the cycle is repeated until the sky wa\'e is completely absorbed
(see Fig. 13-40). The losses due to dispersion and the losses due to
absorption within the ionized layer are comparatively small and hence
the strength of the signal at a point where the sky wa\·e strikes the earth's
surface may be much stronger than a ground-wave signal that is much
closer to the transmitting antenna. Because of this characteristic, longdistance communication is accomplished by use of tho sky ,\·aves.
The bending of the sky wave by the ionized layer of air is called
refraction and is caused by the wave passing at an angle from one medium
to another. The degree of refraction is dependent upon the frequency
of the sky wave and the intensity of ionization of the reflecting layer.
The theory of refraction of the sky wave by an ionized layer of air was
developed simultaneously by two men, an .American named Kennelly and
an Englishman named Heaviside, who worked independently of each other.
The Kennelly-Heaviside layer is only one of a series of layers of ionized
air, each one outside the other, which comprise the upper portion of the
earth's atmosphere. This series of layers of ionized air is called the
ionosphere and extends from approximately 30 miles above the earth's
surface to approximately 200 miles above the earth's surface. },faximum
intensity of the ionosphere is generally in the region of 70 miles above the
earth's surface. Ionization of the air is caused to a large degree by the
sun's rays and thus the intensity of ionization within the ionosphere will
,·ary with the time of day and the season of the year. Radio communication by means of the sky wave, which is dependent upon the degree of
ionization, will therefore also vary with the time of day and the season
of the year.
The angle between a sky wan and the smface of the efl.rth is called
the angle of radiation. The distance between the point where the sky
wave leaves the earth and the point where it returns is called the skip
distance. This distance increases as the angle of radiation is decreased.
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The smaller the angle of radiation the smaller will be the degree of refraction required to return the wave to the earth. For each frequency and
degree of refraction there is an angle of radiation, called the critical angle,
above which there is no refraction. No part of a sky wave that enters
the ionosphere above the critical angle returns to the earth, as that
portion of the sky wave that is not absorbed by the ionosphere continues
on into space. The value of the critical angle decreases with an increase
of frequency. The sky wave cannot be used for uhf (ultrahigh-fre-

- --

........

a-CriHccr/ anqle
h - L/mit orground wave
c -Skip zone
d- Skip d/slance
Fro. 13-40.-The propagation of ground waves and sky waves from an antenna.

quency) communication, as at these frequencies the -;ritical angle is so
low that no portion of the sky wave is refracted.
The distance between the transmitter and the point on the earth's
surface where the sky wave first returns to the earth, or between any two
successive points on the earth's surface where the sky wave returns, is
called the skip distance. The value of this distance is dependent upon
the angle of radiation, the frequency, and the intensity of the ionosphere.
With too small an angle of radiation the skip distance may become so
large that the sky wave skips beyond the earth's surface. The portion
of the earth's surface not reached by either the sky wave or the ground
wave is called the skip zone.
The variation in the signal intensity at a definite point of reception
is called fading. ·when two or more portions of a wave arrive at a point
of reception along different paths their phase relations may not be the
same. The paths through the ionosphere are subject to change hence a
signal from this type of communication is subject to fading.
Propagation of Ultrahigh Frequencies. The sky wave sent out by a
transmitter whose output frequency is greater than 30 me will not be
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reflected back to the earth hy the ionosphere. The ground wave at
these frequencies, whether polarized vertically or horizontally, will be
short-circuited by the earth. Because of these transmitting characteriRtics at the ultrahigh frequencies, communication at these frequencies
is carried on by use of straight-line propagation of radio waves from the
transmitter to the receiver. Because of the eurvatme of the earth the

F1G.

F1G.

13-41.-Direct-wav,:, propagation at the ultrahigh frer111encies.

13-42.-DirPct and reflected waves at ultrahigh frequencies.

maximum distance over which ultrahigh-frequency communication can
be accomplished is dependent upon the line-of-sight distance (sec Fig.
Ia-41). The maximum distance of communication at the ultrahigh
frequencies will therefore be determined by the height of the transmitting
and receiving antennas. The maximum cfo;tance of communication
between a transmitting antenna whose height is hr. 1 and a receiving
antenna whose height is hR.1 is obtained when the line-of-sight just clears
the earth's surface as indicated by the distance A to B on Fig. 13-41.
Increasing the height of the transmitting antenna to hT, 2 increases the
distance of communication to point C. This same increase in the distance
of communication can also be accomplished with a transmitting antenna
of height hr.1 by increasing the height of the receiving antenna to hR.z.
Some of the radio waves sent out by the transmitting antenna arc
reflected by the earth. The signal at the receiving antenna ,,-ill therefore be the resultant of the reflected wave ACB and the direct wave AR,
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as shown in Fig. 13-42. Whether these two waves aicl or oppose each
other will depend upon thei1· phase relation. The reflected wave has its
phase reversed when it is reflected. Thus, when the length of the path
of the two waves, ACB, and AB, are equal or approximately eqnal they
will be out of phase when they arrive at the receiving antenna. However, if the length of the path of the reflected wave is any odd number of
half wavelengths longer than the direct wave the two waves will be in
phase when they arrive at the receiving antenna.
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QUESTIONS
1. Kame the essential parts of a simple transmitting circuit.
2. Explain why it is impractical to feed a-f signals directly into an antenna.
3. Define the following terms: (a) signal, (b) signal wave, (c) carrier wave,
(d) modulation, (e) modulated wave, (f) modulating wave, (g) side band, (h) modulation envelope.
4. Xame and define three methods of modulation.
6. (a) What is meant by per cent of modulation? (b) Why is it desirable to
operate an a-m transmitter with 100 per cent modulation?
6. (a) Explain why a 10-kc channel is required by an a-m transmitter whose
modulating frequency has an upper limit of 5000 cycles. (b) If the upper limit of
the modulating frequency is increased to 10,000 cycles, why must the operating
channel of the transmitter be increased to 20 kc? (c) Vi'hat would be the effect if
the transmitter in (b) were operated with a channel of less than 20 kc?
7. V.'hat are the essential characteristics of a frequency-modulated wave?
8. Define the following terms: (a) center frequency, (b) resting frequency, (c)
frequency deviation, (d) carrier swing, (e) deviation ratio.
9. (a) Name the factors that determine the channel width of an f-m transmitter.
(b) Explain how each.factor affects the channel width.
10. \\'hat is meant by (a) plate-supply keying? (b) Blocked-grid keying? (c)
Cathode keying?
11. (a) \\<'bat is meant by a master oscillator power amplifier? (b) What are the
functions of the buffer amplifier? (c) What are the advantages of the master oscillator power amplifier?
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12. "'hy is it desirable to use frequency multipliC'ation to produce r-f 011tpnts
aborn 10 me?
13. Dr:rn• a blo<'k diag;ram illustrn,tinµ; the <'~s!'ntial comporwnts of an a-m trarn;mitt.er for (a) low powl'r output tuHI medium radio frequencies, (/,) hiµ;h power output
and frequencies µ;rcatcr than JO me.
14. Draw a block diaµ;rnm illustrating tlw essential components of an f-m trunsrnittcr using (a) the reactance-tubc system of rnodnlation, (b) the Annstrong system
of modulation.
16. Why is the <:'flicimcy with Class C operation of amplifiers higher than for
Class A or Class B opPration?
16. In order to ohtnin maximum efficiency from a Clnss C r-f power amplifier
what shoHld b() the approximate rclution between the input signal and the grid bias?
17. Explain how an undistorted output is obtained from Class C r-f power amplifier circuits.
18. How docs the construction of Class C power amplifier tubes compare with
low-power-output vacuum tubes?
19. "'hat are the advantages and disackant.ages of (a) low-Ien,J modulation?
(b) High-level modulation?
20. (a) \Yhat is meant by grid mo1lulation? (b) Describe the operation of a
grid modulation circuit. (c) \Yhat are the acl\·antagcs and disadvantages of grid
modulation?
21. (a) \\7iat is meant by plate modulation? (b) Describe the operation of the
Heising system of plate modulation. (c) \Yhy is the Heising system of plate modulation also called the constant-current sy~tcrn? (d) What are the advantages and disadvantages of plate modulation?
22. (a) Xame three types of interstage coupling nsPd in transmitter~. (b) What
three rPquircmcnts should a coupling unit fulfill in order to obtain maximum efficien<'y?
23. Explain the operation of ea<'h of the following types of coupling as usC'd in
transmitting circuits: (a) ('apacitive coupling, (b) impedance coupling, (c) link coupling.
24. Explain the operation of a simple a-m transmitting circuit.
26. (a) \\'hat is the purpose of a reactan<'e modulator in an f-m transmitter circuit? (b) Describe the operation of a reactan<'e-tube modulator circuit. (c) \\'hat
are the adYantagcs of this method of producing frequency modulation?
26. (a) What is the purpose of a balanced modulator in an f-m transmitter circuit'?
(b) Des<'ribe the operation of a balanced modnlator circuit. (c) What arc the advantages and disadvantages of this method of producing frl'qucney modulation?
27. With the aid of a hlock diagram, describe the operation of an f-m transmitter
employing the Crosby system of modulation.
28. \Yith the aid of a block diagram, describe the operation of an f-m transmitter
employing the Armstrong ~~'~tf'm of modulation.
29. (a) \\'hat is an antenna? (b) \\'hat is the Jllll']lOSC of an antenna? (c)
Describe the prineiplc of operation of an ante1ma. (d) ,rhy is it necessary to have a
high current. flowing in a transmitting antenna?
30. Explain the following terms: (a) radiation fiel,l, (/,) induction field.
31. In order to obtain the most effective transmission, why should the cmrcnt fed
into an antenna be of a high r-f value?
32. Describe a simple experiment that can he used to illustrate that the radiation
resistance is greatest when the ends of a conductor (antenna) arc diametrically opposite
to each other.
33. Explain the characteristics of the fundamental antenna that enable it to be
considered as a parallel resonant circuit.
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34. Draw a diagram illustrating the voltage and current distribution along; a
fundamental antenna that is operated at (a) its fundamental frequency, (b) a harmonic
of the fundamental frequency.
35. (a) What is the relation between the impedance at the cenler of the fundamental antenna and the impedance at the ends? (b) Explain the reason for this
relation.
36. Why is the resistance at the center of the fundamental antenna considered to
be approximately 72 ohms'?
37. Explain why the efficiency of transmission is greater at the higher frequencies
than at the low frequencies.
38. (a) Describe the construction and operating characteristics of a Hertz antenna.
(b) What are the a<lvantag;es and disadvantages of the Hertz antenna?
39. (a) Describe the construction and operating characteristics of a ::\farconi
antenna. (b) ,vhat arc the advantages and disadvantages of the :.\iarconi antenna?
40. What is meant by a polarized antenna?
41. What is the purpose of loading an antenna circuit with (a) a capacitor?
(b) An inductor?
42. fo) What is meant hy an antenna array? (b) What is the purpose of the
antenna array?
43. Explain what is meant by (a) a long transmission lino, (b) a short transmission
line.
44. Explain the following terms: (a) incident wave, (b) reflected wave, (c) standing wave.
45. With the aid of diagrams, explain how a standing wave is formed on an openended transmission line.
46. What is meant by (a) a current-fed antenna? (b) A Yoltagc-fed antenna?
47. What must the physical length of a resonant line whose output ends are opencircuited be in order for it to act as (a) a series resonant circuit? (b) A parallel
resonant circuit? (c) An inductor? (d) A capacitor?
48. What must the physical length of a resonant line whose output ends are
short-circuited be in order for it to act as (a) a low resistance? (b) A high resistance?
(c) An inductor? (d) A capacitor?
49. (a) "\Vhat arc the operating characteristics of a two condnl'tor open-wire
transmission line? (b) Explain how the net radiation of this type of line is reduced
to practically zero.
50. Describe the purpose of (a) a spreader, (b) a transposition block.
51. Explain why the twisted-pair transmission line is convenient for use with a
half-wave antenna.
52. What adjustments should be made with a twisted-pair transmission line when
it is operated as a nonresonant line to center-feed a half-wave antenna?
53. Explain the operation of a coaxial line as: (a) a nonresonant line, (b) a resonant line.
54. Explain how a single wire may be used as a nonrosonant line to feed an antenna.
55. (a) Describe the communication characteristics of the ground wave. (b) Why
is it necessary to use a vertical antenna for ground wave communication?
66. Explain the following terms: (a) ionosphere, (b) refraction, (c) angle of radiation, (d) skip distance, (e) critical angle, (f) skip zone.
57. Why is the sky wave usf'd for long-distance comnnmication?
58. (a) Wby must straight-line propagation of radio waves from the transmitter
to the receiver be used for radio frequencies greater than 30 me? (b) What factors
determine the maximum distance of communication at the ultrahigh frequencies?

CHAPTER XIV

RECEIVING CIRCUITS
The operation of simple receiving circuits that do not require the use
of vacuum tubes was presented in Chap. Ill. While these simple circuits do not have much practical value, they "·ere presented to acquaint
the reader with the fundamental functions of a receiving system before
introducing the theory of vacuum tubes and their as:sociated circuits.
In the chapters follmving the simple receiving circuits, a detailed study
of vacuum tubes and their uses as amplifiers, detect.ors, oscillators, and
rectifiers was pret!cnted. With this knowledge of vacuum-tube applications, it is now possible to understand the purpose and operation of all
the components in the average receiver.
14-1. Characteristics of Receivers. Definition,'?. A radio receiver
may be defined as a device for converting radio waves into perceptible
signals. How well a receiver accomplishes its purpose is generally
cletcrminccl hy i11wstigation of its characteristics, the most important
of which are the sensitivity, selectivity, fidelity, stability, and signal-tonoise ratio.
Sensitivity. The I RE definition states that the sensitiYity of a radio
receiver is that characteristic which determines the minimum strength
of signal input capable of causing a desired ,·alue of signal output. This
characteristic is further described in Art. G-1.
Selectivity. The IJu•: definition states that the selectivity of a radio
receiver is that characteristic which determines the extent to which it
is capable of differentiating between the desired signal and disturbances
of other frequencies. It is also further explained in Art. G-1.
Fidelity. The lRE definition states that fidelity is the degree with
which a system, or a portion of a system, accurately reproduces at its
output the essential chnracteristics of the signnl \\·hich is impressed upon
its input. This characteristic is also further explained in Art. G-1.
Stability. Stability may be defined as a measure of foe ability of a
radio receiver to delivPr a constant amount of output for a given period
of time when the rceciwr is supplied \\ith n signal of constant amplitude
and frequency. Factors affecting the stability of a receirnr are 1he
variations in output ,·oltage of the power supply unit, temperature
variations, and occasionally features of mechanical construction. Insta630
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bility of a receiver, in addition to affecting its fidelity, may also cause it
to break into oscillations that produce a whistle or a howling noise at the
loudspeaker.
Signal-to-noise Ratio. The signal-to-noise ratio of a radio receiver is
one of the important operating characteristics of the receiver. Various
definitions have been prc~entecl, depending upon the source of noise to
be considered. In terms of the receiver itself, a fair definition is that the
signal-to-noise ratio is the ratio of the signal power output to the noise
power output at a specified value of modulated carrier voltage applied
to the input terminals.
Kinds and Sources of Noise. The somce of noise may be in the
receiver itself or may be due to external causes such as static, background noises from other stations, or noises originating in the tran3mitter. The noises produced "ithin the receiver may Le divided into
four cl~ssifications, namely (1) thermal agitation, (2) shot effect, (3)
microphonics, (4.) hum from the a-c power somce. Thermal agitation
may be defined as an irregular random movement of the free electrons in
a conductor that is carrying a normal flow of electron current. The
random motion of the free electrons produces minute cnrrents, which
upon being amplified result in noise at the loudspeaker. The magnitude
of these minute currents increases ,vith the temperature. Shot effect is
caused by the small irregularities in plate current, which normally exist
due to the individual electrons striking the plate, and produces noise at
the loudspeaker. It is generally present only in high gain amplifiers
operated with a low input signal. Microphonics is the name generally
applied to the noise present in the loudspeaker due to mechanical vibration at one or more points in a radio receiver, which causes corresponding
variations in the a-f curre.nts. Although microphonic noises are most
generally due to vibration of the clements of amplifier tubes, they may
also be caused Ly the vibration of other circuit elements such as capacitors and coils. Hum from the a-c power source is usually picked up in the
a-f section of the receiver, although it may also be picked up at other
points. Among the .causes of hum are (1) operating the heaters or :filament circuits of the tubes on a-c, (2) insu:fficie-nt filtering of cathode bias
resistors, (3) insufficient filtering in the B power supply unit, (4) stray
magnetic and electrostatic fields near the circuit elements of the receiver.
14-2. Frequency-modulation vs. Amplitude-modulation Reception.
Noise Reduction. The outstanding advantage of f-m over a-m reception
is the great reduction in undesired external noises. Numerous types of
external and internal noises may be present in the sounds produced by
the conventional a-m receiver. External noises, generally called static,
may be caused by nature, as in the case of lightning, northern lights,
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sunspots, etc., or it may he m:w-nHtdc static as produced by ,·aclmm
cleaners, neon :-igrn;, Pleciric eleYators and trolleys, electric Yibmtor
mechanisms, etc. As these tlistmbances affect the amplitude of the
rccci,·eu signal, tlH'Y introduce undesired noi:..:es in the output of a-m
receivers. In ::;ome i11stan!'e8 the noi:..:e µrodur:pd is so seYerc that it
completely rnins the reception of the clcsircll program.
In f-m reception, amplitude disturbances due to static do not affect
the transmitted signal frequencies. The Yariations in amplitude arc
smoothed out by the limiter circuits (see Art. 14-17) in the f-m receiYer,
and hence the output of the receiYer is practically free from noises due to
static.
Fidelity. Potentially, the f-m receiYcr is i-:upcrior to the a-m reeeiYer
in the fidelity of rcpro<luction. It has been shown in ,\rt. l 3-3 that with
f-m it is possible to reproduce sounds at freqnencics up to 15,000 cycles.
If this is compared "·ith the 5,000-rycle range for the average u-m system,
it should readily be understood that an f-m rccci,·er, particularly as in
the case of a symphonic musical program, "-ill provide u more nearly
exact reproduction of the original sounds than an a-m receiver.
Interstation I11tcrference. With a-m reception, it is possible to be
tuned to a desired station and to have another station interfering in the
background. In some instances the intcrfcrcuce may be sufficiently
disturbing to spoil the program of the desired station, c,·en though the
interference is many times ,reaker than the desired program. Vl'ith f-m
reception, it is possible to receive only one of two stations operating at
the same frequency if the relative signal strength exceeds a 2 to 1 ratio.
Thus, it is unlikely to have a distant station interfere with a local station
even though they may he operating on the same frequency.
Distance wid Fading. With a-m reception, it is possible to rcccin~
programs from stations located considerable distances from the receiver
but this reception is oft.en accompanied by fading. Furthermore, the
ability to receive distant stations ntries with the time of the day and the
time of year. The normal distance for f-m transmission is generally
considered as line-of-sight distance, or approximately 40 miles, although
greater di~tances can and have been achieved. Il<rn·cver, f-m reception
is equally good for day or night and any time of the year.
Disadvantages of Frequency-morlulalion. There are a number of disa<lvantages of f-m over a-m, altho11g11 they are generally considered to be
outweighed by the advantages. Among the disadvantages arc: (1)
higher cost of receivers; (2) generally reqnircs a special antenna, "·hich
adds to the cost; (:{) may be subject to static from auto ignitionR, etc.;
(4) tuning is unstable; (5) difficult to tune.
The f-m system of broadcasting is still in its infancy and there are
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comparatively few f-m transmitters in operation and the programs
available are limited. However, there is every indication that the number of f-m transmitters will soon equal and perhaps surpass the number
of a-m transmitters.
Use of Amplitude-modulation. The preceding discussion infers that
f-m is so far superior to a-m reception that it raises the question of why
a-m is used. This may be answered by the fact that early radio development employed only the a-m system of modulation and it became so
firmly entrenched that it will take many years before the millions of a-m
receivers now in use will be replaced by the newer f-m receivers.
Although the f-m system is superior to the a-m system, it is possible
to obtain quite satisfactory reception from a-m receivers except in the
case of severe electrical disturbances such as occurs during a thunderstorm.
14-3. Fundamental Principles of Amplitude-modulation Receivers.
Essent1n1 Functions. The minimum essential functions of a radio receiver
are: (1) reception, (2) selection, (3) detection, (4) reproduction. The
order in which these functions are performed is indicated by the block
diagram of Fig. 14-1. A simple discussion of these functions was presented in Chap. Ill and a simple receiving circuit is shown in Fig. 3-2.
Reception

Selection

Detection

Reproduction

FIG. 14-1.-Block diagram showing the essential functions of a receiver.

The simple recei·ving circuit of Fig. 3-2 has many disadvantages such
as poor sensitivity, poor selectivity, and possible loss of the signal when
the crystal is jarred. Some of these disadvantages may be lessened or
overcome by substituting a vacuum tube for the crystal detector. Two
single-tube receiving circuits are shown in Fig. 14-2. Both of these
circuits ,vill provide increased signal strength, as has been explained in
Arts. 5-5 and 5-8. However, the signal strength is stm only sufficient
to operate earphones.
Addition of Audio-frequency Amplification. In order to obtain
sufficient signal strength to operate a loudspeaker, it is necessary to add
one or more stages of a-{ amplification as indicated i.n the block diagram
of Fig. 14-3. The a-f amplifier stages are generally either of the transformer-coupled or the resistance-capacitance-coupled type, the operation
of which has been presented in Chaps. VIII and IX. Figure 14--4a
illustrates the addition of one stage of a-f amplification to the simple
regenerative receiver of Fig. 14-2/J. The circuit of Fig. 14-4b illustrates
the addition of two stages of a-f amplification to the single-tnbe receiving
circuit of Fig. 1-1-2a. ln the circuit of Fig. 14.-'lb the first amplifier stage
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is used for obtaining Yolta.ge amplification and the second stage for
obtaining pmYer amplification.
The circuits of Fig. H--1 do not have Yery great practical value
because of the poor scleeti,-ity of the circuit. The a-f amplifier stages
incrPa.sc the strength of all signals passed on to them from the dPtcctor
and consequently the intcrstation background noises are amplified to
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Reception

Selection

Detection

A-F

Amp I ific~tion

Reproduction

Fw. 14-3.-Block diagram of a simple recei,·er with the addition of a-f amplification.

the same degree as the si~nal of the desired station. This usually results
in poor OYerall operation of the recciYing circuit.
Addition of Radio-frrq11ency Amplification. One method of imprm-ing
the selectivity of a receiYer is to introduce one or more additional tuning
stages. As an additional tul)e is required for each stage added, amplification al~o takes place \\ith the introduction of 1:aeh new sta.ge. As
both tuning and amplification take place within paeh added stage, the
process is commonly rpferrpd to as l1med-radio-frrq11e11cy ampl(ficaiion,
or it is S::lid that one or more tl"f stages haye been added. The block
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diagram of a receiver employing trf amplification is shown in Fig. 14-5.
The circuit of Fig. 14-6 illustrates the addition of a single stage of trf
amplification aml one stage of a-f amplification to the simple receiYing
circuit of Fig. 1-1-2a. The manner in which the additional stages of
tuning improves the selectivity has been discussed in Art. 6-0 and the
matter of trf amplification was presented in Art. 7-5. It was pointed
out in Art. 0-0 that, if too many tnned stages are added, the circuit may
become too selecti-vc and will then adversely affect the fidelity of the
receiver. Another disa<lvantage of trf amplification is that the selectivity of the circuit varies with the frequency of the received signal.
Reception

Selection c:mci
R·F Amplificc:ition

Detection

A·F

Amplifiuifion

Reproduction

Fm. 14-5.-Block diagram of a simple receiver with the addition of both r-f and a-f amplification.

The selectiYity decreases with au increase in frequency, as is inclicated
by Fig. 14-7.
Addition of Intermediate-frequency Amplification. The disadvantages
of the trf circuit can be overcome to a large extent by reducing the
received frequency of the selected station to a lowe1· fixed value of radio
frequency (called the intermediate frequency) and providing further
tuning and amplification at this intermediate frequency. A receiver
employing this principle is called a superheterodyne receiver. The portion
of the receiver in which this tuning and fixed frequency amplification
takes place is called the i-f amplifier. Because the i-f amplifier operates
at a fixed frequency, greater selectivity 1 sern,itivity, stability, and fidelity
can be obtained than with an amplifier that nrnst operate over the entire
frequency range of the receiver.
The intermediate frequency is obt::1,ined by heating the frequency of
a separate oscillator circnit that is added to the snperheterodyne receiver
,vith the modulated frequency of the desired sta,tion. In order to maintain a constant value of i-f for all stations to be received, the frequency
of the oscillator circuit must be varied wheneYer a new station is selected.
The block diagram of a superhetcrodyne receiver is shown in Fig. 14-8.
A more complete analysis of the snperheterodyne receiver is presented
later in this chapter.
Other Additions to Receiving Circuits. Numerous improvements and
additional operating features have been. introduced for radio receiver
circuits. They include such features as short-wave reception, all-wave
reception, automatic volume control, automatic frequency control, tone
control, noise suppression circuits, push-button control, tuning indicators,
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band switching, bandsprcad tuning,
and preselection. These are described
in various portions of this text. In
general, the purpose of each is indicated by its name.
14-4. The Tuned-radio-frequency
(TRF) Receiver. The TRF Circuit.
A trf receiver may be defined as one in
which the incoming signal is passed
through one or more stages of tune<lradio-freq uency amplification and
then applied to the detector with the
same frequency and wave form at
which it was received. The trf receiver • was used extensively in the
early days of radio, but owing to its
disadvantages, described in the preceding article, its use has decreased
considerably with the introduction of
I
I
I
the supcrheterodyne receiver. HowI
I
I
ever, this circuit is still used to some
I
I
extent, especially in some of the small
C:
.C)
low-cost receivers.
.;::_
The circuit diagram of a five-tube,
&5
-.:;
'I)
a-c operated, trf receiver is shown in
c::i
I
Fig. 14-9. The circuit uses two stages
I
I
of tuned r-f amplification, a biased
I
I
detector, one stage of a-f voltage amI
plification, and one stage of a-f po,Yer
I
I
amplification. It is designed to proI
I
vide (1) sufficient selccti vity for the
't::
e;..,"'
reception of all local stations and some ~.c
§%
,,...,,..,,......,,.....
distant stations, (2) ample volume for t:::~
average home use, (3) good fidelity, :.2~
()~
(4) high signal-to-noise ratio. A list ~"
of the various circuit elements to- ~~
cl.:
I
gether with their names and functions
I
I
I
is presented in Table XIV-I. Also
I
I
provided in the table arc (I) figure
references that illnstrate the particular parts, (2) reference article and
chapter numbers in which the parts
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and the explanation of their operation was presented, (8) approximate
Yalues of the various circuit elements for one specific receiver design.
The fnnetion of those few parts not previously described in detail are
given in the following discussion.
Volume Control. The control of the volume for the circuit of Fig.
14-9 is obtained by means of the potentiometer R 1 . Examination of the
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Frn. 14-7.-Curves showing the effect of frequency upon the selectivity of a typical trf
amplifier stage.
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Frn. 14-8.-- Block diagram of a simple superheterodync receiver.

circuit will show that as the mm·ablc arm C apprnaches A a greater
portion of the signal input is shunted to ground, thereby decreasing the
signal strength in the primary of the antenna coil 'l'r. As the arm C
approaches B less current ii, shunted to ground and the signal strength
in the primary of 'l\ increases. Also, adYancing the movable arm C
toward point A increa::;es•the cathode bias resistance (R2 plus the resistance in section B-C of H. 1), thereby red11cing the amplification produced
at VT1 and YT 2 , tlrns decreasing the volume. When the movable
contact C is advanced toward B, the cathode bias of V'l'r and VT 2 is
decreased and the volume will be increased.

TABLF;

Part No.

I

Name

Function

C10 ..........
Cu .........
C12 ..........
Cia ..........
C1, ..........
C16- .........

Reception and tuning
Tuning
Output transformer
Impedance matching
Voltage transformation
Power transformer
Pentodc
R-f amplification
Biased detection and a-f
Pcnto<lc
amplification
A-f power amplification
Pentoclc
Duo-diode
Full-wave rectification
Three-gang variahle ca- Tuning
pacitor
Trimmer capacitors
Alignment
Paper capacitor
Cathode bias by-pass
Paper capacitor
R-f by-pass, decoupling
Paper ,mpacif,or
Cathode bias by-pass
Paper capacitor
Screen-grid r-f by-pn.ss
:.\'1ica capaeitor
R-f by-pass
Paper capacitor
Blocking
Electrolytic capacitor
Cathode bias by-pass
Paper capacitor
Tone control
Paper capacitor
High a-f attenuation

C10, C11 ......
C1a ..........
R, ..........
R2 ..........

Electrolytic capacitor
Paper capacitor
Potentiometer
Carbon resiRtor

T1 .......... Antenna coil
T2, Ts ....... R-f transformer

T •..........
'1'; ..........

V1'i, VT2 ....
VTo .. , ......
V1', .........
VT 5 ••••.•.••
C1, Cz, C, ....

c.,

C6, C, . ...
C1 ...... ....

c•. .........
c, ..........

n supply filter
Line filter
Volume control
Provides cathode bias

~....

XIV-I
Described ip.

IIllustrated

2-8, 6-2, Chap. VII
2-8, G-2, Chap, VII
2-8, 9-19
2-8, 11-2
4-14, Chap. VII
4-14, Chaps. V, VIII

2-17, 6-5
2-17, 6-5
2-12
2-15
4-25
4-25

Approximate value

in Fig. Xo.

Chap. IX
11-3, 11-4
6-2, 6-7

4-25
4-15
6-15

6K7
6J7
6F6
5Y4-G
1365 µµ[ (each)

f'"

.!:!:;

~
~

~
.....

::l
~
~

2-25, 6-1!5
2-21
2-21
2-21
2-21
2-21
2-21
2-23
2-21
2-21

6-5, G-8, 14-15
5-4, 7-2
8-18, 14-4
5-4
14-4
5-3
8-5
5-4, 7-2
14-4
8-11, 8-12
11-7, 11-8
14-4
2-2, 14-4
5-4, 7-2

2-23
2-21
2-1

I

2-1

I 0.1

µf, 200 volts
0.1 µf, 200 volts
0.1 µ[, 200 volts
0.1 µf, 400 volts
200 to 500 µµf
0.05 µf, 400 volts
10 µf, 25 volts
0.05 to 0.1 µ[, 400 volts
0.005 to 0.01 µ[, 400 to 600
volts
8 to 16 µf, 450 volts
0.01 to 0.05 µf, 400 volts
10,000 ohms
200 to 300 ohms

~
~

Q

~
~

C>

w

cc,

0

,f.

0

TABLE

Xamc

Part Xo.

Rs .......... I Carbon rnnistor

XIV-I.-(Conlinued)
DcsPribcd in

Fundion

I To n•ducc voltage

Ill11strntPci
. ,. ,.
1•tg; • ..,,o.

Ill

I
1, ·10,000
1·l-•1
I
2-1

R, . ......... I Carbon resistor

D!'coupling

8-IR, 14-4

2-1

R, .......... I Carhon rPKistor

Provides catho,lc bias

5-•l

2-1

u.. . . . . . . . . .

Carhon r!'Histor
R1. . . . . . . . . . Carbon r!'sistor
Rs .......... Carbon resistor
R, .......... Carbon rPsistor
R,o ......... Potcutiomctcr
Si . ......... SPST switch
LS. . . . . . . . . . Loudspeak!'r
L 1 • . • • . . . . • . , Fiel<l winding

I

j

To n•ducc voltage
Coupliug
Grid !C'ttk
l'rovi,lPR cathode bias
Tone <"Olltrol
"On" and "Off" control
H!'produ<"lion of somul
Proviclps rnap;n!'tic fi<'l<I.
serves as filler choke

.
Approximate valtH•

14-4

2-1

8-5
8-5

2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1

5-4, 7-2
2-2, 14-•l
l..J-4
12-10
11-7, 11-8, 12-10

to G0,000 ohm.-;,
1 watt
I 50,000 to 75,000 ohms,
1 watt
I 10,000 to 50,000 ohms,
¼watt
1 to 2 mcgoluns, } watt
! m!'gohm, ¼w:1tt
! to ½ mE'p;ohrn. ! w:itt
-100 ol11ns, 1 watt
'25,000 to 100,000 ohms
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Screen-grid V oltagc-dropping Resistor. In the operation of pcntodc
tubes, particularly in r-f amplifiers and in detector applications, it is
common practice to operat.e the screen grids at a lower voltage than the
plates. In order to avoid the use of high wattage resistors necessary at a
,·oltage divider network, the screen grids are usually fed through a comparatively low-wattage carbon resistor directly from the high-voltage
B power supply source. Resistors Ra and RG of Fig. 14-H are used for
this purpose.
Screen-grid R-f By-pass Capacitors. Capacitors Cs and C1n of Fig.
14-\J are sometimes referred to as the screen-grid r-f by-pass capacitors
because they hy-pass the r-f currents to grnund instead of permitting
these currents to flow through the screen-grid Yoltage-dropping resistors
and on through the B power supply. Since the power supply acts as a
common coupling impedance for all plate and screen-grid currents, any
r-f currents flowing through the po,,·er source may cause trouble. Capacitors Cs ancl C 10 may therefore also be called drcoupling capacitors; in
fact the combination of R 4 and Cs is often referred to as a decoupling
circuit.
Tone Co1ilrol. The potentiometer Rio and the capacitor Cu in Fig.
14-9 serve as a tone-control circuit. It should he observed that these
two circuit clements are connected in series and that they provide a
path to ground for a portion of the a-f current. The value of CH is such
that only the higher values of the audio frequencies are shunted to ground.
The value of R 10 determines the percentage of the a-f cmrcnt that is
shunted to ground instead of being permitted to flow through the primary
of the output transformer. Thns, ,vhen the value of Rio is made very
low, only the currents of the low anrl medium audio frequencies will pass
through the output transformer and hence the loudspeaker accentuates
the bass notes. By increasing the ,·alue of R10, the higher frerinency notes
approach their normal strength and the bass is no longer accentuated.
Line Filler Capacitor. In receivers operated from power lines, it is
common practice to connect a capacitor from one input line \\'ire to
ground as indicated hy capacitor C1s in Fig. 14-\J. The purpose of this
capacitor is to by-pass any line voltage disturbances to ground, so that
they will haYc little or no effect upon the operation of the receiver.
Receiver Power Switch. In many receivers, the control of the power
source is obtained by use of a spst S\\;tch. This switch is connected in
series with the po\\'er somce. The switch is generally mounted on the
hack of the volume control and is operated by the same shaft and knoh
used to control the volume.
14-5. The Superheterodyne Receiver. Drfinil1'ons. From the IRE
definitions of terms: (1) supcrhcterodync rcCl'Plion is a form of heterodyne
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reception in which one or more frequency changes take place before detection, (2) heterodyne reception (heat reception) is the process of operation
on radio waves to obtain similarly modulated wave.~ of different frequency; in general, this process includes the use of a locally generated
,rnve, which determines the change of frequency.
A superheterodyne receiver may thus be defined as one in which one or
more changes of frequency arc produced before the a-f signal is extracted
from the modulated wave. However, the name superheterodyne is
generally applied to receivers in which only one frequency change is made
before a-f detection takes place, while a receiver using two intermediate
frequencies is usually called a double superheterodyne receiver. As the
average a-m broadcast receiver is required to operate at only comparatively lo\\· frequencies (550 to lG00 kc), there is no advantage of practical
value in having two or more r-f frequency changes. The following discussion-·will be limited to a-m broadcast receiver circuits and therefore
only the single superheterodyne circuit will be presented.
Advantages of the Superheterodyne Receiver. In the development of
radio receivers, two types of receiving circuits have had outstanding use.
They are the tuned-radio-frequency receiver (Art. 14-4) and the superheterodyne receiver. While both of these types have found considerable
use, the superheterodyn~ has a number of advantages that have resulted
in almost universal use of the superheterodyne circuit for average broadcast receivers. Its aciYantages over the trf rcceiYcr arc (1) improved
sclectiYi.ty in terms of stations on adjacent channels, (2) more uniform
selectivity over the broadcast band, (3) improved stability of operation,
(4) the fact that a large portion of its amplification is obtained at a single
(i-f) frequency instead of over the entire r-f range of the receiver, (5)
higher gain per stage due to obtaining the amplification at the lmrnr
frequency value of the i-f stages.
The fundamental principle of the superheterodync receiver has already
been stated in Art. 14-3. The block diagram of Fig. 14-8 shows the various functions performed in the receh·er. As some of these functions
have not been discussed in the prc-vious portions of the text they >\ill now
be studied.
14-6. ~eception and Preselection. Reception. The function of
reception is performed at the antenna, as is indicated in the various
preceding block diagrams. For broadcast reception the antenna may
be of the simple outdoor type, as shown in Fig. 3-4, or a loop antenna,
as shown in Fig. 3-5. Because superheterodync rccci,·crs arc ,·ery sensitive and can thus operate \\·ith weak signals, it is possible to obtain
satisfactory reception of all local stations and some distant stations
with a loop antenna. In modern receivers, the loop antenna is made
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small enough to fit inside the receiver cabinet even with the smallest
portable receivers.
There arc several types of loop-:mtenna designs. ln one type, the
loop antenna contains both primary and secondary windings, which are
connected in the same manner as an ordinary r-f antenna coil. The
primary winding consists of a low number of turns and is made as large
as the cabinet of the receiver will permit. The secondary has a greater
number of turns, usually of a smaller size of wire, and may or may not
be of the same overall dimensions as the primary. In most cases only
the secondary circuit is tuned by use of a variable capacitor. Another
type of loop antenna has only a single coil, which is connected in a manner
similar to that of the secondary winding of the ordinary r-f antenna
transformer. This circuit is tuned by use of a variable capacitor and
if a fairly large size of wire is used the coil resistance can be kept low,
thereby producing a high value of Q and obtaining a reasonably high
value of signal voltage from the desired station.
The disadvantages of the loop antenna are: (1) the signal voltage
appliecl to the grid of the first tube \\ill be lower than if an outdoor
antenna had been used; (2) the :;trength of the :;ignal will he affected by
the position of the loop antenna. The advantages of the loop antenna
are: (1) unsightly, and sometimes dangerous, outdoor antennas can be
eliminated; (2) the directional effect may be used to advantage in reducing
or eliminating noise:; from local somccs.
Presclcclion. In superheterodyne receivers, any tuning circuits
located before frequency com'ersion takes place arc generally referred
to as presdrctors. In Fig;. 14-10, preselection take:; place at the tuned
circnit formed by the secondary of T 1 and capacitor C 1• It is general
practice to haYc at lca:;t one preselection stage as just indicated. In the
more expen:;ive broadcast receivers, and in some short-wave (highfrequency) receivers, additional presclection stages arc used (see Fig.
14-13). These additional stages are transformer-coupled r-f amplifiers
and have been previously discussed. As in the previous cases, these
r-f amplifiers arc generally operated with unt11ned primaries and tuned
secondaries and usually employ pcntode tubes. The advantages derived
by the use of presclcction are (1) improved :;clcctivity, (2) improved
image suppression (sec Art. 14-11), (3) improved :;ignal-to-noise ratio.
14-7. Frequency Conversion. Need for the Frequency Converter.
It is often said that the frequency converter is the heart of the snperheterodync receiver. This is readily understandable, since the advanfagl's of the s11perlH'teroclyne receiver are gained hy reducing the
frcqnC'ncy of the Yario11s r-f input signals to a constant i-f signal. This
change in freqmnH-y is accomplbhf:cl at the Jrcquency convrrter, sometimes
called the mixer or first detector.
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Methods of Obtai11iny Frequency Conversion. The process of obtaining
frequency conversion requires three fundamental functions, namely,
oscillation, mixing, and detection. An oscillator rircuit, generally
called the local osdllator, is required to set up a frequency differing in
value from the signal frequency in or<lcr to produce a heterodyne action.
A mixer is required to obtain a new frequency by combining the signal
frequency with that of the local oscillator through heterodyne action.
As detect.or action is required to extract the heat frequencies obtained
by the heterodyne action, the mixer is also ealled the first detector.
Explanation of the Fundamental Ftmctions. The local oscillator circuits are either similar to or arc merely variations of the fundamental
oscillators presented in Chap. X. The oscillator may employ a separate
vacuum tube or it may use a portion of the converter tube. Two important considerations in the oscillator circuit are (1) to sustain oscillation
over tht>• entire freqnency range, (2) to avoid having the increase in the
oscillator output voltage (as the oscillator frequency is increased) drive
the grid of the mixer tube positive. If the feedback of the oscillator
drops too low at the lower values of oscillator frequency, the tube may
stop oscillating at the lower end of the frequency range. This may be
corrected by increasing the coupling bebrnen the oscillator plate and
grid· circuits, but care should be exercised so that the corresponding
increase in voltage at the higher frequencies docs not adversely affect
the operation of the mixer tube.
The function of mi:\.'ing is accomplished by applying both the modulated r-f signal and the unmodulated local oscillator output to the mixer
tube. There are a number of methods of feeding these two voltages to
the mixer and several of these are presented in the following discussion.
In general, when two signal voltages of different frequencies arc applied
to the mixer, the current in the plate circuit ,,;n contain many frequencies,
namely, (1) the original signal frequency, (2) the local oscillator frequency, (3) the sum of the signal and oscillator frequencies, (4) the
difference of the signal and oscillator frequencies, (5) numerous other frequencies produced by combinations of the fun<;lamentals and harmonics
of the signal and oscillator frequencies. Of these, the signal, the local
oscillator, and the sum and difference frequencies will be the strongest.
The sum and difference frequencies are the result of heterodyne action
and of these only the difference frequency is used in a-m broadcast band
superheterodyne receivers. The theory of the heterodyne action was
presented in Art. 5-7 and the manner in which the difference frequency is
obtained is illustrated by Fig. 5-lG.
Applying the r-f signal and the local oscillator ou-tput Yoltages to a
tube does not necessarily result in a beat frequency output. Although
only the two original frequencies are applied, the envelopes formed by
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combining these frequcn<'ics will he of new ,·alues equal to the snm :wd
difference of the two. The detector n<'tion of the com·erter t11be makes
it possible to obtain the envelope freq11cncie:-; in the output circ11it. The
fin;t detector tube is usually opcrntecl on a nonlinear portion of its charneteristic cmve n_rnl operates as a plate detector (:-:cc ,\rt. 5-3). The outpnt
of the detector will contain the snme a-f signal modulation that was
present in the ori!(inal r-f signal input.
Conversion Gain. In addition to the functions of mixing ftnd detection, fl certain amount of i-f amplifirntion also takes place <luring the
process of frefptency conversion. The ratio of the i-f voltage developed
in the output of the converter to the r-f signal input voltage is cnJlcd the
conversion uain, or conversion f.flicfrncy. The voltage amplification
obtained at the converter varies from about 0.3 to 0.5 times the value
which would be ohtained "·it,h a similar tuhc operated as an i-f amplifier.
For example, a tube that could produce a voltage amplification of 100
when operated as an i-f amplifier ,.,_;11 only provide a voltage amplification
of from 30 to 50 when operated as a frequency converter.
14-8. Frequency Converter Circuits. In the development of superheterodyne receivers, numerous circuits designed to ohtain frequency
conversion have been introduced. Some circuits require the use of two
tubes, while others accomplish the purpose wilh a single tube. As the
Yariety of circuits is vast, only the fundamental and the commonly used
circuits will be presented. A more extensive treatment of frequency
converters can be obtained from the references listed at the encl of this
chapter.
Simple Converter Circuits. The first snpcrheterodyne receivers used
separate tubes for the oscillator and the mixer or first detector as shown
in Fig. 14-10. Although the tubes illuslrnted in Fig. 14-L0 are triodes,
tei.rodes and pcntodes may also be used. The circuits in both figmes are
identical except for the manner in which the oscillator output is coupled
to the mixer. In Fig. 1'1-IOa the oscilln.tor output is inductively coupled
to the mixer at 7' 4 and in Fig. 1-!-lOb the output is capacith·ely
coupled by means of capacitor C1.
It should be observed that both the r-f signal and the oscillator output
arc applied to the control grid. The electron ,.;tream flowing from the
cathode to the plate will thus be affected by both voltages. With the
proper amount of grid bias, FT1 can be operated as a plate detector.
As the cunont in the plate circuit of V1\ contains numerous frequencies
and as only the difTerence frequency is desired, the double-tuned transformer Ta is tuned to the desired i-f value. Because of the excellent
selectivity of th~ double-tuned i-f tmrn;former (sec Art. 7-G), only the
desired frequency is passed on to the succeeding circuits, all other fre-
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quencies being hy-passcd through capacitor C4 • This circuit is no longer
used to any great extent because of its disadvantages, which are: (1)
the tuning of one circuit affects the tuning of the second circuit, which
sometimes camms the two circuits to lock together, thereby making it
difficult to track the two circuits; (2) the increase of the oscillator output
voltage with an increase in the oscilbtor frequency may drive the grid
of V:7\ positive and thereby cause unsatisfactory operation of the circuit.
Among the methods used to avoid the difficulties present when both
the r-f signal and the oscillator voltage are applied to the same grid as in
Fig. 14-10, are (1) using a tetrode for the mixer and applying the r-f
signal to gri<l 1 and the oscillator output to grid 2; (2) using a pentode for
the mixer and applying the r-f signal to grid 1, the oscillator output to
grid 3, and connecting grid 2 to B+ to provide shielding action between
the r-f signal input at grid 1 and the oscillator input at grid 3.
Pentagrid Converters. The functions of oscillation and mixing can be
accomplished in a single tube by providing a cathode, a plate, and five
grids in a single envelope. Such a tnbe is commonly called a pentagrid
converter. There are two fundamental types of pentagrid converter
tubes, difforing chiefly in the order in which the grids arc used for their
various functions. The two types of pentagrid converters are represented
by tho GAS and the GSA7 respectively.
14-9. Pentagrid Converter-Type 6A8. Tube Electrodes. In the
type GAS tube the order of the grids numbered from the cathode ant are
(l) oscillator grid, (2) 01ocillator anode, (3) inner screen grid, (4) r-f
signal control grid, (5) outer screen grid. Act11ally, grid 2 consists of
only two vertical side rods, the us11al horizontal grid wires being omitted,
but it is shown as a grid for convenience of drawing. Grids 3 and 5 arc
connected together intcrrmlly ancl a single lead is brought out to one of
tho base pins.
Operation of the 1'11/Je. The diagram of a converter circuit using this
type of tub11 is illustrated in Fig. 14-11. The tuhe operates in the following manner. The cathode, grid I, and grid 2 are connected to the external circuit in such a manner that they operate as a triode oscillator, with
grid 1 serving as the oscillator grid and grid 2 as the oscillator anode or
plate. Tho stream of electrons leaving the cathode and flowing toward
the plate will be modulated by the oscillator voltage at grid 1. Because
of the constructional feature:,; of grid 2, only about one-third of the electrons leaving the cathode will rctnrn hy way of the o:,;cillaLor anode.
Tho remainder of 1he elect rnnti will flow past the oseillator portion of the
t11bo nm! on toward the plate. In view of the foregoing explanation,
the cathode and gricls I and 2 may be considcretl as a composite cathode
supplying a stream of electrons varying at a frcqnency determined by the
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tuned circuit of the oscillator. Grid 3 is connected to B+ an<l its function is to accelerate the flow of electrons. Grid 4 serves as a control grid
and is connected to the r-f signal source, thereby producing an additional
control on the electron stream flowing from the cathode to the plate.
Grid 5 is connected to B+ and its fnnction is to accelerate the flow of
electrons. As the screen grids 3 and 5 are operated at a lower voltage
than the plate, they serve chiefly as an accelerating force, the higher
plate potential causing the majority of the electrons to flow through the

'I'

R~'I;

,np~

~F
~uf

l<'m. 14-11.-Frequency converter circuit using a pentagrid converter tube similar to the
type 6A8.

plate circuit. Grids 3 and 5 serve the additional function of shielding
grid 4 from the other electrodes of the tube. This method of coupling
the r-f signal and oscillator output is referred to as electron coupling.
Operation of the Circuit. The circuit of Fig. Jrl-11 operates in the
follO\vi.ng manner. The r-f signals are received at the primary of the
r-f transformer 1\, and selection of the desired station is made by means
of the tuning circuit consisting of the seconda~y of 'l'i and capacitor C1.
The r-f signal voltage of the selected station is applied to grid 4, where it
modulates the electron stream flo,ving from the cathode to the plate of
the tube. The local oscillator employs a simple tuned-grid feedback
oscillator circuit. The oscillator frequency is controlled by the grid
tank circuit, consisting of the coil LG and capacitor C2 ; capacitor C5 is a
padder used for aligning the oscillator circuit as described in Art. 14-16.
The feedback necessary to produce and sustain oscillations is obtained
from the coil LP in the oscillator plate circuit. Resistor Ra and capacitor
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C6 provide the bias for tho oscillator portion of the con \'orter. Resistor
R 1 and capacitor C3 proYide the hias for the tetrode mixer po1tion of the

conYerter. Hesistor R2 is a \'oltap;e-dropping resistor used to obtaiu the
proper voltage at the oscillator anode, and together ,Yith cnpncitor C 4
also acts as a filter circuit. Resistor H 4 is a screen-grid ,·oltage-dropping
resistor and together with capncitor C, also sen-es as a screen-grid filter
circuit. The plate current, from \Yhich the output of the com·erter is
obtained, is fed through the primary of the <loulJly tuned i-f transformer
1'3 • Because of the band-pass tuning characteristics of the i-f transformer, only the desired frequency nppears at the output terminals of T3.
Characteristics of the Circuit. Three minor disndn1I1tages of this
type of frequency conYerter circuit are: (1) the oseillator frequency will
vary slightly with Yariatious in the bias of the tetrode section; (2) some
oscillator-frequency current may flow in the r-f signal circuit, thereby
o,·erloading lhe r-f signal grid an<l reducing the conYersion efficiency;
(3) the low transconductance of the oscillator section affects the operation
of the oscillator at high frequencies. These effects can be minimized by
modifying the construction of the tube, as is done in the type GSA 7.
Other pontagri<l converter tubes of the GAS type arc the lAG, lA.7-G,
JCG, 1C7-G, 1D7-G, 2A7, GA.7, GDS-G, 7B8, and 12AS-GT.
14-10. Pentagrid Converter-Type 6SA7. Tube Electrodes. In the
type 6SA7 tube tho.order of the grids numbered from the cathode out
arc (1) oscillator grid, (2) inner screen grid, (3) r-f signal control grid,
(-1) outer screen grid, (5) suppressor grid. (Grids 2 and 4 combined
se1Te as a composite anode of tho oscillator triode.) ln addition, a pair
of collector plates are mounted on the side rods of grid 2. Grids 2 and ..J
nre conneC'ted together internally and a single lead is brought out to one
of the base pins.
Operation of the Tvbe. The diagram of a con-verter circuit using this
type of tube is illustrated in Fig. 1-1-12. The tube operates in the following manner. The cathode, grid 1, and grids 2 and 4 are connected to the
external circuit in such a manner that they operate as a triode oscillator,
with grid 1 serving as the oscillator gri<l and grids 2 and 4 sen-ing as a
composite anode for the oscillator. The stren.m of electrons lea,·ing the
cathode and fl<ming toward the plate will he modulated by the oscillator
voltage at grid 1. Some of the electrons upon passing grid 1 ,,;ll return
to the cathode by ,my of grid 2. The remainder of the electrons will be
dra,,·n on toward grid 4 because of their acceleration and because of the
positive poteutial of grid 4. However, before reaching grid 4 the electron stream \\;II he fmthcr modulated by the r-f signal Yoltage at grid 3.
As grid 3 is generally biased negatiYely, some electrons will be driven
back toward the cathode. If these electrons succeed in reaching the
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space charge area about the cathode they will cause a change in the
amount of cathode cunent. However, before reaching the space charge
area these electrons arc attracted to the positive collector plates mounted
on the side rods of grid 2 and arc returned to the cathode through the B
power supply. Thus the collector plates help to maintain the cathode
current practically constant, which is one of the important advantages of
this type of converter tube. Thus far it has been shown that the electron
stream in its travel from the cathode toward grid 4 has been modulated
by both the oscillator and r-f signal voltages. Of those electrons which
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,np~
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Fw. 14-12.-Frequcncy converter circuit using a pentagrid converter tube similar to the
type 6SA7.

pass grid 3, some \\·ill return to the cathode by way of grid 4 and the
remainder by way of the plate circuit. The r-f signal voltage at grid 3
produces variations in the plate current, which is of course essential to
the operation of the converter circuit. As the signal voltage at grid 3
also produces an approximately equal change in the current of grid 4 but
opposite in direction to the plate current change, the cathode current will
not be affected to any appreciable extent by changes in the r-f signal
voltage. Grid 5 acts as a suppressor grid and may be connected directly
to the cathode or to ground. Its function is similar to the suppressor
grid in a pen.tode.
Operation of the Circuit. The circuit of Fig. 14-12 operates in the
following manner. The r-f signals are received at tho primary of the r-f
transformer 'J\ and selection of the desired station is made by means of
the tuning circuit consisting of the secondary of '1'1 and capacitor C1.
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The r-f signal voltage of the selected station is applied to grid 3, where it
modulates the electron stream flowing from the cathode to the plate of
the tube. The local oscillator is a variation of the Hartley circuit. The
oscillator coil 1\ is an autotransformer connected so that any variations
in the cathode current flowing through section AB will induce a voltage in
section BC. This induced voltage is applied to the oscillator grid and
provides the feedback necessary to produce and sustain oscillations. The
oscillator frequency is determined by the tuned circuit formed by the
oscillator coil T2 and capacitors C2 and C 5• The oscillator grid bias is
obtained by means of resistor R1 and capacitor C4. Capacitor C3 is used
to prevent short-circuiting the ave voltage to ground. Resistor R 2 is a
screen-grid voltage-dropping resistor and together with capacitor C 6 also
serves as a screen-grid filter circuit. The plate cmrent, from which the
output of the converter is obtained, is fed through the primary of the
doubly tuned i-f transformer T3. Because of the band-pass tuning
characteristics of the i-f transformer, only the desired frequency appears
at the output terminals of T3.
Characteristics of the Circuit. The advantages of this type of converter
circuit are: (I) the r-f signal voltage has practically no effect upon the
cathode current, hence variations in the ave bias applied to the r-f input
";n not cause any detuning of the oscillator; (2) the use of a suppressor
grid increases the plate resistance and thereby increases the conversion
efficiency of the tube and circuit. This type of tube and its associated
circuit is used cxtensiwly ";th a-c/d-c receivers for both single broadcast
band and all-wave rccei,·crs. Other pcntagri<l conycrtcr tubes of the
GSAi type arc the 1H5, 12SAi, iQ7, and 14Q7.
14-11. The Intermediate-frequency Characteristics. Frequencies
Present at the Converter. 1-\'bcn the r-f signal and the oscillator output
are combined, the output current of the first detector will contain (1) the
r-f signal frequency, (2) the oscillator frequency, (3) the sum of~the r-f
signal and oscillator freqncncies, (4) the difference of the r-f signal and
oscillator frequencies, (.5) numerous other frequencies produced by combinations of the fundamentals and harmonics of the r-f signal and oscillator frequencies. For example, if a recciYer has its r-f circuit tuned to
550 kc and its oscillator is tuned to 1015 kc, the frequencies appearing at
the first detector output will be 550, 1015, l.5G5, and 4G5 kc and harmonics
of these frequencies. Of these, only the difference frequency of 465 kc is
desired; the reason for using the difference frequency will soon become
apparent. As the output of the first detector is fed directly to the highly
selective i-f amplifier, tuning this amplifier to 4G.5 kc will result in acceptance of the 4G5-kc currents and rejection of the currents of all other
frequencies.
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Image-frequency Signals. It is possible that with a certain value of
oscillator frequency the desired value of i-f can be obtained from two
different carrier frequencies at the same time. For example, an r-f signal
of 550 kc and an oscillator frequency of 1015 kc will produce an i-f signal of
4G5 kc. It is also possible to obtain a 465-ke i-f signal with the same
oscillator frequency if an r-f signal of 1480 kc reaches the first detectol'.
Of these two 465-kc i-f signals only one is desired; the undesired signal is
called the image-frequency signal. The effect of image-frequency signals
may be minimized or eliminated by providing one or more stages of r-f
tuning or preselcction. The ratio of the output from the desired r-f
signal to that from the undesired r-f signal is called the :,ignal-to-irnage
ratio or simply the image ratio. The effect of image frequency signals is
present mostly in short-wave receivers operating at high frequencies and
in receivers designed to operate at a low i-f value.
Choice of the Interrnediate-frequency Value. Throughout the development of superheterodyne receivers a wide range of values have been used
for the intermediate frequency. At the start, values as low as 50 kc were
used, and in short-wave receivers values of several megacycles may be
used. In receivers intended for use on the broadcast hand only, the i-f
values range from approximately 130 to 485 kc the value varying with the
manufacturer and the design of the receiver. Among the values of i-f
used for broadcast receivers are, 130, 175, 262, 345, 450, 455, 45G, 4GO,
4G5, 470, and 485 kc. The majority of home receivers use either 455,
456, or 465 kc, while many receivers designed for use in automobiles
employ an i-f value of either 175 or 262 kc.
The choice of frequency for the i-f is affected by a number of factors.
Two important factors are (1) the tuning ratio, (2) selectivity.
Tuning Ratio. The purpose of the converter is to combine the
variable r-f signal input with the variable oscillator frequency and thereby
obtain a constant frequency output from the converter. This can best
be accomplished by increasing the oscillator frequency by the same
amount that the frequency of the preselector circuit is increased. Under
this condition the difference in frequency between the r-f input and the
oscillator can be maintained practically constant. The intermediate
frequency can be obtained by making the oscillator frequency either
higher or lower than the r-f signal by the amount of the i-f desired. 1 n
broadcast receivers it is almost universal practice to make the oscillator
frequency higher than the r-f signal. In short-wave receivers the oscillator frequency may be made either hi~her or lower than the r-f signal.
By making the oscillator frequency of a broadcast receiver higher than
the r-f signal it becomes possible to obtain a more desirable frequency
range for the oscillator, as is illustrated by the following example. If it.
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is desired to h:wc a receiver operate over an r-f range of 550 to lG00 kc :me!
maintain a 465-kc intermediate frequeney, the oscillator will h:we to he
tuned from 85 to 1135 kc if the oscillator frequency is to be lower than the
r-f signal or from 1015 to 2065 kc if the oscillator frequency is to be
higher than the r-f signal. With the lmYer oscillator frequency the
required tuning ratio is approximately 13 to I while for the high frequency
the ratio :is approximately only 2 to 1. It is thus olwious why broadcast
receivers arc designed to haYc the oscillator frcqueney higher than the
r-f signal input.
Selectivity. The use of low i-f values, that is, in the order of l 30, 17 5,
and 262 kc, has the advantage of impron!d seleetivity of stations on
adjacent broadcast channels. This becomes apparent ,vhcn the difference in frequency between stations on adjae(mt ehannPls is expressed as a
percentage of the frequency at which tuning and amplification take place.
As adjacent broadcast transmitter frequencies may be as little as 10 kc
apart, this percentage for an i-f of 175 kc is 5.7 per cent, for 262 kc it is
3.8 per cent, and for 465 kc it is 2.1 per cent. Incidentally, this proYidcs
an excellent means of showing one adYantage of the superheierodyne
over the trf receiver where the percentage is 1.8 at the lower frequency
limit of 550 kc and only 0.G25 per cent at the upper frequency limit of
1600 ·kc. -Cse of low i-f Yalues, however, results in greater possibility of
image-frequency interference because the image frequency gets closer to
the desired station frequency a:,; the i-f ,·tdue is reduced. Accordingly,
most manufacturers of broadcast recei.-crs now use i-f Yalues of approximately 450 to 470 kc. It is interesting to note that most i-f values are
odd numbers such as 45G, 4G5, 472.5, etc., in preference to such values as
450, 4G0, and 470. 'Gsc of the odd-number values reduces the possibility
of two transmitter carrier frequencies heterodyning with one another and
producing a signal of the same Yaluc a,; the intermediate frequency,
which, of course, would cause interference with the signal of the desired
earner wa,·e.
SpurioilS Responses. There arc some additional sources of interference sometimes present in superhet-erod~·ne rcccfrcrs. These are usually
due to the effects of harmonics generated in some portion of the receiyer,
·IYhich find their way to the i-f input. These interferences nre generally
referred to as spuriotlS responses. Among the possible causes of spurious
responses are: (1) harmonics of the intermediate frequency generated by
the a-f detector (sometimes ca.lied the second detector) that may find
their way back to the r-f circuit or to the i-f input through stray coupling
or feedback; (2) harmonics of an r-f signal generated by the first det0ctor,
particularly the second harrnonirs of statiom; with carrier frcqnencies of
from 550 to 800 kc; (3) harmonics of the oscillator, which may beat with
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FIG. 14-13.-Circuit diagram of a seven-tube, a-c operated, superheterodync receiver.
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Part Xu.

Ti .......... · .\nknna <'oil
T~ . ......... I R-f transformer

'1' 3 . . . . . . . .

"I

YT, ......... Beam pown tnhc
VT, ......... Full-,Ya,·c rPC'tificr
VT 1 • • • • • • • . Electron-ray tube
C 1, C 7, (' 13 .•• 3-gang ,·nriahlc capacitor
C2, C,, G'i, ... Trimm<'r ca~acitor
C,, C, ....... Paper capacitor
C,, C, ....... , Paper cap:t<•itor
C•. ......... Paper ca.pncitor
C 10 • • . • . . • . . Paper capacitor
C 11 • • • • • • . • • • l\fic:L cap:witor
C12 ......... Padder capacitor
C, 5 •••••••••• Paper c:i,paeitor
·1

Part of lo<'al oscillator
Band-pass tuning
Impedance matching
Voltage transformation
H-f amplification
Frequency conYPrsion
1-f amplification
Detection and a-f voltag,,
amplifieation
A-f power amplifieation
Full-w:we rectification
Tuning; indicator
Tnnin~
Alignment
Coupling and blorkinp;
Cti,thode bi!l.s by-pass
A VC hy-p:.ss
Cheillator by-p:tSs
Oscillator bias
Tracking;
Dero11pling

14-9, Chap. X
2-30, 7-6
2-8, 0-rn
2-8, 11-2
4-14, Chap. VII
14-7, 14-8, 14-9
4-14, 7-6
Clrnps. V, VIII

2-17

4-16, Chap. IX
11-3, 11-4
14-13
6-2, 6-7, 14-12
n-8, u-rn
2-26, 2-27, 2-28
5-4, 7-2
5-11
2-26, 2-27
10-5, 10-6
14-16
2-2n, 2-27, s-1 s

4-2.5
4-15
1-1-1.'i

Band-pass adjustment
Cathode bias by-pass

14-lfi

C,o, C,,, Coo,
C21 .••••••• Arljustahk 1·apacitor

-I

0

Illustrated
Function
Described in
Approximate value
in Fig. No.
----'--1----------He<'eption and prcsclec~- - 2-8, 6-2, 14-fi Chap. 2-17, 6-.5
tion
1 VII
Preselect ion
2-8, 6-2, J.1-G Chap. [ 2-17, G-5

VII

Oscillator coil
T 4, T, ....... I-f transformN
T, . ......... Output transformer
T 7 • • . . . • • . • . Power transformer
YT, ......... Pcntode
1'T2 • • • • • • • • Pent.agrirl convr-rtcr
YT 3 • • • • • • . • l'Pntorlc
VT 4 • ••••••• Duo-diode-triode

Cu ........

0,
C,t

XIV-II

Paper eapacitor

5-4, 7-2

2-17

2-12

~

2-1/i

4-25
,t-25
4-25
4-2.'i

:

fl-15
G- lfi
2-21
2-21

6K7
6A8
fiK7
fiQ7
G\'6
5Y4-G
6C5;GG5
365 µµf (Pach)

I 2-2.5,

2-21
2-21
2-21
2-25
2-21

~
:,...
t--

v:,

~
~

;,..
b...,
0

0.05 µf, 200 volts
0.1 µf, 200 rnlts
· 0.05 µ,f, 200 volts
0.05 µf, 400 rnlts
250 µ,µ,{
0.1 µf, 400 ml ts

~

, 0.05 µf, 200 volts

....
t....

1

2-251

2-17,
2-21
1

~<;

~

0 19 • • • • • • • • • Paper capacitor
1

c••. ........
c••.........

C24 .... .....
C25, C.,,, ....

c...... .....

C21 . ........

c...........

c.o ... ......
c.1, c, •.....

R1, R, .......

n•..........
R4 ..........
ll5 ..........

R•..........
Rr ..........
Rs, .........

n•..........

Rio . . . . . . . . .

Ru .........
Ru .........
Ru .........
Ru .........
Rl6 .. .......
R16, ........
Ru .........
R1s- ........
Ru .........
S1 . ....•....

LS ..........
Li ..........

Mica capacitor
Mica capacitor
Paper capacitor
Electrolytic capacitor
Paper capacitor
Paper capacitor
Paper capacitor
Paper capacitor
Electrolytic capacitor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Potentiometer
Potentiometer
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
Carbon resistor
SPST switch
Loudspeaker
Field winding

Decoupling
1-f by-pass
I-f filter
A-f coupling
Cathode bias by-pass
Tone control
Blocking
High a-f attenuation
Linc filter
B supply filter
AVC filter
Provides cathode bias
Provides cathode bias
Provides oscillator bias
To reduce voltaJJ;e
Provides cathode bias
Decoupling
To reduce voltage
To reduce voltage
Portion of diode load
Portion of diode load
AVC filter
Provides cathode bias
Volume control
Tone control
Coupling
Grid leak
Provides cathode bias
"On and Off" control
Reproduction of sound
Provides magnetic field,
serves as filter choke

) 8-18, 14-4
'5-2
5-2
5-2
5-4, 7-2
14-4
8-5
8-11, 8-12
14-4
11-7, 11-8
2-26, 2-27, 2-28
5-4, 7-2
5-4, 7-2
' 10-5, 10-G
2-1, 14-9
5-4, 7-2
8-18, 14-4
14-4
14-13
~-2
5-2
5-11
5-4, 7-2
2-2
14-4
8-5
8-5
5-4, 7-2
14-4
12-10
11-7, 11-8, 12-10

I

I

I

2-21
2-21
2-21
2-21
2-23
2-21
2-21
2-21
2-21
2-23
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
12-13
12-13

'0.1 µf, 200 volts
1250 µµf
250 µµf
0.05 µf, 200 volts
10 µf, 25 volts
0.05 µf, 400 volts
0.05 µf, 400 volts
0.00G µf, 600 volts
0.05 µ[, GOO volts
15 µf, 450 volts
100,000 ohms, ¼watt
800 ohms, ~ watt
400 ohms, ! watt
50,000 ohms, ¼watt
30,000 ohms, 1 watt
500 ohms, ¼watt
40,000 ohms, ~ watt
30,000 ohms, 1 watt
1 megohm, } watt
50,000 ohms, ¼watt
250,000 ohms, ¼watt
500,000 ohms, ¼watts
2000 ohms, ½watt
500,000 ohms
50,000 ohms
250,000 ohms, ¼watt
500,000 ohms. ¼watt
300 ohms, 1 watt
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the signal from a short-wave station and thus be received by the broadcast receiver; (4) interference caused by the beat frequency of two r-f
signals differing in frequency by an amonnt equal to the i-f value; (5)
reception of the r-f signal of a transmitter operating on a frequency equal
to that of the i-f of the reccivPr. These various interferences arc not
present in a well-designed and carefully adjusted receiver, since they can
be avoided by providing sufficient preselection and by ,;hielding of wires,
coils, and tubes to eliminate stray picknp of any undesired frequencies.
14-12. A Typical Superheterodyne Receiver Circuit. The circuit
diagram of a seven-tube, a-c operated superheterodyne receiver is shown
in Fig. 14-1:i. This circuit has one stage of r-f amplification before the
first detector and consequently has two prcselection circuits. The first
detector or frequency conve1-ter employ,; a tube of the GAS type, and the
o,;cillator and mixer functions are performed in the one tube. A threegang variable capacitor represented by C1, C 7, and C 13 is used to tune the
two r-f preselect.or circuits and the oscillator sinrnlla11eo11sly. Capacitors
C2, Cs, C14 are trimmer capacitor:-1 for aligning the receiver and are usually
mounted on the variable gang-capacitor assembly. Inclusion of the
pad<ler capacitor t: 12 in the oscillator tuning circuit is an indication that
the three units of the three-gang tuning capacitor are of equal size (see
Art. 14-JG). The first detector is tallowed by one stage of i-f amplification, which in turn is followed by a diode detector circuit. Simple ave is
obtained from the diode SPCO)l(l detector circuit, the ave voltage being
fed Lack lo the grids of VT1, VT2, and V'l'3. The a-f output of the diode
detector V'l\ is fed to the triode a-f amplifier section of VT4 and at this
point volume control is obtained by means of the potentiometer R15.
Tone control is also obtained at this point by means of resistor Rrn and
capacitor C 26 . One stage of resistance-capacitance-coupled a-f amplification is provided and the aA signal is then passed through the power
amplifier tube V'l's. An output transformer T6 couples the a-f output to
the loudspeaker. The plate and screen-grid voltage supplies are obtained
by stepping up the supply voltage at the power transformer T1 and rectifying it by means of a full-wave rectifier tube V'l\. The capacitor-input
type of filter consists of capacitors C31 imd C 32 together with the loudspeaker field L 1, which is made to serve as the filter choke. Vacuum tube
VT; is a tuning indicator and is the only part of this circuit which has not
previously been described. Its purpose and function is presented in the
following article. The fact that the receiver uses a power transformer
limits its operation to a-c power circuits of the prnper rated voltage and
frequency. A list of the parts and their functions is given in Table
XIV-II.
In some receivers the power transformer is eliminated and the receiver
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may be operated from either an a-c or a d-c power line of the proper
voltage. Figure 14-14 illustrates the circuit diagram of such a receiver.
The tubes used in this receiver have higher heater-voltage ratings than
the tubes used in receivers employing power transformers. The tubes
of this circuit have identical current ratings and their heater-voltage
ratings add up to approximately 117 volts. It is therefore possible to
connect the heaters in series and operate the circuit directly from the
power line. The plate circuit of the rectifier tube is also operated directly
TABLE XlV-Ill.-VALl:J•;s ol' THE Crncu1T Eu::-.rnNTf\ m· Fw. 14-14

R,
R,
R1

470 ohms
470,000 ohms
= 220,000 ohms
Rio = 1000 ohms
R 13 = 470,000 ohms
Ris = 1200 ohms

Ci
C,
C1
Cio
Ci,

=

=

=

o.oi

µ£

= 13-139

µµ.f

= 47 µ.µf
= 130-170 µ.µ.f

= 0.05

µ[

C1, = 0.005 µ[
C1, = 0.01 µf
C22 = 40 µf
VT1 = 12SA7
VT, = 50L6-GT

R2
R,
Rs
H11

lO mep;ohms
470 ohms
= 2.2 megohms
= 5.6 megohms
H 14 = 150 ohms
R11 = 18 ohms

c.
C,
c,

=

=

= 6-426 µµf
= 3-30 µµf

= 130-170
Cu = 130-170
cl4 = 330 µµf
C11 = 0.01 µf
C,, = 0.01 µf
c•• = 50 µf

µµf
µ.µf

Y'l'2 = 12SG7
V1'. = <l5Z5-GT/G

R3
R6
R,
H,2

ll 1 o

=
=
=
=
=

22,000 ohms
,17,000 ohms
2 megohms
470,000 ohms
3!) ohms

c, = 1.5-15 µµ[
C, = O.l µf
c, = ]30-170 µµ.f
c,. = 0.05 µf
Ci, = 100 µ.µf
c" = 150 µµf
C2i = 0.1 µf
= 50 µ[

c.,

VT 3 = 12SQ7
PL = 47 pilot lamp

from the power line and the power transformer may therefore be eliminated. Such circuits generally operate equally well on a-c or d-c power
lines and are called a-c/d-c receivers. The fundamentals of superheterodyne principles and operation as explained for the circuit of Fig. 14-13
also apply to the remainder of this receiver circuit.
14-13. Tuning Indicators. Need for Tuning Indicalorn. In the
operation of a highly selective receiver, such as that of Fig. 14-13, it
should be carefully tuned so that the carrier frequency of the desired
station is at the center of the response band (sec Fig. 13-3). If the
receiver is not properly tuned the output at the loudspeaker may be
badly distorted. Various devices have been introduced for indicating
when a receiver is properly tuned. The electron-ray l'ube, also called a
magic eye or a cathode-ray indicator tube, is commonly used to indicate
whether a receiver is properly tuned to the desired station.
Electron-ray Tube. One type of electron-ray tuning indicator is
shown in Fig. 14-15. The tube illustrated contains two sections: (1) a
triode consisting of the cathode, a control grid, and a plate which together
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FIG. 14-14.-Circuit diagram of a five-tube a-c/d-o superhetcrodyne receiver.
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function as a d-c amplifier; (2) the fluorescent-coated target and the raycontrol electrode. The circuit connections for this type tube are illustrated in Figs. 14-13 and 14-15d. Electrons from the cathode have two
paths, one to the triode plate and the other to the fluorescent target.
The triode plate current is controlled by the voltage of the triode grid,
and the target current is controlled by the voltage of the ray-control
electrode. When electrons from the cathode strike the target they cause
the coating on the target to fluoresce and give off a faint green light.
When the voltage of the ray-control electrode and the target are of
···• Shadow area-(!)
..
.. Fluorescent..
area
{cJ

{b)

(a}

fd)
Fm. 14-15.-The tuning inclicator.

(a) Construction of the electron-ray tube, (b;

inclication when the receiver is properly tuned, (c) indication when the receiver is improperly tuned, (d) circuit connections. (Photograph courtesy of RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.)

approximately equal value, the target will be illuminated evenly or may
have only a very small shaded area, as indicated in Fig. 14-15b. "\Vhen
the voltage of the ray-control electrode is less than the target voltage, so
that it is negative with respect to the target, fewer electrons reach the
target and the fluorescent area decreases as indicated by Fig. 14-15c.
The tuning indicator tube is mounted in the receiver in such a manner
that the fluorescent-coated target is visible to the person tuning the
receiver. '\Vhen the receiver is being tuned to a station the operator
should observe the action taking place at this tube. The receiver is
properly tuned to a station when the shadow appearing on the target
covers a minimum amount of area (Fig. 14-15b). Improper tuning causes
the shadow to cover a greater area, as is indicated in Fig. 14-15c.
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Elc(',/ron-ray Indicator Circuit. In analyzing the action of the tuning
indicator in the circuit of Fig. 14-1:{, it should be observed that the triode
grid is connected to the ave line. ,vhen the receiver is not tuned to a
station, the ave voltage "·ill be at its minimum value and the plate current of the triode section of the tuning indicator will be at its highest
value. An appreciable voltage drop will be present at the one megohm
resistor H 10 and the ray-control electrode voltage will be considerably
lower than the voltage at the fluore:--ccnt t:Lrget. This will result in the
target having a large shaded area. As the receiver tunes in a station,
the negative voltage at the ave line incn•ases. This negative voltage is
applied to the triode' grid of the tu11i11g indicator and cau~cs a reduction in
the triode-plate current, ,rhich in tnrn reducps the ,·oltage drop at Rio
and thereby incrPasPs the voltage at the ray-control electrode. This in
turn increases the current in the fluoresrenL target, thereby increasing
the fluorescent area and dPcreasing the shaded area. AB the ave voltage
reaches itB highPst 1wgat ive valne "·hen a station is properly tuned,
because the diode-detector current through R12 will then be at its highest
value, the shaded area of the tuning indicator will be at its minimum
value when the rPceiver is properly tuned to a desired station.
Electron-ray tubes of the type j11:;t described arc rcprcsentC'd hy the
6Ui'i/6G5, G,\Jtj/G:\' 5, and GE5. There arc numerom, other applications
of the elrctron-rar indicator tubes, especially in the field of measurements.
14-14. Tracking and Alignment of Receivers. Nerd for Alignment.
l\fodern receiYers are coustrnctcd so that station selel'tion can be oht::i.ined
by turning a single dial (see Art. G-7). In order to accomplish this, all
the tnning circuits mnst he ad,iustcd simultaneom,ly. This is ordinarily
accomplished by use of ganged capacitors. In the trf receiver of :Fig.
14-0, there are three tuning circuits and thus a three-gang variable
capacitor is used to obtain single-dial tuning. In the superhetcrodyne
receiver of Fig. 14-13, two preselector circuits and the oscillator arc tuned
simultaneously by menns of a. three-gang caparitor. In order to have a
receiver propPrly tuned to a station, eaeh of its tuned circuits must be
adjusted so that they are resonant to the propPr value of frequency.
When ganged tuning is employed, it is difficult to have two or more tuned
circuits have their correct re::;onant frequcnries at all points of the dial,
even with modern precision manufacturing methods. It thus becomes
necessary that the tuning circuits he providPd with means of adjustment
so that alignnwnt of the circuits will be as nParly nniform as is practically
possible over the entire frpquenry range of ibc rcrPin'r. "11c11 this i;;
accomplished the circuits are said lo be tracking each other. The fundamental principles of equalizing the tuning circuits "·as presented in Art.
6-8.
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There are two reasons why a receiver should be carefully aligned.
First, correct alignment is necessary in order to obtain the best possible
performance of the receiver. Second, proper alignment is required in
order to calibrate the receiver dial, that is, to have it receive a desired
station at its designated position on the dial.
Method of Aligning a Receiver. Accurate alignment can best be
accomplished by use of a signal generator and a meter or other device that
will indicate the strength of the output signal of the receiver. The signal
generator should have a calibrated variable r-f output of sufficient
frequency range to check all the frequencies at which the receiver is to
operate. The signal generator should also be provided with a means of
modulating its r-f output with an a-f signal of constant value, preferably
in the order of 400 cycles. As the procedure in aligning a receiver is
based on obtaining the maximum output for a given setting of the
rcccivf.r, the device for indicating the output need only indicate whether
maximnm output is being obtained. Among the devices used for obtaining an indication of the relative value of the output are (l) an output
meter, (2) a magic-eye tuning indicator, especially if it is already a part
of the receiver circuit, (3) a vacuum-tube voltmeter, (4) a cathode-ray
oscilloscope.
When the output of a signal generator is applied to the antenna and
ground terminals of a receiver for the purpose of aligning the receiver,
it is urnally desirable to connect a small capacitor between the high-side
terminal of the signal generator and the antenna terminal of the receiver.
This capacitor is used to make allowance for the antenna that is normally
connected to the receiver and is therefore called a d'Ummy antenna;
for broadcast receivers a 200-µµf capacitor is recommended. If the
receiver has a loop antenna, the signal generator output may be coupled
to the receiver by connecting a piece of wire about two feet in length to
the high-side terminal of the signal generator. This wire is not connected
to the receiver but acts as an antenna and should be kept about two feet
from the receiver's loop antenna.
In general, the procedure in aligning a receiver is to apply the modulated r-f output of a signal generator to the ·receiver through a dummy
antenna and to connect an output meter at the loudspeaker. With the
receiver and the signal generator tuned to the same frequency, the tuning
circuits are adjusted so that maximum output is obtained. Specific
alignment procedure is given in the two following articles.
14-15. Aligning the TRF Receiver. Aligning the trf receiver is a
relatively simple task because all its tuning circuits arc to be adjusted to
the same frequency. Thus in the circuit of Fig. 14-9, the inductance of
each of the tuned circuits is of the same value and identical tuning capaci-
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tors are used. The adjustments need then only compensate for minor
variations in capacitance and inductance.
A convenient procedure in aligning; the receiver of Fig. 14-9 i:,; to
connect the output of a signal gcncrntor (through a dummy antenna) to
the antenna and ground terminals of the receiver. An output meter is
also connected across the secondary side of the output tran::;formcr 1'4 •
With power applied to both the signal generator and the radio receiver,
set the receiver dial to about 90 per cent of its maximum frequency

FtG. 14-16.-Top view showing the parts used in a radio receiver.
Corporation.)

(Courtesy of Philco

range, for example, 1400 kc, and turn the receiver's volume control on
full. Then adjust the frequency of the signal generator to 1400 kc and
increase its signal strength until an indication appears on the output
meter. With this setting, adjust each of the trimmer capacitors (C4, Cs,
and C 6) in turn until maximum output is indicated on the output meter.
As the receiver becomes more sensitive and its output increases in amplitude, the strength of the output of the signal generator should be reduced.
The adjustment of the trimmer capacitors should be made at the highfrequency end of the receiver dial been.use the capacitance of the circuit is
lowest at this frequency and the trimmer adjutitment will thus be most
sensitive at the high-frequency end of the dial.
If the end rotor plates of the variable capacitors are slotted (see Art.
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G-8 and Fig. 6-16), alignment may be made at several other points on the
dial by changing the frequency setting of both the receiver and the signal
generator and adjusting for maximum output by bending the slotted
rotor plates.
14-16. Aligning the Superheterodyne Receiver. Procedure. Aligning a superheterodyne receiver is more difficult than aligning a trf receiver
because the tuned circuits of the superheterodyne receiver do not all

Fm. 14-17.-Bottom view showing the parts used in a radio receiver.
Corporation.)

(Courtesy of Philco

operate at the same value of frequency. Instead, three tuned circuits,
namely, the i-f, oscillator, and r-f circuits, must each be adjusted to a
different value of frequency.
In aligning superheterodyne receivers, the following procedure may
be used. First adjust the tuned circuit nearest the a-f output of the
receiver and then work back toward the ·antenna. In the average
superheterodyne receiver, the order in which the circuits are aligned is
(1) the i-f amplifier circuit, (2) the oscillator circuit, (3) the r-f or preselector circuits.
Aligning the Intermediate-frequency Amplifier Circuits. Wlien tuning
the i-f circuits, the local oscillator and the ave should be made inoperative.
In the circuit of Fig. 14-13 this may be done by (1) short-circuiting the
oscillator tuning capacitor C 13 , (2) short-circuiting the ave capacitor C,.
The output meter is connected across the secondary terminals of the
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output transformer 'l\ and can remain there throughout the entire alignment and tracking procedure. The sign:il generator is connectc-d with
its gronnd terminal to the chassis of the receiver and its high-side terminal
connected through a 0.01-µf cap:ic:itor to the control grid of V'./'3. The
receiver volume control should Le turned on full, the signal generator
frequency ::;ct to correspond with the i-f value recommended for the
receiver, and the signal generator ontput turned 11p just enough to
produce an indication on the output meter. The trimmer capacitors
G20 and C 21 arc then adjusted to obtain maximum indication on the output
meter. \Vhcn the i-f transformer To is properly adjusted, the next step
is to adjust i-f transformer 'l\. This may Le done by applying the output
of the signal generator to the r-f control grid of V'l' 2 and then proceeding
to adjust the trimmer capacitors Ci, aucl C 17 until maximum indication is
obtained on the output meter. If the output indication becomes too
high for the meter, it should be reduced by decreasing the amplitude of
the output of the signal generator. It cannot be too strongly emphasized
that, in order to obtain satisfactory tracking and overall operation of the
receiver, the frequency to which the i-f circuits are adjusted must correspond exactly with the value recommended by Lhe manufacturer of the
receiver. The correct i-f value for a receiver may Le obtained from some
markings or diagram supplied with the receiver or from a service manual.
Aligning the Oscillator and Radio-frequency Circ?lils. In order to align
the oscillator it is necessary to remove the short circuit at the oscillator
tuning capacitor C 1., which had lieen placed there when adjusting the
i-f circuits.· With the signal generator still connected to the r-f control
grid of VT2, set the receiver dial and the signal generator frequency each
to a value near 1400 kc, but not to a point at which a station is received,
and adjust the oscillator trimmer capa<'itor C 14 t.o obtain maximum
indication on the output meter. With the tuning dial of the receiver
and the signal generator frequency at the same setting, apply the signal
generator output to the antenna terminal of the receiver through a 200-µ,uf
capacitor and adjust trimmer capacitors C 8 and C2 until maximum indication is obtained on the output meter. It would also have been possible
to adjust the local oscillator and the two presPlcctor circuits with the
signal generator output connected to the antenna terminal through a
200-,uµf capacitor and, with the receiver and signal generator set near
1400 kc, then progressively adjust the trimmer capacitors C14, Cs, and C 2
to obtain maximum indication on the output meter.
The local oscillator must also be adjustPd for some value at the lowfrequency end of the dial. It is genern,lly desirable to make the lowfrequency adjustment at about 10 per cent above the minimum frequency
of the rcceiv<>r; in fact, most manufacturers recommend a specific value
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at which the low-frequency range tracking should be adjusted. This
information is usually obtained from a service manual. As no specific
value is given for the circuit of Fig. 14-13, GOO kc will be a convenient
value. Accordingly, the low-frequency alignment may be made by
setting the receiver dial and the signal generator fniquency at GOO kc.
The oscillator padding capacitor C 12 is then adjusted to obtain maximum
indication on the output meter, while gently rocking the ganged capacitor
back and forth to keep the signal tuned in. The low-frequency adjustment should be made only at the padder capacitor and no adjusting is
to be done at the trimmer capacitors.
It is considered good practice to recheck the high-frequency setting
after completing the low-frequency adjustments and make any corrections
necessary. Although the use of tuning capacitors with slotted rotor
plates makes it possible to make an additional adjustment at about the
midd!e of the frequency range, most superhcterodync receivers will be
found to track satisfactorily if they are carefully aligned at the highand low-frequency ends.
1Wethods of Aligning the Oscillator and Radio-frequency Circuits. There
are two commonly used methods of making the oscillator circuit of the
superheterodyne rrcciver track with the presclector circuits. One
method is to use a padder capacitor as in the circuit of Fig. 14-13. In
the second method, sometimes called the cut-plate method, the variable
capacitor used to tune the oscillator circuit has a lower value of capacitance than the capacitor used in the r-f tuning circuits.
In the method that employs a padder capacitor, all the ganged tuning
capacitors are of the same construction. Because the oscillator is tuned
to a higher frequency, but over an identical span in kilocycles, the ratio
of high- to low-frequency values is less for the oscillator than for the r-f
circuits. For example, to cover the broadcast band of from 550 to l 600
kc the frequency range of the r-f circuits is almost 3 to 1. With an intermediate frequency of 465 kc the oscillator frequency range is from 1015
to 2065 kc or approximately 2 to 1. It should be apparent that the
capacitors used to tune the r-f circuits must have a greater range than th,:i
capacitor used to tune the oscillator. In order to use identical capacitors
for all the tuning circuits, something must be done to reduce the range of
the capacitor used to tune the oscillator circuit. Connecting another
capacitor, called a padder capacitor, in series ·with the original tuning
capacitor will reduce the ratio of the maximum to minimum values of the
series combination. This may readily be verified by reference to Examples 6-9 and 6-10 in Art. 6-5. Radio receivers may be designed so that
exact tracking will be obtained at three frequencies in the band and will
also provide satisfactory tracking over the remainder of the band. In
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order to provide a mrans of making tracking adjustment;, the padding
capacitor is made adjustable. The capn.eitancc 1Tqnin'd for the paclcler
is in the order of :350 µµf for a 465-kc i-f, and nearly 1000 µµf for an i-f of
175 kc. ,V11en a high value of capacitance i:; required for the padder and
only a small amount of variation is needed, some receivers use a fixed
capacitor shm1tecl by a suitable small trimmer for this purpose.
In the cut-plate method, the shape of the rotor plates of the oscillator
tuning capacitor is different from those of the r-f tuning capacitors.
By properly designing the shapes of the rotor plates it i:; possible to
achieve proper tracking of the oscillator cir<'nit without the need of a
padding capacitor. The disadvantages of this method are: (1) cost of

FIG. 14-18.-Block diagram of a frequency-modulation recriver,

manufacture is higher; (2) it is not satisfactory for use in multib:md
receivers; (3) the capacitors cn.n usually only be used for receivers ,rith
the same i-f value; (4) in some instances Uic capacitors can only he used
for one circuit design; (5) it is more difficult to make service adjustments
than with the padder-capacitor method.
14-17. Fundamental Principles of Frequency-modulation Receivers.
Essential Functions. In general, the f-m r<'<'<'iYcr b similar in many
respects to the a-m superhcterodyne receiver but its circuits arc more
complex. In addition to performing tl1e same functions as the a-m
receiver, it has two additional functions, namely, amplitude limiting and
freqnency discrimination. The limiter circuit is largely responsible for
the noise-free reception obtained \\·ith the f-m receiver, and the discriminator serves as the detector which converts the frequency modulations
into the audio signal. The bloek diagram of an f-m receiver is illustrated
in Fig. 14-18.
Specifically, the f-m rcceiYer differs from the a-m s11perheterodyne
receiver in the following respects: ( 1) the antenna must be well designed,
carefully constrnckd, and adjusted at the receiver location; (2) the r-f
amplifier is 11sually designed to provide as much gain as possible in addition to performing the function of preselection; (:1) the frequency converter operates at a much higher valne of frequency than in an a-m
receiver, the r-f input being in the order of 100 me anrl the i-f in the order
of 3 to 8 me; (4) some f-m receivers employ two stages of frequency
conversion and two values of i-f in order to obtain better amplification;
(5) the i-f amplifier is designed to pass a wider band of frequencies
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(approximately 200 kc); (G) a voltage limiter circuit is provided between
the i-f amplifier and the discriminator; (7) the discriminator or a-f
detector is of different design from the a-f or second detector in an a-m
superheterodyne receiver; (8) the a-f amplifier is designed to provide a
wider range of frequency response; (9) a loudspeaker that is capable of
producing high-fidelity production should be provided.

{aJ
(b)
:Fm. 14-19.-Antenna system for an f-m receiver. (a) Dipole antenna, (6) dipole antenna
and reflector.

The Antenna. For the best opemtion of an f-m receiver, a special
antenna should be provided. l\fodern practice is to use a dipole antenna
of approximately one-half the wavelength of the r-f signals to be received.
:For frequencies in the order of 100 me, the length of the dipole should be
approximately 4¾ feet. The line connecting the antenna to the receiver
should be either a twisted-pair transmission line or a coaxial cable. The
strength of the signal picked up by the antenna will be greatest when the
position of the antenna is at right angles to the direction of the transmitting station. It is therefore advisable to consider the location of the
transmitting stations when installing the antenna. If most of the transmitters are in one general direction, a reflector is sometimes added to the
antenna installation to increase the strength of the input signal. The
reflector is merely a rod of one-half wavelength that is placed parallel to
the dipole antenna and one-quarter wavelength in back of it. A dipole
antenna and reflector are illustrated in Fig. 14-HJ.
Some f-m receivers have a folded dipole antenna, which is mounted in
the cabinet of the receiver. If such a receiver is used in an area close to
the majority of the transmitters the antenna will provide satisfactory
results, but if the receiver is used in a remote area it may become necessary to install the conventional ontdoor dipole antenna. Furthermore,
as f-m reception is limited to practically line-of-:-;ight distances the
height of the antenna becomes important for receivers located considerable distances from the transmitters.
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The Ra,dio-frcqucncy Section. The combination of the r-f amplifier,
converter, and i-f amplifier is commonly rcfPrred to as the r-f section of
the receiver. The important overall function of this portion of the
receiver is to provide snffieient amplification so that the signal voltage
available at the input of the limiter is high enough to provide satisfactory
performance of the limiter.
In general, the r-f amplifier of an f-m receiver is simihr to the r-f
amplifier in an a-m receiver except that it must operate at a much higher
valne of fr<'qucncy. Vaenum tubes designed for high-frequency operation should be used in thc,;e eireuits. Tubes having a high mutual conductance arc generally w,;r<l in the r-f amplifier in ordPr to obtain as much
gain as possible in the r-f stage. A higher gain in the r-f amplifier reduces
the amount of gain required in the i-f stage, thereby improving the stability of the receiv<'r.
The converter may be of the co1wentional single-tube type or it may
11se a pcntodc mixer and a separate triode oscillator. The use of a separate mixer and oscillator has the aclvantage of high sensitivity and good
frequency stability. In order to obtain the high gain desired in the i-f
stages, some rccciv<'rs use two converters and the i-f stages have two
different frequency vallles. In such recciYers, the first converter produces a new frequency in between the r-f and final i-f values, and some
amplification is provided at this frequency. The signal is then passed
through a sPcornl converter, which reduces the frequency to the final i-f
value, and additional amplification is providPd at this frequency. The
output is then passed on to the limiter and discriminator. Circuits
employing two steps of frequency com·ersion are sometimes called double
superhetrrodyne circuits or tn:plc detector circuits. The oscillator circuits
are generally provided with a means of compensation for frcqueney drift
in order to reduce the frequency variation due to the increase in the temperature of the oscillator circuit components as the receiver warms up.
The i-f amplifier differs from that in an a-m receiver in that it must
pass a much wider band of freqllcnde~ and also that it operates at a
higher freqiwncy. It was expbinP<l in Art. rn-:~ that in the f-m system
the frequency deYiation is 75 kc aJioyc and below tlw C<'nter frequency,
hence the i-f stage of an f-111 r<'cciwr operatPS "·ith a fr<'qm•ncy variation
of 150 kc as comparc•d ,\·ith only 10 kc in the a-m rccei\-er. The band
width of the i-f amplifier is g<'ll<'l'ally made 200 kc. ln order to obtain
goofl i-f performance with this wide pass band, the i-f ,·aluc is made in the
order of 3 to 12 me. A 200-kc band width at -1 me (·orresponds to about a
23-kc band width at 4G5 kc. As one of the simple ways of increasing the
width of the pass band of a tuner! circuit is to incrca:;;e the resistance of the
circuit, it is not uncommon in f-rn circuits to connect a resistor across
the tuned i-f amplifier circuits.
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The Limiter. An important factor in the noise-free operation of the
f-m system is the fact that the transmitted f-m waves are of constant
amplitude. However, even though the transmitter provides an output
wave train of constant amplitmle, the wave form that the output of the
i-f amplifier of the receiver presents to the discriminator contains variations in amplitude. These variations may have been picked up in transmission from the transmitter's antenna to the receiver's antenna or may
be caused by various circuits in the receiver. In order to eliminate any
amplitude variations, a limiter circuit is placed between the i-f output and
the final detector.
The limiter is essentially an i-f amplifier operated with such values of
voltage at its electrodes that the tube reaches saturation before the input

VVVVVVlJVV
{aJ
(b}
FIG. 14-20.-Effect of the limiter circuit on the wave form of the signal.
to the limiter, (b) si11:nal output of the limiter.

(a) Signal input

wave reaches its maximum value. under this condition, the portion of
each input cycle above a certain value is cut off and hence the amplitude
of each cycle is limited to a fixed amount. The i-f output should be of
sufficient strength so that even its weakest signal will cause the limiter
tube to saturate. The wave shapes of the signal at the input and output
side of the limiter are shown in Fig. 14-20, By passing the output of the
limiter through a transformer, the harmonics due to the flat-topped waves
are reduced to a negligible value.
Figure 14-21 illustrates the circuit diagrams of single-and two-stage
limiters. In the circuit of Fig. 14-21a, a pentode having a sharp cutoff
characteristic is used. A grid bias is developed at R 2, but the time constant of the R 2C 3 combination is such as to permit the signal to drive the
grid positive for just a small portion of each input cycle. With the proper
choice of R 2, C 3, screen-grid voltage, and plate voltage the circuit ·will
perform the limiting action indicated by Fig. 14-20 for a given input
signal condition. In the two-stage limiter of Fig. 14-21b, the second stage
is resistance coupled to the first stage and serves the purpose of eliminating any residual variations in amplitude.
The Discriminator. The discriminator or f-m detector takes the place
of the ordinary detector in an a-m receiver. Its function is to convert
the frequency modulations of the i-f signal to a-f voltages of amplitudes
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and frequenciPs that will be replicas of those produced in the microphone
circuit at the transmitting i-;lation.
'J\yo discriminator circuits arc shown in Fig. 14-22. In the circuit of
Fig. 14-22a, the output of the limiter tube is applied to the primary
wine.ling P of the transformer 1'1 and is tuned to the center value of the
intermediate frequency by means of capacitor C3• The secondary
winding is split into two sections S 1 and S2. Section S 1 is tuned by means
of capacitor C 1 to a frequency slightly above the center i-f value, and
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Fm. 14-21.-Limiter circuits.

(a) Single-stage limiter, (I,) two-stage limiter.

section S2 i:, tuned by means of capacitor C2 to a frequency slightly below
the center i-f vnlue. When the input signal is unmodulated, that is,
operating at its center frequency, the voltage across each of the two
secondary sections will be Pqual. Under this condition, the current in
each section of the diode V1'i will be equal and the voltage drops across
R1 and R 2 will be equal. From the polarities of the voltages indicated on
the diagram, it becomes obvious that under these conditions the output
voltage of the discriminator will be zero. When the input signal is
frequency-modulated, the voltage at the plates of each section of the
diode will vary. For an increase in frequency above the center i-f
value the voltage at one diode plate will incrense and at the other it will
decrease. For a decrease in frequency the voltage at the diode plates
will change in the direction opposite that for an increase in frequency.
As changes in plate voltage will produce similar changes in the plate
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currents it should be apparent that the voltage drops at R 1 and R 2 will
vary. When the voltage drop at R1 is greater than that at R 2 the output
voltage will be positive, and ,Yhen the voltage drop at R 2 exceeds that at
R 1 the output voltage will be negative. The net result is that the output
of the discriminator will be an a-f voltage whose magnitude and frequency are determined by the frequency modulations at the input of the
discriminator.
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Fm. 14-22.-Diseriminator circuits.

(a) Split-secondary discriminator circuit, (b) phaseshift discriminator circuit.

The discriminator circuit of Fig. 14-22b is the one most commonly
used. In this circuit both the primary and secondary of 7\ are tuned to a
frequency equal to the center value of the i11termediate frequenqy. At
this resonant frequency the voltages E2 and E 3 are 90 degrees out of
phase with the primary voltage E1, and E2 is equal to E 3• Under this
condition the currents in the t\Yo sections of the diode VT1 are equal, the
voltage drops at R 1 and R2 are equal, and the output voltage E 5 is zero.
vYhen the frequency of the input is other than the center frequency value,
the phase angle between E 2 and E1 will ch.·mge either increasing or
decreasing from the 90 degree relation depending upon whether the
frequency increases or decreases. A change in the phase relationship of
E2 and E 1 will produce a change in the voltage at the plates of the diode
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V'l'i. Changes in plate voltages will produce changes in the plate
currents, voltage drops at R1 and R2, and the resultant output voltage E5.
Thus this circuit will produce the same kind of variations in the voltage
across the load resistors R 1 and R2 as the circuit of Fig. 14-22a.
In order to provide an undistorted a-f output signal the discriminator
should have a linear characteristic. The curve of Fig. 14-23 illustrates
the desired output characteristics of a discriminator circuit. It should
be observed that the characteristic is a straight line for ± 75 kc and that
little curvature is presPnt until after ± 100 kc. The circuit therefore
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Fm. 14-23.-0perating characteristics of a discriminator circuit.

proyides excellent reproduction owr the 200-kc pass band normally used
with f-m receivers.
The A 11dio-frequency Cirwils. The a-f section is very similar to that
of an a-m receiver. The main difference is that the f-m receiver can
reproduce audio frequencies up to 15,000 cycles, which is about three
times as high as the a-f range of ordinary a-m broadcast receivers. In
order to utilize this high-fidelity reproduction the a-f circuits should be
designed to provide satisfactory response over the high-frequency
range (see Chap. VIII). This also requires the use of a high-quality
loudspeaker.
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QUESTIONS
1. Define the following terms: (a) sensitivity, (b) selectivity, (c) fidelity, (d)
stability, (e) signal-tu-noise ratio.
2. )l°ame and describe four types of noise that may occur in a radio receiver.
3. (a) \Yhat arc the advantages of f-m receivers? (b) What are the disadvantages of f-m receivers?
4. Name four essential functions of a radio receiver.
5. Why is it generally undesirable to have more than two stages of a-f amplification in a radio receiver?
6. (£1) What is meant by a tuned-radio-frequency stage of amplification? (b)
Describe two advantages of trf amplification.
7. (a) What is meant by an i-f amplifier? (b) \Vhat is the purpose of an i-f
amplifier? (c) What advantages are gained in using i-f amplification?
8. With the aid of a block diagram explain the operation of a tri receiver.
9. (a) Draw a circuit diagram of a five-tube trf receiver. (b) Explain the operation of this circuit.
10. Draw a circuit diagram and explain the operation of (a) a volume control
circuit, (b) a tone control circuit.
11. With the aid of circuit diagrams explain the operation of: (a) a voltage-dropping resistor, (b) an r-f by-pass capacitor, (c) a decoupling network.
12. Define: (a) superheterodyne receiver, (b) double superhetcrodync receiver.
13. Explain five advantages of the superhetcrodyne receiver.
14. With the aid of a block <liagram explain the operation of a superheterodyne
receiver.
16. (a) Describe several types of loop anteru1as. (b) What are the advantages of
the loop antenna? (c) What are the disadvantages of the loop antenna?
16. (a) What is meant by a preselector? (b) Describe the operation of a preselector circuit. (c) What advantages arc obtained by the use oi prcsclcctiun?
17. (a) Xame the three essential functions required tu obtain frequency conversion. (b) Explain the purpose of each of these functions.
18. Explain two factors that must be taken into consideration in the design of a
local oscillator that is to be used with a superheterodyne receiver.
19. (a) What five frequencies are present in the output circuit of a mixer tube when
two signal voltages of different frequencies are applied to its input circuits? (b)
Which of these frequencies is used in a-m broadcast band supcrheterodyne receivers?
20. (a) What is meant by conversion gain? (b) How does the voltage amplification of a tube used as a converter compare with the voltage amplification of the same
tube when used as an i-f amplifier?
21. (a) Describe the operation of a converter cireuit that uses separate tubes for
the oscillator and mixer. (b) What arc the advantages of this type of circuit?
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22. (a) Doscribe the operation of a pentagrid convcrt<>r tube of the 6A8 type.
(/,) Describe the operation of a c·onverter circuit using a pentagrid converter tube of the
6A8 type. (c) ·what are the characteristics of this type of converter circuit?
23. (a) Describe the operation of a pcntagrid converter tube of the 6SA7 type.
(b) Describe the operation of a converter circuit using a pentagrid converter tube of
the 6SA7 type. (c) What are the characteristics of this type of converter circuit?
24. Wliat is meant by (a) image-frequency signal? (Ii) Image ratio?
26. (a) l<;xplain the relation between the tuning ratio, the rnicillator frequency,
and the intermediate frequency. (b) In broadcast receivers, why is it desirable to
have the oscillator frequency higher than the r-f signal input?
26. (a) Explain the relation between the value of the intermediate frequency and
the selectivity of a receiver. (b) 1Vhy are odd number values of intermediate frequency generally used?
27. (a) What is mC'ant by spurions responses? (b) Xame five possible rauses of
spurious responHes. (c) What precautions are used in superhetcrodyne receivers to
minimize the interference caused by spurious responses?
28. (a) Draw a circuit diagram of a superhett•rodyne receiver to be operated from
an a-c power line. (b) Explain the operation of this circuit.
29. (a) Draw a circuit diagram of a snperheterodyne receiver that may be opcratPli
from either an a-c or a d-c power line. (b) Explain the operation of this cirnuit.
30. (a) Describe the principle of operation of an electron-ray indicator tnbe. (b)
Descrihe the operation of an dcctrou-ray indicator cirC'uit.
31. (a) Explain two reasons why a radio receiver should be properly ali~nccl. (b)
\Vhat instruments should be used to properly align a receiver?
32. Describe a method of aligning a trf rcceiwr.
33, Explain the order in which the various tuned circuits iu a superhctc>rodyne
receiver shoulcl be aligned.
34. Describe the procedure for aligning an i-f amplifier circuit.
36. Describe the procedure for aligning an oscillator circuit.
36. Describe the procedure for aligning an r-f tuned circuit.
37. How cic)()S the f-m rcceivC'r differ from an a-m superhctcroclync rC'cciver?
38. (a) Why is a dipole antenna generally used with f-m receivers? (b) What is
the purpose of a reflector? (c) Describe the construction of a reflector.
39. \\'hat factors must be taken into consideration in constructing the antenna for
an f-m receiver?
40. Describe the operation of the r-f section of an f-m receiver.
41. (a) How does the band width of the i-f amplifier used with f-m receivers compare with those used with a-m receivers? (b) How docs the value of the int<·rme(!iate
frequencies of f-m receivers compare with those used in a-rn receivers?
42. (a) What is the purpose of the limiter in an f-m recicver? (b) Describe the
operation of a single-stage limiter circuit.
43, (a) 1Yhat is the purpose of the discriminator in an f-m r<'C"PivPr? (b) Dcscrihc
the operation of a discriminator circuit in whi<·h only the primary winding of the coupling transformer between the limiter and discriminator is tuned to the center value
of the intermediate frequency.
44. Describe the opC'ration of a diseriminator C'irrnit in which both the prirn~ry
and secondary windings of the ro11pling tranRformer between the limiter and discriminator are tnnP,l to the· PcntC'r vnlue of the intermediate frpq1wney.
46. \\'hat is the main cliffcrence between the a-f section of an f-m receiver and an
a-m receiver?

CHAPTER XV
TEST EQUIPMENT
Modern radio and electronic equipment consists of a large number
and variety of circuit clements having a wide range of values. The
circuit elements are connected to one another, either directly or indirectly,
to form a complex circnit. The testing of such circuits can best be
accomplished by the use of definite test procedures and adequate test
equipment. As a detailed discussion of all types of test instruments
and thcir various applications is beyond the scope of this text, only a
brief description of the more common types of test instruments and an
outline description of three basic systems of testing will be given in this
chapter.
15-1. Systems of Testing. Purpose of Testing. There arc two fundamental reasons for testing radio or electronic equipment: (1) to check the
operation of a complete unit, or any of its sections, against a set of recommended operating values; (2) to locate a faulty section or part. Although
there are numerous methods for testing radio and electronic equipment
only three basic systems of testing will be considered in this text, namely,
(1) point-to-point resistance measurement, (2) measurement of voltage
and current for each individual circuit, (3) signal tracing. The procedure
to be followed in testing radio and electronic equipment may be based
upon one or more of these three systems of testing.
The ultimate aim of all systems of testing is to locate as quickly as
possible the portion of a circuit that .is not functioning properly. This
is best accomplished by testing individually each section of the complete
circuit. When used to test a particular circuit, each sysi.em of testing
has certain characteristics and advantages that are not common to the
other systems. Because of this, tho best system to use \\Till depend upon
the circuit to be tested and the operating characteristics that are to be
checked. A complete test procedure may be a combination of any two
systems or all three systems of testing.
Point-to-point Resistance JJ[easurernent. In this system of testing, the
resistance between the various elements of a tube are measured while the
tube is in its socket but with i.he power turned off. The values obtained
are checked for any variation from the known correct values. The only
instrument required for this system of testing is an ohmmeter. The
677
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point-to-point resistance measurement nwthod of testing has a number of
disadvantages, among which arc: {l) a. souree of reference cont.aining the
known correct values of re::;ista1H·e Let.ween eertain points is rcqnirell for
every make and model of radio and clectnrnic equipment that i::; to be
tested; (2) care must be exerciser! wlwn mca,mring the resistance betwceu
two points that all clements in the circuit arc taken into consideration;
(3) this is only a static test and cannot be used for determining the
dynamic characteristics of the circuit; (4) a circuit element may
appear :mtisfactory under static conditions but may be faulty under
dynamic conditions. An advantage of this system of testing is that, when
the fault has been traced to a definite circuit, this system provides a
convenient method for quickly locating a shorted or open-circuited
element.
TT oltage and Current J1feasnrement. Tn this system of testing, voltage
and current measurements are tnken at the prongs of each tube. The
values obtained are checked for any variation from the known correct
values. The instruments used for this system of testing may incl11de
one or more of the following: (1) a multirange d-c voltmeter, (2) a multirange a-c voltmeter, (3) a mnltirangc d-c ammeter, (4) a vac1111m-tube
voltmeter, (5) a set analyzer. The voltage-cmrcnt mcasmcmcnt system
of testing also has a number of disadvantages, among which are: (!) a
source of reference indicating the correct operating values of voltage and
current is required for each make and model of radio and electronic
equipment to be tested; (2) care mw~t be exercised when taking voltage
and current measurements so that the resistance of the i11strnment used
does not affect the circuit. An advantage of this system of testing is that
it provides a quick method of checking the operating voltages on a tube's
electrodes \Yith the values recommended by the tube manufacturer for
that type of tube. The only reference then required is a tube manual.
Any major variation from the recommended values will ordinarily localize
the faulty circuit. However, vacuum tubes arc not always operated at
the control voltages recommended by the tube mannfacturer and this
fact must be taken into consideration before declaring a circuit to be
faulty.
Signal Tracing. In this system of testing, the progress of a signal is
traced through each stage of the equipment. With signal tracing it is
possible to analyze the signal at each stage of a radio receiver for both its
quality and strength. The circuit for each stage can then be adjusted
so that the strength and quality of its output signal arc at their optimum
value. As the signal is the ultimate factor in a radio receiver, the signaltracing system of testing is the most effective method of checking and
aligning a receiver. There are various methods of signal tracing and the
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equipment required will depend upon the method used. In general, the
following equipment is required: (1) a source of signal input, such as an
r-f signal generator, that is capable of producing an r-f, a-f, and modulated
r-f signal output; (2) an output indicating device such as an output meter,
electron-ray indicator tube, or cathode-ray oscilloscope.
One method of signal tracing is to test each stage individually by
applying the proper signal to its input circuit and checking the strength
and quality of its output signal. Another method is to apply a modulated
r-f signal to the input circuit of the first r-f stage and to check the output
from each succeeding stage. There are many variations of these two
methods.
The signal-tracing method of radio circuit testing has many advantages, among which are: (1) a radio receiver may be tested under actual
operating conditions; (2) the intermittent faulty operation of a circuit
cleme11t, can quite readily be located; (:"~) variation in the amount of gain,
by-passing, and coupling (above or below the optimum value) can be
detected.
15-2. Combination Meters. Requirements. ]n testing radio or
electronic equipment a ,vide range of voltage, current, and resistance
measurements may be required. If individual meters having only one
range "·ere to be used for these tests, the number of instruments required
would be too large and the cost too great to be practical. One method
of reducing the number of instruments needed is to use a multirange meter
for each type of indication that is required. A more practieal method is
to combine a multirange voltmeter, ammeter, and ohmmeter into one
instrument having an adequate s,Yitching arrangement that permits only
one range of one type of measurement to be used for each of its settings.
This type instrument is called a combination meter and is also known as a
multimeter, multitester, mul.tipurpose tester, and volt-ohm-rnilliammeter.
Since a combination meter consists of a voltmeter, ammeter, and
ohmmeter its principles of operation and use can best be understood by
first studying the principles of operation and use of each individual type
of meter. Only a brief description of the individual meters and the combination meter will be given in this text. For a detailed description of the
principles of operation, construction, and use of these instruments the
reader is referred to the chapter on i\fcters in the authors' text Electrical
Essentials of Radio.
Ammeters. An ammeter is an instrument used for measuring electric
currents. It is always connected in series with that part of a circuit
whose current is to be measured. In Fig. i5-1, ammeter 1 is connected
in series ,Yith the line to indicate the line current, and ammeters 2 and 3
are connected in series with the lamp and fixed resistor, respectively, to
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obtain their individual currents. Being connect.eel in series, an ammekr
must cany the current passing through that part of the circuit in which it
is connected. In Fig. 15-1, if ammeter 1 has a resistance of 1 ohm and the
line current is 10 amperes, it follows that there would be a IO-volt drop
across the ammeter. This would cause the appliance and lamp to operate
on a voltage of 10 volts less than intended, thus giving incorrect indications of the currents flmYing in the circuit under normal conditions
(that is, without the ammeters). The voltage drop across the meter is
decreased by making the resistance of the meter as low as possible. The
value of this drop varies with the type of meter and the manufacturer.
l\Iost ammeters are designed for 50-mv drop at full rated current.
Since the resistance of an ammeter is ,·cry low the current that would
flow through the ammeter if through error it was connected directly
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FIG. 15-1.-Corrcct method of cum1cetiug ammeters and voltmeters.

across a source of power would be excessively large and the meter would
be damaged. An ammeter should therefore never be connected across any
source of power. The current due to an unforeseen short circuit or overload may be large enough to injure n,n n,mmeter if it is left connected in a
circuit. To pre,·ent damage due to factors that cannot be foreseen,
the ammeter should always be protected by connecting a short-circuiting
switch across it, as illustrated by S1, S2, and Sa in Fig. 15-1. The switch
is always kept closed except when a reading is to be taken. If, upon
opening the switch, the needle swings backward or completely across the
meter scale, it should be closed instantly to prevent damaging the meter.
The necessary changes to the circuit should then be made before the
switch is again opened.
Voltmeters. A voltmeter is an instrument used for measuring voltage.
It is always connected across that part of the circuit whose voltage is to
be measured. Figure 15-1 shows the correct ,rny to connect voltmeters
in n, parallel circuit. Voltmeter 1 indicates the line volt.age; Yoltmeter 2
shows the voltage across the lamp; and Yoltrneter 3 shows the voltage
across the fixed resistance.
As a voltmeter is connected directly m-ross the line it is desirable that
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it take as little current as is practicable. Because of its comparatively
low resistance, a,pproximately 20 ohms, the moving element of a voltmeter cannot be connected directly across the line. It is therefore necessary to connect a high resistance in series with it. 'l'hc value of this
resistance depends on the resistance of the coil, or moving element, and
the full-scale voltage desired.
Voltmeters do not form a definite part of a, circuit a,s do ammeters.
It is therefore not necessary to connect voltmeters permanently in the
circuit. If a.voltmeter is connected only when a reading is to be taken, a
single meter can be used to take readings at various points in a circuit.
A voltmeter may be damaged by excessive voltage, but as it is connected
only when a reading is to be taken it may therefore be disconnected
instantly if any overvoltage condition is apparent.
Voltmeters are often rated in terms of their sensitivity in ohms per
volt, '\:bich is obtained by dividing the resistance in ohms for any range
by the full-scale voltage rnting of that particular range. In testing radio
and electronic equipment, it is generally desirable and in many cases
necessary to use a voltmeter with a very high sensitivity. Although a
voltmeter with a sensitivity of 100 ohms per volt may be excellent for
industrial power circuits, it would prove very unsatisfactory for testing
radio and electronic circuits. For testing these circuits it is recommended
that the voltmeters have a sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per volt or higher.
Alternating- and Direct-current Insirurnents. Ammeters and voltmeters are usually designed to measure either direct or alternating
currents or voltages and in order to obtain accurate readings an ammeter
or voltmeter should only be used to measure the type of current or voltage
for which it is designed. The ordinary a-c ammeter cannot be used to
measure accurately currents whose frequencies are greatly in excess of
500 cycles. Thermal-type instruments measure the effective value of
the current flowing and therefore can be used on direct, a-f, and r-f currents. Instruments giving accurate readings at frequencies up to 100
me can be obtained.
Rectifier-type meters arc used for measuring alternating currents of
small magnitude such as milliamperes and microampcrcs, and voltages
ranging from values in millivolts up to 1000 volts. A rectifier-type meter
consists of a copper oxide rectifier and a permanent-magnet moving-coil
instrument. Rectifier-type meters can be used to measure alternating
currents of frequencies up to 20,000 cycles per second.
Shunts. The current that may safely be led into an ammeter movement is limited by the current-carrying capacity of the moving element,
which must necessarily be small. To increase the range of such instruments, shunts and current transformers are used, the former with direct
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cmrents and the latter with alternating cmrentt\. It has pre\'ionsly been
stated that the moYcment's current must be Yery small, generally about
one ma. This i::; accomplished by connecting a low resistance in parallel

I
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Fra. 15-2.-Propcr connections for the use of a shunt with a rni\liyoltmeter.

with the meter. The ammeter is in re:1lity now a Yoltmeter (see Fig.
1.5-2) indicating the voltage drop across a resistance. This resistance is
called a shunt and forms a definite part of all ammet€rs. The resistance
of the shunt may be calculated by use
IS,OOOohms of the following equation.
5

R

4
3

2

IS,OOOohms

IS,OOOohms

1

_I)rXR.1r
SH -

15,000ohms

where

lsnf

(15-1)

= shunt rPsistance, ohms
R.'1 = meter rcsist:1ncc, ohms
I sH = shunt current, amperes
I .,r = meter current, amperes

RsH

,vhen the shunt is connected permanently inside an ammeter, it is
Meter
ca.lied au infrrnal shunt. ,-rlwn it is
Rx:f5,000llhm.s terminals
desired to increase the range of an
Fw. 15-3.-Circuit showing the
ammeter tLH external shunt may be
application of a rotaQ· switch and resistors to increase the voltmeter range
used. Multirange ammeters use a
by multiples of 2, :.l, 4, or 5.
series of shunts and a rotary switch
for connecting the proper shunt across the ammeter in order to obtain a
desired range.
Multipliers. The range of a Yoltmeter btwing its resistance incorporated within the instrument may be increased by the use of an external
resistance connected in series with the instrument. Externa.l resistances
used in this manner are called multipliers. l\lultirange Yoltmetcrs use a
series of resistors and a rotary s\\·itch for connecting the proper ,·alue of
resistance in series with the voltmet.cr in order to obtain a desired rnnge
(see Fig. 15-3). The multiplying power of a resistor may be calculated by
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use of the following equation.
lit =

(15-2)

--"JIM--

where M = multiplying power
Rzx = resistance of the multiplier, ohms
RM =. resistance of the meter, ohms
Multipliers may be used for alternating voltages up to 1000 volts as
well as for direct voltages. For all alternating voltages higher than this,
it is advisable to use potential transformers.
Ohmmeters. An ohmmeter is an instrument that indicates the resist:mce of a circuit directly in ohms without any need for calculations.
Figure 15-4 is a schematic diagram of the circuit of a simple ohmmeter.
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0-/ma.
Fw. 15-4.-Circuit of a simple ohmmeter.

In this instrument, unit cells are used as the pmYcr source. The milliammeter scale is calibrated to indicate the resistance in ohms directly.
When terminals T 1 and '1.\ arc short circuited and the battery cells are
new, so that EB = 4.5 volts, then R 1
R,1 must be equal to 4500 ohms in
order to have the milliammcter indicate its full-scale deflection, which will
occur when the current in the circuit is one ma. Inserting an unknmYn
resistance Rx between terminals T 1 and T2 will decrease the indication on
the meter. For example, if the value of Rx is 4500 ohms, the reading on
the milliammeter will decrease to one-half of its full-scale deflection. As
the meter scale is calibrated to indicate the value in ohms of the unknown
resistor Rx, the point at the center of the meter scale is marked 4500 ohms.
The remainder of the points on the meter scale may be calibrated in the
same manner.
As the voltage of the unit cells decreases with age, the resistor R..1 is
made adjustable to compensate for variations in the voltage of the battery. Resistance values obtained with an ohmmeter using this method of
compensation for decreases in battery voltage will not be accurate when
the voltage drops because of the aging of the cells. A more accurate
method is to connect an adjustable resistor in parallel with the milliam-
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meter as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 15-4. The resistor RP is
used in place of resistor RA, which had been connected in series ·with the
meter and the fixed resistor R 1By using different values of resistance and battery voltage, an ohmmeter can be made to indicate any Yalue of resistance. In Fig. 15-5,
resistors R 1, H2, Ra, and R 4 are whole-number multiples of one another,
therefore it is only necessary to have a sin~lc scale marked to indicate the
values of the lowest range and to use a multiplying factor for each of the
other ranges. A rotary switch SH is used to connect or disconnect these
resistors into the circuit.

F10. 15-5.-Diagram showing the use of resistors and a switch to select the range of a
multirangc ohmmeter.

Combination Meters. The construction of a ,·oltmeter, ammeter, or
ohmmeter docs not differ materially from one another a,- far as the movements and magnets arc concerned. \Vith the proper s,Yitching and circuit
arrangements it is therefore possible to use a single d-c rnilliammeter as a
nrnltirangc d-c voltmeter, d-c ammeter, or ohnuneter. A meter used in
this manner is called a combination n.eter. The Yalucs of the multipliers,
shunts, and ohmmeter resistors can be calculated by using the methods
explained under multipliers, shunts, and ohmmeters. By using a copper
oxide rectifier, the d-c rnilliammcter can also be used to measme alternating currents and voltages. In radio test and i.-;ervice ,vork, combination meters are ,,cry useful, since one instrument is made to take the place
of seYeral meters.
Figure 15-7 shows the circuit diagram of a combination meter. This
instrument has five ranges of a-c and d-c niltages, 2.5, 10, 50, 250, and
1000 volts; four ranges of resistance, 3000 ohms, 30,000 ohms, 3 megohms,
and 30 megohms; and eight d-c current ranges, 0.05 ma, 0.1 ma, 1 ma,
10 ma, 50 ma, 250 ma, 1 amp, and 10 amp. It can also be used to measure
capa,citancc or to indicat.{l the output of an amplifier stage in volts or
decibels.
In using combination meters, care sho11lcl lw tak<>n to i-ee that all
switches and dial settings are in their COITP<'t positions lwfore the instrn-
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ment is connected into the circuit. If this is not done, the instrument
may be damaged, as it might be set for use on direct current and be used
on alternating current, or set to be used as an ammeter and connected for
use as a voltmeter, or set in some other incorrect fashion.
15-3. Special Purpose Voltmeters Output Meter. The power level
of radio or speech equipment is usually measured by means of an output

Frn. 15-6.-A combination ohmmeter, u-c/d-c voltmeter, and d-c ammeter.
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation.)

(Courtesy of

meter. This instrument consists of two parts: (1) a device for rectifying
the a-f current, (2) a meter that is calibrated to indicate the strength of
the rectified current in volts, decibels, or both. Commercial instruments,
such as the one shown in Fig. 15-8, generally use a copper oxide rectifier;
however, a vacuum-tube rectifier can also be used. It can thus be seen
that an output meter is essentially the same as a rectifier-type a-c voltmeter. Comdination meters that employ a rectifier-type instrument
generally make provision for using this instrument as an output meter.
The mo~t convenient place to connect an output meter is across the
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,·oice coil leads of the loudspeaker. llo\Ycver, for vPry \\'eak signals it is
generally necessary to connect the output meter hetweC'n the pbtc of the
output tube and the chassis. Because of the high direct voltage between
these two points, a capacitor should always be connected in series with an
output meter used in this manner in order to prevent damage to the
Movnl these spools on
back of"meter
/.Oamp.
0

-o
DC. Vo/ls,
ohms.ma.

+o,,----~

+ 01-----+lmor.
/OOµa.

+o

FIG. 15-7.--Schcmatic diagram of a combination meter.
Instrum ent Cor710ration.)

(Courtesy of Treston Electrical

instrument. If the output stage consists of two tubes connected in
push-pull, the output meter may be connected from the plate of either
tube to the chassis.
Electronic D-C Voltmeter. Because of its comparatively low internal
resistance, the ordinary voltmeter cannot be used to measure the direct
voltage at a number of points in radio or electronic circuits without
affecting the operation of the unit. Some of the points in a radio circuit
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at which the use of an ordinary d-c voltmeter (low sensitivity) affects the
circuit operation are grid or plate terminal of a vacuum tube, oscillator
circuits, ave and afc circuits, and high-fidelity audio amplifier circuits.
To overcome this difficulty, the electronic d-c voltmeter has been developed. ·with this instrument, it is possible to measnre the control or
operating voltage at any point in a circuit where a signal is present without affecting the operation of the circuit.

Frn. 15-8.-0utput or power-level
meter. (Courtesy of lYeston Eledrical
Instrument Corporation.)

Frn. 15-9.-A Yoltohmyst. (Courtesy
of RCA ,llanufaduring Co., lnc.)

A popular type of electronic d-c voltmeter is the Voltohmyst illustrated in Fig. 15-9. A Yoltohmyst can be used as a d-c voltmeter, a-e
voltmeter for low-frequency po\\-er circuits, a-f voltmeter, ohmmeter,
pmver level meter, or f-m discriminator-balance indicator. The model of
the Voltohmyst shown in Fig. 15-9 has six ranges of a-c and d-c voltages,
namely 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 Yolts. There is practically no loading of a circuit when taking direct Yoltage readings, as the instrument has
a constant input resistance of 10 megohms for all direct voltage ranges_
A one-megohm isolating resistor is connected in the sleeve of the d-c lead
for dynamic voltage checking. The electronic ohmmeter uses a shielded
cable and by proper use of its six ranges resistance measurements of from
0.1 ohm to 1000 megohms can be obtained. A three-volt source of po"·er
is used for all ohmmeter ranges and it is only necessary to adjust for zero
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indication once as this setting is common for all ranges. Because of the
many advantages outlined, the Voltohmyst is one of the most useful of
all voltage testing instrrnncnts.
The Yacuum-lube Vol/met.er. Another form of electronic vohmeter is
the vacuum-tube voltmeter, commonly abbreviated vtvm. This instrument utilizes the characteristics of a vac1111m tllbe for measuring voltages

1oltohmys,

oltohmyst

(bJ

(C)

Fm. 15-10.-Methods of connecting the Voltohmy8t for making radio circuit measurements. (a) F-m balance, (/,) plate voltage, (c) a-f signal voltage.

with minimum effect on the circuit to which it is connected. Some types
of vacuum-tube voltmeters can be used to obtain the peak, trough,
effective, or average values of voltage. By using a known value of capacitance as a shunt, the vtvm can also be used to measure small values of
current in high-frequency circllits.
There are various types of vtvm circuits, the choice of circuit used
being determined by the type of mea~mremenU; for which it is to be used.
A simple form of vac1111m-tube voltmeter circuit using plate rectification
is shown in Fig. 15-11. The principle of operation of this type of vtvm
is as follows. When an alternating voltage is 21.pplied to the grid circuit
of the tube, the alternating voltage will be rectified by the tube. The
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d-c component of the rectified output is indicated on the <l-c meter, which
is calibrated to indicate the proper voltage. The value of the tube's
operating voltages are determined by the value of the alternating voltage
input and the range of voltage to be indicated. The grid bias should be

/

Meter
terminals

/4""'

JO

'

0 ·5ma
d-c

megohms

Frn. 15-11.-A simple vacuum-tube voltmeter circuit.

Frn. 15-12.-A vacuum-tube voltmeter. (Courtesy of The Hickok Electrical Inatrument
Company.)

greater than the peak value of the input voltage in order that the grid be
maintained at a negative value throughout the entire cycle. The value
of the plate voltage is determined by the range of the voltage that is to
be indicated by the instrument. The plate voltage should be of such a
value that it will produce a maximum deflection of the instrument for the
prescribed input voltage.
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A commercial vtvm that also measures current and resistance is shown
in Fig. 15-12. This instrument is capable of measuring voltages having
frequencies up to 150 megacycles. '\Yhen using a vtvm for r-f measurements, care should be exercised to keep the input capacitance of the
instrument and its leads at a minimum. For extreme accuracy, the input
capacitance should be approximately 1 µµf and under no circumstances
should it exceed 6 µµf. In order to obtain this low input capacitance,

Fro. 15-13.-A socket selector set.

(Courtesy of Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation.)

some vacuum-tube voltmeters make provisions for connecting the control
grid of the vtvm tube directly to the point in the circuit being investigated. In order to prevent the circuit under test from being affected
when the vtvm is connected to the circuit, the input irnpe<lanee of the
instrnment should be very high. The meter illustrated in Fig. 15-12 has
an input impedance of 15 megohms shunted by G µµf. In order to obtain
greater accuracy, some vacuum-tube voltmeters employ a voltage-regulator tube to isolate any fluctuations in the line voltage from the instrument circuit.
15-4. Set Analyzer. Socket Selector Unit. The measurement of
voltage, current, or resistance at the electrodes of a tube is greatly facilitated by the use of a set of socket adaptors and a selector block similar to
the selector unit shown in Fig. 15-13. By using a selector unit in conjunction with the prnper testing instrument, it is possible to make all
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tube voltage, current, and resistance measurements of a radio receiver
from the top of each tube socket. This method of circuit analysis
eliminates the necessity for probing among the wires of a receiver with
the possibility of causing a short circuit and also eliminates the necessity
of opening any soldered connections in order to take current readings.
The selector unit shown in Fig. 15-13 consists of three parts: (1) a
selector block; (2) a cable, one end of which is permanently connected to
the selector block, the other end being connected to an adaptor plug;
(3) a set of adaptors. This unit is designed to be used with the combination meter shown in Fig. 15-6. To obtain readings it is necessary to
select the adaptor unit that has a base conesponding to that of the tube
under test. Each adaptor unit consists of two parts: (1) a skirted
adaptor, which is inserted in the selector block; (2) a plug adaptor, which
is inserted in the cable plug. The tube on which measurements are to be
made is 1·emoved from its socket and the cable plug, to ,vhich the proper
adaptor has been connected, is inserted in the tube socket. The tube is
then placed in the adaptor that has been inserted in the selector block.
The skirt on each adaptor extends over to a set of pin jacks numbered to
correspond with the tube pin numbering system on each type base in
accordance with the Rl\'IA standards. With the aid of a socket connection chart as in Appendix XY, or a tube manual, readings of voltage,
current, or resistance may be obtained by connecting the instrument
leads to the proper pin jacks.
Operat£on of the Selector Block. The selector block contains two sets of
pin jacks, which are connected in a manner similar to the circuit sho,Yn in
Fig. 15-14a. Voltage and resistance measurements are obtained by using
only the inner set of pin jacks. Current measurements arc obtained by
inserting the test leads in the two pin jacks that are connected in the
electrode circuit whose current is to be measured. The outer set of pin
jacks are closed-circuit jacks. Inserting a pin in this type of jack opens
the contacts, thus pennitting a current reading to be taken.
Set Analyzer. The combination of a socket selector unit and a multipurpose meter is called a set analyzer. Some manufacturers mount both
units in a single instrument. The comparative ease with which measurements can be taken with a set analyzer can best be illustrated by the
following example.
The socket connections of a type 6K6-G tube are shown in Fig.
15-14b. Some of the measurements that can be taken on this tube by
inserting the meter leads to the pin jacks noted are (1) heater voltage
2v to 7v, (2) plate voltage 3v to 8v, (3) screen-grid voltage 4v to 8v,
(4) control-grid voltage 5v to 8v, (5) plate current 3v to 3a, (6) screengrid current 4v to 4a, (7) ext€rnal plate circuit resistance 3v to 8v. It
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can thus be seen that a set analyzer provides a co11venie11t means of
obtaining either static or dynamic measurements of a radio receiver.

To corre.sponc:lin(J
prongs on
adapfor plug,

t...:::::':::::it~~~=11J

~=r;:=====j::t;::=====t:t:==:g:g~
-o-of

,-...._-+-..,,._-_-,+~--_

(h)

G
(a)
Fw. 15-14.-Sockct connections of a socket selector-set unit. {a.) Schematic wmng
diagram of a socket selector block, (b) socket connections of a type 6K6-G tube.

15-5. Signal Generators. Audio Oscillator. An audio-frequency
oscillator is an instrument employing vacuum-tube circuits that can be
adjusted to generate a low voltage signal having any desired value of
audio frequency. This instrument is comrrnrnly called an audio oscillator.
Commercial a,ndio oscillators may be divided into two classes: (I) the
beat-frequency type (see Art. 10-2), (2)
the resistance-capacitance type. A
simple a-f oscillator circuit of the resistance-capacitance type is slto,n1 in
Fig. 15-15. The output of this oscillator circuit has a constant amplitude
and constant frequency. However, by
A-Foulput
the proper connection of additional
~ - - -l1liJ1rl+_ _~j
circuit elements to this simple circuit a
Ebb
variable amplitude and variable fre.Frn. 15-15.-A simple a-f oscillator
·
1 Tl
circuit.
quency output can be obtamc< .
ie
resistance-capacitance type a-f oscillator has two advantages over the beat-frequency type: (1) it has higher
frequency stability, (2) its circuit is much simpler.
Although an a-f oscillator may be obtained as a separate nnit, it is
generally combined with an r-f oscillator into a single unit. Such an
instrument is called a signal generator, all-wave generator, or a test oscillator.
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A commercial signal generator is shown in Fig. 15-16. This instrument
has two a-f oscillator circuits, one provides a fixed a;.f output of 400 cycles
and the other a variable a-f output of from 50 to 15,000 cycles. The
output voltage can he varie<l from zero to one volt. The r-f signal may
be modulated by the output of either a-f oscillator.
The a-f oscillator has many uses in testing radio parts and equipment
and may be used to test (1) the amplifyjng characteristics at various
frequencies of all forms of a-f coupling such as transformers, chokes,
resistor-capacitor networks, etc., (2) the tone-reproducing qualities of all
forms of loudspeakers, (3) the gain per stage and the overall gain of an
a-f amplifier. ·when an a-f oscillator is used for these tests the oscillator
supplies the a-f signal and a vacuum-tube voltmeter, Voltohrnyst, or
cathode-ray oscilloscope is used to determine the output characteristics
of the unit being tested. The a-f oscillator may a- so be used for the
following purposes: (1) to supply a sound signal for a-c bridge measnrements, (2) to trace open and grounded circuits ·with the aid of a pair of
earphones, (3) for modnlatiug an r-f oscillator, (4) for locating loose
mechanical connections in a radio receiver.
Radio-frequency Test Oscillator. An r-f test oscillator is an instrument
capable of generating the various r-f voltages required for alignment and
servicing of radio equipment. The circuit of this type of instrument is
based on the principles of oscillator circuits, as was explained in Chap. X.
Since an r-f oscillator is generally designed for a particular type of service,
its output requirements will determine the circuit arrangement and the
values of the circuit clements. The general requirements of a test
oscillator are: (1) good frequency and amplitude stability; (2) a wide
range of frequency output, which can readily be adjusted and whose
frequency value can be easily read; (:~) an attenuator for adjusting the
amplitude of the output signal from zero to its maximum value without
affecting the frequency; (4) provision for modulating the r-f signal.
The r-f test oscillator can be obtained as either a separate unit or
combined with an a-f oscillator. Hmvever, as many tests require a
modulated r-f signal, an audio oscillator is usually combined with an r-f
oscillator to form a single test instrument, as shown in Fig. 15-16. This
instrument has seven r-f ranges, wruch makes it possible to obtain a
continuous variable radio frequency from 100 kc to 133 me. The r-f
output may be used as unmodulated, amplitude modulated, or frequency
modulated. For amplitude modulation, the r-f output may be modulated
with either a constant 60-cycle or 400-cycle signal, or with a variable
50-15,000 cycle signal. For frequency modulation, band widths of 30,
1.50, or 750 kc can be obtained. The r-f output is modulated with either
the 60-cycle, 400-cycle, or 50-15,000 cycle signal, depending upon which
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range and hand width is being used. In addition to the r-f output, this
instrument can also provide the following: (l) a-f outputs of 60 cycles,
400 cycles, or 50-15,000 cycles, (2) a synchronized sweep voltage for
oscilloscope use, (3) a power level meter having three ranges that are
capable of indicating outputs from - 10 db to +38 db. This instrnment
is very useful for testing and aligning all typPs of a-m radio equipment,
f-m radio equipment, tdcvision equipment, and various types of electronic equipment.

7

· ·•

~

Fra. 15-lo.-A commercial universal crystal-contrullcd signal generator.
Ilickok Electrical Instrument Company.)

(C'o1,r/esy uf The

Uses of the Signal G('nerator. A signal generator is required for
accurate alignment. and measurements of all tuned circuits in electronic
equipment. In gC'neral, the output of the signal generator may he applied
to the input. circuit of the unit being tcstf'd or to any one of its individual
stages. The sigmd generator ,;hould fir::;t he adjusted to produce a.
signal output of the desired frequency and amplitude. It is then possible
to align each stage, measure the gain per stage, or the overall gain, by
connecting an output meter or electronic voltmeter in the proper circuit.
The distort.ion characteristics of each stage can be observed by using a
signal generator to supply an input signal and a. cathode-ray oscilloscope
for observing the wave form of the output from each stage. Four
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oscilloscope patterns illustrating the frequency-response characteristics
of an i-f amplifier stage arc shown in Fig. 1.5-17.
For proper alignment or testing of a radio receiver, the following procedure is suggested: (1) ascertain the proper operation, applications, and
limitations of the test equipment from the manufacturer's instructions;
(2) much time can be saved in the aligning of each stage or the localizing
of a fault or faults by referring to the circuit diagram of the equipment
being tested; (3) the output of the test oscillator should be maintained
at a low level; (4) when aligning the i-f stage, short-circuit the local
oscillator or in some other manner prevent any part of the oscillator
output from entering the i-f stage; (5) the output of the signal generator

0®@@
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 15-17.-0scilloscope patterns illustrating the frequency characteristics of an i-f
amplifier. (a) Single peak which is too narrow, (b) single peak of the proper width, (c)
double peak which is too broad and whose depression is too deep, (d) double peak of the
proper vv:idth and depth.

should he fed through a dummy antenna as specified by the manufacturer
of the receiver; (G) follow the instructions for alignment suggested by the
manufacturer of the receiver; (7) after the complete unit has been aligned,
recheck the alignment of each stage and make any readjustment that may
be required due to the reaction from the alignment of the other stages.
15-6. Cathode-ray Tubes. General Principles. The cathode-ray
tube forms an essential part of the cathode-ray oscilloscope, and it is
therefore best to understand the principles of operation of this tube before
studying the operation of the oscilloscope. In a cathode-ray tube, the
electrons emitted by the cathode are attracted by a high positive potential
anode. The structure of this anode is such that the electrons are formed
into a narrow beam and their velocity is so great that they continue a
forward motion until they strike the screen. This beam follO\rn a straight
line unless it is diverted by either an electrostatic or electromagnetic
field. An electron beam consists of a moving stream of electrons and
hence has the following important characteristics: (1) it is attracted to
positive charged objects and is repelled by negative charged objects;
(2) like any other form of electric current it is subject to forces from a
magnetic field. Because of these two characteristics it is possible to
focus or deflect an electron beam by using either magnetic or electric
fields. Electron beams are not visible to the naked eye and in order to
follow their movements it is necessary to direct the beam at a specially
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treated screen, which f111orcsces when it is hit hy the cl<>ciron beam. The
spot \Yhcrc an electron beam strikes such a screen is indicated by a point
of light.
Coastruction. The general constructi011 of 11w;;t cathode-ray tubes is
practicaUy the same. The tube c·onsi:o.ts of a highly evacuated glas;;

A=.
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HIGH-VOLTAGE ELECTRODE (ANODE No. 2)
SET OF DEFLECTING ELECTRODES

= INNER

= OUTER SET OF DEFLECTING ELECTRODES
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f = FOCUSING ELECTRODE (ANODE No. 11

G
H

= CONTROL

ELECTRODE (GRID No. 11
ELECTRODE (GRID No. 2>
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K=CATHODE
0 ·= APERTURES
S - FLUORESCENT SCREEN
XX= PAIR OF COILS FOR PRODUCING MAG,-JETIC FIELD
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PAIR Of COILS FOR PRODUCING MAG'-ETIC FIELD
AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THAT PRODUCED BY lHE PAIR
OF COIIS XX

=

NOTE. ELECTROOES K.. G. H. F. ANO A CONSTIJUTE AN ··neCTRON GUN'".

FIG. 15-18.-Schcmatic arrangement of the clcctrocles in a <'athouc-ray tube. (a)
Elcct.romagnetic defleetion, elcPtrostatic-fo<'ns type, (I,) electrostatic dpflcdion, electrost"ticfocus type. (Courle,sy of RCA Jlanufaclurin(} Co., Inc.)

envelope containing an electron gun at one encl, a fluorescent screen at
the other end, and in bel\ycen these two :o.onws means of deflecting the
electron beam. The arrangement of the various parts of the cathoderay tube is shO\rn in Fig:,;. 15-18 and 15-20.
Operation of the Electron Gun. A typical electron gun is shown in
Fig. 15- Hl. The /1('.a[er Jl consists of a tungsten filament coated with an
jnsulating material. The heater is mounted in:siclc a small metal cylinder
K called the cathode. The front end of this cylirnler is concave and is
chemicaUy treated to make this portion of the cathode a good emitter of
electrons. A heat shield 11S is placed outside the cathode to aid in concentrating the electrons into a beam.
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The control electrode CG performs the same function as the control
grid in an ordinary vacuum tube. This electrode consists of a metal
cylinder having a metal diaphragm with a small aperture that is placed
directly in front of the electron-emitting surface of the cathode. The
potential on the control electrode is made negative with respect to the
cathode, and as a result the electrons, which are themselves negative,
are prevented from diverging from the cathode and arc bent inward
along the axis of the tube. The number of electrons in the beam is thus
controlled by the control-grid potential.
A cylinder containing several diaphragms, each with an aperture, is
placed in front of the control electrode. This cylinder A E is called the
H~

C~

AE,

~Et _,,FE2

H,
K- I
___ J I

+
111 +
FIG. 15-19.-The electron gun of a cathode-ray tube.
_ _ _--<_ 111111

first anode or accelerating electrode. The apertures within the cylinder
serve to remove from the beam any strongly divergent electrons that
would otherwise produce a fuzzy spot. In order to accelerate the electron
beam, this electrode has a positive charge of several hundred volts >'-itb
respect to the cathode.
Follo>'-ing the first anode is the second anode or focusing electrode.
This anodeFE1isof a larger diameter than the first anode and is also much
shorter in length. It generally has only one diaphragm. The second
anode is charged to a much higher potential than the first anode. In
some instances th.is voltage may be several thousand volts. Variations
in the construction of the electron gun can be ;:;een by observation of Figs.
15-18 and 15-20.
Focusing. The principal focusing action occms in the electrostatic
field between the accelerating and focusing electrodes. The beam is
focused by changing the voltage on the focusing electrode, just as the
intensity of the electron beam is controlled by varying the potential on
the control grid. These two control actions are not "·holly independent,
for example, changing the beam inten;;ity afTects the focus and vice versa.
In order to increase the brilliance and fineness of the trace, an extra
element is sometimes placed in the tnbe. In some tubes this electrode
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FE2 takes the form of a screen grid and is connected to the accelerating
electrode A Ji).
Greater speed of the electrons results in lower sensitivity of deflection.
In some tubes an extra element, called an intensifier, is used to speed up
the electrons afkr they have passed the deflecting somcc. In this way,
higher sensitivity can be obtained. This clement is located close to the
fluorescent screen and may be maintained at the potential of the second
anode or increased to several thousand volts.
Fl11orcsce11t Screen. The flnoresccnt screen consists of certain
chemicals deposited on the inside surface of the flat encl of the tnhe.
The chemicals may be willemite, zinc oxide, calcium tungstate, zinc
sulphide, zinc silicate, etc. When these chemicals arc hit by fast-moving
HEATER

CONTROL

CATHODE

ACCELERATING ELECTRODE

FOCUSING ELECTRODE NO. f

Fw. 15-20.-Structure of the electron i(Un in a cathode-ray tube.
Jlan11/acturi110 Co., 1 nc.)

(Coi,rtesy of RCA

electrons they flnorcscc, the color depending npon the particular chemical
used. The color may be green, blue, violet, yellow, orange, red, or white.
Green is most useful for visual observation because the eye is most
sensitive to this color.
After the electron beam strikes the fluorescent screen, the emission of
light persists for a short time interval. The length of this time interval
varies with the nature of the screen material and is usually only a small
fraction of a second. Cathode-ray tubes arc usually referred to as having
a screen material with a long, medium, or short persistence ..
The viewing screen of standard-type tubes ranges in size from one to
twelve inches in diameter. Increasing the size of the screen requires an
increase in the length of the tube. Screen sizes ranging from one to five
inches are generally used for laboratory oscilloscopes.
Electrostatic Deflection. The electron beam may be deflected by using
either electrostatic or electromagnetic means. In the electrostatic
system, the electron beam is made to pass between two sets of parallel
plates (sec Fig. 15-18). Since an electron possesses a negative charge, as
,,·ell as inertia, it will be attracted by a positive charge and repelled by a
negative one. ·when a voltage is applied to either set of plates, the force
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caused by the charges on these plates will deflect the electron beam toward
the positive plate. This force is only effective during the period of time
that the electron beam is passing between the plates and the longer the
plates the greater will be the final displacement of the beam.
One set of parallel plates, the set that is mechanically vertical, will
cause the beam to be deflected in a horizontal direction. The other set
of plates, mounted mechanically horizontal, will cause the beam to be
deflected in a vertical direction. The deflection of the electron beam is
directly proportional to the voltage applied to the plates. Since negligible power is required by the deflecting plates, they can be connected
across practically any circuit to observe its voltage variations. Cathoderay oscilloscopes generally use the electrostatic deflection type of tube.
Elecirom.agnetic Deflection. The electron beam consists of electrons
moving in one general direction at a high velocity. This beam therefore
has tb,e same characteristics as an electric current and as a result in the
presence of a magnetic field the beam follows the laws of magnetism.
In the electromagnetic type of deflection two pairs of coils arc mounted
around the neck of the tube. These coils are arranged with their respective axis perpendicular to each other and perpendicular to the axis of the
tube (see Fig. 15-18). The two coils Y-Y have a common vertical axis
and any current applied to them will cause a horizontal deflection of the
electron beam. The two coils X-X have a common horizontal axis and
any current flmving through these coils ,,,..ill cause vertical deflection of
the beam.
The advantages of the electromagnetic type of deflection are: (1)
the length of the tube is decreased; (2) control of the deflection of the
beam is accomplished outside the tube; (3) elimination of the deflection
plates makes the tube more rugged and cheaper to construct.
Type Numbers. Originally each manufacturer assigned his own type
numbers for cathode-ray tubes, but now the RMA has standardized the
numbering system. In the Rl\iA system the first number indicates the
diameter of the screen in inches and the last two characters indicate
the persistence and color of the trace. P 1 indicates green, P2 blue, Pa
yellow, P4 white, and P 5 light blue. Thus, "a 5AP 1 is a tube having a
green trace on a screen whose outside diameter is five inches.
15-7. Cathode-ray Oscilloscope. General Principle. The oscilloscope is an instrument for indicating the wave form of a variable voltage
or current. The oscilloscope is based on the principle that a moving
fluorescent spot can be made to appear as a stationary figure by properly
adjusting the frequencies of the voltages across the two sets of deflection
plates.
Cathode-ray oscilloscopes are designed to produce on the screen of its
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cathode-ray tube an im,tautaneous visible curve of one electrical quantity
as a function of another electrical quantity. 1f the quantities vary
recurrently, the trace of the electron }wam will appear on the fluorescent
screen as a continuous curve, owing to the persistence of vision of the
human eye. The voltage whose wa,·c form is to be investigated is applied
to the vertical deflection plates. A voltage that acts as a timing wave is
npplied to the horizontal deflection plates. The resultant deflection of
the electron beam produces a pattern on the flnoresccnt screen which is a
visible indication of the manner that the voltage being inwstigated varies
with respect to time. Generally, one or more circuits are incorpor[l,tcd
within the oscilloscope t<·> generate a timing wave. Usually a saw-toothshaped voltage wave is applied to the horizontal deflection pbtes so that
the voltage being investigated \\·ill vary as a linear function of time.
Oscilloscopes arc designed primarily for the analysis of electrical
circuits by st.11dying 1.he wave form of voltage an<l current at various
points in the network. However, such an instrument may be applied to
the study of any variable quantity which may be translated into electrical
volLages by such means as n vibrator picknp unit, pressure pickup, etc.
The cathode-ray tube may be considered as an indicating device with
a pointer of negligible inertia and for this reason its frequency range is
practically unlimited. HO\rnver, the frequency range of an oscilloscope
is limited by the freq11ency-responsc characteristics of the vacuum-tube
amplifiers that. are incorporated within· the instrnment.
Sweep. Applying a voltage that has a constant time rate of change to
the horizontal deflection plates will cause the beam to move straight
across the face of the oscilloscope. Applying a varying voltage to the
vertical deflection plates will then cause the electron beam to trace the
wave form of the applied voltage on the flnorescent screen. The circuit
that supplies the timing voltage to the horizontal deflection plates is
arranged so that as soon as the timing voltage moves the beam all the
way across the screen the beam is returned to the starting point and the
process is repeated. This movement is called the 8-Weep and the number
of times it, is repealed per second is referred to as the sweep frequency.
Although the horizontal fmeep is used practically universally for radio
9-pplications, a horizontal, vertical, or radial sweep may be used for electronic applications.
Sweep Oscillator. The sweep oscillator is used to generate a voltage
having a wave form suitable for application to a set of deflecting plates in
a cathode-ray tube in order to make the electron beam sweep back and
forth acmss the fluorescent screen. For ideal conditions, the voltage
produced by the sweep oscillator should have a linear time base. A sawtooth wave, as shown in Fig. 15-21, produces a linear time base. The
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interval from A to C constitutes one period. The interval A-Bis the go
or sweep time and the interval B-C is the jlyba-ck time. For ideal conditions, the sweep portion A-D should be perfectly linear and the flyback

....·u>-
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l
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Time

FIG. L5-21.-A saw-tooth linear time base.

time should he of a very short duration. To prevent the return trace
from affecting the pattern on the screen, the electron beam is cut off
during each flyback period. This can be accomplished by applying
sufficient negative voltage to the control grid of the cathode-ray tube to
cut off the electron beam during
each of these intervals.
Sweep Generator Circuits. The
R
'
most common method of obtaining
Saw
a saw-tooth wave is by charging a
+
foofh
capacitor through a resistor from
E
au/put
C
66
a high direct voltage source and
using only the linear portion of
the varying voltage (sec Art.
2-31). As only a relatively small
portion of the charging curve is
linear the capacitor should be FIG. 15 -2 2.-A simple sweep generator
circuit~
allowed to charge for only this
small interval of time. This can be accomplished by connecting the
capacitor across the plate and cathode of a gas diode or triode. '\Yb.en
the voltage charge on the capacitor reaches ail amount equal to the breakdown voltage of the tube, the tube will start to conduct. Because of its
low internal resistance while conducting, the tube will practically shortcircuit the capacitor, thereby causing it to di~charge almost instantaneously. The interval of time dming "·hich the capacitor is charging will
be determined by the hreakdo"·n voltage of the gas tnbe and the values
of the capacitor and resistor. A simple sweep generator circuit using
these principles is shown in Fig. 15-22.
The useful frequency range of a s,Yeep generator circuit using a gas

=
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tube is limited by the dcionization time of the tube. At frequencies
above 50 kc, the <leionization time of gas tubes becomes an appreciable
portion of the total cycle, tlrns prohibiting their use at high frequencies.
A number of vacuum-tube circuits hrwe been clevelopecl that employ the
trigger characteristic of a triode or pentocle. The trigger action is produced by causing a slight change in a circuit constant to change suddenly
the plate or scr{'en-grid cmTent. This sudden change in cnrrent is used
to charge or dischai·ge a capacitor. A simple multivibrator circuit using
this principle is shown in Fig. 15-23. Linear time bases having a freC2

V7;~1~··

I
~
,
I'-----------------*
3

R

' - - 4 - - - - - +_-fi,bb
- - ·_ __.__.

R.,

,
outpuf

FIG. 15-23.-A simple multivibrator circuit.

quency range of from 2 cycles per second to 1,000,000 cycles per second
can be obtained with vacuum-tube sweep generator circuits.
Synchronization. A stationary pattern is obtained on the fluorescent
screen when the frequency of the sweep voltage is synchronized with the
frequency of the voltage being investigated. With proper apparatus,
the sweep frequency can be adjusted from a few cycles per second to
several hundred thousand cycles per second. Figure 15-24 illustrates the
manner in which a single sine-wave pattern is prnduced on the screen
when the frequency of the sine-wave input signal and the sweep frequency
are equal. Figure 15-25 illustrates the manner in which a double sine-wave
pattern is produced on the screen \Yhen the frpquency of the sine-wave
input signal is twice the value of the sweep frequency.
Operation of an Oscilloscope. The operation of an oscilloscope will
vary with the manufacturPr and model. Howeyer, the following general
instructions will apply to most oscilloscopes. The arrangement of the
various controls of a commercial cathode-ray oscilloscope is shown in
Fig. 15-26.
All normal 01wrating controls and terminals for most oscilloscopes are
located on the front panel. Direct connection to the deflecting plates
can generally be made by proper connection to terminals located on the
back or side of most oscilloscopes.
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(a)
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(b)

(aJ
FIG. 15-24.-Pattern produced on the oscilloscope screen when the frequencies of the
input voltage and the time base are equal and in phase. (a) Linear time base, (b) sine-wave
input voltage, (c) pattern on the oscilloscope screen.
(c)

(bl

12
(a)
FIG. 15-25.-Paitern produced on the oscilloscope screen when the frequency of the
input voltage is twice the frequency of the time base and both frequencies are in phase.
(a) Linear time base, (b) sine-wave input voltai,:e, (c) pattern on the oscilloscope screen.
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Relnted controls are gro11pe<l togPther and the groups are plainly
marked. Controls for the vertical deflection are on one 8ide of the
instrument panel and the controls for the horizontal deflection arc on the
other side.
The beam contrnls comprise those which adjust the intensity, focus,
and position of the fluorescent spot on the screen. The intensity control
adjusts the bias on the control grid and thus varies the intensity of the

Fm. 15-2G.-A cat.hoclc-ray oscilloscope.

(Courtesy of RCA Manufacturin(J Co., Inc.)

beam current. The focus control adjusts the volt[lge on the focusing
electrode. The vertical and horizontal centering controls adjust the
location of the spot or trace in the vertical and horizontal directions
respectively.
The linear time bnse or sweep generator controls include the frequency
range and frequency vernier controls, synchronizing signal selector,
synchronizing signal amplitude control, and provision for applying an
external synchronizing signal. The frequcncy-r3.11ge selector determines
the frequency range of the timing base. The frequency vernier control
adjusts the frequency to any value ,vithin the range of a particular
frequency-range-selector setting. The position of the synchronizing
selector s,,itch determines whether the signal is to be synchronized
internally, externally, or from the GO-cycle power line. A synchronizing

ART, 15-8]
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adjustment for varying the amplitude of the synchronizing voltage is also
usually provided. The resultant signal, as seen on the screen, may be
amplified either vertically or horizontally by adjusting their respective
gain controls.

(Courtesy of The Ilickuk Electrical Instrument
Company.)

l<'rn. 15-27.-A commercial tube tester.

Uses of the Oscilloscope. The uses of the cathode-ray oscilloscope are
many and varied. It is beyond the scope of this text to give a detailed
discussion of each application. A few of the many uses as applied to
radio receivers arc (1) to align the i-f stages of a radio receiver when used
in conjunction with a signal generator, (2) to align the r-f stages of a radio
receiver when used in conjunction with a signal generator, (3) to determine the quality of the a-f signal by examination of its wave form at
various points in the audio section of the receiver.
15-8. Tube Testers. Since vacuum tubes form an essential part of
radio and electronic equipment it is necessary to have a test instrument
that is capable of indicating the condition of a tube. There arc a number
of types of commercial tube testers and a good instrument should have
provisions for checking (l) the emission of grid-type tubes, (2) the transconductance of grid-type tubes, (3) the plate cunent of rectifiers and
diodes, (4) intcrelectrode short circuits in all types of tubes. For a qnick
appraisal of the condition of a tube, most tube testers provide an emission
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test \\'ith the results indicated on a scale marked Bad-Fair-Good or ReplaceDoubtful-Good. Some instrnments have provision for testing the pmYer
output of po,Yer amplifier tubes. A tnbe trstcr may nwasme either the
static or dynamic transconductance of a tube or both. The dynamic
mutual conductanee test is more indicati,·e of a tube's operating characteristics than the static test, and hence is the type that is preferrecl.

Fw. 15-'.!8. --An L-C Checker and two of its applications_ Left, the L-C Checker;
upper right, checking the inductance of a coil: lower right, checking the capacitance of a
capacitor in a receh·er. (Courtesy of Aerovox Corporation.)

The operation of a tube tester \\'ill vary with the manufacturer and
model and for best results should be operated in accordance \Yith the
instructions accompanying the instrument. A commercial tube test.er
illustrating the arrangement of the nu-ions controls and tube sockets is
shown in Fig. 15-27. In addition to pro,·iding means for testing all types
of vacuum tubes, this instrument also provides me:i.ns of testing gas
tubes, ballast tubes, and electron-ray indicator tnlws. The d~·namic
mutual conductance is indicated direetly in micromhos, and this t-est ean
be taken simultaneously with the emission test. The gas content of a

ART.
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tube can be measured and the condition of the tube indicated directly on
the meter.
15-9. L-C Checker. There are various types of commercial test
instruments designed for checking inductors and capacitors. One of
these instruments is the L-C Checker shown in Fig. 15-28. An outstanding
feature of this instrument is that it can be used for checking tho characteristics of circuit elements without removing them from the circuit.
This instrument thus provides a means for mensming the effective r-f

FIG. 15-29.-RCA Chanalyst.

(Courtesy of RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.)

c:apacitance of a capacitor and the effective r-f inductance of an inductor
under actual operating conditions (see Fig. 15-28). Another feature of
this instrument is that it provides a means of checking the resonant
frequency of tuned circuits such as r-f and i-f stages, antennas, transmission lines, wave traps, choke coils, etc.
15-10. Chanalyst. One of the many test instruments that have been
developed for effectively checking a radio receiver in a minimum amount
of time is the Chanalyst. The Ghanalyst is essentially an instrument that
is designed to permit tracing the progress of a signal through each part
of radio equipment. The Chanalyst shown in Fig. l 5-29 is used chiefly
for locating faults in radio receivers. This instrument has an r-f/i-f
c:hannel, an oscillator channel, an audio channel, a separate cathode-ray
tuning indicator for each channel, an electronic voltmeter, and a power
indicator. The operation of this instrument varies with the type of test
for which it is to be used. The Chanalyst is used for checking radio
equipment while it is in operation and hence this instrument has many
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different types of applications. In general, the testing procedure is to
substitute one of the channels of the Ch:malyst for the section of the
receiver to be tested (see Fig. 15-30). However, for the proper use of the

FIG, 15-30.-Illustration of signal-tracing technique. The arrows in<licate the path of
the sigttal from the antenna through the TICA Chanalyst to the loudspeaker, thus bridging
the artificial defect at point x. (Courtesy of RCA llfanufucturiny Co., Inc.)

Chanalyst it is essential to follow rigidly the manufacturer's in;,;tructions
for each test.
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QUESTIONS
1. (a) State two reasons for testing radio and electronic equipment. (b) );'ame
three systems of testing radio and electronic equipment.
2. (a) Describe the point-to-point resistance measurement system of testing.
(b) What are the advantages and disadvantages of this system?
3. ·(a) Describe the voltage and current measurement system of testing. (b)
What are the advantages and disadvantages oi this system?
4. (a) Describe the signal-tracing system of testing. (b) What arc the advantages
and disadvantages of this system?
5. (a) What is meant by a combination meter? (b) What arc four other names
for a combination meter? (c) "That are the advantages of combination meters?
6. (a) "1iat is an ammeter? (b) "1rnt is a milliammetcr? (c) How is an
ammeter connected in a circuit? (d) Ho"· should an ammeter be protected when
readings are not being taken?
7. (a) ,,nat is a Yoltmctcr? (b) Ho,1· is a Yoltmeter connected in a circuit?
(c) How should a voltmeter be protected when readings are not being taken?
8. (a) How is the sensitivity of a yolt.meter usually expressed? (b) "liat
sensitivity is considered desirable for a voltmeter used in testing electronic circuits?
9. (a) Kame a few applications of thermal-type instruments. (b) Xame a few
applications of rectifier-type instruments,
10. (a) What is the purpose of a shunt? (b) Wnat is the difference between an
internal and external shunt?
11. (a) \Yhat is the purpose of a multiplier? (b) Can multipliers be used mth
alternating current and direct current instruments?
12. (a) vVhat is an ohmmeter? (b) Explain its basic principle of operation.
13. (a) How does a decrease in battery voltage affect the reading of an ohmmeter?
(b) ""'bat provision ma}T be made to compensate for decreases in the battery voltage?
14. (a) Describe the basic construction of a combination meter <lcsigncd to measure
a-c and d-c voltages, d-c currents, and resistance. (b) \\'hat precautions are necessary
in using combination meters?
15. (a) \\llat is an output meter? (b) Describe the basic construction of an output
meter.
16. (a) How is the output meter connected to a radio receiver? (b) \\"hat is the
purpose of using a capacitor with an output meter?
17. (a) \\nat arc some applications of the electronic d-c voltmeter? (b) "nat are
the a-cl.vantages of the electronic d-c voltmeter?
18. Describe the principle of operation of a vacuum-tube voltmeter using plate
rectification.
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19. (a ) What arc son1<' appli<'ations of the vac·1111m-t11he voltmet<>r? (b) What arc
the advnntagl's of the vtvm? (c) \\1,at precautions arc 11(\ccssary i11 using a v:inmmtuhe voltnwter?
20. Dcsrribc the construl'tion an<l principle of operation of :~ socket-selc-ctor unit.
21. (a) What is a set analyzer? (b) \\'hat arc its advantages?
22. (a) \\'hat is an audio oscillator? (b) Name l\rn types of circuits used in eommerP-ial audio oseillators. (c) What arc the advantages of the rcsistancc-capacita1H'e
type of audio os('illator?
23. Describe seven uses of the audio oscillator.
24. (a) What is an r-f test oscillator? (b) \Yhat am the r!'quir!'ments of a good
r-f test oscillator?
26. (a) "11at is a signal generator? (b) \\11at arc two other names for a signal
gcne.rator?
26. Describe some appli<·ations of the signal generator.
27. \\')mt procedure is suggested for aligning a rndio receiver?
28. Deseribe the two characteristics of an eleclron beam that enables the beam
to be deflectrd or focused by use of elcetric or magnetic fields.
29. Describe the gcnernl construction of a l'alho<le-ray tube.
30. Explain the operation of an electron gun.
31. (a) Explain the electrostatic. firld method of focusing the electron beam.
(b) What is an intensifier?
32. (a) What materials arc used in making a fluorescent screen? (b) \Yliat Sf'\'en
colors arc use<l for the fluorescence of the screen? (c) \\11ich color of fluoresecnce is
generally used?
33. Explain the operation of the <"lcctrostatic deflection of an electron beam.
34. Explain the operation of the elcctromugnPtie dP{\ection of an e\p('tron \)('am.
36. Describe the JL\fA numbering system tts<'d for cathode-my tubes.
36. (a) What is an oscilloscope? (b) What is the basic principle of the osc·illoscope? (c) Describe the operation of an oscilloscope.
37. Define: (a) sweep, (b) sweep frequency, (c) sweep time, (d) flyback time.
38. (a) What is a sweep oscillator? (b) \\'hat is the advantage of a saw-tooth
wave?
39. Describe the operation of a simple sweep generator circuit that. is cap:ihle of
producing a saw-tooth wave.
40. (a) \\'hat is the disadvantage in using a gas tube in sweep generator circuits?
(b) What is meant by a trigger circuit? (c) \\11at is the advantage of trigger eircuits'?
41. How is a stationary pattern obtained on the fluorcHceut screen of an oscilloscope?
42. Describe the operation of a commercial cathode-ray oscilloscope.
43. Describe several applications of the oscilloscope.
44. (a) State four requirements of a good commercial tube tPster. (b) What i~
the advantage of a dynamic mutual condnctancc test?
46. Describe several applications of the L-C Checker.
46. (a) \vnat is a Chanalyst? (b) \\'hat are the uses of a Cbanalyst? (c) Describe
tbe general testing procedure when using a Chanalyst.

APPE~DIX I
DRAWING SYMBOLS USED IN ELECTRONICS

Counterpoise.
(llody of car forms a counterpoise.)

Antenna.

Battery cell.
(Positive terminal indicated by a long line. )
Coil or loop antenna.

Battery

Doublet antenna.

Oround wire..
(/6or/8811S
gagt:wire)
Ground
®

~

··clcrmp

0

- ~ - - : : . a ~ --

··Neare.sf wafer pipe
orground
Ground.
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Ammeter.
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---0

Binding post.
Milliammeter.

Line plug.

®

J?use.

Voltmeter.

Key.

B

Frequency meter or wave meter.

n
Closed circuit jack.

+

~• -v------°-o
Open circuit jack.

Conductors not joined.

r

===,

~oJOOus'

• nu•

++
Couductors joined.

Multiple circuit jack.

DRAWING SYMBOLS USED IN ELECTRONICS

Multiple-deck circuit-selector ~witch.
Bingle-pole single-throw switch.

Fixed resistor.
0-

Single-pole double-throw switch.

Adjustable resistor.

~oubl~~• filo,l~thmw,wi<eh

~ ~~ /'4

rTiil / '
Towed ~,,m,.

Double-pole double-throw switch.

Double-pole double-throw
reversiug switch.

Rheostat.

Single-deck circuit-selector switch.

Potentiometer.

0
0
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Variable inductor.
(Variometer.)
Ballast resistor.

Thermo element.

Flrtt~
Ind"""'• ofr-oo~.

1

Transfornierl air-core.

]t
Transformer mth variable coupling.
(Variocouplcr with the moving coil
indicated.)

~

1

][;

•

Inductor, iron-core.

m

Adjustable inductor.
·Three-circuit tuner.

][
Tapped inductor.

Transformer, iron-core.

DHAWING SYMBOI,S USED IN RUWTRONICS

Fixed capacitor.
(Paper, mica, or oil.)

Push-pull transformer.

--

---•

'

..

Electrolytic capacitor.

I

Power transformer.

·.
*R
Variable capacitor.

_:___.

Variable-core transformer.

-- ~-

Adjustable capacitor.
(Trimmer.)

Relay; circuit A open when deencrgized.

Relay; circuits B, and B2 closed when
decnergized.

Adjustable capacitor.
(Paddcr.)

Split-stator nu-iablc capacitor.
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ttrt
L ___ _j ___ _j

Ganged variahle ca
.·
:\fochanic·,a I 1·111 lpac1tors,
ntgc.

0

ii3 -- ··c =:,--.
Coaxial cable.

-Oern
Earphones.

§JJJtj
Pcrmanent-mag111•t
-.._. speaker.
. ! ! yn :umc

ft~==-:_ __ ~

Dynami c speaker.

Shielded cable.

r--~-: ·gDDL
F

I

L

-

--

I
_J

.,

~
l .. . ) .

~~~

Shielded coil.

r--7

~
L __ I
I

_J

Shiel<INI ca
.
• pac1tor.

:\1agneti c ph onograph-pickup.

DRAWING SYilIBOLS USED IN EI,BC'l'IWNICS

Single-button carbon microphone.

Crystal detector.

Double-button carbon microphone.

Crystal.

.,I

Crystal microphone.

Contact rectifier, half-wave.

a-c

Velocity microphone.
(Ribbon.)

•

a-c
Contact rectifier, full-wave.

0

Dynamic microphone.
(:\foving coil.)

Vibrator, nonsyncbronous.
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\"'"ibrator, synehronous.

Pilot lamp.

Neon lamp.
DC motor or generator.

Photo tube.

AC motor or generator.
(Single phase.)

Cold cathode triode.
(Gaseous.)

A-C voltage source.

Link coupling.

Voltage regulator, cold cathode.
(Gaseous.)

DR.-4.WING Sl'ilfJWLS USED IN ELBCTIWNICS

Triode, indirectly heated cathode.
Half-wave rectifier,
directly heated cathode.

~

-w

Tetrode, directly heated cathode.
Full-wave rcctiner,
directly heated cathode.

Tetrode, indirectly heated cathode.

Half-wavo rectifier,
indirectly heated cathode.

Pentode, indirectly heated cathode.

Full-wave rectifier,
indirectly heated cathode.

Triode, directly heated cathode.

Duplex-diode triode.

Beam-pov,er amplifier.
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J1i
Electron-ray
~ d i e• to, t•bo.

w
~

d r•,y tube,
Cuth~ o-cflcction type.
electrostatic-d

~ ..~
Cathode-ray

APPEKDIX II
LETTER SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN
ELECTRONICS
Term

Symbol

Alternating current. ............................ .
Alternating current or direct current .............. .
American Standards Association .................. .
Ampere (unit of current flow) .................... .
:Milliampere ................................. .
1Iicroampere ................................ .
Ampere-turn ................................... .
American Wire Gauge .......................... .
Antenna ...................................... .
Apparent power (see also Volt-amperes) ........... .
Area ............................... ••••••······
Circular mils ................................ .
Square centimeters ........................... .
Square inches ................................ .
Automatic frequency control. .................... .
Automatic volume control. ...................... .
Capacitance ................................... .
Capacitor ..................................... .
Cathode ray ................................... .
Cathode-ray tube ............................. .
Cathode-ray oscilloscope ...................... .
Centimeter-gram-second ......................... .
Conductance ................................... .
Constant ...................................... .
Continuous wave ............................... .
Interrupted continuous wave .................. .
Modulated continuous wave ................... .
Coulomb (unit of charge) ........................ .
Coupling, coefficient of .......................... .
Current ....................................... .
Alternating .................................. .
Average value ............................... .
Direct ...................................... ,
Effective value (also rms value) ................ .
Instantaneous value .......................... .
:Vlaximum value .............................. .
Signal. ...................................... .
Cycles ........................................ .
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Abbreviation
a-c
a-c/d-c
ASA
a or amp
ma
µa
A-T
AWG
ant
A-P
A
cm or cir mils
sq cm
sq in
afc
ave
C
C
c-r
crt
cro
cgs

G
K

c-w
icw
mew
q

K
I

a-c
lave

d-c
I

io
l1na.x

i
C
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Per second (see also Frnquency) ................ .
Kilocycles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... .
l\fogacycles .................................. .
Decibel. ................. •••••··
··· ·· ·· ·
Density, flux ................................... .
Diameter ...................... .
Direct current .................. .
Distance ...................... •
Efficiency ......................... .
Electromotive force. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. !
Counter elcrtromotivP for<'e .............. .
Energy .................. ••·•···················
Equivalent .................................... .
Farad (unit of cnpacitan<·e) ...................... .
).Hcrofara<l ................................. .
Micromicrofarnd ............................. .
Flux, magnetic ................... .
Density .................... ••• ... •••••••••···
.Force .......................................... .
Frequency ................. ••••··••···•·········
Audio ....................................... .
Intermediate ............ , ........ .
).fodulation .................................. .
Radio ....................................... .
Resonance ................................... .
Supcrhigh ................................... .
Ultrahigh ................................... .
Very high ................................... .
Gansscs (magnetic iml•,.·tion) ................... .
Gilbert (unit of magnctomotive force) ............. .
Greek alphabet
Alpha ................................ .
Beta ................................... .
Gamma ............................... .
Delta ..................... ••··•
Epsilon .................................... .
Zeta ................................... .
Eta ........................................ .
Theta ................... •••••····•···········
Iota ........................................ .
Kappa ...................................... .
Lambda ..................................... .

Symbol

Abbreviation
cps or c/scc
kc
me
db

B
cl or di11m
d-c

d

d

eff
emf
cemf
en
cq

w

f
µf
µµf

q,
B
p

f
a-f

i-f
f-m
r-f

f,
shf
uhf
vhf

B
F
Capi- Lower
ta!
case
A

fY

B

fl

r

'Y

C1

Ii

E

z

t

H

rJ

H

0

l
K

'

A

)-..

:vfu ....................................... .

.\1

µ

Xu ......................................... .
Xi .......................................... .
Omicron .................................... .

:x
2
0

V

~
D
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Tenn
Pi .......................................... .
Rho ........................................ .
Sigma ....................................... .
Tau ...................... •••••••••··········
Upsilon ..................................... .
Phi ......................................... .
Chi. ........................................ .
Psi. ........................................ .
Omega ...................................... .
Ground ....................................... .
Henry (unit of inductance) ...................... .
:.\1illihenry ............................. .
l\licrohenry .................................. .
Impedance .................................... .
Inch ...•.......................................
Inductance, self- ................................ .
:.\fotual. .................................... .
Institute of Radio Engineers ..................... .
Intensity, magnetic field ........................ .
.Joule ......................................... .
Kilo .......................................... .
Length ........................................ .
Loudspeaker ................................... .
Magnetomotive force ........................... .
Master oscillator power amplifier ................. .
l\lathematical symbols
Equals ...................................... .
Is approximately equal to ..................... .
Does not equal ............................... .
Is greater than ............................... .
Is much greater than ......................... .
Is less than .................................. .
Is much less than ....................... .
Therefore .................................. .
Multiplied by ................................ .
Divided by .................................. .
Positive, or plus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kegativc, or mim:s ........................... .
Plus or minus ................................ .
Angle ....................................... .
Sine ........................................ .
Cosine ...................................... .
Tangent ..................................... .
Common logarithm ........................... .
Antilogarithm ................................ .
Cologarithm ................................. .
Maximum ..................................... .

Symbol
11

Abl.Jreviation

7r

p

p

~

<I

T

r

T

V

<1>

'P

X

X

'¥

if;

n

w

L

gnd
h
mh
,uh

z
Ill.

L
M

IRE
H

j

J

k

LS
mmf
mopa or 1IOPA

,,,:

>

»

<

«

x or·
+or:

+
±
L

sin
cos
tan
log
antilog
colog
max
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Maxwell ...................................... .
:\Jeter (measure of length) ....................... .
Centimeter .................................. .
:Vlillimeter ................................... .
Minimum ..................................... .
Modulation, amplitude .......................... .
Factor ................................... .
Frequency ...................... .
Per cent of ................................. .
Phase ...................................... .
Oersted (unit of magrn,uc mtensity) ............. .
Ohm (unit of resistance) ...................... .
Megohm .................................. .
Permanent magnet (loudspeaker) ............. .
Permeability ................................. .
Permeance .................................. .
Pi .......................................... .
Phase angle ................................... .
Pole, north seeking ............................. .
South seeking ................................ .
Power ........................................ .
Power, output ................................. .
Power, output maximum .... '. .......... , .. , ..... .
Power, output maximum undistorted .... , , ....... .
Power amplification ............................ .
Power factor ................................... .
Primary ......................... •••••••••••··••
Q-Factor (also Ratio of XL to R) ..... ............ .
Reactance ..................... , ............... .
Inductive ............................ .
Capacitive ................................... .
Radio :'lfanufacturers Association ................. .
Reluctance .................................... .
Resistance ..................................... .
Hoot mean square ............................. .
Secondary .............................. .
Switch ........................................ .
Single pole, single throw ....................... .
Single pole, double throw ...................... .
Double pole, single throw ..................... .
Double pole, double throw ..................... .
Three deck, four circuit, eight positions ......... .
Temperature, coefficient ......................... .
Degrees centigrade .................. , ........ .
Degrees Fahrenheit ............ , ...... , ....... .
Thickness ................................... .
Time ......................................... .

SymLol

Abbreviation

Ill

cm
mm

min
<I-Ill
in

f-m
Jf

p-m

H
!2 or w

l\li!

PM

meg
pm

µ.

Cl'

,r(3.141G)
(J

N

s

p

PA
p-f
p or pri

Q
X

X1.
Xe

R:'lfA

m
Horr

res1s
nns

s
s

sec
SW

spst
spdt
dpst
dpdt
3d-4c-8p

T.

oc
OF
t
tor T
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Term
Seconds ..................................... .
Microseconds ................................ .
Minutes .............................. .
Hour .............................. , ........ .
Time constant ................................. .
Transformer ................................... .
Tuned radio frequency ................. , .. .
Turns, number of ..................... , , ....... .
Vacuum tube ......................... , , ...... , .
Vacuum-tube symbols
Cathode ........................ , ........... ,.
Heater ...................................... .
Plate (or anode} .............................. .
Control grid in a triode ....................... .
Contt•l grid in a multigrid tube ....... , .. , ..... .
Screen grid .................................. .
Suppressor grid .............................. .
Plate supply voltage .......................... .
Control-grid supply voltage .................... .
Screen-grid supply voltage ..................... .
Filament or heater supply voltage ...... , ....... .
Instantaneous total grid voltage ................ .
Instantaneous total plate voltage ............... .
Instantaneous total grid current ................ .
Instantaneous total plate current ............... .
Average or quiescent value of grid voltage ....... .
Average or quiescent value of plate voltage ...... .
Average or quiescent value of grid current ....... .
Average or quiescent value of plate current ...... .
Instantaneous value of the varying component of
the grid voltage ........................... .
Instantaneous value of the varying component of
the plate voltage ........................... .
Instantaneous value of the varying component of
the grid current ............................ .
Instantaneous value of the varying component of
the plate current ........................... .
Effective or maximum value of the varying component of the grid voltage ................... .
Effective or maximum value of the varying component of the pbte voltage .................. .
Effective or maximum value of the varying component of the grid current ................... .
Effective or maximum value of the varying component of the plate current .................. .
Filament or heater terminal voltage ............ .
Filament or heater current .................... .

Symbol

Abbreviation
sec
µsec
min
hr

1'

trf

N
VT

e.
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Tenn

Plate resistance .............................. .
Grid-plate transconcluf't:mc·e (mutual comlnctanc<·)
Amplification factor .......................... .
Grid-plate capacitance ........................ .
Grid-cathode capacitance ...................... .
Plate-cathode capacitance .............. .
Grid-heater capacitance .......... .
Plate-heater capacitance .............. .
Power output ................................ .
Power input ................................. .
Plate dissipation ............................. .
Vacuum-tube voltrnct<'r ......................... .
Volt (unit of electrical pn·ssurc) .................. .
Kilovolt ..................................... .
Millivolt .................................... .
Microvolt ................................... .
Voltage ...................................... .
Average value ............................... .
Effective value (also nns value) ................ .
Instantaneous value .......................... .
Maximum value .............................. .
Signal .................. , .................... .
Volt-amperes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kilovolt-amperes ............................. .
Voltage amplification ........................... .
Voltage amplification at medium values of anclio
frequencies ................................ .
Voltage amplification at low vnlues of aurlio frequencies ................................... .
Voltage amplification at high values of audio frcquencies ................... , ..... , , ........ .
Voltage regulation .............................. .
Volume unit ................................... .
Watt (unit of electrical power) ................... .
Kilowatt .................................... .
Kilowatt-hour ............................... .
Milliwatt .................................... .
Microwatt ................................... .
Wavelength ................................... .
Wire, single cotton ('ovcre<l ...................... .
Doublc cotton cov<•n•cl ........................ .
Single silk 1·0,·ered ............................ .
Double silk covered ........................... .
Enanwl single cotton covcrcd .. , . . . . .......... .
Enamel double silk covered .................... .

Symbol

Ahbrcviation

l'p

Y·,n

vtvm
V

b:
mv
µ.V

B

e
I',I

KVA

v-a
kva
VA
VAM

VAr,

VAu
VR
v-u
Jr orP

w
kw
kwhr
my,,•
µ.W

sec
dee
SSC

dsc
esrc
cdsc

APPE:KDIX III
CONVERSION FACTORS
Given

_ _'_r_o_o_b_t_a_i1_1_ _ _ _:-._1ultiply by

_I __D_iv_i_<l_c_i_,Y__

1

Amperes
Amperes
Ampere turns
Bars
Centimeters
Centime,ters
Centimeters
Centimeters
Centimeters
Circular mils
Circular mils
Circular mils
Cycles per second
Cycles per second
Degrees (angle)
Degrees (angle)
Degrees (angle)
Dynes
Dynes
Dynes
Dynes
Dynes per square centimeter
Farads
Farads
Feet
Feet
Feet
Feet
Foot-pounds per minute
Foot-pounds per second
Frequency in kilocycles
Gausses
Gausses
Gilberts
Grams
Grams

}Iillia m peres
}licroamperes
Gilberts
Dynes per sq cm
Feet
Inches
l\Ieters
Millimeters
Mils
Square centimeters
Square inches
Square mils
Kilocycles per second
:\-Jcgacycles per second
Minutes
Seconds
Radians
Grams
Kilograms
Ounces
Pounds
Bars

1000
1,000,000
1.257,
1
1·

30.48
2.54
100
10

303.7
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1!)7, 300
............. 1,273,000
.............
1.273
.............
1000
............. 1,000,000
60
3600
57.3
980.7
980,665
27,800
444,823

1,000,000
Microfarads
l\licromicrofarads
10"
Centimeters
30 .48
12
Inches
3.281
J\feters
5280
Miles
33,000
Horsepower
550
Horsepower
(See Appendix XIV)
Wavelength in meters
1
Lines per square centimeter
6.452
Lines per square inch
1.257
Ampere-turns
Dynes
980.7
1000
Kilograms
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Given

To obtain

Grams
Grnms
Hcnrics
Hcnries
Horsepower
Horsepower
Horsepower
Horsepower
Inches
Inches
Inches
Inches
Joules
Joules
Joules
Kilo-units
Kilocycles per second
Kilocycles per second
Kilocycles per second
Kilograms
Kilograms
Kilograms
Kilometers
Kilometers
Kilovolts
Kilovolt amperes
Kilowatts
Kilowatts
Kilowatt-hours
Lines per square centimeter
Lines per square centimeter
Lines per sqmire inch
Lines per square inch

Oum·<•s
Pound~
'.\Iillil11•nriPs
'.\Iicrolwnrics
Foot-pouncls per minute
Foot-pounds per second
Kilowatts
Watts
Centi rn ctcrs
Feet
:\lct('rS
'.\lil8
Kilowatt-hours
Watt-hours
\Ya tt-secon ds
l-nits
Cycles per second
'.\legacyclcs per second
Wavelength in meters
Dynes
Grams
Pounds
'.\letcrs
'.\tiles
Volts
Volt-amperes
Horsepower
Watts
Joules
Gausses
Lines per square inch
Gausses
Lines per square centimeter
Cycles per second
Kilocycles per second
Units
Ohms
Centimeters
Feet
Inches
Millimeters
Micromhos
Amperes
:\lilliampcres
Farads
Micromicrofarads

l\fegacycles per second
IIIegacycles per second
Mega-units
IIIegohms
Meters
Meters
Meters
Meters
Mhos
l\Iicroam peres
Microamperes
I\Hcrofarads
Microfarads

i\Iultiply by

J>ivide by

28.35

453.G
1000

1,000,000
33,000
550

1.341
746
2.54
12
3!l.37
1000

............. 3,600,000
. .. .. ..... .. .
1

3600

1000
1000
1000
(See Appendix XIV)

980,665
1000
2.205
1000

I

1.609
1000
1000
1.341
1000

-

3,600,000
1
6.452
6.452
6.452
1,000,000
1000

1,000,000
1,000,000
100
3.281
39.37

1000
1,000,000
............. 1,000,000
.............
1000
............. I ,000,000
1,000,000
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Given
l\licrohenries
Microhenries
:\IicromhoB
;\ficromicrofarads
ivlicromicrofarads
Micromicro-units
Microseconds
lVIicro-units
Microvolts
Microvolts
Microwatts
1\-iicrowatts
l\1iles
Miles
.Milliamperes
Milliarri'peres
:V1illihenrics
:\1illihenries
Millimeters
Millimeters
Milli-units
Millivolts
Millivolts
Milliwatts
Milliwatts
Mils
Mils
Minutes
Minutes
Ohms
Ounces
Ounces
Ounces
Pounds
Pounds
Pounds
Pounds
Radians
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Square centimeters
Square centimeters
Square inches
Square inches
Square mils
Units

To obtain
Henries
Millihenries
Mhos
Farads
Micro farads
Units
Seconds
Units
Volts
:\fillivolts
Watts
:\1.illi watts
Feet
Kilometers
Amperes
Mic roam per es
Henries
:\iicrohenries
Centimeters
Meters
Units
Volts
Microvolts
Watts
Microwatts
Centimeters
Inches
Seconds
Degrees
:\fegohms
Dynes
Grams
I>ounds
Dynes
Grams
Kilograms
Ounces
Degrees
Degrees
:\ficroscconds
.:Yiinutes
Circular mils
Square inches
Circular mils
Square centimeter;i
Circular mils
:VJ:cga-units

Multiply by

Divide by

. . . . . . . . . 1,000,000
.............
1000
............. 1,000,000
1012
.............
............. 1,000,000
.......... --10''
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000
............. 1,000,000
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000
- ............
1000
. . . .

............ -

.............

1,000,000
1000

5280
1.009

.............

1000

1000

......... - ...

1000

1000

.............
.............
.............
.............

10
1000

1000
1000

1000

........... - .

1000

1000

.............
.............

303.7
1000

60

.............
60
- ............ 1,000,000
27,800
28.35

...............

16

441,823
453.6

.............

2.205

16

57.3

..............

3600

1,000,000

....... ······.

60

197,300

.............

6.452

1,273,000
6.'152
1.273

..... ····· ... 1,000,000
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Given

To obtain

Multiply by

Divide by

- - -- - ------1------.
Units
Units
Units
Units
Volt-amperes
Volts
Volts
Volts
Wavelength (meters)
Watt-hours
Watt-seconds
Watts
Watts
Watts
Watts

Kilo-units
Milli-units
Micro-units
Micromicro-units
Kilovolt-amperes
Kilovolts
Millivolts
Microvolts
Frequency (kc)
Joules
Joules
Horsepower
Kilowatts
Milliwatts
Microwatts

1000
1000

1,000,000
1012
1000
1000
J.000

1,000,000
(See Appendix XIV)
3600
1
746
1000
1000

1,000,000

APPENDIX IV
EXPONENTS AND THEIR USE
When circuit or problem calculations involve the use of very large or very small
numbers, the method' of expressing these numbers and performing arithmetic operations can be simplified by the use of exponents. This is really a shorthand method
of mathematics.
The following table shows a list of numbers and the corresponding representations
by the exponent method.
Kumber

_ _ _N_u_m_b_e_r___ l~:xponent method
10•
]07
10 6
105
10'
10•

100,000,000
10,000,000
1,000,000
100,000
10,000
1,000
100
10
1

1

= lo
0.01 = 1ho.001 = IO'oo
o.1

0.0001
0.00001
0.000001
0.0000001
0.00000001

]02

101
JOO

Exponent method
100
10-1
10-•
10-•
10-•
10-s
10-a
10-1
10-•

The following examples illustrate the use of the exponent method of expressing
common numbers.
1. 5 ma = 0.005 amp = 5 X 10- 3 amp
2. 2S /La = 0.000025 amp = 25 X 10-• amp
3. 3.9 me = 3,!)00,000 cycles = 3.9 X 10 6 cycles
4. 8,500,000 = 8.5 X 10 6
5. 0.0035 = 3.5 X 10-3
6. 6.28 X 10 18 = 6,280,000,000,000,000,000
Note.-This is the number of <'lectrons corresponding to one ampere.
Kumbers that have similar exponent characteristics may be added or subtracted
as indicated by the following illustrations.
7. (4.S X 10 6 )
(8.25 X 10 6)
(0.25 X 10 6) = 13 X 10 6
8. (8.5 X 10 3) - (3.5 X 10 3) = 5 X 10'
\Vhen numbers arc multiplied, the exponents are added. The exponents do not
have to be the same.
9. 650,000 X 3,000 = (6.5 X 10 5) X (3 X 10 3) = 19.5 X 108
10. 2,500,000 X 0.005 = (2.5 X 10 6 ) X (5 X 10-•) = 12.5 X 10 3
11. 0.015 X 0.0006 = (1.5 X 10- 2) X (6 X 10-•) = 9 X 10-•
Vi'ben numbers are divided, the exponents are subtracted. The exponents do
not have to be the same.
12. 750,000 + 150 = (7.5 X 105) + (1.5 X 10 2) = 5 X 10 3

+

+
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13. 2,500 + 50,000 = (25 X 10 2) + (5 X 10') = 5 X 10- 2
14. 5,000 + 0.025 = (5 X 10 3) + (2.5 X 10-•) = 2 X 10 5
\Vhen a number set up in its exponent form is increased by a power such as a
square, cuhe, etc., the uumbcr is increased hy the power and the exponent factor is
multiplied by the power as is indicated by the following illustrations.
15. 15,000 2 = (15 X 10 3) 2 = 225 X 10 6
16. 300 3 = (3 X 102 ) 3 = 27 X 10"
17. 2000' = (2 X 10 3) 4 = 16 X 10 12
\"\'ben it is desired to obtain the root of a number, the exponent method may sometimes facilitate the work. This docs not apply to every number and root hut requires
keen observation to detect when it may be used. The procedure is to extract the
root of the number and divide the exponent factor by the root. This is illustrated
by the following examples.
18. y64 X 108 = 8 X 10 4
19. v'64 X 10 9 = not solvable by the short method
20. --Y64 X 109 = 4 X 10 3
21. yl6 X 108 = 2 X 102
By using combinations of the preceding procedures it is often possible to shorten
much of the tedious work of arithmetic and to increase the speed and accuracy of
electrical circuit calculations. The method of solution in the following illustrations
may not be apparent immediately, but upon careful inspection it should be detected.
3
= ~2 X 10 3 =
X 101
22 26,000 + 14,000 + 2000 = (26 + 14 + 2)10
7
.
1400 - 800
(14 - 8)10 2
6 X 10 2
250 X 107
23. 2500 X 500 X 2000
25 X 1o• X 5 X 10 2 X 2 X 10 3
80 X 12,500
8 X lQl X 1.25 X 10 4
10 X 10 5
= 25 X 10 2
650 X 2000 X 400 = 6.5 X 10 2 X 2 X 10 3 X 4 X 10 2
52 X 107
24
26 X 10-s
.
0.02 X 0.013
2 X 10-2 X 13 X 10 · 3
= 2 X 1012

APPEXDIX V
FORMULAS COMMONLY USED IN RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
NoTE.-The numbers appearing opposite the equations correspond to the numbers
of the same equations in the text or to the equations from which they were derived.
These numbers are included to facilitate reference to figures, text, and nomenclature
when such reference is desirable.
DIRECT CURRENT
Ohm's Law

Voltage = IR =

p

I -

-,JRP

E
p
✓p
Current = R = Ji =
R
2
.
E
p
E
Resistance = f = f 2 = p
E2
Power = EI = J2R = R

(2-26), (2-27)
(2-26), (2-27)
(2-26), (2-27)
(2-27)

Series Circuit

+ r2 + ra · · ·
E = e 1 + e2 + ea · • ·
I = i 1 = i 2 = i, · , ·
P = Pi + P2 + Pa • · ·
R = r,

(2-28)
(2-29)
(2-30)
(2-31)

Parallel Circuits
Two resistors in parallel
R
r,

=~

+ r,

r1

=

Rr,
r1 -

R

(2-32a)

(2-32b)

Any number of resistors in parallel
R =

1

.!.+.!.+..!
r,
r2
ra

E = e1 = e, = ea
I = i1 + iz + is · · ·
P = P1 + p, + Pa · · •

(2-32)
(2-33)
(2-34)
(2-31)

ALTERNATING CURRENT
Maximum, Effective, and Average Values of Sine Wave Currents and Voltages

Maximum value =

-vtz

effective value = 1.414 effective value
effective value
•
0 70 7
Eff t' ,
_ maximum value _ maximum value
ec n e va1ue 1.414

= ----- _ - - - = l.07 average value

-vtz

-
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Effective value = 0.707 maximum valne = 1.11 average value
Avera~e valne = 0.637 maximum value = 0.!J00!J effective value

Ohm's Law

-:r--:fi'

(2-3fi), (2-36)

= IZ = 1
H
p
Cnrrent = z = E X P-F

Voltage

lmpedam·e

=

:l

(2-35), (2-36)

+ (X

..../R•

= /~ =

1, -

I'owc·r = J2R = E X I X P-F
l'
R
Powrr foelor = EI = Z = cos 8

Xc)2

(2-35), (2-37a), (2-41)
(2-1), (2-36)
(2-37), (2-37a), (2-37b)

Series Circuit

Resistance· ancl inclncta11cc

Z =
R =

X:1, =

VR + X1,
2

vz.=-::Y
v'Z2 -

Resistance and capacitauce

Z = ,IR 2
R =

1,

(2-10)
(2-10)
(2-10)

2

2

Jl2

+ Xe 2

(2-22)

....Jv-=-xc•

(2-22)

u•

(2-22)

Z = X:1, - Xe
X1,=Z+.Ye
Xe=Z+XL

(2-41)
(2-41)
(2-41)

Xe= v'V Inductance all(l capacit.:rnce

Resistance, indnctance, and capacitance

z = vl? 2 + ( . ~ x;j•

(2-41)

R =

(2-41)
(2-41)

XL

=

VZ2 V

1

Z2

Xe= X1, -

-

(X1, - Xe) 2
R2
C

+ .\
vz ----=--R
2

2

(2-41)

Any numbPr of reRistorn, inductors, and cap:H·itors in series (Fiv;. 2-33)

z

,l(ri

+ (x1,, + XL2 + XLa • • • - xc, - Xe2 - xea • · ·)
(2-28), (2-3!J), (2-40), (2-41)
(added vectorially)
(2-42)
= e, + r, + ea · · ·
(2-30)
= i1 = i2 = ia · ·
(2-31)
= Pi + P• + Pa

+ r, + r;~.
E
I
l'

2

·)2

p
- EI

P-F -

(2-37)

Parallel Circuits

Two circuits in parnllel
(2-54)
Resisitrnc·P and i1Hlnelan!'c

Z=

..jU 2

+ Xr!

(2-54)

Resistance and capacitance

(2-54)
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Inductance and capacitance

z=

XLX!l_

(2-54)

XL -Xe

Resistance, inductance, and capacitance
Z =

RXLXc
+ R 2(XL - Xc) 2

(2-54)

v(XLXc) 2

For parallel circuits listed above

E

=

e1

I = i1
P = P1

p

P-F

=

e2

=

es • • •

+ i, + i, ·
+ P2 + Pa

· ·

(2-33)
(2-43)

(added vectorially)

(2-31)

(2-37)

= EI

Combination Parallel-series Circuit
Also see equations listed under Parallel RP-Sonant Circuit. No single equation is
available for this type of circuit. For solution see Art. 10-9 of the authors' Electrical
Essent1:azs of Radio.
INDUCTORS
Inductance of a Coil
Multilayer coil
2
2
L =
0.8a N
(2-5)
6a
9b + 10c
Flat or pancake coil

+

(2-5a)

Solenoid

=

L

9a

a 2 N•
+ 10b

(2-5b)

Inductive Reactance
(2-8)

XL= 21rfL

Impedance of a Coil
(2-10)
Power Factor
(2-12), (2-12a)
Coil Q
Q =XL= 21rfL

R

Inductors in Series
LT = L, + L, + I,,
XLT = XJ,1 -f- XL, + XI,s

R

(2-8), (2-58)

(no flux links.ge between coils)
(no flux linkage between coils)
(flux linking the coils)
LT = L, + L, ::': 2K v'L,L-;
XLT = 21rfl,T
•

•

(2-13)
(2-39)
(2-15)
(2-8)

Inductors in Parallel
1

Lr = - - - - -- - 1

1
L,

LT= l

l

t; +
X

1

(2-14)

+ L~
l

1

- +-- +XL1

(no flux linkage between coils)

;CL2

XL3

(no flux linkage between coils)

(2-45)
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Mutual Inductance
(2-6)
(2-6)
Coefficient of Coupling

K = ____.E._
VL,L2

(2-6)

Energy Stored

L/2

W=2

(2-3)

CAPACITORS
Capacitance

= 22.45KA(N

C

- 1)

(2-19)

1081
Capacitive Reactance
X _ 105 _ 159,000
• c-2n:fC-~

(C in microfarads)

(2-20), (2-20a)

Impedance of a Capacitor
(2-22)

Power Factor
(2-23), (2-23a l
Capacitors in Series
Two capacitors
(2-24a)
(2-24b)
Any number of capacitors
1
1
1
-+-+C2
C3

CT

Xcr

= xc,

c,
+ xc2 + Xc3

Cr

= C,

+ C2 + C3

Capacitors in Parallel
V

ACT

(2-24)

= 1

= 1

1

1

]06

= 2rrfCr

(2-40), (2-20)

(2-25)

·
1

=

- +xc2.
- +Xc3
Xc1

10 6
'2rrfCr

(2-46), (2-20)

Energy Stored

W = CE

2

(2-18)

2

RESONANCE
Resonant Frequency, Inductance, and Capacitance
(Applies to both series and parallel resonant circuits)
Frequency of resonance

f,

10 3
= 2,,

v'W

15!)
=

yT,c

(2-48)
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Inductance required for resonance

L

= 25,300

(2-49)

= 2,'),300
PL

(2-50)

.f?C

Capacitance required for resonance
C

Series Resonant Circuit (Fig. 2-36a)
At any frequency
Z

=

+ (XL

-vR 2

- Xe)•

(2-41)

At resonant frequency

Z=R

(minimum value possible)

I=!}__

(maximum value possible)

R

(2-53)

EL= Ee= EQ
Parallel Resonant Circuit (Fig. 2-36b)
At ~ny frequency

(2-54)
(2-54)

when R is much smaller than XL,
T

~
XcXL
= --v---;"°Rc==+c==(;c:;X';='L=-=x';=,

(2-55)

=

x•
-ft

(2-56)

z
At resonant frequency
ZT = QXL

e=;=:)2

2

(maximum possible value)

Ir,= le= IQ
E
I = QX ~
(minimum possible value)

(2-ii7)

(2-35)

Width of Frequency Band for a Single Resonant Circuit at 0.707 of the Ma.rimum
Response

f. - !, - f.
= ..!i..
Q
2rrL

(2-59)

COUPLED RESONANT CIRCUITS
Width of Band Pass

f. -f, - Kf,

(2-84)

Critical Coupling

K - ~
C

-

yQpQs

2.2.5

(2-86)
(2-87)

QP Q s -= Kc2

TANK CIRCUIT

Energy Stored

.,
2
W, = CE,'
W, = LI,'
lV,

C '
2

L
=~
+~

(10-6)

(10-13c)
(10-14)
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TRANSFORMERS

Ratio
(2-72), (2-72a)
Secondary Voltage

Es= nEp

(2-16)

= ~:

(2-73)

Reflected Impedance
Zp_s,

Zs-P• = n Zp
2

(2-74)

Reflected Resistance

RP-S· =

R;~

n
Rs-P• = n 2 Rp

(2-76)
(2-77)

Reflected Reactance

X

P~~'

Xs
= n2

(2-78)

.Ys-P• = n Xp
2

Reflected Inductance

=.

Ls
n
Ls-P• = n 2Lp

LP-S'

(2-79)
(2-80)
(2-81)

Reflected Capacitance
(2-82)

(2-83)

TIME CONSTANT
Resistance-inductance Circuit

t =

L

R

(2-88)

Resistance-capaci~ance Circuit

t = CR

(2-89)

DECIBELS

In Terms of Power
db= 10 log Pi

P2.

(8-1)

In Terms of Voltage and Resistance
db

~

20 log l,\ y"J[,

E2v'Ri
In Terms of Voltage
db = 20 log

z:

(8-2c)

(8-4)

In Terms of Current and Resistance
db - 20 log I'

~

I2 VR2

(8-3c)

In Terms of Current
db= 20 log~
I,

(8-5)
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In Terms of Pressure Levels
F

db= 20 log-F

'R

(12-1)

VACUUM-TUBE CONSTANTS
Ampli:6.cation Factor
µ

= dde; (i6

µ

=

YmTp

(4-5)

Tp

=

deb
-l. (e, - constant)

(4-2)

rp

= .!!:...

.e.

constant)

-

(4-1)

Dynamic Plate Resistance
( lb

( 4-5b)

g,,.

Grid-plate Transconductance (Mutual Conductance)
dio

Ym

= -d
(eo - constant)
e,

Ym

= -Tp

µ

(4-3)
(4-5a)

VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION
Triode with Resistance Load

~

+ rp

(4-10)

VA=~

(7-5)

VA =

R,

Triode with Reactance Load
Z

0

+ Tp

Pentode with Reactance Load
(7-8)

when

Tp

>>

z.
VA~ gmZa

(7-11)

Multistage Amplifier Circuit

VA1· = VA, X VA, X VA 3 ,
dbr = db,
db2
<lbs, · · ·

+

+

(8-33)
(8-34)

VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION OF R-F AMPLIFIERS
Tuned Impedance
(7-13)
(7-14)

Transformer with Untuned Primary and Tuned Secondary
VA

~

gm21rfMQ

(7-17)

Transformer with Tuned Primary and Tuned Secondary (Band-pass Amplifier)

V~
K'+-QpQs

VA = g,,.K Z,,fr

(7-18)
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VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION OF A-F AMPLIFIERS

Resistance-capacitance Coupling
l\Iedium frequencies
Triodes

µZ.
VA JI=-z+

Tp

o

(7-5)

Pentodes
(8-10b)

Low frequencies
(8-12)

Triodes, rp

< R, and

Ru

~

K

R.

= ✓n; + (21r}cJ •

L

(8-1 lc)

Pentodcs
(8-11)

High frequencies
VAll
Kl[

= KHVA/,{
=
1
-Vl, + (21rJC1R.,,) 2

(8-15)
(8-14a)

Transformer Coupling
Zp

\,'A = µ n - , - ZP + rp

(8-27)

= µn = - ; =2X=l,P= =2
-VR, + XLP

(8-29)

.\Iedium frequencies
"
.
Vl">.,I[

Low frequencies
VAr, = Kr,VAM
K .Yr,p

-VR, 2 + Xr,P 2

L -

(8-12)
(8-31)

High frequencies
VAll

=

If=

(8-15)

KHVA.lf

K

y"R,_,2

+

Xr
(Xp" -· X1·)'

(8-32)

FEEDBACK AMPLIFIERS
Output Voltage
I

-

e. - e, 1 -

A

A{:I

(8-40)

Distortion Voltage

D' =e'
__d_
0
1 - Aµ
Negative Feedback
Voltage amplification
VA' = eo' = __
A_
e,
1 - A11

(8-4.1)

(8-43), (8-43a)

when AP> 1
VA'

c,,t -

-

!.{:J

(8-44)
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Feedback factor

A/3 =

_e_,_
e. - e1

(8-42)

u,
+ R,

(8-47n)

Per cent output voltage being fed back

~

/3 =7l1

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Single-tube Triodes, Class A
Power output
(9-2b)

Maximum power output
P c,m

(µE9,m) 2

_ (µEa)•

= --8-rp

-4-

-

Tp

(9-4), (9-4a)

Maximum undistorted power output

P o-m•u

_ 2(µE.) 2

_

~

-

-

(µE 0,m) 2

o,:;--

(9-6), (9-6a)

Power Output, Pentodes, and Beam Power Tubes
I

>
0

_

[io,m6 x - io,min

+ 1.41([., -

lu)J'R.'

32

-

(9-15)

Push-pull Operation, Triodes, Class A
Power output

p _ 4(µE.) 2 R.'
0

(2rp

-

+ R.')

2

(9-18)

:\Iaximum power output

= (µE 9 .m) 2

p

4rp

o-m.

(9-19)

POWER SUPPLY
Output Voltage, without Filter, Resistance Load
Full-wave
Eo = 0.9E._,,

(11-l)

Half-wave
E.

=

0.45E• ....,,

(11-2)

Per Cent of Ripple Voltage
General equation
E,
P er cent E r = ---· X 100
Ed,c

(11--4)

Capacitor input filter circuit
At the output of first capacitor
Per cent B,. 1

:::::'.

2245 X 104
f,R.Cr

(11-5)

At the output of second capacitor
Using a filter choke

Per cent E,.,
Per cent E,. 2 ~ [10-•( 21rf,)'LiC.J -=-1
Using a filter resistor
,
, t E
Per cent E,.1 X 10 6
l ' er
ccn ,,., =
2 1rf,C,Ri

~

(11-6)

(11-7)
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Choke input ftltC'r circuit, .f, = l'.l0 cycles
At the output of fin,t capacitor
~100
P er ccne'E•,. 1 =
Li()-;

(11-\Ja)

At the output of sc·corHI capacitor
1, er ecn t E, ,.2

~ Lil-;,((·J-;-+-C2)2
!i50
=

(11-lOa)

Voltage Regulation
VR

= En

- Er, X 100

EL

( 11-8)

Critical Inductance of Input Choke

I-'c

Ro

= 1000

(11-11)

RELATION BETWEEN WAVELENGTH AND FREQUENCY
Wavelength

>. = 300,000
f

(1-2)

Frequency

f

= 300,000
i\

(I-3)

AMPLITUDE MODULATION
Per Cent of Amplitude Modulation

M = maximum voltage of the n:odu~~p; wa_~~ X 100
maximum voltage of the carrier wave

(13-3)

FREQUENCY MODULATION
Frequency Deviation

h = variation of the radio frequency away from the center or rP-sting frequency
Deviation Ratio or Frequency Modulation Index
lll
1

= varintiun of the r-f away from the center fr('qu<>ney
modulating (audio) frequency
ANTENNAS

Length of Half-wave, Fundamental, or Hertz Antenna

l = 492 X k
f

(13-9)

Length of Quarter-wave, Grounded, or Marconi Antenna

~

i\
l =4_2

CRYSTALS
Resonant Frequency
k

fr -

l

(10-17)

APPEKDIX VI
BARE ANNEALED COPPER WIRE TABLE
American Wire Gange (formerly Brown & Sharpe Gauge)
Resistance values at 20 degrees centigrade, GS degrees Fahrenheit
AWG
(B & S)
gauge

Diameter
in mils

Ohms per
1000 feet

Area in
circular mils

I
I

l!'eet per
pound

---

0000
000
00
0
1

2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

460
400.6
36'1.8
32-1.9
289.3
257.6
229.4
204.3
181.9
162.0
144.3
128.5
114.'1
101.9
90.74
80.81
71.96
61.08
57.07
50.82
4-5.26
40.30
35.89
31.96
28-'16
25.35
22.57
20.10
17.00
15.94
14.20
12.64
11.26

211,600
167.800
133,100
105,500
83,690
66,370
52,6·!0
41,740
33,100
2fi,250
20,820
16,510
13,090
10,380
8234
6.530
.5178
4107
3257
2583
20-18
1624
1288
1022
810.1
642.4
50\L5
404.0
320.4
254.1
201.5
159.8
126.7
743

0.0-190
0.0618
0.0770
0.0083
0.123!)
0.1563
0.1970
0.2·185
0.3133
0.39.51
0.4!)82
0.6282
0.7021
0.9989
1 .260
1.588
2.003
2.525
3.184
4.016

II
!

I

5.0646.385
8.051
10 .15
12.80
16.14
20.36
25.67
32.37
40.81
fil .47
64.90
81.83

1. 561
1.068
2.482
3.130
3.947
4.977
6.276
7.914
9.980
12.58
15.87
20.01
25.23
31.82
40.12
50.59
63.80
80.44
101.4
127.9
161.3
203.4
256.5
323.4
407.8
514.2
648.4
817.7
1031
1300
1639
2067
2607
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AWG
(B & S)
gauge

30
31
32
33
34

35
30
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Diameter
in mils

10.03
8.928
7.950
7.080
6.305
5.615
5.000
4.453
3.965
3.531
3.145
2.80

2.49
2.22
1.97
1.76
1.57

Area in
circular mils

100.5
79.70
63.21
50.13
39.75
31.52
25.00
19.83
15.72
12.47
9.888
7.8400
6.2001
4.9284
3.8809
3.0976
2.4649

Ohms per
1000 feet

103.2
130.1
164.1
206.9
260.9
329.0
414.8
523.1
659.6
831.8
1049
1323
1673
2104
2672
3348
4207

Feet per
pound

3287
4145
5227
6591
8310
10,480
13,210
16,660
21,010
26,500
33,410
42,140
53,270
67,020
85,100
106,600
134,040

APPENDIX VII
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (K) AND DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
(VOLTS PER 0.001 IN.) OF VARIOUS MATERIALS
Dielectric
constant,
K

:-faterial

Air ...................................... .
Aluminum oxide layer ..................... .
Bakelite .................................. .
Cambric, varnished ........................ .
Cotton ................................... .
Fiber .................................... .
Glass, common ............................ .
Isolantite ........................ , ........ .
M:ica .................................... .
Oil, castor ................................ .
l'yranol ................................ Transformer ............................ .
Paper, beeswaxed ......................... .
Paraffined .............................. .
Shellacked .............................. .
Porcelain ................................. .
Quartz ................................... .
Resin .................._.................. .
Tantalum oxide layer ...................... .
Wat~r, pure .............................. .

1
10
6

4.5
6.5
4.2
3.5
5.5
4.7
4.2
2.4
3.1
2.2
3.4
5.5

Dielectric
strength,
volts per
0.001 in.
80
500
1200
300
50
200
2000
380
350
250
1800
1200

750

4.5

2.5
11.5
81

NoTE.-The values given in the above table may vary considerably, depending
upon the quality and manufacture of the material. The values in the table are
average values; for greater accuracy, values should be obtained from the manufacturer
oi the materials used.
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APPE~DIX VIII
STANDARD COLOR CODING FOR RESISTORS
For the identification of resistance values of small carbon-type resistors, uu11tl1ers
arc represcutcd by the following colors:
0-Bluck
1-Brown
2-Hed
3-Oran11;e
4-Yellow

5-Grccn
u-Blue
7-Violet
8--Gray
!)-White

Three colors are used on each resistor or capacitor to identify its value.
There arc two methods of placing the color i<lcutification on a resistor. In the
first method, illnstrntcd hy Fi11;. A-1, the body color A represents the first figure of
the resistance value; one end or tip B is colored to represent the second figure; a
colored band or dot C near the center of the resistor represents the number of zeros
following the first two figures. By this system, a 150,000-olun resistor would be
colored as follows:
Body, brown

Tip, green

Dot or band, yellow

In the second metho(l, illustrated by Fig. A-2, the colors arc indicated hy a series
of hands or dots generally placed at one end of the resistor. In order to obtain the
value of a resistor, with this method, the colors are read starting from the end or tip
and going toward the center. With this system, a 750,000-ohrn resistor would be
colored as follows:
Ban<l A, violet

Band B, green

Band C, ydlow

An 1tuxiliary color code has been estahlislwd, covering the tolerances of resistors.
The tolerances arc indicated by the following; colors, which appear as a fourth band
or dot placed on one end of the resistor:
Gold, 5%

Silver, 10%

746
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'··-Tolerance
FIG, A-1.
APPLICATION OF CoLOR

Resistance,
ohms

50
75
100
150
200
2§0
300
350
400
450
500
600
750
1,000
1,200
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
5,000
7,500
10,000
12,000
15,000
20,000

I

A

· Green
''iolet
Brown
Brown
Red
Red
Orange
Orange
Yellow
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Brown
Brown
Brown
Red
Red
Orange
Orange
Yellow
Green
Violet
Brown
Brown
Brown
Red

Tolerance'

FIG, A-2.

B
Black
Green
Black
Green
Black
Green
Black
Green
Black
Green
Black
Black
Green
Black
Red
Green
Black
Green
Black
Green
Black
Black
Green
Black
Red
Green
Black

C
Dlack i
mack i
Brown
Brown
Bro\\·n
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
l{ed
Red
Red
Red
Red
Hed
Red
Hed
Red
Hed
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange

Com:

Resistance,
ohms

25,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
75,000
100,000
120,000
150,000
200,000
250,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
600,000
750,000
L\In

1pm
2;\If!
3:c\l[l

4:\lrl
5:\lrl
6:.In
71\In
8:\Irl
9:\Irl
10:\IP.

A
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Brown
Brown
Brown
Red
Hcd
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
,riolet
Brown
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Gray
\Yhite
Brown

B
Green
Black
Black
Black
Black
Green
Black
Hed
Green
mack
Green
mack
Black
Black
Black
Green
Black
Green
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

I

C

Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Green
Green
Green
Green
, Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Blue

APPENDIX IX
STANDARD COLOR CODING FOR MICA CAPACITORS
Mica capacitors that arc not stamped with their capacitance values usually arc
marked with three or more colored dots and with an arrow or other symbol indicating
the sequence in which the dots are to he read. The capacitance values are in micromicrofarads, and the color code is the same as the one used for resistors. The threedot R:\IA color code, shown in Fig. A-3a, is used for capacitors whose working volta.ge
is 500 volts and for which one or more of the following conditions apply: (I) the tolerance is greater than 10 per cent, (2) the capacitance rating is less than 10 µµf, (3) the
capacitance rating has only one or two significant figures. In this system, the color
of the first dot indicates the value of the first significant figure of the capacitance; the
second dot indicates the second figure; and the third dot indicates the value of the
multiplying factor. For indicating the capacitance of capacitors having three significant figures the five- and six-dot systems, shown in Figs. A-3c, A-3d, and A-3e, arc
used. The systems using more than three dots provide a dot to indicate the capacitance tolerance. The six-dot system also provides a dot to indicate the d-c working
voltage. The use of the capacitor color code can best he nnderstoocl hy reference
to the following table, the examples listed in the accompanying table of applications
of the color code, and the diagrams of the various systems shown in Fig. A-3.

[ ;:-@ @

@)}

(a)

®@©
Bla~ff

~
Front View

~
(b)

@

©

(d)

®@©
Back View
(cJ

®®@
(e)

FIG. A-3.
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CAPACITAXCE IX :\,hCROMICROFAUADS (µµJ)

Color of
dot

Siµ;nificant figures

1'111ltiplying
factor

Per cent,
tolerarn,e

D-c working
voltage

n

j)

R

F

I

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
2000
500

A

Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Gray
White
Gold
Silver
No Color

C

-- ---0
0
1
I
2
2

·-

0

1
IO

I

3

3

4
5

,1

6

G

7
8

7
8

9

9

8
9

..
..
..

..

..

..
..

..

I

i

100
1000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000
100,000,000
1,000,000,000
0.1
0.01
........ ' ....

2
3
4

5

5
i

6

7

..

I

--(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(c), (d)
(c), (d)
(c), (d)
(e)
(e)
(e)
(e)

0.000005
0.000012
0.00035
0.0004
0.000025
0.00075
0.006
0.0003
0.000125
0.008
0.000002
0.000025
0.0003
0.0075

5

12
350
400
25
750
6000
300
125
8000
2
25

300
7500

2
5
10
1
3

20
4
IO
20
5

1000
500
300
600

3
,1

5
6

7
8
9

5
10
20
!

APPI,ICATION o~· CoLOR

D-c
Per
System, Capaci- Capacicent of worktance,
tance,
Fig.
ing
tolerµf
µµI
A-3
ance voltage
------ ------

2

Com:

I
A

B

C

D

E

F

--- -----l3lack
Hrown
Orange
Yellow
Red
Vio]et
Blue
Orange
Brown
Gray
Red
Red
Orange
Violet

Green
Red
Green
Black
Green
Green
Black
Black
Red
Black
Black
Green
Black
Green

Black
Black
Brown
Brown

Black
Brown

Black
Green
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

Red
Black
Black
Brown

Silver
Gold
Black
Brown

Red
Green
Silver
Brown
Orange
No color
Yellow
Silver
No color
Gold

Gold
No color
Orange
Blue

APPEXDIX X
STANDARD COLOR CODING FOR LOUDSPEAKER AND
TRANSFORMER LEADS
In orc!C'r to idPntify the various lr-acls of lou,lspeakPrs and t.ransfol'lltC'rH used in
rarlio P<p1ipnwnt, the Hadio :\lanufarturrrs' .\ssor.iation ha8 adoptPd a st'! of standards
that arc usPd by most manufaeturrrs. The following diagrn.rnR incliC"atc the <'olor
of the leads for six types of electrodynamic luudspcakl'rn :111d three types of transformers gcncrnlly used.
Red-sfart frans.

Blue-finish lr"ns.

Voicecorl

Vo,Ce coil
Dynanuc speaker
(a)J-wire connectio,i ir.to • 4-prong plug

[)yncrmic .speaker
(b)

4-wire connection into• 4-prong plug

Bfue(or brown)-sfarf trans.

'te!!owanrl red
f'Jfu~h

Yellow and red
fi'nish

.Sl,mdardpin

4
arrcm!femenf A
(c)

Voice cod
Oynam/c speaker

(d} S-wire push-pull circuit with• ~-pron~ plug

4-wire push-pull circuit with o 4-prong plug
Blue- finish

Blue-finish !rans.

frtilnS.

Red-center lap /rt;JnS.

Red-center ta

Blue(orbrown}fr9ns.

Blue for brown J/rans.
~fart

-start

ir. ns.

8/ackand red-slarf

.Slate and red-la
Yellow amJred
finish
Field
Vo/Ce coil

Oynamt'c .speaker
(e J

Dynam1C speaker

Lou~speoker usir.g o fopped field

(f)

Louclspeaker using two seporote field coils

FJG. A-4.-Identification of electrodynamic loudspeaker leads.
& Co., Inc.)
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(Courtesy of P. R. 11-lallory
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li>llow
'rel/ow and blue

Rectifier
Filament

50/50ilr7jJecl
~/low

Reol

Yellowcrndred
5O/50.s ripe

Reclifi'er
plate

de.sign

Red

Green
8/ackand elh
SO/SOsloped

design

,

Finish

Greenand el/ow
SO/SO.striped design
Green
Brown

! Black 1/'

Amplifier li'/ament

Winding No.I
Amplif'ier lilamenl
Winding No.2

[ untapped
\

Black and red
50/SOslnped

design Ifprimor lllc~~~~~c:;

Amplifier f'ikrmenl

use.slap

Winding No.3

(a}- POWER TRANSFORMER COLOR CODE

Plafe

Blue

Green

Grid
or

diode

Green andbhdr fill/
----wave
diode

B+

Piede

Black
{b)-COLOR CODE IF TRANSFmMEPS
Red

---=8.;.:lu,:.:::e_ _

Plate Blue or brown
(Sfarf)

Green

Green or el/ow(Skrrt}

Grid or
diode

return
Gridlorhiqh_.sicle .)
Iof'movmg co1Z

Grid

The upper porHon (thafcocle 01bove fhedoftecl line}
for sinqle pr/merry and/or secondary fromsf'ormers
F1G

(CJ-COLOR CODE-AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
A-5.-ldentification of transformer leads. (Courtesy of P. R. ,lfallory & Co., Inc.)

APPEKDIX XI
TRIGONOMETRY
The solution of a-c problems frequently involves adding or subtracting quantities
such as volta!!;es, currents, and ohmagcs by means of vectors. The mathematical
solution of these problems requires the use of trigonometry. The method of solution
presented in the text makes it possible to solve all such
problems hy the use of right triangles. The following
statements apply to any right triangle and arc illustrated
in Fig. A-G.
a
1. A right triangle is one in which one of the angles
is a right angle (90 degrees).
2. The hypotenuse is the side opposite the right
angle.
3. The legs of a right triangle are the two sides that
form the right angle.
b
4. The sine of any angle (J is equal to the side oppoFIG. A-6.
site that an,i;le divided by the hypotenuse.
5. The cosine of any angle (J is equal to the sille adjacent to that angle divided by
the hypotenuse.
6. The square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the two legs
of the triangle. (This is also commonly known as the theorem of Pythagoras.)
sin A

a

= C;
C;

sin B =

C;

b

= C cos 11;

c=cosA

b

= c sin

b

cos B = '.:.
c'
c

a
c=sinA

b

cos A =

2

a= c sin A;

a= c cos B;

=a +b
2

B;

2

;

b

b
c=sinB
a
c=cosB
b2 = c 2 - a 2

The tables of Appendix XII list the values of sine and cosine for angles between
0 and 90 degrees. In some instances, it is desired to obtain the sine of angles greater
than 90 degrees, and they may be obtained in the following manner:
When (J is between \JO and 180°
sin O = cos (0 - 00)
Example: ,\<nat is the sine of 137°?

sin 137° = cos (137 - 90)
= cos 47°
= 0.682
752
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When

8

is between 180 and 270°
sin O = - sin (o - 180)

Example: What is the sine of 218°?

sin 218° = - sin (218 - 180)
- sin 38°
- 0.616
When O is between 270 and 360°
sin O = - cos (8 - 270)
Example: What is the sine of 336°?

sin 336° = - cos (336 - 270)
= - cos 66°
= - 0.407
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SINE AND COSINE TABLES
Degrees

sin

cos

Degrees

sin

cos

0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0

0.000
0,009
0.017
0.026
0.035

1.000
1.000
0.99!)
0.9!J!l
0.9!l!J

21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5

0.366
0.374
0.383
0.3\Jl
0.3!J9

0,930
0,927
0.924
O,!J20
0.917

2.5
3.0
3.fi
4.0
4.fi

0.043
0.052
0.061
0.070
0.078

0.!)!J!)
0.!)!)8
0. !)98
0.997
0.9!)7

24 .0
2-J .5
25.0
25.5
26.0

0.407
0.415
0.-122
0.438

0.913
0.910
0.906
0.902
0.89!)

5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0

0.087
0' ()l)(l
0. 10,1
0.113
0.122

0.996
0.99il
0.99-l
0.993
0.9!)2

26.5
27.0
27.5
28.0
28.5

0.446
0.-154
0.462
O.·IG!J
0.477

0.895
0.891
0.887
0.883
0.879

7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5

0.130
0.139
0.148
0.156
0. 165

0. !J!Jl
0.9!)0
O.\J8fl
0.988
0.986

29.0
29.5
30.0
30.5
31.0

0.485
0.4\J2
0.500
0.507
0.515

0.875
0.870
0.866
0.862
0.857

10.0
10.5

0 .173
0.182

31.5
32.0
32.5
33.0
33.5

0.522
0.530
0.537
0.544
0.552

0.853
0.848
0.843
0.839
0.834

34 .0
3-1.5
35.0
35.5
36.0

0.559
0.5(i(j
0.574
0.581
0.588

0.829
0.824
0.819
0.814
0.809

36.5
37.0
37.5
38.0
38.5

0.5!)5
0.602
0.600
0.616
0.622

0.804
0.798
0.793
0.788
0.783

3fl.O
3fl.5
40.0
40.fi
41.0

0.629
0.636
0.6-13
0.64!)
0.656

0.777
0.772
0.766
0.760
0.755

41.5
42.0
42.5

0.663
0.669
0.675

0.749
0.743
0.737

11.0

0. I\Jl

11.5
12.0

0.199
0.208

O.fl8.'i
0.983
0.981
0.980
0.978

12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5

0,216
0.225
0.233
0.2·12
0.250

0.97G
0.97,t
0.972
0.970
0.968

15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0

0.259
0.267
0.275
0.284
0.2fl2

0.!)66
0.()63
0.061
0.05()
0.056

17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5

0.301
0.309
0.317
0.325
0.334

0.9.'i4
0.951
0.948
0.945
0.942

20.0
20.5
21.0

0.342
0.350
0.358

0.9-10
0.937
0.933

I

I

I
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Degrees

sin

Degrees

cos

43.0
43.5
44.0
44.5
45.0

0.682
0.688
0.695
0.701
0.707

0.731
0.72.5
0.719
0.713
0.707

45.5
46.0
46.5
47.0
47.5

0.713
0.719
0.725
0.731
0.737

0.701
0.695
0.688
0.682
0.675

48.0
48.5
49.0
49.5
50.0

0.743
0.741)
0.755
0.760
0.766

50.5
51.0
51.5
52.0
52.5

sin

cos

67.0
67.5
68.0
68.5
69.0

0.920
0.924
0.927
0.930
0.934

0.391
0.383
0.375
0.366
0.358

69.5
70.0
70.5
71.0
71. 5

0.937
0.940
0.943
0.945
0.948

0.350
0.342
0.334
0.326
0.317

0.669
0.663
0.656
0.641)
0.6-13

72.0
72.5
73.0
73.5
74.0

0.951
0.954
0.956
0.959
0.961

0.309
0.301
0.292
0.284
0.276

0.772
0.777
0.783
0.788
0.793

0.636
0.621)
0.622
0.616
0.609

74.5
75 0
75.5
76.0
76.5

0.IJ64
0.IJ66
0.IJ68
0.970
0.972

0.267
0.259
0.250
0.242
0.233

53.0
53.5
54.0
54.5
55.0

0.798
0.804
0.809
0.814
0.819

0.602
0.595
0.588
0.581
0.574

77.0

77.5
78.0
78.5
79.0

0.974
0.976
0.978
0.980
0.982

0.225
0.216
0.208
0.199
0.191

55.5
56.0
56.5
57.0
57.5

0.821
0.829
0.834
0.839
0.843

0.,5(i(i
0.551)
0.552
0.5-14
0.537

79.5
80.0
80.5
81.0
81.5

0.983
0.985
0.986
0.988
0.989

0.182
0.174
0.165
0.156
0.148

58.0
58.5
59.0
59.5
60.0

0.848
0.853
0.857
0.862
0.866

0.530
0.522
0.515
0.507
0.500

82.0
82.5
83.0
83.5
84.0

0.990
0.991
0.91J2
0.91J4
0.91)4

0.139
0.130
0. 122
0.113
0.104

60.5
61.0
61.5
62.0
62.5

0.870
0.875
0.879
0.883
0.887

0.492
0.485
0.477
0.469
0.462

84.5
85.0
85.5
86.0
86.5

0.995
0.996
0.997
0.997
0.998

0.096
0.087
0.078
0.070
0.061

63.0
63.5
64.0
64.5
65.0

0.891
0.895
0.899
0.903
0.906

0.45'1
0.-146
0.'138
0.430
0.'123

87.0
87.5
88.0
88.5
89.0

0.998
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999

0.052
0.043
0.035
0.026
0.017

65.5
66.0
66.5

0.910
0.913
0.917

0.415
0.407
0.399

89.5
90.0

1.000
1.000

0.009
0.000

..

i

'
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APPENDIX XIII
COMMON LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS
Logarithms of Numbers

N

1

2

3

6
7 I 8
- - --1--·-0253 0294 0334
00-15 0082 0719
1004 1038 1072
1335 1367 1399
1644 1673 1703

0792
ll39
1461

0043
0453
0828
1173
14!)2

0086
0492
0864
1206
1523

0128
0531
08!)!)
123\1
1553

17
18
19

1761
2041
2304
2553
2788

17\JO
2068
2330
2577
2810

1818
20!)5
2355
2601
2833

1847
2122
2380
2625
2856

1875
2148
2405
2648
2878

1!)03
2175
2430
2672
2!)00

1!)31
2201
2455
26!)5
2923

l!J59
2227
2480
2718
2!)45

1987
2253
2504
2742
2967

2014
2279
2529
2765
2989

20
21
22
23
24

3010
3222
3-12-1
3617
3802

3032
32·13
34-H
3636
3820

3054
3263
3464
3655
3838

3075
32S4
3483
3674
3856

3006
3304
3502
3692
38H

3118
3324
3522
3711
38!)2

3139
3345
3541
3729
3909

31(i0
3365
3560
3747
3927

3181
3385
3579
3766
3945

3201
3404
3598
3784
3962

25
26
27
28
29

3979
4150
4314
4472
4624

3997
4166
4330
4487
463\l

4014
4183
4346
4502
4654

4031
4200
43o2
4518
46o9

4048
4216
4378
4533
4683

4065
4232
4393
4548

,mos

4082
4249
4409
4564
4713

4099
4265
4425
4579
,1723

4116
4281
4440
4594
4742

4133
4298
4456
4609
4757

30
31
32
33
34

4771
4914
5051
5185
5315

4786
4928
5065
5198
5328

4800
4942
5079
5211
5340

4814
49.'i5
50!)2
5224
5353

4829
4969
5105
5237
5366

4843
4983
5119
52.50
5378

4857
4997
5132
5263
5391

4871
5011
5145
5276
5403

4886
5024
51.'i9
5289
5416

4900
5038
5172
5302
5428

35
36
37
38
39

5411
5563
5682
5911

5453
.'i57."i
.'i{i\)4
.'i809
.'i922

5465
5587
5705
.5821
5933

5478
5599
5717
5832
5944

5490
5611
5729
5843
5955

5502
5{i23
5740
5855
.5966

5514
563.5
5752
5866
5977

5527
5647
5763
.5877
5988

5539
5658
5775
5888
5999

5551
5670
5786
5899
6010

40
41
42
43
44

6021
6128
6232
6335
6435

6031
6138
6243
634.'i
6444

6042
6149
6253
6355
6454

6053
6160
6263
636.'i
6464

6064
6170
6274
6375
6474

6075
6180
6284
6385
6484

6085
61!)1
fi294
{i395
6493

6096
6201
6304
{i405
6503

6107
6212
6314
6415
6513

6117
6222
6325
6425
6522

45
46
47
48
49

6532
6628
6721
6812
6902

6542
fi637
6730
6821
6911

6551
66'16
6739
6830
6920

6561
6656
67-19
6839
6928

6571
6665
6758
6848
6937

6580
6675
6767
6857
6946

6590
6684
6776
6866
6955

6599
6693
6785
6875
69()4

6609
6702
679-1
6884
6972

0618
6712
6803
6893
6981

50
51
52
53

6990
707G
7160
7243
7324

6998
7084
7168
7251
7332

7007
70!J3
7177
7259
7340

7016
7101
7185
7267
7348

7024
7110
7193
7275
7356

7033
7118
7202
7284
7364

7042
7126
7210
7292
7372

7050
7135
7218
7300
7380

7059
7143
7226
7308
7388

7067
7152
7235
7316
7396

15
1(j

54

----

0000
(),114

,17\)8

---

756

I

5

I

4
-0170
0569
0934
1271
1584

-10
11
12
13
14

0

-1--

0212
0007
0\169
1303
1614

9
--

0374
0755
1106
1430
1732
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N

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

- -- -- - - ---- --· - -- 58
59

57

7404 : 7412
7482 i 7490
7559 ! 7566
7634 7642
7709 7716

741!)
7497
7574
7649
7723

7427
7505
7582
7657
7731

7435
7513
7589
7664
7738

7443
7520
7597
7672
7715

7451
7528
7604
7679
7752

7459
7536
7612
7686
7760

7466
7543
7619
7694
7767

7474
7551
7627
7701
7774

60
61
62
63
64

7782
7853
7924
7993
8062

7789
7860
7931
8000
8069

7796
7868
7938
8007
807.'i

7803
7875
7945
8014
8082

7810
7882
7952
8021
8089

7818
7889
7959
8028
8096

7825
7896
7966
8035
8102

7832
7003
7973
8041
810\J

7839
7910
7980
8048
8116

7846
7917
7987
8055
8122

65
66
67
68
69

8129
8195
8261
8325
8388

8136
8202
8267
8331
8395

8142
8209
8274
8338
8401

8149
8215
8280
8344
8407

8156
8222
8287
8351
8414

8162
8228
8293
8357
8420

8169
8235
8299
8363
8426

8176
8241
8306
8370
8432

8182
8248
8312
8376
8139

8189
8254
8319
8382
8445

70
71
72
73
74

8451
8513
8573
8633
8692

8457
851!)
8579
863\J
8698

8463
8525
8585
864.'i
8704

8470
8531
8591
8651
8710

8476
8537
8597
8657
871(3

8482
8543
8603
8663
8722

8488
8519
8609
8669
8727

8191
8555
8615
8675
8733

8500
8561
8621
8ti81
873\J

8506
8567
8627
8686
8745

75
76
77
78
79

8751
8808
8865
8921
8976

8456
8814
8871
8927
8982

8762
8820
8876
8932
8987

8768
8825
8882
8938
8993

8774
8831
8887
8943
89\J8

8779
8837
8893
8949
9004

8785
8842
889\J
8954
9009

87\Jl
8848
8904
8960
9015

87\J7
8854
8910
8965
9020

8802
8859
8915
8971
9025

80
81
82
83
84

9031
9085

9042
9096
9149
9201
9253

9047
9101
9154
9206
\)258

9053
9106
9159
9212
9263

9058
9112
9165
9217
9269

\)063
9117
9170
9222
9274

\)069
9122

91!)1
9243

9036
9090
9113
9196
9248

9175

9227
9279

9074
9128
9180
9232
9284

9079
9133
9186
9238
9289

85
86
87
88
89

9294
9345
9395
9445
9494

9299
93.50
9400
9450
9499

9304
93.55
9405
9455
9501

9309
9360
9410
9460
9509

9315
9365
9415
9465
9513

9320
9370
9420
9469
9518

9325
9375
9425
9474
9523

\)330
9380
9430
9479
9528

9335
9385
9435
9484
9533

9340
9390
9440
9489
9538

90
91
92
93
94

9542
9590
9638
9685
9731

9547
9595
9643
9689
9736

9552
9600
9647
9694
\)741

\)557
\)605
9652
9699
9745

9562
9609
9657
9703
97.50

9.566
9614
9661
9708
9754

9571
9619
9666
9713
9759

9576
9624
9671
9717
9763

9581
9628
9675
9722
9768

9586
9633
9680
9727
9773

95
96
97
98
99

9777
9823
9868
9912
9956

9782
9827
9872
9917
9961

9786
9832
9877
9921
9965

9791
9836
9881
9926
9969

9795
9841
9886
9930
9974

9800
9845

9805 9809
9850 19854
9894 9899
9939 9913
9983 9987

9814
9859
9903
9948
9991

9818
9863
9908
9952
9996

55
56

.

9138

9890

9934
9978

I
I

-

APPE~DIX XIV
TABLE OF FREQUENCY, WAVELENGTH, AND THE LC PRODUCT
REQUIRED TO PRODUCE RESONANCE AT THE
CORRESPONDING FREQUENCIES
The frequency is expressed in kilocyeles, the wavelength in meters, the inductance
in microhenries, and the capacitance in microfarads.

Equations used to calculate values for the table:

f ·25 300
LC product =
J• ·

300 000
Wavelength = ·

Frequency Wavelength
in kc
in meters
---- --

Frequency Wavelength I
in kc
in meters

L X·C

L XC

·--·-

600,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
250,000

0.5
O.G
0.75
1.2

0. 00000007028
0 .0000001012
0.0000001581
0 . 00000028 ll
0.0000004048

200,000
150,000
100,000
90,000
80,000

1.5
2
3
3.333
3.75

0.0000006325
0.000001124
0.000002530
0.000003123
0.000003!)53

70,000
60,000
55,000
50,000
45,000

4.285
5
5.454
6
6.G66

0.000005163
0.000007028
0.000008363
0.00001012
' 0.0000124!)

40,000
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000

7.5
8.571
10

15,000

1

10,000
9000
8000
7000
GOOO

30
33_:rn
37.5
42.85
50

0.0002530
0.0003123
0. 00039.",3
0.0005163
0.0007028

5000
4500
4000
3500
3000

GO
66.66
75
85. 71
100

0 .001012
0.001240
0.001581
0.002065
0.002811

2500
2400
2300
2200
2100

120
125
130 .4
13G.3
142.8

0.001048
0.001392
0.00-1782
0.005227
0.005737

12
15

0.00001581
0.00002065
0.00002811
0.00004018
0.00006325

2000
1950
1!)00
1850
1800 I

150
153.8
157.8
1G2. 1
](i(\. (i

0.006325
0.006653
0.007008
0.007302
0.007808

20

0.0001124

1750

171A

0.0082()1

1
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Frequency Wavelength
in kc
in meters

I

LXC

75fl

Frequency Wavcleug;th
in kc
in meters

LXC

..

1700
1650
1600
1550
1500

176.4
181.5
187.5
103.5
200

0.008754
O.OO\J2\J2
0.000882
0.01053
0.01124

980
060
040
020
900

306.1
312.5
310.1
326
333.3

0.02634
0.02745
0.02863
0.02089
0.03123

1475
1450
1425
1400
1380

203.3
206.8
210.5
214.2
217.3

0.01162
0.01203
0.012-15
0.01290
O.Ola28

880
860
840
820
800

340.9
348.8
357.1
365.8
375

0.03267
0.03'120
0.02585
0.03762
0.03953

1360
134.1)
1320
1300
1280

220.5
223.8
227.2
230.7
234.8

0.01367
0.01409
0.01152
0.01497
0.01544

780
760
740
720
700

384.6
304.7
405.4
416.6
428.5

0.01158
0.04380
0.04620
0.04880
0.05163

1260
1240
1220
1200
1180

238
241.9
245.9
250
254.2

0.01593
0.01645
0.01699
0.01757
0.01817

680
660
640
620
600

441.1
454.5
168.7
483.8
500

0.05471
0.05808
0.06176
0.06581
0.07028

1160
1140
1120
1100
1080

258.6
263.1
267.8
272.7
277.7

0.01880
0.01946
0.02016
0.02090
0.02169

580
560
540
520
500

517.2
535.7
555.5
576.9
600

0.07520
0.08067
0.08676
0.09356
0.1012

1060
1040
1020
1000

283
288.4
294.1
300

0.02251
0.02339
0.02431
0.02530

450
400
350
300

666.6
750
857.1
1000

0 .1249
0 .1581
0.2065
0.2811

APPEN"DJX XV

RECEIVING-TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AND SOCKET
CONNECTIONS
The purpose of this appendix is to provide a source of reference for the tube characteristics and socket connections of those tubes referred to throughout the text, questions, and prohlemH. A more complete listing of tubes may be found in the tube
manuals of the various manufacturers.
lb;o:rvINC-TUBE CHARACTJ.;RISTICS CHART

Key to Symbol Designations
~For grid-leak detection-plate \-olts 45, grid return to + filament or to cathode.
ti Either A.G. or D.C. may be used on filament or heater, except as specifically noted.
For use
of D.C. on A.C. filament type.s, decrease stated grid volts by ½ (approx.) of filament v<>ltage.
c Supply voltage applied through 20,000-ohm voltage-dropping resistor,
d Grids #3 and /15 arc scrnen.
Grid #i is signal-input control grid.
e Grids #2 and #4 arc screen. Grid #1 is signal-input control grid.
I For 2rid of following tube.
• Both grids connected together; likc"•isc, both plates.
A Power output is for two tubes at stated plate-to-plate load.
• For two tubes.
i This diagram is like the one having the same designation without the prefix G, except that Pin
No. 1 has no connection.
k Obtained preferably by using 70,000-ohm voltage-dropping resistor in series with a 90-volt supply.
1 This diagram js like the one having the sarne designation with the prefix G, except that ba..<;;e
sleeve is connected to Pin No. L
m Grids /12 and U3 tied to plate.
~ For signal-input control-grid (#1); control-grid #3 bias, -3 volts.
• Applied through plate resistor of 250,000 ohms or 500-henry choke shunted by 0.25-megohm
resistor.
P Applied through plate resistor of 100,000 ohms.
o Applicrl through plate resistor of 250,000 oluns.
' 50,000 ohms.
l\'Iaximum.
'l\.iegohms,
u Grid #2 tied to pl,ite.
z Grids #2 and #4 are screen. Grid #3 is signal input-control grid.
$.
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KEY TO TERMINAL DF.SIGNATIONS CW SOCJETS
Alphabetical subscripts B, D, P, T. HP, and HX indicate. respectively, beam nnit, diode unit, pent.one unit, triode unit, hcptode unit,
multi-unit types.
IIL = Heater Tap for
K = Cathode
RC = Ray-Control Electrode
BP = Bayonet Pin
FM - Filament Mid-Tap
Panel Lamp
NC = No Connection
BS = Base Shell
G = Grid
S
= Shell
HM = Heater Mid-Tap
P
= Plate (Anode)
H = Heater
SI = Interlead Shield
F = Filament
• = Gas-Type Tube

GI
2

I

•

r~

K

Po2

~

•01

t

S

I\EY

5T

•

F'

I

r

H

••

4
,

~

H

.

,_

G3

ft

4G

~
•

H

5AB

G-5AA

•

•4t--~

w ·I\

C2

H

•

G
2

l

HI

4M

0

H

'!Z

~

~

5A

t"l

p

K.[Y

= Unit

U

NC

NC

NC.

2

40

.
~

4

F

4C

H

3

p~c

4B

SL = Base Sleeve
TA= Target

SocKET CoNNECTioNs-BoTTOM: V1Ewa

POM~

pMNC
,W,

and hexode unit in

H

SE

NC

•

F
~

NC

KEV

•

..

F"

KE.V

NC

G·SSa

I

~·

G
3

7

NC

KCY

•

G-5U

,_

H

K
G3

p
~

K

G-5Y

G-5Z

H

NC

6AA

~

p

NC

G2

H

~

NC

•

G·5S7

G-5R

NC

~

,.
~

NC

p

~

r+

G-5Q

•

......

p

NC

I\
NC

t:,

G

POI

Po2

'<:

H

....
7

H

~

KC'1

6AB

•

h

H

H

3

7

2

r

NC Ktv

H

•

G·6AO

K

-.J
~

,.....

-J

c,

G2

KD2

••

K01

c,

~

ro,

'

0

•

T

•

I

p

~3

~

I

6

6M

,.

~

H

(,

H

,..

H
$

KtY

K

,_
"3

~

•H

H

~

NC

K.[W

&R

6Q

•

NC.

0

••

G-b~

~

•

c,
~

-

p

•

~n

H

H

~

SL

6G

•

.

~I:"

,,

~

VJ
VJ

•-

2

NC

.., "

Pr

c,,

"•

•

•

H

.,.

4':Tz

•

•

•

c,

TA

p

~

•H

H
6E

p

H

,.

Poo

6B

G

•r*P02,
... •""',

•

H

6AR

6AC

""2

C,
I,,:)

czc,

•

t>::
~

...:,

NC

G•7AB

7AZ

7AC

-..:

:,a.
t--

•o,

•02

G2

c2

•02

c,

Go

p

3

Cr.;

0
"'l
~

:,a..
H

H

~
H

7B

1C

S

l\[Y

H

•

~

I\DI

K

7Q

70

~,

Ci,:t_

H

?V

Ktv

0

"

G3

71

__5;1

H

H

SA

S

7S

7ff

....~

H

SAA

G-BAJ

••

BAL

7G3
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•T2~'
CTo
t•
a PT1

H

H

M.EY

•

K

68

6AV

,,

•

G3

&BK

.

•

•o,

•

G2

H

5

G•8G

8E

KEY

Pt

"

H

•

•o,

Gt

H

p

5

l(t'J

8N

•

H

8Q

6$

8R

av

6U

p

3
JuMl"t

7

•
NC.

KE.Y

•

NC

4AJ

(Courtesy of RCA Manufacturing Co,)

-..:,
Cathode type and
rating

Socket
RCA type

1A4-P
1A6

Name

connec-

lions

Super-control R-F
amplifier pentode

4M

Pentagrid converter•

61

C. T.

Volts

D.C.
F

2.0

- - -D.C.

F

I

Amp

0.06

l'.se
Values lo ri~ht ~ive Plate
operating consupditions and
ply,
characteristics for volts
indicated typio.al
use

C,

Trans-

Screen Screen
Grid bias,• supply,
cw-volts
rent,
volts
ma

Amplifier

Plate A-c plate conductAmplicurrt>Sistance fica.tion
ance,
rent,
(gridfactor
ma
ohms
plate),
µmhos

H'-

Load
for

stated
power
output,

Power
output,

watts

ohms

For other charncteristics, refer to Type 1D5-GP.

- - --Converter

--2.0 0,06

135
180

{ -

2.5
2.4

67 .5
67.5

3.0}

min.

1.2
1.3

400,0001 Anode-grid (#2): 180' max. volts,
500,000 2.3 ma. Oscillator-grid (fl) Re-

sistor.r

1A7-G

Pentl\gt'id converterd

G-7Z

1A7-GT

Pcntagrid converterd

GT-7Z'

IB5/25S

Duplex-<iiodc triode

1C6

Pentagrid convertcrd

~---lCi-G

6M
6L

-D.C.- -1.4F

D.C.

F

Conversion transcond., 300 microm1 hos.
0.05

ConvQrtcr

0.05

Converter

:Por other cbaractaristics, refer to Type IA7-GT.

t.>:i

1.4

- - --D.C.
F

2.0

D.C.

2.0

90

45•

•O

0.06

Triode

amplifier

unit

as

135

-

-

3.0

-- -- -- --··-0.12

Converter

· - - -- - --G-7Z

D.C.

F

2.0

0.12

Converter

0.7

0.6

600,000\ Anode-grid (i12): 90 max. volts, 1.2
ma.
· Oscillator-grid (#1) resistor, 0.2 meg.
Conversion transcond., 250 micromhos.
---------0. 8
35,000

·rw1-=-1--=:-.

--575

Super-control R-F
amplifier pentode

G~W

ID5-GT

Super-control R-F

G-5R

amplifier tetrode
---Diode-triode-powor
1D8-GT

67 .51
67 .5

2.5
2.0

1.3
1.5

600,0001 Anode-grid (•2): 180<' max. volts,
700,000 4.0 ma. Oscillator-grid (#1) Resistor/ Conversion transcond., 325

R-F amplifier pentode

D.C.

F

amplifier pentodc

rn.,-GP

- - - - - ---- - - - - -D.C.- -2.0- -0.06- -------600,000'
Class A amplifier
90
2. 2
67 .5
0. 9
720
- I { -.3.0}
F
180
2.3 1,000,000
0.8
750 _ _I_ _
mm.
67 .5
--- - - - - -----D.C.- -2.0- 0.06 Class A amplifier 180600,000
2.2
67 .5
0. 7
650
- 3.0
F

G-SAJ

G-5Y

D.C.

F

------0.035
20,000
12,000
0.200
- - - -- - · - - --- - - - - - - - - ..

1.4

2.0

0.1

0.06

Pentode unit as
class A amplifier

45
90

Triode unit as cla.ss
A amplifier

45
90

Class A amplifier

90
180

::,..

~
a

"':I
~

-- 3.0
- 3.0

m.icromhos.

ID5-GP

......

::,..

-·

13S
180

~

'-3

~

For other characteristics, refer to Type IC7-G.

F

Pentagrid converterd

t.>:i

~

-

4.5
9.0
0
0

-

3 0
3.0

4S
90

-

0.3
1.0

1.6
5.0

300,000
200,000

650
925

-

0.3
1.1

77,000

43,500

325
575

25

1.6 1,000,000

600

-

67 .5
67 .5

l

0.7
0.6

I. 7 1 5on,ooc

650

25

-

-

--- - - -

23

IG4-GT/G
1H4-G

Detector amplifier
triode

G-5S,

D.C.
F

1.4

0.05

Class A amplifier

90

- 6.0

-

Detector amplifier•

G-5S,

D.C.
F

Z.O

0.06

Class A amplifier

90
135
180

- 4.5
- 9.0
-13.5

-

-=-Ll 10,7001 •• ,
'

-

2.5
3.0
3.1

lt,000
10,300
10,300

850
900
900

S

1-1-~

9.3
9.3
9.3

-

-

- - --- - - - ---1----1----f-----1---,----- -1--------1----- --- -

1H5-G

Diode high-mu triode

G-5Z

D.C.
F

Class B amplifier
157.5
-15.0
1.0•
8,000
2.1•
-------+--'------'----'----L--'-----'----'----'----'----1
0 .05 Triode unit as
For other characleristice, refer to Type 1H5-GT.
amplifier

- - ---

1.4

IA

D.C.
0.05 Triode unit as class
00 I
O
0.15 240,000
275
65
F
A amplifier
.
1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · - - - - . -------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
1J5-G
Power amplifier penG-6X
D.C.
2.0 0.12 Class A amplifier
135
-16.5
135
2.0
7.0
105,000
950
135,000 0.45
tode
F
1H5-GT

Diode high-mu triode

GT-5Z 1

l------+---------1---- - - - - ---1-----· - - ---+----1---- ---,--~---~--~---,--- -

1J6-G
IL4

Twin triode amplifier
R-f amplifier pentode

G-7AB
6AR

D.C.
F
D.C.
F

2.0

IA

1------1---------,---- - - - 1N5-G

!N5-GT
1T4
IT5-GT

IU amplifier pentode

G-5Y

D.C.

F

0.24

Classllamplifier

135

- - - I - - - - - - - , 135

1.4

0.05

Cln.ss A amplifier

0.05

Amplifier

90
90

0
- 3.0
0
O

-

-

67.5
90

1.2
2.0

Power output is for one tube at
slated plate-to-plate load.
2.91 600,0001
4.5
350,000

9251
1,025

-

10,000
10,000
-

2.1
1.9
-_-

For other characteristics, refer to Type JN5-GT.

;:,.
.....
...:;
~

<:
t,

R-famplifierpentod~~-T--5-Y_'

Df. IA

0.05

C!assAamplificr

90

0

Super-controlr-f
amplifier pcntode

6AR

D.C.
F

1.4

0.05

ClassAamplifier

45
90

0
0

Beampowcramplifier'

G-6X

D.C.

1.4

0.05

ClassAamplifier

90

F

-------1

--90--1-0-3_ _1_2_1,500,000
45
67.5

- 6.0 . 90

i! -

I

0.7
1.4

1.7
3.5

1.4

6.5

350,000
500,000

750

-

-

-

700
900
1,150

.....

k
k

~

14,000

0.17

I-=-~

~ - - Poweramplifie-r--40-F-~2.5 ClassAamplifier
2.50
-45.0
800 5,250
4.2
2,500
3.5
triode
-------1---l•-=---'---'---ll---t----1---·l----t----1---,
Push-_pull classAB1 300
Oath. bias, 780 ohms•
80.0'
5,000 10.Qh
amplifier
300
-62 volts, fixc'<I bias
80. Oi
3,000 15. O"
1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - · · · ·--

ST4

-- --5W4

Full-wave rectifier

Full-wave rectifier

5T

5T

F

5.0

·

2.0

With condenserinput filter

Max. a-c volts per plate (rms), 450
Max. peak inverse volts, 1,550

Max. d-e output ma., 225
Max. peak plate ma., 676

Min. total effect. supply
Imped. per plate, 150 ohms

With choke-input
filter

Max. a-c volts per plate (rms), 550
.Max. peak inverse vol~, 1,550

Max. d-c output ma., 225
}fax. peak plate ma., 675

Min. value of input choke,
3 henries

- - - - ---1----------------------'----------~-----------i
F

5.0

1.5

For otherratings, refer to Type 5W4-GT/G.

--.J
C,

<:ll

Use
Values to right gi\'C Plate
operating consup1------ditions and
characteristics for
indicated typical
C. T. I Volts I Amp
use
Cathode type aud
ratmg

!;~:e~-

Name

RCA type

tions

~!~

I

-..J

I

TransPlate A-c plate couduc\•1 Amplicurresistan~e
fication
rent,
a.nee,
(j!"t'd)factor
ma
ohms
P13 e,

~:;~n

Screen I
Grid bias,b supply~ rent,
volts
volts
ma

I

µmhos

Lood
for
stated
power

Power
output,
wo.tt.q

out,put,,

cr,
cr,

ohms

--,--,--1--1-----------'-----~----l----------'---I------'---.,____
5W4-GT/G

F

G-5Ti

Full-wave rectifier

5.0

1.5

I

With conderu;erinput filter
1------With choke-input
filter

1fax. a-c volts per
1fax. peak inverse
'.\!ax. a-c volts per

· ·- - - - - -

plate (rms), 500
!\lax. J)(la.k }nversc volts, 1,400

~fax. d-c output m~., 100
).fax. peak plate ma., 300

IMin.
value of input choke,
6 henric>s

!\lax. prak inverse volts, 1,400

1fax. d-c output ma., 125
11ax. peak plate ma., 3i5

~!in. total effect. supply
imped. prr phte, 50 ohms

1lax. d-c output ma., 125
Max.. peak plate ma.. 1 3i5

Min. value of input choke,
5 henriC's

1----l------l--·--l--l--l--1----G-5Ti
F
s.o 2.0 "'ith condensn- 1lax. a.-c volts per plate (rms), 350
Full-wave rectifier
5Y3-GT/G
input filter

Min. total effect. supply
imped. per plate, 50 ohms

).lax.. d-c output ma .• 100
.Max. peak plate ma., 300

plate (r:ns), 350
volts, 1,400

------1----------1

!--------;-------------~

(I----I
Full-wave rertifier
5Y4-G
6A3

1

6A6

G~~Q

With choke-input
filter

1--•·-F

1~,~~,
5.0

2.0

6.3

1.0

- ----,--,--1

Power amplifier triode

F

4D

ITwin triode amplifier I

6A7] Pentagrid convt•rterd

7H

-1

7C

/

JI

H

6.3

0.3

Cla.s A amphfier

1fax. a-c volts per plate (rms), 500
Max. peak inverse volt::., 1,400

' 250

Push-pullcln.ssAR11325
a.mphfirr
325

I

'

I -- I -

60

0I

Cath. bias, 850 ohms,• -68 80.0'I
volts, fixed bias
80.0•

80015,250 14

2

_

·-

_

6R4-G

13.20

'-:3
.....

5,000
3.000

JO.Oh
15.0h

~

6R7

Duplcx-cliode pentode

-·--1----Duplex-<liode pentode
6BS-G

-

G-.58a

For other c-h,uacteristirs, rrfpr to Type 6~7-GT/G.

a

Converter

For other characteristics, refer to Type 6A8.

~

Detec-tor 0 amplifir.r

triode

6.3

I

1.0

1100

'°"l

H

a.3

I o.3

For other characlPristics, rofer to Type 6A3.

For other characteristics, refer lo Type 6BS-G.

'ioo

H

6.3 I o.3

I-

I I

I

3.0 1100
I. i
5.8 II- 30~,00'll
95~
250
- 3.0
125
2.3
9.0
600,000 1,125
- - - - - · · -Pentor1c unit as a--f
90• Co.th~ b);)s. 3,500 ohms. Screen resistor -= 1.1
Grid resistor/ { Gain per ~tagc = 55
amplifier
300iz Cath, bias, 1,000 ohms, Screen resistor = 1.2 mC'g. 0.5 megob1n. Gain per Etage -. 79

Pentode unit as r-1
aruplifier

I I

,_ _ ,_
6Q

(#!)

I Amolifier

amplifier

G-8F)

1

2.'iO

- 1 - - 1 - - 1 - -1- - - - 5.3 I 0.3 / Penlode unit a.s
7D
H

- - · 1--------j

6C5

F

;::,,.

Ampli~r

I -SA
--I__ -I-6.3~I/ 0.3 I_
I Converter
H

Power amplifier triodr /

~

12,500

I -- 3.0
1.51.50 I 1 31 1.1 I 600,000 Anode-grid (#2): 25()c max. volts,
100
2. 7
3.5
360,00014.0 ma. 9,cilw.tor-grid
resisjor.'
ConversJOn trarJ.Scond., 550 m.1cromhos.
I
I
·--,---,-- •--,---1-------1-------'---''---'----'-----~------------

--- - I/ Pentagrid converter•
6AS

✓.I

'.<:

For other ratings, refer to Type 5Y3-GT/G.

-45.0

~

v.,

250
Class A amplifier

lnf'K.}

- s.o

I

ICath. bias, 6,400 ohms.1
300• Cath. bia., 5,300 ohms. !
90•

Bias detector

250

I -17,0 approx.

I

S.0

I

10,0001

2,000

I

Grid rr.sistor ,I 0.25 m&gobm,

20

f Ga.in per stage =

l Gain per stage =

---------

Plate curren~ to be adjuste.d to 0.2 milliampere wi!h no signal.

11
13

;::,,.

~
.....
a

6G8-G
6D6

I Twiu triode nmplificr

G-8G

I Triple-grid super-

GIi'

control amplifier

6E5

6F6

I Electrou-ray tube

I Power

amplifier pen-

tode

6F6-G

-H- -6.3-

6R

I
I

7S
G-7Si

P;;::;:r amplifier peu1

H

6.3

---H

6.3

0.3

Each unit as

0.3

Amplifier mixer

0.3

I Visua.l indicator

1~1~1~'1

1~1

6.3

I 0. 7

2.,0

amplitier

I

-

4.5

Plate and ',nrget supply = 100 volts. Triode plate resistor • 0.5 meg_ Target current =
I.Oma.
Grid bias, -3.3 volts; ~hadow angle, 0°. Bias, 0 volts: angle1 90°j plnte currC'nt, 0.19 ma.
Plate nud tnrgct supply = 250 volts. Triode plate resistor • 1.0 meg. Target current
4.0 mn.
Grid bias, -8.0 volts; shadow angle, 0°. Bias, 0 volts; angle, 90°; plate current, 0.24 ma.

I

Amplifier
Pentode clas.; A
amplifier
Triodern class A

I

250 ~ 250
28~
-20.0 ~
250

I

Pcntode push-pull 375
class AB,amphficr 375

I

Triode push-pull 3.10
class AB, amplifier 350
Power amplifier p(•ntodc

I

-20.0

I

H

6.3

, Twin diodo

7Q

I

H

1

6.3

0.3

I Octcctor :m,plificr
triode

-24.0

285

A 180

6Q

-1~1U,31 Class A amplifier

l-1-J

-12.0

12.0'

I

a.2
4.8

62.0• Cath. bins resistor, 320 ohms•
62.0•
--

I o.85
---

10,000
10,000

10.5'
11.01•

54 O• Ca.th. hia.s resistor, 340 ohms'
34 o,

10,000
10.000

2,6001

2,600

I

6.8

I

I - I

-

-

I

19.0'
18.5'

I )3.0k
9.0•
- -I--- - -- - - - - ___
-11g,000 2, 100
_
12,000
0.6
10,000
6,000

2.0
2.5

11.5
15.0

10,000

I.I

-

11.0

12,000

0.25

I

170,000
4,7.10

1

2,300 _

_2,000

9.S

:::...

---

50. O' j Cath. bins rc,;istor, 730 ohms•
48.0i

-

-

1 .ooo
7,000

2,500
2,550

4,000

31.0

--12.0'

--8.0 1
ICath.
l>ias I 250
-26.0
250
5.0'
Cath. biru,
-38.0

80,0001
78,000

i---,--,---•---•---•---,---,

~
~
ti
-..

k
k

""1
,

IVoltage rlouhlcr I Max.Tot.[
a-e supply volts per plate (nus), 1,50
:.lax. d-c output 8 ma.
effect. plate supply imped. per plate: hnlf-wnve, 30 ohms; full-wave, 15 ohms.
Half-wave rectifier

6J5

j Catb. bia.s j 285

-1------1--1----<
0.151 Peutod~ class A 13,i ~ 6 . 0 135
omphncr _
180
- 9.0
ISO

--1--l·--1---:·~~l(~gr;erelass

6116

I -

34.0
38.0

6.5
7.0

l--'--1G-7Si I

=

For other ehnracteristics, refer to Type 6F6-G.

l'entode push-pull 315
claas A amplifier
315

606-G

36

.£1,or••ther characteristics. refer Lo Type 6U7-G.

amplifier

1-----1-------

1--=-13.2122,50011,0001-1-=-1--

I

).1ax. a~ plate vo'ts (rm:s) 1 HiO
Ma.. d-e output nm., 8 per plate

90
2.'\0

I

0
- 8.0

-

-

I- I-

Min. total effective plate-sup11ly imped,nce: up to 117
volls, 15 ohms; at 150 volts, 40 ohws.
110.0
9.0

I

6,7001 3,000
7,700 2,600

I

20
20

-

I-

l

-.J
0,

-.J

S-Ocket

Cathode type and
ratiug

c~i~n:t ]----,-,---

Na.me

RCA type

C. T. I Volts

-G. 7

J

Triple-grid

detector

amplifier

Use
Values to right give

I Amp

J ~ j ~ 6-:S[o.3

' -"I

operating con-

supply,
volts

ditions and

characteristics for
indicated typical
use

•

•

b

Grtd bias,
volts

II

Screen

Scr('('D

CUT•

supply,
volts

rent,
ma

I I-

-1

i.aair

TransPlate A-c plate conduct,..
Amplicurresistance
rent,
anc<',
(grid- fication
factor
ma
ohms
plate),
µmLos

for
stated
power
outputt

I

0.,

00

Power
output,
watts

ohms

Pentoil<,class A 100
3.0 1100 1~,-2.0 11,ooo,000·11,IM1---=-!----=--=r-f amplifier
250
- 3.0
100
0.5
2.0 1.0
1,225
!
Pentode class A ~ -go;- Cath. hias, 2,600 ohms. Screen rc'Sistor - 1.2 meg.) Grid re- { Uam per stage = 85
amplifier
30J'l Cath, bias, 1,200 ohms. Screen resistor= 1.2 meg. f sistor/ 0.5 Gain perstage = 140

+'

megohm.

Pentode bias detector
Triodem class ,\
amplifier

6K.;.G
6K6-GT/G

250

- 4.3

180-

- 5.3
- 8.0

250

--

100
_ 1.5
250-11-----3.o
. -1-----1---<---l---+---H
Power amplifier pen- I G-7Si
6.3 I o.4 I Single-tube cbss A 100
- 7.0
250
-18.0
amplifier
tode
315
-21.0
-25.5
Push-pull class A 200
Cath.bias
amplifier
285

G-5U

High-mu triode

II

6.3 I O.:l

I Class A amplifier

I

100

-

I

Plate resistor, 500,000 ohms,
Grid resistor ,I 250,000 ohms.

Cathode current 0.43 ma.

11,0001
10,500

I 0.35I
1.1

70
78.000
900
70
s_o_,0_00+_1_,4_0_0_1----1----1----1

1,SOO
1,900

I
-

100
250
250
285
285

_
-

I

1-.------ ---1--1---1----I
----1--1-----1---1--1--1-100
- 1.0
m
H
Triple-grid superG.3 I 0.3 I c1 ... A amplifier [ ~~~
2.1 1 9.5 I 150,000I
- 3.0
-10.0

control amplifier

~ixer in.ruver- I 250
heterodyne

1-----1-------GL5-G

Detector amplifier
triode

[----+:--=:-::=::;:;;::
Beam pow9l' amplifier
GL6

G-6Qi

,--,- --

H

-1-----1

6.3 I 0.15 IClassAamplifier

13.s
250

H

I
Push-pull class A I 270
amplifier
270
Push-pull elass AB, I 360
amplifier
360

6. 3 I O. 9 I Single-tube class A 250
amplifie,
250

Push-pull class AB, 1360
amplifier
360
' Single-triode~ class 250
A amplifier
250

125
100

2.6

10 5

600,000

- 5.0
- 9.0
-14.0

Cat!i. bias

-17.5
Cath. bias

-22.5
Cnth. bias

250
250

'

I

-

' 3 5
8 0

1,650
1,650

270
270

11.0' 134,()i
11,0i 134.0'

270
270

~ 8S.<l'
5.0' 88.0'

-22.5
-20.0

270

-

Cath. hias resistor, 170 ohrns.

I -

I -

5.0' 88.0'
40.0

40.0

-

I -

I

I

~

...,
......

s:

c:,
':::::

::,..

'

-

b

......
0

2.soo
2,soo

6.5
6.5

•--·-•-5,UUU
1·i ,bn

-

5,000

18 5'

6,600

26.fii,

9,000

24 .5•

Ca.th. bias rPSi~tor, 250 ohms.i

6,000 31.Qh

3,800
8.0 --5,000
6,000
Catb. bias resistor, 490 ohm~.
~7001 4~00

~

::,..

'
11,30011,500 117
9,000 1,900
17

Cl.)

~

Cath. bias resistor, 125 ohms.i

-

0.35
3 40
4 50
10.5•
9.S•

I -

---------I
,------~---

5.o 12.0
5.4 1 n.o

=-iso 225 -rr 78]i.
Catb. bias

t:;:
t,,

Oscillator peak volts - 7.0

·

1----1--1--1--

1---1--1--1--1-- ----1--.
7AC

20
20

1.6
9.0
104,DCOl l,500
12,000
5.5 32.0
68,000 2,300
7,600
4.0 25 5
75,000 2,100
9,000
9.0' -55.Qi
..:...12,000
9,()i .'i5.()i,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ · · 12,000
Cath. bias rc~istor, 400 obmsi

1

6K7

I

, 5.3
6.5

-1---1--,----,---•---•---,--

47.0•

14
1.3

__ - -

,
617

7T

Pentagrid mixe~

H

6.3

0.3

amplifier

6N7

Twin triode amplifier

6N7-GT/G

Twin triode amplifier

Mixer in superheterodyne

-

Class A amplifier

----- -SB

H

6.3

0,8

Amplifier

G-8Bi

H

6.3

0,8

Class A amplifier
(as driver)•

G-6Q;

Detector amplifier
triode

-H- -6.3-

I

0.3

6Q7

6R7

Duplex-diode
mu triode

high-

7V

6SA 7

6.3

--- ----

Duplex-diode triode

7V

~

6S7

H

Triple-grid super-con- 1
trol amplifier
·

7R

Pentagrid converter'

8R

-------

H

6.3

0.3

Cl ... A amplifier

- 3.0•

250
294

100
250

100

7 .1

2.4

100

---6.5

5.0

Oscillator-grid (/13) bias, -10 volts.
Grid #3 peak swing, 12 volts minimum.
Conversion transeond., 37 5 micromhos.
600,0001

I

- 5.0
- 6.0

C
!

Triode unit as class
A amplifier

Triode unit as rJa..~s
A amplifier

6SF5

I Pentagrid converter'
: High-mu triode

UT-RAD
6AB

Diode super-control
amplifier pentode

7AZ

-H- -6.3- _I
0.3 : Mixer
-H- -6.3- 0. 3 Class A amplifier
H

6.3

-0,3

-

I

-

-

- 5.0
-13.5

l

6.0
7.0

11,3001 3,100
11,000 3,200

I

20,000
or more

35
35

Power output is for one tube at
staled plate-to-plate load.
2 51
5.0

12,0001
9,500

1,150
1,450

8,000

I 13.8
13.8

-

exceerui

,0.410 ,0

,-

Grid resistor/ 0.25 megohm,

250

{ -20

- 1.0
- 3,0
Cath. bias, 7,600 ohm.,. j
Cath, bias. 3,000 ohrns

Plate current to be adju,,ted to 0.2 milliampere with no
signal.

100
250

250

o}

-

0.0

--·

-

---

I

-

I

-

Cath. bias, 4,400 ohms.}
Cath. bias, 3,800 ohms.

135
250

- 3.0

100
250

Self-

-

67 .5
100

3.0

100
100

excited

o 8
1.0

I

58,000]
58 .o~o

1.200
1,200

I

{ Gain per stage
Gain per stage

70
70

I

I

8,500j

1,900

I

16

l =-

I

-

-

-

= 10

= 10
-

3. 7 1,000,000
8.5 1,000,000

8.5
8.5

500,000 Grid #1 Resistor, 20,000 ohms.
3.3
3.5 1,000,000 Conversion Transcond., 450 micro-

1,250
1,750

!

I

~
~

32

= 45

0. 9
2.0

--- - -

pc..
t,tj

I -

{ Gain per stage
Gain per stage

Grid resistor/ 0.25 m~gohm.

I

-

{ Gain per stage
Gain per stage

Grid rr,~-;istor/ 0.5 megohm.
9 5

I

= 9
= 10

t,

.....
~

~

~

mhoo,

For other cbarar:teristics, refer to Type 6SA7.
100
250

oo,
6S~'7

I

-

Cath. bias, 6,500 ohms.}
Cath. hiaa, 6,400 ohms.

90P
300•

o.:liMixcr
I

-

---

I

6SA7-GT/G

1,100 1

90p
30QP

90•
300a
0,3

3,0

app'l'OX.

- - - - -0. 15- Class A amplifier
: I :::

250

300

Bias detector

---------

-

~'or other choracteristics, refer to Type 6N7-GT/G.

Class B amplifier
6P5-GT/G

250

300•
Pcntode unit
cli.ss A amplifier

"''

100
250

-

1.0
2,0

I

-

II

I

Cath. bias, 8,800 ohms. }
Cath. bia.s, 3,200 obrns.
-

1,0

- 1.0

I I
100
100

o.4
0.9

I
I

ss,ooo'
66,000[

1,150
1,500

I

100
100

12.0
12.4
1

I

200,0001
700,000

1,9751
2,050

-

I

{ Gain per stage
Gain per stage

Grid resistor/ 0.5 megohm.

3.4
3.3

I

-

I

-

I

= 43
= 63

-._J

Cl'>

c:o

Cnthode type ood
Socket

Name

RCA type

6~G7

6SJ7

connections

8BK

11-f amplifier pl'ntodc

"'

1----------

I

H

Io.,'

ll.3

Class A amplifier

I

Pr~

[ 10!
250
250
100
250

1--:--1--1-----1

I

6SK7

I

I

C. T. Volts Amp
1-H- T3 ""o.'3 Class A use
amplifier

--1-1-

Triple-grid detrl'tor
amplitier

I

rating

Use
I
Values to_ right give Pint
op~ratmg cone Grid bin.,;;,h S
~ crrcn Screen
curditions and
sip>volts
s~pftsy, rent,
0
ebaracteristics for
ma
indicated typical
vo

00·1
300·1

Triple-~rid supers:,;
H 16.31 0.31 Class A amplifier I 250
100
coutrol amplif.<-r
1----1------- ---------- --- --------i
Duplex-diode
highSQ
H
6.
3
0.
3
Triode
unit
as
class
100
6SQ7
mu triode
A aU1plilier
250

I

l

I

100

100
100

- 3.0

ma

ohms

I 8.21
4.4 , 11.R
3.4 ! !l.21

2/il,lXll
!lll,000

o.o

;on,ooo

J

0.8

C;nth. l,ia.s, 1,700 ohms.}
( ath. b1'cs, 800 ohms.

,

- 1.0 1100
- 3.0
100

pla.te),
µ111bos

-

1.0
2,0

I-

2.n
3.0

4,100
4,700
4,000

l.0-'-'
l

o+• ,

i -

8110,000

0.9

110,0001~
91,000 1,100

i

I-

I -

I

I

65,000I

6l"5,'tiG5

I Electron-my tube

OR

1-,-I-1~10:a-f Visual indic•lor

I Plate ~nd target supply -

100 volts. Triode plate r96istor

I -

j <1ain l)('r stag<'

l Gain per stage

=

93
- 167

I 1

1ll0

f Gain per stage = 40

l Gain per sing, = 53
65
65

Gain Pl'r stage
{ Gain per stage

~ 0.5 rnrg.

c::

trol 1uupl1fier

-,-,-,-,-

G-7Ri 1H1~1o:a-1 Class A amplifier
Mixer in superhet.rodyne

6VO
ti\'ti-GT.'G

Brarnpowcrnrnplifirr

IBeampowc.ramplificr

7AC

H

6.3

0.45

Amplifier

G-iAC;

H

6.3

0.45

Singlc-tu\,c class A

ampli6<r

100

250

I --

3.0
3.0

I 100
LOO I

-Rf-100
250

-10.0
-l0.0

180
250

- 8.5 11~0
2SO
-12,5
-13.0
225

I 250,0001
~00,000

I - I -

1,500
1,600 _

O.rillotor peak volts

100
100

=

-

~ 7.0

l•'or othC'r cbaractocistics, refer to TypC' 6V6~GT/G.

3lS

~-----1--1--Push-pull closs AB,
amplifi('r

2,2 ' S.O
8.2
2.0

I 250
2~~

-15,0
-19,0

1250
285

I

I- ,

I 58,0001

30120 0
4.5 45 0
,__:_:_,~,

3,iOO
52,000 4,100
11,000, 3,750 ,----_

I

-

50'170.0'I
4.0• iO.O'

-

I

-

-

I

-

5.500
20
5,000
45
8,500 ~

110,000
8,000

1

t,:j

~

t"l
~

~

...:;

:,..

~
~
;:;:,
::c..

S:;

a

01:1.

Plate and target supply = 250 volts, Triode plate rc-sistor = 1.0 meg. Target ourront
4.0 nm.
Crid bins, -22 volts; sk1dow angli\ 0°. Bias, 0 ,·olts; au~le, ooc..; platr current, 0.24 ma,

I Triple-grid ~upcr-con-1

30

= 40

Targrt eurreut =

l.O ma.
Grid bins 1 -8 volts; shadow an~le 1 0°. Bias, 0 volts; angle, 90°; plate currl'nt, 0.19

ot:i-G

'

100

I

0

I - I [

90, I Cath, bi•s, 11,000 ohms,\
Grid rcsi11tor/ 0.5 m('gohm.
1 - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
I - - I - - I - - I - - - - - - - , 300, Cath. bio.s, 3,1)00 ohms.
G-7V;
6T7-G
Duplex-diode highH
6.3 0.1~ Triode uuit as elnss 135
- 1.5
0.9
,.ooo
- 3.0
1.2 1 62,000 1,050
mu t,riodo
A amplifier
250
--I-----'----'---'-90,
Cath. bias, 8,300 ohms.\
Grid resi~tor / 0.5 mrgohm.
300, Cath. bias, 4,5<0 ohms. J

_,

-1

output,
watts

hi-'1---1----=-

9.2

1-=-10Ai

2,000

I -

-

Grid rf'Sistor,I 0.5 mC'gohms.
2.G

pOWl'f
output,
ohms

ac or

1.5751
l,650

I '·" I "" I '"·"'I '·""

>----I--

L~d

Plate
plate leonduct-1
AmpI'lcur- A-e
resistance
8 1 1
rent,
anc€,
(grid..
f}c ~ °'

3.2

125

150

I _3o
I

I I
1

- 1.0
- IO
- 2.5

I I
~t~~~d Powrr

] Trn1u,.. I

100•
14.0'

7A5

7A7
7A8

Beam power amplifier

6AA

Tripi.,-grid supercontrol amplifirr

sv

Octode converter

BU

iB5

Power amplifier pen-

7B6

Duplex-diode highmu triode

6AE

lode

!

8W

-H- -6.3H

6.3

---H

6.3

·-H- -6.3

Full-wave rectifier

5AB

0.15

0.4

Claas A amplifier

---

H

6.3

H

6.3

0.3

---1
110
12,5

Converter

-

100
250

~

9.0

I

-

I

3.0
3.0

--

Converter

0.5

With condenserinput filler

I

14,00~1
17,000

5,800 1-=-12,5001-1.5
6,000
2,700
2.2

100
75

1.81

2. 71 3.0
3.2

I

650, 0001 Anode-grid (#2) · 250< max. volts,
700,000 1.2 ma. Osc1llator-gr1d (#~ resistor. r Convennon transcon ., 550

micromhos

For other characteristics, refer to Type 6K6-G1'/G.

For other characteristics, refer to Type 6SQ7.

amplifier
0.3

13.0140.0
3.3 44.0

For oj.lrer characteristics, refer to Type 6SK7.

-· Class A amplifier

Triode unit

I 110
125

- 7.5

-- Class A amplifier

- - - - - - - ----

---Prmtagrid converter
7B8
BX
H
6.3
·-- - - - - - - ---7Y4

0. 7

- 0.3

For other characteristics, refer to Type 6A8.

I:-.fax.
a-c volts per plate (rms), 325 I:-.fax. d-c output ma., 60
:.fax. peak inverse volts, 1,250
~ax. peak plate ma., 180

With choke-input :-.fax. a-c volts per plate (rms), 450
filter
Max. peak inverse volts, 1,250

Min. total effect. supply
imped. per plate, 150
ohms.

IMax.
d-c output ma., 60
Max. peak pla~ -~a., 180

Min. value of input choke,
10 henries

Pentagrid converterz

SR

H

12.6

0.15

.Mixer

For otlrer characteristics, refer to Type 6SA7 .

Amplifier

12S1{7

Triple-grid supercontroJ amplifier

s:-r

H

12.6

0. 15

Amplifier

For other characteristics, r!'fer to Type 6SG 7.
For other characteristics, refer to Type 6SK7.

12SQ7

Duplex-diode highmu triode

0.15

Triode unit as
amplifior

0.3

·with condenser in- :>.fax. a-c plate volts (rms), 235
put filter
I
d-c output ma., M

12SA7

-·

12SG7

---··---

-----H-f amplifier pentode
8BK
H
12. 6 0.15
·-- - - - - - - -

12Z3

Half-wave rectifier

24-A

R-f amplifier tetrode

------SQ

H

12. 6

------4G

H

12. 6

5E

H

2.5

1. 75

Screen-grid r-f
amplifier

180
250

Bias detector

250"

Class A amplifier

95
160

--------·
25A6-GT/G

Power amplifier pentode

G-781

Beam power amplifier

G-7ACi

-H- -25.0-

--··-·

25L6-OT/G

H

25.0

0.3

0.3

Amplifier

~

t:,
......

>,;

~

-.::

For other characteristics, refer to Type 6SQ7,

I; Min.
total effertivc plate-supply impedance: up to 117
volts, 0 ohms; at 150 volts, 30 ohms; at 235 volts, 75

'.lfax.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

~

~
l:;j

-

ohms.

1. 7,
1. 7,

90
90

3 0
3.0

l

4 o
4.0

0001
I 400'
600,000

-18.0

I

-

I

I

-

I

-

-20 to
45

-

Plate current to be adjuated to 0.1 milliampere with

120

4 0
6.5

20.0
33.0

_
~-1-95- -1~•].
I
{ - 5 o
approx.

1.000
1,050

45,000
12.000

2,000
I 2,3751

-

4,500
I 5.000
I 0.9
2.2

For other characteristics, refer to Type 50L6-GT.
-.J

-.J
,_.

--.J
--.J

Cathode type and
rating

Name

RCA type

Socket
connec-

tions

C. T. Volts

Amp

Use
TraosValues to right give
Plate
Screen Plate A-c plate conductoperating conScreen
ArnplisupGrid
bias,•
Cut•
cur•
resistaoce
ditions and
oupp]y,
ply,
volts
rent, rent,
ance,
(grid- fication
chars.cteristics for volts
volts
factor
ma
ma
ohms
platel,
indicated typical
µlllhoS
use

t,:)

Load
for
stated
power
output,

Power
output,
watts

ohms

-- -25Z5

Rcctifier-dou bier

25Z6

Rectifier-doubler

Detector 4 amplifier
triode

27

6E
--7Q

5A

H

25.0

-II- --·25.0

03

Rectifier-doubler

0.3

Voltage doubler

~lax. a-c volts per plate (rms), 117
11ax. d-c output ma., 75

1lio. total effective plate-supply impedance: halfwave, 30 ohms; full-wave, 15 ohms.

Half-wa.ve rectifier

1fax. a-c volts per plate (rms), 235
~fax. d-c output ma. per plate, 75

~!in. total effect. supply in1ped. per plate: up to 117
volts, IS ohms; at 150 volts, 40 ohms; at 235 volts,
100 ohms.

Class A amplifier

135
250

- 9.0
-21.0

Bias detector

250

{ -30.0}
approx.

-·
-H- -2.5
1.75

---Detector• amplifier
4D
D.C. 2.0 0.06 Amplifier
triode
F
-·-- - - - - - ---·-··-- --3516-GT /G Beam power amplifier G-7ACi
H
35.0 0.15 Single-tube class A
amplifier
- - - - - - - - -·
Half.wave rectifier
4Z
3S.0 0.15 With condenser-in35Z.1
H
put filter

For other ratings, refer to Type 2526.

30

··---

--

35Z4-GT

-----·

Half-waYe rectifier

-

9,0001
9,250

4.51
5.2

1.000
975

I

9.0
9.0

I

-

I

-

Plate current to be adjusted to 0.2 milliampere with no
signal.

110
200

I

- 7 5
- 8.0

1110
110

I

3.0
2.0

I40.0
I
41.0

14 ,0001
40,000

5,800
5,900

I

-

2,500 I
3.3
I 4,500

1.5

For other ratings, refer to Type 35Z4-GT.

0.15

With condo.nscr-in- Max. a-c plate volts (rms), 235
put filter
~lax. d-c output ma., 100

G-6AD

0.15

With condensw.r-in- 1lax. :,,.c plate volts (r1ns), 235 Min. total effect. plate-supply imped.: up to 117 volts, 15
put filter
ohms; at 235 volts, 100 ohms. :,.fax. d-c output ma.: with pilot and no shunt res., 60; with
pilot and shunt res., 90; without pilot, 100.

Power amplifier penlode

43

Power amplifier prntode

6B

Power amplifier triode

4D

- - - - - --- - 6B

I

Min. total effective plate-supply impedance: up to 117
volts, 15 ohms; at 235 volts, 100 ohms.

H

6.3

0. 7

Amplifier

For other characteristics, refer to Type 6F6-G.

H

25.0

0.3

Amplifier

For other characteristics, refer to Type 25A6-GT/G.

1.5

Class A amplifier

180
275

Pusb-[ull class AB,
amp ifier

27.i
275

-F- -2.5-

I _,,' I - I - " .I .""I-'-·~-I- -,-,I ' ,oo I-•.•- -56.0

Cath. bias, 77.1 obws•
-68.0 volts, fixed bias

36.0

36.0'
28.0'

~

t°"'
V.J

a

"'1

~

;,,..

-H- --35.0

42

~

:::,

G-5AA

Half-wave rectifier.
Heater tap for pilot

~

~
~

For other characteristics, refer to Type 1H4-G.

-H- 35.0

35Z5-GT/G

45

-

-

1,700

----·
-

2,050

3.5

4,600

2.00

-·-

-

-

5,060
3,200

12.0'
18.0'

.....
a

50L6-GT
75

Duplex-diode highmu triode

77

Triplo-r.id detector
ampli er

78

6G

6F

6F

Triple-erid super-control amplifier

80

Full-wave rectifier

81

Half-wave rectifier

·-

-H- -50.0-H- -6.3H

6.3

H

6.3

F

0.3

H

0.3

5.0

2.0

7.5

1.25

------SAO

0.3

Amplifier

!

Class A amplifier

I

------Bias detector

-4B

0.15 Single-tube class A 110
amplifier
200

---- - - - - - -

·- _4_C_i F

117L/M7-GT Rectifier-beam power
amplifier

117N7-GT

G-7Af')

Beam power amplifier

117

0.09

8AV

-H- -117-

0.09

G-7Qi

Rectifier-doubler

117

110
110

'

4.0
2.0

I 1-1--1-1-149.0
50.0

13,000
30,000

9,000
9,500

-

2,000
3,000

2.1
4.3

100
250

-

1.5
3.0

60
100

250

-

1.95

50

0.41
0.5

1.7
2.3

600,000
LO+'

-

Cathode current 0.65 ma.

1.100
1,250

I

-

I

-

I

-

Plate resistor, 250,000 ohms.
Grid resistor/ 250,000 ohu:s.

For other characteristics, refer to Type 6K7.
For other ratings, refer to Type 5Y3-GT/G.
Max. a-c tate volts (rms), 700

Amplifier unit as
class A amplifier

0.075 Voltage doubler

:\fax. d-c output ma., 85
:\fax. peak plate ma., 500

Max. pea inverse volts, 2000

Amplifier unit as 1 105
class A amplifier

- - , - - - - ---···
H

8.0

For other characteristics, refer to Type 6SQ7.

With condenser-input filter

Half-wave rect.ifier

117Z6-GT/G

-

Amplifier mixer

------Half-wave rectifier

Rectifier-beam power
amplifier

1--=rn

I

-

5.2

1105

t•te

I

4.0

Max. a.-c
volts (rms), 117
Max. pea inverse volts, 350
100

I

-

6.0 1100

I

43.0

I 17,~ I 5,300

Max. d-c output. ma., 75
Max. peak plate ma., 450
5.0

Max. a-c plate volts (rrns), 117

51.0

I

16,000

I

7,000

-

I

4,000

i 0.85

l"l

Min. total effect. platesupply imped., 15 ohms.
-

I

~

::g

3,000

I

1.2

:Max. peak inverse volts, 350

Max. d-c output. ma., 75
Max. peak plate rm., 450

Max. a-c volts per plate (rrns), 117
Max. d-c output ma., 60

:vt:in. total effective plate-supply imhedance per plate:
balf-wave. 30 ohms; full-wave, 15 o ms.

:vt:ax. a-c volts per plate (rrns), 235
:\fax. d-c output ma. per plate, 60

Min. total effect. supply imped. per plate: up to 117
volts, 15 ohms; at 150 volts, 40 ohms; at 235 volts, 100

Min. total effect. platesupply iwpedance, 1.5
ohms.

:;,,

t)
.....

><

:>1

""'

·-

Half-wave rectifier

VR 75-30

- - - - - ·I
VR 105-30

VR 150-30

Voltage regulator

Voltage rcguhtor
Voltage regulator

I

4AJ
4AJ
4AJ

-Cold- -- -- -Cold

-

- - --Cold

-·

ohms.

-

Regulator

:',!in. d-c starting supply volts, 105.
D-c operating volt~, 75.

-

Regulator

Min. d-c starting supply volts, 127.
D-c operating volts, 10.5.

-

Regulator

--

Min. d-c starling supply volts, 180.
D-c opcratiog volts, 150.

I
i

!

I

D-c operating ma., 5-30.
D-c operating ma., 5-30.

D~c operating ma .. 5--30.
-.J
-.J
i:,:,

APPEXDIX XVI
RESISTANCE-CAPACITANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIER CHART
The purpose of this appendix is to provide the data re<1uirerl for resistancecapacitancc-couplcd amplifiers referred lo in the text, questions, and prohlems. A
more complete list may be found in a tube manual.

=
=
=
Ebb =
E. =
Cb
Ck
C,

blocking capacitor, µf
cathode hy-pass capacitor, µf
screen-grid by-pass capacitor, µf
plate-supply voltage, volts
voltage output, max. value

Rk = cathode resistor, ohms
R 2 = screen-µ;rid resistor, megohms
R 0 = grid resistor, megohms
R, = plate resistor, megohms
VA = voltage amplification

6B7

R,

180

90

Ebb

0.25

0.1

0.5

0.1

0.25

----- - - - - -

n.
n.
Ilk
c,

300

I-0.5- I-0.1- -0.25- -0.5-

l
0.25 0.25 0.5
1
1
0.25 0.5
0.5
1.1
2.8
0.5 1.18 1.2
1.5
2.8
2200 3500 6000 1200 1900 2100 2200 3500
0.07 0.01 0.0-1 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.0-1
2.1
1.55
4.4 2.7
3.2
2
3
3
Ck
Cb 0.01 0.007 0.003 0.015 0.01 0.007 0.003 0.003
,J,)
20
52
39
55
28
33
53
EC>
55
VA 33
55
85
'11
60
83
115

..

605, 6C5-G (fl,J7, 6J7-G, 6J7-GT, 12J7-GT

90

Ebb

R,

0.1

0.05

VA

9

0.25
6400
0.84
0.01
22

I

11

TRIODES)

180
0.25

0.05

0.1

-- -- - -- Ra 0.1
Uk 3400
Ck 1.62
Cb 0.025
l!i'o
17

AS

0.25
0.5
1
0.55
1.2
2.9
1100 moo 2500
0.01.l 0.06 0.05
.5
3.5
2.3
0.015 0.008 0.003
81.l
100
120
47
79
150

0.1 0.1
0.5
14.'>00 2700 3900
2.1
1. 7
0.4
0.006 0.03 0.035
41
23
45
]]
12
12

300
0.25

0.05

0.1

--- -- - -

0.25

--

0.25
0.25 0.5
0.5
0.1
0.5
5300 6200 12300 2600 5300 12300
1.25
1.2 0.55 2.3
1.3 0.51.l
0.015 0.008 0.008 0.04 0.015 0.008
54
52
84
55
70
85
13
14
12
13
13
11
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6J5, fiJ5-G, 6J5-GT, 12J5-GT
Ebb

I

90

180

0.25 0.05
-0.5 I 0.1
9760 1190
0.5,5 2.86
0.007 0.032
18
30
17
13
13 II 13

0.1

Re , 0.05 0.1
-~'-- - R, I 0. l 0.25
R. 2070 3940
Ck 2.66 1.29
c. 0.029 0.012

E.

14

VA

12

0.1
2330
2.19
0.038
26
14

0.25
0.5
2830 3230
l .3.'i 1.15
0.012 0.006
34
38
14
14

6J7, 6,J7-G, 6J7-GT, 12J7-GT

(AS

0.1
---·~

0.25

--0.,5

0.25
2440 5770
1 .12 0.64
0.012.5 0.0075
56
57
14
14

TRIODES, SEE 6C5)

180

90

E ••

-

300
0.25 0.05
--- - 0.5
0.1
7000 1270
0.62 2.96
0.007 0.034
36
51
11
11

300

---·-

0.5
0.1
0.25
Re
--- - --- - 1
R, ().25 0.5
R2 ·0.14 1_.18 2.6
R. 1100 2600 5500 ·
C2 0.05' 0.03 0.05
2
5.3 3.2
Ck
Cb 0.01 0.005 0.002/i
29
22
32
E.
120
85
VA 55

0.25
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.25
0.1 I
---- -0.25
1
0.2!> 0.25 0.5
1
1
0.5
1.18 2.!)
2.9
0.5
0.5 1.1 1.18 1.4
1200 2200
750 , 1200 1600 2000 3100 450
0.0,5 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.02.5 ·0.01 0.04 0.04
4 .1
2.5
8.3
5.4
3.8
6.7 5.2 4.3
0.01 0.008 0.005 0.0035 0.0025 0.01 0.005 0.003
104
60
81
97
.52
41
60
56
140
350
6!)
!)3
140
165
82
118

--

6X7, 6X7-G
90

Ebb

0.5

180

300
---·--·

..

0_5
0_l
0.25
0.5
0.25
------ -1
1
0.25 0.5
1
1
0.25 · 0.25 0.5
R, 0.25 0.5
R. 2250 4950 8500 1700 I 29,50_ 3800 4300" 6600 _ 1500_ 3400 _ 6100
Cb 0.01 0.006 0.003 0.015 0.0lo 0.007 0.0030 0.0030 O.Olo.0.0050 0.003
94
20
23
19
46 I 40
50
57
54 ! 83 I 87
E.
24
22
23
21
23
24
24 1 25 I 22 I 24
VA 19
Re

0_l

0.25

- - - - --·· -

.

-- -

0.1

1

6S.J7, 12S.J7
Ebb
0.1
Re
---R. 0.25
R, 0.29
Rk . 880
C2 0.085
c. 7.4
Cb 0.016
E. 23
VA 68

90
0.25

-0.5-

0.5.
-·-

1

1. 7

0.25

0.1

-

0.5

- -

0.25
0.31
1700 3800
800
0.045 0.03 0.09
4.5
2.4
8
0.005 0.002 0.015
18
22
00
82
119
93
0.92

300

180

I
0.25
0.83
1050

0.06
u.8
0.001
38
109

1
1
0.5
0.94 0.94 2.2
1060 llOO 2180
0.06 0.07 0.0-!
6.1
3.8
6.6
0.00+ 0.003 0.002
5-!
44
47
131
161
192

~1~-25_ 0.5
0.25 . 0.5
1
0.37 1.10 2.2
860 1410
530
0.09 0.06 0.05
5.8
10.9
7.4
0. OHi 0.00-1 0.002
!)6
79
88
238
167
98
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6SQ7, 12SQ7

E••
Re

180

90
0.1

0.25

- - -- - -

0.5

0.1

0.25

300
0.5

-- --

0.1
--

0.2,5

0.5

-- --

]
1
0.25 0.25 0.5
0.25 0.5
1
0.25
0.5
1
6600 11000 16600 2900 4300 4800 5300 8000 2200 3900 6100
I.I
0.7
2.9 2.1
1.8
1.5
3 . .5
1. 7 1.07
2
1.3
c. 0.01 0.006 0.003 0.015 0.015 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.015 0.007 0,004
22
21
10
28
33
41
E.
5
7
33
51
62
44
VA 29
40
36
43
50
53
57
39
53
60

Ru
Rk
Ck

6T7-G
180

DO

E ••

300

----------

R,

0.1

0.25

- -I - - - -

R.

0.25 0.5
Hk 4750 8300
1
1.5
Ck
Cb 0.012
10
IEo
7.8
VA 24
30

0.5
·--

0.1

--

0.25

0.5

--

0.1

0.25

0.5

-- -- --

]
0.25 0.25 0.5
1
1
0.2.5
0.5
1
11200 2830 ·4410 5220 5920 0440 2400 4580 8200
0.6 2.25 1.5 1.25 1.11 0.74 2 .•5.5 1.3.5 0.82
()IH6 0.0135 0.012 0.008 0.00.5 0.00-15 0.0135 0.0075 0.0055
27
34
12
29
39
39
58
69
77
34
36
41
33
28
38
32
40
43

0. 007T _

(Courtesy of RCA Manufacturing Co.)
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APPENDIX XVIII
ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS
~O'.C'E 1: Answers are provided for approximately 50 per cent of the problems.
Except in a few cases, answers arc provided for the odd-numbered problems. Instructors using this texl can purchase a complete answer book from the publisher.
N O'.C'E 2: As far as is practicable, all answers arc accurate to three significant
figures.
N O'.C'E 3: Answers to problems involving values obtained from curves are generally
difficult to check accurately hecause of variations in reading the curves. In preparing
the answer book, cn!ftrged drawings of the curves were used to aid in obtaining greater
accura-cy. In most cases the values obtained from the curve for use in solving the
problems have been included with the answers.

Chapter I

1. (a) 4.414 feet
(b) 1.345 meters
3. (a) 0.177 second
(b) 0.00268 second
(c) The radio listener
6. 5.65 to 0.376 feet
7. 0.0941 foot
9. 570 kc
11. 4.89 to 4.56 meters
13. 7812 kc
16. (a) 3.02 meters
(b) 9.89 feet
17. 9340
19. 11,000
21. 0.0134 second
23. 60. 7 feet
Chapter II
1. (a) 2 watts
(b) 1 watt
(c) l watt
(d) 50 watts
3. (a) l sa-1.14 ma
lAs-7.74 ma
(b) I sc-2.22 nm
JAs-5.22 ma
6. (a) 12 mv
(b) 12 volts

(c) 36 volts

(d) 720 volts
7. (a) 56.9 µh
(b) 719 µh
(c) 25,396 µh
9. (a) 0.237
(b) 0.32
(c) 0.04
11. (a) 8635 ohms
(b) 15,700 ohms
(c) 23,550 ohms
(d) 66,725 ohms
13. (a) 1500 ohms
(b) 250 ohms
(c) 1479 ohms
(d) 3.92 hcnries
16. (a) 10 turns
(b) 25 turns
(c) 20 turns
(d) 3480 turns
(e) 1740 turns
17. 6 plates
19. 494 µµf
21. 49.82 µµf
23. (a) 331.7 ohms
(b) 331.8 ohms
(c) 0.331 amp
(d) 0.0301
(e) 88.5 degrees
(f) 1.095 watts
26. 1.93 µf
779
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27. (11) 1G2.l ohms
(b) isoo-0.G amp
i,oo-0.75 amp
iooo-0.5 amp
(c) 11; 00-1.85 amp
(d) p,0 0-180 watts
p400-225 watts
P•oo--150 watts
(e) P1; .-555 watts
29. (a) Group 1-40 ohms
Group 2-/i0 ohms
Group 3-30 ohms
Group 4-30 ohms
(b) 150 ohms
(c) 2 amp
(d) 600 watts
(e) e,-80 volts
e2-80 volts
e3-80 volts
e,-100 volts
e,-100 volts
e .---60 volts
e,-60 volts
e,.-60 volts
(f) i 1-0.5 amp
i2-l amp
i.---0.5 amp
i,-0.667 amp
i 6-l.333 amp
i.-2 amp
i,-1 amp
i.--1 amp
(g) p,-40 watts
p.--80 watts
p3-40 watts
p,-66.7 watts
p.-133.3 watts
P•-120 watts
p,-60 watts
pa- 60 watts
31. (a) 500 ohms
(b) 5250 ohms
(c) 7950 ohms
(d) 2745 ohms
(e) 36.4 ma
(f) Z,-3010 ohms
Z2-2650 ohms
Z 3-2258 ohms
Z,--5300 ohms
(g) e 1-10!l.5 volts
e2-96.4 volts
0

33.

35.
37.

39.

41.

43.
47.

49.

51.

53.

e3-82. 2 volts
e,-192.\l volts
(h) p, 0.331 watt
p2-0.0265 watt
Pa-0.265 watt
p,-0.0397 mitt
(i) 0.662 watt
(J) p-f,-0.0830
p-f2-0.0075
(j) p-f,-0.0885
p-f,-0.0056
(k) 0,-85-degrce lag
02-89.5-ckµ;ree lead
0,- 85-<legrl'c lag
o,-89.5-dcgrec lead
(/) 0.182
(m) 79.5-dcµ;rcc lead
(a) 139.5 µµ.[
(b) 45 µ.µ.f
(c) 13. 6 µ.µf
(a) 289 µh
(b) 2416 kc
(a) 15.86 µµf
(b) 1.96 me
(c) 3.36 me
(d) 3.77 me
(a) 1138 µ.h
(b) 274
(c) 900,G38 ohms
(d) 55.5 µ.a
(e) 15.2 nm
(f) 15.2 ma
(a) 199 µ.h
(b) 1083
(c) 1.2 kc
10.48 kc
(n) 2000 ohms
(b) 2000 ohms
(c) 1998.8 ohms
(d) 1990 ohms
(c) 1872 ohm~
(f) 1043 ohms
(a) 7222 ohms
(b) 25,120 ohms
(c) 62,800 ohms
(d) 235,500 ohms
4.24 henries
(a) 63,600 ohms
(b) 63G ohms
(c) 628 ohms
(d) 62,800 ohms
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66. (a) 63.6 ohms
(b) The capacitor circuit
67. (a) 7!1.5 ohms
(b) The capacitor circuit
69. (a) 80 henries
(b) 111 ohms
(c) 800 ohms
(d) 720 henries
(e) 900 ohms
61. (a) 7.8 kc
(b) 0.0384
(c) 50
(d) 39
63. (a) 0.0375
(b) 261.7 to 271.7 kc
(c) 59.2 µ.µ.f
66. (a) 500 ohms
(b)_,800 ohms (k-1.60)
67. (a) 0.00025 second
(b) 0.0002 second
(c) Xo

Chapter III
1.
3.
6.
7.

8.
11.
13.
16.

17.
19.

1500 kc
4.99 µ.h
247 µ.µ.f
9938 kc
546 kc
10 µ.h
(a) 334 µ.µ.f
(b) 550 to 813 kc
(a) 389 µ.h
(b) 43.3 µ.h
(c) 6.08 µ.h
(a) 194.6 µ.µ.f
(b) 194.6 µ.µ.f
39.3 µ.µ.f
Chapter IV

1. (a) 153.6 ohms
(b) 25 watts
3. (b) 1.51 ohms
2 watts
6. (b) 21 ohms
(c) 5 watts
7. (b) Ri-42 ohms
R,-724.6 ohms
(c) R, -2 watts
R2-30watts

11. 20 (deb-50 volts)
(dee-2.5 volts)
13. 20 (deb-50 volts)
(de.-2.5 volts)
16. 8000 ohms
(de"-100 volts)
(di"-12.5 ma)
18. 14,000 ohms
(deb-JOO volts)
(di.-7.15 ma)
21. (a) 2500 µ.rnhos
(di.-2.5 ma)
(de.-1 volt)
(b) 2500 µ.mhos
23. (a) 1400 µ.mhos
(di.-1.4 ma)
(de,-1 volt)
(b) 1428 µ.rnhos
26. 99
27. 8421 ohms
29. (a) 3.15
(b) 15. 7
(c) 4.72 volts
23.5 volts
31. (a) 1.81
(b) 13.6
(c) 2. 71 volts
20.4 volts
33. (a) 78,000 ohms
(b) 140,100 ohms
36. 250,000 ohms
Chapter V
1. (a) 50 X 10 ·G second
(b) 0.667 X 10-a second
(c) 75

2. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
6. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
7. (a)
(b)

1060 ohms
R is 471 times greater than Xe
The capacitor path
3,180,000 ohms
Xe is 6.36 times greater than R
The resistor path
3419 ohms
Path through C1
Yes. A small amount
3419 ohms
Additional i-f filtering
80 per cent
1060 ohms
282,600 ohms
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Chapter VI

(c) 3,180,000 ohms
(d) 94.2 ohms

(e) Tho capacitor path
(f) Tho inductor path
9. (a) -4 to -2 volts
(b) -6 to O volts
(c) -7 to 1 volt
11. (a) -4.3 volts
(b) 4.3 volts (max value)
13. (a) -30 volts
(b) 30 volts (max value)
16. (a) 120,000 ohms
(b) 48,000 ohms
(c) 30,000 ohms
17. (a) 100,000 ohms
(b) 0.004 watt
(c) ¼watt
19. (a) 3000 ohms
(b) 0.00126 watt
(c) ¼watt
21. (a) 0.318 µf
.
(b) O 5-µf, 200-volt, paper eapacitor
23. (a) JO 6 µf
·
(b) 10-µf, 25-volt, elcdrulytic capacitor
26. 270 volts
27. 251.95 volts
28. (a) 970 ohms (h-8.25 ma)
(b) 870 ohms (h-6.!l ma)
(c) 667 ohms (h-6 ma)
(d) 400 ohms (Jb-5 ma)
29. (a) O.OG6 watt
(b) 0.041 watt
(c) 0.024 watt
(d) 0.010 watt
32. (a) 172 ohms (h-5.3 ma)
(b) 476 ohms (J k-3.7 ma)
(c) 757 ohms (1 k-2.8 ma)
(d) 1200 ohms (h-2 ma)
33. (a) 0.0057 watt
0.0084 watt
0.0082 watt
0.0075 watt
(b) ¼watt (each)
36. (a) 2000.5 or 1999.5 kc
(b) 2001 or 1999 kc
(c) 2001.5 or 1998.5 kc
37. (a) 0.1 second
(b) 18.1 per cent
(c) 5 cycles

1. ((1.) 278 µh
(b) 2383 kc
2. (a) 5'10 to 1870 kc
(b) .533 to 1.5!)0 kc
6. (n) 258 µµf
(b) 4(i64 kc
7. 300 µh
:37.4 µh
5.27 µh
O.G!l7 µh
8. 2295 kc
G.50 me
17.3 me
47.6 me
9. 517 to 1650 kc
1.46 to 4.67 me
3.90 to 12.4 me
10.7 to 3-1.2 me
13. 42.7 µµf
14. 1500 to 20!l7 kc
15. 517 tu 1300 kc
1272 to 1570 kc
19. (a) 5.4 µµf
(b) Jfrduc1·d to 4!l4 kc
21. (a) 2G2!l µµf
(b) 1784 kc
22. (a) 5744 µµf
(b) 2252 kc
Chapter VII
1. (a)
(b)
(c)
3. (a)

2 volts
4 volts
4 volts
1000 ohms (h-8 ma)
O.OG4 watt
(b) 480 ohms (h--12.5 ma)
0.075 watt
(c) 228 ohms (h-17.5 ma)
0.07 watt
6. (a) -3 volts
(b) 8.2 ma
2.0 ma
(c) 29·1 ohms
(d) 0.03 watt
7. (a) 35
(b) -3 volts
(c) 105 volts (max)
(d) 2.1 ma
9. 27,777 ohms
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11. (a) 70.5
(b) 56.4 volts (max)
(c) 1.41 ma
13. 177
16. (a) 91.5 (Q-145)
(b) 144 (Q-143)
(c) 148 (Q-98)
(d) 90.8 (Q-45)
17. (a) 12.9
(b) 35.1
(c) 42.1
19. 181
21. (a) 226
(b) 228
(c) 226
23. (a) 72.9 per cent
(b )_ ,21.6 per cent
26. 122
27. (a) 0.0119
(b) 138
SO. (a) 85.7
(b) 61.8
(c) 5296
Chapter VIII
1. (a)
(c)
(e)
(g)
(i)
2. (a)
(c)

3.

6.
7.
9.

11.
13.

2.2553
0.942
0.699
4.5441
1.2625
1.2730
0.9935
(e) 3.57608
(a) 300
(c) 6
(e) 218
(g) 9.625
(i) 2082.5
9.87 db
(a) 31.2 db
(c) 37 db
(a) 40 db
(b) 20 db
(c) 30 db
(d) 22.2 db
(e) 30 vu
(a) 0.9 db (loss)
(b) 6.02 db (loss)
(a) 47.3

(b) 43.9

(c) 46.1
14. (a) 0.64 db (loss)
(b) 0.22 db (loss)
17. (a) 28,t
(b) 262
(c) 236
19. (a) 16.1
(b) 17.5
21. (a) 81.7
(b) 74
(c) 81
(d) 81.7
74
81
23. (a) 6674
(b) 5476
(c) 6561
26. (a) R,- -500,000 ohms
R,-1200 ohms
R,-1,180,000 ohms
R,-1200 ohms
R 4 -l,180,000 ohms
Cb-0,005 µ[
c,-s.1 µf
C,-0.04 µf
c,-5.4 µf
c.-0.01 µf
26. (b) 175
159
169
(c) 89.7 db
88.0 db
89.1 db
27. 91 cycles
29. (a) R,-250,000 ohms
Cb--Q.Ql6 µ[

R,:-530 ohms
C,--10.9 µf
R 2-370,000 ohms
C2 -0.09 µf
(b) 110
105.6
109.4
(c) 40.8 db
40.4 db
40.7 db
30. 39 cycles (min)
76,300 cycles (max)
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31. (a) 304 volts
(b) 15.1
19.7
10.4
(c) 2.3 db
33. (a) 50 volts
(b) 300 volts
(c) 188,400 ohms
1,884,000 ohms
9,420,000 ohms
(d) 189,500 ohms (inductive)
4,623,000 ohms (inductive)
682,000 ohms (capacitive)
36. (a) 0.007\J µf
(b) 79 µµf
(c) 3.16 µµ.f
37. (a) 250.64 volts
(b) 39
50
59.7
(c) 23,900 cycles
(d) 148
(e) 2.1 db (Joss)
(f) 1.5 db (gain)
39. (a) 40 volts
(b) 0.8
(c) 22.2 volts
(d) 4.5 volts
41. (a) 0.1
(b) 9.4

(d) 40.4 ma

9.

11.
13.
14.
16.
18.
21.

23.

24.

26.

(c) 10
43. (a) 0.424

28.

(b) 0.179
Chapter IX

1. -2 to -10 volts
78 to 185 volts
0.35 to 3.05 mu
3. 0 to -8 volts
48 to 160 volts
1 to 3.75 ma
6. (a) 60 ma
(b) 0 to -90 volts
(c) 104 to 372 volts
(d) 11 to 118 ma
6. (a) 58 ma
(b) 49 ma
(c) 146 volts
(d) 122 volts
7. (a) 57.2 ma
(b) 143 volts

30.

32.

34.

37.

39.

41.

101 volts
(e) 4.08 watts
(a) 1650 ohms
(b) 0.920 watt
(c) 0.818 watt
4.20 per cent
(a) 3300 ohms
(b) 0.818 watt
(a) 16.6 per cent
(b) 26.G per cent
11 watts
3950 µmhos
(a) 3.9G watts
(b) 19 per cent
(c) 26.4 per cent
(d) 11.M watts
(e) 5.76 watts
1.7 watts
7.5 per cent
(a) 81 ma
(b) 5 ma
(c) 35.5 ma
(d) 68.5 ma
(e) 10.5 ma
(f) 315 volts
(a) 9.5 per cent
(b) 3.66 per cent
(c) 10.1 per cent
(d) 3.88 watts
(e) 28.1 per cent
(a) 3.4 watts
(b) 13.6 watts
(c) 33.5 db
(a) 16 watts
(b) 34.2 <lb
(a) 260 ma
136 ma
(b) 15.6 watts
(c) 1846 ohms
(d) 1.5 per cent
23.4 watts
(a) 100,000 ohms
(b) 22
(c) 11,363 ohms
(d) 238,637 ohms
(a) 35.3
(c) 17.6
R,-90,000 ohms
Rz-10,000 ohms
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Chapter X
1. 877 to 2833 kc
3. 997 to 2400 kc
6. (a) 2.5 µsec
(b) 0.227 µsec
(c) Long
7. (a) XL-34,540 ohms
Xc-14.5 ohms
(b) 2380
(c) XL-15,700 ohms
Xc-31.8 ohms
(d) 494
9. 1227 kc
11. 15
13. (a) 112 µµf
(b) 15.9 ma
(c)'7.96 mw
(d) 0.0252 mw per cycle
(e) 4.77
16. (a) 11.4 µh
(b) 88.7 µµf
(c) 4.16 amp
(d) 0.332 amp
(e) 199 µ watts per cycle
17. (a) 41.6 ,uh
(b) 5.94µh
(c) 236 µµf
(d) 4.62 µ watts per cycle
19. (a) 750 cycles (decrease)
(b) 375 cycles (increase)
(c) 750 cycles (increase)
21. 4239
23. (a) 0.45 inch
(b) 0.045 inch
(c) 0.01126 inch
26. (a) 400 kc
(b) 2200 kc
(c) 4000 kc
Chapter XI
1. (a) 135 volts
(c) 90 volts
(d) 423 volts
3. (a) 405 volts
(c) 330 volts
(d) 634.5 volts
5. (a) 169 volts
(b) 338 volts
(c) 338 volts
(d) 338 volts

7. (b) 200 volts for C1
350 volts for C2
500 volts for C 3
(c) 250 volts for l\
450 volts for C2
600 volts for C 3
(d) 330 volts at each tube
9. 400 ma
11. (a) 117 volts
(b) 111 per cent
(c) 60 cycles per sec
13. (a) 53.1 volts
(b) 180 cycles per sec
16. 0.09 volt
17. 3.74 per cent.
19. (a) 1500 ohms
(b) 998 µf
(c) 2.66 ohms
(d) 62 amp
(e) Burn it out
(f) Xo
21. (a) 9.97 per cent
(b) 0.24 per cent
23. (a) 12.4 per cent
(b) 0.452 per cent
(c) 0.022 per cent
25. (a) 7.8 per cent
(b) 0.517 per cent
28. 50 per cent,
30. 96 volts
31. 2.5 per cent
33. (a) 1.25 per cent
(b) 0.025 per cent
36. 14.4 per cent
37. (a) 1.80 per cent
(b) 0.052 per cent
38. 4.8 henries
40. Ri-3344 ohms
R2-l886 ohms
Ra-5555 ohms
R4-24. 7 ohms
R5-6.2 ohms
R~191 ohms
41. (a) 144 watts
(b) 5.97 watts
2.63 watts
3.6 watts
0.324 watt
0.081 watt
2.5 watts
44. (a) Reduces the voltage for
second grid of VT1
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(b) Reduces

(c)
(d)
(e)
(J)

45. 343

the voltage for the
screen grids of V1'i, VT,, and
VTa
180 volts
0.48 watt
105 volts
1.26 watts
volts
Chapter XII

1.

(a) 378 µ\V
(b) 3.78 µW
(c) 3.78 µW
(d) 1.51 mw

3. 0.316 volt
5. (a) 0.0025 µW
(b) 0.0!\2 µW
7. (a) 50 µV
(b) 2mv
9. (a) 3.98 mv
(b) 30.8 mv

11.

Feet

7
50
100
200

Volts
2.23
1. 26
0.84
0.50

mv
mv
mv
mv

13. 24.5
15. (a) 44.7
(b) 22.3
(c) 14.1
17. (a) 50
(b) 100
19. (a) 0.00632 µf
(b) 100 ohms
(c) 5385 ohms
(d) 343-1 ohms
21. 109.6 db
1:3. (a) 79 db below 6 mw
(b) 38 db below G mw

Per cent
100
56
36
22

INDEX
A

Abbreviations, 721-72G
A-c resistance, of coils, 47-48
of tube, 168
Acorn tube, 190-191
Adjustable resistors, 27
Aerial (see Antenna)
Air-core' •coils, 43
Air-pressure microphones, 511-542
Alignment, 662-668
of trf receivers, 663-665
of superhetero<lyne receivers, 665-6()8
All-wave receiver, 2.54-261
Alphabet, Greek, 722-723
Alternating current, average value of, 68
effective value of, 68
instantaneous value of, GS
maximum value of, GS, '102
power of, 69-73
Alternating-current circuits, GS. ·83
characteristics of, 68·· 6!)
Ohm's law for, 68-70
parallel, 72-73
power in, 69-73
series, 70-72
simple, 69-70
Alternating-current plate resistance, 168
Alternating-current resistance, 47-48,
51-52, 88, 168
Alternating-current vectors, 38, 51
Alternating-current voltmeter, 681
Alternating-current wave, 68
Alternating voltage, 68
Alternation, 13
Ammeter, 679-680
Amplification, power, 4Go-403, 419~125
voltage, 172-175, 287-291, 304---312,
338-348, 350-353, 35G- 360, 364365
787

Amplification factor, of beam power
tubes, 18G
of pentodcs, 184
of tetrodes, l 81
of triodes, 167-1G8, 172
Amplifiers, audio-frequency, 332-382,
392-439
(See also Audio-frequency pow!'r
amplifiers; Audio-frequency voltage amplifiers)
band-pass, 106-110, 300-312
buffer, 58.5
Class A, 27U -291
(See also Class A amplifier)
Class A2, 412
Class AB, 270, 433-434
Class B, 279, 43t~135
Class C, 270, 587-58!)
classification of, 279-283
decibel gain in, 327-332, 3G1-365
degeneration in, 314, 365
(See also Negative feedback)
direct-coupled, 298
distortion in, 283-287, 369-370, 403404, 421-423, 130-433
dynamic characteristics of, 394-399
equivalent circuits of, 287-291, 293294, 2!)6-300, 334-3'18, 350, 357358, 42G
feedback, 313-315, 365-379, 438-439
fidelity of; 320-32'1
graphical analysis of, 112-421, 426-42!)
impedance-coupled, 203-205, 349-355
intermediate-frequency, 300-312, 636,
652-658, 665- 666
load lines for, 3!)4-396, 419-421, 430433
modulating, 586
multistage, 312-31[;, 361-3G5, 375-377
parallel, 424 425
parallel-feed, 353-356
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Amplifiers, pentod(', 289-291
phase i1werter, -135--136
phase relations in, 161-163
po\\·cr, 278, 392--13!1, ,587-589
for public-address systems, -108--100,
566-570
push-pull, -125--136
Q of, 295
rndio-frequency, 291- 31.5, 587-589
regeneration in, 31-1-315, 365
resista11ce-capacitance-coupled (see Resist ancc-capaci tan ce-coupled
amplifirr)
seledivity of, 106-110, 301-30-1, 65-1
shielding in, 314-315
speeeh, 320-32-1, 586
stability of, 371
transformer-coupl('cl, 298-315, 355-36-1
triorle. 287-289
voltage, 278-2i9, 2Dl-315, 332-382
Amplitude, distortion in, 283-287, 369370, -103---10-1, -121---123, -130---133
moclubtion of, 577-i,81
Amplitude-modulated receiYer, 633-6G8
Arnplitude-modulatrd transmitter, 583597
Analyzers, srt, 60(}-6\)2
Angle, of lag, 36 3\)
of lead, 51 .52
phase, 36-39, 51-52
of radiation, 62-1
of reflection, 621-625
of refraction, 62-1 625
Anode, 158 15\J
aceelerating, 607
Antenna, capacitin• loading of, 613-61-1
coupling to transmitter of, 6 I 7
current in, GlO
<'Urrent distribution on, 600 610
current-frd, 617
dipole, Gll, GW
directional, 614
doublet, 611
electrical characteristics of, 135-136
fundamental, 136, 608-610
grounded, 611-613
half-wave, 608, 611
Hertz,611
impedance of, 609-610
inductive loading of, 613-614

Antenna, loop, 13-1- -135, 6-13-6-14
length of, 135, 608, 613-614
:Marconi, 611-613
principle of. !i05-60u
quart Pr-"·a H\ 611- 613
radiation of, 606-G08
recei,·iug, 132 -136, 6-14, 669
resLstance of. GIO
transmitting, 6(H-6H
niltage distribution on an, 609-610
niltage fed, Gli
Antenna arra:,·, 61-1
Antilogarithm, 32G-32i
.\-power supply, -185
Armstrong method of frequency modulation, 507-5\18, 603-60-1
Arnlibl<-, sound waYes, 11-13, 320-324
.\udio-frPqUPlll'Y, rangp~ of, 12, 320-321
Audio-frequen<'y, by-pass capacitor, 217218
:\rnlio-frequen<'y chokP, -!l, 349
.\11dio-frequpm•y oi<eillator, 692 693
Audio-fn·quency power amplifi('rs, 392-130
classifif'ation of, 3!l2
clistortion in, -103--l0-1, -121-423, 430-133
graphical analysi8 of, -101--103, -112--121
imprdan<'c matching in, 436-437
maximum power output of, 4Do-403,
-115--tli
maximum undistortP<l po,\·n output
of, -10-1 --10,5
negatin fPPdback, 438---139
parallel oprration of, -12-1--125
power amplifiPation of, 400--103, 419-125
push-pull operation of, 425--136
(See also Amplifiers)
Audio-Irequen<'y signal generat<ir, 6926!)3

Audio-frequen<'y transformer, 45-46,
360 36-1, 751
Audio-frequency
voltage
amplifiers,
classification of, 820
deribrl gain in, 327-332, 364-365
cqui\·alcnt circuit of, 333-318, 350,
357-358
feedback amplifiers, 365-379
impedance-coupled, 349-355
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Audio-frequency
voltage
amplifiers,
multistage, 364-365
r-c-coupled, 332-3-19
(See also H.esistance-capacitancecoupled amplifier)
r'!generation in, 365
requirements of, 320- 324
transformer-coupled, 355-360
Audion, 5-6
Autodyne, 230-231
Automatic grid bias, 216-218
Automatic resistance control resistor,
28, 157-158
Automatic tuning, 272-27'1
Automatic volume control, 233 238
delayed, 236-238
principle of, 233
simple, 233-236

B
B-power supply, 485
Balanced detector, 206
Balanced feedback amplifier, 377-379
Balanced modulator, 600-602
Ballast resistor, 157-158
Ballast tube, 28
Band-pass amplifier circuit, 106-110,
300-312
effect of coefficient of coupling on, 107110, 301-30-1
ideal response curve of, 106-107, 301
width of band pass in, 108-110, 301304
Band-pass filter, 93
Band-stop filter, 93-95
Band suppression filter, 93-95
Rand switching methods, 256-261
Rands, 247-248, 253-254
side, 579-583
Bandspread, 261-268
Bandwidth, of coupled circuits, 98-99,
107-110
of resonant circuits, 84 -85
Bank winding, 43
Bar, 545
Bare copper wire, table of, 7-13 744
Battery, ,185-486
Beam power tube, 186-187, 423-424
action of, 186
characteristics of, 186-187

Beam power tube, distortion in, 421-423
power rating of, 423-·124
Beat frequency, 226
Bel, 327-328
Bias, automatic, 216-218
cutoff, 213-2U
fixed, 212-213
grid, 161-163, 215-218, 281-283, 455 457
grid-leak, 218-223
self, 217
Bias resistor, 216
Bleeder current, 518
Bleeder resistor, 518
Blocking capacitor, 332-338
Blocks, transposition, 620
Bridge rectifier, 496~198
Broadcasting, frequency range of, 16, 22,
252-253
operations in, 17-22
Broadcasting channels, 24 7-248
Buffer amplifier, 585
Buffer capacitor, 530
By-pass capacitor, a-f, 217· 218
filter action of, 147
r-f, 147, 203 205
C
C-power supply, 485
Cable, coaxial, 622-623
Capacitance, calculation of, 48 -49
characteristics of, 48
definition of, 48
distributed, ,13, 48, 61-62, 260-261
effect of, in resonant circuits, 85-86
and inductance, 85-86, 141-142, 758759
inherent, of circuit elements, 88
interelectrodc, of tubes, 178-180
stray, 345
units of, 49
Capacitive coupling, 96, 592 593
Capacitive reactancc, 50- 51
Capacitor, a f by-pa s, 217 218
blocking, 332 338
buffer, 530
characteristics of, 48
charging time of, 116 -117
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Capacitor, checker of, 707
color rode of, 748-7·19
coupling, 06, 332
decoupliug, 380
dielecti·ic in, 48-f>O
discharge of, 117
electrolytic, 5·1-58
equivalent circuit of, 88
filter, \ll-OG, 642
fLxed, 53-58
gang, 5\J, 270-271
impedance of, 51
line filter, 642
losses of, 60
mica-dielectric, 53, 748-7-10
nonpolnrizcd, ()1
oil-dielPctric, 5-1
padder, 265· '.W7, GG7-CiG8
paper diclcetrie, 53-51
in parallel, 52-53
plates of, •18-50
polarized, Gl
reactanec of, 50-51
resistance of, 51-52, 88
r-f by-puss, 147, 203-205
in series, 52-53
split-stator, 5!), 271
trimmer, 2G-l-268, GG-1-GG7
variable, 58-5\J, 248-250, 271
volbgc rating of, 61
Capacitor-input filter, clmracteristics of,
514
output voltage of, 513
regulation of, 513-514
ripple voltage of, ,510-513
theory of, 510
Capacitor micrupl10nc, 5.'i2· 553
Capacity (llee Capacitance)
Carbon microphone, 5-18-551
Carbon resi~tor, 27, 31, 746-747
Carrier swing. 582
Carrier wave, G7G
Cathode, clim:-tly heated, 152 ·153
indirt>ctly heatPd, 153-15-l
ionic-heated, 4!ll
oxide-coated, li'i2-15-1
purposP of, 151-152
Cathode-bias rPsistor, 2lG-217
Cathode by-pass eapaeitor, 217
Cathode connections, 1.54-157

Cathode-ray oscillo~cope, flyback tirni,
of, 701
operation of, 702 705
principle of, G\JO 700
saw-tooth time base of, 701
sw·pep gPrierator of, 700-702
synehronization of, 702
Cathode-ray tube, accderating anode
of, 607
electromagnetic deflection in, GOO
clc(·tron gun of, GU6-·697
electrostati(· deflPction in, 6!J8-699
focusing in, 607 6!J8
focusing electrode of, 6\J7
fluorescent screen of, 698
principle of OfJ<'nttion of, 695-696
type nmnlwrs of, 6\)9
Cathode-ray tuning indicator, 650-662
C-bias rletcctor, 210
Center frcq1wncy, 582
ChannPI, broadcasting, 247-248
Channl)·st, 707 708
Char:u·tPri~tic impedance, 91
Charge, elcdri(•, 32, 48-49, 150-lGl, 4!)1
Checker, L-C, 707
Choke toils, a-f, 11, 349
rlistrihuted capacitance of, 62
powcrsnpply, 41, 516-517
r-f, -13
Choke-input filtl'r, charactPristics of,
517 518
output voltage of, .517
ripple voltage of, 51-1-517
theory of, 514J
Cireuit Q, 83-86
(See also Q)
Circuits, a-c, 68 83
converter, 640 G52
coupling of (see Coupling)
decoupling, 380-382
delayPd-action, 110-120
<1-c, G3-GS
Pqnivaknt (see Equinilent circuits)
filter, 8!)-9G, 21-1-215, 506-518, 565
oscillatory, -151-·453
powPr supply, 485-,533
l'PSO!lnllt, 7.J.-87
sweep, 700-702
tnnk, 462-467
tuned, 7\J-83

INDEX
Circulating current, 79
Class A amplifiers, characteristics of,
280-281
distortion in, 283-287
efficiency of, 407--410
feedback in, 313-31.5
grid bias for, 281-283
intermediate-frequency, 300-312
multistage, 312- 315, 364-365
operation of, 281-2&1
parallel, ,!24-425
phase reversal in, 161-163
power amplification in, 400-403
push-pull, 425-433
radio-frequency, 291-315
voltage amplification of, 287-291
Class AB amplifiers, 279-280, 433-431
Class B' amplifiers, operation of, 279--280
push-pull, 434--43.5
Class C amplifiers, 270, 587-589
Coaxial cable, 622--623
Code, color, 746-7,51
reception of, 224-225, 230-232
Coefficient, of coupling, 35, 98 00
calculation of, 35
effect of, on response, 98-09
effect of, on width of barnl pass,
106-110, 301-304
of temperature, of crystals, 472 -473
of thickness, of crystals, 473-47,1
Coils, aiding, 39
air-core, 43
a-c resistance of, 47-48
choke, 41-43, 62,349, 516-517
high-frequency, 43
impedance of, 37
inductance of, 33-34
iron-core, 41
low-frequency, 41
noninductively wound, 4o--11
opposing, 39
plug-in, 254-256
Q of, 43
r-f tuning, 250-252
shapes and types of, 33-34, 13
shielding of, 47, 311-315
skin effect in, 47
uses of, 41, 43
variable inductance, 30, 138
voice, 556
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Coils, with variable coupling, 39, 138,
301-304
Cold-cathode tube, 531
Color code, for a-f transformers, 751
for i-f transformers, 751
for loudspeakers, 7/iO
for mica capacitors, 748-749
for power transformers, 751
for resistors, 746-747
Colpitts oscillator, 159-460
Combination meter, 670, 684-685
Common impedance, 370-380
Communication, history of, 2-3
types of, 1-2
Complex coupling, 07-98
Condenser (see Capacitor)
Cone, loudspeaker, 555-55\i
Contact-type microphones, 542-543
Continuous wave, interrupted, 224-225
Control grid, 161-163
Conversion efficiency, 646
Conversion factors, 727--730
Converter circuits, 649-652
Contact rectifier, 493
Copper-oxide rectifier, 493
Copper wire table, 743-744
Cosines, table of, 7M-755
Counterpoise, 613
Coupled impedance, 99-106
Coupled resistance, 102, 105
Coupling, of band-pass circuits, 106-110,
300--304
capacitive, 96, 502--593
coefficient of, 35, 98--99, 106, 110, 301304
complex, 97-08
critical, 98--99, 109-110, 305-306
direct, 96
electron, 477-478, 619
element of, 96-98
impedance, 593-594
indirect, 96-97
inductive, 35, 96-97
interstage, 592-594
link, 594
loose, 98-99
methods of, 96-98
mutual inductive, 99-106
optimum, 99
principles of, 96
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Coupling, rPHponsc curves of, 98-99, 106--110
sim pie, 9o-!J7
tight, !l8-!l!J
transformer, D!)-110
of tunPd and 11nt1111cd circuits, 106-110
variable, 3!l-40, 138, 301-304
C'ritical coupling, 08-00, 109-110, 305306
Critical inductance, 516
Crosby systPm of frpqncucy mo<lulation,
5!)7-600, 602-603
Cross modulation, 18.5
Cross talk, 18.'i
Crystal, characteristics of, ·171-47-1
<'quivalent clc>C'trical circuit of, 47-1-176
frequency range of, 479
mounting of, '17-1-475
power output of, 474
Q of, 475-476
quartz, 472-47-1
Hochcllc salt, -171
safcguanling of, 47-1
tempernture <'oPfliC'icnt of, 472--473
thkkncsH coPfliC'if'nt of, ·173-47"1
tourmaliuc, ,171
U~PS of, 470
Crystal cuts, types of, 473
Crystal detector, 142-144
Crystal microphone, 551 552
Crystal oscillator, 476-177
Crystal pickup, M-1-565
Current, alternating (Me Alternating
current)
antenna, 610
bleeder, 518
circulating, 79
eddy, 47
lagging, 36--3!)
leading, .51--,'i2
plate, 158, 4!)2
saturation, 161
Curves, a-f amplifier charactcristir.s, 333334, 350 3.52, 363 364,370
grid voltage vs. plate current, HlG-171
pn.rallel-rf'..sonance, 81-8:3
plate voltage vs. plate curr!'ut, 166- 160
response, 98-9!J, lOG-110, 2-16-247,
26\J, :301
saturation, 1.'i!l

Curn)s, scries-rcHonance, 7!l-81
slope of, 80-8-1, !l8-l 10
spePd1 charnct(•ristie;;, 322 ~2-1
univr,rnal time-constant, 117-110
Cutoff liias, 213-21-1
Cycle, 13

D
Decibel, 32-1
USC of, 327- 332, 364-365, 51.'i-548
Decoupling, 365, 37!.l-382
Decoupling caparitor, 380
Decoupling circuits, 380-382
Decoupli11g factor, 380
Decoupling resistor, 380
Dcfll'<'.tion, electronmguetic, 6!)0
clPctrostatic, 608-6!l!l
Degenerative fredback (sec Inverse feedback)
Delayed-action circuits, R-C circuits,
lM--117
R-l, circuits, I 10-114
univ<'rs:tl timc-const:1nt curves for,
117-ll!J
uses of, 119-120
Delayed aut.omatic volume control, 23fi238
Demodulation (see DPtP!'tion)
Demodulat.or (see Detector)
Detection, 201-203
double, 6-1:3
Detector, autodyne, 230-231
crystal, 142 144
di()(le, 203 -210
distortion in, 213-215
fidelity of, 202-203
full-wave diode, 206-207
function of, 131 -132, 201
gric.1..-lmk, 218 223
heterodyne, 22-1-228
linearity of, 207
plate, 210 218
powPr, 223 ·224
regenerative, 228-230
second, (i.58
sPrrnitivity of, 202-203
square-law, 223
sup<!rrcgcncrativc, 2:31-232
Deviation, frc<1ucncy, 582-583
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Deviation ratio, 583
Dielectric in capacitor, 48-50
Dielectric constant, 49, 745
Dielectric strength, 715
Diode, 158-161
Diode detector, 203-210
Diode rectifier, 490
Dipole, 611, 669
Direct-coupled amplifier, 298
Direct coupling, !JG
Direct-current· circuits, comhination, 6366
Ohm's law for, 63
parallel, 64-65
parallel-series, 66-68
power in, 63-68
series, 63-64
serie~-parallel, 65-66
simple, 63
Direct-current voltmeter, 680-681
Direct inductive coupling, !J6
Directional antenna, 614
Directly heated cathode, 152-153
Discharge of a capacitor, 117
Discriminator, 671-671
Dissipation, 410-411
Distortion, in amplifiers, 283 287, 370,
403-404, 421-4 23, 430 -433
in beam power tubes, 421-423
calculation of, 403-404, 421-423
in CJa,;s AB amplifiers, 133
in Class B amplifiers, 13'1
in detector, 213-215
frequency, 370
harmonic, 370, 403-404, 462
modulation, 185
nonlinear, 36\J
in oscillator, 46\J-470
in pentacles, 421-4.23
phase, 369
in push-pull amplifiers, 430-433
Distributed capacitance, of choke coil,
61-62
effect of, 62, 260 261
methods of reducing, ,13, 48
Distributed inductance, 88
Distributed resistance, 88
Divider, voltage, 518 521
Double-impedancc-eoupled amplifier, 353

Double supcrhctcrodync, 643
Doubln, voltage, 4!)8-502
Doublet antenna, 611
Drawing symbols, 711-720
Dry-disk rectifier, •193
Dry electrolytic capacitor, 56-58
Dynamic characteristics of tubes, 165
394-3\J!)
Dynamic instability, 469, 585
Dynamic loudspeaker, 556-560
Dynamic microphone, 553-554
Dynamic plate resistance, 168

I'·,
Ear, 11
Earphones, 144-147
Eddy currents, 47
Edison effect, 4, 150
Efficiency, of Class A amplifiers, 407-410
of Class AB amplifiers, 433
of Class 13 amplifiers, 4a4
of oscillators, 468-169
plate, 407-410
plate-circuit, 406-407
of tank circuit, 463
Electric charge, 32, 48-4!)
Electrical leng;th of lines, 614
Electrode, focm;ing, 607
Electrodynamic loudspeaker, 558-559
Electrolytic capacitor, 54 ·58
Electromagnetic clefleetion, 699
Electromagnetic field, 605
Rlectron-coupled oscillator, 477-478
Electron coupling, 477-478, 649
Electron emission, 4-5
Electron gun, 6\J6-697
Electronic voltmeter, 686 688
Electronics, applications of, 7 ·10
Electron-ray tube, 659-662
Electrostatic deflection, 698-699
Electrostatic field, 605
Electrostatic focusing, 697-698
Emission, secondary, 180
thermionic, 152-153
Energy, stored by electric field, 49
stored by magnetic field, 32
stored iu tm1k circuit, ·165-467
Equivalent circuit, of amplifiers (see
Amplifiers, equivalent circuits of)
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Equivalent circuit, of capacitors, 88
constant-current form, 289-2\JI
constant-voltage form, 287-28!)
of a crystal, 474-476
of incl uctors, 88
of resistors, 88
Exciter, 586
Expon<'nts, use of, 731-732

F
Fading, 625
Farad, 49
Feed, single-wire, G23
Feedback amplifiers, 313-315, 3(15-37\J,
438-43!)
advantages of, 365-3(;6, 36!)-371
balanced, 377-37!)
equations fur, 366-36!.J
limitations of, 372-373
multistage, 375-377
negative, 3G5-379, 438-·13!.J
positive, 365-36(1
power, •138-439
principle of, 366-368
Feedback factor, 3G8
Fidelity, of amplifiers, 320 324
of detectors, 202-203
of receivers, 245--2-W, 630-632
Filament-type tubes, 152-153
Filter circuits, action of, 8\! UO
band-pass, !J3
band-stop, !J3-!J5
capacitor-input, 510-51-1
choke-input, 514 -518
high-pass, !)2 93
low-pass, \Jl 92
m-derived, \J.'i-UG
rnultisection, 90, 512-5[3
operation of, 50S -509
pi-type, !JO
purpose of, 50G 507
regulation of, 513-514
resistor-capacitor, 95-96
r-f, 214-215
for ripple voltage, 507 508, 511-515
scratch, 565
terms for, \J0-91
types of, !)!-!JG, 50!.J-510
T-type, 90

Fixed bias, 212-213
Fixed capacitor, 5:~-58
Fixed resistor, 27
Fleming valve, 4, 151
Fluorescent screen, 6!J8
Flyback time, 701
Focusing electrode, GIJ7
}'ormulas, summary of, 733-742
Frequency, bPat, 226
quenching, 231
ranges of, Hi, 252-253, 320-324, 47D
of resonance, 75- 76, 78
resting, 582
rippk, i>07
Frequency deviation, 582
Frcqmmcy distortion, 370
Frcqucncy-modulatl'd n·cciver, 668-G74
antenna for, (j(j!)
block diagram of, GG8-G6!J
discriminator of, G71-674
limiter of, 671
r-f scl'lion of, 670
Frcquency-modulu.tcd transmitter, 5!)7604
(See also Transmitter)
Freqm·ncy modulation, 577, 581-583,
5!!7 604, fi68 fi74
Fr<'qucnPy rnultipli(•r, 47!)
FrC'qucni,y response of rnicroplionC's, 543
Frrqncrwy sfahility of osciilntor;4G9-470
F11ll-\rnve rletector, 20G-207
Full-wave rnctifiers, ·1\J·l-496
Fumlamcntal antenna, 136, 608-610

G
Gang <·apacitor, 59, 270-271
Ga11ged tuning, 270 -272
Gas regulator tube, 531-533
Generator, harmonic, 47\J
saw-tooth, 700 702
signal, G!J2 6!.J,5
Graphical analysis, of dynamic characteristics of a vacumn tub<l, 3\J-!-400
of OR('illator, ,155-157
of power 1unplifi('rs, 412-•121
of push-pull :unplifiPrs, 426-42!.J
of statie charnl'l,.,ristics of a vacuum
tuhc·, 163-171
Greek alphabet, 722-723
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Grid, action of, Hil, 182-184
screen, 177-180
Grid bias, lGl-163, 215-218, 281-283,
455-457
Grid-bias modulation, 581)- 51)0
Grid-cathode capacitance, 178
Grid detection, 218-223
Grid excitation, 468
Grid keying, 584
Grid-leak bins, 218-223
Grid-leak-capacitor detector, 218-223
Grid modulation, 581J--51J0
Grid-plate capacitance, 178
Grid-plate transconductance, 170-172,
177, 181, 18·1, 186
Grid voltage vs. plate current, Hi6-171
Ground wave, 623-624
Groialded antenna, 611-613

H
Half-wave antenna, 608, 611
Half-wave rectifier, 4!J3-41J4, 41J(i
Harmonic analysis, 421-423
Harmonic distortion, 370, ,103-404
(See also Distortion)
Harmonic generator, ,17n
Hartley oscillator, 457-458
Heising method of modulation, 590
Henry, 32
Heptodc, 188
Hertz antenna, 611
Heterodyne detector, 224-228
High-frequency choke, 43
High-frequency range, 43
High-frequency resistance, 47-48
High-level modulation, 589
High-pass filter, 92 -93
Horns, types of, 555, 559-560

I
Image-frequency signals, 653
Impedance, of antenna, 609-610
calculation of, 37, 51
characteristic, 91
common, 379-380
coupled, 99-106
matching of, 436, 547-548, 620-623
in parallel resonant circuit, 78-79

Impedance, plate-to-plate, 430
reflected, !J!J --JOG
in serii,s resonant circuit, 7(i
of transmission lines, 617-619, 621
Impcd::mcc-couplc<l amplifier, audio-frequency, 349-355
characteristics of, 340-350, 355
circuit action of, 34!)
double-impedance, 353
parallel-plate foed of, 353-355
radio-frequency, 293-29,'>
voltage amplification of, 350-353
Impedance coupling, 593-594
Indicator, tuning, 65\J-662
Indirect coupling, !J6-!J7
Indirectly heatecl cathode, 153-154
Induced voltage, of mutual inductance,
35-36
principles of, 32-33
of self-inductance, 32-33
lnductance, calculation of, 32-36
and capacitance, 85-86, 141-142, 7.5875!)
characteristics of, 32
of coils, 33-34
critical, 516
distributed, 88
effect of, in resonant circuits, 85-86
mutual, 31-36
self, 32-31
unit of, 32
Inductance coils (see Coils)
Induction, of coil, 33-34
in field, 32
magnetic, 32
Inductive coupling, 35, !J6-97
Inductive reactance, 36-39
Inductors, checker of, 707
equivalent circuit of, 88
in par~llel, 3!J
in series, 39
Inherent capacitance of circuit, 88
Instability, dynamic, 469, 585
Interelcctrode capacitance, 178-180
Intermediate-frequency amplifiers, 300312

alignment of, 665- 666
characteristics of, 652-658
circuits of, 300- 312
equivalent circuit of, 304-312
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IntE1rmcdi1ite-frequcncy amplifi<'rs, selectivity of, 301-304, G5-I
in superlwtnodyne recPivers, 630, 6.'i3658, 6G5-666
transformPr for, 46, 301-30-1, 751
color code for, 751
values of, 304, 653
voltage amplification of, 304-312
Interpolation, of logarithms, 326
Interrupted continuous wave, 22-1-225
Interstage coupling, 592-51.H
Inverse feedback, 365
(See also .:--i'egative feedback amplifiers)
Inverse peak voltage, 492
Inverter, phase, 435-43G
Ionic-heated cathode, 491
Ionization, 491--492
Ionosphere, 62-1
Iron-core coils, ,n
IC

Kennelly-HPavi~ide layer, G2-l
Ecying, nwthod~ of, 58-1
Eilucycles, 15

L
Lag, angle of, 3G-39
Lagging current, 36-39
L-C checker, 707
LC product., 141 -H2
LC ratio, 85-86
LC tables, 758-759
Lead, angle of, 51--52
Leading current, 51 52
Letter symbols, 721-720
Limiter, 671
Line filter cnpacitor, 6-12
Line rectifier, 524-52G
Lines, load, 3\H-396, 419-421, 430-433
long, 614-615
resonant, 615-619
short, 614-615
(See also Transmission lines)
Link coupling, W-1
Lip microphone, 5-13
Litz wire, 48

Load lines, 394-39G, 4 Hl-421, ,Ja0-433
Load resistor, 337
Local oscillator, 6-i!>
Logarithms, 32-1-327, 75f,-757
Loktal base tubes, 189
Loop antenna, 134-135, G43-644
Loose coupling, !)8-!l!)
Loudspe:iker, color code for, 750
cone of, 555-550
electrodynamic, 558-559
horns for, 5.",.",, .1.1!)-5GO
magnetic, 5fi5-55f,
p-rn dynamic, ,'l.">7-.'i.''iS
LmY-frf'qucncy coils, •ll
Low-level modulation, 589
Low-pass filter, 91-92

~I
!\I-derived filters, 95-96
l\Iagnetic loudspeaker, 555-55G
l\Iagnetic pickup, 563-564
l\Iagnctic wire recorder and reproducer,
5G5-50G
:\Iarconi antf'nna, (i] l-Gl3
:\IastC'r oscillator power amplifier, 584585
:\fathematical symholR, 723
:\Iaximum pmn·r output, 400-403, 415,117
l\Iaxinmm power transfer, 400--!03
l\Iaximmn mulistortecl power output,
40-1-40.'i
;\leasuring instruments, ammeter 679-

GSO
combination meti>r, G79, 084-685
electronic voltmeter, 686-688
ohmmeter, G83-o84
output meter, 085-68G
rectifier-type, (i81
vacuum-tube voltmeter, 088-690
voltmeter, GS0-681, 086-690
:\iica capacitor, 53, 748-7,19
l\licrofarad, 49
l\ticrohcnry, 32
l\iicromho, 171
l\Iicrophone, air-pressure types, 5-11-542
carbon, 5-18-551
capacitor, 552 -553
contact, 542-543
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Microphone, crystal, 551-552
dynamic, 553-554
frequency response of, 543
lip, 543
moving-coil, 553-554
range of pickup of, 544-515
rating of, 545-548
reference level of, 545-5'16
ribbon, 554-55.5
sensitivity of, fi.13-544
throat, 543
transformer of, 540-550
velocity of, 55'1-555
'.\licrophonics, 631
Mixer, 644-645
Modulated wave, amplitude, 577-581
frequency, 581-583
Modu'!ating amplifier, 586
Modulation, amplitude, 577-581
cross, 18.5
frequency, ,577, 581-583, 597-60'1, 668674
grid, 589-590
high-level, 589
low-level, 589
per cent of, 578 579
phase, 577
plate, 590-592
Modulation-distortion, 185
Modulation envelope, 577-578
Modulator, balanced, 600-602
reactance-tube, 598-600
:\foving-coil microphone, 553 -554
i\fu (see Amplification factor)
::\iultiband recciYers, 251-261
i\.foltielectrode tube, 188
Multiphase rectifier, 503 504
Multiple-stage tuning, 268-270
Multiples and submultiples, table of
727-730
;\Tultiplier, frequency, 179
voltage, 498-503
voltmeter, 682 683
Multipurpose tubes, 188-189
l\iultisection filter, 90, 512 513
:\lultistagc amplifier, 312-315, 36-1 365,
375-377
Multistage tuning, 268 270
l\iultivibrator, 447, 702

:Mutual conductance (see Trans-conductance)
Mutual inductance, 3-1-36
Mutual inductive coupling, 99-106

N
.Negative feedback amplifiers, 365-379,
438-139
advantages of, 365-366
balanced, 377-379
current-controlled, 375
distortion in, :169 -370
limitations of, 372-373
multistage, 375-377
stability of, 371
voltage-controlled, 373-375
Negative resistance oscillator, 447-448
Noise, in receivers, 631
microphonic, 631
shot effect, 631
thermal-agitation, 631
Noninductive winding, ,10-,11
Nonlinear distortion, 369
Nonpolarized capacitor, 61
Xonresonant lines, 621
Xonsynchronous vibrator, 528-529
Kumbering of tubes, 191-194

0
Octal base tube, 191-192
Oct-0de, 188
Ohmmeter, 683-681
Ohm's law, for a-c circuits, 68-70
for d-c cireuits, 63
Optimum coupling, 99
Oscillator, amplifier action of, 149
analysis of, 453-4.55
audio-frequency, 692 693
classification of, 417-149
Colpitts, 459-460
constant voltage supply for, 469-470
crystal, 476 -477
distortion in, 469- 470
effect of Q in, ,162-463
efficiency of, ,l(j8-,169
electron-coupled, 177-479
excitation voltage of, ,1u3
frequency multiplier, 479
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Oscillator, frequency stability of, 469-470
graphical analysis of, 455-457
grid bias of, 455-457
harmonic, 471)
harmonic distortion in, 462
Hartley, 4.57-458
local, 645
multivibrator, 447, 702
negative resistance, 4,13
operation of, 455
padder capacitor for, G67 668
parallel-feed, 458-459
power output of, 468
r-f, 693-695
relaxation, 447
series-fed, ,157
stability of, •161, 469-470
sweep, 700--702
tank circuit in, 462-467
tri-tet, 480
tuned-grid tuned-plate, 460-462
uses of, 44G-447
Oscillatory circuit, 451~53
Oscillos<'ope, 691)-705
cathode-ray tube for, 605-6!)()
linear swe<•p circuit of, 700--702
operation of, 702-705
patterns of, 703
llReS of 1 705
Output meter, 685-686
Output transformer, 436--438
Oxide-coated cathode, 152-154

p
Padder capacitor, 265-267, 667-668
Paper capacitor, 53-5!
Parallel a-c circuits, 72-73
Parallel d-c circuits, 64-68
Parallel-feed amplifiers, 353-356
Parallel-feed oscilla t-0rs, -158-459
Parallel inductors, 39
Parallel operation, of amplifiers, 424-425
of rectifier tubes, 504-505
Parallel resonant t•ircuit, 77-79
curves of, 81 83
Peak inverse voltage, 492
Peak plate current, 4\!2
Peak value of alternating current, 492
Pent.a.grid converter, 648-652

Pentodn, 182-184
action of suppwssor !!:rid in, 182-184
amplificatiou factor of, 184
charaetPristic curves of, 183-184
distortion in, 421--423
plate resistance of, 184
power rating of, 423-424
transconductance of, 184
Pentode amplifier, 289-291
Permanent-magnet dynamic loudspeaker,
557-558
Phase angle, 36· 39, 51-52
Phase distortion, 36()
Phase inverter, 435-436
Phase modulation, 577
Phase relations in an amplifi('r, 161-163
Phonograph pickup, crystal, 56,1-565
magnetic, 5G3-5G·i
Pi-type filter, IJO
Piezoelectric effect, 471
Pin numbering of tubes, 191-193
Plate, characteristic curves of, 166-171
load resist.or of, 3.'l7
of vacuum tube, 158-159
Plate-cathode capacitance, 178
Plate-circuit efficiency, 406-407
Plate current, 158, 492
Plate <lct!'ction, 210--218
Plate dissipatiou, 410-411
Plate efficiency, 407--410
Plate keying, 584
Plate modulation, 590-592
Plate resistance, a-c, 168
of heam power tubes, 186
dynamic, 168
of pcntodes, 18-i
of tetrodes, 181
of triodes, Hi8- l61J, 172
Plate saturation, Hll
Plate-to-plate impl'dance, 430
Plug-in coil, 25-1-256
Polarization of rndio waves, 611
Polarized capacitor, 61
Positive fecdhack, 365-366
Potnntiolllcter, 29-31
Power, amplification of, 400-403, 419-425
calculation of, in a-c circuits, 60-73
calculation of, in d-c circuits, 63-68
maximum output of, 400-405, 415-,117
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Power, maximum transfer of, 400-403
maximum undistorted output of, 404405
Power amplifier, 278, 392-439, 587-589
(See also Amplifirrs)
Power detector, 223-22--1
Power factor, 69-70
Power output, Class A amplifier, 400-405
Class AB amplifier, 433
Class B amplifier, 434
Class C amplifier, 588
maximum, 400-405, ,115~117
of oscillator, 468
Power rating, of beam power tube, 423424
of pentodes, 423-424
Power sensitivity, 411-412
Power 'supply choke, 41, 516-517
Power supply circuits, ,!85-533
a-c/d-c, 524-528
battery, 485-486
bleeder current in, 518
bleeder resistor in, 518
capacitor-input filter, 510-514
choke-input filter, 514-518
components of, 521
filters for, 506-518
multiphase, 503-504
output voltage of, 522-523
rectifiers, 490--493
rectifier circuits, 4!)3-506
regulation of, 513-514, 523-524, 531533
transformer, 44, 487-490, 751
transformerless, 524-528
types of, 487
vibrator, 528-531
voltage divider for, 518-521
voltage doubler, 498-502
voltage multiplier, 498-503
voltage regulated, 531-533
Preselector, 644
Pressure microphone, 541-542
Pressure reference level, 546
Propagation of radio waYes, 623 627
Public-address amplifier, 408-409, 566568
Public-address system, 568-570
Push-button tuning, 272-274

Push-pull amplifier, 425-436
Push-pull transformer, 438

Q

Q, coil, 43
circuit, 83--86
definition of, 77, 83
effect of, on impedance of parallel
resonant circuit, 78-79
on current in parallel resonant circuit, 79
on slope of resonance c11rves, 83-84
on voltages of series resonant circuit,
77
on wave form of oscillator output,
462-463
on width of band pass in amplifiers,
108-110
on width of resonance curves, 84-85
effective, of coupled circuits, 295
of oscillator circuits, 462-463
of quartz crystal, 475-476
of tuned amplifier, 295
Quality factor (see Q)
Quarter-wave antenna, 611-613
Quartz crystal (see Crystals)
Quenching frequency, 231
Quiescent value, 396
H.

Radiation, angle of, 624
explanation of, 606
Radiation field, 606
Radiation resistance, 606-608
Radio channel, 247-248
Radio circuit, development of, 6-7
Radio communication, basic electrical
principle of, 2
early history of, 2-3
lfadio frequency, ranges of, 16, 252-253
Radio-frequency amplifiers, Class A, 291315
Class C, 587-589
classification of, 291
cquh'alent circuit of, 2!)3 -294, 296297, 298 300
impedance coupled, 293 295
of power, 587-589
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Hadio-frequency amplifiers, regeneration
in, 31·1-315
rcsistancc-capaci tance-coupled,
29(i298
transformcr-couplc<l, 208-313
tuned, 2!ll-2U5
tuned primary and tuned secondary,
300-312
untuncd, 205-298
untuncd primary and tuned secondary,
2!J8-300
voltage, 278-270, Wl-315
Hadio-freqnency by-pass capacitor, J.17,
203-205
Hadio-frcqucncy choke, 43
Hadio-frequency filters, 21-!-215
Radio-frequency oscillator, U\)3-6%
(See also Oscillators)
Hadio-frcquency signal gpnprator, 6!)3605
Hadio-frC'queney transfonnPr. 4G
Hadio-irC'qucney tuning l'oil, ·250-252
Hadio receivers, a-c/d-c, U58-659
alignmmt of, (if,2-008
all-wave, 254-2()1
amplitmle-rnodulatt•d, ()33 ()68
antennas for, 132-13G, G-14, GG9
automatic tuning in, 272-274
automatic voh1me rontrol in, 233-238
bandsprearl in, 21il 268
hand switching in, 2.5() 2()1
block rliagrnm for a-rn, G33- G38
bloek diagram for f-m, !i!i8
broadcast hand of, 2-17-248
characteristics of, U30-!i31
code, 224-22.5, 230 232
comparison of a-m and f-rn, 631-633
crystal, simplP, 132
ficklity of, 2l5-24G, G30 n:-:2
fr<'quency-morlulated, GG8-U74
functions of, 131- 1a2
ganged tuning in, 270 271
multibarnl, 254 2(il
noises in, H31
operations of, 17-22
;,elrctivity of, 2-1.'i, 2(iC: 270, G30
Hcn8itivity of, 215, G30
short-wave bands of, 253-25-1
signal-to-noise ratio of, 031
stability of, 630-631

Radio rereivers, superheterodync, 642659, 665 608
(See also Supcrheterodyne receiver)
testing of, 077-688
tone control of, 0-12
tracking, 271-272, 662-663
tuned-radio-frequPncy, 637-M2, 663-

665
tuning indicator of, 650-662
volume control of, ()38
Hadio waves, amplitrnle-modulatcd, 577578
analysis of, 576-577
clefinition of, 023
fading of, 625
frequency of, 13-17
fre11ueney-modulated, 581 582
ground wave, 023-02-l
polarization of, 01 l
propagation of, 623-027
reflection of, 024
rpfraction of, G24
short, 252-25.J.
sky wave, 024-025
spcPd of, 13
types of, 577
wavrlrngth of, 13-17
Reaetancc, capa<'itivc, 50-51
inductivP, 3G-38
ReaC'tanee-tuhe modulator, 598-600
Heceivers (.~ee Hadio re<·Piv<'rs)
HccPiving anknna, 132 136, 660
Receiving; tube clw.racturistics, chart of,
700-773
Recording, 500-506
crystal pickup for, 50-1-565
magnetic pickup for, 563-564
magnetic-wire, 5G5 5G6
Rectifier, contact, 4!)3
copper-oxide, 193
dry-disk, 493
Rectifier circuits, bridge, 496-4!)8
di()(le, 4!JO
filtPrs for, 50U-518
fnll-wav,•, 411-1--l!)(j
half-waw, 4!13 -.HJ.1, 4!)6
line, 524 526
multiphase, 503 -50.J
parallel opPration of, 504-505
regulation of, 513-514

INDEX
Rectifier circuits, selenium, 493, 505-506
transformer, 493-506
vibrator, 528-531
voltage douhler, 498-502
voltage multiplier, 498-503
voltage tripler, 502
Rectifier tubes, 4!)0-4!)2, 526-527
Rectifier-type meter, 681
Reference level, pressure, 546
zero, 331-332
Reflected impedance, 9!)-105
Reflected resistance, 105
Hcflection, angle of, 624-625
Hefraetion, angle of, 624 625
Regeneration, in a-f amplifiers, 365
bias-detector, 228-230
in r-f amplifiers, 314-315
Hege1ierative detector, 228-230
Hcgulation of power supply, 513 51-1,
523-524, 531·· 533
Regulator tubes, 531-533
Relaxation oscillator, 447
Remote cutoff tube, 18,1-186
Resistance, a-c, of capacitor, 51-52, 88
of coils, 47-48
of tube, 168
antenna, 610
coupled, 102, 105
distributed, 88
effect of, on tuned circuits, 82-83
high-frequency, 47-18
measurement of, 677-678, 683-68-1
plate (see Plate resistance)
radiation, 606-608
Resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier,
audio-frequency, 332-3-19
balanced-feedback, 377-379
characteristics of, 333, 3-18-3-1!)
circuit action of, 332-333
decoupling of, 379-382
design data chart, 774-776
equivalent circuit of, 333-:HS
feedback, 365-379
negative-feedback, 368-369, 373-379
power amplification of, 400--403, 419425
radio-frequency, 296 -298
resistance and capacitance values for,
336-338
voltage amplification of, 338-348
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Resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier,
wide-band, 670
Resistance-capacitance filter circuits, 9596
nnsistors, acl,inRlahl", 27
automatic resiotancc control, 28, 157158
bias, 216
bleeder, 518
carhon, 27, 31, 746-747
classification of, 27 -29
color code for, 74() 747
decoupling, 380
equivalent circuit of, 88
fixed, 27
load, 337
power rating of, 28-29
taper of, 30-31
tapped, 28
tolerances of, 746
uses of, 28
variable, 27
voltage-divider, 518-521
wire-wound, 27, 31
Resistor-capacitor filter circuits, 95-!)6
Resonance, curves of, 79 · 84, 98-110
definition of, 74
frequency of, 75-76, 78
Resonant circuits, calculation of, 75-70
classification of, 74-75
currents in, 79
effect of capacitance in, 85-86
dfect of inductance in, 85-8()
effect of Qin, 77-79
effect of resistance in, 81-83
impedance of, 76, 78
parallel, 77--79
series, 7fi-77
use of, 86-87
voltages_ of, 77
width of curve, 81-85
Resonant line, 615, 617-619
Response curves, 98-99, 106-110, 246 ·
247, 269, 301
Resting frequency, 582
Rheostat, definition of, 29
uses of, 30
Ribbon microphone, 554.-555
Ripple, allowable, 508
calculation of, 507, 511-513
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Ripple, per <'Pnt of, 507 508, 511-513
Ripple factor, 507
Ripµlc frequency, 507
Ripple voltage, 507, 510 -517
Rochelle salt crystal, 4 71

s
Saturation current, 161
Saturation curve, 159
Saw-tooth generator, 700 702
Scratch filter, 565
Screen, fluorescent, (ill8
Screen dissipation, 410-411
Screen grid, 177-180
Second detector, G58
Secondary emission, 180
Selectivity, of receivers, 245, 268-270,
630
of tun!'d amplifiers, 106-110, 301-304,
654
Selector switch, 257
Selenium rectifier, 493, 505-506
Self bias, 217
Self inductance, 32-34
Sensitivity, of detectors, 202-203
of microphones, 5-13-54·1
power, 411-412
of receivers, 245, 630
Series a-c circuits, 70- 72
Series d-c circuits, 63- 68
Series-fed oscillator, 457
Series inductors, 39
Series resonant circuit, 75 77
curves of, 79-81
Set analyzers, 690-692
Shielding, in amplifiers, 31.t 315
of coils, 47, 314-315
Short waves, hancls of, 253-254
characteristics of, 253
frequency ranges of, 252-253
Shot effect, fi31
Shunt, ammeter, 681
Shunt feed (see Parallel feed)
Side bands, in amplitude modulation,
570-581
in frequency modulation, 583
';ignal generator, audio-frequency, 60261)3
radio-frequency 603-605

Signal-to-noise ratio, 631
8ignal tracin11;, fi78 079
Signal wave, 577
Silicon detector, 1'13
Simple coupling, 91\-97
Simple <1-c circuits, 63
Sine wave,, 68
Sines, table of, 754-7.55
Single dial control, 270-272
Single-ended tube, 18Q
Single-wire feed, 623
Skin effrct, ,t 7
Skip distance, 62.5
Sky wave, 624-625
attenuation of, 624
path of, 624-625
refraction of, 62·1
skip zone of, 625
Slope of resouance curves, 83-8-l
effect of coupling on, 08-110
effect of Q on, 83-8·1
effect of resistance on, 80-83
Smoothing choke, 51•t
Socket, connectio,rn, 191-103, 761-763
Solenoid, inductance of, 34
Sound, audible characteristics of, 320-322
effrct of frequency elimination 011 1 322323
frequency range of, 12-13, 320-32·1
intensity of, rPquire<l, 323-324
mettsnrrments of, 327-332
on wirP, 565-5fiG
units of, 32·1
Sound wave, 10-13, 320-324
Space charge, 15\.l-Hil, 401
Spacing of wires, 611)-620
Sp<.•ctnnn, 16
Speech amplifier, characteristics of, 320324, 586
Speed of raclio waves, 13
Split-stator varia hie capacitor, 50-60, 271
Spurious rPsponses, 654-658
Square-law det.ecior, 223
Stahility, of amplifiers, 371
of oscillators, 461, 4G!J-4 70
of recciv<>rs, 630-631
of transmitters, 585
Standing waves, 600, 615-617
Static characteristics of vacuum tubes,
163-171

INDEX
Stray capacitance, 3-15
Submultiples and multiples, table of,
727-730
Summary of equations, 733-742
Superhetcrodyne receiver, alignment of,
665-668
amplitude-modulated, 6-12-659
antenna for, 643-6-14
block diagram of, 636-637
conversion efficiency in, 646
converter of, 644-652
double detection in, 6-13
first detector of, M5
frequency-modulated, 668- 674
image frequency of, 653
image ratio, 653
int~·rme<liate frequencies in, 653-654
intermediate-frpqucncy amplifier of,
300-312, 636, 652-658, 665-666
local oscillator of, 6-15
mixer in, 615
preselection in, GH
principle of, 642· 643
second detector of, 658
spurious response in, 654-658
typical circuit of, 655, 658-65\J
Superregenerative detector, 231-233
Suppression filter, band, IJ3-IJ5
Suppressor grid, 182-18-1
Sweep circuit, 700- 702
Swinging choke, 517
Switching, banrl, 256 -261
Symbols, drawing, 711-720
letter, 721-726
mathematical, 723
vacuum-tube, 188, 725-726
Synchronous ,ibrator, 529-5BO

T
T-type filters, IJ0
Table, of abbreviations, 721-726
of bare copper wire, 7,13-7-1-1
of cobr code, for a-f transformer !earls,
751
for capacitors, 748-74!)
for i-f transformer leads, 751
for loudspeaker leads, 750
for power supply transformer leads,
751
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Table, of conversion factors, 727-730
of cosines, 75-1-755
of dielectric constant, 745
of dielectric strength, 7,15
of drawing symbols, 711-720
of formulas commonly used 111 raclio
and electronics, 733-742
of frequency and wavelength, 758-759
of Greek alphahet, 722-723
of LC product, 758-759
of letter symbols, 721-726
of logarithms, 756-757
of mathematical symbols, 723
of multiples and submultiples, 727-730
of sines, 75+-755
of vacuum-tube letter symbols, 725726
Tank circuit, amplitude stability of, 462
analysis of, ,163-,[6-1
efficiency of, ,163
energy stored in, 465-467
u•aye shape of, 462-463
Taper, of resistors, 30-31
Tapped resistors, 28
Temperature coefficient, of crystals, 472473
Testers, tube, 705-707
Testing radio recei,,ers, purpose of, 677
resistancc-measurcmcn t method of, 677
signal-tracing method of, 677-679
Yoltage- and current-measurement
method of, 677
Te trodes, 177-182
action of screen grid in, 177-180
amplification factor of, 181
characteristic curves of, 180-181
plate resistance of, 181
transconductance of, 181
Thermal agitation, 631
Thermionic emission, 152· 153
Thickness coeflicicnt, 473-474
Thoriated filament, 152
Three-circuit timer, 22!)
Throat microphone, 5-13
Tight coupling, IJ8-\J9
Time constant, 110-·l 19
for capacitance and resistance, 114-117
for inductance and resistance, 110-114
universal curYes of, 117-118
Time-delay circuits, 110-120
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Tone control, 642
Tourmaline cryHtals, 471
Tracking, 271 -272, 662-6()3
TRF recPiver, 637-6-12
alignment of, 6C,3 (i(if,
block diagram of, 633-636
Transconductance, of beam power tubes,
186
of pentodes, 184
of tetrod($ 1 181
of triodes, 170-172, 177
Transfer characteristic C'urvcs, 167, 170
Transformer, audio-frequency, 45-4G,
360-36-1
color code for, 751
coupling by, 00-110
impedance ratio of, 437
intermediate-frequency, -IG, 301-304,
751
microphone, 540 .5.50
output, 436-438
power supply, -.14-45., -137--rno, 751
push-pull, -138
radio-frequency, -IG
turns ratio of, 44-4,'>
variable-coupling (i-f), 301 304
voltage ratio of, ,1.1--rn
Transformer-coupled amplifiPr, audiofreqlHmcy, 355 3GO
d1araetPristics of, 3.56
connections of, 3i>5-3f>G
equivalent circuit of, 2\.l9, 357-358
feedback, 313--015
nc-gative feedback with, 37G-377
radio-frcq1wncy, 298 313
transformer for, 3G0-3fi.1
voltage amplification of, 2!J!J, 305, 3.'iG360
TransformPr n•et.ifier circuits, 493-506
Transformerless power supply units, .524528
ad van tagPs of, 52J-- 526
clrn.racteristies of, 527 528
rectifier tulws for, 52G-527
Transmission lines, co:'l-xiul, 622-()23
Plcetrical length of, Gl-1
feeding an antenna with, G17
impt•dance of, GJ7-GHJ, G21
length of, 020
long, 614-615

Transmission lines, nonrcsonanL 021
resonant, Gl5, Gl7-Gl!)
short, 61-1-615
single-wire, G23
spacing of wirt's of, Gl9-G20
standing waves on, Gl5-0l 7
tr~nsposition blocks for, 620
twisted-pair, G21-G22
two-conductor, 610-G21
typl'S of, 019
wavelPngtb along, G15-0l 7
Transmitter, amplitude-modulated, 5835\J7
lilo('k diagram of, 585-587
bufft'r amplifier of, 585
dynamic inst.ability of, 585
grid modulation in, 58\J-5!)0
high-level modulation in, 580
interstage coupling in, 5!J2-5[)4
low-level modulation in, 580
opP.ratious of, I 7-22, 585-587
plate modulation in, 500-5\)2
r-f pom·r amplifier of, 587-589
frequency-modulated, 5!)7-004
Armstrong system for, 5\)7-598, 003601
balanced modulator of, 600-002
block diagram of, 587, G02-G04
Crnsl>y system for, 507-GOO, 602-003
rca('tancc-tube modulator in, 5\)8-600
Transmitting antmma, 604-614
Transposition blocks, G20
Tri-tet oscillator, 480
Trigonometry, 752-753
Trimmer capacitor, 264-268, 6li-1-607
TriOllP amplifiers, 287-289
Triodes, !GI-I 77
action of control grid in, 161-103
amplification factor of, 167-lGS, 172
characteristic curves of, 103 1G7
plate resistance of, lGS-lGU, 172
trans<'ondnctance of, 170-172, 177
voltage amplification per stage, 17217.5
Tripler, voltage, 502
Tu hPs, acorn, l\l0-1\J 1
ballast, 28
haRP connPrtions, l\)l-l\J3, 7fil-763
hmm powrr, ISG-188, -123 --124
cathodP-my, fi05-000
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Tubes, characteristics of, chart of, 760--773
code numbcrin~ of, 1!,1 -1!)4
cold-cathode, 531
convcrtc'r, 6-!8-G51
development of, •1-6
diode, 158-161
dynamic characteristics of, 1 r,5, 3!!43!)!)

electron-ray, 65!J-6G2
filament-type, 152 153
gas-filled, 531-533
interelectrode capacitance of, 178 -180
loktal base, 189
microphonics in, 631
multielectrodc, 188
multipurpose, 188-189
numbering systems, 193 -194
octal base, 101-192
pentodc, 182-18G
(See also Pentodes)
pin n1;mhering of, 19 l -Hl3
plate resistance of, 168· 16!!, 172, 181,
184, 186
rectifier, 490-4\J2, 526-527
regulator, 531-533
remote cutoff, l S,1- 186
single-ended, 189
static characteristics of, 163 171
symbols of, 188, 725-726
testers of, 705-707
tetrode, 177-182
(See also Tetrodes)
triode, 161-177
(See also Triodes)
variable-mu, 184-186
voltage drop of, 490-492
voltage regulator, 531-533
Tuned circuit, 79-83
Tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator, 160-462
Tuned-radio-frequency amplifiers, 291312
Tuned-radio-frequency receivers, 637642, 663-665
Tuner, three-circuit, 229
two-circuit, 139--141
Tuning, alignment methods, 272, 663
automatic, 272-274
bandspread, 267-268
ganged, 270-272

Tuning, multiple-stage, 268-270
variable capacitance, 138-130
variable inductance, 136-138
Tuning coil, r-f, 2/iO- 252
'l'uning indicator, (i5U- fill2
Turns ratio of trau::;formr•r, 44-45
Twisted-pair line::;, 621-622
Two-circuit tuuer, 1:1\J-1-11
Two-conductor lines, 6l!J-621

u
Undistorted power output, 101-405
Unit, volume, 331--332
UniverHal time-cou~taut curve, 117-118

V
Vacuum tube (.~ee Tuhes)
Vacuum-tube voltmeter, 688-690
Valve, Fleming, 4, 151
Variable capacitance tuning, 138-139
Variable capacitor, 58-60, 2·18-250, 271
straight-line-capacity, 2·18-249
straight-line-frequency, 250
straight-line wavelength, 249
Variable coupling, a!J-40, l:i8, 301-304
Variable inductance coil, 30, 138
Variable inductance tuning, 136-138
Variable-mu tube, 184-186
Variable resistor, 27
Variomcter, 1:18
Vectors, 38-39, 51-52
Velocity microphone, 55,1-555
Vibrator, nonsynchronous, 528-529
synchronous, 52!J-530
Vibrator power supply units, 528-531
characteristics of, 530-531
filters, 530
operation of, 528-530
Voice coi( 556
Voltage, alternating, 68
amplification of, 172-175, 287-291,
304- 312, 338 ·348, 350-353, 356360, 364-365
amplification constant of (see Amplification factor)
grid vs. plate current, 166-171
induced, 32-36
peak inverse, 492
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Voltage, plate, vs. plate curn•ut, 166-lG0
of resonant circuits, 77
ripple, !507, 510-517
Yoltage amplifiers, 278-271), 2!)1-315,
332-382
Voltage divider, 518-521
Voltage doubler, 498-502
Voltage feed for antennas, 617
Voltage multiplier, 498-503
Voltage regulation, !513-511, 523-521,
531-533
Voltage regulator tube, 531-533
Voltage tripler, 502
Voltmeter, alternating-current, 681
direct-current, 680- 681
electronic, 686-688
multiplier for, 682-683
output meter, 685-686
vacuum-tube, 688- 6!J0
Volume control, fi38
automatic, 233-238
Volume unit, 331-332

w
Wave, amplit11de-m()(l11lated, 577-581
carrier, 576
frequency-modulated, 581-583
ground, 623-62'1
incident, 615

,vave, interrupted continuous, 224-225
polariz<:>d, 611
propagation of, 623-627
radio, 13 17
(Sec afao Hadio waves)
reflected, 615
short, 2.'i2-254
sine, u8
sky, 62-1-625
sound, 10 -13, 320-324
standing, 60!J, 61.5 617
types of, .577
Wave band, 247-248, 2.53-254
\Vave forms, 131
Wavelength, calculation of, 13 17
definition of, 14
spectrum of, 16
along transmission lines, 615-617
Width of band pass, 108-110, 301 304
Width of frequency hand, 84-85
Winding, coil, ,!Q-43
Wire recorder, 565-566
\\"ire tahle, 743-744
\Yire-wound rl'8istors, 27, 31
Working volt!lgc, of capacitors, Gl

z
Zero reference level, 331-332

